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EN55022 Compliance
Warning: This is a class A product. In a domestic environment this product may cause
radio interference in which case the user may be required to take adequate measures.


이 기기는 업무용(A급)으로 전자파적합등록을
한 기기이오니 판매자 또는 사용자는 이 점을
주의하시기 바라며, 가정외의 지역에서 사용하는
것을 목적으로 합니다.


Canadian Compliance Statement
This Class A digital apparatus complies with Canadian ICES-003.
Cet appareil numérique de la classe A est conforme à la norme NMB-003 du Canada.



Product recycling and disposal (EU and Norway)
(Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive 2002/96/EC
[WEEE])
The following mark on Products indicates that these Products are to be collected
separately and to be recycled or discarded according to applicable local and national
regulations. For further information regarding return, collection, recycle or disposal,
please contact your sales company where you purchased the Products.

The above mark is not printed on the following Products but these Products are also
subject to electrical and electronic equipment (EEE). These un-marked Products are,
as well as marked Products, to be collected separately and to be recycled or discarded
according to applicable local and national regulations. For further information, please
contact your sales company where you purchased the Products.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Products code
GGX-EC9*******, GGX-EC9******-Y
GGX-MJ9*******, GGX-MJ9******-Y
GGX-CC9MZFC1**
GGX-MC9LSMC128M, GG-MC9LS128M-Y
GGX-CN9XF*R1A** , GG-CN9XFSR1A-Y
GGX-LG9PWCBL202, GG-LG9PWCBL22-Y

Products name
CPU
Memory
Fibre Channel Mezzanine Card
Memory Card for LAN Switch
XFP Module for LAN Switch
Power Cable

Note:
The above regulation/marking applies only to countries within the European Union
(EU) and Norway.
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Export control
To export this product, check the export control-related regulations and follow the
necessary procedures. If you have any questions, contact our sales representative.
Note that the same handling is required for peripheral equipment and pre-installed
software shipped with this product.



Chinese RoHS
有毒有害物质和元素的名称及含量

有毒有害物质和元素
铅
汞
镉
六价铬
多溴联苯 多溴二苯醚
（Pb） （Hg） （Cd） （Cr(VI)）
（PBB）
（PBDE）
伺服器底座
×
○
○
○
○
○
刀鋒型伺服器
×
○
○
○
○
○
管理模块
×
○
○
○
○
○
局域网交換机模块
×
○
○
○
○
○
光纤交换机模块
×
○
○
○
○
○
电源模块
×
○
○
○
○
○
分电盘
×
○
×
○
○
○
○：表示该零件的所有均质材料中的有毒有害物质的含量在 SJ/T 11363-2006
标准规定的限量範囲内。
×：表示该零件的某一均质材料中的有毒有害物质的含量超出 SJ/T 11363-2006
标准规定的限量範囲。
零件名称

Notes on Deleting Data when Disposing
of or Transferring the System Equipment
Personal computers and system equipment are used for various purposes at the office
and home. Important data of customers are recorded in the hard disks in these
computers and system equipment.
You must erase these important data contents when transferring or disposing of the
system equipment.
However, it is not easy to erase data written on the hard disk.
When you "erase data", you generally do one or more of the following:


Discard data in the “Recycle Bin”.



"Delete" data.



Erase data using the "Empty Recycle Bin" command.



Perform initialization (formatting) of the hard disk using software utilities.



Recover the factory defaults using a recovery CD.

The above operations only change the file management information of data recorded
on the hard disk; actually the data is just blocked from view.
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That is, although the data appears to have been erased, it was just made unavailable
under an operating system such as Windows. The actual data remains on the hard
disk and may be read using special data recovery software. Consequently, important
data on the hard disk of the system equipment can be read and used for unexpected
applications by malicious people.
To avoid unauthorized access to important data on the hard disk when disposing of or
transferring the system equipment, it is extremely important for you to erase all data
recorded on the hard disk at your own risk. When you erase the data, we recommend
that you purchase and use a dedicated software or service, or corrupt the data on the
hard disk physically or magnetically using a hammer or strong magnet to make it
unreadable.
Transferring the system equipment without deleting software on the hard disk
(operating system, applications, etc.) may be against software licensing agreements.
Check your software licensing agreements carefully.

Registered Trademarks and Trademarks
Microsoft, Windows, Windows Server, and Hyper-V are registered trademarks or
trademarks of Microsoft Corp. in and outside the U.S.
Intel, Xeon are registered trademarks or trademarks of Intel Corporation.
Linux is a registered trademark or trademark of Linus Torvalds in and outside the U.S.
Red Hat is a registered trademark or trademark of Red Hat, Inc. in and outside the U.S.
All other registered trademarks or trademarks in this manual are the property of their
respective owners
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Thank you for purchasing Hitachi system equipment. This manual describes procedures for the
use of the system equipment such as installation, connection, and handling.

Notation


Symbols
Meanings of symbols used in this manual are as follows:

This indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause

WARNING death or severe injury.
CAUTION
NOTICE

This indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause
relatively mild or moderate injury.
This indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause
severe damage to the equipment and/or damage to
surrounding properties.
This indicates notes not directly related to injury or severe
damage to the equipment.

This indicates advice on how to make the best use of the
equipment.
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Abbreviations for Operating Systems (OS)
In this manual, the following abbreviations are used for OS name:


Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 Standard
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 Enterprise
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2 Datacenter
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Standard
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Standard)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Enterprise
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Enterprise)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Datacenter
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Datacenter)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Standard without Hyper-VTM
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-VTM
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-VTM
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Standard 32-bit
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Standard without Hyper-VTM 32-bit
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-VTM 32-bit
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32bit)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-VTM 32-bit
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32bit)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 R2, Standard x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003 R2, Standard x64 Edition)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 R2, Enterprise x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003 R2, Enterprise x64 Edition)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 R2, Standard Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003 R2, Standard Edition)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003 R2, Enterprise Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003 R2, Enterprise Edition)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003, Standard x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003, Standard x64 Edition)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003, Enterprise x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003, Enterprise x64 Edition)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003, Standard Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003, Standard Edition)



Microsoft® Windows Server® 2003, Enterprise Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003, Enterprise Edition)
vii
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OS name in this manual

Included OS

Windows Server 2008 R2

Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter

Windows Server 2008

Windows Server 2008 Standard
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32-bit

Windows Server 2008 64-bit

Windows Server 2008 Standard
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V

Windows Server 2008 32-bit

Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32-bit

Windows Server 2003 R2

Windows Server 2003 R2, Standard x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2, Enterprise x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2, Standard Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2, Enterprise Edition

Windows Server 2003 R2 (x64)

Windows Server 2003 R2, Standard x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2, Enterprise x64 Edition

Windows Server 2003 R2 (32-bit)

Windows Server 2003 R2, Standard Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2, Enterprise Edition

Windows Server 2003

Windows Server 2003, Standard x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003, Enterprise x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003, Standard Edition
Windows Server 2003, Enterprise Edition

Windows Server 2003 (x64)

Windows Server 2003, Standard x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003, Enterprise x64 Edit

Windows Server 2003 (32-bit)

Windows Server 2003, Standard Edition
Windows Server 2003, Enterprise Edition
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OS names used in this manual stand for official OS names in "Included OS" in the
table below:

For the proper use of Compute Blade server blades, it is highly recommended to install
all utilities provided with the product. If utilities are not properly installed, the system
may not operate correctly and have trouble detecting or analyzing failures. Please be
sure to install the utilities.
Installation manuals and utilities are shipped with devices and/or option cards.
Please refer to "Remote Console Application User's Guide" for the installation of the
remote console utility.



Compute Blade utility program list

Utility name

Object device

ServerConductor/

All server blades

Applicable

Stored in

OS
Windows

Agent
Linux

Outline of function

ServerConductor

Performs the resource

Agent for

management, the

Windows CD

operation management,

ServerConductor

and the fault management

Agent for Linux

of the system device.

CD
ServerConductor/

All server blades

Windows

Advanced Agent
Linux

ServerConductor

Controls the power supply

Advanced Agent

in cooperation with

for Windows CD

ServerConductor/Agent.

ServerConductor
Advanced Agent
for Linux CD

MegaRAID

All server blades

Storage Manager

(except

Windows

DriverKit CD

maintenance, and array

S5/P5/S4/H4/P4
models)

Watch, management,
construction for the disk

Linux

DriverKit CD

array controller and the
connected physical/logical
drives.

Hfcddutil

FC mezzanine

Linux

card

HFCtools

Gb-FC Adapter

Setting of various

Drivers CD

parameters and

*GGX-

composition information

CC9MZFC1

fixation functions

*GGX-

(Persistent binding

CC9M4G1**/

function) of object adaptor.

GG-

Windows

DriverKit CD

CC9M4G1X1-Y

Collection of error log
information on object
adapter.

ServerConductor/

ServerConductor

Centralized control of

BladeServer

All server blades

Windows

Blade Server

assets, failures, and power

Manager

Manager CD

supply by a management
server

ix
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Utility program

Missing Parts on Delivery
The product is checked by local support personnel when it is delivered.
In some cases, no checkout work is performed or no local support personnel visit you
when the product is delivered. If you find any missing part or if you have any questions
on the delivered product in such cases, contact your reseller.

When You Need Help
1

Refer to the manual.
Refer to Chapter 11 "When You Need Help" in this manual. Also refer to other
printed manuals provided with the product.

2

Contact us by phone.
Contact the reseller from which you have purchased the product.

x
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Items of precautions for safe use are indicated with safety alert symbols and headings,
“WARNING”, “CAUTION”, and “NOTICE” as shown below.
This is a safety alert symbol. It calls attention to a potential safety
hazard to humans. In order to avoid possible injury or death, follow the
message provided after this symbol.

WARNING

This symbol indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause
death or severe injury.

CAUTION

This symbol indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause
relatively mild or moderate injury.

NOTICE

This symbol indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause
severe damage to the equipment and/or damage to surrounding
properties.

[Example 1: hazard identification]
The equilateral triangle filled in with yellow indicates a precaution. A
safety alert symbol inside the triangle indicates the type of hazard,
such as “an electric shock hazard”.

[Example 2: prohibition]
The red circle with a red diagonal bar indicates an action that you
must not take. The red diagonal bar is placed over a figure that
depicts the “must-not” item involved, such as a screwdriver to
disassemble a device. The red circle with a red diagonal bar without a
symbol indicates the general prohibition.

[Example 3: mandatory action]
The circle filled in with blue indicates an action to take. A white figure
inside the circle shows the action to take, such as unplugging the
power cable from the outlet. The same circle with an exclamation mark
indicates generally should-take actions.
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Be sure to follow notes, cautionary statements and advice indicated on the equipment or in
the manual.



Referring to manuals attached to other products which you install in or connect to the
equipment, follow the instructions described in those manuals.

Failure to follow those instructions can cause injury, fire or damage to property including the
equipment.
Operations and actions to perform
Do not perform operations or actions other than those described in the manual.
Should you find any problem with the equipment, turn off the power, unplug the power cable
from the electrical outlet, and then contact your reseller or call for maintenance personnel.
Pay attention
The equipment and the manual carry notes, cautionary statements and advice that have been
fully examined and reviewed. However, unforeseeable situations may occur. When operating
the equipment, always stay alert as well as follow instructions.
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Common precautions concerning safety
Please carefully read through these safety instructions to follow:

When operating the equipment, follow the instructions and procedures provided in the
manual.

General Safety Precautions
Always follow these instructions shown below when handling the equipment.

Handling of power cables
Always use the power cables shipped with the equipment, and follow the
instructions below: Failure to follow the correct handling practices lead to
damaging the power cables to expose the copper wires and to overheat due to
short-circuiting or partial disconnection, which may cause electric shock or fire.


Do not place any object on the
power cables.



Do not pull the power cables.



Do not apply pressure on the
power cables.



Do not fold the power cables.



Do not twist the power cables.



Do not work upon the power
cables.



Do not use the power cables near
heat-generating appliances.



Do not heat the power cables.



Do not bundle the power cables.



Do not fasten the power cables
with staples.



Do not use nicked power cables.



Do not subject the power cables to
ultraviolet or strong visible light
continuously.



Keep the power cables from
contact with alkali, acid, fat and oil,
or humidity.



Do not use the power cables in a
high-temperature environment.



Do not use the power cables
above their specified rating.



Do not use the power cables for
other devices.



Be sure to hold the plug section
when inserting or removing the
power cable.



Do not touch the power plug with
moistened hands.

Do not place any objects around the
electrical outlets in order to allow users
to quickly unplug the power cables.

Poor contact and tracking
Comply with the following instructions when handling the power plug.
Otherwise, tracking or poor contact may cause overheating and a fire.


Make sure that the power plug is fully and securely inserted into the
electrical outlet.



Before inserting the power plug, confirm that there is no dust or a water
droplet on the plug. If any dust or water droplet is found, wipe it off with a dry
cloth and then insert it.



Check that the outlet can firmly hold the plug.



Qualified technical personnel should work on the electrical outlet.
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Handling of batteries
Since maintenance personnel should change batteries, do not change them
yourself. Follow the instructions described below. Inappropriate handling can
result in injury because the battery can overheat, burst, and catch fire.


Do not put the battery on charge.



Do not short out the battery.



Do not disassemble the battery.



Do not heat the battery.



Do not deform the battery.



Do not incinerate the battery.



Do not moisten the battery.

Abnormal heat, smoke, abnormal noise, or abnormal smell
Should you find anything abnormal occurring, turn off the power and unplug all the
power cables of the equipment (maximum of 4) from the electrical outlets. Using
the power cables after such occurrences can lead to an electric shock or fire.
Do not place any objects around the electrical outlets to allow users to quickly
unplug the power cables.

Do not repair, remodel or disassemble
Do not attempt to repair, remodel or disassemble the equipment on your own,
except for performing expansion work in accordance with the instructions in this
manual. Work performed by unqualified persons can lead to an electric shock,
fire, or burns. Especially it is hazardous if you touch areas inside the high-voltage
power unit.

Removal of the cover or bracket
Do not remove the cover or bracket. It can result in an electric shock, burns or
equipment failure.
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Requirements for power outlets


Use a grounding 2-pole plug-in power outlet. Outlets of any other types
would cause an electric shock or fire.



In order to prevent an electric shock, connect the outlet’s grounding
electrode to a grounding terminal installed by a qualified electrician. Without
connection to the grounding terminal, an electric shock can occur in the
event of a failure in power supply modules.

Plugging and unplugging


When inserting the power plug into the electrical outlet or removing it, be
sure to hold the plug section. Do not pull the cable; it can partially break the
wire, overheat the broken part and lead to a fire.



Be sure to handle the power plug with a dry hand when inserting or
removing it into/from the outlet. Handling it with a moistened hand can cause
an electric shock.

Cover for the power supply module
When a power supply module is in operation, the cover and handle get hot. Be
careful when replacing a failed module. You can get burned.

High temperature at the 10GBASE-R transceiver
The 10GBASE-R transceiver in the 10Gbps LAN switch module gets hot in
operation. To remove the transceiver, therefore, allow at least approximately 5
minutes after the power supply for the 10Gbps LAN switch module is turned off
from the management module. Failure to do so can cause you to get burned.

Laser beam


On this product, a Class 1 laser product is installed. Do not look directly at
the laser beam. Do not look at the laser beam using an optical instrument.



Under the laser module cover, a laser beam is being emitted. Do not
remove the cover of an unused board.

Plastic bags for packaging
To avoid danger of suffocation, do not leave plastic bags, such as air bubble
cushioning for packaging, within reach of children.

Requirements for the product
Install the product on a fixed rack. Do not lean against the product or stand on it.
Do not install the product in a place with weak floors and walls.
Do not subject the product to excessive vibration. That can drop and fall the
product, leading to failure.
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Do not place objects on the equipment
Do not place a vase, potted plant or any other container with water in it, or small
metal items like pins and clips, on the equipment. Operating the equipment with
conductive objects inside, such as metal and water, could lead to an electric
shock, smoke, or a fire.

Use for purposes other than the original purpose
Do not use the equipment for any purpose other than its original purpose, such as
for a step or bookends. If you do, the equipment may fall or malfunction, which
causes injury or failure.

Installing the equipment in a rack


To install or remove the system equipment in or from the rack cabinet,
always get help from at least one other person or use tools. If the system
equipment has to be installed on 31U and above of the rack cabinet or it is
already installed there, call for maintenance personnel instead of attempting
to install or remove it. Defective installation may cause the system
equipment to fall, resulting in injury or equipment failure.



To perform any operation with the equipment pulled out from the rack
cabinet, be sure to install a stabilizer into the rack cabinet. Applying
excessive force could cause the rack cabinet to fall, resulting in injury or
equipment failure. If a stabilizer is not installed, call for maintenance
personnel.

Locking the rail into place
Be sure to pull out the equipment until it locks into place. If not, the equipment
may move unexpectedly, which causes you to get injured such as your finger
caught in the gap.

Adding and replacing parts
The cover and internal parts are hot immediately after the power is turned off. You
must wait for about 30 minutes before adding or removing internal parts unless
otherwise specified in this manual. If not, the hot equipment causes you to get
burned.

Contact with metal edges
When moving the equipment or adding parts, take care not to hurt yourself on the
metal or plastic edges. You can wear cotton gloves to protect your hands.

Eye fatigue
Provide luminance of 300 to 1000 lux for viewing the display. Take a break of 10
to 15 minutes every hour. Viewing the display for many hours could cause
eyestrain.
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Signal cables


Route cables not to trip over them. Tripping over cables could cause injury
or failure of devices connected to the equipment, and also could cause loss
of valuable data.



Do not place heavy items on the cables. Avoid routing cables close to a
thermal appliance. If you do, it could cause damage to cable sheaths,
resulting in failure of the connected devices.

Disposal of the equipment


For disposal by a business operator
Check the industrial waste disposal regulations in your country and follow
the necessary procedures.



For disposal by an individual
Consult your reseller or follow the relevant regulations in your region.
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Precautions against Damage to Equipment
Insertion of foreign objects into the equipment
Do not allow clips, pins or any other metal items or flammable items to enter the
equipment through a vent or by any other means. Continuing to operate the
equipment with foreign objects could cause failure.

Spraying smoke or fine mist
Turn off the power to the system equipment and completely wrap the entire
system equipment with a plastic sheet before spraying smoke or fine mist from a
can such as an insecticide. The smoke or fine mist, which enters inside of the
equipment, can cause failure.

Impact from falling
Do not fall the equipment or hit it against another object. It can cause internal
deformation and deterioration. Operating the equipment under such defective
conditions can cause failure.

Vent
A vent is used for preventing rise in temperature inside the equipment. Do not
block the vent by placing or leaning an object. If you do, the temperature rises,
which can cause failure. Check and clean ventilation holes periodically to keep
the dust from gathering on them.

Power supply module
Since the power supply module has a high-voltage area in it, do not open the
cover. If you do, it can result in an electric shock or equipment failure.

Contact with connection terminals


Do not touch connection terminals, such as a connector, with your hand or
any metal item. Do not insert any objects such as wire into them. Do not
place the equipment in a place with metal pieces. If you do, a short circuit
can be developed, causing equipment failure.



When you have to touch the card, be careful not to hurt yourself. You can
wear cotton gloves. Without caution, it can cause injury.

Not designed to operate outdoors
Do not operate the equipment outdoors. If you do, it could cause a failure.
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Installation environment
Meet the installation environment requirements for the system equipment shown
in Chapter 1. If you use the equipment in the environment with temperatures
higher than the permissible temperature, increase in internal temperature can
cause a failure in equipment.

Moving between two locations with a temperature differential
When you move the equipment from one location to another, a significant
temperature gap between the two locations may cause condensation on the
surface or inside the equipment. Operating the equipment with condensation
inside can cause a failure in equipment. Leave the equipment at the new location
for several hours until the equipment temperature conforms to that of the new
environment before you start using it. When you move the equipment from an
environment with temperature 5°C to that with 25°C, for example, leave it for
about two hours.

Adding and connecting to peripheral devices
Before adding or connecting peripheral devices to the equipment, remove all
power plugs from the outlets and disconnect all cables from the equipment unless
otherwise instructed. Use only peripheral devices which are explicitly listed as
supported in the manual, and always follow the instructions in the manual. Using
devices other than those mentioned above would cause a failure in peripheral
devices and equipment due to the difference in connection specifications.

Consumables
Use only specified consumables. Using consumables other than those specified
would not only reduce reliability of the product but also cause a failure, electric
shock, or fire.

Radio interference
When you install the equipment next to another electronic device, the radio waves
may interfere with each other. In particular, a television set or a radio in the
vicinity may make a noise. If this happens, do the following:


Place the equipment as far away as possible from the TV or radio.



Change the antenna orientation of the TV or radio.



Plug these cables into separate electrical outlets.
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Anti-earthquake measures
Strong vibration such as that generated by an earthquake could cause the
equipment to move, fall, and be thrown out of the window, which results in serious
accidents. In order to prevent disastrous outcomes, consult a maintenance
company or an expert business for developing counter-seismic measures to
implement them accordingly.

Handling hard disks
A hard disk is a precision instrument. Handle it carefully when you use it.
Inappropriate handling could result in hard disk failure.

When carrying the system equipment or hard disk, handle it carefully not to
vibrate or hit it. Before handling a hard disk, remove static electricity or wear
cotton gloves.


Before moving the system equipment, turn off the power, remove the power
plug from the electrical outlet, and wait for at least 30 seconds.

Rat control
Rats can cause the following damage to a computer system:

Breakage of cable sheaths


Corrosion, contact failure, or soiled parts inside the equipment

In order to prevent the above damage, consult an expert business for developing
rat control measures and implement them accordingly.

Faulty disk


If you attempt to replace faulty disks using an incorrect procedure or faulty
alternative disk, data on the disk can be corrupted. Before replacing the
disk, back up the data.



Replacing a hard disk without failure would corrupt the data on it. Do not
remove any hard disk other than the faulty disk.
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Warning Signs in the manual
WARNING
Handling of heavy loads


Since the equipment is heavy, be careful when you move it. Handling of this equipment
without extra care can hurt your arms or back.



To relocate or lift heavy loads such as this product, use tools or perform the task with the
help of at least another person. If not, handling of heavy loads could lead to injury or
equipment failure.
Refer to [Chapter 3: Install the system].

Multiple connections to a single outlet not allowed
Do not connect multiple power cables to a single electrical outlet. Overheating the power
cables or outlet would cause a fire and trip the circuit breaker, which affects other devices on
the same circuit.
Refer to [Chapter 3: Connect the Power Cables].

Not designed to operate in a humid or dusty environment
Do not use the equipment near a place where water is used such as a bath tab, washing
stand, sink, washing machine, or swimming pool; in a humid basement, or in a dusty place.
Such conditions can lower electric insulation, which can cause an electric shock or fire.
Refer to [Chapter 1: Installation Environment].

Cleaning
Turn off the power and pull out the power cable before cleaning the system equipment. If not,
the cleaning could cause an electric shock or equipment failure.
Refer to [Chapter 12: Cleaning].
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CAUTION
Handling of the system equipment


Adding or replacing optional components inside the system equipment must be performed
by maintenance personnel. Do not attempt to remove the cover of the equipment. Do not
attempt to install or remove optional components. Since parts implemented in the system
equipment are high-density, operation or maintenance by inexperienced persons leads to
injury or equipment failure. When you need to add or replace optional components, contact
your reseller or call for maintenance personnel.
Refer to [Chapter 4: Mount the Optional Components]; [Chapter 5: Rebuilding a Disk
Array].



Changing locations of a slot, where the LAN switch module is installed, must be done by
maintenance personnel. If you need to change it, contact your reseller or maintenance
personnel.
Refer to [Chapter 10: Cooperation of Management Module and LAN Switch Module].

Using at an unstable place
Do not place the equipment in an unstable place such as an inclined ground and narrow place.
The equipment can fall and cause injury.
Refer to [Chapter 1: Installation Environment].
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NOTICE
Backing up data
Always create backup copies of important data on a hard disk to auxiliary storage. If the hard
disk fails, all data stored on the disk will be lost.
Refer to [Chapter 1: Handling the System Equipment and Peripheral Equipment].

Power operation


Follow the prescribed procedure for power operation. Powering on or off not according to
the prescribed procedure can cause equipment failure.
Refer to [Chapter 3: Turn the Power On or Off].



When the N+M cold standby function is enabled, the power LED on the front panel lights
solid orange, Pre-configure is automatically executed, and then the status LED (CND) on
the server blade blinks green or blue. Confirm that the power LED of the front panel lights
solid orange to show Pre-configure is completed before pressing the power button of the
server blade for a second or more. Powering on or off not according to the prescribed
procedure can cause equipment failure.
Refer to [Chapter 3: Turn on the Power].

Connecting a cable to the management module
Complete a network configuration before connecting a cable to the management module. If a
device with the same IP address as that for the BMC on the management module or the server
blade exists on the network, a failure will occur on the system equipment when you connect
the management module to the network.
Refer to [Chapter 6: LAN Cable Connection].

LAN switch module settings
When changing the following settings, you need re-setup of the LAN switch module.
Connection between the management module and LAN switch module is not available before
the re-setup. For the details, refer to “The case of requiring re-setup” in Chapter 10.


Changing the setting value with the LC command



Initializing the LAN switch module settings that include restoring from the backup
of old configuration



Changing locations of a slot to install the LAN switch module

Refer to [Chapter 10: Cooperation of management Module and LAN Switch
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NOTICE

Pre-configure


Do not operate the LAN switch module during Pre-configure. Otherwise, Pre-configure
may fail.
Refer to [Chapter 10: Overview of Pre-configure].



Changing settings for the LAN switch module during Pre-configure may cause Preconfigure to fail. Do not attempt to change LAN switch module settings until Pre-configure
is completed. (When Pre-configure is in progress, the PC command indicates "Preconfigure."
Refer to [Chapter 10: Prerequisites for Pre-configure].



When pre-configure is executed, the port of the server side is changed as follows:


When connected via cable, the port is automatically added to Mini OS Network VLAN
(default is 4092) configured with the PCC command. Do not remove this VLAN
because this is used for Pre-configure. When connected internally, this VLAN is not
added.



When the port is connected via cable and is an access port, the port is changed to a
trunk port automatically after Pre-configure executed. The VLAN ID used originally is
succeeded as native VLAN ID of the trunk port. When connected internally, this VLAN
is not added.



The port is set as “PortFast (spanning-tree portfast trunk)”.

Refer to [Chapter 10: Prerequisites for Pre-configure].


If not only SAN boot but also PXE boot is registered in the BIOS boot priority setting,
executing Pre-configure assigns SAN boot to be the lowest in the BIOS boot priority.


A1/A2 models (BIOS version F27 or earlier):
If booting a server via network using ServerConductor/Deployment Manager, make
sure to set the server to boot only via the LAN to use for the boot beforehand. That is,
disable other boot options but the LAN to use for the boot.



A1/A2s models (BIOS version F28 or later) or
A3/E3/A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models
Disable the ROM scan for the LAN controller in the BIOS setting to disable
unnecessary PXE boot.

Refer to [Chapter 10: Flow Chart of setting Pre-configure].


When PXE boot is set to “Excluded form boot order” in the BIOS boot setting, Preconfigure fails. Disable the ROM scan for the LAN controller in the BIOS setting to disable
unnecessary PXE boot.
Refer to [Chapter 10: Flow Chart of setting Pre-configure].
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NOTICE

Disk array
Refer to [Chapter 5: Soft Ware RAID BIOS utility of Server Blade (A1/A2/A3/E3 model);
Soft Ware RAID BIOS utility of Server Blade (A4/A5 model); MegaRAID WebBIOS (H4/H5
model); MegaRAID WebBIOS (R4/R5 model)]


If you select [New Configuration], all data in those hard disks will be lost. Backup your
required data before selecting “New Configuration”.



RAID0 with a single hard disk does not have redundancy. When an error occurs in a hard
disk, therefore, all data in the hard disk will be lost. It is recommended that RAID1 should
be created to improve fault tolerance with data redundancy.



RAID0 with a single hard disk does not have redundancy. When an error occurs in a hard
disk, therefore, all data in the hard disk will be lost. It is recommended that
RAID1/RAID5/RAID10 should be created to improve fault tolerance with data
redundancy.



RAID0 with a single hard disk does not have redundancy. When an error occurs in a hard
disk, therefore, all data in the hard disk will be lost. It is recommended that
RAID1/RAID5/RAID6/RAID10 should be created to improve fault tolerance with data
redundancy.



You must not change the disk array during system operations. If you do, all data will be
lost from those hard disks due to change in the disk array.



When a disk array is initialized, all data in those hard disks including the disk array
information will be lost. Backup your required data before initializing a disk array.



When a disk array is deleted, all data in those hard disks including the disk array
information will be lost. Backup your required data before deleting a disk array.



You must not use "Force Online" and "Change Drv State", also “Force Online” to a hard
disk displayed as ONLIN A0x-xx (normal state) or READY. If you use those functions
during the system operation, data can be corrupted at a voltage sag or power failure.



When enabling the write cache of the disk array, connect the system equipment to UPS.
When you use the equipment without connecting to the UPS, data can disappear and be
corrupted.

N+M cold standby


Make sure to apply the same HVM firmware version to both the active and the standby
partitions. If each partition has a different firmware version, N+M failover may fail.
Refer to [Chapter 10: Mechanism of the N+M Cold Standby].



If you change the LPAR configuration (processors, memory, or device assignment),
make sure to implement [F9]: “Save Configuration” on the HVM Menu screen. For details,
see “Save Configuration Changed on HVM Screen”.
Refer to [Chapter 12: Procedure for Implementing the N+M cold Standby (6)].



When a failover alert with the RT command is issued, the power of the active partition is
forcibly turned off.
Refer to [Chapter 10: Procedure for Implementing the N+M cold Standby].
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First aid is the help you can provide before you can get professional medical help. For serious
conditions, it is vitally important to take the victim to a doctor as soon as possible. Have
someone call an ambulance at once while you apply first aid.
Break the victim’s contact with the source of electricity in the quickest safe way possible. Turn
off the main switch of the power distribution panel immediately and ground the circuits. Remove
the victim from contact with the current, using a dry wooden pole, a dry rope or dry clothing. Do
not touch the victim before contact with the current is broken.
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First Aid for Electric Shock

Warning labels can be found at the following locations on the system equipment. Following
examples show the three-language type of labels.
<Compute Blade system equipment>
Only for GGX-SRE9ExBM0

<Server Blade>
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<Management Module>
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This section describes the manuals provided with the system equipment.

Manual Organization
The User's Guide and Software Guide are available as electronic manuals.
Depending on the configuration of the system equipment, additional manuals may be
provided. Read these manuals if necessary.





The BladeSymphony server name has been changed to
Hitachi Compute Blade. If you are using
BladeSymphony based server products, substitute
references to Hitachi Compute Blade with
BladeSymphony..
Either “Hitachi Compute Blade” or “BladeSymphony” is
displayed as the brand name in system operation
screens.
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The contents of the User's Guide and Software Guide are shown below. Be sure to
read the shaded items. Read other items, if necessary.



User's guide
Item

Contents

Precautions for Safe Use

Precautions concerning the safety of users of the
system equipment.

How to Use the Manuals

How to use the manuals included with the system
equipment.

1

Before Use

Overview of the system equipment and precautions
on handling.

2

How to Use the System Equipment

Parts of the system equipment, optional
components, and basic usage.

3

Connecting the System Equipment
and Powering On

How to install the system equipment and connect
peripheral equipment to it; and how to turn on and
off the power.

4

Adding Optional Components

Provides information on how to mount option
devices onto the system equipment.

5

BIOS Setup

How to set up the BIOS.

6

Configuring the Management
Module

How to configure the settings of the management
module.

7

Configuring the LAN switch module

Describes processes for configuring the LAN switch
module.

8

Configuring the FC switch module

Describes processes for configuring the FC switch
module.

9

HVM (Hitachi Virtualization
Manager)

Describes HVM (Hitachi Virtualization Manager).

10

System Operation and Management

Provides information helpful to operate and
manage the system equipment.

11

When You Need Help

Covers measures to be taken when the system
does not normally operate.

12

Maintenance and Replacement
Parts

Describes a method for cleaning the system
equipment. Also provides information on
consumables.

13

Appendix

Provides technological information on the system
equipment, and other information.
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Contents of the Manuals

Software guide
Item

Contents

Intel Xeon Processor Server Blade
Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows Server 2008
Windows Server 2003/R2
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 4 Update
3/4.5/4.7/5.1/5.3/5.4/5.6
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 5.6/6.1 with
the Driver CD
HVM Windows Server 2008/R2
HVM Windows Server 2003/R2
HVM Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version
5.3/5.4/5.6
HVM Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 5.6/6.1
using the Driver CD

Explains basic operation of each OS
and attached software. Moreover, it
explains the procedure for the resetup of OS.

Appendix I (for Windows Server 2008)
Appendix II (for Windows Server 2008 R2)

Explains advanced functions for LAN
with Windows servers.

How to Use the Electronic Manual
This section describes how to read the electronic manual.



What to do before using the electronic manual
Adobe Reader must be installed on your system to read the electronic manuals. If you
do not have Adobe Reader, download it from the Adobe website:
http://www.adobe.com



Open/close the electronic manual
Double-click on the User's Guide or Software Guide. The electronic manual appears.

To close the electronic manual, click the [] button at the top right corner of the window.
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Before Use

This chapter contains an overview of the system equipment and information users must know
before installation.

Installation Environment .......................................................................................... 2
Restrictions ............................................................................................................. 3
Avoiding Problems .................................................................................................. 7
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1
Before Use

Installation Environment
WARNING
Do not use the equipment near a place where water is used such as a bath tab,
washing stand, sink, washing machine, or swimming pool; in a humid basement, or
in a dusty place. Such conditions can lower electric insulation, which can cause an
electric shock or fire.

CAUTION
Do not place the equipment in an unstable place such as an inclined ground and
narrow place. The equipment can fall and cause injury.
The following shows the installation environment requirements for the system
equipment.

Item

Tolerance

Temperature

5 to 35C [In non-operating status: 0 to 40 C]

Relative humidity

20 to 80% [In non-operating status: 10 to 90%]
(no dew condensation)

Vibration

Max. 2.45 m/s2 [In non-operating status: 9.80 m/s2]

Dust

Same level as business offices in general

Installation space

Do not install the system equipment in the following environment:


In direct sunlight



In a location subject to excessive or abrupt temperature or humidity change



Near any equipment generating electrical noise, such as a motor



Near any equipment generating a ferromagnetic field



In a dirty and dusty location



On an inclined surface



In a location subject to heavy vibration



Where the air contains a large amount of corrosive gases (sulfur dioxide, hydrogen
sulfide, chlorine gas, ammonia, etc.) or salt content



Where ventilation is blocked, such as on a shelf or in a box in a hermeticallysealed environment
2
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This section describes restrictions on the use environment and usage of the system equipment
and its peripheral equipment.

Use Environment of the System
Equipment and Peripheral Equipment


Be sure to house the system equipment in a rack cabinet from Hitachi and place it
on a level surface. Do not use the system equipment without a rack.
Do not install it in the rack cabinet of the system device excluding the maintenance
member. Report previously or call the maintenance member when it is necessary
to install the system device in the rack cabinet.



In a cold environment, wait 20 to 30 minutes after power-on before operating the
equipment.



In a hot environment, use an air-conditioner and wait until the room temperature
becomes stable before operating the equipment.



Do not use the equipment in a place subject to direct sunlight or heat generated by
a heater or similar equipment.



Do not use the equipment in an extremely dusty environment.



Do not use the equipment in an extremely hot or cold environment, or an
environment where the temperature suddenly changes.
Do not use the equipment in an extremely humid environment.



Air that contains corrosive gases or salt content chemically corrodes the surface of
the system equipment and the components of its peripheral equipment. The
corrosion increases the contact resistance of electronic components and impairs
the structural strength of movable parts, eventually reducing the reliability of the
system equipment and its peripheral equipment to a large extent. Therefore, a
place free from corrosive gases (particularly sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide,
chlorine gas, and ammonia gas, among others) must be selected for installation.



A lightning strike occurring near the place where the system equipment is being
used or poor power supply may cause the display to suddenly disappear, due to a
temporary blackout or voltage reduction.
If this happens, turn off the power to the system equipment, and turn it on again.

Handling the System Equipment and
Peripheral Equipment
NOTICE
Always create backup copies of important data on a hard disk to auxiliary storage. If
the hard disk fails, all data stored on the disk will be lost.


Operation of the system equipment shall not be guaranteed if you use commercial
hardware (including USB devices) or software (including Windows purchased from
other companies). Please be forewarned.



Corruption of data or applications due to the hardware being physically damaged
shall not be compensated. Please be forewarned.
3
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1
If you remove the power cable or remove a server blade while booting or using the
system, the system may not boot next time.



The system equipment consists of precision electronic components. Do not bump,
vibrate, or hit it.



Bringing a strong magnetic source such as a magnet or loudspeaker near the
system equipment causes failure of the system equipment and its peripheral
equipment.



After turning off the power to the system equipment, wait at least 10 seconds
before turning on the power again. Otherwise, the system equipment may not boot.



If you need to use a spray pesticide, completely cover the system equipment using
a vinyl sheet before you do so.



Using the system equipment in a carpeted room may generate static electricity
(depending the material), which has an adverse effect on the system equipment
and its peripheral equipment. Use a static-free carpet.



When you transport chassis of Compute Blade 320 while installed in the rack,
attach the Transport Bracket Assy certainly. Otherwise, chassis of Compute Blade
320 might be damaged. For details, refer to “The Transport Bracket Assy
Attaching/Detaching Procedure”.



Before turning on system, detach the Transport Bracket Assy certainly. Otherwise
the system might be damaged. For details, refer to “The Transport Bracket Assy
Attaching/Detaching Procedure”.



Be sure to protect the system equipment using packaging materials when
transporting it. Keep the system equipment right side up at all times.
Transportation without proper packaging or in the wrong orientation may cause
equipment failure.



The cover of the system equipment must not be removed by anyone other than the
maintenance personnel.



Be careful not to allow the system equipment or its peripheral equipment to hit
against any objects when moving it.



Do not block the vents on the front and rear of the system equipment. Blocking the
ventilation causes failure. Keep the vents clear of dust by periodically checking and
cleaning them.



The system equipment and server blades require regular maintenance. Perform
maintenance according to Chapter 11 "Maintenance and Replacement Parts".



Do not execute a keyboard reset ([Ctrl] + [Alt] + [Delete]) during system boot. It
results in a system error.



The system uses a network segment (the network address default:
192.168.253.0/24). If the same address is already used by other network
equipment, you have to change the address of the system, referring to “Configure
Network Information” in chapter 6. Same network address can be used in the
multiple systems.
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The Blade Server section and external I/O devices need electrical outlets, among other things.
The power plugs may vary from device to device, depending on the power supply
specifications.
The Table of Equipment Specifications below shows the required electrical outlets
corresponding to the power plugs provided for the various devices.

Power
Item
supply Major products
Number Specifica
concerned
tions
1

2

200240V

240 V

 Outlet for the
Blade server
 200-240VAC
outlet box

Electrical plug and outlet *
Type and
capacity
Grounding,
2-slot hookup type
Outlet
30 A - 250 V

Plug

(NEMA L6-30P) (NEMA L6-30R)

 Outlet for the 32 A - 250 V
Blade server
 200-240VAC
outlet box
(IEC309 Plug)

*

Outlet

(IEC309 Socket)

The figures for the power plugs and outlets are as viewed from the directions indicated below.

 Plug

 Outlet
View

View
Wall
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Electrical Outlets
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Each sales company needs to select makers and products and to write down.

Standard

Manufacturer

Type (outlet)

NEMA L6-30Rcompliant

-

-

IEC309 Socket

-

-

Prepare a 3-conductor cable for wiring from the distribution board or the power supply unit to
the outlets. The three polarities are: two for active line (L: Line), and one for ground (G: Ground).
Refer to the following figure for connection of wiring to outlets. Polarity errors in connection may
cause malfunction of the equipment and even a severe accident. Be sure to connect correctly.

Each device in the computer system requires a separate outlet. The outlet should be provided
behind each device and approximately at the center of the device width.

6
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For power supply outlets, use products qualified under local regulations.
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Avoiding Problems

Backing Up Data Back
The hard disk is very convenient since it has a large capacity for storing data. However,
all your important data or programs may become unavailable due to disk failure or
erroneous operation such as accidental formatting. Be sure to create backup copies of
hard disk contents into auxiliary storage (such as NAS*) using the copy command or a
backup program. We shall not be liable for any unavailability of data or programs
arising from failure or erroneous operations. Please be forewarned.
* NAS: Network Attached Storage

Function of RAID


The RAID function is mounted on this system device(except S4/P4 model),
and the safety of customer's data protection can be improved by using this
function. When this system device is used, we will recommend the RAID
function to be used.



It is not the one for all the troubles to maintain data though the function of
RAID can improve the safety of customer's data protection. Please back up
the content of the hard disk to the auxiliary memory (LTO library device and
NAS, etc.) regularly by the copy command and the backup program, etc.

Preventing Computer Viruses
When a program or data suddenly becomes corrupted, an unexpected operation
occurs, or an unexpected screen appears, the system equipment may be infected with
a computer virus. A computer virus is a malicious program which intrudes into the
system equipment to make the equipment perform an uncontrollable operation or to
corrupt data or programs. In many cases, the computer is infected through
downloading an unidentified program via the Internet or using a floppy disk of unknown
origin. Avoid these actions as much as possible or take preventive measures by using
a virus-scanning program.

7
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System equipment stores various system settings and user settings. But there is a
case that these settings are lost by failure. To recover the settings smoothly, it is
recommended to back up the settings to the auxiliary storage (NAS*, etc.) when you
change the settings.
*NAS: Network Attached Storage
About the way to back up, please see below.


Back up SVP configuration on management module
Back up the settings according to “Backup and Restore of SVP Configuration
Information”.



Back up the setup data of HBA BIOS
Write down the changed settings about HBA BIOS. Back up the settings
referring to “Backup of the firmware” for each OS in “Hitachi Fibre Channel
Adapter User's Guide”.


If the HBA adapter was replaced, the backup data cannot be used as restore
data.



When restores this data, the version of the firmware is returned to the version
you backed up the settings.



Back up the BIOS settings of server blade
Write down the changed settings about BIOS.



Back up the settings of LAN switch module
Back up the settings according to the procedure in the manual attached to the
LAN switch.



Back up the settings of RAID
Write down the changed settings about RAID.



Back up the settings of FC switch module
Back up the settings according to the procedure in the manual attached to the
FC switch.
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This chapter describes the parts of the system equipment.

System Equipment ................................................................................................ 10
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Part Names and Functions


Compute Blade system equipment
 Front of the system equipment

 Rear of the system equipment
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System configuration
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Server blade (A1/A2/A3/E3 model)
The server blade contains processors, memory, HDDs, and other components
necessary for proper operation of Compute Blade 320. One (standard) or two
(maximum) processors can be mounted in each server blade. Each Server Blade has
four pluggable DIMM slots and the maximum memory capacity is 16GB (A1/A2/E3
model) or 32GB (A3 model). Supported DIMM are 512MB/1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB (only
for A3 model). Each Server Blade provides two HDD slots for 2.5-inch SAS (73GB
(A1/A2/A3/E3 model)/147GB (A3/E3 model)) or SATA (80GB (only for A1/A2 model))
disk. For network connectivity, a four-port 1G-bit Ethernet is provided in the standard
configuration. In order to use the LAN ports, it is necessary to install either one Built-in
LAN switch module or one or two 1G bps LAN pass-through modules.
The built-in LAN switch module and 1G bps pass-through module cannot coexist in a
single A1/A2 chassis. The number of usable LAN port per server blade is dependent
on the type and number of the installed module. For details, refer to Table 2-1.
Table 2-1

Type/number of installed module and number of usable LAN port (per
server blade)
Number of installed module
One

Two

Built-in LAN switch module

2 LAN ports are usable.

4 LAN ports are usable.

1-Gbps LAN pass-through module

1 LAN port is usable.

2 LAN ports are usable.

The chassis can support two 4 Gbps FC interface ports with a FC mezzanine card
(optional). To use the fibre channel (FC) ports, it is necessary to install one or two 4
Gbps FC switch modules into the system. The number of usable FC port per server
blade is dependent on the number of modules installed. For details, refer to Table 2-2.
Table 2-2

Number of installed module and number of usable FC ports (per server
blade)

FC switch module

Number of installed module
One
Two
1 FC port is usable.
2 FC ports are usable.
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Status LED (CND)
Blinks green during pre-configuration. (A1, A2 model)
Blinks blue during pre-configuration. (A3, E3 model)
Lights solid green during identification of the server blade. (A1, A2 model)
Lights solid blue during identification of the server blade. (A3, E3 model)

B:

POWER switch
Press and hold this button for at least one second and then release it to turn on or off
the main power to the server blade. If you press and hold this button for four seconds
or more while OS running, it will force the main power to the server blade off without
an orderly OS shutdown. You should avoid a forcible power cycle whenever possible.

C:

POWER LED (PWR)
Lights solid green during operation.
Lights solid orange in standby mode.

D:

Error LED (ERR)
Lights solid red when an error condition occurs.

E:

LAN1/2/3/4 LED
Lights solid green when a link is established between LAN1/2/3/4 and the port of the
switch module.
Blinks orange when the LAN is accessed.

F:

Reset switch
Press and hold this switch for at least one second and then release it to reset the
server blade.

G:

USB port
A device up to 500 mA can be connected to the USB port.
However, the type of device that is supported depends on the OS.

H:

HDD error LED
Lights solid red when an error occurs in the HDD and blinks while the HDD is being
re-built.
HDD active LED
Blinks green during boot or data access.
Lights solid green while the HDD is idle.

I:

A plastic push rod is attached to the metal plate to be mounted onto the system rack.
Use the push rod to operate the switches.
The USB is not adaptable to all devices.

14
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Server blade (A4/R4/A5/R5 model)
The server blade contains processors, memory, HDDs, and other components
necessary for proper operation of Compute Blade 320. One (standard) or two
(maximum) processors can be mounted in each server blade. Server Blade has six
pluggable DIMM slots and the maximum memory capacity is 96GB. Supported DIMM
are 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB/16GB. Server Blade provides two HDD slots for 2.5-inch SAS
(73GB only for A4 model/147GB/300GB/600G only for A5/R5 models) disk. For
network connectivity, a four-port 1G-bit Ethernet is provided in the standard
configuration. In order to use the LAN ports, it is necessary to install either one Built-in
LAN switch module or one or two 1G bps LAN pass-through modules.
The built-in LAN switch module and 1G bps pass-through module cannot coexist in the
same chassis. The number of usable LAN port per server blade is dependent on the
type and number of the installed module. For details, refer to Table 2-4.
Table 2-4

Type/number of installed module and number of usable LAN port (per
server blade)
Number of installed module
One

Built-in LAN switch

Two

2 LAN ports are usable.

4 LAN ports are usable.

1 LAN port is usable.

2 LAN ports are usable.

module
1-Gbps LAN passthrough module

The chassis can support two 4 Gbps FC interface ports with a FC mezzanine card
(optional). To use the fibre channel (FC) ports, it is necessary to install one or two 4
Gbps FC switch modules into the system. The number of usable FC port per server
blade is dependent on the number of modules installed. For details, refer to Table 2-5.
Table 2-5

Number of installed module and number of usable FC ports (per server
blade)

FC switch module

Number of installed module
One
Two
1 FC port is usable.
2 FC ports are usable.

Each model requires different RAID controller.
<A4 model>: LSI SAS 1064E
Refer to “Soft Ware RAID BIOS utility of Server Blade (A4
model) in Chapter 5 for the RAID settings.
<R4 model>: LSI SAS 2008
Refer to “MegaRAID WebBIOS (R4 model)” in Chapter 5 for
the RAID settings
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Status LED (CND)
Blinks blue during pre-configuration.
Lights solid blue during identification of the server blade.

B:

POWER switch
Press and hold this button for at least one second and then release it to turn on or off
the main power to the server blade. If you press and hold this button for four seconds
or more while OS running, it will force the main power to the server blade off without
an orderly OS shutdown. You should avoid a forcible power cycle whenever possible.

C:

POWER LED (PWR)
Lights solid green during operation.
Lights solid orange in standby mode.

D:

Error LED (ERR)
Lights solid red when an error condition occurs.

E:

LAN1/2/3/4 LED
Lights solid green when a link is established between LAN1/2/3/4 and the port of the
switch module.
Blinks orange when the LAN is accessed.

F:

Reset switch
Press and hold this switch for at least one second and then release it to reset the
server blade.

G:

USB port
A device up to 500 mA can be connected to the USB port.
However, the type of device that is supported depends on the OS.

H:

HDD error LED
Lights solid red when an error occurs in the HDD and blinks while the HDD is being
re-built.

I:

HDD active LED
Blinks green during boot or data access.
Lights solid green while the HDD is idle.

A plastic push rod is attached to the metal plate to be mounted onto the system rack.
Use the push rod to operate the switches.
The USB is not adaptable to all devices.
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Server blade (S4/S5 model)
The server blade contains processors, memory, HDDs, and other components
necessary for proper operation of Compute Blade 320. One (standard) or two
(maximum) processors can be mounted in each server blade. Server Blade has six
pluggable DIMM slots and the maximum memory capacity is 96GB. Supported DIMM
are 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB/16GB. For network connectivity, a four-port 1G-bit Ethernet is
provided in the standard configuration. In order to use the LAN ports, it is necessary to
install either one Built-in LAN switch module or one or two 1G bps LAN pass-through
modules.
The built-in LAN switch module and 1G bps pass-through module cannot coexist in the
same chassis. The number of usable LAN port per server blade is dependent on the
type and number of the installed module. For details, refer to Table 2-7.
Table 2-7

Type/number of installed module and number of usable LAN port (per
server blade)
Number of installed module
One

Built-in LAN switch

Two

2 LAN ports are usable.

4 LAN ports are usable.

1 LAN port is usable.

2 LAN ports are usable.

module
1-Gbps LAN passthrough module

The chassis can support two 4 Gbps FC interface ports with a FC mezzanine card
(optional). To use the fibre channel (FC) ports, it is necessary to install one or two 4
Gbps FC switch modules into the system. The number of usable FC port per server
blade is dependent on the number of modules installed. For details, refer to Table 2-8.
Table 2-8

Number of installed module and number of usable FC ports (per server
blade)

FC switch module

Number of installed module
One
Two
1 FC port is usable.
2 FC ports are usable.
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Status LED (CND)
Blinks blue during pre-configuration.
Lights solid blue during identification of the server blade.

B:

POWER switch
Press and hold this button for at least one second and then release it to turn on or off
the main power to the server blade. If you press and hold this button for four seconds
or more while OS running, it will force the main power to the server blade off without
an orderly OS shutdown. You should avoid a forcible power cycle whenever possible.

C:

POWER LED (PWR)
Lights solid green during operation.
Lights solid orange in standby mode.

D:

Error LED (ERR)
Lights solid red when an error condition occurs.

E:

LAN1/2/3/4 LED
Lights solid green when a link is established between LAN1/2/3/4 and the port of the
switch module.
Blinks orange when the LAN is accessed.

F:

Reset switch
Press and hold this switch for at least one second and then release it to reset the
server blade.

G:

USB port
A device up to 500 mA can be connected to the USB port.
However, the type of device that is supported depends on the OS.

A plastic push rod is attached to the metal plate to be mounted onto the system rack.
Use the push rod to operate the switches.
The USB is not adaptable to all devices.
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The server blade contains processors, memory, HDDs, and other components
necessary for proper operation of Compute Blade 320. One (standard) or two
(maximum) processors can be mounted in each server blade. Server Blade has six
pluggable DIMM slots and the maximum memory capacity is 48GB. Supported DIMM
are 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB. This blade provides six HDD slots for 2.5-inch SAS (147GB
/300GB/600G only for H5 model) disks. H5 model can install SSD (64GB) in an HDD
slot. This model, which has two slots wide, can be installed in slots from 0 to 8: a
maximum of five blades. This blade provides one port for the external SAS connector
to connect to an external backup device. For network connectivity, a four-port 1G-bit
Ethernet is provided in the standard configuration. In order to use the LAN ports, it is
necessary to install either one or two Built-in LAN switch module(s) or 1G bps LAN
pass-through module(s). The built-in LAN switch module and 1G bps pass-through
module cannot coexist in the same chassis.
When an FC mezzanine card (optional) is installed in a server blade, the server blade
is equipped with two ports for FC (fiber channel) switch interface: two ports per blade.
To use the fibre channel (FC) ports, it is necessary to install one or two FC switch
module(s) into the system.
The number of usable LAN port per server blade is dependent on the type and number
of the installed module. For details, refer to Table 2-9.
Table 2-9: Type/number of installed module
and number of usable LAN port (per server blade)
Number of installed modules
One

Two

Built-in LAN switch
module

2 LAN ports are usable.

4 LAN ports are usable.

1-Gbps LAN passthrough module

1 LAN port is usable.

2 LAN ports are usable.

FC switch module

1 FC port is usable.

2 FC ports are usable.

The following RAID cards can be applied to MegaRAID
WebBIOS.

GGX-CA9RCDBX1

GGX-CA9RCDBX3 (only for H5 model)
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 Server blade (H4/H5 model)

2

Upper layer

(Intel® Xeon® Processor)

Memory [DIMM0]
Memory [DIMM5]

Memory [DIMM1]

Memory [DIMM4]

Memory [DIMM2]

Memory [DIMM3]

(Intel® Xeon® Processor)

Setting lever

Lower layer

J
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
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Lights solid in identifying the server blade.
B: POWER button
Press and hold this button for at least one second and then release it to turn on the
main power to the server blade. If you press and hold this button for four seconds
or more while OS running, it will force the main power to the server blade off
without an orderly OS shutdown. You should avoid a forcible power cycle
whenever possible.
C: POWER LED (PWR)
Lights solid green in operation.
Lights solid orange in standby mode.
D: Error LED (ERR)
Lights solid red when an error condition occurs in the server blade.
E: LAN1/2/3/4 LED
Lights solid green when a link is established between LAN1/2/3/4 and the port of
the switch module.
Blinks orange when the LAN is accessed.
F: Reset button
Press and hold this switch for at least one second and then release it to reset the
server blade.
G: USB port
A device up to 500 mA can be connected to the USB port.
However, the type of a device that is supported depends on the OS.
H: HDD error LED
Lights solid red when an error occurs in the HDD.
Blinks while the HDD is being re-built.
I: HDD active LED
Blinks green during boot or data access.
Lights solid green while the HDD is idle.
J: External SAS connector
An external backup device can be connected to this connector.
A plastic pushing rod is attached to the metal plate of a chassis that is used for
mounting the chassis onto the system rack. Use the pushing rod to operate buttons.

The USB is not adaptable to all devices.

An external storage device cannot be connected to the
external SAS connector.
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The server blade contains processors, memory, a PCI card, and other components
necessary for proper operation of Compute Blade 320. One (standard) or two
(maximum) processors can be mounted in each server blade. Server Blade has six
pluggable DIMM slots and the maximum memory capacity is 96GB. Supported DIMM
are 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB/16GB. Server Blade provides one PCI card (Low profile
[MD2]) slot for an optional PCI card. If a dedicated option is added to P5 model, a
single SSD (32GB/64GB) can be installed in the server blade. Refer to chapter 12 “List
of options”. For network connectivity, a four-port 1G-bit Ethernet is provided in the
standard configuration. In order to use the LAN ports, it is necessary to install either
one or two Built-in LAN switch module(s) or 1G bps LAN pass-through module(s). The
built-in LAN switch module and 1G bps pass-through module cannot coexist in the
same chassis.
When an FC mezzanine card (optional) is installed in a server blade, the server blade
is equipped with two ports for FC (fiber channel) switch interface: two ports per blade.
To use the fibre channel (FC) ports, it is necessary to install one or two FC switch
module(s) into the system.
The number of usable LAN/FC port per server blade is dependent on the number of
the installed module. For details, refer to Table 2-10.
Table 2-10: Type/number of installed module
and number of usable LAN port (per server blade)
Number of installed modules
One

Two

Built-in LAN switch
module

2 LAN ports are usable.

4 LAN ports are usable.

1-Gbps LAN passthrough module

1 LAN port is usable.

2 LAN ports are usable.

FC switch module

1 FC port is usable.

2 FC ports are usable.

When a PCI-expansion server blade, a P4 or P5 model, has
a fibre channel PCI express card, N+1 cold standby is not
supported.
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 Server blade (P4/P5 model)

2

Mezzanine card
(Intel® Xeon® Processor)
Memory [DIMM0]

Memory [DIMM5]

Memory [DIMM1]

Memory [DIMM4]

Memory [DIMM2]

Memory [DIMM3]

Setting lever
PCI card
(I/O board)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
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(Intel® Xeon® Processor)

2

Blinks in Pre-configure.
Lights solid in identifying the server blade.
B: POWER button
Press and hold this button for at least one second and then release it to turn on or
off the main power to the server blade. If you press and hold this button for four
seconds or more while OS running, it will force the main power to the server blade
off without an orderly OS shutdown. You should avoid a forcible power cycle
whenever possible.
C: POWER LED (PWR)
Lights solid green when CPU is working.
Lights solid orange in standby mode.
D: Error LED (ERR)
Lights solid red when an error condition occurs in the server blade.
E: LAN1/2/3/4 LED
Lights solid green when a link is established between LAN1/2/3/4 and the port of
the switch module.
Blinks orange when the LAN is accessed.
F: Reset button
Press and hold this switch for at least one second and then release it to reset the
server blade.
G: USB port
A device up to 500 mA can be connected to the USB port.
However, the type of a device that is supported depends on the OS.
H: PCI card slot
A low profile (MD2) PCI card can be mounted.
A plastic pushing rod is attached to the metal plate of a chassis that is used for
mounting the chassis onto the system rack. Use the pushing rod to operate buttons.

The USB is not adaptable to all devices.

The PCI card slot of the model is not available for
commercial PCI cards.
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A: Status LED (CND)

2

Management Module
The management module provides power control of the modules, status monitoring,
system console and management network functions. One (standard) or two
(maximum) management modules can be mounted in a chassis. With two
management modules installed, the modules provide for redundant configuration. One
works as active module and the other works as standby module.
The LAN ports for the system console and for maintenance are mounted on the SVP
connector module (located in the rear of the server chassis). For details, see chapter 6,
"Configuring of the Management Module".

A:

BUZZER switch
Stops the buzzer. To test the buzzer, press and hold down the button.

B:

NODE LED
Lights when an error occurs on any of the NODEs.

C:

SW MODE LED
Lights when an error occurs on the switch module.

D:

DEVICE LED
Lights when an error occurs on a device such as the hard disk.

E:

PS LED
Lights when an error occurs on the power supply module.

F:

FAN LED
Lights when an error occurs on the cooling fan module for the system or the switch.

G:

TEMP LED
Lights when an incoming air temperature error or inside air temperature error occurs
on the equipment.
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POWER/ERR LED
Lights solid green during system operation.
Lights solid red when an error condition occurs.
Lights solid orange during standby mode.
Blinks green when being powered down.

I:

POWER switch
Press and hold this button at least for one second and release it to turn on or off the
main power to the server blade. If you press and hold this button for four seconds or
more while OS running, it will force the main power to the server blade off without an
orderly OS shutdown. You should avoid a forcible power cycle whenever possible.

J:

Serial port for the system console
It is the serial port for use with the system console. When a LAN interface connector
for the system console cannot be used, this port can be used as an alternative
connection.

K:

SVP POWER LED
Lights solid green while the management module is powered on.

L:

PRIMARY/ERROR LED
Lights solid green on the active management module when two management
modules are installed.
Lights solid red when a failure occurs in the management module.

M:

SVP0 LED
Lights solid red when the compact flash memory is damaged.

N:

SVP1 LED
Not used.
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H:

2
How to Use the System Equipment

System Rear View
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Switch Module



1-Gbps LAN switch module
The LAN switch supports 1Gbps, 100Mbps, and 10Mbps.This can be installed in
switch bay 0, 1 with A1/A2 chassis, and redundancy can be configured. The switch
routing function supports up to Layer 3. (20 internal ports and 4 external ports are
provided.)

Line 1 is initially assigned
to a dedicated VLAN for
management.
(You can uninstall the
dedicated VLAN.)

A:

POWER LED
Lights solid green while the module is powered on.

B:

STATUS1 LED
This indicates the status of the module.
Lights solid green during normal operation.
Blinks green during power-on diagnosis or software activation.
Blinks red when the temperature threshold is exceeded or a warning is detected.
Lights solid red when a failure occurs in the module.

C:

STATUS2 LED
Not used.

D:

Memory card slot
A slot for SD memory card. It is used for collecting configuration information,
software upgrading software and collecting dump data.

E:

Access LED
Lights solid green when the SD memory card is accessed. Do not remove the SD
memory card during the LED lights because internal components may be
inadvertently damaged.

F:

Reset switch
Press and hold this switch at least for five seconds and release it to reset the LAN
switch module.

G:

LAN interface connectors 1 to 4
Used for LAN connections.
The bottom left LED of the connector indicates the port status.
Lights solid green when the link is established.
The bottom right LED of the connector indicates the communication status.
Blinks orange during data transfer.
Line 1:

Management port

Lines 2 to 4:

User ports
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10Gbps LAN switch module
This LAN switch is capable of handling 10Gbps. This can be installed in switch bay
0, 1 with A1/A2 chassis, and redundancy can be configured. The module supports
up to Layer 3 routing functionality. (20 internal ports, two external ports for the
10/100/1000BASE-T, and two external transceiver slots for the 10GBASE-R)
When the product leaves the factory, Line 1
is set as a dedicated management VLAN
port. (The factory setting can be canceled by

E

F

D

the customer.)

A
B

Line 2

G

Line 1

Line 26

H

Line 25

C

A:

POWER LED
The POWER LED lights solid green when the power supply for this switch module is
turned on.

B:

STATUS1 LED
The STATUS1 LED shows the status of this switch module. It lights green under
normal conditions.
The LED blinks green while Power-ON diagnosis is being executed or software is
being started.
It blinks red if a warning is detected (when, for example, the temperature exceeds
the threshold value).
It lights solid red if an alarm is detected.

C:

STATUS2 LED
Not used.

D:

Memory Card Slot
A slot for SD memory card: It is used for collecting configuration information,
upgrading software and collecting dump data.

E:

Access LED
The Access LED lights green if access is being made to the SD memory card.
Never attempt to remove the SD memory card under this condition, because doing
so might damage the memory card.

F:

Reset Switch
To reset the 10Gbps LAN switch module, press the Reset Switch for at least five
seconds and release it.

G:

LAN Interface Connectors 1 and 2
These connectors are used to connect LAN cables. At the upper left of each
connector, there is an LED showing the link state of the port. If a link is established,
the LED lights green. The LED blinks green while communication is in process.
Line 1: Maintenance port (factory setting)
Line 2: User port
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10GBASE-R Slot
This is a slot for the 10GBASE-LR or 10GBASE-SR transceiver. At the upper left of
the slot, there is an LED showing the link state of the port. If a link is established, the
LED lights green. Another LED, showing the state of communication, is found at the
lower left of the slot. The LED blinks green while communication is in process.


Neither Line 3 nor Line 4 can be used for the 10Gbps LAN switch module.



The 10Gbps LAN switch module can be used if the version of the LAN switch
firmware is V10.5 or later.

One server blade provides four LAN ports. The LAN ports on the server blade board
and the LAN switch module are connected as follows. For details, see Chapter 7
"Configuring the LAN Switch Module".
Server Blade A1/A2/A3/E3

Server Blade A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5

On-board LAN (85276) 1-1
This port is enabled by BIOS in default
mode. It is also enabled by the PXE
network boot with Wake On LAN function.

On-board LAN (85276) 1-2
Same as 1-1. (with limited usage)

On-board LAN (85276) 2-1
This port is enabled by BIOS in default
mode. It is also disabled by the PXE
network boot. It is enabled by Wake On
LAN function.

On-board LAN (85276) 2-2
Same as 2-1. (with limited usage)
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H:

2
To use Wake On LAN function with On-board LAN 2 or 4, the LAN driver which
Hitachi provides is necessary.



1-Gbps LAN pass-through module
The 1G bps pass-through module does not support switch function, but provide a path
to take the LAN port for each server blade directly out of the system. This can be
installed in switch bay 0, 1 with A1/A2 chassis; 0, 1, 2, 3 with B2 chassis, and
redundancy can be configured. (10 internal ports and 10 external ports are provided.)

A:

POWER LED
Lights solid green while the module is powered on.

B:

Pass-through LAN ports 0 to 9
These ports are used to connect LAN cables. The port number corresponds to the
server blade's slot number.
One server blade provides four LAN ports, however only two ports maximum are
usable when two LAN pass-through modules are installed.
The LAN ports on the server blade board and the LAN pass-through module are
connected as follows.

Server Blade A1/A2/A3/E3
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*

2
On-board LAN (85276) 1-1
This port is enabled by BIOS in default
mode. It is also enabled by the PXE
network boot with Wake On LAN function.

On-board LAN (85276) 1-2
Same as 1-1. (with limited usage)

*

To use Wake On LAN function with On-board LAN 2, the LAN driver which Hitachi
provides is necessary.

When connecting a hub/switch via the 1-Gbps LAN pass-through module, you must use
a port which supports 1000BASE-T. You cannot use a port which supports 10BASET/100BASE-TX only.
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Server Blade
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5

2

FC switch module
The 2Gbps and 4Gbps FC switch modules are classified into a six-port type (10
internal ports / 6 external ports) and a four-port type (eight internal ports/four external
ports). Two FC switch modules can be installed into the switch bay 2 and 3, providing
for a redundant configuration. For the details, see Chapter 8 "Configuring the FC
Switch Module."

The 4-port type FC switch module looks the same as 6-port type as the above
figure. As to the four-port type FC switch module (GGX-BE9FS4G1D, GGXBE9FS4G1E), the two ports bordered with red are not usable, and moreover the
FC ports are accessible from only the server blades in the slot 0 to 7.

[Restriction]
FC switch module and SAS switch module cannot coexist in the same chassis.
There are following combinations to install FC switch module in the server chassis.
This restriction is applied for FC switch module only.
(1) Server chassis: GGX-SRE9x1BMx
･ GGX-BE9FS4G1D (2G FC switch module 4 ports)
･ GGX-BE9FS4G2D (2G FC switch module 6 ports)
(2) Server chassis: GGX-SRE9x2BMx/GG-RE9A2BM-Y
･ GGX-BE9FS4G1E (4G FC switch module 4 ports)
･ GGX-BE9FS4G2E (4G FC switch module 6 ports)
A:

Option LED
Not used.

B:

Status LED
Lights solid green if all the ports are usable and have no error.
Lights solid orange during boot or when a failure occurs on a FC port.
Blinks green and orange alternately when a failure occurs in the module after booted.

C:

POWER LED
Lights solid green while the module is powered on.

D:

LAN interface connector for the console
LAN cable is connected.
The top left LED of the connector indicates the port status.
Lights solid orange when the link is established and blinks in orange during
communicating.
The top right LED of the connector shows the transfer rate.
Lights solid green when the link is established at 100M bits per second and turns off
when the link is established at 10M bits per second.
This port is for management and is used for configuration and monitoring only.

E:

FC port
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Table 2-10 FC port status indication LED
LED Status
Light solid green
Blink green slowly
(at intervals of two seconds)

Blink green fast
(at intervals of 0.5 seconds)
Blink green irregularly
Light solid orange
Blink orange slowly
(at intervals of two seconds)
Blink orange fast
(at intervals of 0.5 seconds)

Description
The port is connected to an external device, but
not communicating.
The port is connected to an external device, but
not segmented. The connected device may be in
loop-back mode or may be an incompatible
switch.
The port is in internal loop-back mode (for
diagnosis).
The port is connected to an external device and
communicating.
The port is receiving a signal but not online yet.
The link is not established or the port is disabled.
The port has a failure or the connected SFP
module is out of order.

With a FC mezzanine card (option) installed, the server blade supports two 4G bps
FC interface ports. The FC ports and the FC switch module are connected as
follows (6-port type).
For the details, see Chapter 8 "Configuring the FC Switch Module".

Fibre channel
adapter card
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FC cables are connected.
The top right LED of the connector shows the FC port's transfer rate.
Lights solid orange at 4G bits per second.
Lights solid green at 2G bits per second.
Light is off at 1G bits per second.
The top left LED indicates the status of the FC port.
For the details, see Table 2-3.

2

Power Supply Module
The power supply module supports 100/200 VAC as an Input Power. One power
supply module is provided in the standard configuration and up to four modules
can be installed for a redundant configuration. The power cord is different
depending on the input voltage (100 VAC or 200 VAC).

A:

FAIL LED
Lights when an alarm detected in the power supply module.

B:

PRFL LED
Blinks when the FAN speed (rpm) is lower.

C:

POWER LED
Blinks green when the power supply is turned on but the system power is off.
Lights solid green when both the power supply and the system power is on.
Also blinks green, when the power supply module is “executing optimum control”,
while the system power is on.
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SVP Connector Module
This module provides LAN connectors for management of the management module
(SVP) and system maintenance.

LINK
ACT

A:

LAN interface connector
Provides connection for LAN cables.
The upper right LED of the connector indicates a state of the port.
Lights solid green when the link is established.
The lower right LED of the connector shows communication status.
Blinks orange during communication.
Upper MAINT:

Port used for maintenance (You cannot use this port.)

Middle MGMT0: Port dedicated to the management network
Lower MGMT1: Port coupled directly to remote console/Port for a pre-configuration (See
"Overview of Pre-configure".)
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Cooling Fan Module for the System
This is a cooling fan for the server chassis. Five cooling fans are provided in the
standard (redundant configuration).

A:

ACTIVE LED
Lights solid green while the FAN is working normally.
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Cooling Fan Module for the Switch
This is a cooling fan for the switch module. Two cooling fans are provided in the
standard configuration. It supports serial ports as an alternative connection for
configuring the switch module.

A: ACTIVE LED
Lights solid green while the fan is working normally.
B: Serial port
This serial port is used to define the switch module.
SER U (Left): Upper serial port
SER L (Right): Lower serial port

(1) The upper serial port in switch cooling fan module [0] is used to define switch module [0].
(2) The lower serial port in switch cooling fan module [0] is used to define switch module [2].
(3) The upper serial port in switch cooling fan module [1] is used to define switch module [1].
(4) The lower serial port in switch cooling fan module [1] is used to define switch module [3].
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Connecting the System Equipment
and Powering On

This chapter describes how to install, connect, and turn on or off the power to the
system.

Install the System .................................................................................................. 42
Connect the System .............................................................................................. 43
Turn the Power On or Off ...................................................................................... 56
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This section provides information on how to install the system.

WARNING





Since the equipment is heavy, be careful when you move it. Handling of this
equipment without extra care can hurt your arms or back.



To relocate or lift heavy loads such as this product, use tools or perform the
task with the help of at least another person. If not, handling of heavy loads
could lead to injury or equipment failure.

Checking the parts in the packaging
After unpacking, check all parts and accessories with the "Part Check List” and check
for damage on each part. If you find any missing parts or any problems, contact your
dealer.



Confirm the installation location and installation
Referring to the requirements in "Installation Environment", confirm the installation
location environment and decide where to install.
The "Instruction Manual for Rack Cabinet" attached to the rack cabinet provides
instructions on how to install the cabinet.
Installation of the system equipment onto a rack cabinet can only be done by
maintenance personnel.
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Install the System

3
This section describes how to connect the remote console, USB cable, and power cable.

Connect the Remote Console
The Compute Blade 320 uses a remote console as the console for the server blades. It allows
you to perform turning on or off the power to each server blade, BIOS setting, OS installation
remotely. For the details on the remote console operation, see the "Remote Console Application
User’s Guide".



Main Functions






Remote operation


You can operate the mouse and keyboard for each server blade.



You can edit BIOS settings for each server blade and view the console screen
when the OS hangs up.

Virtual device


You can mount the FD/CD /DVD of the console terminal onto any of the
server blades.



You can install an OS and applications for each server blade.

Power control




Image quality setting




You can turn on or off the power to the server blades, and reset each server
blade.
You can optimize the image quality according to the network band.

Dedicated viewer


The dedicated viewer (supplied with the standard system) provides
comfortable response.
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Connect the System

3

Operating Environment and Restrictions
Requirements on the console terminal
The console terminal should meet the following requirements.
OS

CPU
Memory
Display resolution
LAN
CD /DVD drive

Windows Server 2008 SE 32bit
Windows Server 2008 EE 32bit
Windows Server 2008 SE without Hyper-V 32bit
Windows Server 2008 EE without Hyper-V 32bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 SE
Windows Server 2003 R2 EE
Windows Server 2003 SE
Windows Server 2003 EE
Windows Vista Business
Windows XP Home
Windows XP Professional
Windows 2000 Professional
The operating clock is rated at 1GHz or higher
At least 256MB
At least 1,024 x 768 dots
At least 100BASE-TX
CD- /DVD drive built in the console terminal or CD
/DVD drive of USB connection.
CD /DVD of the USB connection in accordance
with USB2.0 is recommended.

For more comfortable use, it is recommended to use a console terminal higher
than the above requirements.

Requirements on the LAN cables
The LAN cables should meet Category 5 or higher standard.
Display resolution of the remote console
There are some restrictions below.
Regardless of the display resolution of the server blade, the resolution of the remote
console is always 1,024 x 768. In case of A3/E3 model and before, if a higher
resolution than 1,024 x 768 is selected at the server side, the remote console will
display only 1,024 x 768 of the original screen. The displaying part will scroll by
moving the mouse on the screen.
In case of A4/S4H4/P4/R4 or later models, if a higher resolution than 1,024 x 768 is
selected at the server side, the remote console cannot display the screen. Do not
select a higher resolution than 1,024 x 768.
Management PC
The remote console displays only 1,024 x 768.
The displaying part scrolls by moving the mouse.
Ex, 1600x1200
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Should you use a refresh rate other than 60 Hz, the remote desktop screen of the
console may be disordered. For the details on how to set the refresh rate, see the
separated manual.

Connection from multiple console terminals (N:1 communication)
You cannot log in to the server blade concurrently from multiple console terminals.

Numeric keys
The condition of the Num Lock key on keyboard depends on the condition of the
keyboard connected to the server blade regardless of the condition of Num Lock on the
console terminal.
Restrictions on key input when using a remote console
The remote console transmits the key input intact to the server blade. However, there
are restrictions on some keys. When operating a remote console, you should pay
attention to the keys. The following shows the restricted keys on 101 keyboard.

Not sensed by the server blade, but by the console terminal.
Not sensed by the server blade as a true key.
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Requirements on the server's display
When using a remote console, choose 60 Hz of refresh rate in the display setting.

3

Restricted Keys
CapsLock key

Left Alt key
Right Alt key

Restrictions
The CapsLock key can not be used
independently from the console
terminal. The CapsLock key is valid
only in combination with the Shift
key.
The left and right Alt keys are
effective only on the console
terminal, not effective to the server
blade. Both Alt keys are used as a
shortcut key for the remote
console.

Left Windows key
Right Windows key

Both keys cannot be used. If either
key is pressed, the start menu will
open on the console terminal.

App. Key

The App. key used from the
console terminal is not sensed by
the server blade.

Alternative input approach
Change the mode on the
IME tool bar directly with
the mouse.

Press [Alt] + [G] keys to
display the toolbar, and
then click the "Right Alt" or
“Left Alt” key.
Or press a shortcut key
"Right Alt" ([Alt]+ [M] keys)
or "Left Alt" ([Alt]+[Z] keys).
Press [Alt] + [G] keys to
display the toolbar, and
then click the "Right Win"
or “Left Win” key.
Or press a shortcut key
"Right Win" ([Alt] + [N]
keys) or "Left Win" ([Alt] +
[X] keys).
Click the right mouse
button.

Press keys together with Windows key or ALT key
When you press keys together with Windows key or ALT key, the keys occasionally
remain being pressed. In this case, press ESC key and release the condition.
Restrictions on pressing multiple keys
It is not allowed to press multiple keys at the same time, except the left/right Shift keys,
the left/right Ctrl keys, and the left/right Alt keys.
Recovery from wrong key input status
Terminate the remote console application and then restart it for recovery.
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The Table below describes the details of the restricted keys and alternative input
approaches.

3

Key input
Alt + Z
Alt + M
Alt + T
Alt + C
Alt + L
Alt + G
Alt + E
Alt + X
Alt + N
Art + U
Alt + B
Alt + S
Alt + D



Description
Equivalent to pressing the left Alt key. Pressing Alt + Z again would
release the left Alt key.
Equivalent to pressing the right Alt key. Pressing Alt + M again would
release the right Alt key.
Activates a remote FD
Disconnects a remote FD, and deletes an FD image file.
Equivalent to pressing left Ctrl + left Alt + Del.
Switches between local and remote modes, (with the tool bar displayed
or not displayed).
Terminates the remote console application.
Equivalent to pressing the left Windows key. Pressing Alt + X again
would release the left Windows key.
Equivalent to pressing the right Windows key. Pressing Alt + N again
would release the right Windows key.
Connects [Remote CD], and display the [Remote CD drive image
selection] screen.
Disconnects [Remote CD].
Switches ON or OFF of the server blade identifier LED.
This function is not available when the LED blinks.
Displays the [Login] screen. Pressing Alt+D keys again will cancel the
screen.

Setup
Two methods are provided to connect the remote console.
(1) When not using the management network (*):
* Management network to monitor the system and detect an error with system
management software (ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager: a separated
management server is required) shipped with the standard system.

1. Configure the network for the console terminal.
IP address:
192.168.253.28, 192.168.253.29, or 192.168.253.30
Subnet mask: 255.255.255.240
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Shortcut keys
The following shortcut keys are offered to make the console terminal operation more
efficient. All of the shortcut keys are used in combination with the Alt key.

3
3. Start the file "D:\reclient_EN\Setup.exe", which is stored in CD "Remote
Console Application" shipped with the system equipment. When the remote
console installer starts, install the "Remote Console Application".
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2. Connect the console terminal and the system equipment directly with a LAN
cable. The console terminal is connected to the lower LAN port as “the port for
connecting to remote console directly” on the SVP connector module of the
system equipment

3

The remote console is
connected to:
Server blade #0
Server blade #1
Server blade #2
Server blade #3
Server blade #4
Server blade #5
Server blade #6
Server blade #7
Server blade #8
Server blade #9








IP Address

Port Number

192.168.253.18
192.168.253.19
192.168.253.20
192.168.253.21
192.168.253.22
192.168.253.23
192.168.253.24
192.168.253.25
192.168.253.26
192.168.253.27

5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001

When not using the management network (1), the above IP
address for connecting the remote console cannot be
changed.
A port for directly connecting to the remote console cannot be
used after BMC IP address is set. Remove the LAN cable,
and connect to the management network port.
The remote console transfers the image in bit map level and
the drawing speed is relatively slow. On the OS, the remote
desktop or the like is faster.
See "Server blade setup" in chapter 6 for the details on how to
change User ID, Password or the like.
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4. Click “Remote Console” on the desktop screen, and specify IP Address for
the destination server blade, User ID: user01 (default), Password: pass01
(default), and Port

3



When using the management network, the remote console is used via the
management network.



When using the management network, the following settings are needed
according to the network environment.
[1] Setting of IP address for the management controller (BMC) mounted on the
server blade (no default)
[2] Re-setting of IP address for the management module (Default : IP address
192.168.0.1 , Subnet mask 255.255.255.0)
If the IP address for BMC is set, the IP address for connecting remote console
is changed to the same as BMC.
* For the details on the above setting, see "Configure Network Information".

A port for directly connecting to the remote console cannot
be used after BMC IP address is set. Remove the LAN cable,
and connect to the management network port.
.
1. Configure the network for console terminal according to the management
network environment. Connect the console terminal over the management
network using a LAN cable. The management network is connected to the
middle LAN port as “the port for the management network” on the SVP
connector module.

2. Start the file "D:\reclient_EN\Setup.exe", which is stored in CD "Remote
Console Application" shipped with the system equipment. When the remote
console installer starts, install the "Remote Console Application".
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(2) When using the management network:

3

Destination to which to
connect the remote console
Server blade #0
Server blade #1
Server blade #2
Server blade #3
Server blade #4
Server blade #5
Server blade #6
Server blade #7
Server blade #8
Server blade #9

IP Address

Port Number

BMC's IP address (Value set by you)
BMC's IP address (Value set by you)
BMC's IP address (Value set by you)
BMC's IP address (Value set by you)
BMC's IP address (Value set by you)
BMC's IP address (Value set by you)
BMC's IP address (Value set by you)
BMC's IP address (Value set by you)
BMC's IP address (Value set by you)
BMC's IP address (Value set by you)

5001 (Default)
5001 (Default)
5001 (Default)
5001 (Default)
5001 (Default)
5001 (Default)
5001 (Default)
5001 (Default)
5001 (Default)
5001 (Default)

* The remote console transfers the image in bit map level and the drawing speed is
relatively slow. On the OS, the remote desktop or the like is faster.
* See "KVM Command" for the details on how to change User ID, Password, Port Number
or the like.
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3. Click “Remote Console” on the desktop screen, and specify IP Address for the
destination server blade (BMC’s IP address), User ID: user01 (default),
Password: pass01 (default), and Port Number (default: 5001).

3

One server blade equips one USB port.

A USB device such as CD-ROM or floppy disk drive can be connected to the USB
connector.


If it does not work properly, re-connect the cable.



While OS booting, do not connect or disconnect the cable.



When using one drive to multiple server blades, connect the cable to
appropriate server blade.



We will not warrant the operation of a connected USB device other than the
specified option ones.



The front door cannot be closed with a USB drives connected. Be sure to
remove the USB device after having used, and then close the door.
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Connect the USB Cable to the Server
Blade

3

WARNING
Do not connect multiple power cables to a single electrical outlet. Overheating the
power cables or outlet would cause a fire and trip the circuit breaker, which affects
other devices on the same circuit.
One power cable is required per power supply module. (max. four power cables)
The power cable is different according to the input voltage (100 VAC or 200 VAC).



Items Common to 100 VAC and 200 VAC
Before reconnecting the power cable after removing it from the system equipment or
electrical outlet, be sure to wait at least 10 seconds. Otherwise, the system equipment
may not start.
When changing the power source from 100 VAC to 200 VAC (or from 200 VAC to 100
VAC), be sure to consult your dealer concerned.



When Using 100 VAC:
Connect the power cable to an outlet for commercial power source, or to an
uninterruptible power supply (UPS). The outlet for commercial power source is
grounded two-pole outlet (15 A/125 V) and requires the same number of power
modules.


Redundant configuration of N active power supply modules plus one standby
power supply module (The system does not support dual 100-VAC input.)
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Connect the Power Cables

3

When Using 200 VAC:
The power cable must be connected to a dedicated outlet box. (It must not be directly
connected to an outlet for the commercial power source.) The outlet for commercial
power source is NEMA L6-30R (30 A/250 V) outlet and requires the same number of
dedicated outlet boxes.
When changing the redundant configuration from N active power supply modules plus
one standby power supply module to N active power supply modules plus N standby
power supply modules (dual input) [Or from N active power supply modules plus N
standby power supply module to N active power supply modules plus one standby
power supply modules], be sure to consult your dealer concerned.


Redundant configuration of N active power supply modules plus one standby
power supply module
Connect the power cable to one dedicated outlet box.
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3
Redundant configuration of N active power supply modules plus N standby
power supply modules (dual input)
Connect the power cables divisionally to two dedicated outlet boxes.
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3

The following describes how to turn on and off the power to the system equipment.

NOTICE
Follow the prescribed procedure for power operation. Powering on or off not
according to the prescribed procedure can cause equipment failure.
After turning off or on the power to the system equipment, wait at least
10 seconds before turning on or off the power again.

Turn on the Power
1

Turn on the power to the peripheral equipment such as a storage unit.

Some peripheral devices may need to be turned on before the system
equipment is turned on. For details, refer to the manuals for the peripheral
devices.

2

Open the rear door of the rack cabinet, and connect the power cable to the AC
input terminal and power outlet.
POWER LED of the power supply module blinks.
Open the front door of the rack cabinet (refer to the "Instruction Manual for Rack
Cabinet" attached to the rack cabinet).
When multiple power supply modules are installed, connect a power cable to the
AC input terminals corresponding to each power supply module.

3

When the POWER/ERR LED on the active management module stops blinking
and lights up in orange, press and hold the power switch on the front panel for at
least one second.

NOTICE
When the N+M cold standby function is enabled, the power LED on the front panel
lights solid orange, Pre-configure is automatically executed, and then the status
LED (CND) on the server blade blinks green or blue. Confirm that the power LED
of the front panel lights solid orange to show Pre-configure is completed before
pressing the power button of the server blade for a second or more. Powering on or
off not according to the prescribed procedure can cause equipment failure.
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Turn the Power On or Off

3

Some peripheral devices may need to be turned off before the system
equipment is turned off. For details, refer to the manuals for the peripheral
devices.
1

Execute shutdown for each server blade from the OS.
When the power is turned off, the POWER/ERR LED on the server blade lights in
orange.



Turn off the power immediately
When the OS does not operate normally, the shutdown or power down processing of
the server blade may not be executed. If this happens, press and hold the power switch
for at least four seconds to turn off the power.
If the power is forcibly turned off, the subsequent normal operation of the OS or
applications and data security shall not be guaranteed.



Turn off the power of the system equipment
When turning off the power of the system equipment, execute the shutdown of the
management module by using the SDN command from the system (SVP) console after
all the server blades are powered off. For the details, refer to “SDN Command”.



Power Saving
[System Standby] and [Hibernate] functions are not supported.
Do not select [System Standby] and [Hibernate] from [Shutdown] in the [Start] menu.
[System Standby], [HDD Power Off], and [Hibernate] in the power supply options are
not available. Leave them set to [None].
In case [Standby] is selected in Windows, the system goes into the standby and the
power LED starts blinking in green. To recover from the standby, press the power
button on the front panel of the blade for a short period, less than a second. This can
recover the system from the standby and return the power LED to normal from blinking.
Reboot the OS after recovered from the standby, and the OS will return to the normal
operation.
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Turn off the Power

3
Connecting the System Equipment and Powering On
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Adding Optional Components

This chapter shows how to mount the optional components to the system.

Mount the optional components ............................................................................ 60
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The optional components are mounted in the system equipment. Refer to the option list for the
kinds of optional components.
The optional components should be mounted by maintenance personnel. Contact your dealer or
call maintenance personnel.

CAUTION
Adding or replacing optional components inside the system equipment must be
performed by maintenance personnel. Do not attempt to remove the cover of the
equipment. Do not attempt to install or remove optional components. Since parts
implemented in the system equipment are high-density, operation or maintenance
by inexperienced persons leads to injury or equipment failure. When you need to
add or replace optional components, contact your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.

Do not touch the hard disk drive circuitry for the server blade.

When installing or uninstalling the server blade, do not subject the HDD and other
devices on the running server blades to shock or vibration.
If you mount a server blade in a slot other than the specified slot or install an
unsupported board or part, normal operation of the equipment shall not be guaranteed.
When adding a server blade, confirm that the firmware of the management module
supports the server blade. If the current firmware revision is not supported, a firmware
update will be necessary. Please contact your dealer.
Blade Symphony recognizes the configuration in the chassis with the firmware of the
management module, and controls each module. Therefore, when adding a new model
of server blade, confirm that the module is supported by the firmware of the management
module.
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Mount the Optional Components

5
BIOS Setup

This chapter describes the BIOS setup items.

Server Blade Setup Menu (A1/A2/A3/E3 model)................................................... 62
Server Blade Setup Menu (A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 model) .................. 83
BIOS settings of Server Blade (A1/A2/A3/E3 model) .......................................... 115
BIOS settings of Server Blade (A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 model) ......... 119
Soft Ware RAID BIOS utility of Server Blade (A1/A2/A3/E3 model) .................... 130
Soft Ware RAID BIOS utility of Server Blade (A4/A5 model)............................... 155
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MegaRAID WebBIOS (H4/H5 model) ................................................................. 184
MegaRAID WebBIOS (R4/R5 model) ................................................................. 337
PCI Card Setup ................................................................................................... 397
iSCSI BIOS Setup Utility (A5/S5/P5/R5 Models) ................................................. 398
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The setup menu is used for setting the BIOS of the server blade.
This section explains how to start and exit the setup menu.

Start or Exit the Setup Menu


How to Start
Start the setup menu by the following steps below.
1

Turn on the power to the server blade.

2

When “Press <F2> to enter SETUP, <F12> to enter Boot Menu” displayed at the
bottom of the screen, press the [F2] key.
The setup menu starts and the Main menu appears.
If the OS has started before you press the key, exit the OS and restart the server
blade. Depending on the OS type, you may be required to shut down the OS or
perform special actions to exit the OS. Refer to the manual for the OS.



How to Exit
Exit the setup menu by the following steps below.
1

Press the [F10] key.
A message appears to confirm whether to save settings

2

Select [Yes] and press the [Enter] key.
The settings are updated and saved, and the server blade is restarted. To return to
the Main menu, select [No] and press the [Enter] key.
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Server Blade Setup Menu (A1/A2/A3/E3
model)

5





Execute Pre-configure by using the PCC command
whenever the setting of BIOS is changed with the
N+M cold standby function enabled.
It should be set to start the system equipment from
an onboard Gigabit LAN controller when the N+M
cold standby function is enabled. To start from the
onboard Gigabit LAN controller, change the BIOS
settings of “LANx Option ROM Scan” to "Enabled".
For details, refer to “PCI Configuration: PCI
configuration submenu”.
To exit the setup menu without saving the changes,
select “Exit Discarding Changes” from the "Exit"
menu. If you have changed settings, a confirmation
message appears. Select [Yes] and press the
[Enter] key to exit.

Key Functions for the Setup Menu
In the setup menu, use the following keys to select and edit settings.
Key
[↑], [↓]
[PageUp],
[PageDown]
[Home], [End]
[F5], [-]
[F6], [+], [Space]
[←], [→]

Description
Moves the cursor up or down in the menu.
Scrolls the menu screen upward or downward.
Moves the cursor to the top or the bottom of the menu.
Decrements the setting value.
Increase the setting value.
Moves the cursor left or the right to the next item on the menu
bar.

[Enter]

– Displays the submenu.
– Executes a command.

[F9]

Loads the default value.

[F10]

Saves settings and exits the setup menu.

[Esc], [Alt]+[X]*

– Exits the submenu.
– Moves to the exit menu.

[F1], [Alt]+[H] *

Displays the help window.

* [Alt] + [X] or [H] indicates that you should press the [X] or [H] key while pressing the [Alt] key.
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The setup menu contains the following setup items.
 Main (Main menu)
 Date and time
 Confirmation of system information
 Advanced (Advanced menu)
 PCI setup
 Chip set control
 Processor setup
 Configuration data reset
 Higher harmonic control setup
 Memory redundancy function setup
 Memory test setup
 Onboard LAN setup
 Security (Security menu: not supported)
 User password setup
 Administrator password setup
 Setup password input at equipment start
 Server (Server menu)
 Setup whether to stop the equipment when an error occurs
 Setup of operation at power recovery
 Event log setup
 Console redirection setup
 Boot (Boot menu)
 Boot device priority setup
 Exit (Exit menu)
 Exit setup menu
 Save setup data
 Default value setup
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Contents of the Setup Menu
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Structure of the Setup Menu
The setup menu has the following structure.
Start the setup menu

Main menu
Main

Submenu



Esc key

System Information

←

Advanced menu
Advanced
→

Memory Configuration
Advanced Processor Options
Esc key

PCI Configuration
I/O Device Configuration

←

Advanced Chipset Control

Security menu
Security (Not supported)
→
←

Server menu
Server
→
←

Boot menu
Boot
→
←

Exit menu
Exit

Use the arrow keys ([←] and [→]) to move between the following menus : main menu,
advanced menu, security menu, server menu, boot menu and exit menu using the
arrow keys ([←] and [→]). Use the [Esc] key to return to a menu from its submenu.
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When the setup menu starts, the following Main menu screen appears.

A Menu bar
Move the cursor using the arrow keys to select a menu (Main, Advanced, Security,
Server, Boot, or Exit).
B Setting screen
Set values for the setup items. Place the cursor at the setup item following the [ ]
mark and press the [Enter] key to show its submenu.
C Help
Automatically displays the help information on the selected setup item.
D Key guidance
Shows the key functions.
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Setup Menu Screen
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This section describes the setup items of the setup menu in detail.
Please write down the new settings, when changes the factory default settings.
Do not set non-recommended values for any setup item unless specifically directed by
support personnel. Otherwise, operation of the system equipment shall not be
guaranteed.

Main : Main menu

A System Time, System Date
Sets the system date and time.

To move the cursor within "System Time" or "System Date", press the [Tab], [Shift] +
[Tab], or [Enter] key.

B System Information
Displays the system information submenu.
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Setup Menu Items
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Item

Description

A

BIOS Version

Displays the BIOS version of the system
equipment.

B

BIOS Build Date

Displays the date of the BIOS released.

C

System Product Name

Displays the series name of the system equipment.

D

System Serial No.
System Version
System UUID

Displays the serial number, version and ID number
of the system. The serial number is assigned [N/A]
is displayed for the system serial number.

E

Main Board ID,
Main Board Serial No

Displays the ID number and serial number of the
mother board.

F

BMC Firmware Version

Displays the BMC firmware version of the system
equipment.

G

SDR Version

Displays the SDR firmware version of the system
equipment.
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System Information: System information submenu
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Advanced: Advanced menu

Item

Description

A

Memory Configuration

Displays the memory setup submenu.

B

Advanced Processor Options

Displays the processor setup submenu.

C

PCI Configuration

Displays the PCI setup submenu.

D

I/O Device Configuration

Displays the I/O device setup submenu.

E

Advanced Chipset Control

Displays the extended function setup submenu.

F

Boot-Time Diagnostic Screen

Sets whether to display the initial diagnostic screen at the
system boot. The default setting is “Enabled”.
Enabled: Displays the initial diagnostic screen. (default).
Disabled: Does not display the initial diagnostic screen.

G

Reset Configuration Data

Sets whether to clear the configuration data.
Be sure to use the default setting “No”.
No: Does not clear the data. (default)
Yes: Clears the data.

H

Num Lock

Sets whether to enable the Num Lock key.
Select “On” same as the default.
On: Enables the Num Lock key. (default)
Off: Disables the Num Lock key.

I

Multiprocessor Specification

Sets a version for the specified multi-processor.
Be sure to use the default setting “1.4”.
1.4: Uses version 1.4. (Default)
1.1: Uses version 1.1.

J

ClkGen Spread Spectrum

Sets whether to improve the waveform quality for higher
harmonic control.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Does not improve the quality. (default)
Enabled: Improves the quality.
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Item

Description

A

System Memory

Displays the basic memory capacity.

B

Extended Memory

C

DIMM Group #x Status

Displays the extended memory capacity.
Displays the capacity of the memory installed in each memory slot. If
no memory installed, “Not Installed” is displayed. When memory
degradation occurs, “Disabled” is displayed.

D

Clear Mem. ECC Error Info.

Clears memory degradation information.
Normally, use the default setting “No”.
To clear the error information on the degraded memory and release
the degradation, select “Yes”. Also, select “Yes” after replacing the
degraded memory. Even if you set “Yes”, the setting will be
automatically return to “No” at next start of the system after clearing
the memory degradation information.
No: Does not clear memory degradation information. (default)
Yes: Clears memory degradation information.

E

Extended RAM Step

Sets the memory test when system booting.
The default setting is “Disabled”.
Disabled: Does not test the extended memory. (default)
1MB: Tests the extended memory with every 1MB block.

F

Memory RAS Feature
Control *1

Sets whether to use memory redundancy function (mirroring).
In order to implement the memory redundancy function, there are
restrictions on the memory board installation. If you use the memory
redundancy function, install the memory boards in standard mode
referring to “Mount the optional components” and confirm that the
memory capacity displayed during POST or in “Extended Memory” of
the setup menu matches the actual installed memory capacity.
Standard: Does not use redundant function. (default)
Mirroring: Uses memory mirroring function.
Sparing: Uses memory sparing function.
MC Error SMI Disabled: Does not generate SMI processing when
a memory 1-bit error occurs.

*1 If “Mirroring” is selected for “Memory RAS Feature Control”, half of the installed memory board is
used for mirroring, reducing the memory capacity by half. Consequently, the memory capacity
displayed at “Extended Memory” and at POST will be less than the actual installed memory
capacity.
If “Sparing” is selected for “Memory RAS Feature Control”, a part of the installed memory board is
used as spare, reducing the memory capacity. Consequently, the memory capacity displayed at
“Extended Memory” and at POST will be less than the actual installed memory capacity.
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Memory Configuration: Memory configuration submenu
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Item

Description

A

Processor 0

Displays processor information on CPU1.

B

Processor 1

Displays processor information on CPU2.

C

Processor Retest

Re-recognizes the processor.
Normally use the default setting “No”. If the processor is not
recognized properly, select “Yes”. If still not recognized
properly, contact your dealer or maintenance personnel. Even if
you select “Yes”, the setting will be automatically return to “No”
at next start of the system.
No: Does not re-recognize the processor. (default)
Yes: Re-recognizes the processor.

D

Hyperthreading

Sets whether to enable Hyperthreading which makes one
processor look logically as if two processors exist.
Enabled: Used (default)
Disabled: Not used.
This is effective only if a processor supporting hyperthreading is
installed.

E

Intel Virtualization Technology

Sets whether to enable Intel® Virtualization Technology.
Use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

F

Thermal Management 2

Sets whether to enable Thermal Management 2.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Enabled: Used.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
This is effective only if a processor supporting Thermal
management 2 is installed.

G

C1 Enhanced Mode

Sets whether to enable C1 Enhanced Mode.
Use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

H

No Execute Mode Mem
Protection

Sets whether to enable No Execute Mode Mem Protection.
Use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
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Advanced Processor Options: Processor configuration submenu
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I

Intel EIST Support

J

PECI Interface

Description
Sets whether to enable the Intel EIST function.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used.
This is effective only if a processor supporting this function is
installed. Be sure to keep the setting as “Disabled” if you use
any
non-supported model. For a supported model, refer to the
“About the DBS (Demand Base Switching) Function” section.
Sets whether to enable Platform Environment Controller
Interface.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Disabled: Not used.
Enabled: Used. (default)
This is effective only if a processor supporting Platform
Environment Controller is installed.
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Item

Description

A

Embedded NIC (ESB2) *1

Displays the submenu of the onboard Gigabit LAN (ESB2)
controller setup.
LAN1 Option ROM Scan
Sets whether to enable ROM scan for onboard Gigabit LAN
(ESB2) controller 1. If it is enabled, the system equipment can
be started via the onboard LAN.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
LAN2 Option ROM Scan
Sets whether to enable the ROM scan for onboard Gigabit LAN
(ESB2) controller 2. If it is enabled, the system can be started
via the onboard LAN.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

B

Embedded NIC (82571)

Displays the submenu of the onboard Gigabit LAN (82571)
controller setup.
Onboard LAN Control
Sets whether to use the onboard Gigabit LAN (82571)
controller.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used.

C

SAS Option ROM

Sets whether to enable booting from the RAID controller.
For booting from an external storage device, select “Disabled.”
For booting from an external storage with a model which has an
HDD onboard, you need to remove the HDD. H4/H5 models do
not support booting from an external storage. This setting is
effective on SAS HDD/SATA HDD.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

D

Data Parity Error Recovery

Configures PCI-X.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Enables parity error recovery. (default)
Disabled: Disables parity error recovery.

*1 “Embedded NIC (ESB2)” – “LAN1 Option ROM Scan/LAN2 Option ROM Scan”
To start the system equipment via network (using PXE boot function), select “Enabled”. Also the boot
device priority has to be changed. Save the setting once and restart the setup menu, then change the
priority referring to “Boot: Boot Menu”.
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Item

Description

A

Serial Port A

Sets whether to use serial port A.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

B

Base I/O Address

Set an I/O address used by serial port A.
3F8 / IRQ4: Uses 3F8h / IRQ4. (default)
2F8 / IRQ3: Uses 2F8h / IRQ3.
3E8 / IRQ4: Uses 3E8h / IRQ4.
2E8 / IRQ3: Uses 2E8h / IRQ3.

C

Serial Port B

Sets whether to use serial port B.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Enabled: Used.
Disabled: Not used. (default)

D

USB Controller

Sets whether to use the USB controller.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

E

USB2.0 Controller

Sets whether to use the USB2.0 controller.
Use the default setting “Disabled”.
Enabled: Used.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
To install Linux from a USB device, select “Disabled.”
If you use USB2.0, check your device works before using it.

F

Legacy USB Support

Sets whether to use the USB in legacy mode.
Use the default setting “Enabled” usually.
When using Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4, change to “Disabled”.
Enabled: Used in the legacy mode. (default)
Disabled: Not used in the legacy mode.
In “Disabled” mode, booting from USB is not allowed. To boot
from USB, set to “Enabled”.
Even in the “Disabled” mode, USB devices are available after
the OS boot.

G

Route Port 80h cycles to

Set a destination to output PortB 0h data.
Be sure to use the default setting “PCI”.
LPC: Output to the LPC.
PCI: Output to the PCI. (default)
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H

Serial ATA

Description
This function not effective. Ignore this setting.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used.
If you select [Exit]-[Load Setup Default] and load the default
value, “Enabled” is set. The setting will be automatically return
to “Disabled” at next start of the system.

Advanced Chipset Control: Extended function configuration submenu

Item

Description

A

Enable Multimedia Timer

Sets whether to enable the multi-media timer.
Be sure to use the default setting “No”.
No: Disabled. (default)
Yes: Enabled

B

Crystal Beach Configure Enable Sets whether to enable the DMA controller built in the chipset.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Enabled. (default)
Disabled: Disabled.

C

I/O Acceleration Technology

Sets whether to enable I/O Acceleration Technology.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

D

4GB PCI Hole Granularity

Set a unit to allocate PCI resources.
Use the default setting “256MB”.
256MB (default)
512MB
1GB
2GB

E

Wake On LAN/PME *1

Sets whether to enable power saving control from the PCI.
Use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Enabled. (default)
Disabled: Disabled

*1 If “Wake On LAN/PME” is set to “Disabled,” the function cannot be used.
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This system does not support the security menu and password entry is not
supported. Should you enter and forget a password, the system will be not
available, requiring repair. If you forgot your password, consult the support
organization for assistance.

Item

Description

A

Supervisor Password Is

Displays “Clear.” If a supervisor password is set, “Set” is
displayed.

B

User Password Is

Displays “Clear.” If a user password is set, “Set” is displayed.

C

Set Supervisor Password
(Not supported)

Sets a supervisor password.
Do not set any password.

D

Set User Password
(Not supported) *1

Sets a user password.
Do not set any password.

E

Password on boot
(Not supported) *1

Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Disabled. (default)
Enabled: Enabled.

*1 You cannot set “Set User Password” and “Password on boot” until a Supervisor
password has been set.
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Server: Server menu

Item

Description

A

Console Redirection

Displays the submenu of Console Redirection.

B

Trigger of CPU reduction

Sets conditions under which the CPU performs a degradation
operation.
Use the default setting “IERR & Thermal Trip”.
Disabled: Disabled
IERR: CPU error
Thermal Trip: CPU temperature error
IERR & Thermal Trip: CPU and CPU temperature error
(default)

C

Halt On

Sets whether to stop the system booting if errors occur. Use the
default setting “Mid”.
No Errors: No stopped.
Mid: Stops Stopped when an error other than a disk error,
keyboard error, mouse error, CPU degradation and Memory
degradation occurs. (default)
All Errors: Stopped when any kind of error occurs.

D

After Power Failure*1

Sets whether to automatically return the power when AC input
voltage is recovered from a failure.
Use the default setting “Last State”.
Stay Off: Turned off
Last State: Returned to the last state. (default)
Power On: Turned on

E

Log POST Sys. Event

Sets whether to acquire the boot event log.
Use the default setting “Enabled”.
Disabled: Not acquired.
Enabled: Acquired. (default)

F

Clear all Event Logs

Clears event log data. Placing the cursor at this item and
pressing the [Enter] key displays a message to confirm whether
to clear the event log data.
Do not select “Yes” because it may cause a problem for failure
analysis.
No: Not cleared
Yes: Cleared

*1 With a UPS connected, in order to start the system automatically after power
outage UPS management software is required regardless of the OS.
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Item

Description

A

Com Port Address

Sets the port to be used for remote redirection.
Make sure to select the default setting “On-board COM A” not to
cause trouble in maintenance work.
Disabled: Not used.
On-board COM A: Uses Serial over LAN. (default)

B

Baud Rate

Sets the communication speed to be used for console
redirection.
Make sure to select the default setting “9600bps”not to cause
trouble in maintenance work.
300: Uses 300 bps.
1200: Uses 1200 bps.
2400: Uses 2400 bps.
9600: Uses 9600 bps.(default)
19.2K: Uses 19200 bps.
38.4K: Uses 38400 bps.
57.6K: Uses 57600 bps.
115.2K: Uses 115200 bps.

C

Console Type

Sets the console type to be used for console redirection.
Make sure to select the default setting “VT100” not to cause
trouble in maintenance work.
VT100: Uses VT100. (default)
VT100, 8 bits: Uses VT100 rated at 8 bits.
PC-ANSI, 7 bits: Uses PC-ANSI rated at 7 bits.
PC-ANSI: Uses PC-ANSI.
VT100+: Uses VT100+.
VT-UTF8: Uses VT-UTF8.
ASCII: Uses ASCII.

D

Flow Control

Sets flow control to be used for console redirection.
Make sure to select the default setting “None” not to cause
trouble in maintenance work.
None: Not used. (default)
XON/XOFF: Uses XON/XOFF.
CTS/RTS: Uses CTS/RTS.

E

Continue C.R. after POST

Sets whether to use console redirection after POST ended.
Off: Not used. (default)
On: Used.
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Boot: Boot menu

A Boot Priority order
Sets the priority of boot devices. To change the priority, place the cursor at the
target device and move it up or down using the [+] and [-] keys. You can move the
device to “Excluded from boot order” using the [X] key.
B Excluded from boot order
Sets the device not to boot. You can move the device to “Boot priority order” using
the [X] key.


Priority of network boot device
Network boot is possible by setting “Enabled” to “LAN1 Option ROM Scan” or
“LAN2 Option ROM Scan” in “Advanced” – “PCI Configuration” – “Embedded
NIC (ESB2).” See “PCI Configuration: PCI configuration submenu”. If you
save the setting once and restart the setup menu, “IBA GF Slot xxxx Vxxxx” is
added to the devices in “Boot Priority order.” When using network boot,
change the order of “IBA GE Slot xxxx Vxxxx” to the top priority.



Please write down the settings of the priority of boot devices at operation.



If the system starts with the boot device disconnected from the system
equipment, the boot device will be deleted from the boot device list of “Boot
Priority order.” If you reconnect the boot device, it will be added with low
priority to “Boot Priority order”. If the order is too low to be recognized in the
desired boot sequence, change the priority again.
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When you use the remote console redirection function, refer to chapter 9:
“Operating Server Blades”.
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If selecting [Exit] > [Load Setup Defaults], the boot device set to Boot Priority
Order will be transferred to Excluded from boot order. After selecting [Load
Setup Defaults], reconfigure the priority of boot devices.

Exit: Exit menu

A Exit Saving Changes
Normally, execute this command to exit the setup menu. The setup data is saved
in memory and the system equipment is restarted. This command is equivalent to
the [F10] key. Selecting “Exit Saving Changes” and pressing the [Enter] key
displays the following screen.

-

To save the setup data and restart the system equipment, select “Yes” and
press the [Enter] key.

-

To return to the exit menu, select “No” and press the [Enter] key.

B Exit Discarding Changes
Exits the setup menu without saving the setup data. The system equipment is
restarted. Selecting “Exit Discarding Changes” and pressing the [Enter] key
displays the following screen.

-

To exit the setup menu without saving the setup data, select “Yes” and press
the [Enter] key. If you have changed any settings, a confirmation message
appears. Select “No” and press the [Enter] key.
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To continue editing the setup data, select “No” or press the [Esc] key. It returns
to the exit menu.

C Load Setup Defaults
Return the setup data to the default. However, the following items will not be
changed.
-

System Time

-

System Date

-

Supervisor Password

-

User Password

D Discard Changes
Returns settings other than the following items to last saved setup data

E

-

System Time

-

System Date

-

Supervisor Password

-

User Password

Save Changes
Saves setup data, but does not exit the setup menu.

If selecting [Load Setup Defaults], the boot device set to Boot
Priority Order will be transferred to Excluded from boot order.
After selecting [Load Setup Defaults], reconfigure the priority
of boot devices.
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You can select devices to boot when the server blade is started.
The steps are as follows.
1

Turn on the power to the server blade.

2

While the system is being started, when “Press <F2> to enter SETUP, <F12> to
enter Boot Menu.” appears, press the [F12] key.
The “Boot Menu” appears.

3

Select a device to boot using the [↑] or [↓] key and press the [Enter] key.

Ensure the device is connected, and has a valid OS image installed.

Selecting < Enter Setup > would start the setup menu.
Pressing the [Esc] key would boot the system with the boot order set in the setup
menu.
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The setup menu is used for setting the BIOS of the server blade.
This section explains how to start and exit the setup menu.

Start or Exit the Setup Menu


How to Start
Start the setup menu by the following steps below.
1

Turn on the power to the server blade.

2

When “Press <F2> to enter SETUP, <F12> to enter Boot Menu” displayed at the
bottom of the screen, press the [F2] key.
The setup menu starts and the Main menu appears.
If the OS has started before you press the key, exit the OS and restart the server
blade. Depending on the OS type, you may be required to shut down the OS or
perform special actions to exit the OS. Refer to the manual for the OS.



How to Exit
Exit the setup menu by the following steps below.
1

Press the [F10] key.
A message appears to confirm whether to save settings

2

Select [Yes] and press the [Enter] key.
The settings are updated and saved, and the server blade is restarted. To return to
the Main menu, select [No] and press the [Enter] key.
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Execute Pre-configure by using the PCC command whenever the setting of
BIOS is changed with the N+M cold standby function in effect.



It should be set such that it is possible to start from an onboard Gigabit LAN
controller when the N+M cold standby function is in effect. To start from an
onboard Gigabit LAN controller, change the BIOS settings of “LANx Option
ROM Scan” to "Enabled". For details, refer to “PCI Configuration: PCI
configuration submenu”.
To exit the setup menu without saving the changes, select “Exit Discarding
Changes” from the "Exit" menu. If you have changed any settings, a confirmation
message appears. Select [Yes] and press the [Enter] key to exit without changing
the settings in the current menu.

Key Functions for the Setup Menu
In the setup menu, use the following keys to select and edit settings.
Key
[↑], [↓]
[PageUp],
[PageDown]
[Home], [End]
[F5], [-]
[F6], [+], [Space]
[←], [→]

Description
Moves the cursor up or down in the menu.
Scrolls the menu screen upward or downward.
Moves the cursor to the top or the bottom of the menu.
Decrements the setting value.
Increase the setting value.
Moves the cursor left or the right to the next item on the menu
bar.

[Enter]

– Displays the submenu.
– Executes a command.

[F9]

Loads the default value.

[F10]

Saves settings and exits the setup menu.

[Esc], [Alt]+[X]*

– Exits the submenu.
– Moves to the exit menu.

[F1], [Alt]+[H] *

Displays the help window.

* [Alt] + [X] or [H] indicates that you should press the [X] or [H] key while pressing the [Alt] key.
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The setup menu contains the following setup items.










Main (Main menu)


Date and time



Confirmation of system information



Processor setup

Advanced (Advanced menu)


Memory setup



I/O device setup



Chip set control



Onboard LAN setup



iSCSI setup



Built-in SAS RAID setup

Security (Security menu: not supported)


User password setup



Administrator password setup



Setup password input at equipment start

Server (Server menu)


Setup whether to stop the equipment when an error occurs



Memory redundancy function setup



Event log setup



Console redirection setup

Boot (Boot menu)




Boot device priority setup

Exit (Exit menu)


Exit setup menu



Save setup data



Default value setup
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Structure of the Setup Menu
The setup menu has the following structure.

Start the setup menu

Main menu
Main

Submenu

→

System Information
Advanced Processor Options

Esc キー

CPU Power Management

←
Advanced menu
Advanced

→

Memory Configuration
Open/Close-loop Thermal

Esc キー

Throttle

←
Security menu
Security (Not supported)

I/O Device Coniguration
Advanced Chipset Configuration
Intel VT for Directed I/O (Vt-d)

→

PnP Configuration

Server menu
Server

→
←
Boot menu
Boot

→

Exit menu
Exit

Use the arrow keys ([←] and [→]) to move between the following menus : main menu,
advanced menu, security menu, server menu, boot menu and exit menu using the
arrow keys ([←] and [→]). Use the [Esc] key to return to a menu from its submenu.
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When the setup menu starts, the following Main menu screen appears.

A Menu bar
Move the cursor using the arrow keys to select a menu (Main, Advanced, Security,
Server, Boot, or Exit).
B Setting screen
Set values for the setup items. Place the cursor at the setup item following the [ ]
mark and press the [Enter] key to show its submenu.
C Help
Automatically displays the help information on the selected setup item.
D Key guidance
Shows the key functions.
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This section describes the setup items of the setup menu in detail.
Please write down the new settings, when changes the factory default settings.
Do not set non-recommended values for any setup item unless specifically directed by
support personnel. Otherwise, operation of the system equipment shall not be
guaranteed.

Main: Main menu

A System Time, System Date
Sets the system date and time.

To move the cursor within "System Time" or "System Date", press the [Tab], [Shift] +
[Tab], or [Enter] key.

B System Information
Displays the system information submenu.
C Advanced Processor Options
Displays the processor setup submenu.
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Item

Description

A

BIOS Version

Displays the BIOS version of the system
equipment.

B

Build Date

Displays the date of the BIOS released.

C

System Product Name

Displays the series name of the system equipment.

D

System Serial No.
System Version

Displays the serial number and version of the
system. The serial number is assigned [N/A] is
displayed for the system serial number.

E

LAN1-1 Mac Address
LAN1-2 Mac Address
LAN2-1 Mac Address
LAN2-2 Mac Address

Displays Mac Address of on-board LAN. If it is
disabled, 00-00-00-00-00-00 is displayed.

F

Main Board ID,

Displays the ID number and serial number of the
mother board.

Main Board Serial No
G

BMC Firmware Version

Displays the BMC firmware version of the system
equipment.

H

SDR Version

Displays the SDR firmware version of the system
equipment.
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Phoenix SecureCore(tm) Setup Utility
Main
Advanced Processor Options

Item Specific Help

A

Processor 0 Speed :
Processor 0 CPUID :
Processor 0 L2 Cache :
Processor 0 L3 Cache :
QPI Frequency :

x.xx GHz
xxxxxxxx
xxxx kB
xxxx kB
x.xxx GT/s

B

Processor 1 Speed :
Processor 1 CPUID :
Processor 1 L2 Cache :
Processor 1 L3 Cache :
QPI Frequency :

x.xx GHz
xxxxxxxx
xxxx kB
xxxx kB
x.xxx GT/s

C

CPU Power Management

D
E

NUMA Aware
ACPI SRAT Report

[Enabled]
[Enabled]

F
G

Active Processors
Intel@ HT Technology

[Max. Cores]
[Enabled]

H

Intel(R) Virtualization Technology[Enabled]

I
J
K

Execute Disable Bit
Hardware Prefetcher
Adjacent Cache Line Prefetch

[Enabled]
[Enabled]
[Enabled]

L
M
N

Discreate MTRR Allocation
AES Support
Performance/Watt

[Disabled]
[Disabled]
[Traditional]

O
P
Q

DCU IP Prefetch
DCU Streamer Prefetch
Data Reuse Optimization

[Enabled]
[Enabled]
[Enabled]

F1 Help
↑↓ Select Item
-/+
Change Values
ESC Exit ←→ Select Menu Enter Select
Sub-Menu

Item
A

Description

Processor 0 Speed:

Displays the processor information of CPU 0.

Processor 0 CPUID:

Information on the following items is not displayed
in A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models.

Processor 0 L2 Cache:
Processor 0 L2 Cache:
QPI Frequency:
B

F9 Setup Defaults
F10 Save and Exit

- Processor 0 L2 Cache:
- Processor 0 L3 Cache:

Processor 1 Speed:

Displays the processor information of CPU 1.

Processor 1 CPUID:

Information on the following items is not displayed
in A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models.

Processor 1 L2 Cache:
Processor 1 L2 Cache:
QPI Frequency:

- Processor 1 L2 Cache:
- Processor 1 L3 Cache:

C

CPU Power Management

Displays the setup of CPU Power Management.

D

NUMA Aware

Sets whether to enable NUMA Aware function.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.
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E

ACPI SRAT Report

Description
Sets whether to make ACPI SRAT Table.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.

F

Active Processor

Sets the number of cores to use.
Be sure to use the default setting “Max Cores”.
Max Cores: use all cores (default )
One Core: use 1 core
Two Cores: use 2 cores
Three Cores: use 3 cores
Four Cores: use 4 cores
Five Cores: use 5 cores
Available values are different depending on the
processor installed.
When having changed this value, select Save
Changes from the Exit menu, and then turn off the
system equipment.
If you reboot the system after selecting Exit Saving
Changes, the newly changed value may not be
applied.

G

Intel@ HT Technology

Sets whether to enable Intel@ HT Technology.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled only by the processor which supports
this function.
When having changed this value, select Save
Changes from the Exit menu, and then turn off the
system equipment.
If you reboot the system after selecting Exit Saving
Changes, the newly changed value may not be
applied.

H

Intel(R) Virtualization
Technology

Sets whether to enable Intel(R) Virtualization
Technology.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.
For V/Mware 4.0, set this item to “Enabled” before
its installation.

I

Execute Disable Bit

Sets whether to enable Execute Disable Bit.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.

J

Hardware Prefetcher

Sets whether to enable Hardware Prefetcher.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.

K

Adjacent Cache Line
Prefetch

Sets whether to enable Adjacent Cache Line
Prefetch.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.

L

Discrete MTRR Allocation

Sets whether to enable Discrete MTRR Allocation.
Enabled: Used.
Disabled: Not used. (default )

M

AES Support

Sets whether to use AES encryption. Use it by
default: Disabled.
Enabled: Used.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
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Description
Not displayed if A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 model or the
processor E5503 (2.00 GHz) is installed.

N

Performance/Watt

Sets performance/power consumption. Use it by
default: Traditional
Traditional: operates at max performance
(default)
Power Optimized: operates with optimal power
consumption.
Not displayed if A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 model or the
processor E5503 (2.00 GHz) is installed.

O

DCU IP Prefetch

Sets whether or not to use DCU IP Prefetch.
Enabled: Available (Default)
Disabled: Not Available
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models: This setting is available
with BIOS 7TPBVHTC-F13 or a later version.
A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models: This setting is available
with BIOS 7TPBVHTC-G9 or a later version.

P

DCU Streamer Prefetch

Sets whether or not to use DCU Streamer Prefetch.
Enabled: Available (Default)
Disabled: Not Available
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models: This setting is available
with BIOS 7TPBVHTC-F13 or a later version.
A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models: This setting is available
with BIOS 7TPBVHTC-G9 or a later version.

Q

Data Reuse Optimization

Sets whether or no to use DCU Reuse
Optimization.
Enabled: Available (Default)
Disabled: Not Available
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models: This item is not
displayed.
A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models without E5503 (2.00 GHz)
processor installed: This setting is available with
BIOS 7TPBVHTC-G9 or a later version.
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Item
A

EIST (GV3)

Description
Sets whether to enable EIST (GV3).
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.

B

EIST PSD Function

Sets whether to enable EIST PSD function.
Be sure to use the default setting “HW_ALL”.
HW_ALL: (default )
SW_ANY:
SW_ALL:
It is enabled when EIST (GV3) setting is “Enabled”.

C

Turbo mode

Sets whether to enable Turbo mode.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when EIST (GV3) setting is “Enabled”.
It is not supported with processor E5502 (1.86GHz)
or E5503 (2.00GHz).

D

T-State

Sets whether to enable T-State
“Enabled is not supported”. Be sure to use the
default setting “Disabled”.
Enabled: Used.
Disabled: Not used. (default )

E

CPU C1E

Sets whether to enable C1 Enhance Mode.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.

F

OS ACPI C3 Report

Sets whether to enable OS ACPI C3 Report.
C3: use C3 Report
(default for A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models)
C2: use C2 Report
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Description
(default for A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models)
Disabled: not use Report

G

CPU C6 Report

Sets whether to enable CPU C6 Report.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.

H

CPU C7 Report

Sets whether to enable CPU C7 Report.
It is not supported by
A4/S4/H4/P/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models.
“CPU C6 Report” is used even if “CPU C7 Report”
setting is “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.

I

Package C State Limit

Sets Package C State Limit.
No Limit: use the most effective state (default )
C0 State: use C0 State
C1 State: use C1 State
C3 State: use C3 State
C6 State: use C6 State
C7 State: use C7 State
“C7 State” is not supported by A4/S4/H4/P4/R4
models. Therefore “C6 State” is used even if “No
Limit” or ”C6 State” is selected.
This item is not displayed with A5/S5/H5/P5/R5
models.

J

ACPI MWAIT extensions

Sets whether to enable ACPI MWAIT extensions.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default )
Disabled: Not used.
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Advanced: Advanced menu

Item

Description

A

Memory Configuration

Displays the memory setup submenu.

B

I/O Device Configuration

Displays the I/O device setup submenu.

C

Advanced Chipset Control

Displays the extended function setup submenu.

D

PnP Configuration

Displays the PCI setup submenu.

E

Reset Configuration Data

Sets whether to clear the configuration data.
Be sure to use the default setting “No”.
No: Does not clear the data. (default)
Yes: Clears the data.

F

Multiprocessor Specification

Sets a version for the specified multi-processor.
Be sure to use the default setting “1.4”.
1.4: Uses version 1.4. (Default)
1.1: Uses version 1.1.

G

Option ROM Placement

Sets whether to enable Option ROM Placement.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
E000 Extension by PFA: Execute extension by PFA
Temporary Relocation by PFT: Execute relocation by PFA
E000 Extension by Size: Execute extension by Size
Temporary Relocation by Size: Execute relocation by Size

H

Spread Spectrum

Sets whether to improve the waveform quality for higher
harmonic control. Be sure to use the default setting
“Disabled”.
Enabled: Improves the quality.
Disabled: Does not improve the quality. (default)

I

Fatal Error Behavior

Sets a behavior when a fatal error occurs.
Use it by default: NMI.
NMI: Notifies NMI (default)
Reboot: Reboots the system equipment.
Power Off: Power off the system equipment.
This item is not displayed with A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models.
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Description

A

System Memory

Displays the basic memory capacity.

B

Extended Memory

Displays the extended memory capacity.

C

Memory Frequency

Displays the memory frequency.
Not displayed in A5/S5/

D

DIMM Group #x Status

Displays the followings depending on which mode you set as
Memory RAS.
[Independent]
Displays the capacity of the memory installed in each memory slot.
[Mirror]
Memory slot 0 is mirrored to slot 1 and slot 3 to slot 4: each of slots
is a pair. Memory slots 0 and 3 display memory capacity that can be
used by each pair; slots 1 and 4 display “Normal”.
[Spare]
Memory slots 2 and 5 act as online spare memory; the other slots, 0
and 1, 3, and 4, act as active memory. Memory slots 2 and 5 display
“Normal”; the other slots show each memory capacity installed.
Slots with memory degraded, regardless of the Memory RAS mode,
displays “Disabled”. To release a slot from memory degradation,
change the setting of “Clear Mem. ECC Error Info.” from No to Yes.

E

Memory ECC Error Log

Sets the setting of memory error log.
Both: Logs both uncorrectable and correctable error.(default)
UnCorrectable Error: Logs uncorrectable error.
Correctable Error: Logs correctable error.
Disabled: Does not log memory error.
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Description

F

Clear Mem. ECC Error Info.

Clears memory degradation information.
Normally, use the default setting “No”.
To clear the error information on the degraded memory and release
the degradation, select “Yes”. Also, select “Yes” after replacing the
degraded memory. Even if you set “Yes”, the setting will be
automatically return to “No” at next start of the system after clearing
the memory degradation information.
No: Does not clear memory degradation information. (default)
Yes: Clears memory degradation information.

G

Memory RAS Mode *1 *2

Sets whether to use memory redundancy function (mirroring).
In order to implement the memory redundancy function, there are
restrictions on the memory board installation. If you use the memory
redundancy function, install the memory boards in “Independent”
mode confirming that the memory capacity displayed during POST or
in “Extended Memory” of the setup menu matches the actual
installed memory capacity.
Independent: Does not use redundant function. (default)
Mirror: Uses memory mirroring function.
Lock: Uses memory locking function. (not supported)
Spare: Uses memory sparing function. *3

H

Memory Frequency

Sets the memory frequency.
Be sure to use the default setting “Auto”. It sets the best setting
automatically depending on the configuration of processors and
memory.
Auto: Sets automatically (default)
DDR3-800: 800MHz
DDR3-1067: 1067MHz
DDR3-1333: 1333MHz

I

Channel Interleave setting

Sets channel interleave.
Be sure to use the default setting”6-way”.
6-way: 6-way interleave (default)
4-way: 4-way interleave
3-way: 3-way interleave
2-way: 2-way interleave
1-way: 1-way interleave

J

Rank Interleave setting

Sets rank interleave of memory.
Be sure to use the default setting”4-way”.
4-way: 4-way interleave (default)
2-way: 2-way interleave
1-way: 1-way interleave

K

Open/Close-loop Thermal
Throttle

Displays the power saving setting of memory.

*1 If “Mirror” is selected for “Memory RAS Mode”, half of the installed memory board is
used for mirroring, reducing the memory capacity by half. Memories installed on slot2
and on slot5 cannot be used.
*2 When [Spare] is set as a memory RAS mode, one of three slots installed is set to online
spare memory. Thus, the memory capacity is two thirds of memory that is actually
installed.
*3 The memory sparing function is supported by a system that satisfies the following
conditions.


Model: A5/S5/H5/P5/R5, not with E5503 (2.00 GHz) processor installed.



BIOS version: 7TPBVHTC-G8 or later
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Item
A

Description

Open -loop Thermal Throttle Sets whether to enable Open -loop Thermal Throttle function.
It is not supported by A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models. Be
sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default )
Enabled: Used.

B

Temperature Blade Inlet

Sets the intake temperature of server blade.
From 0 to 99 degree C
It is used when Open -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”.

C

Temperature Rise

Sets the temperature-elevated level to trigger Open -loop Thermal
Throttle function.
From 0 to 99 degree C

D

Air speed to the DIMMs

Sets the air speed to DIMMs.
From 500 to 5000m/s
It is used when Open -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”.

E

System Altitude

Sets the altitude to use server blade.
From 0 to 65535m
It is used when Open -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”.

F

Pitch between DIMMs

Sets the pitch between DIMMs which are installed.
From 350 to 500/100inch
It is used when Open -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”.
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G

Description

Close -loop Thermal Throttle Sets whether to enable Close -loop Thermal Throttle function.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default )
Enabled: Used.

H

Temperature hysteresis

Sets the memory temperature to trigger Close -loop Thermal Throttle
function.
From 0 to 3degree C
It is used when Close -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”.

I

Temperature guardband

Sets the memory temperature to trigger Close -loop Thermal Throttle
function.
From 0 to 99 degree C
It is used when Close -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”.

J

Temperature Blade Inlet

Sets the intake temperature of server blade.
From 0 to 99 degree C
It is used when Close -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”

K

Temperature Rise

Sets the temperature-elevated level to trigger Close -loop Thermal
Throttle function.
From 0 to 99 degree C

L

Air speed to the DIMMs

Sets the air speed to DIMMs.
From 500 to 5000m/s
It is used when Close -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”.

M

System Altitude

Sets the altitude to use server blade.
From 0 to 65535m
It is used when Close -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”.

N

Pitch between DIMMs

Sets the pitch between DIMMs which are installed.
From 350 to 500/100inch
It is used when Close -loop Thermal Throttle is “Enabled”.
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Item

Description

A

Serial Port A

Sets whether to use serial port A. Be sure to use the default
setting “Enabled” not to affect maintenance operation.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

B

Base I/O Address

Set an I/O address used by serial port A. Be sure to use the
default setting “3F8 / IRQ4” not to affect maintenance operation.
3F8 / IRQ4: Uses 3F8h / IRQ4. (default)
2F8 / IRQ3: Uses 2F8h / IRQ3.
3E8 / IRQ4: Uses 3E8h / IRQ4.
2E8 / IRQ3: Uses 2E8h / IRQ3.

C

Serial Port B

Sets whether to use serial port B.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Enabled: Used.
Disabled: Not used. (default)

D

Base I/O Address

E

NumLock:

Set an I/O address used by serial port B.
3F8 / IRQ4: Uses 3F8h / IRQ4.
2F8 / IRQ3: Uses 2F8h / IRQ3. (default)
3E8 / IRQ4: Uses 3E8h / IRQ4.
2E8 / IRQ3: Uses 2E8h / IRQ3.
Sets whether to enable NumLock key.
Off: Not used. (default).
On: Used
Auto: Set automatically (not supported)

F

USB Dev #29

Sets whether to use the USB device #29.
Use the default setting “Fun #0, 1, 2, 3, 7”. The device can work
at USB2.0. You can set in “Fun#0, 1, 2, 3” only when using a
device at USB1.1.
Make sure to keep the settings mentioned above, not to change
them. Otherwise, server blades cannot be operated from the
remote console.
Fun #0,1,2,3,7: Uses Fun #0,1,2,3,7. (default)
Fun #0,1,2,3: Uses Fun #0,1,2,3.
Fun #0,1,2: Uses Fun #0,1,2.
Fun #0,1,: Uses Fun #0,1.
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Description
Fun #0: Uses Fun #0.
Disabled: Does not use USB Dev #29.

G

USB Dev #26

Sets whether to use the USB device #26.
Use the default setting “Fun #0, 1, 7”. The device can work at
USB2.0. You can set in “Fun#0, 1” only when using a device at
USB1.1.
Make sure to keep the settings mentioned above, not to change
them. Otherwise, server blades cannot be operated from the
remote console.
Fun #0,1,7: Uses Fun #0,1,7. (default)
Fun #0,1,: Uses Fun #0,1.
Disabled: Does not use USB Dev #26.

H

Legacy USB Support

Sets whether to use the USB in legacy mode.
Use the default setting “Enabled” usually.
When using Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4, change to “Disabled”.
Enabled: Used in the legacy mode. (default)
Disabled: Not used in the legacy mode.
In “Disabled” mode, booting from USB is not allowed. To boot
from USB, set to “Enabled”.
Even in the “Disabled” mode, USB devices are available after
the OS boot.

I

Route Port 80h cycles to

Set a destination to output Port80h data.
Be sure to use the default setting “PCI”.
PCI: Output to the PCI. (default)
LPC: Output to the LPC.
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Item

Description

A

Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d)

Display Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) submenu.

B

Course Grain Clocking Gating

Sets whether to enable Course Grain Clocking Gating.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used.

C

I/OAT DMA Engine

Sets whether to enable I/OAT DMA Engine.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

D

IOH IOxAPIC

Sets whether to enable IOH IOxAPIC.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used.

E

QPI Control Settings

Sets whether to enable the control of QPI Setting.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

F

QPI Link Fast Mode

Sets mode of QPI Link.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Uses Fast mode. (default)
Disabled: Uses Slow mode.

G

QPI Frequency Selection

Sets QPI transfer rate. Be sure to use the default setting “Auto”.
It sets the best setting automatically depending on the
configuration of processors and memory.
Auto: Set autimatically (default)
4.800 GT/s: Uses 4.800 GT/s
5.866 GT/s: Uses 5.866 GT/s
6.000 GT/s: Uses 6.000 GT/s
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Description

H

QPI Isoch-support

Sets whether to enable QPI Isoch function.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used.

I

QPI DCA support

Sets whether to enable QPI DCA function.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

J

QPI scramble Selection

Sets whether to enable QPI scramble Selection.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used.

K

QPI Error Report

Sets whether to enable QPI Error Report.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

L

ECC Threshold

Set ECC Threshold
Be sure to use the default setting “0”.
From 0 to 32767

M

Enable Multimedia Timer

Sets whether to enable the multi-media timer.
Be sure to use the default setting “Yes”.
Yes: Enabled (default)
No: Disabled.

N

CPU socket QPI L0s Setting

Sets whether to use CPU socket QPI L0s.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”. This item is not
supported.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used
Auto: Automatic setting
This item is not displayed with A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models.

O

CPU socket QPI L1 Setting

P

IOH QPI L0s Setting

Sets whether to use CPU socket QPI L1.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”. This item is not
supported.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used
Auto: Automatic setting
This item is not displayed with A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models.
Sets whether to use IOH QPI L0s.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”. This item is not
supported.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used
Auto: Automatic setting
This item is not displayed with A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models.

Q

IOH QPI L1 Setting

Sets whether to use IOH QPI L1.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”. This item is not
supported.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used
Auto: Automatic setting
This item is not displayed with A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models.
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Description

A

Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d)

Sets whether to enable Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d).
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
Restriction: When using VMware 4.0 with A4/S4/H4/P4/R4
model and BIOS 7TPBVHTC-F8 or an earlier version, set this
item to “Disabled”.

B

Interrupt Remapping

Sets whether to enable Interrupt remapping.
Enabled: Used. (default for A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models)
Disabled: Not used. (default for A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models)
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.

C

Coherency Support

Sets whether to enable Coherency Support.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

D

ATS

Sets whether to enable Address Transformation Service.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used.

E

Pass Through DMA

Sets whether to enable Pass Through DMA.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
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Description

F

VT-d Port 1

Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 1 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.

G

VT-d Port 2

Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 2 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.

H

VT-d Port 3

Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 3 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.

I

VT-d Port 4

Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 4 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.

J

VT-d Port 5

Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 5 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.

K

VT-d Port 6

Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 6 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.

L

VT-d Port 7

Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 7 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.

M

VT-d Port 8

Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 8 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.

N

VT-d Port 9

Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 9 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

O

VT-d Port 10

It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.
Sets whether to enable VT-d Port 10 with PCI Express Root.
Be sure to use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
It is enabled when Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d) is “Enabled”.
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Description

A

Onboard LAN 1 Control

Sets whether to enable the onboard Gigabit LAN 1-1 and 1-2
controllers setup.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

B

LAN1-1 Option ROM Scan

Sets whether to enable ROM scan for onboard Gigabit LAN
controller 1-1. If it is enabled, the system equipment can be
started via the onboard LAN 1-1.
Set “Enabled” only when using PXE boot with
ServerConductor/Deployment Manager; set “Disabled” when
not using PXE boot.
You do not need to set “Enabled” for Pre-configure because
Pre-configure is available with “Disabled”.
With L4 model, set “Disabled”.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

C

LAN1-2 Option ROM Scan

Sets whether to enable the ROM scan for onboard Gigabit LAN
controller 1-2. If it is enabled, the system can be started via the
onboard LAN.
Set “Enabled” only when using PXE boot with
ServerConductor/Deployment Manager; set “Disabled” when
not using PXE boot.
You do not need to set “Enabled” for Pre-configure because
Pre-configure is available with “Disabled”.
With L4 model, set “Disabled”. .
Disabled: Not used.
Enabled: Used. (default)

D

Onboard LAN 2 Control

Sets whether to enable the onboard Gigabit LAN 2-1 and 2-2
controllers setup.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.
When using iSCSI boot with A5/S5/P5/R5 models, set
“Enabled”.
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E

iSCSI OPROM

Description
Sets whether to enable iSCSI boot.
iSCSI boot is not supported by
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models. Be sure to use the
default setting ”Disabled”
Disabled: Not used. (default)
Enabled: Used.
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/H5 models do not support this item, so make
sure to set “Disabled”
A5/S5/P5/R5 models only with BIOS version 7TPBVHTC-G14
support this item. For those models with BIOS 7TPBVHTC-G13
or earlier versions, make sure to set “Disabled”.

F

SAS Option ROM Scan

Sets whether to enable boot from built-in SAS RAID.
Be sure to change the setting to “Disabled” when boot from the
external storage. With R4/R5 model, however, use the default
setting “Enabled”. (*1)
For booting from an external storage with a model which has an
HDD onboard, you need to remove the HDD.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

G

Wake On LAN/PME

Sets whether to enable Wake On LAN.
Enabled: Used. (default)
Disabled: Not used.

*1 MegaRAID WebBIOS settings should be changed. Refer to MegaRAID WebBIOS (R4/R5 model) for
details.
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This system does not support the security menu and password entry is not
supported. Should you enter and forget a password, the system will be not
available, requiring repair. If you forgot your password, consult the support
organization for assistance.

Item

Description

A

Supervisor Password Is

Displays “Clear.” If a supervisor password is set, “Set” is
displayed.

B

User Password Is

Displays “Clear.” If a user password is set, “Set” is displayed.

C

Set Supervisor Password
(Not supported)

Sets a supervisor password.
Do not set any password.

D

Set User Password
(Not supported) *1

Sets a user password.
Do not set any password.

E

Password on boot
(Not supported) *1

Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled”.
Disabled: Disabled. (default)
Enabled: Enabled.

*1 You cannot set “Set User Password” and “Password on boot” until a Supervisor
password has been set.
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Server: Server menu

Item

Description

A

Console Redirection

Displays the submenu of Console Redirection.

B

BMC Action for IERR

Sets BMC action when CPU error occurs. Be sure to use the
default setting “No Action”.
No Action: Take no action
Hard Reset: Execute reset
Power Cycle: Execute Power OFF/ON (default)

C

Trigger of CPU reduction

Sets conditions under which the CPU performs a degradation
operation.
Use the default setting “IERR & Thermal Trip”.
IERR & Thermal Trip: CPU and CPU temperature error
(default)
IERR: CPU error
Thermal Trip: CPU temperature error
Disabled: Disabled

D

Halt On

Sets whether to stop the system booting if errors occur. Use the
default setting “Mid”.
Mid: Stops Stopped when an error other than CPU
degradation and Memory degradation occurs. (default)
No Errors: No stopped.
All Errors: Stopped when any kind of error occurs.

E

After Power Failure*1

Sets whether to automatically return the power when AC input
voltage is recovered from a failure.
Use the default setting “Last State”.
Stay Off: Turned off
Last State: Returned to the last state. (default)
Power On: Turned on

F

Log POST Sys. Event

Sets whether to acquire the boot event log.
Use the default setting “Enabled”.
Enabled: Acquired. (default)
Disabled: Not acquired.

G

Clear all Event Logs

Clears event log data. Placing the cursor at this item and
pressing the [Enter] key displays a message to confirm whether
to clear the event log data.
Do not select “Yes” because it may cause a problem for failure
analysis.
No: Not cleared (default)
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Description
Yes: Cleared

H

Sets whether to enable ACPI WHEA.
Be sure to use the default setting “Disabled” except using
Windows Server 2008 64-bit.
Disabled: Disabled. (default)
Enabled: Enabled

WHEA

*1 With a UPS connected, in order to start the system automatically after power
outage UPS management software is required regardless of the OS.

Console Redirection: Console redirection configuration submenu

Item

Description

A

Com Port Address

Sets the port to be used for remote redirection.
Be sure to select the default setting “On-board COM A”.
On-board COM A: Uses Serial port A. (default)
On-board COM B: Uses Serial port B.
Disabled: Not used.

B

Baud Rate

Sets the communication speed to be used for console
redirection. Be sure to select the default setting “9600bps”.
300: Uses 300 bps.
1200: Uses 1200 bps.
2400: Uses 2400 bps.
9600: Uses 9600 bps.(default)
19.2K: Uses 19200 bps.
38.4K: Uses 38400 bps.
57.6K: Uses 57600 bps.
115.2K: Uses 115200 bps.
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Description

C

Console Type

Sets the console type to be used for console redirection. Be
sure to select the default setting “VT100+.”
VT100: Uses VT100.
VT100, 8 bits: Uses VT100 rated at 8 bits.
PC-ANSI, 7 bits: Uses PC-ANSI rated at 7 bits.
PC-ANSI: Uses PC-ANSI.
VT100+: Uses VT100+. (default)
VT-UTF8: Uses VT-UTF8.
ASCII: Uses ASCII.

D

Flow Control

Sets flow control to be used for console redirection. Be sure to
select the default setting “None”.
None: Not used. (default)
XON/XOFF: Uses XON/XOFF.
CTS/RTS: Uses CTS/RTS.

E

Continue C.R. after POST

Sets whether to use console redirection after POST ended.
Off: Not used. (default)
On: Used.

Boot: Boot menu

A Boot Priority order
Sets the priority of boot devices. To change the priority, place the cursor at the
target device and move it up or down using the [+] and [-] keys. You can move the
device to “Excluded from boot order” using the [X] key.
B Excluded from boot order
Sets the device not to boot. You can move the device to “Boot priority order” using
the [X] key.
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Priority of network boot device
Network boot is possible by setting “Enabled” to “LAN1 Option ROM Scan” or
“LAN2 Option ROM Scan” in “Advanced” – “PCI Configuration” – “Embedded
NIC (ESB2).” See “PCI Configuration: PCI configuration submenu”. If you
save the setting once and restart the setup menu, “IBA GF Slot xxxx Vxxxx” is
added to the devices in “Boot Priority order.” When using network boot,
change the order of “IBA GE Slot xxxx Vxxxx” to the top priority.



Please write down the settings of the priority of boot devices at operation.



If the system starts with the boot device disconnected from the system
equipment, the boot device will be deleted from the boot device list of “Boot
Priority order.” If you reconnect the boot device, it will be added with low
priority to “Boot Priority order”. If the order is too low to be recognized in the
desired boot sequence, change the priority again.



If selecting [Exit] > [Load Setup Defaults], the boot device set to Boot Priority
Order will be transferred to Excluded from boot order. After selecting [Load
Setup Defaults], reconfigure the priority of boot devices.

Exit: Exit menu

A Exit Saving Changes
Normally, execute this command to exit the setup menu. The setup data is saved
in memory and the system equipment is restarted. This command is equivalent to
the [F10] key. Selecting “Exit Saving Changes” and pressing the [Enter] key
displays the following screen.
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-

To save the setup data and restart the system equipment, select “Yes” and
press the [Enter] key.

-

To return to the exit menu, select “No” and press the [Enter] key.

B Exit Discarding Changes
Exits the setup menu without saving the setup data. The system equipment is
restarted. Selecting “Exit Discarding Changes” and pressing the [Enter] key
displays the following screen.

-

To exit the setup menu without saving the setup data, select “Yes” and press
the [Enter] key. If you have changed any settings, a confirmation message
appears. Select “No” and press the [Enter] key.

-

To continue editing the setup data, select “No” or press the [Esc] key. It returns
to the exit menu.

C Load Setup Defaults
Return the setup data to the default. However, the following items will not be
changed.
-

System Time

-

System Date

-

Supervisor Password

-

User Password

If you return the non-default value of Active processors or Intel® HT Technology to
its default using this function, select Save Changes from the Exit menu and then
turn off the system equipment. If you reboot the system after selecting Exit Saving
Changes, the newly changed value may not be applied.
D Discard Changes
Returns settings other than the following items to last saved setup data

E

-

System Time

-

System Date

-

Supervisor Password

-

User Password

Save Changes
Saves setup data, but does not exit the setup menu.
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After selecting [Load Setup Defaults], reconfigure the priority
of boot devices.

Configuring a Device to be Booted
You can select devices to boot when the server blade is started.
The steps are as follows.
1

Turn on the power to the server blade.

2

While the system is being started, when “Press <F2> to enter SETUP, <F12> to
enter Boot Menu.” appears, press the [F12] key.
The “Boot Menu” appears.

3

Select a device to boot using the [↑] or [↓] key and press the [Enter] key.

Ensure the device is connected, and has a valid OS image installed.

Selecting < Enter Setup > would start the setup menu.
Pressing the [Esc] key would boot the system with the boot order set in the setup
menu.
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If selecting [Load Setup Defaults], the boot device set to Boot
Priority Order will be transferred to Excluded from boot order.

5

This section describes how to return the settings to the default, as well
as BIOS setup items and settings.

Re-initialization


Setup menu
Return the settings in the setup menu to the default the steps below.
1

In the setup menu, select “Exit” (exit menu) and then “Load Setup Defaults”, and
press the “Enter” key.
The settings are returned to the default.

2

Referring to “List of settings” and “Setup Menu”, set the items to be changed.
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List of settings
This section describes the factory default settings of the setup menu.
Please write down the new settings, when changes the factory default settings.



Setup menu

Item

Setting

Main
System Time

Set by the user

System Date

Set by the user

System Information
BIOS Version

7BPBV-xxx

BIOS Build Date

xx/xx/xxxx

System Product Name

xxxxxxxx

System Serial No.

xxxxxxxx

System Version

xxxxxxxx

System UUID

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

Main Board ID

xxxxxxxx

Main Board Serial No.

xxxxxxxx

BMC Firmware Version

xx.xx

SDR Version

xxxxxxxx

Advanced
Memory Configuration
System Memory

xxx kB

Extended Memory

xxxxx kB

DIMM Group #1 Status

xxxx MB

DIMM Group #2 Status

xxxx MB

DIMM Group #3 Status

xxxx MB

DIMM Group #4 Status

xxxx MB

Clear Mem. ECC Error Info.

No

Extended RAM Step

Disabled

Memory RAS Feature Control

Standard

Advanced Processor Options
Processor 0:
ID:

xxxxxxxx

Speed:

x.xxx GHz

Microcode:

xxxxxxxx

ID:

xxxxxxxx

Speed:

x.xxx GHz

Microcode:

xxxxxxxx

Processor 1:

Processor Retest

No
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Description
Hyperthreading

Enabled *1

Intel(R) Virtualization Technology

Enabled

Thermal Management 2

Disabled *1

C1 Enhanced Mode

Enabled

No Execute Mode Mem Protection

Enabled

Intel EIST Support

Disabled *1

PECI Interface

Enabled *1

PCI Configuration
Embedded NIC (ESB2)
LAN1 Option ROM Scan

Enabled *4

LAN2 Option ROM Scan

Enabled *4

Embedded NIC (82571)
Onboard LAN Control

Disabled

SAS option ROM:

Enabled

Data Parity Error Recovery

Enabled

I/O Device Configuration
Serial Port A:

Enabled

Base I/O Address

3F8 / IRQ4

Serial Port B:

Disabled

USB Controller

Enabled

USB 2.0 Controller

Disabled

Legacy USB Support

Enabled *2

Route Port 80h cycles to

PCI

Serial ATA

Disabled

Advanced Chipset Control
Enable Multimedia Timer

No

Crystal Beach Configure Enable

Enabled

I/O Acceleration Technology

Enabled

4GB PCI Hole Granularity

256MB

Wake On LAN/PME

Enabled

Boot-Time Diagnostic Screen

Enabled

Reset Configuration Data

No

NumLock

On

Multiprocessor Specification

1.4

ClkGen Spread Spectrum

Disabled

Supervisor Password Is

Clear

User Password Is

Clear

Set Supervisor Password

Enter

Set User Password

Enter

Password on boot

Disabled

Security
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Description

Server
Console Redirection
Com Port Address

On-board_COMA

Baud Rate

9600

Console Type

VT100

Flow Control

None

Continue C.R. after POST

Off

Trigger of CPU reduction

IERR & Thermal Trip

Halt On

Mid

After Power Failure

Last State

Log. POST Sys. Event

Enabled

Clear all Event Logs

Enter

Boot
Boot Priority order:
1: USB FDC: xxxxxxxxxx
2: USB CDROM: xxxxxxxxxx
3: SCSI: xxxxxxxxxx
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
Excluded from boot order:
PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot xxxx vxxxx
PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot xxxx vxxxx
Legacy Network Card
Exit
Exit Saving Changes
Exit Discarding Changes
Load Setup Defaults
Discard Changes
Save Changes
*1: This is effective only if the processor supporting this function is installed.
*2: Change to “Disabled” when using Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4.
*3: Change to “Disabled” when using a FC mezzanine card and booging the OS from an external
storage divice.
*4: For A1/A2 model with BIOS version F28 or later, or for x3 model:
Set “Enabled” only when using PXE boot with ServerConductor/Deployment Manager; set
“Disabled” when not using PXE boot. You do not need to set “Enabled” for Pre-configure because
Pre-configure is available with “Disabled”.
When BIOS version F27 or earlier and F28 or later exist in a single N+M cold standby group, use
the BIOS settings for F27 or earlier.
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This section describes how to return the settings to the default, as well
as BIOS setup items and settings.

Re-initialization


Setup menu
Return the settings in the setup menu to the default the steps below.
1

In the setup menu, select “Exit” (exit menu) and then “Load Setup Defaults”, and
press the “Enter” key.
The settings are returned to the default.

2

Referring to “List of settings” and “Setup menu”, set the items to be changed.
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List of settings (A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 Model)
This section describes the factory default settings of the setup menu.
Please write down the new settings, when changes the factory default settings.



Setup menu

Item

Setting

Main
System Time

Set by the user

System Date

Set by the user

System Information
BIOS Version

7BPBVHTC-xxx

BIOS Build Date

xx/xx/xxxx

System Product Name

BladeSymphony F51

System Serial No.

xxxxxxxx

System Version

xxxxxxxx

LAN1-1 MAC Address

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

LAN1-2 MAC Address

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

LAN2-1 MAC Address

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

LAN2-2 MAC Address

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

Main Board ID

7TPBx

Main Board Serial No.

xxxxxxxx

BMC Firmware Version

xx.xx

SDR Version

Xxx/xxx xxxxxx

Advanced Processor Options
Processor 0 Speed

x.xx GHz

Processor 0 CPUID:

xxxxxxxx

Processor 0 L2 Cache:

xxxxkB

Processor 0 L3 Cache:

xxxxkB

QPI Frequency

x.xxx GT/s

Processor 1 Speed

x.xx GHz

Processor 1 CPUID:

xxxxxxxx

Processor 1 L2 Cache:

xxxxkB

Processor 1 L3 Cache:

xxxxkB

QPI Frequency

x.xxx GT/s

CPU Power Management
EIST (GV3)

Enabled

EIST PSD Function

HW_ALL

Turbo mode

Enabled

T-state

Disabled

CPU C 1E

Enabled

OS ACPI C3 Report

C3
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CPU C6 Report

Enabled

CPU C7 Report

Enabled

Package C state Limit

No Limit

ACPI MWAIT extensions

Enabled

NUMA Aware

Enabled

ACPI SRAT Report

Enabled

Active Processor

MAX.Cores

Intel(R) HT Technology

Enabled

Intel(R) Virtualization Technology

Enabled

Execute Disable Bit

Enabled

Hardware Prefetcher

Enabled

Adjacent Cache Line Prefetch

Enabled

Discrete MTRR Allocation

Disabled

DCU IP Prefetch

Enabled *4

DCU Streamer Prefetch

Enabled *4

Advanced
Memory Configuration
System Memory

xxx kB

Extended Memory

xxxxx kB

Memory Frequency

xxxxMHz

DIMM Group #0 Status

xxxx MB

DIMM Group #1 Status

xxxx MB/Installed/Normal

DIMM Group #2 Status

xxxx MB/Installed/Normal

DIMM Group #3 Status

xxxx MB

DIMM Group #4 Status

xxxx MB/Installed/Normal

DIMM Group #5 Status

xxxx MB/Installed/Normal

Memory ECC Error Log

Both

Clear Mem. ECC Error Info.

No

Memory RAS Mode

Independent

Memory Frequency

Auto

Channel Interleave setting

6-way

RANK Interleave setting

4-way

Open/Close-loop Thermal Throttle
Open-loop Thermal Throttle

Disabled

Temperature Blade inlet

35

Temperature Rise

10

Temperature
Blade
inlet
Air speed to the
DIMMs

1500

System Altitude

0

Pitch between DIMMs

400

Close-loop Thermal Throttle

Disabled

Temperature hysteresis

1

Temperature guardband

3

Temperature Blade inlet

35
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Temperature Rise

10

Temperature
Blade
inlet
Air speed to the
DIMMs

1500

System Altitude

0

Pitch between DIMMs

400

I/O Device configuration
Serial Port A:

Enabled

Base I/O address:

3F8/IRQ 4

Serial Port B:

Enabled

Base I/O address

2F8/IRQ 3

NumLock:

Off

USB Dev #29

Func #0,1,2,3,7
Serial
Port A:

USB Dev #26

Fun #0,1,7

Legacy USB support:

Enabled *1

Route Port 80h cycles to

PCI

Advanced Chipset Control
Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d)
Intel VT for Directed I/O (VT-d)

Enabled *2

Interrupt Remapping

Enabled

Coherency Support

Disabled

ATS

Enabled

PassThrough DMA

Enabled

VT-d for Port1

Enabled

VT-d for Port2

Enabled

VT-d for Port3

Enabled

VT-d for Port4

Enabled

VT-d for Port5

Enabled

VT-d for Port6

Enabled

VT-d for Port7

Enabled

VT-d for Port8

Enabled

VT-d for Port9

Enabled

VT-d for Port10

Enabled

Course Grain Clocking Gating

Disabled

I/OAT DMA Engine

Enabled

IOH IOxAPIC

Disabled

QPI Control Settings

Enabled

QPI Link Fast Mode

Enabled

QPI Frequency Selection

Auto

QPI Isoch-support

Disabled

QPI DCA support

Enabled

QPI scramble Selection

Disabled

QPI Error Report

Enabled

ECC Threshold

0

Enable multimedia Timer

Yes
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PnP Configuration
Onboard LAN1 Control

Enabled

LAN1-1 Option ROM Scan:

Enabled *5

LAN1-2 Option ROM Scan

Enabled *5

Onboard LAN2 Control

Disabled *6

iSCSI OPROM

Disabled

SAS Option ROM Scan

Enabled *3

Wake On LAN/PME

Enabled

Reset Configuration

No

Multiprocessor Specification

1.4

Option ROM Placement

Disabled

Spread Spectrum

Disabled

Supervisor Password Is

Clear

User Password Is

Clear

Set User Password

Enter

Set Supervisor Password

Enter

Password on boot

Disabled

Security

Server
Console Redirection
Com Port Address

On-board_COMA

Baud Rate

9600

Console Type

VT-100+

Flow Control

None

Continue C.R. after POST

Off

BMC Action for IERR

No Action

Trigger of CPU reduction

IERR & Thermal Trip

Halt On

Mid

After Power Failure

Last State

Log. POST Sys. Event

Enabled

Clear all Event Logs

Enter

WHEA

Disabled

Boot
Boot Priority order:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
Excluded from boot order:
Legacy Network Card
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Bootable Add-in Card
Exit
Exit Saving Changes
Exit Discarding Changes
Load Setup Defaults
Discard Changes
Save Changes
*1: Change to “Disabled” if using Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.
*2: Change to “Disabled” if using VMWare 4.0 with BIOS version 7TPBV-F8 or earlier.
*3: Change to “Disabled” if an FC mezzanine card is installed in the blade and OS is booted from
the external storage. R4 model can be used with “Enabled”, but MegaRAID WebBIOS setting
need to be changed. Refer to BIOS Settings: Enabled or Disabled for the details.
*4 This item is available with BIOS 7TPBVHTC-F13 or a later version.
*5 Set “Enabled” only when using PXE boot with ServerConductor/Deployment Manager; set
“Disabled” when not using PXE boot. You do not need to set “Enabled” for Pre-configure
because Pre-configure is available with “Disabled”.
*6 With L4 model, set “Enabled”.
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This section describes the factory default settings of the setup menu.
Please write down the new settings, when changes the factory default settings.



Setup menu
Item

Setting

Main
System Time

Set by the user

System Date

Set by the user

System Information
BIOS Version:

7TPBVHTC-xxx

Build Date:

xx/xx/xxxx

System Product Name

Compute Blade F51

System Serial No

xxxxxxxxxx

System Version

xxxxxxxxxx

LAN1-1 MAC Address

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

LAN1-2 MAC Address

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

LAN2-1 MAC Address

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

LAN2-2 MAC Address

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

Main Board ID

7TPBVx

Main Board Serial No

xxxxxxxx

BMC Firmware Version

xx.xx

SDR Version:

xxx/xxx xxxxxx

Advanced Processor Options
Processor 0 Speed

x.xx GHz

Processor 0 CPUID

xxxxxxxx

QPI Frequency

x.xxx GT/s

Processor 1 Speed

x.xx GHz

Processor 1 CPUID

xxxxxxxx

QPI Frequency:

x.xxx GT/s

CPU Power Management
EIST (GV3)

Enabled

EIST PSD Function

HW_ALL

Turbo mode

Enabled

T-State

Disabled

CPU C1E

Enabled

OS ACPI C3 Report

C2

CPU C6 Report

Enabled

CPU C7 Report

Enabled

ACPI MWAIT extensions

Enabled

NUMA Aware

Enabled

ACPI SRAT Report

Enabled
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Setting
Active Processors

Max. Cores

Intel® HT Technology

Enabled

Intel® Virtualization Technology

Enabled

Execute Disable Bit

Enabled

Hardware Prefetcher

Enabled

Adjacent Cache Line Prefetch

Enabled

Discrete MTRR Allocation

Disabled

AES Support

Disabled

Performance/Watt

Traditional

DCU IP Prefetch

Enabled *3

DCU Streamer Prefetch

Enabled *3

Data Reuse Optimization

Enabled *3 *4

Advanced
Memory Configuration
System Memory:

xxx kB

Extended Memory:

xxxxxxx kB

DIMM Group #0 Status

Memory ECC Error Log

xxxxMB / Not Installed
xxxxMB / Not Installed /
Normal
xxxxMB / Not Installed /
Normal
xxxxMB / Not Installed
xxxxMB / Not Installed /
Normal
xxxxMB / Not Installed /
Normal
Both

Clear Mem. ECC Error Info

No

Memory RAS Mode

Independent

Memory Frequency

Auto

Channel Interleave setting

6-way

RANK Interleave setting

4-way

DIMM Group #1 Status
DIMM Group #2 Status
DIMM Group #3 Status
DIMM Group #4 Status
DIMM Group #5 Status

Open/Close-loop Thermal Throttle
Open-loop Thermal Throttle

Disabled

Temperature Blade inlet

35

Temperature Rise

10

Air speed to the DIMMs

1500

System Altitude

0

Pitch between DIMMs

400

Close-loop Thermal Throttle

Disabled

Temperature hysteresis

1

Temperature guardband

3

Temperature Blade inlet

35

Temperature Rise

10

Air speed to the DIMMs

1500

System Altitude

0
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Pitch between DIMMs

400

I/O Device configuration
Serial Port A

Enabled

Base I/O address

3F8/IRQ 4

Serial Port B

Enabled

Base I/O address

2F8/IRQ 3

Numlock:

Off

USB Dev #29

Func #0,1,2,3,7

USB Dev #26

Fun #0,1,7

Legacy USB support:

Enabled *1

Route Port 80h cycles to

PCI

Advanced Chipset Configuration
Intel VT for Directed I/O (Vt-d)
Intel VT for Directed I/O (Vt-d)

Enabled

Interrupt Remapping

Disabled

Coherency Support

Disabled

ATS

Enabled

PassThrough DMA

Enabled

VT-d for Port1

Enabled

VT-d for Port2

Enabled

VT-d for Port3

Enabled

VT-d for Port4

Enabled

VT-d for Port5

Enabled

VT-d for Port6

Enabled

VT-d for Port7

Enabled

VT-d for Port8

Enabled

VT-d for Port9

Enabled

VT-d for Port10

Enabled

Course Grain Clocking Gating

Disabled

I/OAT DMA Engine

Enabled

IOH IOxAPIC

Disabled

QPI Control Settings

Enabled

QPI Link Fast Mode

Enabled

QPI Frequency Selection

Auto

QPI Isoch-support

Disabled

QPI DCA support

Enabled

QPI scramble Selection

Disabled

QPI Error Report

Enabled

ECC Threshold

0

Enable multimedia Timer

Yes

CPU socket QPI L0s setting

Disabled

CPU socket QPI L1 setting

Disabled

IOH QPI L0s setting

Disabled

IOH QPI L1 setting

Disabled
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PnP Configuration
Onboard LAN1 Control

Enabled

LAN1-1 Option ROM Scan:

Enabled *5

LAN1-2 Option ROM Scan

Enabled *5

Onboard LAN2 Control

Disabled *6

iSCSI OPROM:

Disabled *6

SAS option ROM Scan

Enabled *2

Wake On LAN/PME

Enabled

Reset Configuration Data

No

Multiprocessor Specification

1.4

Option ROM Placement

Disabled

Spread Spectrum

Disabled

Fatal Error Behavior

NMI

Security
Supervisor Password Is

Clear/Set

User Password Is

Clear/Set

Set User Password

Enter

Set Supervisor Password

Enter

Password on boot

Disabled

Server
Console Redirection
Com Port Address

On-board COM A

Baud Rate

9600

Console Type

VT-100+

Flow Control

None

Continue C.R. after POST

Off

BMC Action for IERR

No Action

Trigger of CPU Reduction

IERR & Thermal Trip

Halt on

Mid

After Power Failure

Last state

Log POST sys. Event

Enabled

Clear all Event Logs

Enter

WHEA

Disabled

Boot
Boot Priority order
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
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Excluded from boot order
Legacy Network Card
Bootable Add-in Cards

Exit
Exit Saving Changes

-----

Exit Discarding Changes

-----

Load Setup Default

-----

Discard Changes

-----

Save Changes

-----

*1: Change to “Disabled” if using Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.
*2: Change to “Disabled” if an FC mezzanine card is installed in the blade and OS is booted
from the external storage. R5 model can be used with “Enabled”, but MegaRAID
WebBIOS setting need to be changed. Refer to BIOS Settings: Enabled or Disabled for
the details.
*3 This Item is availabel with BIOS 7TPBVHTC-G9 or a later version.
*4 This item is not availabe when a processro E5503 (2.00 GHz) is installed.
*5 Set “Enabled” only when using PXE boot with ServerConductor/Deployment Manager;
set “Disabled” when not using PXE boot. You do not need to set “Enabled” for Preconfigure because Pre-configure is available with “Disabled”.
*6 When using iSCSI boot, set “Enabled”.
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You can use the SWR BIOS utility to set up Soft Ware RAID (hereinafter referred to as the
“SWR”) for the built-in hard disks of the server blade.
For normal operation, there is no need to change the settings.
Perform this setup only if you change the system configuration, such as a hard disk replacement.

The disk array controller supports Intel® Extended 64 Technology (EM64T).

Start or Exit the SWR BIOS utility
Start or exit the SWR BIOS utility following the steps below.



How to start
1

Turn on the power to the server blade.

2

When the following screen appears, press the [M] key while pressing the [Ctrl] key.
The SWR BIOS utility starts.

If you press the key too late and the OS starts, exit the OS and restart the server
blade.
3

The SWR BIOS utility starts and “Management Menu” appears.
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Soft Ware RAID BIOS utility of Server Blade
(A1/A2/A3/E3 model)

5

How to exit
1

Press the [Esc] key repeatedly until the following message appears.

2

Place the cursor at “Yes”, and press the [Enter] key.
Selecting “No” returns to “Management Menu”.

3

When the following message appears at the bottom on the screen, turn off the
power to the server blade, or press the [L] key while pressing the [Alt] key to restart
the server blade.

Key Functions for the SWR BIOS utility
In the SWR BIOS utility, use the following keys to select and edit settings.
Key

Function

[Enter]

Selects the item currently pointed by the cursor.

[↑], [↓], [←], [→]

Moves the cursor in the menu.

[Esc]

Cancel the selection or return to the previous menu.

[Space]

Selects a logical/physical device.

[0]-[9]

Enters a numeric value.

[Delete]

Deletes a selected logical device.
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Structure of the SWR BIOS utility
The SWR BIOS utility has the following structure.

Start the SWR BIOS utility

[Ctrl] + [M] key

Management Menu
[Esc] key
Configure

Initialize
[Esc] key
Object

Rebuild

Check Consistency

Exit the SWR BIOS utility

Settings for the SWR BIOS utility
This section describes the SWR BIOS utility setup items and settings.


Alphanumeric characters express the appropriate screen and its items.



The currently selected values are underlined in the Table.
The recommended settings are bracketed.
Example: [Enable]/Disable: ”Enable” is both the default and selected setting.
[Enable]/Disable: “Disable” is the selected setting, but “Enable” is
recommended. (the setting should be changed
unless directed by support personnel.)
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Management Menu: Management menu
Starting the SWR BIOS utility, the following “Management Menu” appears.

Menu

Description

Refer to:

A

Configure

Implement/delete a
disk array, or change
booting order

“Build a disk array”
“Deleting a Disk Array”
“Changing the Priority of Booting Disk Arrays”

B

Initialize

Initialize a disk array

“Initializing a Disk Array”

C

Objects

Configure Hardware
or display the menu

“Objects: Hardware configuration menu”

D

Rebuild

Rebuild (re-edit) a
disk array

“Rebuilding a Disk Array”

E

Check Consistency

Check for a disk
array’s consistency

“Checking for a Disk Array's Consistency”



Objects: Hardware configuration menu
Selecting “Objects” in “Management Menu,” the following screen appears.

Menu

Description

Refer to:

A

Adapter

Displays the disk array
controller setup submenu

“Adapter: Submenu for configuring the
disk array controller”

B

Logical Drive

Displays disk array (logical
drive) information

“Displaying Disk Array Information”

C

Physical Drive

Displays hard disk
(physical drive) information

“Displaying Hard Disk Information”



Adapter: Submenu for configuring the disk array controller
1

In “Objects (Hardware configuration menu),” place the cursor at “Adapter” and
press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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Place the cursor at “Adapter-0 < Bus=xx Dev=xx >” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

Menu

Description

Settings

A

Rebuild Rate

Priority of rebuilding

0-99 /[30]

B

Chk Const Rate

0-99 /[30]

C

FGI Rate

Priority of a consistency
inspection
Priority of Fore Ground Initialize

D

BGI Rate

0-99 /[30]

E

Disk WC

Priority of Back Ground Initialize
Write cache for the hard disk

F

Read Ahead

Read ahead

[Enable (enabled)] / Disable (disabled)

G

Bios State

Booting

[Enable (enabled)] / Disable (disabled)

H

Stop On Error

[No (disabled)] / Yes (enabled)

I

Fast Init

Critical boot stop
Enable fast disk array
initialization

0-99 /[30]

[Off (disabled)] / On (enabled)

[Enable (enabled)] / Disable (disabled)
Change to the recommended value
from the default.

J

Auto Rebuild

Enable automatic rebuilding

[On (enabled)] / Off (disabled)

K

Auto Resume

??

[Enable]/Disable

L

Disk Coercion

Set a hard disk size

[None]/128M/1GB

M

Factory Default

Initialize all settings

―

Put the cursor on an item to be set and press the [Enter] key, you can find the values
which can be set.
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Generally, disk arrays are classified into six RAID levels such as RAID 0 to 5. The
Compute Blade 320 supports RAID 0 and RAID 1.
Each server blade can support up to two Adds. It is recommended to use two HDDs in a
RAID 1 (mirrored) configuration. When using one HDD, create a RAID 0 configuration.
When using two HDDs independently, configure a RAID 0 for each HDD.
This section describes the procedure for configuring disk arrays.
You can configure disk arrays in “Management Menu” (management menu).

NOTICE
You must not change the disk array during system operations. If you do, all data will
be lost from those hard disks due to change in the disk array



Building a disk array
The following describes the procedure for building new disk array (RAID 1).
Creating RAID1
1

Place the cursor at “Configure” in “Management Menu” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at “Easy Configuration” or “New Configuration” and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

Selecting “New Configuration,” the following screen appears.
Selecting “Yes” and pressing the [Enter] key, you can configure a disk array.

NOTICE
If you select [New Configuration], all data in those hard disks will be lost.
Backup your required data before selecting “New Configuration”.
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Build a disk array

5
Place the cursor at a hard disk to be used in the disk array, and press the [Space]
key.
As shown below, “ONLIN A0x-xx” is assigned to the selected hard disk.

You can select only a hard disk in “READY” state (not in use). To release a selected
hard disk, place the cursor at the hard disk and press the [Space] key.
4

Press the [Enter] key when all hard disks for the disk array are selected.
A reserve disk (hot spare) cannot be configured because only two hard disks are
connected to the system.

5

Press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

6

Press the [Space] key.
The following “SPAN-x” appears. If you press the [Space] key again, the screen
disappears.
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5

Press the [F10] key when “Span-x” is displayed.

BIOS Setup

7

The following screen appears.

8

Set RAID level, Stripe size and Cache operation.
The Table below shows the items to be set and the settings.
Item

Description

Settings

RAID

RAID level

RAID1

SIZE

Disk array’s logical size

Displays the maximum value

WC

Write cache

OFF

RA

Read ahead

ON

Stripe Size *1

Stripe size

-

SPAN *1

Used only in RAID10

-

*1: It cannot be set in this system.

The hard disk provides the write cache to improve writing performance. The write
cache is, however, inactivated initially in the Compute Blade. This is to prevent data
loss when system is powered off due to a power failure or the like. Activating the write
cache might improve writing performance. As described above, however, the activation
may deteriorate data consistency. You should, therefore, understand this point and
change the settings appropriate to your needs.
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Place the cursor at “Accept” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

10 Press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

11 Place the cursor at “Yes” and press the [Enter] key.
The disk array is configured.
If you select “No”, the disk array is not configured.
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NOTICE
RAID0 with a single hard disk does not have redundancy. When an error
occurs in a hard disk, therefore, all data in the hard disk will be lost.
It is recommended that RAID1 should be created to improve fault tolerance
with data redundancy.
1

Place the cursor at “Configure” in “Management Menu” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at “Easy Configuration” or “New Configuration” and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

If you select “New Configuration”, the following screen appears at first. Selecting “Yes”
and pressing the [Enter] key, you can configure the disk array.

NOTICE
If you select [New Configuration], all data in those hard disks will be lost. Backup
your required data before selecting “New Configuration”.
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Creating RAID0 (to use a single HDD)

5
Place the cursor at a hard disk to be used in the disk array and press the [Space]
key.
As shown below, “ONLIN A0x-xx” is assigned to the selected hard disk.

You can select only a hard disk in “READY” state (not in use). To release a selected
hard disk, place the cursor at the hard disk and press the [Space] key.

4

Press the [Enter] key when the hard disks for the disk array are selected.

5

Press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

6

Press the [Space] key.
The following “SPAN-x” appears. If you press the [Space] key again, the screen
disappears.
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5

Press the [F10] key when “Span-x” is displayed.
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7

The following screen appears.

8

Set RAID level, Stripe size and Cache operation.
The Table below shows the items to be set and the settings.
Item

Description

Settings

RAID

RAID level

RAID 0

SIZE

Disk array’s logical size

Displays the maximum value

WC

Write cache

OFF

RA

Read ahead

ON

Stripe Size *1

Stripe size

-

SPAN *1

Used only in RAID10

-

*1:

It cannot be set in this system.

The hard disk provides the write cache to improve writing performance. The write
cache is, however, inactivated initially in the Compute Blade. This is to prevent data
loss when system is powered off due to a power failure or the like. Activating the write
cache might improve writing performance. As described above, however, the activation
may deteriorate data consistency. You should, therefore, understand this point and
change the settings appropriate to your needs.
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Place the cursor at “Accept” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

10 Press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

11 Place the cursor at “Yes” and press the [Enter] key.
The disk array is configured.
If you select “No”, the disk array is not configured.
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Initializing a Disk Array
The following describes the procedure for initializing a disk array.
Be sure to initialize, when a new disk array was created.
1

Place the cursor at "Initialize" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at a disk array to be initialized and press the [Space] key.
The selected disk array is highlighted in yellow.

To release a selected disk array, place the cursor at the disk array and press the
[Space] key.
3

Press the [F10] key.
The following screen appears.

If no disk array is selected, a message appears. Press a key to return, and select a
disk array again.
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Place the cursor at "Yes" and press the [Enter] key.
Initialization starts and the progress is displayed. Wait for the entire process to
complete.

If you select "No", the disk array is not initialized.
If you press the [Esc] key during initialization, the following message appears.

Press the [S] key to stop initializing.
To respond to the following message, press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to
"Management Menu."

Re-initialization would resume the process.
If you have previously exited the SWR BIOS utility, the process is started from 0 %.
Press the [C] key to return to the previous screen and display the progress of
initialization.
Press the [A] key to abort the initialization.
To respond to the following message, press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to
"Management Menu."

During the initialization, "0" is sequentially written to the hard disk. Even if you stop the
initialization, the contents of the hard disk are updated.
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Deleting a Disk Array
The following describes the procedure for deleting a disk array.
Deleting all disk arrays simultaneously
1

Place the cursor at "Configure" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at "Clear Configuration" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

3

Place the cursor at "Yes" and press the [Enter] key.
All the configuration information on disk arrays is deleted.

If you select "No", the disk arrays are not deleted.
"Clear Configuration" deletes all the configured disk arrays.
This is not the same as initialization of the configured disk arrays

Deleting disk arrays selectively
1

Place the cursor at "Objects" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at "Logical Drive" and press the [Enter] key.
The configured disk arrays appear.
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Place the cursor at a disk array to be deleted and press the [Delete] key.
The following screen appears.

4

Place the cursor at "Yes" and press the [Enter] key.
All the configuration information on disk arrays is deleted.

If you select "No", the disk arrays are not deleted.



Changing the Priority of Booting Disk Arrays
The following describes the procedure for changing the priority of booting disk arrays.
Normally, the highest priority is given to the disk array which was built in the first. But,
by changing the setting, you can give the highest priority to another disk array which
was built later on.
1

Place the cursor at "Configure" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at "Select Boot Drive" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

3 Place the cursor at a disk array to be given higher priority and press the [Enter] key.
The priority is changed and the screen returns to "Configuration Menu."
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Checking for a Disk Array's Consistency
The following describes the procedure for checking consistency of a disk array.
You can also perform the checking with "MegaRAID Storage Manager".
For "MegaRAID Storage Manager", see "MegaRAID Storage Manager Instruction
Manual".
1

Place the cursor at "Check Consistency" in "Management Menu" and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at "Logical Drive 0" and press the [Space] key.
The selected disk array is highlighted in yellow.

To release a selected disk array, press the [Space] key again.
3

Press the [F10] key.
The following screen appears.

If no disk array is selected, a message appears. Press a key to return, and select a
disk array again.
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Place the cursor at "Yes" and press the [Enter] key.
The consistency check starts and the progress is displayed. Wait for the entire
process to complete.

If you select "No", the consistency check is not performed.
If you press the [Esc] key during consistency checking, the following message appears.

Press the [S] key to stop the consistency check. To respond to the following message,
press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to "Management Menu".

The consistency check can be resumed. If you have exited the SWR BIOS utility prior
to its completion, the process is started from 0%.
Press the [C] key to return to the previous screen and display the process of
consistency check.
Press the [A] key to stop the consistency check. To respond to the following message,
press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to "Management Menu"



Rebuilding a Disk Array
The following describes the procedure for rebuilding a faulty hard disk in RAID 1.
Normally, a faulty hard disk is automatically rebuilt as a function of a hot-plug
replacement.
This section describes the procedure for manual rebuilding when automatic rebuilding
failed due to some reason.
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Place the cursor at "Rebuild" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

Pressing [Space] key can select / release the disks for rebuilding. If the rebuilding
process cannot be started because of no faulty hard disk or multiple hard disk failure, a
message of ”Only Hot Spare/Failed/Rebuilding Drives Can Be Rebuilt Press Any Key
To Continue” appears. Press a key to return.

2

The cursor is automatically placed at the faulty disk "FAIL A0x-xx." Press the [F10]
key.
The following screen appears.
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Press the [Y] key.
The rebuilding starts and the progress is displayed. Wait for the entire process to
complete.

If you press the [N] key, the rebuilding is not started.

If you press the [Esc] key during rebuilding, the following message appears.

Press the [S] key to stop the rebuilding.
To respond to the following message, press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to
"Management Menu."

The rebuilding process can be resumed.
If you have exited the SWR BIOS utility, the rebuilding process is started from 0 %.
Press the [C] key to return to the previous screen and display the progress of
rebuilding.
Press the [A] key to stop rebuilding.
To respond to the following message, press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to
"Management Menu."
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Displaying Disk Array Information
The following describes the procedure for displaying information on a configured disk
array.
1

Place the cursor at "Objects" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at "Logical Drive" and press the [Enter] key.
The configured disk arrays appear.

3

Place the cursor at a disk array whose information to be displayed and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

For details on "Initialize," see "Initializing a Disk Array".
For details on "Check Consistency," see "Checking for a Disk Array's Consistency".
4

Place the cursor at "View/Update Parameters" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

Item
RAID
Size
Stripe Size
#Stripes
State
Spans*1
Disk WC
Read Ahead

Description
Disk array's RAID level
Disk array's logical drive size
Stripe size
Number of hard disks used by a disk array
Disk array status
Used only by RAID 10.
Write cache operation settings
Read ahead

*1: It cannot be set in this system.
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Displaying Hard Disk Information
The following describes the procedure for displaying hard disk information.

1

Place the cursor at "Objects" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at "Physical Drive" and press the [Enter] key.
The connected hard disks appear.

3

Place the cursor at a hard disk whose information to be displayed and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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Setting/Description

Make Hot Spare

Configures/releases a hot spare.

Force Online

Changes a hard disk in faulty status (FAIL A0x-xx) forcibly to
normal status (ONLIN A0x-xx).

Force Offline

Changes a hard disk in normal status (ONLIN A0x-xx)
forcibly to faulty status (FAIL A0x-xx).

Drive Properties

Displays information on a hard disk.

This system does not support the "Make Hot Spare," "Force Online" and "Force
Offline" functions.
You must not run "Force Online" and "Force Offline" because data may be damaged.
4

Place the cursor at "Drive Properties" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

Item

Description

Device Type

Device type

Capacity

Device capacity

Product ID

Device's product ID

Revision No

Device revision
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Disk Array Status
The following table shows disk array status.
Status indication



Description

OPTIMAL

Normal. The disk array (RAID1) is functioning properly.

DEGRADED

One hard disk is faulty in a redundant disk array (RAID 1).

OFFLINE

Two hard disks are faulty in the redundant disk array (RAID 1).
Therefore the disk array is not operational.

Hard Disk Status
The following table shows hard disk status.
Status indication

Description

ONLINE

Normal

FAIL

A failure occurred.

READY

Not used for any disk arrays.

REBLD

Rebuilding
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You can use the SWR BIOS utility to set up Soft Ware RAID (hereinafter referred to as the
“SWR”) for the built-in hard disks of the server blade.
For normal operation, there is no need to change the settings.
Perform this setup only if you change the system configuration, such as a hard disk replacement.
Do not perform any other operation than those described in this Soft Ware RAID BIOS utility in
the manual. If you do, the system may not operate properly.

SWR BIOS utility is not supported by S4/H4/P4/R4/S5/H5/P5/R5 models.

Start or Exit the SWR BIOS utility
Scan
Devices
Controller
Properties
Main menu



Controller
Selection
Controller
Selection
[Ctrl] + [H]
keys
MegaRAID
WebBIOS
ends.
MegaRAID
WebBIOS
Starts.





In case of starting “SWR BIOS utility” in the system
where an FC mezzanine card is installed, it is
necessary to disable the boot from fiber channel
card.
Before starting “SWR BIOS utility”, be sure to set
“HBA BIOS ENABLE/DISABLE” to “Disable”
referring to “Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter
USER'S GUIDE (BIOS/EFI Edition)”. Then start
“SWR BIOS utility”.
Be sure to execute the operation described above.
If not, “SWR BIOS utility” may not start.

Start or exit the SWR BIOS utility following the steps below.



How to start
1

Turn on the power to the server blade.

2

When the following screen appears, press the [M] key while pressing the [Ctrl] key.
The SWR BIOS utility starts.

If you press the key too late and the OS starts, exit the OS and restart the server
blade.
3

The SWR BIOS utility starts and “Management Menu” appears.
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How to exit
1

Press the [Esc] key repeatedly until the following message appears.

2

Place the cursor at “Yes”, and press the [Enter] key.
Selecting “No” returns to “Management Menu”.

3

When the following message appears at the bottom on the screen, turn off the
power to the server blade, or press the [L] key while pressing the [Alt] key to restart
the server blade.

Key Functions for the SWR BIOS utility
In the SWR BIOS utility, use the following keys to select and edit settings.
Key

Function

[Enter]

Selects the item currently pointed by the cursor.

[↑], [↓], [←], [→]

Moves the cursor in the menu.

[Esc]

Cancel the selection or return to the previous menu.

[Space]

Selects a logical/physical device.

[0]-[9]

Enters a numeric value.

[Delete]

Deletes a selected logical device.
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Structure of the SWR BIOS utility
The SWR BIOS utility has the following structure.

Start the SWR BIOS utility

[Ctrl] + [M] key

Management Menu
[Esc] key
Configure

Initialize
[Esc] key
Object

Rebuild

Check Consistency

Exit the SWR BIOS utility

Settings for the SWR BIOS utility
This section describes the SWR BIOS utility setup items and settings.
 Alphanumeric characters express the appropriate screen and its items.
 The currently selected values are underlined in the Table.
The recommended settings are bracketed.
Example: [Enable]/Disable: ”Enable” is both the default and selected setting.
[Enable]/Disable: “Disable” is the selected setting, but “Enable” is
recommended. (the setting should be changed
unless directed by support personnel.)
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Management Menu: Management menu
Starting the SWR BIOS utility, the following “Management Menu” appears.

Menu

Description

Refer to:

A

Configure

Implement/delete a
disk array, or change
booting order

“Build a disk array”
“Deleting a Disk Array”
“Changing the Priority of Booting Disk Arrays”

B

Initialize

Initialize a disk array

“Initializing a Disk Array”

C

Objects

Configure Hardware
or display the menu

“Objects: Hardware configuration menu”

D

Rebuild

Rebuild (re-edit) a
disk array

“Rebuilding a Disk Array”

E

Check Consistency

Check for a disk
array’s consistency

“Checking for a Disk Array's Consistency”



Objects: Hardware configuration menu
Selecting “Objects” in “Management Menu,” the following screen appears.

Menu

Description

Refer to:

A

Adapter

Displays the disk array
controller setup submenu

“Adapter: Submenu for configuring the
disk array controller”

B

Virtual Drive

Displays disk array (logical
drive) information

“Displaying Disk Array Information”

C

Physical Drive

Displays hard disk
(physical drive) information

“Displaying Hard Disk Information”



Adapter: Submenu for configuring the disk array controller
1

In “Objects (Hardware configuration menu),” place the cursor at “Adapter” and
press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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Place the cursor at “Adapter-0 < Bus=xx Dev=xx >” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

Menu

Description

Settings

A

Rebuild Rate

Priority of rebuilding

0-99 /[30]

B

Chk Const Rate

Priority of a consistency
inspection

0-99 /[30]

C

FGI Rate

Priority of Fore Ground Initialize

0-99 /[30]

D

BGI Rate

Priority of Back Ground Initialize

0-99 /[30]

E

Disk WC

Write cache for the hard disk

[Off (disabled)] / On (enabled)

F

Read Ahead

Read ahead

On [enabled)] / Off (disabled)

G

Bios State

Booting

[Enable (enabled)] / Disable (disabled)

H

Cont On Error

[Yes (enabled)] / No(disabled)

I

Fast Init *1

Critical boot continue
Enable fast disk array
initialization

[Enable (enabled)] / Disable (disabled)
Change to the recommended value
from the default.

J

Auto Rebuild

Enable automatic rebuilding

[On (enabled)] / Off (disabled)

K

Auto Resume

Pause/Restart of operation

[Enable]/Disable

L

Disk Coercion

Set a hard disk size

[None]/128M/1GB

M

Factory Default

Initialize all settings

―

*1: If “Factory Default” is executed, change the setting to “Disabled”.
*2: After “Factory Default” is executed, change the setting to recommended values.

Put the cursor on an item to be set and press the [Enter] key, and you can find the
values which can be set.
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This section describes the procedure for configuring disk arrays.
You can configure disk arrays in “Management Menu” (management menu).

NOTICE
You must not change the disk array during system operations. If you do, all data will
be lost from those hard disks due to change in the disk array.



Building a disk array
The following describes the procedure for building new disk array (RAID 1).
Creating RAID1
1

Place the cursor at “Configure” in “Management Menu” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at “Easy Configuration” or “New Configuration” and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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Build a disk array

5

If you select [New Configuration], all data in those hard disks will be lost.
Backup your required data before selecting “New Configuration”.
If a disk array has already been built, new disk array cannot be built even if “Easy
Configuration” is selected.
When “New Configuration” is selected, all data in the hard disk will be lost. It should be
selected for building new disk array after deleting a disk array.
Selecting “New Configuration,” the following screen appears.
Selecting “Yes” and pressing the [Enter] key, you can configure a disk array.
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NOTICE

5
Place the cursor at a hard disk to be used in the disk array, and press the [Space]
key.
As shown below, “ONLIN A0x-xx” is assigned to the selected hard disk.
Choose 2 HDDs to configure RAID 1.

You can select only a hard disk in “READY” state (not in use). To release a selected
hard disk, place the cursor at the hard disk and press the [Space] key.
4

Press the [Enter] key when all hard disks for the disk array are selected.
A reserve disk (hot spare) cannot be configured because only two hard disks are
connected to the system.

5

Press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

6

Press the [Space] key.
The following “SPAN-x” appears. If you press the [Space] key again, the screen
disappears.
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5

Press the [F10] key when “Span-x” is displayed.
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7

The following screen appears.

Set RAID level, Stripe size and Cache operation.
The Table below shows the items to be set and the settings.
Item

Description

Settings

RAID *1

RAID level

RAID0 / RAID1

SIZE *2

Disk array’s logical size

Displays the maximum value

DWC

Write cache

[Off] / On

RA

Read ahead

Off / [On]

Stripe Size *3

Stripe size

-

SPAN *3

Used only in RAID10

Set automatically

*1: “RAID1” is set as the default value, do not change the value.
*2: Do not change the value shown as the maximum value.
*3: It cannot be set in this system.
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Place the cursor at “Accept” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

9

Press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

10 Place the cursor at “Yes” and press the [Enter] key.
The disk array is configured.
If you select “No”, the disk array is not configured.
11 Press the any key.
The following screen appears.
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When new disk array is built, initialize it. Otherwise it cannot work normally.

Creating RAID0 (to use a single HDD)

NOTICE
RAID0 with a single hard disk does not have redundancy. When an error
occurs in a hard disk, therefore, all data in the hard disk will be lost.
It is recommended that RAID1 should be created to improve fault tolerance
with data redundancy.
1

Place the cursor at “Configure” in “Management Menu” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at “Easy Configuration” or “New Configuration” and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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12 Press the [Esc] key to go back to “Management Menu”, and initialize new disk
array.

5
If you select [New Configuration], all data in those hard disks will be lost. Backup
your required data before selecting “New Configuration”.

If a disk array has already been built, new disk array cannot be built even if “Easy
Configuration” is selected.
When “New Configuration” is selected, all data in the hard disk will be lost. It should be
selected for building new disk array after deleting a disk array.
Selecting “New Configuration,” the following screen appears.
Selecting “Yes” and pressing the [Enter] key, you can configure a disk array.

3

Place the cursor at a hard disk to be used in the disk array and press the [Space]
key.
As shown below, “ONLIN A0x-xx” is assigned to the selected hard disk.
1 HDD should be selected to configure RAID0.

You can select only a hard disk in “READY” state (not in use). To release a selected
hard disk, place the cursor at the hard disk and press the [Space] key.
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5
Press the [Enter] key when the hard disks for the disk array are selected.

5

Press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

6

Press the [Space] key.
The following “SPAN-x” appears. If you press the [Space] key again, the screen
disappears.

7

Press the [F10] key when “Span-x” is displayed.
The following screen appears.
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The Table below shows the items to be set and the settings.
Item

Description

Settings

RAID *1

RAID level

RAID0 / RAID1

SIZE *2

Disk array’s logical size

Displays the maximum value

DWC

Write cache

[Off] / On

RA

Read ahead

Off / [On]

SPAN *3

Used only in RAID10

Set automatically

*1: “RAID1” is set as the default value, do not change the value.
*2: Do not change the value shown as the maximum value.
*3: It cannot be set in this system.

8

Place the cursor at “Accept” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

9

Press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

10 Place the cursor at “Yes” and press the [Enter] key.
The disk array is configured.
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Set RAID level, Stripe size and Cache operation.

5

11 Press the any key.
The following screen appears.

12 If RAID0 will be built for other HDD, execute procedure1 to 11 again.
13 Press the [Esc] key to go back to “Management Menu”, and initialize new disk
array.
When new disk array is built, initialize it. Otherwise it cannot work normally.



Initializing a Disk Array
The following describes the procedure for initializing a disk array.
Be sure to initialize, when a new disk array was created.

NOTICE
When a disk array is initialized, all data in those hard disks including the disk array
information will be lost. Backup your required data before initializing a disk array.
1

Place the cursor at "Initialize" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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If you select “No”, the disk array is not configured.

5
Place the cursor at a disk array to be initialized and press the [Space] key.
The selected disk array is highlighted in yellow.

To release a selected disk array, place the cursor at the disk array and press the
[Space] key.
3

Press the [F10] key.
The following screen appears.

If no disk array is selected, a message appears. Press a key to return, and select a
disk array again.
4

Place the cursor at "Yes" and press the [Enter] key.
Initialization starts and the progress is displayed. Wait for the entire process to
complete.

The following table shows estimated time required for initialization.
Storage space for a single hard disk

Estimated time for initialization

73 GB

190 minutes

147 GB

380 minutes

300 GB

500 minutes
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If you press the [Esc] key during initialization, the following message appears.

Press the [S] key to stop initializing.
To respond to the following message, press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to
"Management Menu."

Re-initialization would resume the process.
If you have previously exited the SWR BIOS utility, the process is started from 0 %.
Press the [C] key to return to the previous screen and display the progress of
initialization.
Press the [A] key to abort the initialization.
To respond to the following message, press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to
"Management Menu."

During the initialization, "0" is sequentially written to the hard disk. Even if you stop the
initialization, the contents of the hard disk are updated.



Deleting a Disk Array
The following describes the procedure for deleting a disk array.

NOTICE
When a disk array is deleted, all data in those hard disks including the disk array
information will be lost. Backup your required data before deleting a disk array.
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If you select "No", the disk array is not initialized.

5

1

Place the cursor at "Configure" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at "Clear Configuration" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

3

Place the cursor at "Yes" and press the [Enter] key.
All the configuration information on disk arrays is deleted.

If you select "No", the disk arrays are not deleted.
"Clear Configuration" deletes all the configured disk arrays.
This is not the same as initialization of the configured disk arrays

Deleting disk arrays selectively
1

Place the cursor at "Objects" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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Deleting all disk arrays simultaneously

5

Place the cursor at "Virtual Drive" and press the [Enter] key.
The configured disk arrays appear.

3

Place the cursor at a disk array to be deleted and press the [Delete] key.
The following screen appears.

4

Place the cursor at "Yes" and press the [Enter] key.
All the configuration information on disk arrays is deleted.
Press any key to go back to “Management Menu”.

If you select "No", the disk arrays are not deleted.



Changing the Priority of Booting Disk Arrays
This procedure is changing the priority of booting disk arrays for RAID0. The priority of
booting disk arrays cannot be changed in case of RAID1.
The following describes the procedure for changing the priority of booting disk arrays.
Normally, the highest priority is given to the disk array which was built in the first. But,
by changing the setting, you can give the highest priority to another disk array which
was built later on.
1

Place the cursor at "Configure" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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Place the cursor at "Select Boot Drive" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

3 Place the cursor at a disk array to be given higher priority and press the [Enter] key.
The priority is changed and the screen returns to "Configuration Menu."
4



Press the [Enter] key to go back to "Management Menu."

Checking for a Disk Array's Consistency
The following describes the procedure for checking consistency of a disk array.
You can also perform the checking with "MegaRAID Storage Manager".
For "MegaRAID Storage Manager", see "MegaRAID Storage Manager Instruction
Manual".
1

Place the cursor at "Check Consistency" in "Management Menu" and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at "Virtual Drive 0" and press the [Space] key.
The selected disk array is highlighted in yellow.

To release a selected disk array, press the [Space] key again.
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Press the [F10] key.

BIOS Setup

3

The following screen appears.

If no disk array is selected, a message appears. Press a key to return, and select a
disk array again.
4

Place the cursor at "Yes" and press the [Enter] key.
The consistency check starts and the progress is displayed. Wait for the entire
process to complete.

If you select "No", the consistency check is not performed.
If you press the [Esc] key during consistency checking, the following message appears.

Press the [S] key to stop the consistency check. To respond to the following message,
press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to "Management Menu".

The consistency check can be resumed. If you have exited the SWR BIOS utility prior
to its completion, the process is started from 0%.
Press the [C] key to return to the previous screen and display the process of
consistency check.
Press the [A] key to stop the consistency check. To respond to the following message,
press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to "Management Menu"
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Rebuilding a Disk Array
The following describes the procedure for rebuilding a faulty hard disk in RAID 1.
Changing hard disks and rebuilding the new disk must be done by maintenance
personnel. If you attempt to rebuild it for some reason, however, refer to this section.

CAUTION
Adding or replacing optional components inside the system equipment must be
performed by maintenance personnel. Do not attempt to remove the cover of the
equipment. Do not attempt to install or remove optional components. Since parts
implemented in the system equipment are high-density, operation or maintenance
by inexperienced persons leads to injury or equipment failure. When you need to
add or replace optional components, contact your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.
Normally, a faulty hard disk is automatically rebuilt as a function of a hot-plug
replacement.
This section describes the procedure for manual rebuilding when automatic rebuilding
failed due to some reason.
1

Place the cursor at "Rebuild" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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Place the cursor at the faulty disk "FAIL A0x-xx." Press the [Space] key.
The selected disk array is highlighted in yellow.

3

Press the [F10] key.
The following screen appears.

4

Press the [Y] key.
The rebuilding starts and the progress is displayed. Wait for the entire process to
complete.

If you press the [N] key, the rebuilding is not started.
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Press the [S] key to stop the rebuilding.
To respond to the following message, press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to
"Management Menu."

The rebuilding process can be resumed.
If you have exited the SWR BIOS utility, the rebuilding process is started from 0 %.
Press the [C] key to return to the previous screen and display the progress of
rebuilding.
Press the [A] key to stop rebuilding.
To respond to the following message, press the [Esc] key. The screen returns to
"Management Menu."



Displaying Disk Array Information
The following describes the procedure for displaying information on a configured disk
array.
1

Place the cursor at "Objects" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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If you press the [Esc] key during rebuilding, the following message appears.

5

Place the cursor at "Virtual Drive" and press the [Enter] key.
The configured disk arrays appear.

3

Place the cursor at a disk array whose information to be displayed and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

For details on "Initialize," see "Initializing a Disk Array".
For details on "Check Consistency," see "Checking for a Disk Array's Consistency".

4

Place the cursor at "View/Update Parameters" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

Item
RAID
Size
Stripe Size *1
#Stripes
State
Spans*1
Disk WC
Read Ahead

Description
Disk array's RAID level
Disk array's logical drive size
Stripe size
Number of hard disks used by a disk array
Disk array status
Used only by RAID 10.
Write cache operation settings
Read ahead

*1: It cannot be set in this system.
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Displaying Hard Disk Information
The following describes the procedure for displaying hard disk information.

1

Place the cursor at "Objects" in "Management Menu" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

2

Place the cursor at "Physical Drive" and press the [Enter] key.
The connected hard disks appear.

3

Place the cursor at a hard disk whose information to be displayed and press the
[Enter] key.
The following screen appears.
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Setting/Description

Make Hot Spare *1

Setup of a hot spare.

Force Online *1

Changes a hard disk in faulty status (FAIL A0x-xx) forcibly to
normal status (ONLIN A0x-xx).

Change Drv State
*1

Changes a hard disk in normal status (ONLIN A0x-xx)
forcibly to faulty status (FAIL A0x-xx).
Release a hot spare.

Drive Properties

Displays information on a hard disk.

*1 This system does not support those functions. Do not use them.

NOTICE
You must not use "Force Online" and "Change Drv State", also “Force Online” to a
hard disk displayed as ONLIN A0x-xx (normal state) or READY. If you use those
functions during the system operation, data can be corrupted.

4

.
Place the cursor at "Drive Properties" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears.

Item

Description

Device Type

Device type

Capacity

Device capacity

Product ID

Device's product ID

Revision No

Device revision
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Disk Array Status
The following table shows disk array status.
Status indication

Description

OPTIMAL

Normal. The disk array is functioning properly.

DEGRADED

One hard disk is faulty in a redundant disk array (RAID 1).

OFFLINE

The disk array is not operational because the hard disk is faulty
(RAID0).
Two hard disks are faulty in the redundant disk array (RAID 1).
Therefore the disk array is not operational.



Hard Disk Status
The following table shows hard disk status.
Status indication

Description

ONLINE

Normal

FAIL

A failure occurred.

READY

Not used for any disk arrays.

REBLD

Rebuilding
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For details on the FC HBA BIOS, see Hitachi Gigabit Fiber Channel Adapter User's Guide
(BIOS/EFI Edition) stored in Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter Drivers CD-ROM attached to the
server chassis.





If you boot the system from an external storage
connected to the FC mezzanine card, the boot from the
built-in RAID controller must be disabled in advance.
When you have a fibre channel mezzanine card
embedded in a server blade and also have an OS
booted from an external storage, or use the iSCSI boot
function, change settings as follows:
With A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 model, change
SAS Option ROM Scan to Disabled referring to Server
Blade Setup Menu (A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5
model)
With A1/A2/A3/E3 model, change SAS Option ROM to
Disabled referring to Server Blade Setup Menu
(A1/A2/A3/E3 model).
R4/R5 models can be used with the default “Enabled”
setting, but you need to change MegaRAID WebBIOS
settings. See BIOS Settings: Enabled or Disabled for
MegaRAID WebBIOS (R4/R5 model) for details.
Make sure to fix a data rate value and do not use Auto
Detection. The value of a data rate depends on the fibre
channel switch module. The following table describes
data rate values per fibre channel switch module.
Fibre channel switch module model name

DATA RATE setting value

GG-BE9FS4G <> E[BX]

4 Gbps

GG-BE9FS4G <> C[BX]

4 Gbps

GG-BE9FS4G <> D[BX]

2 Gbps

GG-BE9FS4G <> N[BX]

2 Gbps

*:


The number 1 or 2 is included in <>.

When booting from an external storage with a model
where an HDD is embedded, remove the HDD.
* H4/H5 models do not support booting from an external
storage.
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Under normal operation, you do not need to change the settings.
Setting is required only if you need to change the system configuration, for example, when you
have changed hard disks. It is not necessary for the system configuration to be changed for
usual operation.
Make sure to operate MegaRAID WebBIOS in accordance with descriptions in this manual.
Otherwise, it may not work properly. Do not execute the operation other than described in this
manual.

When using a mouse in MegaRAID WebBIOS operation, set
the item “Legacy USB Support” to the default value [Enabled]
in “I/O device configuration submenu”.
When Legacy USB Support is set in Disabled, refer to
Server Blade Setup Menu (A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5
model)
> Advanced: Advanced Menu
> I/O Device Configuration: I/O device configuration submenu.
Then Set the item “Legacy USB Support” to Enabled.







When using the boot from an external storage, you
need to disable the boot from MegaRAID WebBIOS.
Refer to each RAID board manual, “BIOS Settings:
Enabled or Disabled” for LSI MegaRAID SAS 1078,
or “BIOS Settings: Enabled or Disabled” for LSI
MegaRAID SAS 2108, and change the setting to
Disabled.
When you use N+M cold standby, you need to have
a server blade with the standby partition disabled as
well.
Connect a mouse to the remote console before
starting MegaRAID.

SAS RAID Board
The following two types of SAS RAID boards can be installed in the system equipment.


LSI MegaRAID SAS 1078 (model name: GGX-CA9RCDBX1)



LSI MegaRAID SAS 2108 (model name: GGX-CA9RCDBX3)

This section describes, hereinafter, each type of the SAS RAID boards separately.
Refer to each of those depending on the system you use.
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MegaRAID WebBIOS (H4/H5 model)
The system equipment with SAS Internal RAID board: GGX-CA9RCDBX can set a disk array
using the utility “MegaRAID WebBIOS”.


5
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LSI MegaRAID SAS 1078


Starting and Ending
Use the following procedure for starting and ending the MegaRAID WebBIOS.

Starting Procedure
1

Turn on the power supply of the system equipment.

2

When the following screen appears, press and hold the [Ctrl] key and press
the [H] key.
The MegaRAID WebBIOS is started.
LSI MegaRAID SAS-MFI BIOS
Version x.xx.xx (Build xxx xx, xxxx)
Copyright(c) 2008 LSI Corporation
HA -0 (Bus x Dev x) MegaRAID SAS PCI Express(TM) ROMB
FW package: x.x.x-xxxx
x Virtual Drive(s) found on the host adapter.
x Virtual Drive(s) handled by BIOS
Press <Ctrl><H> for WebBIOS

If the operating system has been started before you press the keys, shutdown
the operating system and then restart the system equipment. Check the manual
for ending your operating system because some operating systems, such as
Windows, require shutdown and other special operations when the particular
operating system is terminated.
3

The MegaRAID WebBIOS is started and "Adapter Selection" appears.
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!

Note

Press the [Ctrl] key on the lower left of the keyboard once.

If the [Ctrl] key on the lower left of the keyboard is not
pressed, your keyboard and mouse may not operate properly.
If the keyboard or mouse is not available when you operate
MegaRAID WebBIOS, press the [Ctrl] key once.
5

Press the [Enter] key once.
If you do not press the [Enter] key, the mouse will not work properly.
The main menu is displayed.

If a hard disk which has different disk array configuration
from the record in the disk array controller board exists, the
following screen is displayed. Refer to “Disk with Foreign
Configuration” for the details about it.
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1
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Ending Procedure
From the main menu, click [Exit].
The exit confirmation screen appears.

When you want to return to the main menu, click
.

2

Click [Yes].
Clicking [No] returns you to the main menu.
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5
In response to the following message, power off the system equipment or
click [C+A+D] button in the toolbar of the system console, and then restart
the system equipment.

Refer to “Remote Console Application Users Guide” for the
details of the remote console application.
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Operation for MegaRAID WebBIOS
For MegaRAID WebBIOS, you can set individual items by using the following keys.
Connect a mouse to the remote console before starting MegaRAID WebBIOS.
Key/mouse



Operation

Mouse

Moves the mouse cursor.

Mouse - left button

- Selects an item that the mouse cursor is placed on.
- Moves the cursor to an item to which the mouse cursor
points.
- Selects a disk array or physical hard disk.

[0] to [9]

Enables you to enter numerical values.

[Ctrl]

Selects multiple disk arrays or hard disks.

[Del], [Back Space]

Deletes an entered value.

Key Operation for MegaRAID WebBIOS
This section describes how to operate MegaRAID WebBIOS only with the keyboard.

Operating MegaRAID WebBIOS with Keyboard
You can set the following items for MegaRAID WebBIOS using the keyboard.
Key

Operation

[Tab]

Moves the cursor in order. *1

[Shift] + [Tab] *2

Moves the cursor in reverse order.

[Enter], [Space]

- Selects the item that the cursor is placed on.
- Determines an item setting.
- Determines a disk array or physical hard disk.

[↑], [↓]

- Selects a disk array or physical hard disk.
- Selects a setting value.

[Shift]

Selects multiple disk arrays or hard disks.

[0] to [9]

Inputs a numerical value.

[Del], [Back Space]

Deletes an entered value.

*1 The item selected by the cursor is encircled by the dotted line.
*2 This indicates that press and hold the [Shift] key and press the [Tab] key.

It may be hard to find the cursor on some screens. In this
case, press the [Tab] key or [Shift] + [Tab] keys to move the
cursor to the position that you can find it, and then move the
cursor to the position for the operation.
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The main menu of the MegaRAID WebBIOS utility includes [Menu Icon], which is not
used in operation with the keyboard.

Operation in Setting/Disk Array Configuraiton
When operating MegaRAID WebBIOS only with the keyboard, replace the mouse with
the keyboard as follows:
“Click (an object).



Put the cursor on (the object) and press the [Enter] key or [Space] key.
“Give a check mark in (an object).”



Put the cursor on (the object) and press the [Enter] key or [Space] key.
Execute a specific operatin in setting or configuring a disk array as follows:
Selecting [Menu] > [Logical View] > [Physical View] in the main menu:



Press the [Tab] key or press the [Tab] key while pressing the [Shift] key to move
the cursor among [Menu], [Logical View], and [Physical View].


When displaying the main menu, press the [Tab] key once to move the cursor
to [Controller Selection] that is selected.



Move the cursor to [Exit] using the [Tab] key. With the cursor on [Exit], press
the [Tab] key once, and the cursor moves to [Logical View] or [Physical View]
that is selected on the right on the screen.



With the cursor on [Logical View] or [Physical View], press the [Tab] key twice,
and the cursor moves to [Controller Selection] that is selected on the left of the
screen.

You can select a hard disk or disk array using [↑] and [↓] keys
on the selection screen of [Logical View] or [Physical View].




Setting items in each menu:
To change a setting value, put the cursor on the
setting item box and select a new setting value
using [↑] and [↓] keys or enter the setting value
using the numerical keys.
Selecting multiple hard disks in disk array
configuration:
Press and hold the [Shift] key and select hard disks
using [↑] and [↓] keys, and then press the [Enter]
key or [Space] key.
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Configuration of MegaRAID WebBIOS
The MegaRAID WebBIOS is configured as shown below.
MegaRAID WebBIOS Starts. [Ctrl] + [H] keys

Controller Selection

Main menu

Controller Selection
Controller Properties
Scan Devices
Virtual Drives
Drives
Configuration Wizard
Physical View/Logical View
Events

MegaRAID WebBIOS ends.

“Controller Selection” is displayed as “Adapter Selection” on
the screen.
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Screen Configuration of MegaRAID WebBIOS

BIOS Setup



The screen configuration of MegaRAID WebBIOS is shown below.
A

C
B

A

Menu icon
Following icons are available.
Icon at the upper left
on the screen

Operation from an icon click

Return to the main menu.
Return to the previous screen
End the utility.
Temporarily stop ringing the buzzer on the disk array
controller board. *1
Display the version of MegaRAID WebBIOS,
*1 This function is not supported.

B

Menu
Menu items for MegaRAID WebBIOS are displayed. Click each item to go to the
respective menu screen.

C

Logical View/Physical View
Hard disks or disk arrays connected to the disk array controller are displayed.
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5

Select a disk array from disks displayed in [Logical View],
and the same screen is displayed as one when you select
[Drives] > [Properties] from the menu.



Setting Items for MegaRAID WebBIOS
This section describes the setting items and values for MegaRAID WebBIOS.


The alphanumeric characters are identical in the setup screen and each of the
items.



In the table, the underlined values are default values. Those in brackets, [ ], are
recommended values.
Example:
[Enabled (valid)]/Disabled (invalid): "Enabled" is the default and also
recommended value.
[Enabled (valid)]/Disabled (invalid): "Disabled" is the default value; and
"Enabled" is the recommended value, which requires a setting change.
When you need to change the setting from the default to the recommended
value, the recommended value is emphasized in red.

Unless otherwise specified, use the recommended values for
all setting items. If you set non-recommended values, the
equipment would not be supported and might not operate
properly.
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Click a hard disk from disks displayed in [Logical View] or
[Physical View], and the same screen is displayed as one
when you select [Virtual Drives] > [Properties] from the menu.

5

Start MegaRAID WebBIOS, and the following main menu appears.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Menu

Content

Setting/display value

A

Controller Selection Selecting the disk array controller
to be operated

B

Controller
Properties

Viewing and setting the hardware
information on the disk array
controller board

C

Scan Devices

Scanning the installed devices

D

Virtual Drives

Viewing and setting the disk array
(logical drive) information

Refer to "Virtual Drives: Viewing and
Setting Disk Array Information".

E

Drives

Viewing and setting the hard disk
(physical drive) information

Refer to "Drives: Viewing Physical
Hard Disk Information".

F

Configuration
Wizard

Building or formatting disk arrays

Refer to "Building Disk Arrays".

G

Physical View/
Logical View

Switching display modes

Refer to "Switching the Display Mode.

H

Events

Displaying events

I

Exit

Ending the MegaRAID WebBIOS

Refer to "Controller Properties: Menu
for Setting the Disk Array Controller
Board".
-

Refer to "Ending Procedure".

Do not use [Events] because [Events] is not supported.

“Controller Selection” is displayed as “Adapter Selection” on
the screen.
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You can display and set the hardware information about the disk array controller board.
Select [Controller Properties] from the main menu, and the following screen appears.

J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Display item

What is displayed

A

Serial Number

Serial number

B

SubVendorID

Sub-vendor ID

C

SubDeviceID

Sub-device ID

D

PortCount

Number of ports installed

E

HostInterface

Host interface

F

Firmware Version

Firmware version

G

FW Package Version

Firmware package version

H

Firmware Time

Current time that firmware recongizes

I

WebBIOS Version

MegaRAID WebBIOS version

J

FRU

Board names per maintenance

K

Encryption Capable

Encryption function: Enable or Disable

L

NVRAM Size

Size of NVRAM installed

M

Memory Size

Size of memory installed

N

Min Stripe Size

Minimum stripe size

O

Max Stripe Size

Maximum stripe size

P

Virtual Disk Count

Exisiting number of array configurations (logical devices)

Q

Drive Count

Number of physical devices installed

You cannot change the settings for those items displayed
above.
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Controller Properties: Menu for Setting the Disk Array Controller Board

5
Click the [Next] button in the [Controller Properties] screen, and the following screen
appears.

A

B
D

C

F
H
J
L
N
P
R

E
G
I
K
M
O
Q
S
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5

Display/content

A Battery Backup

Battery backup unit mount status.

None

B Coercion Mode *1

Setting the capacity control for the
physical hard disk used for disk
array building

[None (using the entire capacity)] /
128MB-way (using a capacity as a
multiple of 128MB) / 1GB-way (using
a capacity as a multiple of 1GB)

C Set Factory Defaults *2 Returning all the settings to their
defaults values

－

D S.M.A.R.T Polling *4

Setting the interval of S.M.A.R.T.
reporting

0 to 65535 / 300 / [600]

E Cluster Mode *3

Setting the cluster mode

[Disabled (invalid)] / Enabled (valid)

F Alarm Control

Sounding the buzzer on the
controller in the event of a fault at a
connected device

[Disabled (not sounding)] / Enabled
(sounding) / Silence (stop sounding
temporarily)

G Rebuild Rate *3

Priority of rebuilding

0 to 100 / [30]

H Patrol Read Rate *3

Priority of patrol reading

0 to 100 / [30]

I

BGI Rate *3

Priority of background initializing

0 to 100 / [30]

J

Cache Flush Interval
*3

Flash timing for write-cache data

1 to 255 / [4]

Priority of consistency check

0 to 100 / [30]

K CC Rate *3
L

Spinup Drive Count *4 Number of hard disk motors started 0 to 8 / [1]
at system startup

M Reconstruction Rate *3 Priority of capacity expansion

*1
*2
*3
*4

Setting/display value **

0 to 100 / [30]

N Spinup Delay *4

Timing for hard disk motors started
at system startup

0 to xxx / [6]

O Controller BIOS *3

Validating the BIOS for the disk
array controller

[Enabled (valid)] / Disabled (invalid)

P StopOnError *3

Setting whether to start the
operating system in the event of a
fault at system startup

[Disabled (booting)] / Enabled (not
booting)

Q NCQ *3

Enabling or disabling the NCQ
command

[Enabled (valid)] / Disabled (invalid)

R Drive Powersave *3

Setting the saving mode to a hard
disk

[Disabled (invalid)] / Enabled (valid)

S SSD Guard *4

Setting the SSD Guard function

[Disabled (invalid)] / Enabled (valid)

This can be changed only when no disk arrays have been set at all.
Do not use "Set Factory Defaults." This setting must be changed to the recommended values.
Always use the "Default" setting.
Always use the recommended values.

Place the mouse cursor on a setting item and left-click the
mouse to change the setting values. Or, left-click the mouse
to move the cursor and enter a value from the keyboard.
Click [Submit] after the setting.
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5
Click the [Next] button in the [Properties: Controller properties submenu 1] screen, and
the following screen appears.
This setting item is not supported. Do not use this setting.

A

C

B

Setting item

Description
Sets an operation when an error is
detected at the consistency check.

A

Stop CC On Error

B

Sets whether or not a failed hard
Maintain PD Fail History
disk can be used.

C

Schedule CC

Setting/display value **
[No (continuous operation)] /
Yes (stops the consistency check.)
[Enabled (Registers failed hard
disk information.)] /
Disabled (Not register failed hard
disk information.)

When clicking [Supported], the
screen moves to “Schedule CC
Sets a consistency check schedule.
Page: Schedule Consistency
Check setting submenu”.
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Properties: Controller properties submenu 2

5
Click [Supported] of Schedule CC in the [Properties: Controller Properties submenu 2]
screen, and the following screen appears.
This setting item is not supported. Do not use this setting.

B
D

A
C
E

Setting item

Description

Setting/display value **

A CC Frequency

Sets the CC schedule function:
Enable or Disable

B CC Start (mm/dd/yyyy)

Sets on what date the consistency check
Choose any date.
starts.

C CC Start Time

12:00 AM. to 11:00 PM. /
Sets on what time the consistency check
[The nearest to the present
starts.
time]

D CC Mode

[Sequential (a consistency
Sets if the consistency check is executed check per array)] /
on multiple disk arrays.
Concurrent (a consistency
check on multiple arrays)

E

Select VDs to Execute
CC

Specifies a disk array on which the
consistency check is executed.
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[Disable (invalid schedule)] /
Enabled (valid schedule)

Choose any array configuration.
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Schedule CC Page: Schedule Consistency Check setting submenu

5
You can display and change the information on the disk array (logical drive) that is
already set.
Select [Virtual Drives] in the main menu, and the following screen appears

Select a disk array for viewing information and changing the setting from the list on the
upper right of the screen. Check [Properties] and then click [Go], and the disk array
properties screen appears.

A
B
D

C

E
G

F
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A

What is displayed

Setting/display value **

RAID Level

RAID level

-

Status

Status of the disk array

-

Capacity

Size of the disk array

-

Strip Size

Stripe size of the disk array

-

B

Access *1

Access mode

[RW (reading and writing)] /
Read Only (reading only) /
Blocked (access denied)

C

Read

Read policy

[Normal (no advance reading)] / Ahead
(always advance reading) / Adaptive
(advance reading only in the event of
sequential access)

D

Default Write
*2 *3

Setting the write cache

[Write Through (write cache invalid)] /
Always Write Back (write-cache valid) /
Write Back with BBU (Write cache is valid
only when the battery is installed.)

E

Disable BGI *1

Setting the background
initializing

No (background initializing valid) / [Yes
(background initializing invalid)]

F

Disk Cache *1

Setting the cache installed
in a physical hard disk

[Disable (cache: not used)] /
[Enable (cache: used) /
No change (based on the hard disk setting)]

G

I/O *1

Setting the read-cache
operation

[Direct (reading from the cache at a cache
hit)] /
[Cached (always reading from the cache)]

*1 Make sure to set the defaut value or recommended value to use this item.
*2 “Default Write” supports setting in “Always Write Back” only when the system equipment is
connected to UPS. Even so, set “Write through” when installing OS. Otherwise, the installation may
not finish properly.
*3 Do not select “Write Back with BBU”.

NOTICE
When enabling the write cache of the disk array, connect the system equipment to
UPS. When you use the equipment without connecting to the UPS, data can disappear
to be corrupted at a voltage sag or power failure .
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5
Here you display the information on the physical hard disk in the physical drive
connected to the disk array controller.
Select [Drives] in the main menu, the following screen appears.

Select a disk array for viewing and setting information from the list on the upper right of
the screen. Check [Properties] and then click [Go]. Then the following screen appears.

Hard Disk Property Menu 1

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
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What is displayed

A

Enclosure ID

ID number of the enclosure device connected

B

Revision

Firmware version

C

Slot Number

Number of the slot installed

D

Device Type

Device type

E

Connected Port

Port number of the disk array controller board
connected

F

Media Errors

Number of media errors detected

G

Pred Fail Count

Number of S.M.A.R.T. warnings reported

H

SAS Address

SAS address

I

Physical Drive Status

Physical hard disk status

J

Power Status

Power Status

Items described in the table above cannot be changed.
For the status of the physical hard disk, refer to "Status".
[Media Errors] and [Pred Fail Count] are cleared when the
system power is turned off.

Hard Disk Property Menu 2

A

Display item
A

FDE Capable

What is displayed
Full Disk Encryption: Capable or No

Items in the table above cannot be changed.
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Switching the Display Mode
This section describes switching disk array display modes in the main menu.
There are two types of display mode: "Logical View" and "Physical View."
The Logical View mode displays a list of disk array configurations that are already set.
The Physical View mode displays a list of physical hard disks comprising a disk array
configuration.

Logical View mode:
Disk array configuration

Physical View mode:
Hard Disk configuration

The Logical View mode is applied when the MegaRAID
WebBIOS is started.
To switch to the physical view mode, click "Physical View" in
the Logical View mode from the main menu.
To switch to the logical view mode, click "Logical View" in the
Physical View mode from the main menu.
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Building Disk Arrays
This section describes the procedure for building disk arrays.
The building of disk arrays should be entirely performed from "Configuration Wizard."

NOTICE
You must not change the disk array during system operations. If you do,
all data will be lost from those hard disks due to change in the disk array.

!

Note

Make sure to set each item in the recommended value
unless other specific directions are given. Otherwise, the
system may not properly operate. We have no responsibility
for the malfunction due to the setting except our
recommended values.

Building Disk Arrays for RAID 0, 1, and 5
This section describes the procedure for building new disk arrays.

Building Disk Arrays for RAID 0, 1, and 5
Here is a procedure for building disk arrays for RAID 0, 1, and 5.

NOTICE
RAID0 with a single hard disk does not have redundancy. When an error
occurs in a hard disk, therefore, all data in the hard disk will be lost. It is
recommended that RAID1/RAID5/RAID10 should be created to improve
fault tolerance with data redundancy.

To build RAID 10, refer to "Building Disk Arrays for RAID 10".
For how to set hotspare, refer to "Setting Hotspares."
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Select "Configuration Wizard" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Check "New Configuration" or "Add Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.

NOTICE
If you select [New Configuration], all data in those hard disks will be lost. Backup
your required data before selecting “New Configuration”.

The existing disk arrays will remain when you select "Add
Configuration". "Add Configuration" should be selected when
you want to keep the existing disk arrays, and to build disk
arrays using additional hard disks.
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5

If you select "New Configuration", the following screen
appears first. Clicking [Yes] here allows you to build a disk
array.

3

Check "Manual Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.

4

Select a hard disk for building a disk array.
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If you select "New Configuration", you lose the existing disk
arrays. This should be selected when you discard the
existing a disk array and build a new one.

5

RAID level

Number of hard disks required

JBOD

1

RAID 0

2 or more

RAID 1

2

RAID 5

3 or more

You can select only a hard disk whose status is
"Unconfigured Good" (unused).
To select multiple hard disks, click them while pressing the
[Ctrl] key.
5

After selecting all hard disks for building a disk array, click the [Add to
Array] button.
Status of those selected hard disks is [Online] that is displayed in the [Disk
Groups] pane.

To release a hard disk from [Online], select the hard disk and
click the [Reclaim] button.
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The number of hard disks required varies depending on the RAID level to be set.
The following table summarizes the number of hard disks required.

5

Click [Accept DG].

BIOS Setup

6

The following screen appears.

7

Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.
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Click [Add to SPAN].
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8

The following screen appears.

9

Click [Next].
The following screen appears.
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Specify the RAID level, stripe size, read policy, write policy, and disk array
size.
Set each item in the following value
Item

Content

Setting value

RAID Level *1

RAID Level

Specify any level.

Stripe Size *2

Stripe size
(only RAID 0 and 5)

2KB/4KB/8KB /16KB/32KB/[64KB]/128KB

Access Policy *3

Access policy

[RW (reading and writing)] /
Read Only (reading only) /
Blocked (access denied)

Read Policy

Read policy

[Normal (no advance reading)] /
Ahead (always advance reading) /
Adaptive (advance reading only in the event of
sequential access)

Write Policy *4 *5

Write policy

[Write Through (write cache invalid)] /
Always Write Back (write-cache valid) /
Write Back with BBU (Write cache is valid only when
the battery is installed.)

IO Policy *3

Read-cache operation

[Direct (reading from the cache at a cache hit)] /
Cached (always reading from the cache)

Drive Cache *3

Setting the hard disk
cache

[Disable (setting invalid)] / Enable (setting valid) /
No change (depending on the hard disk setting)

Disable BGI *3 *6

Setting the background
initializing

No (background initializing valid) /
[Yes (background initializing invalid)]

Select Size *7 *8

Size of a disk array

Entering the maximum capacity value.

RAID 6 is not supported. When configuring JBOD, specify one HDD and then specify “RAID0”.
For RAID 1, set 64KB by default.
Always use it in the default or recommended value.
In Write Policy, [Always Write Back] can be set only when the system equipment is already
connected to the UPS (uninterruptible power supply). Even in this case, set [Write Through] when
the operating system is installed. Otherwise, installation may not be properly completed. To set
[Always Write Back], change the setting after installing the OS referring to “Changing the Write
Policy for Disk Arrays”.
*5 Do not select [Write Back with BBU].
*6 Change from the default value to the recommended value.
*7 Maximum capacity size that can be set is shown under [Next LD, Possible RAID Levels] at the right
of the screen. Change the maximum capacity value for your RAID level.

*1
*2
*3
*4

Maximum capacity value under the RAID 0 setting: 408.656 GB
Maximum capacity value under the RAID 5 setting: 272.437 GB
*8 Type the correct size, especially decimal digits, for the maximum cpapcity size shown under [Next
LD, Possible RAID Levels]. Do not omit a value 0 (zero). .
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When enabling the write cache of the disk array, connect the system equipment
to UPS. When you use the equipment without connecting to the UPS, data can
disappear to be corrupted at a voltage sag or power failure .
If you specify a larger disk array size than the maximum
capacity, [Unacceptable size] appears on the screen and all
the setting items are initialized. You need to reset all items to
the correct size.
11

Click the [Accept] button.
One of the following screens appears.


When selecting [Write Through] in the write policy setting:



When selecting [Always Write Back] in the write policy setting:
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NOTICE

5

Click the [Yes] button.

BIOS Setup

12

The following screen appears.

13 Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.

14

Click the [Accept] button.
The following screen appears.
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Click [Yes].

BIOS Setup

15

The following screen appears.

16

Click [No].
The screen returns to the main menu.

17

Initialize the disk array that you have built referring to “Initializing Disk
Arrays”.

Building Disk Arrays for RAID 10
Here is a procedure for building disk arrays for RAID 10.
The following table summarizes the number of hard disks required building RAID 10.
RAID level
RAID 10

1

Number of hard disks required
4 or 6

Select "Configuration Wizard" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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5
Check "New Configuration" or "Add Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.

NOTICE
If you select [New Configuration], all data in those hard disks will be lost. Backup
your required data before selecting “New Configuration”.

The existing disk arrays will remain when you select "Add
Configuration". "Add Configuration" should be selected when
you want to keep the existing disk arrays, and to build disk
arrays through an additional hard disk.
If you select "New Configuration", you lose the existing disk
arrays. This should be selected when you discard the
existing a disk array and build a new one.
If you select "New Configuration", the following screen
appears first. Clicking [Yes] here allows you to build a disk
array.
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5

Check "Manual Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.

4

Select two hard disks for building a disk array.

You can select only a hard disk whose status is
"Unconfigured Good" (unused).
To select multiple hard disks, click them while pressing the
[Ctrl] key.
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5
After selecting two hard disks for building a disk array, click the [Add to
Array] button.
Status of those selected hard disks is [Online] that is displayed in the [Disk
Groups] pane.

To release a hard disk from [Online], select the hard disk and
click the [Reclaim] button.

6

Click [Accept DG].
The following screen appears.
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5
Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 until selecting all hard disks for RAID 10, and then
click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.

8

Click [Add to SPAN] as many times as repeated steps 4, 5, and 6 in step 7.
Click it until the following display under [Array With Free Space] disappears.
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Click the [Next] button.

BIOS Setup

9

The following screen appears.

10

Specify the RAID level, stripe size, read policy, write policy, and disk array
size.

Item

Content

Setting value **

RAID Level

RAID Level

[RAID 10]

Stripe Size *1

Stripe size

2KB / 4KB/ 8KB / 16KB / 32KB / [64KB] / 128KB

Access Policy *1

Access policy

[RW (reading and writing)] /
Read Only (reading only) /
Blocked (access denied)

Read Policy

Read policy

[Normal (no advanced reading)] /
Ahead (always advanced reading) /
Adaptive (advanced reading only in the event of
sequential access)

Write Policy *2 *3

Write policy

[Write Through (write cache invalid)] /
Always Write Back (write-cache valid) /
Write Back with BBU (Write cache is valid only when
the battery is installed.)

IO Policy *1

Read-cache operation

[Direct (reading from the cache at a cache hit)] /
Cached (always reading from the cache)

Drive Cache *1

Setting the hard disk
cache

[Disable (setting invalid)] / Enable (setting valid) /
No change (depending on the hard disk setting)

Disable BGI *1 *4

Setting the background
initializing

No (background initializing valid) /
[Yes (background initializing invalid)]

Select Size *5

Size of a disk array

Entering the maximum capacity value.

Set each item in the following value
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NOTICE
When enabling the write cache of the disk array, connect the system equipment
to UPS. When you use the equipment without connecting to the UPS, data can
disappear to be corrupted at a voltage sag or power failure.

If you specify a larger disk array size than the maximum
capacity,
[Unacceptable size] appears on the screen and all the
setting items are initialized. You need to reset all items to the
correct size.
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*1 Always use it in the default or recommended value.
*2 In Write Policy, [Always Write Back] can be set only when the system equipment is already
connected to the UPS (uninterruptible power supply). Even in this case, set [Write Through] when
the operating system is installed. Otherwise, installation may not be properly completed. To set
[Always Write Back], change the setting after installing the OS referring to “Changing the Write
Policy for Disk Arrays”.
*3 Do not select [Write Back with BBU].
*4 Change from the default value to the recommended value.
*5 Keep the existing maximum capacity value in [Select Size].

5

Click the [Accept] button.
One of the following screens appears.


When selecting [Write Through] in the write plicy setting:



When selecting [Always Write Back] in the write plicy setting:
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Click the [Yes] button.

BIOS Setup

12

The following screen appears.

13

Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.
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Click the [Accept] button.

BIOS Setup

14

The following screen appears.

15

Click [Yes].
The following screen appears.

16

Click [No].
The screen returns to the main menu.

17

Initialize the disk array that you have built referring to “Initializing Disk
Arrays”.
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This section describes the procedure for initializing disk arrays

NOTICE
When a disk array is initialized, all data in those hard disks including the disk
array information will be lost. Backup your required data before initializing a disk
array.

1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

From the list of disk arrays displayed in the frame at the upper right, select
a disk array configuration to initialize.

3

Check "Slow Initialize" and click [Go].
The following screen appears.
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Initializing Disk Arrays

5

Click [Yes].

BIOS Setup

4

The progress of initialization is displayed.

5

Wait until the processing is completed 100%.
A guideline of initialization time is shown in the table below.
Single hard disk capacity
146GB (SAS type)

Initialization time
Approximately 50 minutes

The initialization time varies depending on the single hard
disk capacity regardless of the RAID level or disk array
capacity.
6

When initialization is completed 100%, click the [Home] button to return to
the main menu.
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This section describes the procedure for deleting disk arrays.

NOTICE
When a disk array is deleted, all data in those hard disks including the disk array
information will be lost. Backup your required data before deleting a disk array.

Deleting All Disk Arrays Simultaneously
1

Select "Configuration Wizard" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Check "Clear Configuration" and click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.

3

Click [Yes].
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1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
that you want to delete. Then check "Properties" and click the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.
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Deleting Disk Arrays Selectively

5

The following screen appears.

4

Click [Yes].

Checking Disk Arrays for Consistency
This section describes how to check the consistency of disk arrays.
Consistency check can be done from MegaRAID Storage Manager. Refer to the
“MegaRAID Storage Manager” manual in the DriverKit CD-ROM for how to check
consistency from the MegaRAID Storage Manager.
Consistency check on disk arrays can be executed only for
RAID 1, 5, and 10.
1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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3 Check "Del" and click the [Go] button.

5
From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
that you want to check the consistency. Then check "Properties" and click
the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.

3

Check "CC" and click the [Go] button.
The progress of consistency check is displayed.

4

Wait until the processing is completed 100%.

5

When the consistency check is completed 100%, click [Home] to return to
the main menu.
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This section describes the procedure for changing the booting order in an environment
in which multiple disk arrays are set.
Normally, the highest order of booting is assigned to the disk array that was set in first.
You can assign a disk array that has been built later, however, to the highest in the
boot order.
1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

[Set Boot Drive] is followed by the number of the current disk
array being booted.

2

From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
for which you want to set a boot device. Next, check "Set Boot Drive" and
click the [Go] button.
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This section describes the procedure for setting hotspares.
Reserved disks include “Global hotspare” and “Dedicated hotspare (local spare)”.
Global hotspare is available for all disk arrays configured. Dedicated hotspare is
available for a specific disk array configured. Set one suitable for your purpose.

Sure to configure redundant disk arrays, RAID 1, 5, or 10
before setting hotspares.
1

Click the hard disk that is recognized as [Unconfigured Drives] in the
[Logical View] pane while the main menu is displayed.

Only a hard disk whose status is "Unconfigured Good"
(unused) can be selected..
2

Then the following screen appears.
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Setting Hotspares

5

4

To set “Global hotspare”, check [Make Global HSP]. To set “Dedicated
hotspare”, click a disk array configuration to protect in the pane on the
right of the window and then check [Make Dedicated HSP].
Then, Click the [Go] button.
Hotspare is set to the specified hard disk.
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This section describes the procedure for canceling hotspares.
1

When the main menu is displayed, click the hard disk that is set in
hotspare in [Logical View] or [Physical View].
Select a hard disk with hotspare status.
The following screen appears.

2

Check [Remove HOTSPARE] and click the [Go] button.
Hotspare is relieved.
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Here is a procedure of rebuilding disk arrays in case of trouble that occurred on one
hard disk in a redundant disk array configuration (RAID 1, 5, 10).
With hotspares configuration, rebuilding will work automatically when hard disk trouble
occurs. Without hotspare configuration, rebuilding will work automatically after you
replace the faulty hard disk in hot-plug.
Hereafter is a procedure of manual rebuilding in case that rebuilding doesn’t work
automatically by some reason.
1

Select " Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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Rebuilding Disk Arrays
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Select a hard disk with the [Offline] status, check [Rebuild], and click the
[Go] button.
The progress of rebuilding is displayed.

3

Wait until the processing is completed 100%.
A guideline of rebuilding time is shown in the table below.
RAID level

Capacity of a disk array

Rebuilding time

RAID 1

147GB (SAS: 147GB HDD x 2) Approximately 50 minutes

RAID 5

294GB (SAS: 147GB HDD x 3) Approximately 50 minutes

RAID 10

294GB (SAS: 147GB HDD x 4) Approximately 50 minutes

The rebuilding time is proportional to the capacity of a disk
array.

4

When rebuilding is completed 100%, click [Home] to return to the main
menu.
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This section describes how to expand a disk array in the RAID 0 or 5 disk array by
adding hard disks to use.
Disk array expansion can also be done from MegaRAID Storage Manager. Refer to the
“MegaRAID Storage Manager” manual in the DriverKit CD-ROM for how to expand
disk arrays from the MegaRAID Storage Manager.
A disk array expansion cannot be cancelled during the
execution.
Sure to install a hard disk with “Unconfigured Good” status
(unused) before expanding the capacity.

1

Select [Virtual Drives] in the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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Expanding Disk Array Capacity

5
Select a disk array to expand the capacity from the list displayed on the
upper right of the screen, check [Properties], and click the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.

3

Select a hard disk to use for the capacity expansion from the list displayed
at the lower right of the screen, check [Migration with addition], and click
the [Go] button.

To select multiple hard disks, click hard disks while pressing
the [Ctrl] key.
The following screen appears.
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5

Click [Yes].
The progress of the capacity expansion is displayed.

5

Wait until the expansion is completed 100%

RAID level

Capacity of a disk array

Rebuilding time for expansion

RAID 0

Expands “219GB (SAS: 73GB HDD x 3)”

Approximately 150 minutes

RAID 5

Expands “146GB (SAS: 73GB HDD x 3)”

Approximately 120 minutes

A guideline of expanding time is shown in the table below.

The rebuilding time for expansion is proportional to the
capacity of a disk array regardless of the number of hard
disks to add.

6

When expansion is completed 100%, click [Home] to return to the main
menu.
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Changing the Write Policy for Disk Arrays
This section describes the procedure of changing the write policies.

NOTICE
When enabling the write cache of the disk array, connect the system equipment
to UPS. When you use the equipment without connecting to the UPS, data can
disappear to be corrupted at a voltage sag or power failure .

In Write Policy, “Always Write Back” can be supported only
when the system equipment is connected to the UPS
(uninterruptible power supply).
Even in this case, set to [Write Through] when installing the
operating system. Otherwise, installation may not be properly
completed.

1

Select [Virtual Drives] in the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
for which you want to change the write policy. Check "Properties" and click
the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.

3

Select the write policy from [Default Write] in the Policies pane, and click
the [Change] button.
Setting value

Description

Always Write Back

Write cache is valid.

Write Through

Write cache is invalid.

Write Back with BBU

Write cache is valid only when the battery is
installed.

In Write Policy, operation with [Always Write Back] can be
supported only when the system equipment is connected to
the UPS (uninterruptible power supply).
Even in this case, set [Write Through] when installing OS.
Otherwise, installation may not be properly completed.
Do not select [Write Back with BBU].
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5

One of the following screens appears. Click the [Yes] button.


When selecting [Write Through] in the default write setting:



When selecting [Always Write Back] in the default write setting:

Click [Home] to return to the main menu.

Set the write policy per disk array. When building multiple
disk arrays, set the write policy to all disk arrays.
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BIOS Settings: Enabled or Disabled
This section describes the procedure for changing the BIOS settings.

When the BIOS setting: Controller BIOS setting is changed to
Disabled, you cannot execute the boot from the disk array.

1

Select [Controller Properties] from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.
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Select one of the setting values in the table below from [Controller BIOS],
and the click the [Submit] button.
Setting value

Description

Enabled

Enables BIOS.
Enables the boot from the disk array.

Disabled

Disables BIOS.
Disables the boot from the disk array.

Make sure to click the [Submit] button after changing the
setting.

4

Confirm that [Controller BIOS] is set to that value.

5

Click the [Home] button to return to the main menu.
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Disk with Foreign Configuration
This section describes how to deal with a hard disk with a different configuration
detected from the disk array controller board configuration.
Difference in configuration between disks may be caused by the following conditions.

Conditions to generate foreign configuration
A disk failed and could not be recognized. Then the disk has been restored to be
recognized.

1

Click the [Preview] button.
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If the displayed configuration is correct, click [Import].
If the displayed configuration is incorrect, click [Cancel].
When the screen returns to Step 1, click [Clear].

When clicking [Clear], a message “Previous foreign
configuration will be lost. Do you want to proceed?” is
displayed. Then click [Yes], and the previous foreign
configuration will be eliminated.
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Status
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Status of the Disk Array
Hers is a list of statuses for disk arrays.
Status
Optimal

Description
Normal. The disk array is perfect in function.

Partially Degraded One hard disk fails in the RAID 6 disk array. (RAID6 is not
supported.)
Degraded

One hard disk fails in the RAID 1, 5, or 10 disk array. Or two hard
disks fail in the RAID 6 disk array. (RAID6 is not supported.)

Offline

The disk array is inoperable because of either failures in multiple
hard disks in a redundant disk array or a failure in a hard disk in a
non-redundant disk array.

Status of the Hard Disk
Hers is a list of statuses for hard disks.
Status

Description

Online

Normal.

Offline/Failed

A fault has occurred.
The hard disk is separated from the disk array due to failure.

Rebuild

Rebuilding is underway.

Dedicated Hot
Spare/Global Hot
Spare

This is set as a hotspare (either dedicated hotspare or global
hotspare).

Unconfigured
GOOD

This is not used for a disk array.

Unconfigured BAD A fault has occurred.
The unrecognizable hard disk is restored to recognizable.
Missing

A fault has occurred.
A "normal" hard disk has been removed.
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BIOS Messages
Here is a list of messages for MegaRAID WebBIOS displayed at system startup.
Message

Description

Cache data was lost due to an unexpected power-off
or reboot during a write operation, but the adapter
has recovered. This could be due to memory
problems, bad battery, or you may not have a battery
installed.

An incorrect power-off or reboot has been
executed during write, parity check, rebuilding,
patrol read or initializing operation.
There may be a cache memory failure, if this
event is registered at the reboot after the system
hangs in operation or if the OS cannot boot up.

Memory/battery problems were detected. The
adapter has recovered, but cached data was lost.

An unexpected power-off or reboot has been
executed during write, parity check, rebuilding,
patrol read or initializing operation.
There may be a cache memory failure, if this
event is registered at the reboot after the system
hangs in operation or if the OS cannot boot up.

Foreign configuration(s) found on adapter.

A hard disk with a different configuration from
the disk array configuration in the disk array
controller was detected.
Refer to “Disk with Foreign Configuration”.

FW package: xxxx

This shows the firmware package version. You
do not need to take any action.

The battery hardware is missing or malfunctioning, or
the battery is unplugged. If you continue to boot the
system, the battery-backed cache will not function.
Please contact technical support for assistance.
Press ‘D’ to disable this warning (if your controller
does not have a battery).

Battery backup unit information is not set
correctly.
Press the [D] key while this message is
displayed.
If not recovered, contact your reseller from which
you purchased the product or counsel
maintenance personnel.

Some configured disks have been removed from
your system, or are no longer accessible. Please
check your cables and also ensure all disks are
present.

Some hard disks with the disk array
configuration information have been removed.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your reseller
from which you purchased the product or
counsel maintenance personnel.

The following VDs have missing disks: X Y..
If you proceed (or load the configuration utility), these
VDs will be marked OFFLINE and will be
inaccessible. Please check your cables and ensure
all disks are present.

Since some hard disks have been removed, the
disk array is set in OFFLINE.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your reseller
from which you purchased the product or
counsel maintenance personnel.

The following VDs are missing: X Y …
If you proceed (or load the configuration utility), these
VDs will be removed from your configuration. If you
wish to use them at a later time, they will have to be
imported. If you believe these VDs should be
present, please power off your system and check
your cables to ensure all disks are present.

Some disk array configurations are removed.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your reseller
from which you purchased the product or
counsel maintenance personnel.

All of the disks from your previous configuration are
gone. If this is an unexpected message, then please
power off your system and check your cables to
ensure all disks are present.

All hard disks with disk array configuration
information have been removed.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your reseller
from which you purchased the product or
counsel maintenance personnel.

Press any key to continue, or 'C' to load the
configuration utility.

Press the [C] key while this message is
displayed, MegaRAID WebBIOS will start.
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Description
When this message is displayed, press the [Ctrl]
and [H] keys at the same time to start
MegaRAID WebBIOS.

Your battery is bad or missing, and you have VDs
configured for write-back mode. Because the battery
is not usable, these VDs will actually run in writethrough mode until the battery is replaced.

Write cache is not enabled because MegaRAID
Storage Manager has set the write policy (write
cache setting) to Write Back.
Change the write policy setting from MegaRAID
WebBIOS referring to “Changing the Write
Policy for Disk Arrays”.
Do not change the write cache from the
MegaRAID Storage Manager any more.

Multibit ECC errors were detected on the controller.
DIMM on the controller needs replacement. If you
continue, data corruption can occur.
Press 'X' to continue or else power off the system
and replace the DIMM module and reboot. If you
have replaced the DIMM please press 'X' to continue.

An error has occurred in the cache memory of
the disk array controller.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller from which you purchased the product
or counsel maintenance personnel.

Multiple Single-bit ECC errors were detected during
the previous boot of the controller. DIMM on the
controller needs replacement.
If you continue, data corruption can occur.
Press 'X' to continue or else power off the system
and replace the DIMM module and reboot. If you
have replaced the DIMM please press 'X' to continue.
Single-bit overflow ECC errors were detected during
the previous boot of the controller. DIMM on the
controller needs replacement.
If you continue, data corruption can occur.
Press 'X' to continue or else power off the system
and replace the DIMM module and reboot. If you
have replaced the DIMM please press 'X' to continue.
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Press <Ctrl> <H> for WebBIOS.
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Checking Firmware Version of Disk Array Controller
Check the firmware version of the disk array controller before operating MegaRAID
WebBIOS.
MegaRAID WebBIOS Screens and displays may be different
depending on the firmware version. Check the firmware
version of your disk array controller with the procedure
shown below, and refer to information for the version.
1

Power on the system equipment.

2

When the following screen is displayed, press and hold the [Ctrl] key on
the lower left and press the [H] key to start MegaRAID WebBIOS.
LSI MegaRAID SAS-MFI BIOS
Version xx.xx.xx (Build xxxxxx xx, 20xx)
Copyright(c) 20xx LSI Corparation
HA –x (Bus xx Dev xx) MegaRAID SAS xxxxxxxxx
FW package: xx.xx.xx.-xxxx
x Virtual Drive(s) found on the host adapter.
x Virtual Drive(s) handled by BIOS
Press <Ctrl><H> for WebBIOS

If the operating system has been started before you press the keys, finish the
operating system and then restart the system equipment. Check the manual for
ending your OS because some operating systems, such as Windows, require
shutdown or other specific operations to finish them.
3

The following screen is displayed.
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LSI MegaRAID SAS 2108

5
Check [Firmware Version] to find the firmware version of the disk array
controller.

Refer to the following table to find information for the
firmware version.

Firmware version

Refer to:

2.60.1.3-0873

Information of the firmware version 2.60.1.3-0873

2.110.63-1184

Information of the firmware version 2.110.63-1184

2.120.233-1474

Information of the firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later
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Use the following procedure for starting and ending the MegaRAID WebBIOS.

Starting Procedure
1

Turn on the power supply of the system equipment.

2

When the following screen appears, press and hold the [Ctrl] key and press
the [H] key.
The MegaRAID WebBIOS is started.
SLIMegaRAID SAS-MFI-BIOS
Version x.xx.xx (Build xxxx.xx.xxxx)
Copyright(c) xxxx LSI Corporation
HA_0 (Bus xx Dev x) LSI MegaRAID SAS xxxxxx
FW package: x.x.x-xxxx
X Virtual Drive(s) found on the host adapter.
x Virtual Drive(s) handled by BIOS
Press <Ctrl>+<H> for WebBIOS

If the operating system has been started before you press the keys, finish the
operating system and then restart the system equipment. Check the manual for
ending your OS because some operating systems, such as Windows, require
shutdown or other special operations when they are finished.
3

The MegaRAID WebBIOS is started and "Adapter Selection" appears.
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!

Note

Press the [Ctrl] key on the lower left of the keyboard once.

If the [Ctrl] key on the lower left of the keyboard is not
pressed, your keyboard and mouse may not operate properly.
If the keyboard or mouse is not available when you operate
MegaRAID WebBIOS, press the [Ctrl] key once.
5

Press the [Enter] key once.
If you do not press the [Enter] key, the mouse will not work properly.
The main menu is displayed.


With firmware version 2.60.13-0873



With firmware version 2.110.63-1184
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With firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later

If a hard disk which has different disk array configuration
from the record in the disk array controller board exists, the
following screen is displayed. Refer to “Disk with Foreign
Configuration” for the details about it.
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Ending Procedure


1
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With firmware version 2.60.13-0873 or 2.120.233-1474
From the main menu, click [Exit].
The exit confirmation screen appears.

When you want to return to the main menu, click
.
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5

Click [Yes].
Clicking [No] returns you to the main menu.

3



1

In response to the following message, power off the system equipment or
click [C+A+D] button in the toolbar of the system console, and then restart
the system equipment.

With firmware version 2.110.63-1184 or later
On the main menu, click [Next] then [Exit] to display the confirmation
screen.

When the main menu is not displayed, click
to return to the main menu.

2

Click [Yes].
If clicking [No], you return to the main menu.
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or
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5
In response to the following message, power off the system equipment or
click [C+A+D] button in the toolbar of the system console, and then restart
the system equipment.

Refer to “Remote Console Application Users Guide” for the
details of the remote console application.
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Operation for MegaRAID WebBIOS
For MegaRAID WebBIOS, you can set individual items by using the following keys.
Connect a mouse to the remote console before starting MegaRAID WebBIOS.
Key/mouse



Operation

Mouse

Moves the mouse cursor.

Mouse - left button

- Selects an item that the mouse cursor is placed on.
- Moves the cursor to an item to which the mouse cursor
points.
- Selects a disk array or physical hard disk.

[0] to [9]

Enables you to enter numerical values.

[Ctrl]

Selects multiple disk arrays or hard disks.

[Del], [Back Space]

Deletes an entered value.

Key Operation for MegaRAID WebBIOS
This section describes how to operate MegaRAID WebBIOS only with the keyboard.

Operating MegaRAID WebBIOS with Keyboard
You can set the following items for MegaRAID WebBIOS using the keyboard.
Key

Operation

[Tab]

Moves the cursor in order. *1

[Shift] + [Tab] *2

Moves the cursor in reverse order.

[Enter], [Space]

- Selects the item that the cursor is placed on.
- Determines an item setting.
- Determines a disk array or physical hard disk.

[↑], [↓]

- Selects a disk array or physical hard disk.
- Selects a setting value.

[Shift]

Selects multiple disk arrays or hard disks.

[0] to [9]

Inputs a numerical value.

[Del], [Back Space]

Deletes an entered value.

*1 The item selected by the cursor is encircled by the dotted line.
*2 This indicates that press and hold the [Shift] key and press the [Tab] key.

It may be hard to find the cursor on some screens. In this
case, press the [Tab] key or [Shift] + [Tab] keys to move the
cursor to the position that you can find it, and then move the
cursor to the position for the operation.
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The main menu of the MegaRAID WebBIOS utility includes [Menu Icon], which is not
used in operation with the keyboard.

Operation in Setting/Disk Array Configuraiton
When operating MegaRAID WebBIOS only with the keyboard, replace the mouse with
the keyboard as follows:
“Click (an object).



Put the cursor on (the object) and press the [Enter] key or [Space] key.
“Give a check mark in (an object).”



Put the cursor on (the object) and press the [Enter] key or [Space] key.
Execute a specific operatin in setting or configuring a disk array as follows:
Selecting [Menu] > [Logical View] > [Physical View] in the main menu:



Press the [Tab] key or press the [Tab] key while pressing the [Shift] key to move
the cursor among [Menu], [Logical View], and [Physical View].


When displaying the main menu, press the [Tab] key once to move the cursor
to [Controller Selection] that is selected.



Move the cursor to [Exit] using the [Tab] key. With the cursor on [Exit], press
the [Tab] key once, and the cursor moves to [Logical View] or [Physical View]
that is selected on the right on the screen.



With the cursor on [Logical View] or [Physical View], press the [Tab] key twice,
and the cursor moves to [Controller Selection] that is selected on the left of the
screen.

You can select a hard disk or disk array using [↑] and [↓] keys
on the selection screen of [Logical View] or [Physical View].




Setting items in each menu:
To change a setting value, put the cursor on the
setting item box and select a new setting value
using [↑] and [↓] keys or enter the setting value
using the numerical keys.
Selecting multiple hard disks in disk array
configuration:
Press and hold the [Shift] key and select hard disks
using [↑] and [↓] keys, and then press the [Enter]
key or [Space] key.
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Configuration of MegaRAID WebBIOS
The MegaRAID WebBIOS is configured as shown below.
MegaRAID WebBIOS Starts. [Ctrl] + [H] keys

Controller Selection

Manage Advanced Software Option *1
Advanced Software Options *2
Controller Selection
Controller Properties
Scan Devices
Virtual Drives
Drives
Configuration Wizard

MegaRAID WebBIOS ends.

Physical View/Logical View
Events

*1: This section shown with firmware version 2.110.63-1184.
*2: This section shown with firmware version 2.120.233-1474.

“Controller Selection” is displayed as “Adapter Selection” on
the screen.
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Screen Configuration of MegaRAID WebBIOS

BIOS Setup



The screen configuration of MegaRAID WebBIOS is shown below.
A

C
B

A

Menu icon
Following icons are available.
Icon at the upper left
on the screen

Operation from an icon click

Return to the main menu.
Return to the previous screen
End the utility.
Temporarily stop ringing the buzzer on the disk array
controller board. *1
Display the version of MegaRAID WebBIOS,
*1 This function is not supported.

B

Menu
Menu items for MegaRAID WebBIOS are displayed. Click each item to go to the
respective menu screen.

C

Logical View/Physical View
Physical hard disks (Drives) connected to the disk array controller and the disk
array configured (Virtual Drives) are displayed.
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5

Select a disk array from disks displayed in [Logical View],
and the same screen is displayed as one when you select
[Virtual Drives] > [Properties] from the menu.



Setting Items for MegaRAID WebBIOS
This section describes the setting items and values for MegaRAID WebBIOS.


The alphanumeric characters are identical in the setup screen and each of the
items.



In the table, the underlined values are default values. Those in brackets, [ ], are
recommended values.
Example:
[Enabled (valid)]/Disabled (invalid): "Enabled" is the default and also
recommended value.
[Enabled (valid)]/Disabled (invalid): "Disabled" is the default value; and
"Enabled" is the recommended value, which requires a setting change.
When you need to change the setting from the default to the recommended
value, the recommended value is emphasized in red.

Unless otherwise specified, use the recommended values for
all setting items. If you set non-recommended values, the
equipment would not be supported and might not operate
properly.
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Click a physical hard disk from disks displayed in [Logical
View] or [Physical View], and the same screen is displayed
as one when you select [Drives] > [Properties] from the menu.

5

Start MegaRAID WebBIOS, and the following main menu appears.

With firmware version 2.60.13-0873



A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Menu

Content

Setting/display value

A

Controller Selection Selecting the disk array controller
to be operated

B

Controller
Properties

Viewing and setting the hardware
information on the disk array
controller board

C

Scan Devices

Scanning the installed devices

D

Virtual Drives

Viewing and setting the disk array
(logical drive) information

Refer to "Virtual Drives: Viewing and
Setting Disk Array Information".

E

Drives

Viewing and setting the hard disk
(physical drive) information

Refer to "Drives: Viewing Physical
Hard Disk Information".

F

Configuration
Wizard

Building or formatting disk arrays

Refer to "Building Disk Arrays".

G

Physical View/
Logical View

Switching display modes

Refer to "Switching the Display Mode.

H

Events

Displaying events

I

Exit

Ending the MegaRAID WebBIOS





Refer to "Controller Properties: Menu
for Setting the Disk Array Controller
Board".
-

Refer to "Ending Procedure".

Do not use [Events] because [Events] is not
supported.
“Controller Selection” is displayed as “Adapter
Selection” on the screen.
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With firmware version 2.110.63-1184 or later

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

When you click [Next], the following screen appears.

J

When you click [Prev], the previous screen appears.
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Content

Setting/display value

A

Manage Advanced
Software Option

B

Controller Selection Selecting the disk array controller
*1
to be operated

C

Controller
Properties

Viewing and setting the hardware
information on the disk array
controller board

D

Scan Devices

Scanning the installed devices

E

Virtual Drives

Viewing and setting the disk array
(logical drive) information

Refer to "Virtual Drives: Viewing and
Setting Disk Array Information".

F

Drives

Viewing and setting the hard disk
(physical drive) information

Refer to "Drives: Viewing Physical
Hard Disk Information".

G

Configuration
Wizard

Building or formatting disk arrays

Refer to "Building Disk Arrays".

H

Physical View/
Logical View

Switching display modes

Refer to "Switching the Display Mode.

I

Events

Displaying events

J

Exit

Ending the MegaRAID WebBIOS

Setting expansion functions

Refer to "Controller Properties: Menu
for Setting the Disk Array Controller
Board".
-

Refer to "Ending Procedure".

*1 This menu is displayed as Adapter Selection on the Controller Secection screen.

Do not use Manage Advanced Software Option and Events
because they are not supported.



With firmware version 2.120.233.-1474 or later
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Content

Setting/display value

A

Advanced Software Setting expansion functions
Options

-

B

Controller Selection Selecting the disk array controller
*1
to be operated

-

C

Controller
Properties

Viewing and setting the hardware
information on the disk array
controller board

D

Scan Devices

Scanning the installed devices

E

Virtual Drives

Viewing and setting the disk array
(logical drive) information

Refer to "Virtual Drives: Viewing and
Setting Disk Array Information".

F

Drives

Viewing and setting the hard disk
(physical drive) information

Refer to "Drives: Viewing Physical
Hard Disk Information".

G

Configuration
Wizard

Building or formatting disk arrays

Refer to "Building Disk Arrays".

H

Physical View/
Logical View

Switching display modes

Refer to "Switching the Display Mode.

I

Events

Displaying events

J

Exit

Ending the MegaRAID WebBIOS

*1

Refer to "Controller Properties: Menu
for Setting the Disk Array Controller
Board".
-

Refer to "Ending Procedure".

This menu is displayed as Adapter Selection on the Controller Secection screen.

Do not use Advanced Software Options and Events because
they are not supported.
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You can display and set the hardware information about the disk array controller board.
Select [Controller Properties] from the main menu, and the following screen appears.


With firmware version 2.60.13-0873

A
C
E
G
I
K

B
D
D
F
H
J
L

M
E
O
Q
S

N
P
R
T

Display item

What is displayed

A

Serial Number

Serial number

B

FRU

Board name per maintenance

C

SubVendorID

Sub-vendor ID

D

Drive Security Capable

Encryption function: Capable or Not

E

SubDeviceID

Sub-device ID

F

PortCount

Number of ports installed

G

HostInterface

Host interface

H

NVRAM Size

Size of NVRAM installed

I

Firmware Version

Firmware version

J

Memory Size

Size of memory installed

K

FW Package Version

Firmware package version

L

Min Stripe Size

Minimum stripe size

M

Firmware Time

Current time that firmware recongizes

N

Max Stripe Size

Maximum stripe size

O

WebBIOS Version

MegaRAID WebBIOS version

P

Virtual Drive Count

Exisiting number of array configurations (logical devices)

Q

Drive Count

Number of physical devices installed

R

Hot Spare Spin Down

Hard disk spin down mode configured in the host spare

S

Unconfig Good SpinDown

Spin down mode configured in unused hard disks

T

Spin Down Time

Time required for the spin down mode to start

You cannot change the settings for those items displayed
above.
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With firmware version 2.110.63-1184 or later

A
C
E
G
I
K
M
O
Q

B
D
F
H
J
L
N
P
R
T

S

Display item

What is displayed

A

Serial Number

Serial number

B

FRU

Board name per maintenance

C

SubVendorID

Sub-vendor ID

D

Drive Security Capable

Encryption function: Capable or Not

E

SubDeviceID

Sub-device ID

F

PortCount

Number of ports installed

G

HostInterface

Host interface

H

NVRAM Size

Size of NVRAM installed

I

Firmware Version

Firmware version

J

Memory Size

Size of memory installed

K

FW Package Version

Firmware package version

L

Min Stripe Size

Minimum stripe size

M

Firmware Time

Current time that firmware recongizes

N

Max Stripe Size

Maximum stripe size

O

WebBIOS Version

MegaRAID WebBIOS version

P

Virtual Drive Count

Exisiting number of array configurations (logical devices)

Q

Drive Count

Number of physical devices installed

R

Hot Spare Spin Down

Hard disk spin down mode configured in the host spare

S

Unconfig Good SpinDown

Spin down mode configured in unused hard disks

T

Spin Down Time

Time required for the spin down mode to start

You cannot change the settings for those items displayed
above.
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With firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later

Display item

What is displayed

A

Serial Number

Serial number

B

FRU

Board name per maintenance

C

SubVendorID

Sub-vendor ID

D

Drive Security Capable

Encryption function: Capable or Not

E

SubDeviceID

Sub-device ID

F

PortCount

Number of ports installed

G

HostInterface

Host interface

H

NVRAM Size

Size of NVRAM installed

I

Firmware Version

Firmware version

J

Memory Size

Size of memory installed

K

FW Package Version

Firmware package version

L

Min Stripe Size

Minimum stripe size

M

Firmware Time

Current time that firmware recongizes

N

Max Stripe Size

Maximum stripe size

O

WebBIOS Version

MegaRAID WebBIOS version

P

Virtual Drive Count

Exisiting number of array configurations (logical devices)

Q

Drive Count

Number of physical devices installed

R

Hot Spare Spin Down

Hard disk spin down mode configured in the host spare

S

Unconfig Good SpinDown

Spin down mode configured in unused hard disks

You cannot change the settings for those items displayed
above.
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Click the [Next] button in the [Controller Properties] screen, and the following screen
appears.


With firmware version 2.60.13-0873

B
D

A
C

F
H
J
L
N
P
R

E
G
I
K
M
O
Q
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5

Display/content

A Battery Backup

Battery backup unit mount status.

None

B Coercion Mode *1

Setting the capacity control for the
physical hard disk used for disk
array building

[None (using the entire capacity)] /
128MB-way (using a capacity as a
multiple of 128MB) / 1GB-way (using
a capacity as a multiple of 1GB)

C Set Factory Defaults *2 Returning all the settings to their
defaults values

－

D S.M.A.R.T Polling *3

Setting the interval of S.M.A.R.T.
reporting

0 to 65535 / 300 / [600]

E Cluster Mode *3

Setting the cluster mode

[Disabled (invalid)] / Enabled (valid)

F Alarm Control

Sounding the buzzer on the
controller in the event of a fault at a
connected device

[Disabled (not sounding)] / Enabled
(sounding) / Silence (stop sounding
temporarily)

G Rebuild Rate *3

Priority of rebuilding

0 to 100 / [30]

H Patrol Read Rate *3

Priority of patrol reading

0 to 100 / [30]

I

BGI Rate *3

Priority of background initializing

0 to 100 / [30]

J

Cache Flush Interval
*3

Flash timing for write-cache data

1 to 255 / [4]

Priority of consistency check

0 to 100 / [30]

K CC Rate *3
L

Spinup Drive Count *3 Number of hard disk motors started 0 to 8 / [1]
at system startup

M Reconstruction Rate *3 Priority of capacity expansion

*1
*2
*3
*4

Setting/display value **

0 to 100 / [30]

N Spinup Delay *3

Timing for hard disk motors started
at system startup

0 to xxx / [6]

O Controller BIOS

Validating the BIOS for the disk
array controller

[Enabled (valid)] / Disabled (invalid)

P StopOnError *3

Setting whether to start the
operating system in the event of a
fault at system startup

[Disabled (booting)] / Enabled (not
booting)

Q NCQ *3

Enabling or disabling the NCQ
command

[Enabled (valid)] / Disabled (invalid)

R Spin Down Delaｙ
Time *4

Setting the spin down mode to a
hard disk

0-1440 / [30]

This can be changed only when no disk arrays have been set at all.
Do not use "Set Factory Defaults." This setting must be changed to the recommended values.
Always use the recommended values.
Always use the "Default" settings.
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With firmware version 2.110.63-1184 or later

A

B

C
E

D
F

G
I

H
J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Display item

Display/content

A Battery Backup

Battery backup unit mount status.

None

B Coercion Mode *1

Setting the capacity control for the
physical hard disk used for disk
array building

[None (using the entire capacity)] /
128MB-way (using a capacity as a
multiple of 128MB) / 1GB-way (using
a capacity as a multiple of 1GB)

C Set Factory Defaults *2 Returning all the settings to their
defaults values

－

D S.M.A.R.T Polling *4

Setting the interval of S.M.A.R.T.
reporting

0 to 65535 / 300 / [600]

E Cluster Mode *3

Setting the cluster mode

[Disabled (invalid)]

F Alarm Control

Sounding the buzzer on the
controller in the event of a fault at a
connected device

Disabled (not sounding)

G Rebuild Rate *3

Priority of rebuilding

0 to 100 / [30]

H Patrol Read Rate *3

Priority of patrol reading

0 to 100 / [30]

I

BGI Rate *3

Priority of background initializing

0 to 100 / [30]

J

Cache Flush Interval
*3

Flash timing for write-cache data

1 to 255 / [4]

Priority of consistency check

0 to 100 / [30]

K CC Rate *3
L

Spinup Drive Count *4 Number of hard disk motors started 0 to 8 / [1]
at system startup

M Reconstruction Rate *3 Priority of capacity expansion

*1
*2
*3
*4

Setting/display value **

0 to 100 / [30]

N Spinup Delay *3

Timing for hard disk motors started
at system startup

0 to xxx / [6]

O NCQ *3

Enabling or disabling the NCQ
command

[Enabled (valid)] / Disabled (invalid)

P Spin Down Delaｙ
Time *3

Setting the spin down mode to a
hard disk

0-1440 / [30]

This can be changed only when no disk arrays have been set at all.
Do not use "Set Factory Defaults." This setting must be changed to the recommended values.
Always use the recommended values.
Always use the "Default" settings.
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With firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later

Display item

Display/content

Setting/display value **

A Battery Backup

Battery backup unit mount status.

None

B Coercion Mode *1

Setting the capacity control for the
physical hard disk used for disk
array building

[None (using the entire capacity)] /
128MB-way (using a capacity as a
multiple of 128MB) / 1GB-way (using
a capacity as a multiple of 1GB)

C Set Factory Defaults *2 Returning all the settings to their
defaults values

－

D S.M.A.R.T Polling *4

Setting the interval of S.M.A.R.T.
reporting

0 to 65535 / 300 / [600]
Change the default to the
recommended value.

E Cluster Mode *3

Setting the cluster mode

[Disabled (invalid)]

F Alarm Control

Sounding the buzzer on the
controller in the event of a fault at a
connected device

Disabled (not sounding)

G Rebuild Rate *3

Priority of rebuilding

0 to 100 / [30]

H Patrol Read Rate *3

Priority of patrol reading

0 to 100 / [30]

I

BGI Rate *3

Priority of background initializing

0 to 100 / [30]

J

Cache Flush Interval
*3

Flash timing for write-cache data

1 to 255 / [4]

Priority of consistency check

0 to 100 / [30]

K CC Rate *3
L

Spinup Drive Count *4 Number of hard disk motors started 0 to 8 / [1]
at system startup
Change the default to the
recommended value.

M Reconstruction Rate *3 Priority of capacity expansion

*1
*2
*3
*4

BIOS Setup



0 to 100 / [30]

N Spinup Delay *3

Timing for hard disk motors started
at system startup

0 to xxx / [6]

O NCQ *3

Enabling or disabling the NCQ
command

[Enabled (valid)] / Disabled (invalid)

This can be changed only when no disk arrays have been set at all.
Do not use "Set Factory Defaults." This setting must be changed to the recommended values.
Always use the recommended values.
Always use the "Default" settings.
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Place the mouse cursor on a setting item and left-click the
mouse to change the setting values. Or, left-click the mouse
to move the cursor and enter a value from the keyboard.
Click [Submit] after the setting.
Settings for Spinup Drive Count and Spinup Delay are fixed.
If you change settings, the setting values will not be applied.

Properties: Controller properties submenu 2
Click the [Next] button in the [Properties: Controller properties submenu 1] screen, and
the following screen appears.


With firmware version 2.60.13-0873

This setting item is not supported. Do not use this setting.

A

C

B

Setting item

Description
Sets an operation when an error is
detected at the consistency check.

Setting/display value **
[No (continuous operation)] /
Yes (stops the consistency check.)

A

Stop CC On Error

B

Sets whether or not a failed hard
Maintain PD Fail History
disk can be used.

[Enabled (Registers failed hard
disk information.)] /
Disabled (Not register failed hard
disk information.)

C

Schedule CC

Schedule CC Page: Schedule
Consistency Check setting
submenu

Sets a consistency check schedule.
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With firmware version 2.110.63-1184 or later

Do not set items in Stop [CC On Error; Schedule CC],
[Maintain PD Fail History, [Disk Activity] because they are not
supported.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Setting item

Description

Setting/display value **

A

Stop CC On Error *1

Sets an operation when an error is
detected at the consistency check.

[No (continuous operation)] /
Yes (stops the consistency check.)

B

Schedule CC *1

Sets a consistency check schedule.

Schedule CC Page: Schedule
Consistency Check setting
submenu

C

Maintain PD Fail History Sets whether or not a failed hard
*1
disk can be used.

D

StopOnError *2

Sets wither or not boot the OS when
[Disabled (Boot the OS.)]/Enabled
a failure is detected at the system
(Not boot the OS.)
boot.

E

Controller BIOS

Enables the disk array controller
BIOS

[Enabled]/Disabled

F

Disk Activity *1

Switches hard disk LEDs

[Disabled]/Enabled

*1 Do not set this item due to not supported.
*2 Make sure to use this item with the default setting.
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[Enabled (Registers failed hard
disk information.)] /
Disabled (Not register failed hard
disk information.)
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With firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later
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Do not set items in Stop [CC On Error; Schedule CC],
[Maintain PD Fail History], [Disk Activity], and [Manage
Powersave] because they are not supported.

Setting item

Description

Setting/display value **

A

Stop CC On Error *1

Sets an operation when an error is
detected at the consistency check.

[No (continuous operation)] /
Yes (stops the consistency check.)

B

Schedule CC *1

Sets a consistency check schedule.

Click “Supported” to go to
Schedule CC Page for setting in
detail.

C

Maintain PD Fail History Sets whether or not a failed hard
*1
disk can be used.

D

StopOnError *2

Sets wither or not boot the OS when
[Disabled (Boot the OS.)]/Enabled
a failure is detected at the system
(Not boot the OS.)
boot.

E

Controller BIOS

Enables the disk array controller
BIOS

[Enabled]/Disabled

F

Disk Activity *1

Switches hard disk LEDs

[Disabled]/Enabled

G

Manage Powersave *1

Sets power saving for a disk.

Click “Settings” to go to Power
Save Setting: Power setting
submenu.

*1 Do not set this item due to not supported.
*2 Make sure to use this item with the default setting.
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[Enabled (Registers failed hard
disk information.)] /
Disabled (Not register failed hard
disk information.)

5
Click [Supported] of Schedule CC in the [Properties: Controller Properties submenu 2]
screen, and the following screen appears.
This setting item is not supported. Do not use this setting.

A
C
E

B
D

Setting item

Description

Setting/display value **
[Disable (invalid schedule)] /
Continuous / Hourly / Daily /
Weekly / Monthly

A CC Frequency

Sets the CC schedule function:
Enable or Disable

B CC Start (mm/dd/yyyy)

Sets on what date the consistency check
Choose any date.
starts.

C CC Start Time

12:00 AM. to 11:00 PM. /
Sets on what time the consistency check
[The nearest to the present
starts.
time]

D CC Mode

[Sequential (a consistency
Sets if the consistency check is executed check per array)] /
on multiple disk arrays.
Concurrent (a consistency
check on multiple arrays)

E

Select VDs to Execute
CC

Specifies a disk array on which the
consistency check is executed.
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Choose any array configuration.
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Schedule CC Page: Schedule Consistency Check setting submenu

5
Click [Manage Powersave] > [Settings] in the [Properties: Controller Properties
submenu 2] screen, and the following screen appears.
This setting item is not supported. Use all items by default.

Setting item
A

Specify the power save
setting below

Description

Setting/display value **

Shows power save setting for a drive

Setting items are shown below.

B Unconfigured drives

Unconfigured drives are available.

Checked: available/
[Cleared: unavailable]

C Hot spare drives

Drives assigned to hotspare are
available.

Checked: available/
[Cleared: unavailable]

D Configured drives

Drives used in disk arrays are available

Checked: available/
[Cleared: unavailable]
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Power Save Setting: Power save setting submenu

5
You can display and change the information on the disk array (logical drive) that is
already set.
Select [Virtual Drives] in the main menu, and the following screen appears

Select a disk array for viewing information and changing the setting from the list on the
upper right of the screen. Check [Properties] and then click [Go], and the disk array
properties screen appears.

A

C

B
E
G

D
F
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A

What is displayed

Setting/display value **

RAID Level

RAID level

-

Status

Status of the disk array

-

Strip Size

Stripe size of the disk array

-

Capacity

Size of the disk array

-

B

Access

Access mode

[RW (reading and writing)] /
Read Only (reading only) /
Blocked (access denied)

C

Read

Read policy

[Normal (no advance reading)] / Ahead
(always advance reading) / Adaptive
(advance reading only in the event of
sequential access)

D

Disk Cache

Setting the cache installed
in a physical hard disk

[Disable (cache: not used)] /
[Enable (cache: used) /
No Change (based on the hard disk setting)]

E

I/O

Setting the read-cache
operation

[Direct (reading from the cache at a cache
hit)] /
[Cached (always reading from the cache)]

F

Disable BGI

Setting the background
initializing

No (background initializing valid) / [Yes
(background initializing invalid)]

G

Default Write
*1

Setting the write cache

[Write Through (write cache invalid)] /
[Always Write Back (write-cache valid)] /
Write Back with BBU (Write cache is valid
only when the battery is installed.)

*1“Default Write” supports setting in “Always Write Back” only when the system equipment is
connected to UPS. Even so, set “Write through” when installing OS. if not, the installation may not
finish properly. Do not set “Write Back with BBU”.

NOTICE
When enabling the write cache of the disk array, connect the system equipment to
UPS. When you use the equipment without connecting to the UPS, data can disappear
to be corrupted at a voltage sag or power failure.
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5
Here you display the information on the physical hard disk in the physical drive
connected to the disk array controller.
Select [Drives] in the main menu, the following screen appears.

Select a disk array for viewing and setting information from the list on the upper right of
the screen. Check [Properties] and then click [Go]. Then the following screen appears.

Drives properties: Disk properties menu 1


With firmware version 2.60.13-0873

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
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Drives: Viewing Physical Hard Disk Information

5

What is displayed

A

Enclosure ID

ID number of the enclosure device connected

B

Revision

Firmware version

C

Slot Number

Number of the slot installed

D

Device Type

Device type

E

Connected Port

Port number of the disk array controller board
connected

F

Media Errors

Number of media errors detected

G

Pred Fail Count

Number of S.M.A.R.T. warnings reported

H

SAS Address

SAS address

I

Physical Drive Status

status

Items described in the table above cannot be changed.
For the status of the physical hard disk, refer to "Status".
[Media Errors] and [Pred Fail Count] are cleared when you
turn out the system power or reboot the system.

With firmware version 2.110.63-1184/2.120.233-1474 or later



A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

When you click [Prev], the previous screen appears.
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Display item

5

What is displayed

A

Connector

Connector of the disk array controller board
connected

B

Enclosure ID

ID number of the enclosure device connected

C

Model Name

Disk model name

D

Vendor

Vendor name

E

Revision

Firmware version

F

Slot Number

Number of the slot installed

G

Device Type

Device type

H

Connected Port

Port number of the disk array controller board
connected

Items described in the table above cannot be changed.
For the status of the physical hard disk, refer to "Status".
[Media Errors] and [Pred Fail Count] are cleared when you
turn out the system power or reboot the system.

Drives properties: Disk properties menu 2


With firmware version 2.60.13-0873

Display item

What is displayed

A

Certified

Certification

B

Power Status

Power Status

C

FDE Capable

Encryption function: Capable or not

D

Max Device Speed

Maximum speed for connection

E

Link Speed

Speed for connection

Items described in the table above cannot be changed.
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Display item

5

With firmware version 2.110.63-1184

Display item

BIOS Setup



What is displayed

A

Media Errors

Number of media errors detected

B

Pred Fail Count

Number of S.M.A.R.T. warnings reported

C

SAS Address

SAS address

D

Physical Drive Status

status

E

Certified

Certification

F

FDE Capable

Encryption function: Capable or not

G

Max Device Speed

Maximum speed for connection

H

Link Speed

Speed for connection

Items described in the table above cannot be changed.
For the status of the physical hard disk, refer to "Status".
[Media Errors] and [Pred Fail Count] are cleared when you
turn out the system power.



With firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later
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5

What is displayed

A

Media Errors

Number of media errors detected

B

Pred Fail Count

Number of S.M.A.R.T. warnings reported

C

SAS Address

SAS address

D

Physical Drive Status

status

E

Certified

Certification

F

FDE Capable

Encryption function: Capable or not

G

Max Device Speed

Maximum speed for connection

H

Link Speed

Speed for connection

Items described in the table above cannot be changed.
For the status of the physical hard disk, refer to "Status".
[Media Errors] and [Pred Fail Count] are cleared when you
turn out the system power.

Drives properties: Disk properties menu 3


With firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later

Display item
A

Temperature (Celsius)

What is displayed
Disk temperature

An item described in the table above cannot be changed.
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Display item

5

Switching the Display Mode
This section describes switching disk array display modes in the main menu.
There are two types of display mode: "Logical View" and "Physical View."
The Logical View mode displays the configured disk array (Virtual Drives), physical
hard disks consisting of the disk array (Drives), and hot spare information.
The Physical View mode displays a list of physical hard disks comprising a disk array
configuration.

Logical View mode:
Disk array configuration/
Physical hard disk/
Hotspare

Physical View mode:
Hard Disk configuration

The Logical View mode is applied when the MegaRAID
WebBIOS is started.
To switch to the physical view mode, click "Physical View" in
the Logical View mode from the main menu.
To switch to the logical view mode, click "Logical View" in the
Physical View mode from the main menu.
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Building Disk Arrays
This section describes the procedure for building disk arrays.
The building of disk arrays should be entirely performed from "Configuration Wizard."

NOTICE
You must not change the disk array during system operations. If you do,
all data will be lost from those hard disks due to change in the disk array.

!

Note

Make sure to set each item in the recommended value
unless other specific directions are given. Otherwise, the
system may not properly operate. We have no responsibility
for the malfunction due to the setting except our
recommended values.

Building Disk Arrays
This section describes the procedure for building new disk arrays.

Building Disk Arrays for RAID 0, 1, 5, and 6
Here is a procedure for building disk arrays for RAID 0, 1, and 5.

NOTICE
RAID0 with a single hard disk does not have redundancy. When an error
occurs in a hard disk, therefore, all data in the hard disk will be lost. It is
recommended that RAID1/RAID5/RAID6/RAID10 should be created to
improve fault tolerance with data redundancy.

To build RAID 10, refer to "Building Disk Arrays for RAID 10".
For how to set hotspare, refer to "Setting Hotspares."
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5

Select "Configuration Wizard" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Check "New Configuration" or "Add Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.

NOTICE
If you select [New Configuration], all data in those hard disks will be lost. Backup
your required data before selecting “New Configuration”.

The existing disk arrays will remain when you select "Add
Configuration". "Add Configuration" should be selected when
you want to keep the existing disk arrays, and to build disk
arrays using additional hard disks.
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1

5

If you select "New Configuration", the following screen
appears first. Clicking [Yes] here allows you to build a disk
array.

3

Check "Manual Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.

4

Select a hard disk for building a disk array.
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If you select "New Configuration", you lose the existing disk
arrays. This should be selected when you discard the
existing a disk array and build a new one.

5

Number of hard disks required

JBOD

1

RAID 0

2 or more

RAID 1

2

RAID 5

3 or more

RAID 6

4 or more

The number of hard disks required varies depending on the RAID level to be set.
The following table summarizes the number of hard disks required.

RAID 6 with three hard disks is not supported. If you
configure it, it can not properly operate.

You can select only a hard disk whose status is
"Unconfigured Good" (unused).
To select multiple hard disks, click them while pressing the
[Ctrl] key.
5

After selecting all hard disks for building a disk array, click the [Add to
Array] button.
Status of those selected hard disks is [Online] that is displayed in the [Disk
Groups] pane.

To release a hard disk from [Online], select the hard disk and
click the [Reclaim] button.
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RAID level

5

Click [Accept DG].

BIOS Setup

6

The following screen appears.

7

Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.
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5

Click [Add to SPAN].

BIOS Setup

8

The following screen appears.

9

Click [Next].
The following screen appears.



With firmware version 2.60.13-0873 or 2.110.63-1184
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With firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later



Specify the RAID level, stripe size, read policy, write policy, and disk array
size.
Set each item in the following value

Item

Content

Setting value

RAID Level *1

RAID Level

Specify any level.

Stripe Size *2

Stripe size
(only RAID 0 and 5)

8KB /16KB/32KB/[64KB]/128KB/256KB/512KB/1MB

Access Policy

Access policy

[RW (reading and writing)] /
Read Only (reading only) /
Blocked (access denied)

Read Policy

Read policy

[Normal (no advance reading)] /
Ahead (always advance reading) /
Adaptive (advance reading only in the event of
sequential access)

Write Policy *3

Write policy

[Write Through (write cache invalid)] /
Always Write Back (write-cache valid) /
Write Back with BBU (Write cache is valid only when
the battery is installed.)

IO Policy *3

Read-cache operation

[Direct (reading from the cache at a cache hit)] /
Cached (always reading from the cache)

Drive Cache

Setting the hard disk
cache

[Disable (setting invalid)] / Enable (setting valid) /
No change (depending on the hard disk setting)

Disable BGI

Setting the background
initializing

No (background initializing valid) /
[Yes (background initializing invalid)]

Select Size *4 *5 *6 Size of a disk array

Entering the maximum capacity value.

*1 RAID 6 with three hard disks is not supported.
*2 For RAID 1, set 64KB by default.
*3 In Write Policy, [Always Write Back] can be set only when the system equipment is connected to the
UPS (uninterruptible power supply). Even in this case, set [Write Through] when the operating
system is installed. If not, installation may not be properly completed. To set [Always Write Back],
change the setting after installing the OS referring to “Changing the Write Policy for Disk Arrays”. Do
not select [Write Back with BBU].
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5

Maximum capacity value under the RAID 0 setting: 317.5 GB
Maximum capacity value under the RAID 5 setting: 254.0 GB
Maximum capacity value under the RAID 6 setting: 190.5 GB
*5 Type the correct size, especially decimal digits, for the maximum cpapcity size shown under [Next
LD, Possible RAID Levels]. Do not omit a value 0 (zero).
*6 With firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later, click [Update Size] button, and the maximum size in
the RAID level specified in [RAID Level] is entered.

NOTICE
When enabling the write cache of the disk array, connect the system equipment
to UPS. When you use the equipment without connecting to the UPS, data can
disappear to be corrupted at a voltage sag or power failure .

If you specify a larger disk array size than the maximum
capacity, [Unacceptable size] appears on the screen and all
the setting items are initialized. You need to reset all items to
the correct size.
11

Click the [Accept] button.


When selecting [Write Through] from [Write Policy], the following screen
apprear. Click [Yes].
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*4 Maximum capacity size that can be set is shown under [Next LD, Possible RAID Levels] at the right
of the screen. Change the maximum capacity value for your RAID level.

5
When selecting [Always Write Back] from [Write Policy], the following screen

apprear. Click [Yes].

The following screen appears after you click [Yes].
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12 Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.

13

Click the [Accept] button.
The following screen appears.

14

Click [Yes].
The following screen appears.

15

Click [No].
The screen returns to the main menu.

16

Initialize the disk array that you have built referring to “Initializing Disk
Arrays”.
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5

Here is a procedure for building disk arrays for RAID 10.
The following table summarizes the number of hard disks required building RAID 10.
RAID level
RAID 10

Number of hard disks required
4 or 6

For how to set hotspare, refer to "Setting Hotspares."

1

Select "Configuration Wizard" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Check "New Configuration" or "Add Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.
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Building Disk Arrays for RAID 10

5
If you select [New Configuration], all data in those hard disks will be lost. Backup
your required data before selecting “New Configuration”.

The existing disk arrays will remain when you select "Add
Configuration". "Add Configuration" should be selected when
you want to keep the existing disk arrays, and to build disk
arrays through an additional hard disk.
If you select "New Configuration", you lose the existing disk
arrays. This should be selected when you discard the
existing a disk array and build a new one.
If you select "New Configuration", the following screen
appears first. Clicking [Yes] here allows you to build a disk
array.

3

Check "Manual Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.
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NOTICE

5

Select two hard disks for building a disk array.

You can select only a hard disk whose status is
"Unconfigured Good" (unused).
To select multiple hard disks, click them while pressing the
[Ctrl] key.
5

After selecting two hard disks for building a disk array, click the [Add to
Array] button.
Status of those selected hard disks is [Online] that is displayed in the [Disk
Groups] pane.

To release a hard disk from [Online], select the hard disk and
click the [Reclaim] button.
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4

5

Click [Accept DG].

BIOS Setup

6

The following screen appears.

7

Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 until selecting all hard disks for RAID 10, and then
click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.
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5
Click [Add to SPAN] as many times as repeated steps 4, 5, and 6 in step 7.
Click it until the following display under [Array With Free Space] disappears.

9

Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.



With firmware version 2.60.13-0873 or 2.110.63-1184
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5

With firmware version 2.120.233-1474 or later
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Specify the RAID level, stripe size, read policy, write policy, and disk array
size.
Set each item in the following value.

Item

Content

Setting value **

RAID Level

RAID Level

[RAID 10]

Stripe Size *1

Stripe size

8KB / 16KB / 32KB / [64KB] / 128KB / 256KB / 512KB
/ 1MB

Access Policy

Access policy

[RW (reading and writing)] /
Read Only (reading only) /
Blocked (access denied)

Read Policy

Read policy

[Normal (no advanced reading)] /
Ahead (always advanced reading) /
Adaptive (advanced reading only in the event of
sequential access)

Write Policy *1

Write policy

[Write Through (write cache invalid)] /
Always Write Back (write-cache valid) /
Write Back with BBU (Write cache is valid only when
the battery is installed.)

IO Policy

Read-cache operation

[Direct (reading from the cache at a cache hit)] /
Cached (always reading from the cache)

Drive Cache

Setting the hard disk
cache

[Disable (setting invalid)] / Enable (setting valid) /
No change (depending on the hard disk setting)

Disable BGI

Setting the background
initializing

No (background initializing valid) /
[Yes (background initializing invalid)]

Select Size *2

Size of a disk array

-

*1
In Write Policy, [Always Write Back] can be set only when the system equipment is already
connected to the UPS (uninterruptible power supply). Even in this case, set [Write Through] when
the operating system is installed. Otherwise, installation may not be properly completed. To set
[Always Write Back], change the setting after installing the OS referring to “Changing the Write
Policy for Disk Arrays”.
*2 Keep the existing maximum capacity value in [Select Size].

301

5
When enabling the write cache of the disk array, connect the system equipment
to UPS. When you use the equipment without connecting to the UPS, data can
disappear to be corrupted at a voltage sag or power failure.

If you specify a larger disk array size than the maximum
capacity, [Unacceptable size] appears on the screen and all
the setting items are initialized. You need to reset all items to
the correct size.
11

Click the [Accept] button.


When you select [Write Through] from [Write Policy], the following screen
appears. Click [Yes].
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NOTICE

5
When you select [Always Write Back] from [Write Policy], the following screen
appears. Click [Yes].

The following screen appears after you click [Yes].
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5

Click the [Next] button.

BIOS Setup

12

The following screen appears.

13

Click the [Accept] button.
The following screen appears.

14

Click [Yes].
The following screen appears.

15

Click [No].
The screen returns to the main menu.

16

Initialize the disk array that you have built referring to “Initializing Disk
Arrays”.
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This section describes the procedure for initializing disk arrays

NOTICE
When a disk array is initialized, all data in those hard disks including the disk
array information will be lost. Backup your required data before initializing a disk
array.

1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

From the list of disk arrays displayed in the frame at the upper right, select
a disk array configuration to initialize.

3

Check "Slow Initialize" and click [Go].
The following screen appears.
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Initializing Disk Arrays

5

Click [Yes].

BIOS Setup

4

The progress of initialization is displayed.

5

Wait until the processing is completed 100%.
A guideline of initialization time is shown in the table below.
Single hard disk capacity

Initialization time

146GB (SAS 2.5 type)

Approximately 50 minutes

300GB (SAS 2.5 type)

Approximately 103 minutes

64GB (SATA II 2.5 type SDD)

Approximately 7 minutes

The initialization time varies depending on the single hard
disk capacity regardless of the RAID level or disk array
capacity.
6

When initialization is completed 100%, click the [Home] button to return to
the main menu.
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5

This section describes the procedure for deleting disk arrays.

NOTICE
When a disk array is deleted, all data in those hard disks including the disk array
information will be lost. Backup your required data before deleting a disk array.

Deleting All Disk Arrays Simultaneously
1

Select "Configuration Wizard" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Check "Clear Configuration" and click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.

3

Click [Yes].
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Deleting Disk Arrays

5

1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
that you want to delete. Then check "Properties" and click the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.
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Deleting Disk Arrays Selectively

5

Check "Del" and click the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.

4

Click [Yes].
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5

This section describes how to check the consistency of disk arrays.
Consistency check can be done from MegaRAID Storage Manager. Refer to the
“MegaRAID Storage Manager” manual in the DriverKit CD-ROM for how to check
consistency from the MegaRAID Storage Manager.
Consistency check on disk arrays can be executed only for
RAID 1, 5, 6, and 10.
1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
that you want to check the consistency. Then check "Properties" and click
the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.
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Checking Disk Arrays for Consistency

5

The progress of consistency check is displayed.

4

Wait until the processing is completed 100%.

5

When the consistency check is completed 100%, click [Home] to return to
the main menu.
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3 Check "CC" and click the [Go] button.

5
This section describes the procedure for changing the booting order in an environment
in which multiple disk arrays are set.
Normally, the highest order of booting is assigned to the disk array that was set in first.
You can assign a disk array that has been built later, however, to the highest in the
boot order.
1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

[Set Boot Drive] is followed by the number of the current disk
array being booted. [Set Boot Drive] is set to [NONE] by
default. With [NONE], a disk array built first will boot the first.

2

From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
for which you want to set a boot device. Next, check "Set Boot Drive" and
click the [Go] button.
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Changing the Order of Booting Disk Arrays

5

This section describes the procedure for setting hotspares.
Reserved disks include “Global hotspare” and “Dedicated hotspare (local spare)”.
Global hotspare is available for all disk arrays configured. Dedicated hotspare is
available for a specific disk array configured. Set one suitable for your purpose.







1

Be sure to configure the disk array redundant, RAID
1, 5, 6, or 10 before setting hotspares.
When a reserved disk is installed at the shipment,
its setting is “Global hotspare”. Then if you set
“Dedicated hotspare” to the disk, delete the
hotspare setting before setting a new one. Refer to
“Canceling Hotspares” for details.
Attach a hard disk to a disk array consisting of hard
disks as a reserved disk, and do an SSD to a disk
array of SSDs as well. A different-type disk cannot
be configured as a reserved disk.
Click the hard disk that is recognized as [Unconfigured Drives] in the
[Logical View] pane while the main menu is displayed.

Only a hard disk whose status is "Unconfigured Good"
(unused) can be selected.
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Setting Hotspares

5
To set “Global hotspare”, check [Make Global HSP]. To set “Dedicated
hotspare”, click a disk array configuration to protect in the pane on the
right of the window and then check [Make Dedicated HSP].

3

Check [Make Global HSP] or [Make Dedicated HSP], and then click the [Go]
button.
Hotspare is set to the specified hard disk.
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This section describes the procedure for canceling hotspares.
1

When the main menu is displayed, click the hard disk that is set in
hotspare in [Logical View] or [Physical View].
Select a hard disk with hotspare status.
The following screen appears.

2

Check [Remove HOTSPARE] and click the [Go] button.
Hotspare is relieved.
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Canceling Hotspares

5
Here is a procedure of rebuilding disk arrays in case of trouble that occurred on one
hard disk in a redundant disk array configuration (RAID 1, 5, 6, 10).
With RAID 6, rebuilding can restore the system even if two
hard disks have failed.
With hotspares configuration, rebuilding will work automatically when hard disk trouble
occurs. Without hotspare configuration, rebuilding will work automatically after you
replace the faulty hard disk in hot-plug.
Hereafter is a procedure of manual rebuilding in case that rebuilding doesn’t work
automatically for some reason.
1

Select "Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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Rebuilding Disk Arrays

5
Select a hard disk with the [Offline] status, check [Rebuild], and click the
[Go] button.
The progress of rebuilding is displayed.

3

Wait until the processing is completed 100%.
A guideline of rebuilding time is shown in the table below.
RAID level
RAID 1
RAID 5

Capacity of a disk array

Rebuilding time

146GB (SAS: 146GB 2.5-type HDD x 2)

Approximately 50 minutes

64GB (SATA II: 64GB 2.5-type SSD x 2)

Approximately 11 minutes

292GB (SAS: 146GB 2.5-type HDD x 3)

Approximately 50 minutes

128 GB (SATA II: 64GB 2.5-type SSD x 3) Approximately 11 minutes
RAID 6

292GB (SAS: 146GB 2.5-type HDD x 4)

Approximately 90 minutes

128 GB (SATA II: 64GB 2.5-type SSD x 4) Approximately 11 minutes
RAID 10

294GB (SAS: 146GB 2.5-type HDD x 4)

Approximately 50 minutes

128 GB (SATA II: 64GB 2.5-type SSD x 4) Approximately 11 minutes

The rebuilding time is proportional to the capacity of a disk
array.

4

When rebuilding is completed 100%, click [Home] to return to the main
menu.
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5
This section describes how to expand a disk array with the RAID 0, 5, or 6 by adding
hard disks to use.
Disk array expansion can also be done from MegaRAID Storage Manager. Refer to the
“MegaRAID Storage Manager” manual in the DriverKit CD-ROM for how to expand
disk arrays from the MegaRAID Storage Manager.
A disk array expansion cannot be cancelled during the
execution.
Sure to install a hard disk with “Unconfigured Good” status
(unused) before expanding the capacity.

1

Select [Virtual Drives] in the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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Expanding Disk Array Capacity

5
Select a disk array to expand the capacity from the list displayed on the
upper right of the screen, check [Properties], and click the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.

3

Check [Adv_Opers], and click the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.

4

Check [Change RAID Level and Add Drive], select a hard disk to expand
the capacity from the pane below, and then click the [Go] button.

To select multiple hard disks, click hard disks while pressing
the [Ctrl] key.
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5

5

BIOS Setup

The following screen appears.

Click [Yes].
The following screen appears.

6

Click the [VD Progress Info] button.
The progress of the capacity expansion is displayed.
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5

Wait until the expansion is completed 100%
A guideline of expanding time is shown in the table below.

RAID
level

Capacity of a disk array

RAID 0 Expands “438GB (SAS: 146GB 2.5-type HDD x 3)”

Rebuilding time for expansion
Approximately 300 minutes

Expands “192GB (SATA II: 64GB 2.5-type SSD x 3)” Approximately 70 minutes
RAID 5 Expands “292GB (SAS: 146GB 2.5-type HDD x 3)”

Approximately 300 minutes

Expands “128GB (SATA II: 64GB 2.5-type SSD x 3)” Approximately 50 minutes
RAID 6 Expands “292GB (SAS: 146GB 2.5-type HDD x 4”

Approximately 300 minutes

Expands “128GB (SATA II: 64GB 2.5-type SSD x 4)” Approximately 50 minutes

The rebuilding time for expansion is proportional to the
capacity of a disk array regardless of the number of hard
disks to add.

8

When expansion is completed 100%, click [Home] to return to the main
menu.
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Changing the Write Policy for Disk Arrays
This section describes the procedure of changing the write policies. Enabling Write
Cache can improve the write perfromance.

NOTICE
When enabling the write cache of the disk array, connect the system equipment
to UPS. When you use the equipment without connecting to the UPS, data can
disappear to be corrupted at a voltage sag or power failure.

In Write Policy, “Always Write Back” can be supported only
when the system equipment is connected to the UPS
(uninterruptible power supply).
Even in this case, set to [Write Through] when installing the
operating system. Otherwise, installation may not be properly
completed.

1

Select [Virtual Drives] in the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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The following screen appears.

3

Select the write policy from [Default Write] in the Policies pane, and click
the [Change] button.
Setting value

Description

Always Write Back

Write cache is valid.

Write Through

Write cache is invalid.

Write Back with BBU

Write cache is valid only when the battery is
installed.

In Write Policy, operation with [Always Write Back] can be
supported only when the system equipment is connected to
the UPS (uninterruptible power supply).
Even in this case, set [Write Through] when installing OS.
Otherwise, installation may not be properly completed.
Do not select [Write Back with BBU].
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2 From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk
array for which you want to change the write policy. Check "Properties"
and click the [Go] button.

5
When you select [Write Through] from [Write Policy], the following screen
appears. Then click [Yes].



When you select [Always Write Back] from [Write Policy], the following screen
appears. Then click [Yes].

Click [Home] to return to the main menu.

Set the write policy per disk array. When building multiple
disk arrays, set the write policy to all disk arrays.
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BIOS Settings: Enabled or Disabled
When using boot from an external storage, you need to disable Controller BIOS
settings, Controller BIOS. When using N+M cold standby, you also need to disable the
standby partition as well.
This section describes the procedure for changing the BIOS settings.
When the BIOS setting: Controller BIOS setting is changed to
Disabled, you cannot execute the boot from the disk array.


1

With firmware version 2.60.13-0873
Select [Controller Properties] from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.
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5
Select one of the setting values in the table below from [Controller BIOS],
and the click the [Submit] button.
Setting value

Description

Enabled

Enables BIOS.
Enables the boot from the disk array.

Disabled

Disables BIOS.
Disables the boot from the disk array.

Make sure to click the [Submit] button after changing the
setting.

4

Confirm that [Controller BIOS] is set to that value.

5

Click the [Home] button to return to the main menu.



1

With firmware version 2.110.63-1184 or later
Select [Controller Properties] from the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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5

Click the [Next] button.

BIOS Setup

2

The following screen appears.

3

Click [Next] once more.
The following screen appears.

4

Select one of the setting values in the table below from [Controller BIOS],
and then click the [Submit] button.
Setting value

Description

Enabled

Enables BIOS of SAS RAID board.
Enables the boot from the disk array.

Disabled

Disables BIOS of SAS RAID board.
Disables the boot from the disk array.

Make sure to click the [Submit] button after changing the
setting.
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5

Confirm that [Controller BIOS] is set to that value.

6

Click the [Home] button to return to the main menu.

Disk with Foreign Configuration
This section describes how to deal with a hard disk with a different configuration
detected from the disk array controller board configuration.
Difference in configuration between disks may be caused by the following condition.

Conditions to generate foreign configuration
A disk failed and could not be recognized. Then the disk has been restored to be
recognized.
A disk, containing disk array configuration information used in another unit, is used.

1

Click the [Preview] button.
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5

If the displayed configuration is correct, click [Import].
If the displayed configuration is incorrect, click [Cancel].
When the screen returns to Step 1, click [Clear].

When clicking [Clear], a message “Previous foreign
configuration will be lost. Do you want to proceed?” is
displayed. Then click [Yes], and the previous foreign
configuration will be eliminated.
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Status
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Status of the Disk Array
Here is a list of statuses for disk arrays.
Status

Description

Optimal

Normal. The disk array is perfect in function.

Partially Degraded

One hard disk fails in the RAID 6 disk array.

Degraded

One hard disk fails in the RAID 1, 5, or 10 disk array. Or two hard
disks fail in the RAID 6 disk array.

Offline

The disk array is inoperable because of either failures in multiple
hard disks in a redundant disk array or a failure in a hard disk in a
non-redundant disk array.

Status of the Hard Disk
Hers is a list of statuses for hard disks.
Status

Description

Online

Normal.

Offline/Failed

A fault has occurred.
The hard disk is separated from the disk array due to failure.

Rebuild

Rebuilding is underway.

GL HOTSPARE

This is set as a global hotspare.

DED HOTSPARE This is set as a dedicated hotspare.
Unconfigured
GOOD

This is not used for a disk array.

Unconfigured Bad A fault has occurred.
The unrecognizable hard disk is restored to recognizable.
Missing

A fault has occurred.
A "normal" hard disk has been removed.
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BIOS Messages
Here is a list of messages for MegaRAID WebBIOS displayed at system startup.
Message

Description

Cache data was lost due to an unexpected power-off
or reboot during a write operation, but the adapter
has recovered. This could be due to memory
problems, bad battery, or you may not have a battery
installed.

When this message appears if you have not
done an incorrect power-off or reboot during
write processing, contact your reseller or call
maintenance personnel.

Memory/battery problems were detected. The
adapter has recovered, but cached data was lost.
Cache data was lost due to an unexpected power-off
or reboot during a write operation, but the adapter
has recovered. This could be due to memory
problems, bad battery, or you may not have a battery
installed.
Cache data was lost, but the controller has
recovered. This could be due to the fact that your
controller had protected cache after an unexpected
power loss and your system was without power
longer than the battery backup time.
The cache contains dirty data, but some VDs are
missing or will go offline, so the cached data can not
be written to disk. If this is an unexpected error, then
please power off your system and check your cables
to ensure all disks are present. If you continue,
the data in cache will be permanently discarded.
Press 'X' to acknowledge and permanently destroy
the cached data.
Foreign configuration(s) found on adapter.
Press any key to continue or 'C' to load the
configuration utility, or ‘F’ to import foreign
configuration(s) and continue.

A hard disk with a different configuration from
the disk array configuration in the disk array
controller was detected.
Refer to “Disk with Foreign Configuration”.

FW package: xxxx

This shows the firmware package version. You
do not need to take any action.

The battery hardware is missing or malfunctioning,
the battery is unplugged, or the battery could be fully
discharged. If you continue to boot the system, the
battery-backed cache will not function. If battery is
connected and has been allowed to charge for 30
minutes and this message continues to appear, then
contact technical support for assistance.
Press ‘D’ to disable this warning (if your controller
does not have a battery).

Battery backup unit information is not set
correctly.
Press the [D] key while this message is
displayed.
If not recovered, contact your reseller from
which you purchased the product or counsel
maintenance personnel.

The battery is currently discharged or disconnected.
Verify the connection and allow 30 minutes for
charging. If the battery is properly connected and it
has not returned to operational state after 30 minutes
of charging then contact technical support for
additional assistance.
Press 'D' to disable this warning (if your controller
does not havea battery).
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Description
Some hard disks with the disk array
configuration information have been removed.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

The following VDs have missing disks: X Y
If you proceed (or load the configuration utility), these
VDs will be marked OFFLINE and will be
inaccessible. Please check your cables and ensure
all disks are present.

Since some hard disks have been removed, the
disk array is set in OFFLINE.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

A discovery error has occurred, please powercycle
the system add all the enclosures attached to this
system.

The disk array controller or hard disk has not
been properly recognized.
If this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

The following VDs are missing: X Y …
If you proceed (or load the configuration utility), these
VDs will be removed from your configuration. If you
wish to use them at a later time, they will have to be
imported. If you believe these VDs should be
present, please power off your system and check
your cables to ensure all disks are present.

Some disk array configurations are removed.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

All of the disks from your previous configuration are
gone. If this is an unexpected message, then please
power off your system and check your cables to
ensure all disks are present.

All hard disks with disk array configuration
information have been removed.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Press any key to continue, or 'C' to load the
configuration utility.

When this message is displayed, press the [C]
key to start MegaRAID WebBIOS.

Press <Ctrl> <H> for WebBIOS.

When this message is displayed, press the
[Ctrl] and [H] keys at the same time to start
MegaRAID WebBIOS.

Your battery is bad or missing, and you have VDs
configured for write-back mode. Because the battery
is not usable, these VDs will actually run in writethrough mode until the battery is replaced.

Write cache is not enabled because MegaRAID
Storage Manager has set the write policy (write
cache setting) to Write Back.
Change the write policy setting from MegaRAID
WebBIOS referring to “Changing the Write
Policy for Disk Arrays”.
Do not change the write cache from the
MegaRAID Storage Manager any more.

Multibit ECC errors were detected on the RAID
controller. The DIMM on the controller needs
replacement. Please contact technical support to
resolve this issue. If you continue, data corruption
can occur.
Press 'X' to continue or else power off the system
and replace the DIMM module and reboot. If you
have replaced the DIMM, press 'X' to continue.

An error has occurred in the cache memory of
the disk array controller.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Single-bit ECC errors were detected during the
previous boot of the RAID controller. The DIMM on
the controller needs replacement. Please contact
technical support to resolve this issue.
Press 'X' to continue or else power off the system
and replace the DIMM module and reboot. If you
have replaced the DIMM, press 'X' to continue.
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Message
Some configured disks have been removed from
your system, or are no longer accessible. Please
check your cables and also ensure all disks are
present.

5

Description

Multibit ECC errors were detected on the RAID
controller. If you continue, data corruption can occur
Please contact technical support to resolve this
issue. Press 'X' to continue or else power off the
system, replace the controller and reboot.
Single-bit ECC errors were detected on the RAID
controller. Please contact technical support to
resolve this issue. Press 'X' to continue or else power
off the system, replace the controller and reboot.
Single-bit overflow ECC errors were detected on the
RAID controller. If you continue, data corruption can
occur. Please contact technical support to resolve
this issue. Press 'X' to continue or else power off the
system, replace the controller and reboot.
RAID Adapter Memory Error!!! Please check the
An error has occurred in the memory of the disk
SDRAM connection. If problems persist contact Tech array controller.
Support Press Any Key to Continue
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.
Adapter at Baseport XXXXh is not responding. No
MegaRAID Adapter installed.

Baseport XXXXh does not respond.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

This is a TEST message. You may hit a key to ignore When this message is displayed, contact your
it, or wait 5 seconds. No further action is required.
reseller or call maintenance personnel.
This firmware is an ALPHA version - It has not
completed all validations. The validation stamp is: X
Y.

When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

This firmware is BETA version - It has not completed When this message is displayed, contact your
all validations. The validation stamp is: X Y.
reseller or call maintenance personnel.
This firmware is a TEST version - It has not
completed any validation.

When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Firmware version inconsistency was detected.
The adapter has recovered, but cached data was
lost.

When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

The most recent configuration command could not be The disk array configuration has been cleared
committed and must be retried.
or cannot be detected.
Previous configuration cleared or missing Importing When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.
configuration created on X/Y X:Y
An enclosure was found that contains both SAS and
SATA drives, but this controller does not allow mixed
drive types in a single enclosure. Please correct the
problem then restart your system.

The disk array controller operates with incorrect
parameters.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

SAS drives were detected, but this controller does
not support SAS drives. Please remove the SAS
drives then restart your system.
SATA drives were detected, but this controller does
not support SATA drives. Please remove the SATA
drives then restart your system.
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Message
Single-bit overflow ECC errors were detected during
the previous boot of the RAID controller. The DIMM
on the controller needs replacement. Please contact
technical support to resolve this issue. If you
continue, data corruption can occur.
Press 'X' to continue or else power off the system
and replace the DIMM module and reboot. If you
have replaced the DIMM, press 'X' to continue.

5

Description

Invalid SAS topology detected. Please check your
cable configurations repair the problem, and restart
your system.

When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Invalid

SAS Address present in SBR. Please contact Invalid SAS address exists.
your system support.
When this message is displayed, contact your
Press any key to continue with Default SAS Address reseller or call maintenance personnel.
Invalid SAS Address present in MFC data. Please
program valid SAS Address and restart your system.
Your VDs that are configured for write-back are
temporarily running in write-through mode. This is
caused by the battery being charged, missing or bad.
Please allow the battery to charge for 24 hours
before evaluating the battery for replacement.
The following VDs are affected: X
Press any key to continue.

A logical drive configured in Write Back is
temporarily operating in Wright Through. The
write-back setting may not be correct.
Configure the write policy setting referring to
“Changing the Write Policy for Disk Arrays”.

Invalid memory configuration detected. Please
contact your system support. System has halted.

When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Entering the configuration utility in this state will
result in drive configuration changes. Press 'Y' to
continue loading the configuration utility or please
power off your system and check your cables to
ensure all disks are present and reboot.

Hard disk configuration has been changed.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Attached Enclosure doesn't support in controller's
Direct mapping mode. Please contact your system
support. System has halted due to unsupported
configuration.

Improper information was detected from the
enclosure.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Expander Detected in controller with Direct mapping
mode Reconfiguring automatically to persistent
mapping mode. Automatic reboot would happen in
10 seconds.

A device (expander) not supported was
detected.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Your controller's IO processor has a fault that can
potentially cause data corruption. Your controller
needs replacement. Please contact your system
support. To continue please press 'Y' to
acknowledge.

When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Number of disks exceeded the maximum supported Improper hard disks were detected.
count of X disks Please remove the extra drives and When this message is displayed, contact your
reboot system to avoid losing data
reseller or call maintenance personnel.
Press 'Y' to continue with extra drives
Number of devices exceeded the maximum limit of
devices per quad Please remove the extra drives and
reboot system to avoid losing data System has
halted due to unsupported configuration
Drive security is enabled on this controller and a
pass phrase is required. Please enter the pass
phrase.

Hard disk security function is not supported.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

Invalid pass phrase. Please enter the pass phrase.
There was a drive security key error. All secure
drives will be marked as foreign.
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Message

There are X enclosures connected to connector Y,
Incorrect enclosures were detected.
but only maximum of Z enclosures can be connected When this message is displayed, contact your
to a single SAS connector. Please remove the extra reseller or call maintenance personnel.
enclosures then restart your system.

5

Description

Unable to communicate to EKMS. If you continue,
there will be a drive security key error and all secure
configurations will be marked as foreign. Please
check connection with the EKMS, reboot the
machine to retry the EKMS or press any key to
continue.
Unable to Rekey security to EKMS as not able to
communicate to EKMS. If you continue, the drive
security will remain to existing security mode. Please
check connection with the EKMS, reboot the
machine to retry the EKMS or press any key to
continue.
The native configuration is no longer supported by
When this message is displayed, contact your
the current controller settings. Please ensure that
reseller or call maintenance personnel.
correct controller or ibutton is being used. If you
continue the configuration will be marked foreign and
part of it may be imported if possible.
Press any key to continue.
The battery is currently discharged or disconnected. Battery backup unit information is incorrect.
Verify the connection and allow 30 minutes for
When this message is displayed, contact your
charging. If the battery is properly connected and it
reseller or call maintenance personnel.
has not returned to operational state after 30 minutes
of charging then contact technical support for
additional assistance.
The battery is currently discharged or disconnected.
VDs configured in write-back mode will run in writethrough mode to protect your data and will return to
write-back policy when the battery is operational. If
VDs have not returned to write-back mode after 30
minutes of charging then contact technical support
for additional assistance. The following VDs are
affected: X
Press any key to continue.
Two BBUs are connected to the adapter. This is not
a supported configuration. Battery and caching
operations are disabled.
Remove one BBU and reboot to restore battery and
caching operations. If dirty cache is lost in this boot
that could have been because of dual battery
presence.
Firmware did not find valid NVDATA image. Please
program valid NVDATA image and restart your
system Press any key to continue

When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

IR to MR Migration failed. Press any key to continue
with MR defined NVDATA values

Migration is not supported.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

There are offline or missing virtual drives with
preserved cache. Please check the cables and
ensure that all drives are present.

No logical drive can be found.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

There are offline or missing virtual drives with
preserved cache. Please check the cables and
ensure that all drives are present.
Press any key to enter the configuration utility.
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Message
Invalid pass phrase. If you continue, there will be a
drive security key error and all secure configurations
will be marked as foreign. Reboot the machine to
retry the pass phrase or press any key to continue.

5

Description

Upgrade Key Missing! An upgrade key was present
on a previous power cycle, but it is not connected.
This can result in inaccessible data unless it is
addressed.
Please re-attach the upgrade key and reboot.

Upgrade is not supported.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

A snapshot rollback is in progress on VDs X,
controller cannot boot till the rollback operation
completes.
Press any key to enter the configuration utility.

Snapshot is not supported.
When this message is displayed, contact your
reseller or call maintenance personnel.

The Following VDs: X have Rollback active and
corresponding Repository missing. If you continue to
boot the system or enter the configuration utility,
these VDs will become unusable.
Press any key to Continue.
Snapshot Repository VDs X have been removed
from your system, or are no longer accessible.
Please check your cables and ensure all disks are
present. If you continue to boot the system, the
snapshot related data will be lost.
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Message

Incompatible secondary iButton present! Please
iButton is improper.
insert the correct iButton and restart the system.
When this message is displayed, contact your
Press any key to continue but OEM specific features reseller or call maintenance personnel.
will not be upgraded!

5

The system equipment can set a disk array using the utility “MegaRAID WebBIOS”.
Under normal operation, you do not need to change the settings.
Setting is required only if you need to change the system configuration, for example, when you
have changed hard disks.
Make sure to operate MegaRAID WebBIOS in accordance with descriptions in this manual.
Otherwise, it may not work properly. Do not execute the operation other than described in this
manual.

!

Note

When using a mouse in MegaRAID WebBIOS operation, set
the item “Legacy USB Support” to the default value [Enabled]
in “I/O device configuration submenu”.
When Legacy USB Support is set in Disabled, refer to
Setup Menu Screen > Advanced: Advanced Menu
> I/O Device Configuration: I/O device configuration submenu.
Then Set the item “Legacy USB Support” to Enabled.







When using the boot from an external storage,
disable the boot from MegaRAID WebBIOS.
Referring to “BIOS Settings: Enabled or Disabled”,
change the controller BIOS setting to Disabled.
When using N+M cold standby, change the settings
for the server blade of the standby partition.
Connect a mouse to the remote console before
starting MegaRAID.
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MegaRAID WebBIOS (R4/R5 model)

5
Check the firmware version of the disk array controller before operating MegaRAID
WebBIOS.
MegaRAID WebBIOS Screens and items on them may be
different depending on the firmware version. Check the
firmware version of your disk array controller with the
procedure shown below, and refer to information for the
version.
1

Power on the system equipment.

2

When the following screen is displayed, press and hold the [Ctrl] key on
the lower left and press the [H] key to start MegaRAID WebBIOS.
LSI MegaRAID SAS-MFI BIOS
Version xx.xx.xx (Build xxxxxx xx, 20xx)
Copyright(c) 20xx LSI Corparation
HA –x (Bus xx Dev xx) MegaRAID SAS xxxxxxxxx
FW package: xx.xx.xx.-xxxx

x JBOD(s) found on the host adapter
x JBOD(s) handled by BIOS
x Virtual Drive(s) found on the host adapter.
x Virtual Drive(s) handled by BIOS
Press <Ctrl><H> for WebBIOS

If the operating system has been started before you press the keys, finish the
operating system and then restart the system equipment. Check the manual for
ending your OS because some operating systems, such as Windows, require
shutdown or other special operations to finish it.
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Checking Firmware Version of Disk
Array Controller

5
From the main menu, select [Adapter Selection] to show the following
screen.

4

Check [Firmware Version] to find the firmware version of the disk array
controller.

Refer to the following table to find information for the
firmware version.
Firmware version

Refer to:

2.0.04-0728-PL-

Information for the firmware version 2.0.04-0728

2.110.74-1218

Information for the firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later
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3

5

Use the following procedure to start and finish the MegaRAID WebBIOS.



Starting Procedure
1

Turn on the power supply of the system equipment.

2

When the following screen appears, press and hold the [Ctrl] key and press
the [H] key.
The MegaRAID WebBIOS is started.
LSI MegaRAID SAS-MFI BIOS
Version xx.xx.xx (Build xxxxxx xx, 20xx)
Copyright(c) 20xx LSI Corporation
HA –x (Bus xx Dev xx) MegaRAID SAS xxxxxxxxx
FW package: xx.xx.xx.-xxxx
x JBOD(s) found on the host adapter
x JBOD(s) handled by BIOS
x Virtual Drive(s) found on the host adapter.
x Virtual Drive(s) handled by BIOS
Press <Ctrl><H> for WebBIOS

If the operating system has been started before you press the key, shutdown the
OS and then restart the system equipment. Check the manual to finish your
operating system because some operating systems, such as Windows, require
shutdown and other special operations when they are terminated.
3

The MegaRAID WebBIOS is started and "Adapter Selection" appears.
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Starting and Ending MegaRAID
WebBIOS

5

!

Note

Press the [Ctrl] key on the lower left of the keyboard once.

If the [Ctrl] key on the lower left of the keyboard is not
pressed, your keyboard and mouse may not operate properly.
If the keyboard or mouse is not available when you operate
MegaRAID WebBIOS, press the [Ctrl] key once.
5

Press the [Enter] key once.
If you do not press the [Enter] key, the mouse will not work properly.
The main menu is displayed.


With firmware version 2.0.04-0728



With firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later
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5
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If a hard disk which has different disk array configuration
from the record in the disk array controller board exists, the
following screen is displayed. Refer to “Disk with Foreign
Configuration” for the details about it.

Ending Procedure


1

With firmware version 2.0.04-0728
From the main menu, click [Exit].
The exit confirmation screen appears.

When you want to return to the main menu, click
.

2

Click [Yes].
Clicking [No] returns you to the main menu.
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1

In response to the following message, power off the system equipment or
click the [C+A+D] button in the toolbar of the system console, and then
restart the system equipment.

With firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later
On the main menu, click [Next] then [Exit] to dispay the confirmation
screen.

When the main menu is not displayed, click
to return to the main menu..

2

Click [Yes].
Clicking [No] returns you to the main menu.
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5
In response to the following message, power off the system equipment or
click the [C+A+D] button in the toolbar of the system console, and then
restart the system equipment.

Refer to “Remote Console Application Users Guide” for the
details of the remote console application.
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5
For MegaRAID WebBIOS, you can set individual items by using the following keys.
Connect a mouse to the remote console before starting MegaRAID WebBIOS.
Key/mouse

Operation

Mouse

Moves the mouse cursor.

Mouse - left button

- Selects an item that the mouse cursor is placed on.
- Moves the cursor to an item to which the mouse cursor
points.
- Selects a disk array or physical hard disk.

[0] to [9]

Enters numerical values.

[Ctrl]

Selects multiple disk arrays or hard disks.

[Delete], [Back Space]

Deletes an entered value.

Key Operation for MegaRAID WebBIOS
This section describes how to operate MegaRAID WebBIOS only with the keyboard.



Operating MegaRAID WebBIOS with Keyboard
Key

Operation

[Tab]

Moves the cursor in order. *1

[Shift] + [Tab] *2

Moves the cursor in reverse order.

[Enter], [Space]

- Selects the item that the cursor is placed on.
- Determines an item setting.
- Determines a disk array or physical hard disk.

[↑], [↓]

- Selects a disk array or physical hard disk.
- Selects a setting value.

[Shift]

Selects multiple disk arrays or hard disks.

[0] to [9]

Enters a numerical value.

[Delete], [Back Space]

Deletes an entered value.

You can set the following items for MegaRAID WebBIOS using the keyboard.
*1 The item selected by the cursor is encircled by the dotted line.
*2 This indicates that you should press and hold the [Shift] key and press the [Tab] key.

It may be hard to find the cursor on some screens. In this
case, press the [Tab] key or [Shift] + [Tab] keys to move the
cursor to a position that you can find it, and then move the
cursor to the position where you want to move it.
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Operation for MegaRAID WebBIOS

5

Screen Composition for MegaRAID WebBIOS
The main menu of the MegaRAID WebBIOS utility includes [Menu Icon], which is not
used in operation with the keyboard.



Operation in MegaRAID WebBIOS Setting/Disk Array Configuraiton
When operating MegaRAID WebBIOS only with the keyboard, replace the mouse with
the keyboard as follows:
“Click (an object).



Put the cursor on (the object) and press the [Enter] key or [Space] key.
“Give a check mark on (an object).”



Put the cursor on (the object) and press the [Enter] key or [Space] key.
Execute a specific operatin in setting or configuring a disk array as follows:
Selecting [Menu] > [Logical View] > [Physical View] in the main menu:



Press the [Tab] key or press the [Tab] key while pressing the [Shift] key to move
the cursor among [Menu], [Logical View], and [Physical View].


With the main menu displayed, press the [Tab] key once to move the cursor to
[Controller Selection] (selected status).



Move the cursor to [Exit] using the [Tab] key. With the cursor on [Exit], press
the [Tab] key once, and the cursor moves to [Logical View] or [Physical View]
on the right on the screen (selected status).



With the cursor on [Logical View] or [Physical View], press the [Tab] key twice,
and the cursor moves to [Controller Selection] on the left of the screen
(selected status).

You can select a hard disk or disk array using [↑] and [↓] keys
on the selection screen of [Logical View] or [Physical View].




Setting items in each menu:
To change a setting value, put the cursor on the
setting item box and select a new setting value
using [↑] and [↓] keys or enter the setting value
using the numerical keys.
Selecting multiple hard disks in disk array
configuration:
Press and hold the [Shift] key and select hard disks
using [↑] and [↓] keys, and then press the [Enter]
key or [Space] key.
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The MegaRAID WebBIOS is configured as shown below.
MegaRAID WebBIOS Starts. [Ctrl] + [H] keys

Controller Selection

Main menu

Controller Selection
Controller Properties
Scan Devices
Virtual Drives
Drives
Configuration Wizard
Physical View/Logical View
Events

MegaRAID WebBIOS ends.

“Controller Selection” is displayed as “Adapter Selection” on
the screen.
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Screen Configuration of MegaRAID
WebBIOS
The screen configuration of MegaRAID WebBIOS is shown below.
A

C

B

A

Menu icon
Following icons are available.
Icon at the upper left
on the screen

Operation from an icon click

Return to the main menu.
Return to the previous screen
Finish the utility.
Temporarily stop ringing the buzzer on the disk array
controller board. *1
Display the version of MegaRAID WebBIOS,
*1 This function is not supported.

B

Menu
Menu items for MegaRAID WebBIOS are displayed. Click each item to go to the
respective menu screen.

C

Logical View/Physical View
Hard disks or disk arrays connected to the disk array controller are displayed.
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Select a disk array from disks displayed in [Logical View],
and the same screen is displayed as one when you select
[Drives] > [Properties] from the menu.

Setting Items for MegaRAID WebBIOS
This section describes the setting items and values for MegaRAID WebBIOS.


The alphanumeric characters are identical to those in the setup screen and each
of the items.



In the table, the underlined values are default values. Those in brackets, [ ], are
recommended values.
Example:
[Enabled (valid)]/Disabled (invalid): "Enabled" is the default and also
recommended value.
[Enabled (valid)]/Disabled (invalid): "Disabled" is the default value; and
"Enabled" is the recommended value, which requires a setting change.
When you need to change the setting from the default to the recommended
value, the recommended value is emphasized in red.

Unless otherwise specified, use the recommended values for
all setting items. If you set non-recommended values, the
equipment would not be supported and might not operate
properly.
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Click a hard disk from disks displayed in [Logical View] or
[Physical View], and the same screen is displayed as one
when you select [Virtual Drives] > [Properties] from the menu.

5

Main Menu
Start MegaRAID WebBIOS, and the following main menu appears.


With firmware version 2.0.04-0728

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Menu

Content

Setting/display value

A

Controller Selection Selecting the disk array controller
to be operated

B

Controller
Properties

Viewing and setting the hardware
information on the disk array
controller board

C

Scan Devices

Scanning the installed devices

D

Virtual Drives

Viewing and setting the disk array
(logical drive) information

Refer to "Virtual Drives: Viewing and
Setting Disk Array Information".

E

Drives

Viewing and setting the hard disk
(physical drive) information

Refer to "Drives: Viewing Physical
Hard Disk Information".

F

Configuration
Wizard

Building or formatting disk arrays

Refer to "Building Disk Arrays".

G

Physical View/
Logical View

Switching display modes

Refer to "Switching the Display Mode.

H

Events

Displaying events

I

Exit

Ending the MegaRAID WebBIOS

Refer to "Controller Properties: Menu
for Setting the Disk Array Controller
Board".
-

Refer to "Ending Procedure".

Do not use [Events] because [Events] is not supported.

“Controller Selection” is displayed as “Adapter Selection” on
the screen.
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

When you click [Next], the following screen appears.

J

When you click [Prev], the previous screen appears.
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5

Content

Setting/display value

A

Manage Advanced
Software Option

B

Controller Selection Selecting the disk array controller
*1
to be operated

C

Controller
Properties

Viewing and setting the hardware
information on the disk array
controller board

D

Scan Devices

Scanning the installed devices

E

Virtual Drives

Viewing and setting the disk array
(logical drive) information

Refer to "Virtual Drives: Viewing and
Setting Disk Array Information".

F

Drives

Viewing and setting the hard disk
(physical drive) information

Refer to "Drives: Viewing Physical
Hard Disk Information".

G

Configuration
Wizard

Building or formatting disk arrays

Refer to "Building Disk Arrays".

H

Physical View/
Logical View

Switching display modes

Refer to "Switching the Display Mode.

I

Events

Displaying events

J

Exit

Ending the MegaRAID WebBIOS

Setting expansion functions

Refer to "Controller Properties: Menu
for Setting the Disk Array Controller
Board".
-

Refer to "Ending Procedure".

*1 This menu is displayed as Adapter Selection on the Controller Selection screen.

Do not use [Manage Advanced Software Option] and
[Events] because they are not supported.
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5
Controller Properties: Menu for Setting the Disk Array Controller
Board
You can display and set the hardware information about the disk array controller board.
Select [Controller Properties] from the main menu, and the following screen appears.


With firmware version 2.0.04-0728

J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Display item

What is displayed

A

Serial Number

Serial number

B

SubVendorID

Sub-vendor ID

C

SubDeviceID

Sub-device ID

D

PortCount

Number of ports installed

E

HostInterface

Host interface

F

Firmware Version

Firmware version

G

FW Package Version

Firmware package version

H

Firmware Time

Current time that firmware recongizes

I

WebBIOS Version

MegaRAID WebBIOS version

J

FRU

Board names per maintenance

K

Drive Security Capable

Physical drive security is capable: Yes or No

L

NVRAM Size

Size of NVRAM installed

M

Memory Size

Size of memory installed

N

Min Stripe Size

Minimum stripe size

O

Max Stripe Size

Maximum stripe size

P

Virtual Disk Count

Exisiting number of array configurations (logical devices)

Q

Drive Count

Number of physical devices installed

You cannot change the settings for those items displayed
above.
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With firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later

A
C
E
G
I
K
M
O
Q

B
D
F
H
J
L
N
P
R
T

S

Display item

What is displayed

A

Serial Number

Serial number

B

FRU

Board names per maintenance

C

SubVendorID

Sub-vendor ID

D

Drive Security Capable

Physical drive security is capable: Yes or No

E

SubDeviceID

Sub-device ID

F

PortCount

Number of ports installed

G

HostInterface

Host interface

H

NVRAM Size

Size of NVRAM installed

I

Firmware Version

Firmware version

J

Memory Size

Size of memory installed

K

FW Package Version

Firmware package version

L

Min Stripe Size

Minimum stripe size

M

Firmware Time

Current time that firmware recongizes

N

Max Stripe Size

Maximum stripe size

O

WebBIOS Version

MegaRAID WebBIOS version

P

Virtual Disk Count

Exisiting number of array configurations (logical devices)

Q

Drive Count

Number of physical devices installed

R

HotSpare Spin Down

Hard disk spin-down mode set to HotSpare.

S

Unconfig Good SpinDown

SpinDown setting mode for unused hard disks

T

Spin Down Time

Time required before Spin Down starts

You cannot change the settings for those items displayed
above.
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5
Click the [Next] button in the [Controller Properties] screen, and the following screen
appears.


With firmware version 2.0.04-0728

A

B
D

C

F
H
J
L
N
P

E
G
I
K
M
O
Q

R
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5

Display/content

A Battery Backup

Status of battery backup unit
installation

None

B Coercion Mode *1

Setting the capacity control for the
physical hard disk used for disk
array building

[None (using the entire capacity)] /
128MB-way (using a capacity as a
multiple of 128MB) / 1GB-way (using
a capacity as a multiple of 1GB)

C Set Factory Defaults *2 Returning all the settings to their
defaults values

－

D S.M.A.R.T Polling *4

Setting the interval of S.M.A.R.T.
reporting

0 to 65535 / 300 / [600]

E Cluster Mode *3

Setting the cluster mode

[Disabled (invalid)] / Enabled (valid)

F Alarm Control

Sounding the buzzer on the
controller in the event of failure at a
connected device

[Disabled (not sounding)]

G Rebuild Rate *3

Priority of rebuilding

0 to 100 / [30]

H Patrol Read Rate *3

Priority of patrol reading

0 to 100 / [30]

I

BGI Rate *3

Priority of background initializing

0 to 100 / [30]

J

Cache Flush Interval
*3

Flush timing for write-cache data

1 to 255 / [4]

Priority of consistency check

0 to 100 / [30]

K CC Rate *3
L

Spinup Drive Count *4 Number of hard disk motors to start 0 to 8 / [2]
at system startup

M Reconstruction Rate *3 Priority of capacity expansion

*1
*2
*3
*4

Setting/display value **

0 to 100 / [30]

N Spinup Delay *4

Timing for hard disk motors to start
at system startup

O Controller BIOS

Enabling the BIOS for the disk array [Enabled (valid)] / Disabled (invalid)
controller

P StopOnError *3

Setting whether to start the
operating system in the event of
failure at system startup

[Disabled (booting)] / Enabled (not
booting)

Q NCQ *3

Enabling or disabling the NCQ
command

[Enabled (valid)] / Disabled (invalid)

R Drive Powersave *3

Setting the saving mode to a hard
disk

[Disabled (invalid)] / Enabled (valid)

0 to xxx / [6]

This can be changed only when no disk arrays have been set at all.
Do not use "Set Factory Defaults." This setting must be changed to the recommended values.
Always use the "Default" setting.
Always use the recommended values.
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With firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later

A

B

C
E

D
F

G
I

H
J

K

L

M

N

O

P
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Display/content

Setting/display value **

A Battery Backup

Status of battery backup unit
installation

None

B Coercion Mode *1

Setting the capacity control for the
physical hard disk used for disk
array building

[None (using the entire capacity)] /
128MB-way (using a capacity as a
multiple of 128MB) / 1GB-way (using
a capacity as a multiple of 1GB)

C Set Factory Defaults *2 Returning all the settings to their
defaults values

-

D S.M.A.R.T Polling *4

Setting the interval of S.M.A.R.T.
reporting

0 to 65535 / 300 / [600]

E Cluster Mode *3

Setting the cluster mode

[Disabled (invalid)]

F Alarm Control

Sounding the buzzer on the
controller in the event of failure at a
connected device

[Disabled (not sounding)]

G Rebuild Rate *3

Priority of rebuilding

0 to 100 / [30]

H Patrol Read Rate *3

Priority of patrol reading

0 to 100 / [30]

I

BGI Rate *3

Priority of background initializing

0 to 100 / [30]

J

Cache Flush Interval
*3

Flush timing for write-cache data

1 to 255 / [4]

Priority of consistency check

0 to 100 / [30]

K CC Rate *3
L

Spinup Drive Count *4 Number of hard disk motors to start 0 to 8 / [2]
at system startup

M Reconstruction Rate *3 Priority of capacity expansion

0 to 100 / [30]

N Spinup Delay *3

Timing for hard disk motors to start
at system startup

0 to xxx / [6]

O NCQ *3

Enabling or disabling the NCQ
command

[Enabled (valid)] / Disabled (invalid)

P Spin Down Delay Time Timing of hard disk motor boot at the 0-1440 / [30]
*3
system boot
*1
*2
*3
*4

This can be changed only when no disk arrays have been set at all.
Do not use "Set Factory Defaults." This setting must be changed to the recommended values.
Always use the "Default" setting.
Always use the recommended values.

Place the mouse cursor on a setting item and left-click the
mouse to change the setting values. Or, left-click the mouse
to move the cursor and enter a value from the keyboard.
Click [Submit] after the setting.
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5
Click the [Next] button in the [Properties: Controller properties submenu 1] screen, and
the following screen appears.


BIOS Setup

Properties: Controller properties submenu 2

With firmware version 2.0.04-0728

This setting item is not supported. Do not use this setting.

A

C

B

Setting item

Description
Sets an operation when an error is
detected at the consistency check.

A

Stop CC On Error

B

Sets whether or not a failed hard
Maintain PD Fail History
disk can be used.

C

Schedule CC

Setting/display value **
[No (continuous operation)] /
Yes (stops the consistency check.)
[Enabled (Registers failed hard
disk information.)] /
Disabled (Not register failed hard
disk information.)

When [Supported] is clicked, the
screen moves to “Schedule CC
Sets a consistency check schedule.
Page: Schedule Consistency
Check setting submenu”.
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Do not set items in [Stop CC On Error]; [Schedule CC],
[Maintain PD Fail History] and [Disk Activity] because they
are not supported.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Setting item

Description

Setting/display value **

Stop CC On Error *1

Sets an operation when an error is
detected at the consistency check.

B

Schedule CC *1

When [Supported] is clicked, the
screen moves to “Schedule CC
Sets a consistency check schedule.
Page: Schedule Consistency
Check setting submenu”.

C

Maintain PD Fail History Sets whether or not a failed hard
*1
disk can be used.

D

StopOnError *2

A

[No (continuous operation)] /
Yes (stops the consistency check.)

[Enabled (Registers failed hard
disk information.)] /
Disabled (Not register failed hard
disk information.)

Sets whether or not boot the OS if a
[Disable (to boot)]/Enabled (not to
failure is detected at the system
boot)]
boot.

E# Controller BIOS

Enables the disk array controller
BIOS

[Enabled]/Disabled

F

Sets switching hard disk LEDs

[Disabled]/Enabled

Disk Activity *1

*1 Do not set this item because it is not supported.
*2 Make sure to use this item with the default setting.
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Click [Supported] of Schedule CC in the [Properties: Controller Properties submenu 2]
screen, and the following screen appears.
This setting item is not supported. Do not use this setting.

B
D

A
C
E

Setting item

Description

Setting/display value **
[Disable (invalid schedule)] /
Continuous (check
continuously)/ Hourly (check by
the fixed time)

A CC Frequency

Sets the CC schedule function:
Enable or Disable

B CC Start (mm/dd/yyyy)

Sets on what date the consistency check
Choose any date.
starts.

C CC Start Time

12:00 AM. to 11:00 PM. /
Sets on what time the consistency check
[The nearest to the present
starts.
time]

D CC Mode

[Sequential (a consistency
Sets if the consistency check is executed check per array)] /
on multiple disk arrays.
Concurrent (a consistency
check on multiple arrays)

E

Select VDs to Execute
CC

Specifies a disk array on which the
consistency check is executed.
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Choose any array configuration.
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Schedule CC Page: Schedule Consistency Check setting submenu

5

Virtual Drives: Viewing and Setting Disk Array Information
You can display and change the information on the disk array (logical drive) that is
already set.
Select [Virtual Drives] and click [Go] in the main menu, and the following screen
appears.
With firmware version 2.0.04-0728



Select a disk array for viewing information and changing the setting from the list on the
upper right of the screen. Check [Properties] and then click [Go], and the disk array
properties screen appears.

A
C

B
D
E
G

F
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A

What is displayed

Setting/display value **

RAID Level

RAID level

-

Status

Status of the disk array

-

Strip Size

Strip size of the disk array

Capacity

Size of the disk array

-

Secured

Disk array security

No

B

Access *1

Access mode

[RW (reading and writing)] /
Read Only (reading only) /
Blocked (access denied)

C

Read

Read policy

[Normal (no advance reading)]

D

Write

Setting the write cache of
the disk array

[Write Through (write cache invalid)]

E

Disable BGI *1

Setting the background
initialization

No (background initializing valid) / [Yes
(background initializing invalid)]

F

Disk Cache *1

Setting the cache installed
in a physical hard disk

[Disable (cache: not used)] /
[Enable (cache: used) /
No Change (based on the hard disk setting)]

G

I/O

Setting the read-cache
operation

[Direct (cache: not used)]

*1 Make sure to set the defaut value or recommended value to use this item.
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A

B

C
D

E

F

G

Display item
A

What is displayed

Setting/display value **

RAID Level

RAID level

-

Status

Status of the disk array

-

Strip Size

Strip size of the disk array

Capacity

Size of the disk array

B

Access *1

Access mode

[RW (reading and writing)] /
Read Only (reading only) /
Blocked (access denied)

C

Read

Read policy

[Normal (no advance reading)]

D

Disk Cache *1

Setting the cache installed
in a physical hard disk

[Disable (cache: not used)] /
[Enable (cache: used) /
No Change (based on the hard disk setting)

E

I/O

Setting the read-cache
operation

[Direct (cache: not used)]

F

Disable BGI *1

Setting the background
initialization

No (background initializing valid) / [Yes
(background initializing invalid)]

G

Default Write

Setting the write cache of
the disk array

Write Through (write cache invalid)

-

*1 Make sure to set the defaut value or recommended value to use this item.
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Drives: Viewing Physical Hard Disk Information
Here you display the information on the physical hard disk in the physical drive
connected to the disk array controller.
Select [Drives] in the main menu, the following screen appears.

Select a disk array for viewing information from the list on the upper right of the screen.
Check [Properties] and then click [Go]. Then the following screen appears.

Hard Disk Property Menu 1
With firmware version 2.0.04-0728



A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
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What is displayed

A

Enclosure ID

ID number of the enclosure device connected

B

Revision

Firmware version

C

Slot Number

Number of the slot installed

D

Device Type

Device type

E

Connected Port

Port number of the disk array controller board
connected

F

Media Errors

Number of media errors detected

G

Pred Fail Count

Number of S.M.A.R.T. warnings reported

H

SAS Address

SAS address

I

Physical Drive State

Physical hard disk status

Items described in the table above cannot be changed.
For the status of the physical hard disk, refer to "Status".
[Media Errors] and [Pred Fail Count] are cleared when the
system power is turned off.


With firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Display item

What is displayed

A

Connector

Connector of the disk array controller board
connected

B

Enclosure ID

ID number of the enclosure device connected

C

Mode name

Disk mode name

D

Vendor

Vendor name

E

Revision

Firmware version

F

Slot Number

Number of the slot installed

G

Device Type

Device type

H

Connected Port

Port number of the disk array controller board
connected

Items described in the table above cannot be changed.
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Hard Disk Property Menu 2
With firmware version 2.0.04-0728

A
B
C
D
E

Display item

What is displayed

A

Certified

With or without certification function of a physical
hard disk

B

Power status

-

C

FDE Capable

With or without encryption function

D

Max Device Speed

Maximum speed at which a physical hard disk can
operate

E

LinkSpeed

Link speed of an interface

Items in the table above cannot be changed.
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Display item

What is displayed

A

Media Errors

Number of media errors detected

B

Pred Fail Count

Number of S.M.R.T warnings reported

C

SAS Address

SAS address

D

Physical Drive State

Status

E

Certified

Certification

F

FDE Capable

With or without encryption function

G

Max Device Speed

Maximum speed at which a physical hard disk can
operate

H

Link Speed

Link speed of an interface





Items in the table above cannot be changed.
Refer to Hard Disk Status for hard disk status.
[Media Errors] and [Pred Fail Count] are cleared
when the system equipment is powered off.
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This section describes switching disk array display modes in the main menu.
There are two types of display mode: "Logical View" and "Physical View."
The Logical View mode displays a list of disk array configurations that are already set.
The Physical View mode displays a list of physical hard disks comprising a disk array
configuration.

Logical View mode:
Disk array configuration

Physical View mode:
Disk array configuration

The Logical View mode is applied when the MegaRAID
WebBIOS is started.
To switch to the physical view mode, click "Physical View" in
the Logical View mode from the main menu.
To switch to the logical view mode, click "Logical View" in the
Physical View mode from the main menu.
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5

This section describes the procedure for building disk arrays.
The building of disk arrays should be entirely performed with "Configuration Wizard."

NOTICE
You must not change the disk array during system operations. If you do,
all data will be lost from those disks due to change in the disk array.

!

Note



Make sure to set each item in the recommended value
unless other specific directions are given. Otherwise, the
system may not properly operate. We have no responsibility
for the malfunction due to the setting except our
recommended values.

Building Disk Arrays for RAID 0 and 1
This section describes the procedure for building new disk arrays.

Building Disk Arrays for RAID 0 and 1.
Here is a procedure for building disk arrays for RAID 0 and 1.

NOTICE
RAID0 with a single disk does not have redundancy. When an error
occurs in a disk, therefore, all data in the disk will be lost. It is
recommended that RAID1 should be created to improve fault tolerance
with data redundancy.
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5

Select "Configuration Wizard" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Check "New Configuration" or "Add Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.

NOTICE
If you select [New Configuration], all data in those disks will be lost. Backup your
required data before selecting “New Configuration”.

The existing disk arrays will remain when you select "Add
Configuration". "Add Configuration" should be selected when
you want to keep the existing disk arrays, and to build disk
arrays using additional hard disks.
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5

If you select "New Configuration", the following screen
appears first. Clicking [Yes] here allows you to build a disk
array.

3

Check "Manual Configuration" and click [Next].
The following screen appears.

4

Select a hard disk for building a disk array.
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If you select "New Configuration", you lose the existing disk
arrays. This should be selected when you discard the
existing a disk array and build a new one.

5

RAID level

Number of hard disks required

RAID 0 (including JBOD)

1 or more

RAID 1

2

You can select only a hard disk whose status is
"Unconfigured Good" (unused).
To select multiple hard disks, click them while pressing the
[Ctrl] key.
5

After selecting all hard disks to build a disk array, click the [Add To Array]
button.
Status of those selected hard disks is [Online] that is displayed in the [Disk
Groups] pane.

To release a hard disk from [Online], select the hard disk and
click the [Reclaim] button.
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The number of hard disks required varies depending on the RAID level to be set.
The following table summarizes the number of hard disks required.

5

Click [Accept DG].

BIOS Setup

6

The following screen appears.

7

Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.
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Click [Add to SPAN].

BIOS Setup

8

The following screen appears.

9

Click [Next].
The following screen appears.
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Specify the RAID level, stripe size, read policy, write policy, and disk array
size as shown in the table below:

Item

Content

Setting value

RAID Level

RAID Level

Specify any level.

Strip Size *1

Strip size
(only for RAID 0)

2KB/4KB/8KB /16KB/32KB/[64KB]/128KB

Access Policy *2

Access policy

[RW (reading and writing)] /
Read Only (reading only) /
Blocked (access denied)

Read Policy

Read policy

[Normal (no advance reading)]

Write Policy

Write policy

[Write Through (write cache invalid)]

IO Policy

Read-cache operation

[Direct (cache: not used)]

Disk Cache Policy
*2

Setting the hard disk
cache

[Disable (cache: not used)] / Enable (cache: used) /
No change (depending on the hard disk setting)

Disable BGI *2 *3

Setting the background
initialization

No (background initializing valid) /
[Yes (background initializing invalid)]

Select Size *4

Size of a disk array

Entering the maximum capacity value.

Set each item in the following value
*1
*2
*3
*4

For RAID 1, set 64KB by default.
Always use it in the default or recommended value.
Change from the default value to the recommended value.
Maximum capacity size that can be set is shown under [Next LD, Possible RAID Levels] at the right
of the screen. Change the maximum capacity value for your RAID level.

Maximum capacity value under the RAID 0 setting: 557.750 GB
Maximum capacity value under the RAID 1 setting: 278.875 GB

If you specify a larger disk array size than the maximum
capacity, [Unacceptable size] appears on the screen and all
the setting items are initialized. You need to reset all items to
the correct size.
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Click the [Accept] button.

BIOS Setup

11

The following screen appears.

12

Click the [Yes] button.
The following screen appears.

13

Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.
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14

Click the [Accept] button.
The following screen appears.

15

Click [Yes].
The following screen appears.

16

Click [No].
The screen returns to the main menu.

17

Initialize the disk array that you have built referring to “Initializing Disk
Arrays”.
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Initializing Disk Arrays
This section describes the procedure for initializing disk arrays

Notice
When a disk array is initialized, all data in those disks including the disk array
information will be lost. Backup your required data before initializing a disk
array.

1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

From the list of disk arrays displayed in the frame at the upper right, select
a disk array configuration to initialize.

3

Check "Slow Initialize" and click [Go].
The following screen appears.
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Click [Yes].

BIOS Setup

4

The progress of initialization is displayed.

5

Wait until the processing is completed 100%.
A guideline of initialization time is shown in the table below.
Single hard disk capacity
300GB (SAS type)

Initialization time
Approximately 50 minutes

The initialization time varies depending on the single hard
disk capacity regardless of the RAID level or disk array
capacity.
6

When initialization is completed 100%, click the [Home] button to return to
the main menu.
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Deleting Disk Arrays
This section describes the procedure for deleting disk arrays.

NOTICE
When a disk array is deleted, all data in those disks including the disk array
information will be lost. Backup your required data before deleting a disk array.

Deleting All Disk Arrays Simultaneously
1

Select "Configuration Wizard" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Check "Clear Configuration" and click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.

3

Click [Yes].
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1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
to delete. Then check "Properties" and click the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.


With firmware version 2.0.04-0728
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Deleting Disk Arrays Selectively

5

3

With firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later

Check "Del" or “Delete” and click the [Go] button.
The following screen appears.

4

Click [Yes].
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Checking Disk Arrays for Consistency
This section describes how to check the consistency of disk arrays.
Consistency check can be done from MegaRAID Storage Manager. Refer to the
“MegaRAID Storage Manager” manual in the DriverKit CD-ROM for how to check
consistency from the MegaRAID Storage Manager.
Consistency check on disk arrays can be executed only for
RAID 1.
1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
to check the consistency. Then check "Properties" and click the [Go]
button.
The following screen appears.


With firmware version 2.0.04-0728



With firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later
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Check "CC" and click the [Go] button.
The progress of consistency check is displayed.


With firmware version 2.0.04-0728



With firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later

4

Wait until the processing is completed 100%.

5

When the consistency check is completed 100%, click [Home] to return to
the main menu.
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Changing the Order of Booting Disk Arrays
This section describes the procedure for changing the booting order in an environment
in which multiple disk arrays are set.
Normally, the highest order of booting is assigned to the disk array that was set first.
You can assign a disk array that has been built later, however, to the highest in the
boot order by changing the setting.
1

Select "Virtual Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.

[Set Boot Drive] is followed by the number of the current disk
array being booted.

2

From the list displayed at the upper right of the screen, select a disk array
for which you want to set a boot device, check "Set Boot Drive", and click
the [Go] button.
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Rebuilding Disk Arrays
This section describes a procedure of rebuilding disk arrays in case of trouble that has
occurred on one hard disk in a redundant disk array configuration (RAID 1).
Usually, rebuilding will work automatically after you replace the faulty hard disk in hotplug.
The following is a procedure of manual rebuilding in case that rebuilding doesn’t work
automatically by some reason.
1

Select "Drives" from the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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Select a hard disk with the [Offline] status, check [Rebuild], and click the
[Go] button.
The progress of rebuilding is displayed.

3

Wait until the processing is completed 100%.
A guideline of rebuilding time is shown in the table below.
RAID level
RAID 1

Capacity of a disk array

Rebuilding time

300GB (SAS: 300GB HDD x 2) Approximately 70 minutes

The rebuilding time is proportional to the capacity of a disk
array.

4

When rebuilding is completed 100%, click [Home] to return to the main
menu.
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When using the boot from an external storage, you need to change the BIOS Setting to
Disabled in the item of Controller BIOS.
When using N+M cold standby, change the settings for the server blade of the standby
partition as well.
This section describes how to change BIOS settings of a SAS RAID board.
When changing the BIOS setting in the item of Controller
BIOS to Disabled, you cannot boot form the disk array built
with the SAS RAID board.


1

With firmware version 2.0.04-0728
Select [Controller Properties] form the main menu.
The following screen appears.

2

Click the [Next] button.
The following screen appears.
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Select one of the following values in the item of Controller BIOS, and click
the [Submit] button.
Setting value

Description

Enabled

Enables SAS RAID board BIOS
(Booting from the disk array is available.)

Disabled

Disables SAS RAID board BIOS
(Booting from the disk array is unavailable.)

Be sure to click the [Submit] button after setting the item.

4

Check if the value of Controller BIOS is correctly set as you have set.

5

Click the [Home] button to return to the main menu.



1

With firmware version 2.110.74-1218 or later
Select [Controller Properties] form the main menu.
The following screen appears.
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Click the [Next] button.

BIOS Setup

2

The following screen appears.

3

Click the [Next] button once more.
The following screen appears.

4

Select one of the following values in the item of Controller BIOS, and click
the [Submit] button.
Setting value

Description

Enabled

Enables SAS RAID board BIOS
(Booting from the disk array is available.)

Disabled

Disables SAS RAID board BIOS
(Booting from the disk array is unavailable.)

Be sure to click the [Submit] button after setting the item.
5

Check if the value of Controller BIOS is correctly set as you have set.

6

Click the [Home] button to return to the main menu.
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This section describes how to deal with a hard disk with a different configuration
detected from the disk array controller board configuration.
Difference in configuration between disks may be caused by the following conditions.
Conditions to generate foreign configuration
A disk failed and could not be recognized. Then the disk has been restored to be
recognized.
A hard disk, used in another device with a specific disk array configuration, is used
in the array.

1

Click the [Preview] button.
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If the displayed configuration is correct, click [Import].
If the displayed configuration is incorrect, click [Cancel].
When the screen returns to the one in Step 1, click [Clear].

When you click [Clear], a message “Previous foreign
configuration will be lost. Do you want to proceed?” is
displayed. Then click [Yes], and the previous foreign
configuration will be eliminated.
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Status


Status of the Disk Array
Hers is a list of statuses for disk arrays.
Status



Description

Optimal

Normal. The disk array is perfect in function.

Degraded

One hard disk fails in the RAID 1 disk array.

Offline

The disk array is inoperable because of either failures in multiple
hard disks in a redundant disk array or a failure in a hard disk in
a non-redundant disk array.

Status of the Hard Disk
Status

Description

Online

Normal.

Offline/Failed

A fault has occurred.
The hard disk is separated from the disk array due to failure.

Rebuild

Rebuilding is underway.

Unconfigured
Good

This is not used for a disk array.

Unconfigured Bad A fault has occurred.
The unrecognizable hard disk is restored to recognizable.
Missing

A fault has occurred.
A "normal" hard disk has been removed.
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Here is a list of messages for MegaRAID WebBIOS displayed at system startup.
Message

Description

Memory/battery problems were detected. The
adapter has recovered, but cached data was lost.

An unexpected power-off or reboot has been
executed during write, parity check, rebuilding,
patrol read or initializing operation.
There may be a cache memory failure, if this
event is registered at the reboot after the system
hangs in operation or if the OS cannot boot up.

Foreign configuration(s) found on adapter.

A hard disk with a different configuration from
the disk array configuration in the disk array
controller was detected.
Refer to “Disk with Foreign Configuration”.

FW package: xxxx

This shows the firmware package version. You
do not need to take any action.

The battery hardware is missing or malfunctioning, or
the battery is unplugged. If you continue to boot the
system, the battery-backed cache will not function.
Please contact technical support for assistance.
Press ‘D’ to disable this warning (if your controller
does not have a battery).

Battery backup unit information is not set
correctly.
Press the [D] key while this message is
displayed.
If not recovered, contact your reseller from which
you purchased the product or counsel
maintenance personnel.

Some configured disks have been removed from
your system, or are no longer accessible. Please
check your cables and also ensure all disks are
present.

Some hard disks with the disk array
configuration information have been removed.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your reseller
from which you purchased the product or
counsel maintenance personnel.

The following VDs have missing disks: X Y..
If you proceed (or load the configuration utility), these
VDs will be marked OFFLINE and will be
inaccessible. Please check your cables and ensure
all disks are present.

Since some hard disks have been removed, the
disk array is set in OFFLINE.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your reseller
from which you purchased the product or
counsel maintenance personnel.

The following VDs are missing: X Y …
If you proceed (or load the configuration utility), these
VDs will be removed from your configuration. If you
wish to use them at a later time, they will have to be
imported. If you believe these VDs should be
present, please power off your system and check
your cables to ensure all disks are present.

Some disk array configurations are removed.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your reseller
from which you purchased the product or
counsel maintenance personnel.

All of the disks from your previous configuration are
gone. If this is an unexpected message, then please
power off your system and check your cables to
ensure all disks are present.

All hard disks with disk array configuration
information have been removed.
When this message is displayed even if the
device is installed properly, contact your reseller
from which you purchased the product or
counsel maintenance personnel.

Press any key to continue, or 'C' to load the
configuration utility.

Press the [C] key while this message is
displayed, MegaRAID WebBIOS will start.

Press <Ctrl> <H> for WebBIOS.

When this message is displayed, press the [Ctrl]
and [H] keys at the same time to start
MegaRAID WebBIOS.
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This section describes how to set up optional PCI cards that can be used in the P4/P5 model.

FC Adapter


2-port 4 Gbps FC Adapter
Refer to the following manual for how to set up 2-port 4 Gbps FC adapter.
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (BIOS/EFI Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Hardware Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Utility Software Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Windows Driver Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Linux/VMware Driver Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Support Matrix Edition)



2-port 8 Gbps FC Adapter
Refer to the following manual for how to set up 2-port 8 Gbps FC adapter.
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (BIOS/EFI Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Hardware Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Utility Software Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Windows Driver Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Linux/VMware Driver Edition)
Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter USER'S GUIDE (Support Matrix Edition)

LAN Adapter


2-port 1000Base-T LAN adapter
Refer to User’s Guide attached to the adapter for how to set up the 2-port 1000Base-T
LAN adapter.



4-port 1000Base-T LAN adapter
Refer to User’s Guide attached to the adapter for how to set up the 4-port 1000Base-T
LAN adapter.



2-port 10 Gbps LAN adapter
Refer to User’s Guide attached to the adapter for how to set up the 2-port 10 Gbps
LAN adapter.
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iSCSI BIOS Setup Utility enables A5/S5/P5/R5 models to configure settings required for iSCSI
boot.

Start or Exit the Setup Menu


How to Start
Start the setup menu by the following steps below.
1

Turn on the power to the server blade.

2

When “Press <Ctrl-D> to run setup” is displayed during the server blade boot,
press and hold the [Ctrl] key and press the [D] key.
iSCSI Setup Utility starts.
If the OS has started before you press the key, exit the OS and restart the server
blade. Depending on the OS type, you may be required to shut down the OS or
perform specific procedure to exit the OS. Refer to the manual for the OS.



How to Exit
Exit the setup menu by the following steps below.
1

Return to the iSCSI Port Selection menu and press the [ESC] key.





You need to set values used in iSCSI BIOS Setup
Utiliity corresponding to the settings for iSCSI boot
on the storage side.
iSCSI boot is supported by LAN 3 and LAN 4
among onboard LAN 1 to 4. You need to enable
iSCSI boot with the BIOS setup menu before using
the iSCSI boot function. Select [Advanced] > PnP
Configuration], and set both Onboard LAN 2 Control
and iSCSI OPROM there to Enabled.
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Structure of the Setup Menu
The setup menu has the following structure.
Start iSCSI BIOS Setup
Utility.
Ctrl ＋

D

keys

iSCSI Port Selection
menu

Esc

key

iSCSI Port
Configuration menu
Esc
iSCSI Boot
Configuration menu

iSCSI CHAP
Configuration menu
Esc

key

Exit iSCSI BIOS Setup
Utility.
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Setup Utility Items
This subsection describes each setup menu.



iSCSI Port Selection
On the first screen after iSCSI BIOS Setup Utility boot up, port information on LAN 3
and LAN 4 among onboard LAN 1 to 4 is displayed, including the MAC address, PCI
device ID, PEC bus number, device number, function number, and iSCSI boot setting:
PRIMARY/SECONDARY/DIABED of each port.

A

B

D

C

Use the following keys for setting values on the screen above.
[P]

: Set the selected port as the port for PRIMARY boot.

[S]

: Set the selected port as the port for SECONDARY boot.

[D]

: Disable iSCSI boot of the selected port.

[Enter]

: Display the setting menu for the selected port.

[Esc]

: Exit from iSCSI BIOS Setup Utility.

item

Setting

A

MAC address

Displays the MAC address of the onboard LAN

B

PCI device ID

Displays the PCI device ID

C

PCI bus number
Device number
Function number

Displays the PCI bus number, device number, and function
number.

D

iSCSI boot setting

Displays the iSCSI boot setting.
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iSCSI Port Configuration

BIOS Setup



A
B
C
D

item

Setting

A

iSCSI Port Selection

Displays the boot configuration menu.

B

iSCSI CHAP
Configuration

Displays the CHAP configuration menu.

C

Discard changes and
Exit

Discards changes configured in the boot configuration and
CHAP configuration menus, and then return to the port
selection menu.

D

Save changes and
Exit

Saves changes configured in the boot configuration and
CHAP configuration menus, and then return to the port
selection menu.
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iSCSI Boot Configuration
You can configure setting including iSCSI boot and IP address.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

item

!

Note

Setting

A

Use dynamic IP
configuration (DHCP)

With this item checked, setting values of this port including
the IP address, network mask, gateway IP address are
obtained from the DHCP server: Fields of [Initiator IP],
[Subnet Mask], and [Gateway] are displayed in gray and
not available.

B

Initiator Name

Configures an iSCSI initiator name. The value typed in this
field is the common value for LAN 3 and LAN 4.

C

Initiator IP

Configures an initiator IP for this port to use.

D

Subnet Mask

Configures a network mask for this port to use.

E

Gateway

Configure an IP address for the gateway. This item needs
to be configured when iSCSI storage exists on a network
different from the IP address set to the port.

F

Use DHCP for iSCSI
Target information

With this item checked, setting values of this port including
the iSCSI target name, IP address, TCP port number, and
LUN ID are obtained from the DHCP server: Fields of
[Target IP], [Target Port], and [Boot LUN] are displayed in
gray and not available.

G

Target name

Configures an iSCSI target name of the ISCSI storage.

H

Target IP

Configures an IP address of the ISCSI storage.

I

Target Port

Configures a TCP port number of the ISCSI storage.

J

Boot LUN

Configures a boot disk LUN ID of the ISCSI storage.

Specify each IQN (iSCSI Qualified Name) for iSCSI Initiator
Name and iSCSI Target Name. If you do not follow the rule,
LU for boot may not be recognized.
IQN consists of iqn identifier, month and year that the naming
authority took owner ship of the domain, reversed domain
name of the authority, and any name specified by the naming
authority.
Example: iqn.1994-04.jp.co.hitachi:t.boot.0.0
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iSCSI boot function supports the interactive CHAP MD5 authentication. “MD5 Message
Digest Algorithm” developed by RSA Data Security, Inc. is used.

A
B
C
D
E

item

Setting

A

Use CHAP

With this item checked, CHAP authentication is enabled
between this port and iSCSI storage: [User Name] and
[Target Secret] need to be configured.

B

User name

Configures a CHAP user name, which needs to be identical
to the name configured in iSCSI storage.

C

Target Secret

Configures a CHAP password, which needs to be identical
to the CHAP password configured in iSCSI storage.
Configure a value different from that of [Initiator Secret]
using the number of characters from 12 to 16.

D

Use Mutual CHAP

With this item checked, CHAP interactive authentication is
enabled between this port and iSCSI storage: [Initiator
Secret] needs to be configured.

E

Initiator Secret

Configures a CHAP interactive password, which needs to
be identical to the CHAP interactive password configured in
iSCSI storage. Configure a value different from that of
[Target Secret] using the number of characters from 12 to
16.
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Setting values configured in iSCSI BIOS Setup Utility will be lost when the server blade
has been replaced due to failure. Make sure to record the setting values in the
following list.

Item

Value configured

Use dynamic IP configuration (DHCP)
Initiator Name
Initiator Ip
Subnet Masks
Gateway
Use DHCP for iSCSI Target information
Target Name
Target IP
Target Port
Boot LUN
Use CHAP
User Name
Target Secret
Use Mutual CHAP
Initiator Secret
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Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
All rights reserved.
This package is an SSL implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as the following
conditions are adhered to. The following conditions apply to all code found in this
distribution, be it the RC4, RSA, lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The
SSL documentation included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright
terms except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in the code are not
to be removed.
If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution as the
author of the parts of the library used. This can be in the form of a textual message at
program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display
the following acknowledgement:
"This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com)"
The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the routines from the library being used
are not cryptographic related :-).
4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from the apps
directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
"This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
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LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The license and distribution terms for any publicly available version or derivative of this
code cannot be changed, i.e. this code cannot simply be copied and put under another
distribution license [including the GNU Public License.]
==================================================================
Copyright (c) 1998-2001 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display
the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the
OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"
4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written
permission. For written permission, please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.
5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL" nor may
"OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written permission of the OpenSSL
Project.
6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the
OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

5
==================================================================
This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim Hudson
(tjh@cryptsoft.com).
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL
PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Configuring the Management Module

The management module controls the system equipment and monitors its
environment.
This chapter describes how to set up the management module.

External Interface for the Management Module .................................................................... 410
Cable connection for the System Console ............................................................................ 412
Initialize the Management Module ........................................................................................ 414
Management Functionality (Management Module Command Mode) ................................... 447
Backup and Restore of SVP Configuration Information ........................................................ 650
Web Console ......................................................................................................................... 664
Software License ................................................................................................................... 865
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The management module provides a serial port and LAN port for system console. Either of them
can connect to the management module and allows you to operate the management module.
However, Web Console function can be used only by LAN port.

Port
MAINT

Description
Serial port for system console serial port (1 port)
Used for maintenance purpose, for example, when the
LAN port of SVP connector module is not available.



You will require the following:
For connection with the MAINT port:
- System console terminal
- Serial port connection cable (RS-232C cross cable
with D-SUB 9 pins female-female connectors)
- Terminal program capable of VT100 emulation
(such as "Hyper Terminal")
To establish a serial connection, set the communication parameters
with a terminal program as shown below.
Communication parameter

Setting

Communication rate

9600bps

Data

8 bits

Parity

None

Stop bit

1 bit

Flow control

X on/X off
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Configuring the Management Module

The SVP connector module provides the following three LAN ports:
MAINT

Used for maintenance purpose by maintenance personnel. (No
user can use this port.)

MGMT0

Used for the management network connection.

MGMT1

Used for directly coupled remote console or for Pre-configure.

 You will require the following:
For Telnet connection through the LAN port (MGMT0):
System console terminal
UTP cable
Telnet client software
For Telnet connection to the management module, the default settings at
factory shipment are as shown below:
Item

Default

Management module IP address

192.168.0.1

Subnet mask

255.255.255.0

The LAN port of the management module does not support the Spanning
Tree Protocol (STP). If you connect to a network using STP, communication
error will occur. To avoid this, connect the management module to a segment
other than STP, or an edge-port or a port which PortFast is set.
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Connect the cable to the Management
Module


Serial Cable Connection

To initialize the management module, connect the serial ports of management module and
system console terminal with a RS-232C cross cable (D-SUB 9-pins female-female). When two
management modules are installed, connect to the module which the PRIMARY/ERROR LED
lights up in green.
Since the RS-232C cross cable is not attached to the system equipment, you will need to
prepare a cable.
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LAN Cable Connection
Connect the MGMT0 port of the SVP connector module at the rear of the system
equipment and the system console with a LAN cable.
When two management modules are installed, connect the cable to the SVP connector
module which the PRIMARY/ERROR LED lights in green.
To use a console, you will need to prepare a terminal and a cable.
The LAN port for system console supports the Auto-MDI/MDIX. So both straight and
cross cables can be used. The communication speed is automatically selected from 10
or 100Mbps.

NOTICE
Complete a network configuration before connecting a cable to the management
module. If a device with the same IP address as that for the BMC on the
management module or the server blade exists on the network, a failure will
occur on the system equipment when you connect the management module to
the network.
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The management module is a hardware that manages the whole Compute Blade
equipment. It must be initialized to suit your environment.
This section describes how to initialize the management module.
The following data needs to be initialized:
- Registration of user account information
- Setting of network information such as IP addresses
- Setting of device identification information
To set the information, use the console functions through the user interface port of the
management module. For connecting to each interface port, refer to "External Interface for the
Management Module".

Initialize the Management Module via
Management Module Command Mode


Login
Starting the management module will display the following login windows:
<Connection through the system console serial port>

<Telnet connection through the MGMT0 port>

To log in to the management module, enter the user account to the "Login:" prompt and
the password to the "Password:" prompt.If no user account is registered in the
management module, press the [Enter] key without entering anything to the "Login:"
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This method is useless if a user account is registrated in the management module and
the system console is connected to the management module through LAN. (If the

system console is connected to the management module with serial interface, you can
log into the management module with Operator privilege.)

When the login is successful, the following menu window appears:

Entering "S" in "PLEASE SELECT MENU:" moves to SVP command mode. Enter a
command to the management module in this mode.
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and "Password:" prompts in the login window. This allows you to log into the module
with the Administrator privileges. Then, the window below appears.
You are strongly recommended to set the user account for security purpose.

6

Register User Accounts
Register a user account to operate the management module.
For each registered user, it is possible to set an access level and enable or disable the
account.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter command "SO" to the "SVP>" prompt.

Menu

Description

0. Add user

Adds a user account.

1. Edit user

Changes the contents of a registered user account.

D. Delete user

Deletes a registered user account.

Q. quit

Exits from this function.

In case of Operator privilege, the menu is not displayed.
Only your account is displayed.
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Menu

Description

Enter user

Enter the user account name. The user account name must
be less than 15 alphanumeric characters.

Enter new
password

Enter the password for the user account name. The
password can include up to 15 alphanumeric characters and
the following signs:
”!”, ”””, ”~”, ”@”, ”#”, ”$”, ”%”, ”&”, ”’”, ”(“, ”)”, ”^”, ”-” (hyphen), ”+”, ”,”,
”=”, ”_”(underscore), ”.”(period), ”/”, ”:”, ”;”, ”<”, ”>”, ”?”, ”[”, ”]”, ”\”, ”`”,
”{“, ”|”, ”}”.

You need to enter the password twice for confirmation.
Level

Select Operator or Administrator privilege. The default is
[Operator privilege].

Status

Select whether to enable or disable the user account. The
default is [enable].

Partition

In case of Operator privilege, the partitions that can be
intervened are limited. Here, set the partitions that can be
intervened.
You can specify multiple partitions with commas (,) as shown
the above screen.

To edit a user account, enter "1" to select "1.Edit user." When the following screen
appears, edit the details.
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To register a user account, enter "0" to select "0.Add user". When the following screen
appears, complete the details as requested.

6
To delete a user account, enter "d" to select "D.Delete user." When the following
screen appears, enter the account number you want to delete.

Your own account cannot be deleted.
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Your own account cannot be edited.
When no user accounts exist, the added user account will
have Administrator privilege.

6

Configure Network Information
Enter the connection information needed to operate the management module over a
network.
The following table shows the network information that the management module
manages:
Item

SVP IP address

Subnet mask
Default router IP
address
FTP allow
address

Blade x IP
address

SVP Internal
Network address
SVP Internal
Subnet mask

Description
An IP address to use the console functions of the management module
with Telnet. Even if two management modules are installed, the same IP
address can be used for connection.
Default: 192.168.0.1
Subnet mask of the management module
Default: 255.255.255.0
Specify the default router IP address of the management module.
Default: 192.168.0.200
Specify the IP address that FTP connection is allowed.
Use * to allow the entire segment.
(Example: 192.168.*.*)
Default: 0.0.0.0
The IP address of the management controller (BMC) installed in the server
blade. The IP addresses are collectively managed by the management
module.
Default: 0.0.0.0
Specify 0.0.0.0 if no assignment of IP address is necessary for the server
blade.
Network address used within the management module
Default: 192.168.253.0
Subnet mask used within the management module
Default: 255.255.255.0

The management module uses one 24-bit network address for internal operations. In
the figure below, the internal LANs are "Dual network" and "Initial network." This
network address can be changed with the ILC command.
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The displayed network information depends on your device configuration. The
information shown above is an example.
The values you configure need to satisfy the following conditions:


All of SVP and Blade 0 to Blade 9 exist in the same network (0.0.0.0 is an
exception).



All of SVP and Bladey (y=0 to 9) have unique addresses.



Subnet mask must be legal.



The IP address of SVP must not begin with 0.



The IP address of SVP must not begin with 127.



The IP address of SVP must not begin with 224 to 255.



The IP address of SVP must exist in a network different from a network (can be
confirmed with the MLC command) used for maintenance.

If you enter a setting that does not meet the above requirement, a message that says:
"This setting is invalid. Setting is not changed." appears and the setting cannot be
updated.Check your settings and enter the appropriate values.


A system uses a single network segment with network address 192.168.253.0/24.
If another network device with the same network address exists outside the sytem
equipment, change the network address inside the sytem. The same network
address can be used in multiple systems.
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In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "LC" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following window
appears:

6
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To change the setting, enter "y." The window shown below appears one line at a time.
Enter the new setting that you need. If you press the "Enter" key without typing
anything, the setting remains unchanged. This setting must be done regardless of
whether a server blade is installed or not.

6
If a value set with the LC command is duplicated with a network address used within
the management module such as dual network or initial network, the network address
within the management module can be changed.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "ILC" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following window
appears:

To change the setting, enter "y." The window below appears. Enter the new setting that
you need. If you press the "Enter" key without typing anything, the setting remains
unchanged.
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Finally, check the new setting, and enter "y" to "Confirm?"

6



Configure Management Server Information
(ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager)
The management server (ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager) is a software
product that can manage the status and faults of the system equipment.
To use the ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager for management, a setting is
required. The setting enables the ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager to be
notified of any faults detected by the management module or of any other information.



Set Recipients
(ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager)
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "LCI" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears:
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Finally, check the new setting, and enter "y" to "Confirm?"
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Description

0.add

Registers a ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager as a
recipient.
Up to four can be registered.

1.edit

Edits registered information.

2.delete

Deletes registered information.

q. quit

Exits from this function.

When "0.add" is selected, the following screen appears.
Register the host name, IP address, and destination port, following the instructions on
the screen.
Finally, check the setting and enter "y" to ("Confirm?").

When you change the Alert Port from its default (20079), you must configure the
services file of ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager.
For more information, see the ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager documentation.

 This setup should automatically register a service chassis connected to a network in
the same segment when starting the ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager console
service. However, there may be rare occasions when it is not automatically registered.
If this happens, select the icon of the manager service in the [Host Management]
window of the console service and select [Connection management (N)][Register(R)…] to register the desired server chassis. This is the same way you would
register a server chassis connected to another segment network.
For more information how to register a server chassis, see the ServerConductor/Blade
Server Manager documentation.
 Even though the Compute Blade server blade is registered as a management server
for ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager, the managed server cannot be identified
with Compute Blade, and it may cause the [Chassis ID] and [Partition number] fields in
the [Host Management] screen to appear blank.
If this happens, contact the maintenance personnel.
 When you select [Server chassis inventory] from the [Host management] in the
ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager console service screen, the [PCI card
installation] under [PCI card information] is always displayed as "Uninstalled(0x00)."
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About the device settings according to ServerConductor and the
related software use
Setting of ServerConductor presence by PR command
When you do not use ServerConductor, set "No" to Agent Install setting of all partitions
by PR command.
In the initial setting, "Use ServerConductor" (Agent Install = "Yes") is set. For the
setting methods, refer to "PR Command".
If Agent Install is set to "Yes," the error log (SEL) field is managed by ServerConductor.
Therefore, if the error log (SEL) is not cleared automatically in the state that
ServerConductor is not installed, and the record more than a constant capacity is not
done.

Notes on the WOL Function
For the use of the Wake ON LAN (WOL) function of the server blade, refer to Chapter
9 "System Operation and Management" .

Set Conditions for Alert Notification
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "CI2" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears:
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SVP Alert Status

SVP Alert
Session retry interval
(sec)
SVP Alert
Session retry duration
(min)

Description
Sets the SVP alert notification level.
Disable:
Disable SVP alert notification
alert:
Notifies alert level information.
information: Notifies information-level information.
all:
Notifies all information.
Sets the retry interval when the SVP alert cannot be sent.

You need to set the time for retry continuation in case no SVP
alert signal can be transmitted. The time can be set to any value
from 4 to 20 minutes.

Alerts (event alerts) such as turning on the system and changing the IP address of the
management module are notified, regardless of the setting by CI2 command.
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Set Two Management Modules to Operate in Duplex Mode
Up to two management modules can be installed in one system equipment, in which
case the management function is implemented in a hot standby configuration for
improved reliability.
Check the LED on the management module to identify the primary or the standby.
Primary module

"Primary LED" is lit.

Standby module

"Primary LED" is off.

In duplex mode, when the primary module fails the standby module becomes active to
take over the processing.
To use the management module in duplex mode, connect a network cable from the
same segment network to the LAN port (MGMTO) on each of two SVP connector
modules.
When a link down is detected which is caused by a trouble such as LAN switch failure
connected to the primary module, the network connection can be rerouted through the
LAN port of the standby module. For the details of the setting method, refer to "LFT
Command"..
When the circuit breaker is turned on, the right module (viewed from the back of the
chassis) serves as a primary.
Even after a switch over caused by a failure, the IP address, which is available to the
console function of the management module, remains unchanged.



Setting for UPS Connection
When using UPS, if you power on the server blade following the system equipment
powering on, enable Auto Power On by AP command in SVP command mode.
Also, if you set N+M cold standby or N+1 cold standby, enable Auto Power On by AP
command and then deconfigure a spare partition by PE command.
For the setting method, refer to "AP Command", "PE Command", and "Setting for UPS
Connection" of N+M cold standby.

When shutting down the server blade, the management
module will change the status after the server blade
shutdown.
Therefore, if turning the system power off using UPS, wait for
more than 2 minutes after the shutdown of all server blades.
Then turn off the power of the system.
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When initializing the management module via Web console, check if the client browser
is configured properly before using the web console. If the settings are not correct, the
web console will not operate properly.



1

Release the popup block settings.
Release other settings by the browser function, toolbar, or application.

2

Enable Java script.

Log in
1

Boot the client browser.

2

Type “http://<IP address of the Management module>:<port number>/”
into [Address]. “:<port number>” can be omitted only when the port
number is 80.

(Example) IP address of a management module: 192.168.0.1; port number: 80

3

When connection is successful, the login screen is displayed.

4

Type its user account/password into the login screen. When the user
account/password are authenticated, the screen will go to the operation
screen.
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Initialize the Management Module
Via Web Console
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The login window will close automatically when the login
is successful.
When a user account is not set on the management
module, just click the [login] button without typing
[Login:] and [Password:] fields on the login screen, and
you can log in as Administrator.
If a user account is set on the management module, you
cannot log in with the procedure above.
It is strongly recommended that the user account should
be set for security.

When the login is successful, the following menu screen appears:
Select an item from the tree menu on the left of the screen, and you can display or
change the settings.

1

2

3

4

#

Item name

Description

1

Chassis ID

Shows the chassis ID for the chassis on which an operation is
being conducted.

2

User account

Shows the login user account.

3

[Logout] button

Moves to the logout screen. It should be clicked when you want to
end the web console.

4

Left-side menu

List of operation screens. Selecting a switch brings you to the
corresponding screen.
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Register User Accounts
Register a user account to operate the management module.
For each registered user, it is possible to set an access level and enable or disable the
account.
From the tree menu, select [User Account]. The following screen is displayed.

Setting the User Account (AD level)
The following screen lists account setting information.

#

Item

1

[Refresh] Button

Reloads a user account

Description

2

Radio button

Selects a user account

3

User account

User account name

4

User level

User account level

5

Status

User account status: Enable / Disable

6

Partition access

Partition that a user account can access
o: permitted to access / -: not permitted to access

7

[Edit] button

Goes to the user account edit screen. If the radio
button is unchecked, the screen remains unchanged.

Adding User Accounts
Check the radio button whose line has “------“ as the User account, and then click the
[Edit] button.
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Check a radio button whose line has a user account to be changed or deleted, and
then click the [Edit] button.

Changing the User Account Settings (AD level)
Change the user account settings.

#

Item

Description

1

User account

User account name: consists of up to 15 one-byte
English characters and/or numbers

2

New password

Password: consists of up to 15 one-byte English
characters and/or numbers

3

Retype New password

Retype the password consisting of up to 15 one-byte
English characters and/or numbers for confirmation.

4

User level

User account level: Select whether Administrator or
Operator.

5

Status

User account: Select whether Enable or Disable.

6

Partition access

Partition that a user account can access
: permitted to access / -: not permitted to access

7

Delete this account

Give a check mark to this remark when removing the
user.

8

[Apply] button

Goes to the setting confirmation screen. If the settings
are improper, incorrect items are shown in red and the
screen remains unchanged.

9

[Cancel] button

Return all input items to the previous setting values.

10

[Back] button

Return to the user account settings screen.
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Changing and Deleting the User Account
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Entering the user account is essential.
When setting a password, enter the same password to
both New Password and Retype New Password fields.
When changing or deleting a user account, entering the
password is not essential. If a password is not entered,
the password is not changed or deleted.
For user level or status, select an item from the pull-down
menu. You cannot type them directly from the keyboard.
For Partition access, give a checkmark to each partition if
permitting the access or remove a checkmark from each
partition if not permitting the access
Your account cannot be deleted.
Your account name cannot be changed.
When there is not user account, a user with Administrator
level can create it.

To add a user account
1

Enter each item field.

2

When changing each item completely, click the [Apply] button.

3

The screen will go to the confirmation screen if no problem in the setting
values.
When there is a problem in the setting values, the incorrect item is shown in red.
Correct the item and then click the [Confirm] button.

To change the user account
1

Change each item that you want to modify.

2

When changing each item completely, click the [Apply] button.

3

The screen will go to the confirmation screen if no problem in the setting
values.
When there is a problem in the setting values, the incorrect item is shown in red.
Correct the item and then click the [Confirm] button.

To delete the user account
1

Give a checkmark to [Delete this account].

2

Click the [Apply] button.
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The following screen shows the user account settings after the change.

#

Item

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Save the changed settings. When the settings are
saved properly, the screen will go back to the user
account setting screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Go back to the user account setting screen. The
changed settings are not saved.

To save the changed settings, click the [Confirm] button. The settings are saved and
the screen will return to the user account setting screen.
To stop saving the settings, click the [Cancel] button.
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The user account information can be deleted in the following screen.

#

Item

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Delete the user account. When the user account is
deleted properly, the screen will go back to the user
account setting screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Go back to the user account setting screen. The user
account is not deleted.

To delete the user account, click the [Confirm] button. The user account is deleted and
the screen will return to the user account setting screen.
To stop deleting the user account, click the [Cancel] button.
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Set the Network Information
Register information on the connection with which the management module is
operated via the network. The following table lists network information controlled by the
management module.
Item

Description

Management Module
IP address

IP address for using the console function of the
management module via telnet. When mounting two
management modules, both can use the same IP
address for connection. Default value: 192.168.0.1

Management Module
Subnet mask

Subnet mask for the management module
Default value: 255.255.255.0

Management Module
Default Gateway

Specify the default router IP address of the management
module. Default value: 0.0.0.0

Server Blade 0 – 9 IP Address

IP address of the management controller (BMC)
mounted on the server blade. The management module
controls all these IP addresses. Default value: 0.0.0.0
When no need to allocate a specific IP address to the
server blade, specify the value 0.0.0.0.

Internal Network of the System

Network address used in the management module
Default value: 192.168.253.0

Management Module 0
IP Address for Maintenance

IP address in the maintenance network of the
management module 0

Management Module 1
IP Address for Maintenance

IP address in the maintenance network of the
management module 1

Management Module
Subnet Mask for maintenance

Subnet mask in the maintenance network of the
management module

Management Module
Report Network for
Maintenance

IP address to the report network for maintenance

Management Module
Subnet Mask to Report
Network for Maintenance

Subnet mask to the report network for maintenance

Static Router IP Address

Static router IP address to the report network for
maintenance

Information on the
Management Network
Redundancy

- Management network redundancy: Enabled or
Disabled
- Time period for changing management networks when
a network is down
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Select [Network] from the tree menu on the left of the screen. The following screen will
appear.
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The management module uses a 24-bit network address for internal operation. “Dual
Network” and “Initial Network” are the Internal LAN in the figure shown below.

6

Network settings can be changed in the following screen.
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Item

Description

1

[Update] button

Reload the network settings information

2

Management module
IP address

IP address to the management network in the
management module

3

Management module
subnet mask

Subnet mask to the management network in the
management module

4

Management module
default gateway

Default gateway to the management network in the
management module

5

Server Blade 0 - 9 IP
Address

IP address to server blades 0 – 9

6

Network

IP address to the internal network of the
management module

7

Management module 0
IP address

IP address used in the maintenance network of the
management module 0. Displayed only.

8

Management module 1
IP address

IP address used in the maintenance network of the
management module 1. Only displayed.

9

Management module
subnet mask

Subnet mask used in the maintenance network of the
management module. Only displayed.

10

Destination network
IP address

IP address to the report network for maintenance
Only displayed

11

Destination network
subnet mask

Subnet mask to the report network for maintenance
Only displayed

12

Static router IP address

Static router IP address to the report network for
maintenance; Only displayed

13

Network
Active Management module

Management module connected to the management
network; Only displayed

14

Management network fault
tolerance setting

Select between Enabled and Disabled for the
management network redundancy.

15

Network patrol interval (sec)

Intervals for monitoring the management network:
Up to 5 one-byte characters

16

Time until judging that it is
not possible to connect it
(sec)

Time period for judging that the management network
cannot be connected: Up to 5 one-byte characters

17

Time until judging connected
return (sec)

Time period for judging the management network has
been reconnected: Up to 5 one-byte characters

18

[Apply] button

Go to the setting confirmation screen. If the settings
are improper, the incorrect item is shown in red and
the screen will not change.

19

[Cancel] button

Return all new settings to the previous ones.

20

First address of Consecutive
IP addresses

Type the first IP address into this field, and the
consecutive IP addresses to server blades are
automatically set all together.

21

[Input] button

This button is enabled when the network is not
configured. When the first IP address is entered into
the field, click the [Input] button. IP addresses are
input to the field of each server blade.
Check whether or not those input IP addresses are
correct, which is not checked automatically.
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The following items must be specified in the IP address
format xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx (where the xxx part is a value
from 0 to 255): management module IP address,
management module subnet mask, management
module default gateway, Server blade 0-9 IP addresses,
and network.
The management network fault tolerance setting should
be selected from the pull-down menu. It cannot be
entered directly.
The following items must be specified by a value from 0
to 65535: Patrol network interval (seconds), Time until
judging that it is not possible to connect it (seconds), and
Time until judging connected return (seconds).
The following items are just displayed and cannot be
changed: management module 0 IP address,
management module 1 IP address, management
module subnet mask, destination network’s network
address, destination network’s subnet mask, static router
IP address, and management network’s active
management module.
For the Operator level, the server blade 0-9 IP addresses
having the access privilege can be changed.
The management module and blades 0 – 9 should be on
the same network: “0.0.0.0.” is an exception.
The management module and bladey (y for a number 0
– 9) should have a different address respectively.
The subnet mask value should be a correct value.
IP address of the management module should not start
with a number “0”, “127”, and “224 – 255”.
IP address of the management module should be on the
different network from the network for maintenance,
which can be checked with MLC command.

If the settings are against conditions mentioned above, a message “This setting is
invalid. Setting is not changed.” is displayed and the settings are not updated. Check
the setting values, and then start the setup again.

To change items:

1 To change individual items, correct items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the network
settings confirmation screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown in red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.
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Network Settings Confirmation Screen
Changed network settings are displayed.

#

Item

Description

1

Confirm

Save the changed settings. When the settings are
saved successfully, the screen will go back to the
network setup screen.

2

Cancel

Go back to the network settings screen. The changed
settings are not saved.

To save the changed settings, click the [Confirm] button. The settings are saved and
the screen will return to the network settings screen.
When you want to stop saving the new settings, click the [Cancel] button.



Setting Information on Management Server
(ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager)
Management server (ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager) is software that can
manage the system operation and failure of the system.
To manage the system using ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager, setup is
necessary. Set up for failures detected by the management module to be informed to
ServerCondcutor/Blade Server Manager.

Setting destinations (ServerCondcutor/Blade Server Manager)
Select [Blade Server Manager cooperation settings], and the following screen appears.

440
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BSM setting can be changed in the following screen.
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Item

Description

1

[Update] button

Reload the BSM setting information

2

Chassis ID

Chassis ID: up to 15 one-byte characters and/or
numbers

3

Alert level

Select from 4 alert levels: disable, alert, information,
all.

4

Alert retry interval (sec)

Interval time for alert retry sessions (unit: second):
one-bye number(s)

5

Alert retry duration (min)

Duration time for alert session retry (unit: minute):
select from whole numbers from 4 to 20.

6

Alert language

Language used in Alert. Select between English and
Japanese.

7

Server name (1 – 4)

Management server name: up to 15 one-byte
characters, numbers, and/or signs

8

IP address (1 – 4)

IP address of the management server

9

Port number (1 – 4)

Port number used in Alert: up to 5 one-byte
number(s)

10

[apply] button

Go to the settings confirmation screen. If there is an
improper setting, the setting item is shown in red and
the screen will not be changed.

11

[Cancel] button

All new settings return to the previous settings.

12

Clear configuration

To delete the new settings, give a check mark to this.
Delete this setting with the largest setting number
first, then to the next largest one, and so on.

13

[Input Recommendation]
button

Inputs the recommended value for Blade Server
Manager Cooperation Setting as follows:
- Server name: BSM_1-4 (from 1 to 4)
- Port Number: 20079
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Select items such as Alert level, Alert retry duration time,
and Alert language from the pull-down menu. Those
items cannot be entered directly from the keyboard.
Alert retry interval should be set within 5 – 50 seconds.
Signs that can be used for Server name (1 – 4) are as
follows: ” ~ “, “@”, “#”, “$”, “%”, “^”, “-“(hyphen), “+”, “=”,
“_”(under-score), “.”(period), “[“, “]”
IP address (1 – 4) should be set as the form of IP
address “xxx.xxx.xxx (xxx stands for 0 – 255).
Port number (1 – 4) should be set within 1 – 65535.
When Blade Server Manager cooperation has not been
configured, the following values are shown in the fields.
- Alert level: all
- Port number of the management server 1: 20079
When having changed the alert port from the default
(20079) in the management module setting, it is
necessary for the services file on
Server/Conductor/Blade Server Manager side to be
configured.
Refer to the manual for ServerConductor/Blade Server
manager.

When starting the console service of ServerConductor/
Blade Server Manager, this setting usually registers a
server chassis connected to the same segment network.
The server chassis, however, may not be registered. In
this case, register a server chassis connected to another
segment. Also select the manager service icon in the
[Host management] screen of the console service the
same as registering the server chassis connected to the
other segment, select [Connection management (N)] 
[Register (R)…], and register the server chassis.
Refer to the manual of Server Conductor/Blade Server
Manager for the operation in detail.[
When the server blade of Compute Blade is registered as
a targeted server for management by
ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager, [Chassis ID]
and [Partition number] fields may be empty because
Compute Blade is not recognized as the targeted server.
In this case, contact our maintenance employees.
When displaying [Server chassis inventory] of [Host
management] on the console service screen of
ServerConductor/Blade Server manager,
“Uninstalled(0x00)” is always shown as [Inserted PCI
card status] in each slot item of the [PCI card
information].
Regardless of settings, alerts (event alerts), such as
powering on the system and changing the management
module or IP addresses, are reported

NOTICE
Alert level names of the management module may be different from names of
ServerConductor.
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1 To change individual items, correct each item to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3

When there is no problem with the setting value, you are brought to the settings
confimation screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown in red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

Blade Server Manager Cooperation Settings Confirmation Screen
The following screen shows when BSM settings are changed.

#

Item

Description

1

Confirm

Save the changed settings. When the settings are
saved successfully, the screen will go back to the
Blade Server Manager Cooperation Settings screen.

2

Cancel

Go back to the Blade Server manager Cooperation
Setup screen. The changed settings are not saved.

When you want to save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The new settings
are saved and the screen returns to the Blade Server manager Cooperation Setup
screen.
To stop saving the settings, click the [Cancel] button.
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Device Setting in Using Related Software
Partition setting for ServerConductor
When not using ServerConductor, set “No” to Agent Install setting of all partitions in the
partition settings.
Agent Install is “Yes” by default. Refer to “Partition Setup” for how to set the partition.
When Agent Install = “Yes”, ServerConductor manages System Event Log (SEL) area.
Therefore, if ServerConductor is not installed, system event logs to a certain limit can
be registered because SEL is not cleared automatically.

Note about WOL function
Refer to chapter 9 “System Operation and Management” when using WOL (Wake ON
LAN) function of the server blade.



Management Module Redundancy
Up to two management modules can be mounted per system equipment, where
reliability improves because the management modules are configured as hot standby.
LEDs on the management module identifies whether the module is main or standby as
follows:

Main

Primary LED is on.

Standby

Primary LED is off.

With dual management modules, if failure occurs in the main module, it is switched
over to the standby module to succeed the operation.
When using dual management modules, connect the connecter module LAN port of
each management module (MGMTO) to the same segment network with the network
cable.
When a link down is detected due to the failure of the LAN switch that connected to the
main LAN port, network connection can be maintained via the standby LAN port. Refer
to “Network Setup” for setup details.

Just after the breaker is on, the main module is on the left of
the chassis front.
IP address, with which the console function of the
management module can be used, still be effective after
changing management modules due to the failure. Therefore,
it is not necessary for IP address to be changed.
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Setting when connecting UPS
To make the power supplied from UPS turn on the power of the system equipment and
then the power of the server blades, set [System power synchronization] to “Enable” in
the power supply setup.
To set N+M cold standby/N+1 cold standby, configure to “Enable” [System power
synchronization] in the power supply setup, and make standby partitions configured
“Disable” in Configuration of “Auto Power On” setting fro each partition.
Refer to “Power Supply Setup” and “UPS Connection for the N+M Cold Standby” in
chapter 9 for the setting details.
The management module deals with changing of status after
shutting down server blades.
Therefore, if you turn off the system equipment with UPS,
wait two minutes or more after shutting down all server
blades and then turn off the system equipment.
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The SVP command mode allows you to control the system equipment and configure a
variety of settings described in “Initialize the Management Module”. The following table
shows the commands.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Command
CCC
CI
CL
DC
DF
DL
DR
EFU

9

ELI

10

EX

11

FT

12
13
14
15

FV
HA
HE
HVM

16

HWM

17

ILC

18

IS

19
20

IT
KVM

21

LC

22
23

LFT
LM

○
○

24

LNK

○

25
26
27
28

LS
MI
MLC
MR

29

OLT

○

PI

30

Operator

Page
451
452
452
453
455
477
524
525

○

Description
Setting of management module console control
Displays or changes the chassis ID.
Displays the OS log.
Resets SO and LC settings to their factory default settings.
Displays information on the FRUs.
Display and collection of various logs
Displays a list of RC and RC dictionary search results.
Defines system-specific account and password.
Finds out if the Management module supports the Web
console.
Exits the SVP command mode and returns to the main
menu.
File transfer between this equipment and an external FTP
server
Display of the management module firmware version
Sets an HA monitor.
Displays a list of commands.
Switches banks from which HVM firmware version boots.
Setting Hardware maintenance agent support function
(hardware maintenance manager)
Setting of the internal network

○

Appointment of the server

537

○

○
○

450
539

○

○

Displays or configures session idle timeout.
Setting of KVM connection
Display and setting of network information of the
management module
Setting of management LAN port redundancy
Setting of the display language
Sets linkage from the management module for Web GUI of
a load balancer blade.
Displays the status of the LAN.
Display and setting of e-mail notification information
Display of network information for maintenance
Execution of e-mail report
Function of thermal management for server blade. You can
switch ON or OFF of this function (OLTT)

○

Displays product information.

556

Setting of a server blade partition
Displays the temperature, voltage, and fan speed of the
selected blade or other device, and status information for
the power supply module.
Displays the current power supply and demand; sets the
power saving function
Execution of construction test
Displays or changes the clock in the management module
Sets the SNMP function of the management module
Sets or displays account information.
Setting of switch module connection
Backup and restores user information
Sets the Web console (only for the Management module

557

○
○

Administrator
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○

○
○

○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○

○

○

○
○
○
○

31

PR

○

○

32

PS

○

○

33

PSV

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

RT
SD
SNM
SO
SWC
UBR
WEB

○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
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531
526
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450
535
536
537

544
542
542
544
545
546
549
550
554

558
564
597
601
610
612
613
619
623
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Command

Operator

Administrator

Description
supporting the Web console).

Page

41
42
43

WHO
WWN
XD

○

○
○
○

625
626
627

44

CI2

○

45

LCI

○

46

AP

○

47

PC

48

PCC

49

PE

○

○

50
51
52
53

RE
RL
RS
SDN

○

○
○
○
○

54

TC

○

Displays intervening session information.
Setting of World Wide Name
Execution of diagnostic function
Sets the interval of fault reports to the management server
(Blade Server Manager).
Sets or displays information on fault reports sent to the
management server (Blade Server Manager).
Sets interlock Power-on.
Turns on or off the power to the entire system equipment
including the server blades.
Effective/invalidity of the N+M cold standby function is
switched.
Effective and invalid setting of power supply control with
panel button
Restart BMC/KVM
Removes SVP Console Access Logs.
Performs a hardware reset of all server blades.
Shutdown of the management module
Sends an INT interrupt to a selected partition to cause it to
start dumping.

○

○
○

○

○

448
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646
647
596
647
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Input at the prompt is entered to the management module by pressing the
[ENTER] key.



If a choice is required, only the bracketed characters or values with ( ) are
available to input.



"Q" : Return to the prompt.



"unchanged" : The character or the value will not change.



The character or the value bracketed with [ ] is entered by only pressing the
[ENTER] key.

EX Command
This command exits the SVP command mode and returns to the main menu.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "EX" and press the [Enter] key.

The main menu reappears as shown below.
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HE Command
This command displays a list of commands in the management module mode.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "HE" and press the [Enter] key. The screen shows a list of
commands at the current operation level. Shown below is an example, which may
differ from the actual screen.



IT Command
This command displays or sets the idle timeout for the relevant session.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "IT" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears. The idle timeout is 10 minutes when a session is established, and can be set
within a range of 0 to 1440 minutes. Set the time value to “0” if you do not want the
session to time out.
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CCC Command
This command allows IP addresses to connect to consoles, both a system console and
system web console.
SVP>CCC
<<Console Connection Control - Permit IP address to use console>>
----- console connection control ----Connection control with IP address : Enable
----- IP address permitted to use console ----No IP address
------------------0 192.168.
0.100
1 192.168.
0.120
2 --------------3 --------------4 --------------0 . Select connection control.
1 . Add IP address to use console.
2 . Delete IP address to use console.
3 . Write console connection control.
Q . Quit.
(0-3,[Q]) :

Item

Description

Connection control with IP address

Values for console connection control
Disable: Console connection control is
disabled.
Enable: When console connection control
is enabled, only IP addresses registered
in “IP address permitted to use console”
can be connected to consoles.

IP address permitted to use console

Up to 5 IP addresses, each of which is
permitted to use consoles, can be
registered.

Select and execute a necessary function according to the menu.
Menu

Description

0. Select connection control.

Select Enable or Disable.

1. Add IP address to use console.

Add an IP address with permission to
use consoles.

2. Delete IP address to use console.

Delete an IP address with permission
to use consoles.

3. Write console connection control.

Write the console connection control
setting. Values set with this
command are reflected only after this
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Description
menu is executed.

Q. Quit







Finishes this command.

New values take effect when you connect to the console
next time after you set the values. The current session is
not affected.
If setting an incorrect IP address for consol connection
control, you cannot access both consoles to the
management module. If this happens, correct the
incorrect value by using connection via serial port,
referring to Serial Cable Connection.

CI Command
This command displays or changes the chassis ID.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "CI" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.



CL Command
This command displays the log of COM1 outputs.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "CL" and press the [Enter] key. Select the appropriate
partition number. The following screen appears.
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DC Command
The content of the LC command, the SO command, the MI command, FTP user
account, SNM command, and SWC command are returned to the state of the factory
shipment.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "DC" and press [Enter] key. The following screen is
appears.

Select and execute a necessary function according to the menu.

Menu

Description

0. Restore LC(LAN Configuration)
command settings

Select and execute a necessary
function according to the menu.
"Configure Network Information".

1. Restore SO(Security Option)
command settings

User account information is returned
to the state of the factory shipment.

2. Restore MI(Maintenance information)
command settings

Remote report information by E-mail
is returned to the state of the factory
shipment.

3. Restore FTP user account settings

A system peculiar account and the
password are initialized.

4. Restore SNM (SNMP Configuration)
command settings

Restore the SNMP function of the
management module to the factory
default settings.

5. Restore SWC (LAN Switch
Configuration) command settings

Restore the connection settings of
the LAN switch module to the factory
default settings.

Q. quit

Finishes this command..
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This command allows settings of commands includingd LC command, SO command,
MI command, FTP user account, SNM command, SWC command, and HVM
configuration information to be returned to default at shipment.
Enter [S] from the main menu and press the [Enter] key. At prompt SVP>, enter [DC]
and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen is displayed. Select and execute required functions following the
menu.
SVP>DC
<<Default Configuration- Setting default configuration>>
0 . Restore LC(LAN Configuration) command settings.
1 . Restore SO(Security Option) command settings.
2 . Restore MI(Maintenance information) command settings.
3 . Restore FTP user account settings.
4 . Restore SNM(SNMP Configuration) command settings.
5 . Restore SWC(LAN Switch Configuration) command settings.
6 . Restore HVM settings.
Q . Quit.
(0-6,[Q]) :6
Select partition (0-9,A,[Q]) : 0
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y

Menu

Description

0. Restore LC(LAN Configuration)
command settings

Network information is returned to the
state of the factory shipment.
Configure Network Information.

1. Restore SO(Security Option)
command settings

User account information is returned
to the state of the factory shipment.
All user accounts are deleted.

2. Restore MI(Maintenance information)
command settings

Remote report information by E-mail
is returned to the state of the factory
shipment.

3. Restore FTP user account settings

An account and password for
transferring SVP configuration
information are initialized.

4. Restore SNM (SNMP Configuration)
command settings

Restore the SNMP function of the
management module to the factory
default settings.

5. Restore SWC (LAN Switch
Configuration) command settings

Restore the connection settings of
the LAN switch module to the factory
default settings.

6. Restore HVM settings.

Restore the HVM configuration
settings to the factory default
settings.

Q. quit

Finishes this command..
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DF Command
This command displays types and operating statuses of the server blade, switch
module, management module, power module, and system cooling fan module.

In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "DF" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears. The window display depends on the environment used.
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#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Chassis Type

(value) and
characters

Indicates the value and model of the
chassis type
The display type is shown below.
HBX18 0x00 : HBX18
HBX19 0x10 : HBX19
HBX20 0x20 : HBX20

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis type

2

Chassis ID

(value)

Chassis ID

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis ID

(value)

Chassis Serial No.

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis Serial No.

3

Chassis Serial No.

Server blade information is shown below. It displays all server blades.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

------------------(19 characters)

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Name of the server
blade

INVALID
-------------------

Failed to get the Product Name
The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Part/Model
No.

-------------------

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Version of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Version of
the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Product PartModel

Product Version.

Product Manufac

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

Module Type 2

------------------(value)

Indicates Product Manufacture of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Manufacture
of the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

------------------(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Board Product Name
of the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

------------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Board Serial No. of
the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

--(value)h

Indicates 2 digits of hexadecimal and
‘h’, this means Module Type 2 of the
server blade.
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Classification

Indication

Description

INVALID

Failed to get the Module Type 2 of the
server blade

SVP module information is shown below. It displays all management modules.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

---------------(16 characters)

The management module is not
installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Name of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module in the slot is
Primary side.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Active / Standby

Product PartModel

Product Serial No.

Product Manufac

Product
PartModel2

UUID

Board Product
Name

Active
Standby

The management module in the slot is
Standby side.

-------

The management module is not
installed

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

----------------

The management module is not
installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Serial No. of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Manufacture of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No.2 of
the management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

------------------------------(32 characters)
(value)

Indicates UUID of the management
module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

----------------

The management module is not
installed.
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9

10

Classification

Board Serial No.

Module Type 2

Indication

Description

(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

--(value)h

Indicates 2 digits of hexadecimal and
‘h’, this means Module Type 2.

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

Switch module information is shown below. It displays all switch modules.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

---------------(16 characters)

The switch module is not installed.

(value)

The switch module is installed.

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

2

3

4

5

6

Product PartModel

Product Version

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

Board Part No.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module

----------------

The switch module is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Version of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Part No. of the switch
module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
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#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

PS Module

---

The power supply module is not
installed.

PSM

The power supply module is installed.

INVALID

Failed to get the presence of the
power supply module
The power supply module is not
installed.

2

Product Serial No.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Serial No. of the
power supply module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the power supply module
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Power Supply Module information is shown below. It displays all power supply modules.

6
This command displays types and operating statuses of the server blade, switch
module, management module, power module, and system cooling fan module.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "DF" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears. The window display depends on the environment used.
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#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Chassis Type

(value) and
characters

Indicates the value and model of the
chassis type
The display type is shown below.
HBX18 0x00 : HBX18
HBX19 0x10 : HBX19

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis type

2

Chassis ID

(value)

Chassis ID

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis ID

(value)

Chassis Serial No.

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis Serial No.

3

Chassis Serial No.

Server blade information is shown below. It displays all server blades.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

------------------(19 characters)

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Name of the server
blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Name

-------------------

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Part/Model
No.
The server blade is not installed.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Product PartModel

Product Version.

Product Manufac

Product Serial
Number

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

------------------(value)

Indicates Product Version of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Version of
the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

------------------(value)

Indicates Product Manufacture of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Manufacture
of the server blade

-------------------

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Serial Number of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Serial
Number of the server blade

-------------------

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Board Product Name
of the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

------------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Board Serial No. of
the server blade
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Chassis information is shown below. It displays chassis information.

6

Classification

Indication

Description

8

Module Type 2

---

The server blade is not installed.

(value)h

Indicates 2 digits of hexadecimal and
‘h’, this means Module Type 2 of the
server blade.

INVALID

Failed to get the Module Type 2 of the
server blade

SVP module information is shown below. It displays all management modules.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

---------------(16 characters)

The management module is not
installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Name of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module in the slot is
Primary side.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Active / Standby

Product PartModel

Product Serial No.

Product Manufac

Product
PartModel2

UUID

Active
Standby

The management module in the slot is
Standby side.

-------

The management module is not
installed

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

----------------

The management module is not
installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Serial No. of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Manufacture of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No.2 of
the management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

------------------------------(32 characters)
(value)

Indicates UUID of the management
module
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8

9

10

Classification

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

Module Type 2

Indication

Description

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

--(value)h

Indicates 2 digits of hexadecimal and
‘h’, this means Module Type 2.

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

Switch module information is shown below. It displays all switch modules.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

---------------(16 characters)

The switch module is not installed.

(value)

The switch module is installed.

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

2

3

4

5

6

Product PartModel

Product Version

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

Board Part No.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Version of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module

----------------

The switch module is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Part No. of the switch
module
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#

6

Classification

Indication

Description

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module

Power Supply Module information is shown below. It displays all power supply modules.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

PS Module

---

The power supply module is not
installed.

PSM

The power supply module is installed.

INVALID

Failed to get the presence of the
power supply module
The power supply module is not
installed.

2

Product Serial No.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Serial No. of the
power supply module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the power supply module
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#

6
This command displays information on a chassis, server blade, management module,
switch module, and power supply module.
Enter [S] from the main menu and press the [Enter] key. At prompt SVP>, enter [DF]
and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen is displayed, which may be different depending on your
environment.
SVP>DF
<<Display FRU- Display FRU information>>
----- Chassis information ----Chassis Type
: 00h (HBX18)
Chassis ID
: Salty Dog
Chassis Serial No.
: 4602RB0 00258
Total mass : 71.40 kg
----- Server Module information ----# Product Name
|Product PartModel |Product Version
|Product Manufac
|Product Serial Number
|Board Product Name |Board Serial No. |Mod.TP 2
----------------------------------------------------------------------------0 BladeSymphony F51 | GG*C51L4-*NNN1** | 0000F51900
| HITACHI
| N/A
| 7TPBV | 1D16525C | C8h
1 BladeSymphony F51 | N/A | 0000F51900 | HITACHI
| N/A
| 7TPBV | 1D1759E0 | C8h
2 BladeSymphony F51 | N/A | 0000F51500 | HITACHI
| N/A
| 7TPBV | D0AD0EA2 | C4h
3 BladeSymphony F51 | GG*C51R4-*NNN1** | 0000F51C00
| HITACHI
| N/A
| 7TPBV | 1D7EE854 | CBh
4 BladeSymphony F51 | N/A | 0000F51200 | HITACHI
| N/A
| 7BPBV | E68C2EA6 | C1h
5 ----------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | -------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | --6 ----------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | -------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | --7 ----------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | -------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | --8 ----------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | -------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | --9 ----------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | -------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | ---
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----- Switch Module information ----# Switch Module |Product PartModel |Product Version
|Board Product name |Board Serial No. |Board Part No.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 Switch Module | BE9LSWM1
|
| LAN0123R
| 87777777777
| 444
1 Switch Module |
|
|
|
|
2 Switch Module | HT-4016 | 00
| Brocade SW4016
| VU040000340
| 51-1000106-01
3 Switch Module | HT-4016
| 00
| Brocade SW4016
| VU040000331
| 51-1000084-02
----- Power Supply Module information ----# PS Module
|Product Serial No.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 PSM
| 505100
1 PSM
| 415100
2 PSM
| 315100
3 ------------- | -------------------- HVM License information ----# HVM License
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 Advanced
1 Advanced
2 Not installed
3 Not installed
4 Not installed
5 ------------6 ------------7 ------------8 ------------9 ------------SVP>
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----- SVP Module information ----# Product Name
|Product PartModel |Product serial No.|Product Manufac
Active/Standby |Product PartModel2|UUID
|Board Product Name|Board Serial No. |Module Type 2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 BladeSymphony | GG-RE9A1BM
| 4602RB0 00258
| HITACHI
Active
| BE9SVPM1
| 2a4016f8d439c70100000011d8c43e6f
| BS320SVP
| 811562
| 80h
1 BladeSymphony | GG-RE9A1BM
| 4602RB0 00258
| HITACHI
Standby
| BE9SVPM1
| 2a4016f8d439c70100000011d8c43e6f
| SVP0100R
| 609P0400003
| 80h

6

#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Chassis Type

(value) and
characters

INVALID

Indicates the value and model of the
chassis type
The display type is shown below.
HBX18 0x00 : HBX18
HBX19 0x10 : HBX19
Failed to get the chassis type

(value)

Chassis ID

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis ID

(value)

Chassis Serial No.

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis Serial No.

(value)

Displays the mass of a server chassis.

2

Chassis ID

3

Chassis Serial No.

4

Total mass

Server blade information is shown below. It displays all server blades.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

------------------(19 characters)

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Name of the server
blade

INVALID
-------------------

Failed to get the Product Name
The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Part/Model
No.

-------------------

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Version of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Version of
the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Product PartModel

Product Version.

Product Manufac

Product Serial
Number

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

------------------(value)

Indicates Product Manufacture of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Manufacture
of the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

------------------(value)

Indicates Product Serial Number of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Serial
Number of the server blade

-------------------

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Board Product Name
of the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

------------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
server blade
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Chassis information is shown below. It displays chassis information.

6

8

Classification

Module Type 2

Indication

Description

INVALID

Failed to get the Board Serial No. of
the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

--(value)h

Indicates 2 digits of hexadecimal and
‘h’: this means Module Type 2 of the
server blade.

INVALID

Failed to get the Module Type 2 of the
server blade

SVP module information is shown below. It displays all management modules.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

---------------(16 characters)

The management module is not
installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Name of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module in the slot is
Primary side.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Active / Standby

Product PartModel

Product Serial No.

Product Manufac

Product
PartModel2

UUID

Active
Standby

The management module in the slot is
Standby side.

-------

The management module is not
installed

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Serial No. of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Manufacture of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No.2 of
the management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

------------------------------(32 characters)
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#

6

8

9

10

Classification

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

Module Type 2

Indication

Description

(value)

Indicates UUID of the management
module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

---

The management module is not
installed.

(value)h

Indicates 2 digits of hexadecimal and
‘h’, this means Module Type 2.

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

Switch module information is shown below. It displays all switch modules.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

---------------(16 characters)

The switch module is not installed.

(value)

The switch module is installed.

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module

----------------

The switch module is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

2

3

4

5

6

Product PartModel

Product Version

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

Board Part No.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Version of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

----------------
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6

Classification

Indication

Description

(value)

Indicates Board Part No. of the switch
module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module

Power Supply Module information is shown below. It displays all power supply modules.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

PS Module

---

The power supply module is not
installed.

PSM

The power supply module is installed.

INVALID

Failed to get the presence of the
power supply module
The power supply module is not
installed.

2

Product Serial No.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Serial No. of the
power supply module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the power supply module

HVM License information is shown below: It displayes all server blades.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

HVM License

---

No server blade is installed; no
partition exists.

INot Installed

No HVM license

Essential

HVM license is Essential.

Advanced

HVM license is Advanced.

INVALID

Failed to obtain the HVM license
information.
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#

6
This command displays information on a chassis, server blade, management module,
switch module, and power supply module.
Enter [S] from the main menu and press the [Enter] key. At prompt SVP>, enter [DF]
and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen is displayed, which may be different depending on your
environment.
SVP>DF
<<Display FRU- Display FRU information>>
----- Chassis information ----Chassis Type
: 00h (HBX18)
Chassis ID
: Salty Dog
Chassis Serial No. : 4602RB0 00258
Total mass : 71.40 kg
----- Server Module information ----# Product Name
|Product PartModel |Product Version
|Product Manufac
|Product Serial Number
|Board Product Name|Board Serial No. |Mod.TP 2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 BladeSymphony F51
| GG*C51L4-*NNN1** | 0000F51900
| HITACHI
| N/A
| 7TPBV
| 1D16525C
| C8h
1 BladeSymphony F51
| N/A
| 0000F51900
| HITACHI
| N/A
| 7TPBV
| 1D1759E0
| C8h
Mezzanine card | Product Name
: 12345678901234567890
| Product PartModel: 12345678901234567890123456789012
| Board Serial No. : 12345678901234567890
| Type
: 1234h
2 BladeSymphony F51
| N/A
| 0000F51500
| HITACHI
| N/A
| 7TPBV
| D0AD0EA2
| C4h
3 BladeSymphony F51
| GG*C51R4-*NNN1** | 0000F51C00
| HITACHI
| N/A
| 7TPBV
| 1D7EE854
| CBh
4 BladeSymphony F51
| N/A
| 0000F51200
| HITACHI
| N/A
| 7BPBV
| E68C2EA6
| C1h
5 ------------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | ---------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | --6 ------------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | ---------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | --7 ------------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | ---------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | --8 ------------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | ---------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | --9 ------------------- | ---------------- | ---------------- | ---------------| -------------------| ---------------- | ---------------- | ------- SVP Module information -----
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|Product PartModel |Product serial No.|Product Manufac
|Product PartModel2|UUID
|Board Product Name|Board Serial No. |Module Type 2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 BladeSymphony
| GG-RE9A1BM
| 4602RB0 00258
| HITACHI
Active
| BE9SVPM1
| 2a4016f8d439c70100000011d8c43e6f
| BS320SVP
| 811562
| 80h
1 BladeSymphony
| GG-RE9A1BM
| 4602RB0 00258
| HITACHI
Standby
| BE9SVPM1
| 2a4016f8d439c70100000011d8c43e6f
| SVP0100R
| 609P0400003
| 80h
----- Switch Module information ----# Switch Module
|Product PartModel |Product Version
|Board Product name|Board Serial No. |Board Part No.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 Switch Module
| BE9LSWM1
|
| LAN0123R
| 87777777777
| 444
1 Switch Module
|
|
|
|
|
2 Switch Module
| HT-4016
| 00
| Brocade SW4016
| VU040000340
| 51-1000106-01
3 Switch Module
| HT-4016
| 00
| Brocade SW4016
| VU040000331
| 51-1000084-02
----- Power Supply Module information ----# PS Module
|Product Serial No.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 PSM
| 505100
1 PSM
| 415100
2 PSM
| 315100
3 ------------------- | -------------------- HVM License information ----# HVM License
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 Advanced
1 Advanced
2 Not installed
3 Not installed
4 Not installed
5 ------------6 ------------7 ------------8 ------------9 ------------SVP>

Chassis information is shown below. It displays chassis information.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Chassis Type

(value) and
characters

Indicates the value and model of the
chassis type
The display type is shown below.
HBX18 0x00 : HBX18
HBX19 0x10 : HBX19

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis type

2

Chassis ID

(value)

Chassis ID

INVALID

Failed to get the chassis ID
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# Product Name
Active/Standby

6

Classification

Indication

Description

3

Chassis Serial No.

(value)

Chassis Serial No.

Total mass

INVALID
(value)

Failed to get the chassis Serial No.
Displays the mass of a server chassis.

4

Server blade information is shown below. It displays all server blades.
When an expansion card is installed in a server blade, the product name, product
part/model number, board serial number, and mezzanine type of the card are also
displayed.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

------------------(19 characters)

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Name of the server
blade

INVALID
-------------------

Failed to get the Product Name
The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Part/Model
No.

-------------------

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Version of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Version of
the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Product PartModel

Product Version.

Product Manufac

Product Serial
Number

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

Module Type 2

------------------(value)

Indicates Product Manufacture of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Manufacture
of the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

------------------(value)

Indicates Product Serial Number of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Product Serial
Number of the server blade

-------------------

The server blade is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Board Product Name
of the server blade
The server blade is not installed.

------------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
server blade

INVALID

Failed to get the Board Serial No. of
the server blade

--(value)h

The server blade is not installed.
Indicates 2 digits of hexadecimal and
‘h’: this means Module Type 2 of the
server blade.

INVALID

Failed to get the Module Type 2 of the
server blade
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#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

---------------(16 characters)

The management module is not
installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Name of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module in the slot is
Primary side.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Active / Standby

Product PartModel

Product Serial No.

Product Manufac

Product
PartModel2

UUID

Board Product
Name

Active
Standby

The management module in the slot is
Standby side.

-------

The management module is not
installed

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

----------------

The management module is not
installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Serial No. of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Manufacture of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No.2 of
the management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
The management module is not
installed.

------------------------------(32 characters)
(value)

Indicates UUID of the management
module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

----------------

The management module is not
installed.

(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module
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SVP module information is shown below. It displays all management modules.

6

Classification

Indication

Description

9

Board Serial No.

----------------

The management module is not
installed.

(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
management module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

---

The management module is not
installed.

(value)h

Indicates 2 digits of hexadecimal and
‘h’, this means Module Type 2.

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the management module

10

Module Type 2

Switch module information is shown below. It displays all switch modules.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

Product Name

---------------(16 characters)

The switch module is not installed.

(value)

The switch module is installed.

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module

----------------

The switch module is not installed.

(value)

Indicates Product Part/Model No. of
the switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

2

3

4

5

6

Product PartModel

Product Version

Board Product
Name

Board Serial No.

Board Part No.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Version of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Product Name of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Serial No. of the
switch module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
The switch module is not installed.

---------------(value)

Indicates Board Part No. of the switch
module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the switch module
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#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

PS Module

---

The power supply module is not
installed.

PSM

The power supply module is installed.

INVALID

Failed to get the presence of the
power supply module
The power supply module is not
installed.

2

Product Serial No.

---------------(value)

Indicates Product Serial No. of the
power supply module

INVALID

Failed to get the pertinent information
on the power supply module

HVM License information is shown below: It displayes all server blades.
#

Classification

Indication

Description

1

HVM License

---

No server blade is installed; no
partition exists.

INot Installed

No HVM license

Essential

HVM license is Essential.

Advanced

HVM license is Advanced.

INVALID

Failed to obtain the HVM license
information.
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Power Supply Module information is shown below. It displays all power supply modules.

6

DL Command
This command is used to display or collect log information.
When in normal mode, the DL command is not used because such log information is
applied to an analysis of an error which has occurred in the system.
If the system has incurred an error, you may be asked to collect log information
according to the maintenance personnel's instructions.
Type "DL" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears:
>DL
<<Display Logs- Display and Output Logs>>
0 . System Event Log. (frequency)
1 . System Event Log. (history)
2 . E-mail/Assist Log.
4 . Detail Log.
6 . MAR Log.
8 . Account Log.
9 . Collect Failure Logs for E-mail Report.
10 . Environment Log.
12 . Switch Setting Command Log.
14 . SVP Console Access Log.
Q . Quit.
(0,1,2,4,6,8,9,12,14,[Q]) :

On this screen, select and execute an appropriate function.
Menu name

Operation

0. System Event Log.
(frequency)

Displays System Event Log (frequency with
which an event is generated in the device).

1. System Event Log.
(history)

Displays System Event Log (history of an event
generated in the device).

2. E-mail/Assist Log.

Displays the e-mail notification history.

4. Detail Log

Display Detail Log (detail log information of
server blade).

6. MAR Log.

Displays MAR Log (unused).

8. Account Log.

Displays the accounting information log.

9. Collect Failure Logs
for E-mail Report.

Creates the failure analysis log file (equivalent to
an attached file for e-mail notification).

10. Environment Log

Displays environment logs.

12. Switch Setting
Command Log.

Displays the command input history for the
switch module.

14. SVP Console Access
Log

Displays SVP Console Access Logs that are the
history of SVP Console login/logout, or outputs the
logs in the CSV file.

Q. Quit.

Finishes this command..
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Now, specify a part whose log information is to be displayed.
For the server blade, set "0" (BMC 0) to "9" (BMC 9) according to an installed slot
(#0 to #9).
Set "10" (SVP) for any parts other than the server blade.
Set "A" (ALL) for all parts.
When doing none, set "Q."
The following shows an example of log information displayed when you set A.

"count" indicates the number of times the event occurred.
Pressing any key, you will see the DL command menu screen displayed again.
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Selecting menu 0, you will see the following screen.

6
Now, specify a part whose log information is to be displayed.
For the server blade, set "0" (BMC 0) to "9" (BMC 9) according to an installed slot (#0
to #9).
Set "10" (SVP) for any parts other than the server blade.
Set "A" (ALL) for all parts.

When doing none, set "Q."
The following shows an example of log information displayed when you set A.

Pressing any key, you will see the DL command menu screen displayed again.
Selecting 2 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear.

This screen provides historical records of intended e-mailing. Up to 15 historical
records are displayed, with deleting excess old records. The result column provides the
result of e-mailing errors for each of the e-mailed destinations.
The e-mailed destination is indicated with the address number (1 to 8) set by MI
command. The following legend shows the meaning of displayed symbols.
O: Indicates that error information has been e-mailed successfully.
R: Indicates that error information has not been e-mailed successfully, with retry
processing performed.
(Retry processing is performed three and six hours after the first failure.)
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Selecting 1 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear.

6

-:

Indicates that the error information is out of the target to be e-mailed.

From among the displayed historical records, type "0" to "14" as the number of a
historical record you need. When doing none, type "Q."
Typing the number of a historical record, you will see the e-mail text appear. The
following shows an example of displaying e-mail text.

When case an attached file of the e-mail is saved, if you press any key the following
message appears asking whether to collect it. For the attached file, latest 5 historical
records have been saved.
If no attached file is saved, the DL command menu screen will appear.

The above example shows that the attached files named "erf-20060911-191306.gz"
and "trc-20060911-191306.tar.gz" were collected.
After the above screen displayed, the DL command menu screen will appear.
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X: Indicates that error information has not been e-mailed successfully and retry
processing has also been cancelled.

6

Item

Description

Chassis Serial Number

Serial number uniquely assigned to the device at shipment

Administrator's Address

E-mail address of the device manager (MI command setting value)

Customer Number

Customer number (MI command setting value)

Branch Office

Branch office name (MI command setting value)

CALL FACTOR
INFORMATION

Displays notification factor information. "Impact" indicates the degree of
influence of notification factor on the device.
Meaning

Impact
UU

Emergency response

UE

Non-emergency response (next day)

US

Non-emergency response (within one week)

UC

Non-emergency response (redundant part)

PR

Preventive maintenance request notification

RC INFORMATION

Displays details of failure and action

FRU INFORMATION

Displays failure part information. UNIT and FRU NIMONIC indicate a failure
part (refer to the bottom table outside the table.) ACTION indicates the details
of the maintenance response.
ACTION

Meaning

ACTION

Meaning

RPL

Replacement

RTM

TMP execution

CHK

Checking

RPE

External replacement

ADJ

Adjustment

RMD

MD execution

CRT

Correction

CSP

Customer engineer
calling

CLN

Cleaning

ADD

Addition

CKE

External checking

REM

Removal

Note: Meanings of UNIT and FRU NIMONIC
UNIT

FRU NIMONIC

Major classification of
components

SRVx
(x: 0 to 9)

MB

Server blade

BAT

Motherboard
Lithium battery

CPUx (x: 0 to 1)

CPU+Heatsink,Grease

HDDx (x: 0 to1)

Built-in HDD

DIMMxx
(xx: 00,10,20,30)

Memory

PCI0
SYS

Minor classification

NDPL

Mezzanine card
Base unit

FANx (x: 0 to 4)

NODE PL
System cooling fan module

FANALL

System cooling fan modules (all of
0 to 4)

SWFANx (x: 0 to 1)

Switch cooling fan module

PSUNITx (x: 0 to 3)

Power module

PSCABLE

AC cable

SVPCONx (x: 0 to 1)

SVP connector module
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For the details of how to transmit the attached files to the outside, refer to "Transmit the
backup of SVP Configuration Information to the outside".

6

FRU NIMONIC

Major classification of
components

SVPVOL
SVPx
(x: 0 to 1)

SVPUNIT

Minor classification
Device voltage (confirmation of the
part from SVP)

Management module

BATTERY

Management module (SVP)
Lithium battery

SWx
(x: 0 to 3)

SWM

Switch module

OTHER

AIRCON

Outside the device

LAN switch module
FC switch module
LAN pass through module
Room temperature

BURDEN

Distribution board

USBDEV

USB device

EXIODEV

Extended storage
Extended backup device

Selecting 4 in the menu, you will see the following screen.

Now, specify the server blade number (primary partition only) to display the log
information.
According to the partition number of the server blade to be displayed, specify
“0”(BMC0) to “9”(BMC9). When terminate displaying log, specify “Q”.
The example of specifying primary partition 0 is shown below.

Now, specify the log type. Specify the number (0 to 7) according to the log type you
want to display. When terminate displaying the log, specify “Q”.
The example of specifying number according to the log type is shown below.

Now, specify the date and time of the log to be displayed. Specify the number (0 to 3)
according to the date and time of the log you want to display.
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UNIT

6

Press any key to return to the menu screen of DL command.
Selecting 6 in the menu, you will see the following screen.

This screen provides historical records of ASSIST e-mailing. Up to 64 histories are
displayed, with deleting excess old records.
To check the contents of e-mailed ASSIST, specify the number of the target historical
record. When doing none, type "Q".
MAR Log is not used. When you select this menu, press “Q” and exit the menu.
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The example of specifying the number according to the date and time is shown below.

6
Displayed "- Attached log -" indicates that additional information is saved.
To check additional information, type its corresponding number (0 to 5). When doing
none, type "Q".
The following shows an example of additional information displayed when you specify
its corresponding number.

Pressing any key, you will see the menu for additional information displayed again.
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The following shows an example of displayed contents of e-mailed ASSIST.

6
Up to 8188 events are displayed from the latest event.
The table below shows the displayed contents.
Pressing the Enter key after the end of display, you will see the SVP prompt displayed
again.
Field

Description

Chassis ID

Chassis ID

date and time

Event generation date

event

Activated: Partition power is turned on.
Deactivated: Partition power is turned off.
Date changed to: Time after time change
Date changed from: Time before time change

partition

Event generation partition

Selecting 9 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear, with the system
starting to collect a log file for an error analysis (equivalent to an e-mailed file).
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Selecting 8 in the menu, you will see the following appear which displays accounting
information log.

6

The following shows an execution example when 1 is selected:

The above example indicates that the system has collected the log files named "erf20050101-123456.gz" and "trc-20050101-123456.tar.gz".
After the above screen displayed, the DL command menu will appear again.
If it fails to create a log file, "Failure" appears. Then "Log Correct Function Execute
Error..." appears and terminate the processing.
For the details on how to transmit the collected log file, refer to "Transmit the backup of
SVP Configuration Information to the outside".
Selecting 12 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear.

Maximum 681 events are displayed on the command input history of the switch module.
The data column supports 38 characters in maximum. Any command exceeding 38
characters is partially omitted to display.
If no history exists, "No Switch Setting Command Log." appears.
Pressing the Enter key, the DL command menu will appear.

When selecting 14 in the menu, the following screen will appear. The system starts
processing the display of SVP Console Access Logs.

Information on users who currently log in the SVP Console is displayed at first.
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Specify a partition to collect logs on the server blade.
You can select server blade positions #0 to #9, or Other.
Select "Q" to exit the menu without performing processing.

6

Login information.
# User
login
Connected from
--+----------------+--------------------+---------------1 user1
2007/03/13 16:13:00 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
2 user2
2007/03/13 16:23:22 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
3 user3
2007/03/13 16:13:00 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
4 user4
2007/03/14 16:23:22 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
5 user5
2007/03/14 16:13:00 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
6 user6
2007/03/14 16:23:22 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
--+-------------------+-------------------------+--------------------

When selecting 0 from the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the logs are output in the
CSV file.
Please enter number for Access Log.
0 . Create access log file(csv).
1 . Display all access log.
2 . Display a period of access log.
Q . Quit
(0-2,[Q]) : 0
Access log file is created accesslog-20070315-085700.csv

The example above shows that the log file named “accesslog-20070315-085700.csv”
is obtained. To find specific ways to get logs, refer to “Transmit the backup of SVP
configuration information to the outside” (660).

When selecting 1 from the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the following message is
displayed.
Please enter number for Access Log.
0 . Create access log file(csv).
1 . Display all access log.
2 . Display a period of access log.
Q . Quit
(0-2,[Q]) : 1
Display all Access Logs.
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y
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The period of Access Log : 2007/06/15 09:01:56-2008/03/15 09:10:13

6

Please enter number for Access Log.
0 . Create access log file(csv).
1 . Display all access log.
2 . Display a period of access log.
Q . Quit
(0-2,[Q]) : 2
Please enter a period of access log.
From: year (00-36, [this year]) : 07
: month (01-12, [this month]) : 03
: day
(01-31, [today])
: 01
To : year (00-36, [this year]) : 07
: month (01-12, [this month]) : 04
: day
(01-31, [today])
: 01
The period of Access log : 2007/03/01 –2007/04/01
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y

When selecting 1 or 2 from the SVP Console Access Logs menu, 15 logs are displayed
per screen. With more than 15 Access Logs, press the [n] or [Enter] key, and the next
15 logs are displayed.
Display SVP Console Access Logs.
# User
Connected from
Login
Logout
--+----------------+----------------+--------------------+-------------------1 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/08/13 16:13:00 2007/08/13 18:24:57
2 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/14 16:23:22 2007/07/14 18:54:37
3 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/13 16:13:00 2007/07/13 18:24:57
4 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/11 16:23:22 2007/07/11 18:54:37
5 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/02 16:13:00 2007/07/02 18:24:57
6 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/06/14 16:23:22 2007/06/14 18:54:37
7 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/06/13 16:13:00 2007/06/13 18:24:58
8 user3
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/06/05 16:23:22 2007/06/05 18:54:37
9 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/05/20 16:13:00 2007/05/20 18:24:57
10 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/05/14 16:23:22 2007/05/14 18:54:37
11 user4
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/05/13 16:13:00 2007/05/13 18:24:57
12 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/04/14 16:23:22 2007/04/14 18:54:37
13 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/03/13 16:13:00 2007/03/13 18:24:57
14 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/02/14 16:23:22 2007/02/14 18:54:37
15 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/01/13 16:13:00 2007/01/13 18:24:57
Select No. ([n]:next,1-15,[Q]) : 1
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When selecting 2 from the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the following message is
displayed. You can specify a period of displaying access logs. When pressing the
[Enter] key without any input, the current values of year, month, and day are specified.

6

Display SVP Console Access Logs.
User
User level
Connected from
Connection type
Login
Logout
SVP logged in
SVP slot

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

user1
administrator
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
LAN
2007/08/13 16:13:00
2007/08/13 18:24:57
active
SVP#0

PRESS ENTER KEY

To display the list of SVP Console Access Logs, press the [Enter] key.
#

Item

Description

1

User

User account

2

User level

User privilege
#

Display

User privilege

1

Operator

Displays the operator privilege.

2

Administrator

Displays the administrator privilege.

3

Maintenance

Displays the maintenance privilege.

3

Connected from

IP address connected from (0.0.0.0 in the serial connection)

4

Connection type

Serial: Serial connection
LAN: LAN connection

5

Login

Login time

6

Logout

Logout time

7

SVP logged in

SVP logged in by the user (active / standby)

8

SVP slot

SVP slot logged in by the user (SVP#0 / SVP#1)
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To display the following details, input a number that you want to display from the list of
Select No..

6

Type "DL" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears:
>DL
<<Display Logs- Display and Output Logs>>
0 . System Event Log. (frequency)
1 . System Event Log. (history)
2 . E-mail/Assist Log.
4 . Detail Log.
6 . MAR Log.
8 . Account Log.
9 . Collect Failure Logs for E-mail Report.
10 . Environment Log.
12 . Switch Setting Command Log.
14 . SVP Console Access Log.
15 . Power monitoring Log.
Q . Quit.
(0,1,2,4,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,[Q]) :

On this screen, select and execute an appropriate function.
Menu name

Operation

0. System Event Log.
(frequency)

Displays System Event Log (frequency with
which an event is generated in the device).

1. System Event Log.
(history)

Displays System Event Log (history of an event
generated in the device).

2. E-mail/Assist Log.

Displays the e-mail notification history.

4. Detail Log

Display Detail Log (detail log information of
server blade).

6. MAR Log.

Displays MAR Log (unused).

8. Account Log.

Displays the accounting information log.

9. Collect Failure Logs
for E-mail Report.

Creates the failure analysis log file (equivalent to
an attached file for e-mail notification).

10. Environment Log.

Displays the environment logs.

12. Switch Setting
Command Log.

Displays the command input history for the
switch module.

14. SVP Console Access
Log

Displays SVP Console Access Logs that are the
history of SVP Console login/logout, or outputs the
logs in the CSV file.

15. Power monitoring Log

Display power consumption Logs

Q. Quit.

Finishes this command..
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(Case of F/W A1029 and later)

6
Now, specify a part whose log information is to be displayed.
For the server blade, set "0" (BMC 0) to "9" (BMC 9) according to an installed slot
(#0 to #9).
Set "10" (SVP) for any parts other than the server blade.
Set "A" (ALL) for all parts.
When doing none, set "Q."
The following shows an example of log information displayed when you set A.

"count" indicates the number of times the event occurred.
Pressing any key, you will see the DL command menu screen displayed again.
Selecting 1 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear.

Now, specify a part whose log information is to be displayed.
For the server blade, set "0" (BMC 0) to "9" (BMC 9) according to an installed slot (#0
to #9).
Set "10" (SVP) for any parts other than the server blade.
Set "A" (ALL) for all parts.
When doing none, set "Q."
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Selecting menu 0, you will see the following screen.

6
Pressing any key, you will see the DL command menu screen displayed again.
Selecting 2 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear.

This screen provides historical records of intended e-mailing. Up to 15 historical
records are displayed, with deleting excess old records. The result column provides the
result of e-mailing errors for each of the e-mailed destinations.
The e-mailed destination is indicated with the address number (1 to 8) set by MI
command. The following legend shows the meaning of displayed symbols.
O: Indicates that error information has been e-mailed successfully.
R: Indicates that error information has not been e-mailed successfully, with retry
processing performed.
(Retry processing is performed three and six hours after the first failure.)
X: Indicates that error information has not been e-mailed successfully and retry
processing has also been cancelled.
-:

Indicates that the error information is out of the target to be e-mailed.
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The following shows an example of log information displayed when you set A.

6
When case an attached file of the e-mail is saved, if you press any key the following
message appears asking whether to collect it. For the attached file, latest 5 historical
records have been saved.
If no attached file is saved, the DL command menu screen will appear.

The above example shows that the attached files named "erf-20060911-191306.gz"
and "trc-20060911-191306.tar.gz" were collected.
After the above screen displayed, the DL command menu screen will appear.
For the details of how to transmit the attached files to the outside, refer to "Transmit the
backup of SVP Configuration Information to the outside".
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From among the displayed historical records, type "0" to "14" as the number of a
historical record you need. When doing none, type "Q."
Typing the number of a historical record, you will see the e-mail text appear. The
following shows an example of displaying e-mail text.

6

Description
Serial number uniquely assigned to the device at shipment

Administrator's Address

E-mail address of the device manager (MI command setting value)

Customer Number

Customer number (MI command setting value)

Branch Office

Branch office name (MI command setting value)

CALL FACTOR
INFORMATION

Displays notification factor information. "Impact" indicates the degree of
influence of notification factor on the device.
Meaning

Impact
UU

Emergency response

UE

Non-emergency response (next day)

US

Non-emergency response (within one week)

UC

Non-emergency response (redundant part)

PR

Preventive maintenance request notification

RC INFORMATION

Displays details of failure and action

FRU INFORMATION

Displays failure part information. UNIT and FRU NIMONIC indicate a failure
part (refer to the bottom table outside the table.) ACTION indicates the details
of the maintenance response.
ACTION

Meaning

ACTION

Meaning

RPL

Replacement

RTM

TMP execution

CHK

Checking

RPE

External replacement

ADJ

Adjustment

RMD

MD execution

CRT

Correction

CSP

Customer engineer
calling

CLN

Cleaning

ADD

Addition

CKE

External checking

REM

Removal

Note: Meanings of UNIT and FRU NIMONIC
UNIT

FRU NIMONIC

Major classification of
components

SRVx
(x: 0 to 9)

MB

Server blade

BAT
CPUx (x: 0 to 1)

CPU+Heatsink,Grease

HDDx (x: 0 to1)

Built-in HDD
Memory

PCI0
NDPL

Mezzanine card
Base unit

FANx (x: 0 to 4)

NODE PL
System cooling fan module

FANALL

System cooling fan modules (all of
0 to 4)

SWFANx (x: 0 to 1)

Switch cooling fan module

PSUNITx (x: 0 to 3)

Power module

PSCABLE

AC cable

SVPCONx (x: 0 to 1)

SVP connector module

SVPVOL
SVPx

Motherboard
Lithium battery

DIMMxx
(xx: 00,10,20,30)

SYS

Minor classification

SVPUNIT

Device voltage (confirmation of the
part from SVP)
Management module
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Item
Chassis Serial Number

6

(x: 0 to 1)

FRU NIMONIC

Major classification of
components

BATTERY

Minor classification
Lithium battery

SWx
(x: 0 to 3)

SWM

Switch module

OTHER

AIRCON

Outside the device

LAN switch module
FC switch module
LAN pass through module
Room temperature

BURDEN

Distribution board

USBDEV

USB device

EXIODEV

Extended storage
Extended backup device

Selecting 4 in the menu, you will see the following screen.

Now, specify the server blade number (primary partition only) to display the log
information.
According to the partition number of the server blade to be displayed, specify
“0”(BMC0) to “9”(BMC9). When terminate displaying log, specify “Q”.
The example of specifying primary partition 0 is shown below.

Now, specify the log type. Specify the number (0 to 7) according to the log type you
want to display. When terminate displaying the log, specify “Q”.
The example of specifying number according to the log type is shown below.

Now, specify the date and time of the log to be displayed. Specify the number (0 to 3)
according to the date and time of the log you want to display.
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UNIT

6

Press any key to return to the menu screen of DL command.
Selecting 6 in the menu, you will see the following screen.

This screen provides historical records of ASSIST e-mailing. Up to 64 histories are
displayed, with deleting excess old records.
To check the contents of e-mailed ASSIST, specify the number of the target historical
record. When doing none, type "Q".

MAR Log is not used. When you select this menu, press “Q” and exit the menu.
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The example of specifying the number according to the date and time is shown below.

6
Displayed "- Attached log -" indicates that additional information is saved.
To check additional information, type its corresponding number (0 to 5). When doing
none, type "Q".
The following shows an example of additional information displayed when you specify
its corresponding number.

Pressing any key, you will see the menu for additional information displayed again.
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The following shows an example of displayed contents of e-mailed ASSIST.

6
Up to 8188 events are displayed from the latest event.
The table below shows the displayed contents.
Pressing the Enter key after the end of display, you will see the SVP prompt displayed
again.
Field

Description

Chassis ID

Chassis ID

date and time

Event generation date

event

Activated: Partition power is turned on.
Deactivated: Partition power is turned off.
Date changed to: Time after time change
Date changed from: Time before time change

partition

Event generation partition

Selecting 9 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear, with the system
starting to collect a log file for an error analysis (equivalent to an e-mailed file).
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Selecting 8 in the menu, you will see the following appear which displays accounting
information log.

6

The following shows an execution example when 1 is selected:

The above example indicates that the system has collected the log files named "erf20050101-123456.gz" and "trc-20050101-123456.tar.gz".
After the above screen displayed, the DL command menu will appear again.
If it fails to create a log file, "Failure" appears. Then "Log Correct Function Execute
Error..." appears and terminate the processing.
For the details on how to transmit the collected log file, refer to "Transmit the backup of
SVP Configuration Information to the outside".
Selecting 10 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear.

Specify a partition to collect logs on the server blade.
You can select server blade positions #0 to #9, or Other.
Select "Q" to exit the menu without performing processing.
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Specify a partition to collect logs on the server blade.
You can select server blade positions #0 to #9, or Other.
Select "Q" to exit the menu without performing processing.

6
One-week data of intake temperature and of exhaust temperature is displayed.
Minimum values, maximum values, average values of each day and average values
per hour are displayed.
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The following shows an execution example when 1 is selected:

6
Maximum 681 events are displayed on the command input history of the switch module.
The data column supports 38 characters in maximum. Any command exceeding 38
characters is partially omitted to display.
If no history exists, "No Switch Setting Command Log." appears.
Pressing the Enter key, the DL command menu will appear.

When selecting 14 in the menu, the following screen will appear. The system starts
processing the display of SVP Console Access Logs.

Information on users who currently log in the SVP Console is displayed at first.
The period of Access Log : 2007/06/15 09:01:56-2008/03/15 09:10:13
Login information.
# User
login
Connected from
--+----------------+--------------------+---------------1 user1
2007/03/13 16:13:00 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
2 user2
2007/03/13 16:23:22 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
3 user3
2007/03/13 16:13:00 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
4 user4
2007/03/14 16:23:22 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
5 user5
2007/03/14 16:13:00 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
6 user6
2007/03/14 16:23:22 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
--+-------------------+-------------------------+--------------------
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Selecting 12 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear.

6

Please enter number for Access Log.
0 . Create access log file(csv).
1 . Display all access log.
2 . Display a period of access log.
Q . Quit
(0-2,[Q]) : 0
Access log file is created accesslog-20070315-085700.csv

The example above shows that the log file named “accesslog-20070315-085700.csv”
is obtained. To find specific ways to get logs, refer to “Transmit the backup of SVP
configuration information to the outside” (660).

When selecting 1 from the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the following message is
displayed.
Please enter number for Access Log.
0 . Create access log file(csv).
1 . Display all access log.
2 . Display a period of access log.
Q . Quit
(0-2,[Q]) : 1
Display all Access Logs.
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y
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When selecting 0 from the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the logs are output in the
CSV file.

6

Please enter number for Access Log.
0 . Create access log file(csv).
1 . Display all access log.
2 . Display a period of access log.
Q . Quit
(0-2,[Q]) : 2
Please enter a period of access log.
From: year (00-36, [this year]) : 07
: month (01-12, [this month]) : 03
: day
(01-31, [today])
: 01
To : year (00-36, [this year]) : 07
: month (01-12, [this month]) : 04
: day
(01-31, [today])
: 01
The period of Access log : 2007/03/01 –2007/04/01
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y

When selecting 1 or 2 from the SVP Console Access Logs menu, 15 logs are displayed
per screen. With more than 15 Access Logs, press the [n] or [Enter] key, and the next
15 logs are displayed.
Display SVP Console Access Logs.
# User
Connected from
Login
Logout
--+----------------+----------------+--------------------+-------------------1 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/08/13 16:13:00 2007/08/13 18:24:57
2 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/14 16:23:22 2007/07/14 18:54:37
3 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/13 16:13:00 2007/07/13 18:24:57
4 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/11 16:23:22 2007/07/11 18:54:37
5 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/02 16:13:00 2007/07/02 18:24:57
6 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/06/14 16:23:22 2007/06/14 18:54:37
7 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/06/13 16:13:00 2007/06/13 18:24:58
8 user3
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/06/05 16:23:22 2007/06/05 18:54:37
9 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/05/20 16:13:00 2007/05/20 18:24:57
10 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/05/14 16:23:22 2007/05/14 18:54:37
11 user4
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/05/13 16:13:00 2007/05/13 18:24:57
12 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/04/14 16:23:22 2007/04/14 18:54:37
13 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/03/13 16:13:00 2007/03/13 18:24:57
14 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/02/14 16:23:22 2007/02/14 18:54:37
15 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/01/13 16:13:00 2007/01/13 18:24:57
Select No. ([n]:next,1-15,[Q]) : 1
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When selecting 2 from the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the following message is
displayed. You can specify a period of displaying access logs. When pressing the
[Enter] key without any input, the current values of year, month, and day are specified.

6

Display SVP Console Access Logs.
User
User level
Connected from
Connection type
Login
Logout
SVP logged in
SVP slot

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

user1
administrator
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
LAN
2007/08/13 16:13:00
2007/08/13 18:24:57
active
SVP#0

PRESS ENTER KEY

To display the list of SVP Console Access Logs, press the [Enter] key.
#

Item

Description

1

User

User account

2

User level

User privilege
#

Display

User privilege

1

Operator

Displays the operator privilege.

2

Administrator

Displays the administrator privilege.

3

Maintenance

Displays the maintenance privilege.

3

Connected from

IP address connected from (0.0.0.0 in the serial connection)

4

Connection type

Serial: Serial connection
LAN: LAN connection

5

Login

Login time

6

Logout

Logout time

7

SVP logged in

SVP logged in by the user (active / standby)

8

SVP slot

SVP slot logged in by the user (SVP#0 / SVP#1)
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To display the following details, input a number that you want to display from the list of
Select No..

6
Specify a partition to collect logs on the server blade.
You can select server blade positions #0 to #9, or server chassis.
After selecting server blade or server chassis, you will see the following screen appear.

Select the log of last 24 hours or log of yesterday’s 24 hours.
Power consumption of server chassis is displayed as followings.

Minimum values, maximum values, average values per second before 3 minutes from
that time are displayed. The upper limit is also displayed.
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Selecting 15 in the menu, you will see the following screen appear.

6
Minimum values, maximum values, average values per second before 3 minutes from
that time are displayed. The power capping value and CPU clock are also displayed.
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Power consumption of server blade is displayed as followings.

6

Enter "DL" and press the [Enter] key at the "SVP>" prompt.
The following screen is displayed.
SVP>DL
<<Display Logs- Display and Output Logs>>
0 . System Event Log. (frequency)
1 . System Event Log. (history)
2 . E-mail/Assist Log.
4 . Detail Log.
6 . MAR Log.
8 . Account Log.
9 . Collect Failure Logs for E-mail Report.
10 . Environment Log.
12 . Switch Setting Command Log.
14 . SVP Console Access Log.
15 . Power monitoring Log.
16 . SVP Log.
Q . Quit.
(0,1,2,4,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,16,[Q]) :

Select a menu you require from the following list, and execute it.
Menu

Description

0.

System Event Log.
(frequency)

Shows the frequency of events that have occurred in the
equipment.

1.

System Event Log.
(history)

Shows the history of events that have occurred in the
equipment.

2.

E-mail/Assist Log.

Shows the history of e-mail notification.

4.

Detail Log.

Shows detailed log information on server blades.

6.

MAR Log.

Not used.

8.

Account Log.

Shows information on account logs.

9.

Collect Failure Logs for Email Report.

Generates a log file for failure analysis that is the same
file attached to e-mail notification.

10.

Environment Log.

Shows environment logs.

12.

Switch Setting Command
Log.

Shows the history of the command input to the switch
module.

14.

SVP Console Access
Log.

Shows SVP Console Access logs, information on SVP
console login/logout, or output them as a CSV file.

15.

Power monitoring Log.

Shows logs of power consumption.

16.

SVP Log.

Shows SVP logs.

Q.

Quit

Quits the DL command.
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(A1030 and later versions)

6

Enter BMC, SVP no (0-9=BMC0-BMC9,10=SVP,A=ALL,[Q]) :

Specify a component of which logs are displayed.
For a server blade, specify the number from 0 [BMC0] to 9 [BMC9] corresponding to
the slot (#0 to 9) in which the server blade is installed.
For other components, specify [10] (SVP).
For all components, specify [A] (all).
If you do nothing, specify [Q].
The following is an example when [A] is specified.
Enter BMC, SVP no (0-9=BMC0-BMC9,10=SVP,A=ALL,[Q]) : A
system event log | count |
2000 c142 7101ffff |
411 |
6100 f2f8 07a80220 |
303 |
6100 f2f8 07a81010 |
301 |
6100 f2f8 07a80200 |
301 |
6100 f2f8 07a81210 |
301 |
6100 f2f8 07a80b10 |
297 |
6100 f2f8 07a80120 |
290 |
6100 f2f8 07a80170 |
286 |
0100 1221 6f01ffff |
87 |
6100 f2f8 07a834f0 |
84 |
6100 22a0 6fa50000 |
83 |
PRESS ENTER KEY

[count ] shows how many times the event has occurred.
Press any key to return to the DL command menu screen.
When [1] is selected in the DL command menu, the following screen is displayed.
Enter BMC, SVP no (0-9=BMC0-BMC9,10=SVP,A=ALL,[Q]) :

Specify a component of which logs are displayed.
For a server blade, specify the number from 0 [BMC0] to 9 [BMC9] corresponding to
the slot (#0 to 9) in which the server blade is installed.
For other components, specify 10 [SVP].
For all components, specify [A] (all).
If you do nothing, specify [Q].
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If you enter [0] in the DL command menu, the following screen is displayed.

6

Enter BMC, SVP no (0-9=BMC0-BMC9,10=SVP,A=ALL,[Q]) : A
Current Time : 06/03/20 17:07:39
ate
time
06/03/20 17:06:13
06/03/20 17:06:08
06/03/20 17:00:23
06/03/20 17:00:06
06/03/20 14:20:15
06/03/20 11:33:30
06/03/20 11:31:43
PRESS ENTER KEY

slot
SVP
SVP
SVP
BMC0
SVP
SVP
SVP

11
11
11
11
11
11
11

configuration
400000 ff000000
400000 ff000000
400000 ff000000
000100 800b0000
400000 ff000000
400000 ff000000
400000 ff000000

034f
034e
0349
0001
0348
0345
0344

02
02
02
02
02
02
02

6100
6100
6100
2000
6100
6100
6100

event
04 f2f8
04 f2f8
04 f2f8
04 233b
04 f2f8
04 f2f8
04 f2f8

07a80c10
07a80c00
07a80b10
6fe10228
07a80210
07a80304
07a80b10

Press any key to return to the DL command menu screen.
When [2] is selected in the DL command menu, the following screen is displayed.
no |
date
|
0 | 06/03/20
1 | 06/03/20
please select

|
time
|
system event log
| result |
|
|
| 12345678 |
| 17:06:29 | 0000 02 87e01e44 6100 04 f2f8 07a13001 | -------- |
| 17:03:25 | 0000 02 96df1e44 2000 04 233b 6fe10228 | -O-X---- |
no (0-1, [Q]) :

This screen shows the history of e-mail notification tried. Up to 15 history logs are
displayed on the screen. With more than 15 logs, the oldest log is deleted. The item
[result] shows the result of failure notification per recipient.
Recipients are shown as a destination address number from 1 to 8 set by the MI
command. Legends used in [result] are as follows:
O: Failure notification is successfully sent.
R: Failure notification fails and is being retried.
(Retry is executed after three hours and six hours when the first e-mail
notification fails.)
X: Failure notification fails. (Retry also fails.)
:

This is not a failure notification.
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The following is an example when [A] is specified.

6

If you do nothing, select [Q].
When a history number is entered, the e-mail text is displayed. An example is as
follows:
<SVP0>
Chassis Serial Number
<SVP1>
Chassis Serial Number
Administrator's Address
Customer Number
Branch Office

: 333333
:
:
:
:

333333
svp@mail.ebs.co.jp
123456789
123

Information to
identify a client

+------------------------------+
| MARLOG (2006/03/20 17:04:07) |
+------------------------------+
- CALL FACTOR INFORMATION Reason : F2
Impact : UE
- RC INFORMATION CONFIGURATION : 11 400000 FF000000
EVENT
: 0000 02 87E01E44 6100 04 F2F8 07A13001
RC
: 10 6500 7B F2F80100 07A13001
RC NAME
: SVP M0 OEM
COMMENT
: Failed to initialize GbE-SW.
1)Exchange SVP.

Failure
information

- FRU INFORMATION +---+------------------------------------------------------+
| 1 | UNIT
: SVP0
FRU MNEMONIC : SVPUNIT
|
|
| PARTS NAME : REV
: |
|
| ACTION
: RPL
WEIGHT
: 100
|
|
| DRAWING NO : 6950022
SERIAL NO
: |
+---+------------------------------------------------------+
PRESS ENTER KEY

If a file attached to an e-mail notification is stored, press any key to have the inquiry as
shown below. The latest five attached files are stored. When no attached file is stored,
the screen returns to the DL command menu.
Copy Log Files? (Y/[N]) : y
Copy Ended. Log Files are as follows.
erf-20060911-191306.gz and trc-20060911-191306.tar.gz.

The above example shows that attached files named “erf-20060911-191306.gz” and
“trc-20060911-191306.tar.gz” are collected.
The screen above is displayed and then the screen returns to the DL command menu.
To take out an attached file outside, refer to “Backup and Restore of SVP Configuration
Information”
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Enter a history number from 0 to 14 to refer to among histories displayed.

6

Description

Chassis Serial
Number

The serial number given specifically to a product at the shipment.

Administrator’s
Address

E-mail address of the system administrator set by the MI command

Customer Number

Client number set by the MI command

Branch Office

Branch office name set by the MI command

CALL FACTOR
INFORMATION

Impact shows how much a call factor affects the equipment.
Impact

Description

UU

Emergency

UE

Non-emergency: Needs to be fixed next
day.

US

Non-emergency: Needs to be fixed in a
week.

UC

Non-emergency: handled by redundancy.

PR

Protective maintenance is required.

RC INFORMATION

Displays failure information and how to fix it.

FRU INFORMATION

Displays information on components in failure. Items, UNIT and
FRU NIMONIC, show components: refer to the table “UNIT and
FRU NIMONIC”. ACTION shows maintenance work.
ACTION

Description

ACTION

Description

RPL

Replace

RTM

Run TMP.

CHK

Check

RPE

Replace
external parts.

ADJ

Adjust

RMD

Run MD.

CRT

Correct

CSP

Call service
personnel.

CLN

Clean

ADD

Add

CKE

Check
external parts.

REM

Remove

UNIT and FRU NIMONIC
UNIT

SRVx
(x: 0-9)

Inclusive
component

FRU NIMONIC
MB

Motherboard

BAT

Lithium battery

CPUx (x:0-1)
HDDx (x: 0-1)

Server blade

CPU+Heatsink, Grease
Internal HDD

DIMMxx

Memory

PCI0

Mezzanine card

NDPL

NODE PL

FANx (x: 0-4)
SYS

Internal parts

System cooling fan module
Server
chassis

FANALL

All system cooling fan modules
including #0 to #4

SWFANx (x: 0-1)

Switch cooling fan module

PSUNITx (x: 0-3)

Power supply module
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Item

6

Inclusive
component

FRU NIMONIC

Internal parts

PSCABLE

AC cable

SVPCONx (x: 0-1)

SVP connecter module

SVPVOL

Equipment voltage: SVP checks
the part.
Management
module

Management module (SVP)

SWM

Switch
module

LAN switch module
FC switch module
LAN path-through module

AIRCON

External
device

Room temperature

SVPx
(x: 0-1)

SVPUNIT

SWx
(x: 0-3)
OTHER

BATTERY

BURDEN

Lithium battery

Distribution panel

USBDEV

USB device

EXIODEV

Extra storage
Extra backup device

When [4] is selected in the DL command menu, the following screen is displayed.
Enter BMC no (0-9=BMC0-BMC9,[quit]) :

Specify a primary partition on a server blade of which logs are displayed.
Specify the number from 0 [BMC0] to 9 [BMC9] corresponding to the primary partition
of the server blade. To stop displaying logs, select [Q].
The following is an example when primary partition #0 is specified.
1. detail log
2. detail log
3. detail log
4. detail log
5. detail log
6. detail log
7. BMC log
Please select

1
2
3
4
5
6
log type. (1-7,[quit]) :

Specify a log type to collect. Select a number from 0 to 7 corresponding to the log type
to collect. To stop displaying logs, select [Q].
The following is an example when a number corresponding to a log type is selected.
ID
date
time
0 | 05/02/08 | 16:17:00 | 0000
1 | 05/12/20 | 20:32:17 | 0000
2 | 05/02/06 | 10:10:10 | 01FD
3 | 05/02/06 | 10:10:12 | 01FD
Please select No. (0-3,[Q]) :

02
02
02
02

System
01234567
01234567
89ABCD23
89ABCD23
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6100 04 020E
6100 04 020F
0100 04 1030
0100 04 1030

0600FFFF
0600FFFF
6F00FFFF
6F00FFFF

|
|
|
|
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UNIT

6

To stop displaying logs, select [Q].
The following is an example when the numbere corresponding to a date and time is
selected.
address
00000000
00000010
00000020
00000030

|
|
|
|
|

+0
14000000
00060106
00880000
53303039

+4
00000000
10295100
00000020
39202020

+8
00000000
03000000
0004f11f
20202045

+c
01080000
00000000
07a15002
72726f72

|
|
|
|
|

+0
+8
........ ........
.....)Q. ........
....... ......P.
S0099 Error

|
|
|
|
|

Press any key to return to the DL command menu.
When [8] is selected in the menu, the following screen is displayed to show account
logs.
Chassis ID : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
No. |
date
|
time
|
event
0 | 05/02/08 | 16:13:00 | Activated
1 | 05/02/08 | 16:11:00 | Deactivated
2 | 05/02/08 | 16:10:00 | Date changed to
3 | 05/01/06 | 13:05:00 | Date changed from
(Later lines are omitted.)

| partition
|
1
|
1
|
|

PRESS ENTER KEY

Up to 8,188 events are shown starting from the latest one.
Displayed items are shown in the table below.
To return to the SVP prompt, press the [Enter] key after the display is completed.
Field

Description

Chassis ID

Chassis ID

date and time

Date and time when events have occurred

event

Activated: a partition is powered on.
Deactivated: a partition is not powered.
Date changed to: time after the setting change
Date changed from: time before the setting
change

partition

Partition that an event has occurred
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Specify date and time of a log to collect. Select a number form 0 to 3 corresponding to
the date and time of logs to collect.

6

Please input unit number for collecting logs.
0 . Partition0
1 . Partition1
2 . Partition2
3 . Partition3
4 . Partition4
5 . Partition5
6 . Partition6
7 . Partition7
8 . Partition8
9 . Partition9
10 . Other
Q . Quit
(0-10,[Q]) : 1:

Specify a partition to collect logs for a server blade from server blade slots #0 to #9 or
OTHER.
When you finish without doing anything, select [Q].
The following is an example when [1] is selected and log collection is executed.
Collecting log files. Wait for several minutes.
Done.
Log files are created as follows:
erf-20050101-123456.gz and trc-20050101-123456.tar.gz .

The above example shows that log files named “erf-20050101-123456.gz” and “trc20050101-123456.tar.gz” are collected.
The screen above is displayed and then the screen returns to the DL command menu.
If log files could not be created, “Failure” and then “Log Correct Function Execute
Error…” are displayed to end this process.
To take out an attached file outside, refer to “Backup and Restore of SVP Configuration
Information”
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When [9] is selected in the menu, the following screen is displayed to show Collect
Failure logs that are identical to files attached to e-mail notification.

6

(0,1,2,4,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,[Q]) : 10
0 . SVP0
1 . SVP1
2 . Blade0
3 . Blade1
4 . Blade2
5 . Blade3
6 . Blade4
7 . Blade5
8 . Blade6
9 . Blade7
10 . Blade8
11 . Blade9
(0-11,[Q]) :

Select a module to show its environment logs. You can select a management module 0
or 1, or a server blade from 0 to 9.
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When [10] is selected in the menu, the following screen is displayed.

6

Module slot :SVP0
date

|
intake temperature[degC]
|
|------------------------------------------------------|
| min | max | avg | 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11|
|
|
|
| 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23|
---------+-----+-----+-----+------------------------------------|
09/02/16 | 30 | 31 | 31 | 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31|
|
|
|
| 30 30 30 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --|
v09/02/15 | 31 | 31 | 31 | 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31|
|
|
|
| 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31|
09/02/14 | 29 | 31 | 30 | 30 30 30 30 29 30 30 30 29 30 29 29|
|
|
|
| 30 30 30 30 30 30 31 31 31 31 31 31|
09/02/13 | 28 | 30 | 29 | 29 29 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28|
|
|
|
| 28 28 29 29 29 29 29 30 30 30 30 30|
09/02/12 | 27 | 29 | 28 | 28 28 28 28 28 27 27 27 27 27 27 28|
|
|
|
| 28 28 28 28 29 28 29 29 29 29 29 29|
09/02/11 | 28 | 29 | 28 | 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28|
|
|
|
| 28 28 28 28 28 29 28 28 28 28 28 28|
09/02/10 | 28 | 29 | 28 | 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 29|
|
|
|
| 28 28 28 28 29 29 29 29 29 29 28 28|
date

|
exhaust temperature[degC]
|
|------------------------------------------------------|
| min | max | avg | 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11|
|
|
|
| 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23|
---------+-----+-----+-----+------------------------------------|
09/02/16 | 42 | 43 | 42 | 42 42 42 42 43 42 42 42 43 43 43 43|
|
|
|
| 43 43 42 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --|
09/02/15 | 42 | 42 | 42 | 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42|
|
|
|
| 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42|
09/02/14 | 41 | 43 | 42 | 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 41 41|
|
|
|
| 42 42 43 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42|
09/02/13 | 40 | 42 | 4 0 | 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40|
|
|
|
| 40 40 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 42|
09/02/12 | 36 | 41 | 38 | 38 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 36 37|
|
|
|
| 38 38 38 38 38 39 41 41 41 41 41 41|
09/02/11 | 37 | 41 | 38 | 38 38 38 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37|
|
|
|
| 37 37 37 38 39 41 41 41 38 38 38 38|
09/02/10 | 38 | 41 | 41 | 41 41 41 41 40 40 40 40 40 40 41 41|
|
|
|
| 41 40 40 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 40 38|
PRESS ENTER KEY

Data on intake and exhaust temperature for a week are shown.
The minimum, maximum, and average temperatures a day, and the average
temperature every single hour are shown.
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Environment logs are shown as in the following screen.

6
No.| sw|
date
|
time
|
data
|
0 | 0 | 06/09/03 | 15:31:41.513825 | logout
|
1 | 0 | 06/09/03 | 15:31:41.363563 | exit
|
2 | 0 | 06/09/03 | 15:31:39.897944 | save
|
3 | 0 | 06/09/03 | 15:31:39.827272 | top
|
4 | 0 | 06/09/03 | 15:31:39.378274 | no switchport trunk native vlan
|
5 | 0 | 06/09/03 | 15:31:38.772906 | tchport trunk allowed vlan remove 4093|
6 | 0 | 06/09/03 | 15:31:38.577231 | interface gigabitethernet 0/12
|
7 | 0 | 06/09/03 | 15:31:38.311680 | configure
|
8 | 0 | 06/09/03 | 15:31:37.909582 | enable
|
9 | 1 | 06/09/03 | 15:30:31.106214 | logout
|
10 | 1 | 06/09/03 | 15:30:30.955878 | exit
|
PRESS ENTER KEY

Up to 681 events of the command input to switch modules are shown.
Item “data” includes up to 38 characters. If a command more than 38 characters, it is
shown as partly omitted.
With no command history, a message “No Switch Setting Command Log.” is shown.
Press the [Return] key to go back to the DL command menu.
When [14] is selected in the menu, the following screen is displayed to show SVP
Console Access Logs.
Users who log in the SVP console right now are listed in the following screen.
The period of Access Log : 2007/06/15 09:01:56-2008/03/15 09:10:13
Login information.
# User
login
Connected from
--+----------------+--------------------+---------------1 user1
2007/03/13 16:13:00 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
2 user2
2007/03/13 16:23:22 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
3 user3
2007/03/13 16:13:00 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
4 user4
2007/03/14 16:23:22 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
5 user5
2007/03/14 16:13:00 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
6 user6
2007/03/14 16:23:22 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
--+----------------+--------------------+----------------
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When [12] is selected in the menu, the following screen is displayed.

6

Please enter number for Access Log.
0 . Create access log file(csv).
1 . Display all access log.
2 . Display a period of access log.
Q . Quit
(0-2,[Q]) : 0
Access log file is created accesslog-20070315-085700.csv

The above example shows that a log files named “accesslog-20070315-085700.csv” is
collected. To take out an attached file outside, refer to “Backup and Restore of SVP
Configuration Information”
When [1] is selected in the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the following message is
displayed.
Please enter number for Access Log.
0 . Create access log file(csv).
1 . Display all access log.
2 . Display a period of access log.
Q . Quit
(0-2,[Q]) : 1
Display all Access Logs.
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y
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When [0] is selected in the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the SVP console access
logs are displayed in a CSV file.

6

Please enter number for Access Log.
0 . Create access log file(csv).
1 . Display all access log.
2 . Display a period of access log.
Q . Quit
(0-2,[Q]) : 2
Please enter a period of access log.
From

To

: year (00-36, [this year])
: month (01-12, [this month])
: day (01-31, [today])
: year (00-36, [this year])
: month (01-12, [this month])
: day (01-31, [today])

: 07
: 03
: 01
: 07
: 04
: 01

The period of Access log : 2007/03/01 -2007/04/01
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y

When you select [1] or [2] in the SVP Console Access Logs menu to show logs, 15
logs are shown a screen. If the number of access logs is more than 15, press [n] or the
[Enter] key to show the next 15 logs.
Display SVP Console Access Logs.
# User
Connected from
Login
Logout
--+----------+----------------+-------------------+-------------------1 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/08/13 16:13:00 2007/08/13 18:24:57
2 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/14 16:23:22 2007/07/14 18:54:37
3 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/13 16:13:00 2007/07/13 18:24:57
4 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/11 16:23:22 2007/07/11 18:54:37
5 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/07/02 16:13:00 2007/07/02 18:24:57
6 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/06/14 16:23:22 2007/06/14 18:54:37
7 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/06/13 16:13:00 2007/06/13 18:24:58
8 user3
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/06/05 16:23:22 2007/06/05 18:54:37
9 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/05/20 16:13:00 2007/05/20 18:24:57
10 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/05/14 16:23:22 2007/05/14 18:54:37
11 user4
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/05/13 16:13:00 2007/05/13 18:24:57
12 user2
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/04/14 16:23:22 2007/04/14 18:54:37
13 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/03/13 16:13:00 2007/03/13 18:24:57
14 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/02/14 16:23:22 2007/02/14 18:54:37
15 user1
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX 2007/01/13 16:13:00 2007/01/13 18:24:57
Select No. ([n]:next,1-15,[Q]) : 1
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When [2] is selected in the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the following message is
displayed. Specify a period for SVP console access logs. When you press the [Enter]
key without any input, the current date value is specified.

6

Display SVP Console Access Logs.
User
User level
Connected from
Connection type
Login
Logout
SVP logged in
SVP slot

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

user1
administrator
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
LAN
2007/08/13 16:13:00
2007/08/13 18:24:57
active
SVP#0

PRESS ENTER KEY

To display the SVP Console Access Log list once more, press the [Enter] key.
Items of Detailed Access Logs
#

Item

Description

1

User

User account

2

User level

Type of user level
#1: Operator
#2: Administrator
#3: Maintenance

3

Connected from

Connected sender IP address: “0.0.0.0” in serial connection

4

Connection type

Serial or LAN

5

Login

Login time

6

Logout

Logout time

7

SVP logged in

Active or Standby: which you log in.

8

SVP slot

SVP#0 or SVP#1: which you log in.
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When you enter a user number from the list in the bottom line “Select No.”, the detailed
information is shown as follows.

6

(0,1,2,4,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,[Q]) : 15
0 . Chassis
1 . Partition0
2 . Partition1
3 . Partition2
4 . Partition3
5 . Partition4
6 . Partition5
7 . Partition6
8 . Partition7
9 . Partition8
10 . Partition9
(0-10,[Q]) : EY

Select a module to show its power consumption logs. You can display logs for the
entire server chassis or a partition. When a module is selected, the following screen is
displayed.
(0-10,[Q]) : 0
Select trend data (0=last 24 hours,1=yesterday,[Q]) :

You can select logs to display for the past 24 hours from the current time or 24 hours of
the previous day.
The following figure shows the power monitoring logs of the entire server chassis.
-- Server chassis power monitoring log -Power consumption[W]
Time
Avg
Min
Max
Upper limit
----------------- -----------------------------09-02-15 14:42:40
135
135
135
0
09-02-15 14:45:40
135
135
135
0
（Middle lines are omitted.）
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16

14:31:38
14:34:38
14:37:38
14:40:38

135
135
135
135

135
135
135
135

135
135
135
135

0
0
0
0

PRESS ENTER KEY

Those logs show the average, minimum, and maximum power consumption for the
past three minutes from the current time, and also the power capping value.
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When [15] is selected in the SVP Console Access Logs menu, the following screen is
displayed.

6

-- Partition0 power monitoring log -Power consumption[W]
Time
Avg Min Max
Upper limit Speed[MHz]
----------------- ------------------------------ ---------09-02-15 14:42:40 ---- ---- ---220
0
09-02-15 14:45:40 ---- ---- ---220
0
09-02-15 14:48:40 ---- ---- ---220
0
09-02-15 14:51:40 ---- ---- ---220
0
09-02-15 14:54:40 ---- ---- ---220
0
09-02-15 14:57:40 ---- ---- ---220
0
09-02-15 15:00:40 ---- ---- ---220
0
（Middle lines are omitted.）
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16
09-02-16

14:10:29 ---- ---- ---14:13:32
0
0
0
14:16:35
0
0
0
14:19:36
0
0
0
14:22:36
0
0
0
14:25:38
0
0
0
14:28:38
0
0
0
14:31:38
0
0
0
14:34:38
0
0
0
14:37:38
0
0
0
14:40:38
0
0
0

220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PRESS ENTER KEY

Those logs show the average, minimum, and maximum power consumption values
and CPU operational frequencies for the past three minutes from the current time with
the power capping value;.
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The following figure shows the power monitoring logs per pertition.

6

(0,1,2,4,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,16,[Q]) : 16
Timestamp
ID
Level Message
----------------- ---- ------- -----------------------------------------------09/05/29 14:05:34 14e1 Info
Presence alert is sent.
09/05/29 14:03:40 1437 Info
The time of the management module is changed.
SEL=0000023CEB1F4A610004F2F807A80620,SID=ChassisTEST ,PAR=XX,MTY=04,SLT=00)
09/05/29 14:03:40 143a Info Management module has synchronized its time with NTP
server. SEL=0000023CEB1F4A610004F2F807A88900,SID=ChassisTEST ,PAR=XX,
MTY=04,SLT=00)
09/05/29 12:23:19 1439 WARNING Management module has not synchronized its time
with NTP server. (SEL=000002B7D31F4A610004F2F807A80900,SID=ChassisTEST ,PAR
=XX,MTY=04,SLT=00)
(The rest is omitted.)

#

Item

Description

1

Timestamp

Time when a log is collected.

2

ID

Log ID

3

Level

Log levels: Info, Warning, FAIL

4

Message

Event messages in the language set in the language mode setting
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When [16] is selected in the SVP Console Access Logs menu, SVP logs are shown as
follows.

6

DR Command
This command displays a list of RCs and the RC dictionary search result.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "DR" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears. Select the required function and execute it
following the prompts on the screen.

Menu

Description

0.RC List Display(history)

Shows a list of RCs.

1.RC DICT Refer

Shows the RC dictionary search result.

q. quit

Finishes this command..
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EFU Command
This command sets a system-specific account and password.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "EFU" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.

Alphanumeric characters can be used in ASCII code as accounts.
(Accounts are upper/lower case-sensitive.)
The necessary condition is that the maximum number of characters is 15 and that the
same account does not already exist in the system.
Enterable characters can be used in ASCII code as passwords. If the management
module is duplicated, the account of the standby system is also changed.



ELI command
This command finds out if the Management module supports the Web console.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "ELI" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.

When “Enable” is displayed after “Web Console:”, the Web console is available on the
Management module.
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FV Command
This command displays the information on the Management module firmware version.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "FV" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears:

Field

Description

Total

Integrated revision of the system equipment firmware

BASE

BASE revision of the management module

SVPFS

Revision of the management module file system

MiniOS

MiniOS revision of the management module
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This command displays the information on the Management module firmware version.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "FV" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears:

Field

Description

Total

Integrated revision of the system equipment firmware

BASE

BASE revision of the management module

SVPFS

Revision of the management module file system

MiniOS

MiniOS revision of the management module

BIOS

BIOS version of each server blade. (available only for
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models)

BMC

BMC version of each server blade. (available only for
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models)
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(Case of F/W A1029 and later)

6
This command is used to display information on firmware versions of a management
module and server blade.
Enter [S] from the main menu and press the [Enter] key. At prompt SVP>, enter [FV]
and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen is displayed.
SVP>FV
<<Firmware Version- Display firmware version>>

TOTAL
BASE
SVPFS
MINIOS

|
|
|
|
|

SVP0
A1031
01-61
01-61
01-61

SVP1
A1031
01-61
01-61
01-61

---- Blade information ---#
BIOS
BMC
SSD_P
SSD_S
Flash_S
0 F8
01-14 21.0
21.0
21.0
1 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----2 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----3 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----4 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----5 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----6 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----7 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----8 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----9 ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

Flash_P
21.0
-------------------------------------

SVP>

Field

Description

Total

Integrated revision of the system equipment firmware

BASE

BASE revision of the management module

SVPFS

Revision of the management module file system

MINIOS

MiniOS revision of the management module

BIOS

BIOS version of each server blade. (available only for
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models)

BMC

BMC version of each server blade. (available only for
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models)

SSD_P,
SSD_S

(available only for load balancer blades)
Displays the OS image version: primary and secondary, on
SSD installed in a load balancer blade.

Flash_P,
Flash_S

(available only for load balancer blades)
Displays the OS image version: primary and secondary, on
Flash installed in a load balancer blade.
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(A1031 or later versions)

6
This command is used to display information on firmware version of a management
module and server blade.
Enter [S] from the main menu and press the [Enter] key. At prompt SVP>, enter [FV]
and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen is displayed.
SVP>FV
<<Firmware Version- Display firmware version>>

TOTAL
BASE
SVPFS
MINIOS

|
|
|
|
|

SVP0
A1034
01-80
01-80
01-80

---- Blade
# BIOS
HVMboot
0 F8h
0
1 F8h
0
2 F7
----3 F8h
----4 --------5 --------6 --------7 --------8 ----9 ---------

SVP1
A1034
01-80
01-80
01-80

information ---BMC
SSD_P SSD_S Flash_P Flash_S
HVM0
HVM1
7F-18d ----- ----- --------94-01(02-05) 57-30(00-01)
7F-18d ----- ----- ----- ----57-30(00-01) 57-30(00-00)
01-15 ----- ----- ------ ---------------- --------------7F-18e ----- ----- ----- ---------------- ------------------- ----- ----- ----- ---------------- ------------------- ----- ----- ----- ---------------- ------------------- ----- ----- ----- ---------------- ------------------- ----- ----- ----- ---------------- ------------------- ----- ------------------- ----- ----- ----- ---------------- ---------------

SVP>

Field

Description

Total

Integrated revision of the system equipment firmware

BASE

BASE revision of the management module

SVPFS

Revision of the management module file system

MINIOS

MiniOS revision of the management module

BIOS

BIOS version of each server blade. (available only for
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models)

BMC

BMC version of each server blade. (available only for
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 models)

SSD_P,
SSD_S

(available only for load balancer blades)
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(A1036 or later versions)

6

Description
Displays the OS image version: primary and secondary, on
Flash installed in a load balancer blade.

Flash_P,
Flash_S

(available only for load balancer blades)
Displays the OS image version: primary and secondary, on
Flash installed in a load balancer blade.

HVMboot

Displays a bank from which HVM firmware boots up.

HVM0

HVM firmware version of the bank0

HVM1

HVM firmware version of the bank1
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6

FT Command
This command transfers files between Management module and an external FTP
server connected via TCP/IP.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "FT" and press the [Enter] key. After the menu appears,
select a number.
SVP>FT
<<File Transfer - File transfer>>
0. SVP Configuration
Q. Quit
Please select menu no : (0, [q]) : 0

Menu

Description

0 . SVP Configuration

Transfers the SVP configuration information file.

Q . Quit

Finishes this command..

[FTP execution window]

[FTP command list]
Command

Description

bye

Exits ftp.

binary

Changes to binary transfer mode.

cd <remote-directory>

Changes the current directory of an external FTP
server to remote-directory.

chmod <mode> <file-name>

Changes the attribute of a file in an external FTP
server specified with file-name, to that specified
in mode.

close

Ends the FTP session and displays the "ftp>"
prompt for waiting command entry.

delete <remote-file>

Deletes file "remote-file" in an external FTP
server.

get <remote-file> [<local-file>]

Transfers a file from an external FTP server to
this equipment.

help [<command>]

Displays the help message of the command
specified in argument "command." If the
argument is omitted, displays the list of usable
commands.

!ls

Displays the list of the current directory contents
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Description
of this equipment.

ls [<remote-directory>]

Displays the list of remote-directory (default:
current directory) contents of an external FTP
server.

mget <remote-file>

Transfers multiple files from an external FTP
server to this equipment.

mkdir <directory-name>

Creates a directory in an external FTP server.

mput <local-file>

Transfers multiple files from this equipment to an
external FTP server.

open <host> [<port>]

Establishes connection to the FTP server having
the specified address.

put <local-file> [<remote-file>]

Transfers a file from this equipment to an
external FTP server.

pwd

Displays the current directory of an external FTP
server.

quit

Exits ftp.

rename <from> <to>

Changes a file name in an external FTP server
from "from" to "to."

rmdir <directory-name>

Deletes a directory from an external FTP server.

status

Displays the current status of ftp.

verbose

Switches on and off of redundancy output mode.
(Default: on)
If the redundancy output mode is on, displays all
responses sent from the FTP server, for a user.
When file transfer ends, displays statistical
information on data transfer.

? [<command>]

Displays the help message of the command
specified in argument "command."
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6

HA Command
The HA monitor is a software product that realizes the hot standby function of Linux.
HA monitor-related information is set.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "HA" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears:

Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions

Menu

Description

0. Port no

Indicates an HA monitor reception port number.

1. HA monitor system name

Indicates a management system name of each
partition.

q. quit

Finishes this command..
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SVP>HA (Enter)
<<HA monitor configuration- read/write HA monitor
configuration>>
Port number : 9834
P# System name
N+M cooperation
-------------------------------0 HA_monitor_0 Enable
1 -------------2 HA_monitor_2 Disable
3 HA_monitor_3 Disable
4 HA_monitor_4 Disable
5 HA_monitor_5 Disable
6 -------------7 HA_monitor_7 Disable
8 HA_monitor_8 Disable
9 HA_monitor_9 Disable
0 . Edit port number.
1 . Edit HA monitor system name.
2 . Edit N+M cooperation.
Q . Quit.
(0-2,C,[Q]) : x

#

Menu

Description

1

Port number

Port number that receives HA monitor

2

System name

Management system name per partition

3

N+M
cooperation

Status of Cooperation function between HA monitor
per partition and N+M cold standby: Enable or
Disable
Enable: at a failure, HA monitor switches a failed
partition to the hot standby, N+M cold standby
exchanges the failed partition and its standby one,
and then HA monitor rebuilds the hot standby.

When changing settings, select the menu.
#

Menu

Description

1

0. Edit port
number

Edits the port number that receives HA monitor.

2

1. Edit HA
monitor system
name

Edits the management system name per partition.

3

2. Edit N+M
cooperation

Changes the cooperation function between HA
monitor per partition and N+M cold standby to
Enable or Disable:
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Firmware: A1025 or later versions

6

HVM Command
(only for A1036 or later versions)
With this command, you can switch banks from which to boot a HVM firmware version.
Enter [S] from the main menu and press the [Enter] key.
At prompt SVP>, enter [HVM] and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen is displayed.
SVP>HVM
<<HVM - HVM Status/Configuration>>
---- HVM Information ---# HVMboot HVM0
0 1
94-01(02-05)
1 0
57-30(00-01)
2 ------------------3 ------------------4 ------------------5 ------------------6 ------------------7 ------------------8 ------------------9 -------------------

HVM1
57-30(00-01)
57-30(00-00)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0 . Edit HVM boot bank.
Q . Quit.
(0,[Q]) : 0
Enter blade number (0-9,[Q]) : 0
Enter boot bank : 1 (0,1[unchange]) : 0
---- HVM Information ---# HVMboot HVM0
0 0
94-01(02-05)
1 0
57-30(00-01)
2 ------------------3 ------------------4 ------------------5 ------------------6 ------------------7 ------------------8 ------------------9 -------------------

HVM1
57-30(00-01)
57-30(00-00)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y
- Writing setting was completed.

Menu

Description

HVMboot

Displays a bank from which HV M firmware boots
up.

HVM0

HVM firmware version of the bank0

HVM1

HVM firmware version of the bank1

0. Edit HVM boot bank.

Menu used for switching banks from which to
boot HVM firmware
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Then, when “Confirm? (Y/[N]):” is displayed, enter [Y] as the response to complete the
setting change.



HWM Command
This command can set hardware maintenance agent support function (hardware
maintenance manager).
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "HWM" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears:

Menu

Description

Connection

Enable/Disable hardware maintenance manager.

Port No.

Port number which hardware maintenance
manager use.

When you change the setting, enter “Y” to “Edit configuration?(Y/[N]) :” and change the
settings following the screen message.
When you set “Connection” to “Enable”, enter the port number.
Finally, the setting is updated by entering “Y” to “Confirm? (Y/[N]) :”.
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To change settings, select [0. Edit HVM boot bank.] from the menu, and enter a server
blade number and bank number following the screen messages.

6

ILC Command
This command sets a network used within the management module.
When the command is input, the current setting is displayed.

Field

Description

SVP Internal
Network Address

Address of a network used within the management
module.
Default: 192.168.253.0

SVP Internal Subnet
Mask

Subnet mask of the above network address
Fixed value: 255.255.255.0

To change a network address of an internal network, enter "y" to "Edit Configuration?."
When an inquiry about SVP Internal Network Address is displayed, enter the network
address of the internal network. After that, enter "y" to the information on the SVP's reactivation. Then SVP restarts and the entered network address is set.





It is necessary to change the settings on LAN switch module, when you change an
internal network address while the cooperation of the management module and
LAN switch module is available. If the settings are not changed, cooperation of
management module and LAN switch module is impracticable.
About the way to change settings of LAN switch module, see “Cooperation of
Management module and LAN switch module”.



Shut down the system equipment before changing the internal network settings,
which cannot be changed when the system is in operation.

IS Command
Specifies an installed server. The Condition LED is used for specification.
From the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key. In response to the "SVP>"
prompt, enter "IS" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears:
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Configuring the Management Module

The following table lists the displayed information.
No.
Item
Description
1
B#
Indicates the module number.
2
Module-type
Indicates the module type.
3

Indication

Indicates whether the server is being specified.
ON: Server is specified.
OFF: Server is not specified.

4

Pre-configure

Indicates whether the module is performing Pre-configure.
Execution: The module is performing Pre-configure.

To specify a server or cancel the specification of a server, enter "y" in response to
"Change indication state?".
Then, in response to "Select blade," enter the number of the module to be specified or
cancelled.
In response to "Indication," enter "0" to specify the server or enter "1" to cancel
specification.
Finally, in response to "Confirm?," enter "y" to confirm specification or cancellation.

Change indication state? (Y/[N]) : y
Select blade (0-9,[Q]) : 0
Indication : OFF (0=ON,1=OFF,[Q]) : 1
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y

You cannot specify a server or cancel specification while the module is being initialized.
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KVM Command
To connect to a server blade from a remote console terminal, sets a login ID, password,
port number and IP address. After entering the KVM command, select the slot number
(Partition No.) of the target server blade to display the current setting.

It takes a while until the setting is displayed.
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Item

Default

User ID No.0

ID:user01, password:pass01

User ID No.1

No setting

User ID No.2

No setting

User ID No.3

No setting

Port No.

5001

IP address 0

No setting

IP address 1

No setting

IP address 2

No setting

IP address 3

No setting

To change the ID and password to connect to KVM, select "0" in the menu. After input
the ID and password as instructed on the screen, enter "y" to "Confirm?". The setting
will be updated.
No information is written into KVM until "W" is selected in the menu.

Select "1" in the menu to change the port number which KVM connects. After input the
number, enter "y" to "Confirm?". The setting will be updated.
No information is written into KVM until "W" is selected in the menu.

Select "2" in the menu to change the IP address which KVM allows the connection.
After input the address, enter "y" to "Confirm?". The setting will be updated.
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List of the KVM default values

6

No information is written into KVM until "W" is selected in the menu.

Select "W" in the menu to write the setting into KVM. Enter "y" to "Confirm?". The
setting will be written.
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When entering 0.0.0.0, you can delete the setting.

6

LM Command
This command sets the language used for a notification alert of ServerConductor/Blade
Server Manager.
After command entry, the current status appears.

To change the language used for a notification alert, enter "y" for "Edit Configuration?".
The system displays information for making an inquiry about language selection.
Select Japanese or English. Enter "y" for "Confirm?" to perform the setting.



LFT Command
This command sets management network LAN port redundancy.
After command entry, the current status appears.
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Meaning

1

SVP port

2

LFT

3

Patrol[s]

4

Down[s]

5

Up[s]

Indicates SVP of the primary or standby system from which
the management network can be currently accessed.
ACTIVE: Primary system
STANDBY: Standby system
Indicates whether management network LAN port is made
redundant.
enable: Management network LAN port was made redundant.
disable: Management network LAN port was not made
redundant.
Sets the period in which whether or not management network
LAN port is communicable is checked. The unit is "seconds."
Sets the time required until a link down is determined. The
unit is "seconds."
Sets the time required until it is determined that a link has
been restored. The unit is "seconds."

To change the setting, enter "y" for "Edit configuration? (Y/[N]) :". The system makes
an inquiry about each setting in sequence. Enter data accordingly. Enter "y" for
"Confirm(Y/[N]) :" to perform the setting.

Link Down and Link Up values need to be larger than a Patrol value. If an attempt is
made to set a Patrol value larger than Link Down and Link Up values, the error
message shown below appears to cancel the setting.
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LC Command
See "Configure Network Information".
The setting of FTP allows address can be set only at Administrator privilege.
For the setting of BMC IP address, Operator privilege is allowed to set only on the
blade that belongs to the partition which the account can intervene.



LNK Command
(A1031 or later versions)
This command allows you to set a link from the Web console of the management
module, which can be used for Web GUI of a load balancer blade.
At prompt SVP>, enter [LNK] and press the [Enter] key. The following screen is
displayed.
SVP>LNK
<<LInK to another console- Setting link to another console>>
---- Blade Web console URL ---B# URL
-----------------------------------0 https://192.168.0.50
1 https://192.168.0.51
2 https://192.168.0.52
3 https://192.168.0.53
4 https://192.168.0.54
5 https://192.168.0.55
6 https://192.168.0.56
7 https://192.168.0.57
8 https://192.168.0.58
9 https://192.168.0.59
0 . Edit Blade Web console URL.
1 . Clear Blade Web console URL.
Q . Quit.
(0-1,[Q]) : 0
Enter Blade No. (0-9,A,[Q]) : 0
Blade0 URL : https://192.168.0.50
[unchange]: https://192.168.0.60
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y
SVP>

Select and execute required functions following the menu.
Menu

Description

0.

Edit Blade Web
console URL.

Configures the URL of the Web GUI of a load
balancer blade.
Can set URL per blade.

1.

Clear Blade Web
console URL.

Deletes the URL that has been configured.
Can delete URL per blade.
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LS Command
This command displays the network status.
From the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "LS" for the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key.
The window below appears.
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MI Command
This command displays and sets e-mail notification information.
Up to eight destination addresses can be set.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "MI" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears:
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Entering "Y" displays the following window:

Enter "0" when changing e-mail notification information such as a transmission origin
address and SMTP server.
Enter "1" when changing the setting of destination address information. The addresses
1 to 8 can be changed individually.
Enter "2" when deleting destination address information. The addresses 1 to 8 can be
deleted by selecting them.
After changing settings and check the changed data, and enter "Y" to "Confirm?".
Setting menu for basic e-mail information.
Menu
administrator's e-mail
address

machine host name (FQDN)

maintenance SMTP server
IP address

maintenance SMTP server
port number

Description
The e-mail address assumed to be a transmission origin
of a remote report by e-mail is set (within 48 characters).
Usually set the address of a device manager (having the
Administrator authority of the management module).
The host name of switch & management module is set (within
48 characters).
If a network for e-mail notification to be made to a
maintenance point is divided, sets the IP address of the
SMTP server for the maintenance point.
The SMTP server needs to be communicable with the
SVP LAN terminal (upper) of the SVP connector module.
The port number for the SMTP communication of the
maintenance SMTP server is set.
State (25) of default need not be changed usually.

user SMTP server IP
address

Internet Protocol address of the SMTP server to send the
user a remote report by e-mail is set.
The SMTP server needs to be communicable with the
SVP LAN terminal (middle) of the SVP connector module.

user SMTP server port
number

The port number for the SMTP communication of the user
SMTP server is set.
State (25) of default need not be changed usually.
The customer number for the customer identification is set
(within eight characters). It is reflected in the mail contents
of a letter when remotely informing.
The branch number for the customer identification is set
(within eight characters). It is reflected in the mail contents
of a letter when remotely informing.
Sets the monitoring notification interval.
Select an interval from among 1 week, 2 week, 4 week
and day, and set a day of the week and time.
It takes about 10 minutes until the setting value is
reflected to the system.

customer number

branch office

monitoring period
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To change setting values, enter "Y" for "Edit configuration?".
To do nothing, enter "N." The SVP prompt reappears.

6

Menu

Description

nickname

The alias given to the destination is set (within 15 characters).
This item is reflected in the selection screen in the e-mail report destination
by RT and the MR command.

e-mail
address

The e-mail address in the destination of a remote report by e-mail is set
(within 48 characters).

SMTP
server

The type of the SMTP server used is selected.
Item

trace attach

Meaning

user

User SMTP server is used.
E-mail is sent from the SVP LAN terminal (middle) of
the SVP connector module.

maintenance

Maintenance SMTP server is used.
E-mail is sent from the SVP LAN terminal (upper) of
the SVP connector module.

Whether the trace data is appended to e-mail is set.
The trace data is appended only to the maintenance member usually.
If trace attach is set to "Enable", two pieces of e-mail arrive.
However, if the mail format is "Compatible", [Disable] is set regardless of
this setting.
Item

failure
report

Meaning

Enable

The trace data is appended.

Disable

The trace data is not appended.

It sets whether to make it to the remote report object at the failure.
Item

monitoring

Meaning

Enable

It makes it to the remote report object at the failure.

Disable

It doesn't make it to the remote report object at the
failure.

Sets whether monitoring notification is to be made.
Item

Meaning

Enable

Sets this destination as the monitoring notification
destination.

Disable

Does not set this destination as the monitoring
notification destination.

For the setting of "monitoring period" in basic e-mail information and "monitoring" in
notification destination address information, it may take about 10 minutes until the
changes are reflected to the system.
The first monitoring notification time is decided depending on the time when the
changes are reflected to the system.
The first monitoring notification time is the specified day of the week and time which is
first coming after the changes.
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Setting menu for destination address information (Up to eight destination addresses
can be set.)

6
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Note: If the setting is changed, the notification time is calculated again. Also, same
thing happens when the monitoring notification setting is changed by
configuration information restore of UBR command.
No notification is sent if the management module is powered off at the notification time.
That is sent only once at next power-on after the notification time has exceeded.



MLC Command
This command displays Network information for maintenance.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "MLC" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears:
SVP>MLC
<<Maintenance LAN Configuration- Display/Edit Maintenance LAN
configuration>>
----- Maintenance LAN Information ----SVP#0 Maintenance LAN IP address : 169.254. 10.
SVP#1 Maintenance LAN IP address : 169.254. 10.
Maintenance LAN Subnet mask
: 255.255. 0.
SVP>
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MR Command
This command is used for manual e-mailing. You can manually e-mail present logs and
selected error information.
The first function e-mails a collected present system log file.
The second function selects and e-mails an appropriate historical record out of already
emailed historical records.
For details on both the functions, refer to chapter 9 "System Operation and
Management" .
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "MR" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears:

Type “0” to e-mail a collected present system log file.
Type “1” to e-mail an appropriate historical record.
Type “Q” to exit the menu without performing processing.
The following gives an example of the contents of an e-mailed present system log file.

Now, specify the partition of which log information is attached to e-mail at
notification time.
To attach log information relating to the server blade, enter one of 0 to 9
according to the partition.
Enter "10" if that log information is not necessary. Enter "Q" to end the program
without further processing.
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6
After ending log collection, the window below appears. Specify the notification
destination.
For details of how to specify the notification destination, refer to "RT Command."

When the notification destination is specified, the system subsequently asks whether
the message is to be added to the e-mail text.
Selecting Y enables the message consisting of up to 256 characters to be prefixed to
the e-mail text. To end the message input, press "Enter."
If N is selected, e-mail is sent with no message added.
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Log collection starts when the part of the log information to be attached to e-mail is
specified.
The example below shows that two log files named "erf-20050101-123456.gz" and "trc20050101-789012.tar.gz" have been created:

6

The following gives an example of e-mailed historical records.

This screen displays historical records you have e-mailed or have attempted to e-mail
because of a detected error. It displays up to 15 historical records.
An e-mailed log file saves only five latest historical records. You can e-mail only saved
historical records again as a log file. If you have attempted to resend a historical record
not saved, the system e-mails only text.
The result column provides results of e-mailing historical records for each of the emailed destinations.
An e-mailed destination is given by its address number (1 to 8) set by the MI command.
The following gives a legend of results of e-mailing.
O: Indicates that error information has been e-mailed successfully.
R: Indicates that error information has not been e-mailed successfully and retry
processing is being performed.
(Retry processing is performed three and six hours after the first failure.)
X: Indicates that error information has not been e-mailed successfully and retry
processing has also been canceled.
-: Indicates that the error information is out of the target to be e-mailed.
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Finally, the system displays the result of e-mailing. For details on message contents,
see a list of command end messages in the RT command.

6
Having specified a destination to be e-mailed, you are asked about whether to add a
message to the e-mail text.
Selected Y allows you to add a message consisting of up to 256 characters to the top
of the text. Message input is terminated by [Enter].
Selected N would e-mail the destination without adding any messages.

Finally, the system displays the result of e-mailing. For details on message contents,
see a list of command end messages in the RT command.
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Type the number (0 to 14) of a historical record to be e-mailed again from among the
displayed historical records. When doing none, type “Q.”
Typing the number of a historical record would display the e-mail text.
After the e-mail text has been displayed, specify a destination to be e-mailed. In
response to the following displayed screen, specify a destination to be e-mailed.
For details on how to specify a destination to be e-mailed, see “RT Command.”

6

OLT Command
Displays or modifies settings for OLTT (Open-loop throughput throttling), which is a
thermal management feature for a server blade.
OLTT (Open-loop throughput throttling) is the thermal
management function for server blade. OLTT restricts access
to the memory temporarily when much load is put on the
memory to control the temperature rise of the memory.
Therefore, memory performance may decline.
The default settings of the thermal management function at
shipping are as follows:
A1 and A2 server blades: “Enable”.
A3 and E3 server blades: “Disable”
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 server blades: “Don’t care” (not supported.)
From the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
In response to the "SVP>" prompt, enter "OLT" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears:

For all server blades, the screen shows the current OLTT enable/disable status as
well as the capacity values of DIMM01 to DIMM04. The following table lists the
displayed information.
No.
1

Category

2

DIMM01-DIMM04

Indication
Enable
Disable
------INVALID
(Value)
------INVALID
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Description
OLTT is enabled.
OLTT is disabled.
No server blade is inserted.
Failed to obtain information.
Indicates the DIMM capacity (MB) in decimal.
No server blade is inserted.
Failed to obtain information.
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Select Blade (0-9,A=ALL,[Q]) : 0
OLTT configuration : Enable (0=Enable,1=Disable,[Q]) : 0 (If 0-9 is selected)
OLTT configuration (0=Enable,1=Disable,[Q]) : 0 (If A is selected)
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y
SVP>

 The setting takes effect when the server blade is turned on next.
 The N+M cold standby function does not maintain the setting from the active
partition to standby partition. It is, therefore, necessary to match the settings
between the current and standby partitions in advance.

(Case of F/W A1029 and later)
From the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
In response to the "SVP>" prompt, enter "OLT" and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen appears:
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On the server blade selection screen, you can select whether settings will be
applied to an individual server blade or to all server blades.
After choosing to enable or disable OLTT, enter "Y" for the "Confirm? (Y/[N]) :"
prompt to apply the setting.

6

No.
1

Category
OLTT

2

DIMM01-DIMM04

Indication
Enable
Disable
------D.C.
INVALID
(Value)
------INVALID

Description
OLTT is enabled.
OLTT is disabled.
No server blade is inserted.
The server blade does not support OLTT
Failed to obtain information.
Indicates the DIMM capacity (MB) in
decimal.
No server blade is inserted.
Failed to obtain information.

On the server blade selection screen, you can select whether settings will be
applied to an individual server blade or to all server blades.
After choosing to enable or disable OLTT, enter "Y" for the "Confirm? (Y/[N]) :"
prompt to apply the setting.
Select Blade (0-9,A=ALL,[Q]) : 0
OLTT configuration : Enable (0=Enable,1=Disable,[Q]) : 0 (If 0-9 is selected)
OLTT configuration (0=Enable,1=Disable,[Q]) : 0 (If A is selected)
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y
SVP>

 The setting takes effect when the server blade is turned on next.
 The N+M cold standby function does not maintain the setting from the active
partition to standby partition. It is, therefore, necessary to match the settings
between the current and standby partitions in advance.



PI Command
This command displays the product information.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "PI" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.
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For all server blades, the screen shows the current OLTT enable/disable status as
well as the capacity values of DIMM01 to DIMM04. The following table lists the
displayed information.

6

PR Command
This command allows you to configure partitions or define the attribute of a partition.

Configuring partitions is possible only while the server blade is powered off.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "PR" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following shows an
example of the screen.

Description

Field
#

Blade

ALL: Settings applicable to all server blades.
0 to 9: Settings for the indicated partition.
Shows the status of the server blade defined as a partition.
C: Configure
D: Deconfigure

OS

Shows the OS that can run on a partition.

HT

Shows the Hyper-Threading mode.
Default: Processor Default
Disable: Deactivated

HDD I/F
HDD

Shows the hard disk interface.
Shows the capacity of the hard disk in use.
Unit: GByte
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Agent Install

Specifies whether to use the ServerConductor.
YES: Uses ServerConductor.
No: Do not use ServerConductor.

To change the partition definition, enter "y" to "Edit configuration?".
Select the appropriate partition and define it using the following functions.
Menu



Description

0. Add Blade

Adds the server blade to the partition definition.

1. Delete Blade

Deletes the server blade from the partition definition.

2. Change OS mode

Configures an operable OS mode.

3. Set Hyper Threading mode.

Sets Hyper-Threading mode.

4. Set HDD Interface.

Sets the hard disk interface.

5. Set HDD quotas.

Sets the capacity of the hard disk you want to use.

6. Agent Install.

Specifies whether to run SEL clear.

Q. Quit

Finishes this command.

PS Command
This command displays temperature, voltage, the number of fan rotations, and power
module status.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "PS" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.
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Description

Field

6

Description

0. Blade0 to 9. Blade9

Displays temperature and voltage of selected Blade.

10. other

Displays the part's temperature and voltage, the number
of fan rotations, and power module status of the
management module.

q. quit

Finishes this command..

The temperature and voltage of Blades 0 to 9 can be displayed only when the power of
the server blade has been turned on
An example in which Blade 0 is selected is shown below. The window display depends
on the server blade used.

Blade0 information
---- Temperature[C] ---CPU 1-1 Temp
: 75.00
CPU 1-2 Temp
: --CPU 2-1 Temp
: --CPU 2-2 Temp
: --Intake Temp
: 32.00
Exhaust Temp
: 34.00
MCH Temp
: 87.00
HDD 0/1 Temp
: --HDD 2/3 Temp
: --Mezzanine Temp
: ------ Voltage [V]
CPU1 VCCP
CPU2 VCCP
VTT
1V5
12V_SYS
3V3_STBY
3V3
5V
5V_STBY
VBAT
1V5_STBY
1V8
0V9
VGA_2V5
VGA_1V8
VGA_1V2
1V2_SAS
Mezzanine 3V3
Mezzanine 2V5
Mezzanine 1V5

---: 1.20
: --: 1.20
: 1.46
: --: 3.22
: --: 4.87
: 4.85
: --: 1.49
: 1.82
: 0.91
: 2.50
: 1.78
: 1.15
: --: --: --: ---

HIT ENTER KEY
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Menu

6
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An example in which "other" is selected is shown below. The window display depends
on the environment used.

6
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "PS" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.

Menu

Description

0. Blade0 to 9. Blade9

Displays temperature and voltage of selected Blade.

10. other

Displays the part's temperature and voltage, the number
of fan rotations, and power module status of the
management module.

q. quit

Finishes this command..

The temperature and voltage of Blades 0 to 9 can be displayed only when the power of
the server blade has been turned on
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(Case of F/W A1029 and later)

6

Blade0 information
---- Temperature[C] ---CPU 1-1 Temp
: 75.00
CPU 1-2 Temp
: --CPU 2-1 Temp
: --CPU 2-2 Temp
: --Intake Temp
: 32.00
Exhaust Temp
: 34.00
MCH Temp
: 87.00
HDD 0/1 Temp
: --HDD 2/3 Temp
: --Mezzanine Temp
: ------ Voltage [V]
CPU1 VCCP
CPU2 VCCP
VTT
1V5
12V_SYS
3V3_STBY
3V3
5V
5V_STBY
VBAT
1V5_STBY
1V8
0V9
VGA_2V5
VGA_1V8
VGA_1V2
1V2_SAS
Mezzanine 3V3
Mezzanine 2V5
Mezzanine 1V5

---: 1.20
: --: 1.20
: 1.46
: --: 3.22
: --: 4.87
: 4.85
: --: 1.49
: 1.82
: 0.91
: 2.50
: 1.78
: 1.15
: --: --: --: ---

HIT ENTER KEY
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An example in which Blade 0 is selected is shown below. The window display depends
on the server blade used.

6
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An example in which "other" is selected is shown below. The window display depends
on the environment used.

6

PSV Command
This screen displays the current power supply status, and the power saving function
can be set on this screen.
On the main menu, enter “S” and press the [Enter] key.
Enter “PSV” into the prompt “SVP>” and press the [Enter] key. The current status is
displayed.
Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions



SVP>PSV
<<Power SaVing management- Management power supply and power consumption>>
----- Power supply information ----Max supplied power
:
840 W
Present supplied power
:
840 W
----- Power consumption information ----Max consumption power
:
544 W
Present consumption power :
544 W
----- Power Management information ----Power optimization
: enable(N+1)
Power consumption limit
: 800
0 . Display power detail.
1 . Edit power optimization setting.
2 . Edit power consumption limit.
Q . Quit.
(0-2,[Q]) :

#

Menu

Description

1

Max supplied power

Max power that all the mounted power
modules can supply. The unit is watt (W).

2

Max supplied power (excluding
redundant power supply module)

Max power that all the mounted power
modules can supply with retaining
redundancy. The setting of the power
supply optimization decides redundant
power supply. With no redundancy, this is
not displayed. The unit is watt (W).

3

Present supplied power (excluding
redundant power supply module)

Max power that all currently active power
modules can supply with retaining
redundancy. The setting of the power
supply optimization decides redundant
power supply. With no redundancy, this is
not displayed. The unit is watt (W).

4

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system
equipment consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.

5

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is
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Menu

Description
watt (W).

6

Power optimization

Settings status for turning off unnecessary
power supply module
- disable: control is off.
- N+1: keeps one power module for
redundancy, and turns off other redundant
power supply modules.
- N+N: keeps one of 2 input power supply
modules for redundancy, and turns off other
redundant power supply modules.

7

Power consumption limit

Max power that the system equipment can
consume: the unit is watt (W). Without this
limit setting, “----“ is displayed.

Firmware: A1025 or later versions



SVP>PSV
<<Power SaVing management–Management power supply and power consumption>>
----- Power supply information ----Max supplied power (with failed module) : 5040 W
Max supplied power
: 3360 W
Present supplied power
: 1680 W
----- Power consumption information ----Max consumption power
: 2612 W
Present consumption power : 1668 W
----- Power Management information ----Power optimization
: enable(N+1)
Power consumption limit
: 2500 W
0 . Display power detail.
1 . Edit power optimization setting.
2 . Edit power consumption limit.
Q . Quit.
(0-2,[Q]) :

#
1

Menu

Description
Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules mounted
including failed modules.

Max supplied power (with failed
module)

With no failed module, nothing is
displayed. The unit is watt (W).
2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules
mounted excluding failed modules.
The unit is watt (W).

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power in watt supplied by
currently active power modules.
The unit is watt (W).

4

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system
equipment consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.
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#

6

Menu

Description

5

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is
watt (W).

6

Power optimization

Settings status for turning off unnecessary
power supply module
- disable: control is off.
- N+1: keeps one power module for
redundancy, and turns off other redundant
power supply modules.

N+N: keeps one of 2 input power supply
modules for redundancy, and turns off
other redundant power supply modules.
7

Power consumption limit

Max power that the system equipment can
consume: the unit is watt (W). Without this
limit setting, “----“ is displayed.
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#

6



Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions
(0-2,[Q]) : 0
----- Power supply information ----Max supplied power
:
840 W
Present supplied power
:
840 W
PSM Status Voltage Power(W)
-------------------------0 ---------1 ---------2 ---------3 ON
100V
840
----- Power consumption information ----Max consumption power
:
544 W
Present consumption power :
544 W
- Server blade Blade Power consumption(W)
----------------------0
ON
330
1
------2
------3
------4
------5
------6
------7
------8
------9
------- Management module Module Power consumption(W)
----------------------0
ON
20
1
ON
20
- Switch module Module Power consumption(W)
----------------------0
------1
ON
39
2
------3
------- Common Max common consumption power
:
Present common consumption power :
PRESS ENTER KEY
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When selecting “0” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

6

#

Menu

Description

1

Max supplied power

Max power that all the mounted power
modules can supply. The unit is watt (W).

2

Max supplied power (excluding
redundant power supply module)

Max power that all the mounted power
modules can supply with retaining
redundancy. The setting of the power
supply optimization decides redundant
power supply. With no redundancy, this is
not displayed. The unit is watt (W).

3

Present supplied power (excluding
redundant power supply module)

Max power that all currently active power
modules can supply with retaining
redundancy. The setting of the power
supply optimization decides redundant
power supply. With no redundancy, this is
not displayed. The unit is watt (W).

4

PSM

Displays the power supply status, voltage
setting, and output power of each power
supply.

5

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system
equipment consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.

6

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is
watt (W).

7

Server blade

Displays the power supply status and
power consumption of each server blade.

8

Management module

Displays the power supply status and
power consumption of each management
module.

9

Switch module

Displays the power status and power
consumption of each switch module.

10 Common

Max common consumption power:
Max power consumed by the shared parts
in the system.
Present common consumption power:
Max power currently consumed by the
shared parts in the system.
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Each menu is described in the table below.

6

Firmware: A1025 or later versions
(0-2,[Q]) : 0
----- Power supply information ----Max supplied power (with failed module) : 5040 W
Max supplied power
: 3360 W
Present supplied power
: 1680 W
PSM Status Voltage Power(W)
-------------------------0 ON
100V
840
1 OFF
100V
840
2 Fail
100V
840
3 -------------- Power consumption information ----Max consumption power
: 2612 W
Present consumption power : 1668 W
- Server blade Blade Power consumption(W)
----------------------------0
ON
330
1
OFF
233
2
ON
245
3
OFF
245
4
ON
330
5
OFF
233
6
ON
233
7
-----8
ON
330
9
OFF
233
- Management module Module Power consumption(W)
-------------------------0
ON
20
1
OFF
20
- Switch module Module Power consumption(W)
-------------------------0
ON
30
1
OFF
30
2
ON
30
3
OFF
30
- Common Max common consumption power
: 135 W
Present common consumption power : 100 W
HIT ENTER KEY
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#
1

Menu

Description
Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules mounted
including failed modules.

Max supplied power (with failed
module)

With no failed module, nothing is
displayed.
2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules
mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power in watt supplied by
currently active power modules.

4

PSM

Displays the power supply status, voltage
setting, and output power of each power
supply.

5

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system
equipment consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.

6

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is
watt (W).

7

Server blade

Displays the power supply status and
power consumption of each server blade.

8

Management module

Displays the power supply status and
power consumption of each management
module.

9

Switch module

Displays the power status and power
consumption of each switch module.

10 Common

Max common consumption power:
Max power consumed by the shared parts
in the system.
Present common consumption power:
Max power currently consumed by the
shared parts in the system.

When pressing the [Enter] key, the screen returns to the menu screen.
If selecting “1” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.
(0-2,[Q]) : 1
Power supply optimization : disable (0=enable,1=disable,[unchange]) : 0
Power supply optimization type : N+1 (0=N+1,1=N+N,[Q]) : 0
Power supply optimization : enable
Power supply optimization type : N+1
Confirm? (Y/[N]) :
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Each menu is described in the table below.

6
If entering "enable", then, enter a power supply optimization type.. Entering “0” is to be
“N+1”. Engering “1” is to be “N+N”.
When entering the valid value, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting
“Y”, the setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
If selecting “2” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.
(0-2,[Q]) : 2
Power consumption limit : enable (0=enable,1=disable,[unchange]) :
Power consumption limit (W) : 800 (300-840,[Q]) :
Power consumption limit : enable
Power consumption limit (W) : 800
Confirm? (Y/[N]) :

The current status of the power consumption limit is displayed. Entering “0” is “enable”.
Entering “1” is “disable”. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing any key, the
existing setting value is selected. When entering other than those, press the [Enter] key,
and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
When the power consumption limit is enabled, a cap setting is prompted. The value
can be set from 300 to the max power supply. When just pressing the [Enter] key
without typing any key, the setting is not changed. Press the [Enter] key, and the
screen returns to the “Power Status”.
After the valid input, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting “Y”, the
setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”. When selecting
others, the setting is not changed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
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The current status of the power supply optimization is displayed. Entering “0” is
“disable”.

6

On the main menu, enter “S” and press the [Enter] key.
Enter “PSV” into the prompt “SVP>” and press the [Enter] key. The current status is
displayed.
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(Case of F/W A1029 and later)

6

Menu

Description

1

Max supplied power

Max power that all the mounted power
modules can supply. The unit is watt (W).

2

Max supplied power (excluding
redundant power supply module)

Max power that all the mounted power
modules can supply with retaining
redundancy. The setting of the power
supply optimization decides redundant
power supply. With no redundancy, this is
not displayed. The unit is watt (W).

3

Present supplied power (excluding
redundant power supply module)

Max power that all currently active power
modules can supply with retaining
redundancy. The setting of the power
supply optimization decides redundant
power supply. With no redundancy, this is
not displayed. The unit is watt (W).

4

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system
equipment consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.

5

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes (it is
converted to AC): the unit is watt (W).

6

Present consumption power
(converted AC)

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is
watt (W).

7

Power optimization

Settings status for turning off unnecessary
power supply module
- disable: control is off.
- N+1: keeps one power module for
redundancy, and turns off other redundant
power supply modules.
- N+N: keeps one of 2 input power supply
modules for redundancy, and turns off other
redundant power supply modules.

8

Power consumption limit

Max power that the system equipment can
consume: the unit is watt (W). Without this
limit setting, “----“ is displayed.

9

Power consumption information Chassis

Power consumption limit
Max power that the system equipment can
consume: the unit is watt (W). Without this
limit setting, “----“ is displayed.

10 Power consumption information Partition

Power cap
Display the status of power capping function.
-----: No partition, No server blade inserted or
the server blade is A3/E3 model or later.
Enabled: Power capping is enabled.

Disabled: Power capping is disabled.
Invalid: Fail to take information.
Mode
Display power capping mode of server
blades.
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#

6

Menu

Description
Static: Static mode
Dynamic: Dynamic mode
Invalid: Fail to take information.
Upper limit
Display the upper limit of server blades.
(Value): Upper limit (the unit is watt)
Invalid: Fail to take information.
Exception handling
Action for exceptional cases(after setting
the upper limit, never be below the upper
limit for a while)
-----: No partition, No server blade inserted or
the server blade is A3/E3 model or later.
Warning only: Display warning

Warn & Set Frequency: Display warning
and change CPU speed.
Invalid: Fail to take information.
The menu is displayed. To view the details of the power supply information, type “0”. To
change the power suupply optimization, type “1”. To set and change the power
consumption limit, type “2”.
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When selecting “0” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

6

#
1

Menu

Description
Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules mounted
including failed modules.

Max supplied power (with failed
module)

With no failed module, nothing is
displayed.
2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules
mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power in watt supplied by
currently active power modules.

4

PSM

Displays the power supply status, voltage
setting, and output power of each power
supply.

5

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system
equipment consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.

6

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is
watt (W).

7

Present consumption power
(converted AC)

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes (it is
converted to AC): the unit is watt (W).

8

Avg consumption power

Displays the average power consumed by
the system equipment for the past 3
minutes: the unit is watt (W). It takes 2’59”
at the maximum until the current power
consumption value is reflected to this
menu.

9

Min consumption power

Displays the minimum power consumed
by the system equipment for the past 3
minutes: the unit is watt (W). It takes 2’59”
at the maximum until the current power
consumption value is reflected to this
menu.

10 Max consumption power

Displays the maximum power consumed
by the system equipment for the past 3
minutes: the unit is watt (W). It takes 2’59”
at the maximum until the current power
consumption value is reflected to this
menu.

11 Server blade

Displays the power supply status and
power consumption of each server blade.

12 Management module

Displays the power supply status and
power consumption of each management
module.

13 Switch module

Displays the power status and power
consumption of each switch module.

14 Common

Max common consumption power:
Max power consumed by the shared parts
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Each menu is described in the table below.

6

Menu

Description
in the system.
Present common consumption power:
Max power currently consumed by the
shared parts in the system.

When pressing the [Enter] key, the screen returns to the menu screen.
If selecting “1” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

Enter a value of the power supply optimization. Entering “0” is to be “enaable”. Entering
“1” is to be “disable”.
If entering "enable", then, enter a power supply optimization type.. Entering “0” is to be
“N+1”. Engering “1” is to be “N+N”.
When entering the valid value, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting
“Y”, the setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
If selecting “2” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

Select chassis or partition which to execute power capping to.
If selecting “Chassis” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.
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#

6
When the power capping is enabled, a cap setting is prompted. The value can be set
from 300 to the max power supply. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing
any key, the setting is not changed. Press the [Enter] key, and the screen returns to the
“Power Status”.
After the valid input, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting “Y”, the
setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”. When selecting
others, the setting is not changed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
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The current status of the power consumption limit is displayed. Entering “0” is “enable”.
Entering “1” is “disable”. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing any key, the
existing setting value is selected. When entering other than those, press the [Enter] key,
and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.

6
The current status of the power capping is displayed. Entering “0” is “enable”. Entering
“1” is “disable”. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing any key, the existing
setting value is selected. When entering other than those, press the [Enter] key, and
the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
When the power capping is enabled, mode of power capping is displayed. Entering “0”
is “static mode”. Entering “1” is “dynamic mode”. When just pressing the [Enter] key
without typing any key, the existing setting value is selected. When entering other than
those, press the [Enter] key, and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
When the power capping is enabled, a cap setting is prompted. The value can be set
the range shown in the screen. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing any
key, the setting is not changed. Press the [Enter] key, and the screen returns to the
“Power Status”.
When the power capping is enabled, exception handling is prompted. Entering “0” is
“warning only”. Entering “1” is “warn and set CPU frequency”. When just pressing the
[Enter] key without typing any key, the existing setting value is selected. When entering
other than those, press the [Enter] key, and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
After the valid input, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting “Y”, the
setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”. When selecting
others, the setting is not changed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
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If selecting “Chassis” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

6

On the main menu, enter “S” and press the [Enter] key.
Enter “PSV” into the prompt “SVP>” and press the [Enter] key. The current status is
displayed.
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(Firmware A1050 or later versions)

6

1

Menu

Description
Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules mounted
including failed modules.

Max supplied power (with failed
module)

With no failed module, nothing is
displayed.
2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules
mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power in watt supplied by
currently active power modules.

4

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system
equipment consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.

5

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is
watt (W).

6

Present consumption power
(converted AC)

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes (it is
converted to AC): the unit is watt (W).

7

Performance mode

Displays the controlling state of system
cooling fan modules for the server blade.
- ON: Prioritizes processor performance.
- OFF: Lowers the max noise level of the
system cooling fan module.

Tip: This item is enabled only when a
server blade supporting the performance
mode, which installs X5680 processor, is
running.
With the performance mode ON, the noise
level at high load to improve cooling
efficiency.
With that OFF, processor performance
rate at high load may be lowered to
suppress the max noise level to the same
as it when a server blade not supporting
this mode is running.
8

Power consumption limit

Max power that the system equipment can
consume: the unit is watt (W). Without this
limit setting, “----“ is displayed.

9

Power consumption information Chassis

Power consumption limit
Max power that the system equipment can
consume: the unit is watt (W). Without this
limit setting, “----“ is displayed.

10 Power consumption information Partition

Power cap
Display the status of power capping function.
-----: No partition, No server blade inserted or
the server blade is A3/E3 model or later.
Enabled: Power capping is enabled.

Disabled: Power capping is disabled.
Invalid: Fail to take information.
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6

Menu

Description
Mode
Display power capping mode of server
blades.
Static: Static mode
Dynamic: Dynamic mode
Invalid: Fail to take information.
Upper limit
Display the upper limit of server blades.
(Value): Upper limit (the unit is watt)
Invalid: Fail to take information.
Exception handling
Action for exceptional cases(after setting
the upper limit, never be below the upper
limit for a while)
-----: No partition, No server blade inserted or
the server blade is A3/E3 model or later.
Warning only: Display warning

Warn & Set Frequency: Display warning
and change CPU speed.
Invalid: Fail to take information.
The menu is displayed. To view the details of the power supply information, type “0”. To
change the power suupply optimization, type “1”. To set and change the power
consumption limit, type “2”. To set the performance mode, type “3”.
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When selecting “0” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

6

#
1

Menu

Description
Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules mounted
including failed modules.

Max supplied power (with failed
module)

With no failed module, nothing is
displayed.
2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules
mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power in watt supplied by
currently active power modules.

4

PSM

Displays the power supply status, voltage
setting, and output power of each power
supply.

5

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system
equipment consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.

6

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is
watt (W).

7

Present consumption power
(converted AC)

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes (it is
converted to AC): the unit is watt (W).

8

Avg consumption power

Displays the average power consumed by
the system equipment for the past 3
minutes: the unit is watt (W). It takes 2’59”
at the maximum until the current power
consumption value is reflected to this
menu.

9

Min consumption power

Displays the minimum power consumed
by the system equipment for the past 3
minutes: the unit is watt (W). It takes 2’59”
at the maximum until the current power
consumption value is reflected to this
menu.

10 Max consumption power

Displays the maximum power consumed
by the system equipment for the past 3
minutes: the unit is watt (W). It takes 2’59”
at the maximum until the current power
consumption value is reflected to this
menu.

11 Server blade

Displays the power supply status and
power consumption of each server blade.

12 Management module

Displays the power supply status and
power consumption of each management
module.

13 Switch module

Displays the power status and power
consumption of each switch module.

14 Common

Max common consumption power:
Max power consumed by the shared parts
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Each item is described in the table below.

6

Menu

Description
in the system.
Present common consumption power:
Max power currently consumed by the
shared parts in the system.

When pressing the [Enter] key, the screen returns to the menu screen.
If selecting “1” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

Enter a state of the power supply optimization. Entering “0” is to be “enaable”. Entering
“1” is to be “disable”.
If entering "enable", then, enter a power supply optimization type.. Entering “0” is to be
“N+1”. Engering “1” is to be “N+N”.
When entering the valid value, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting
“Y”, the setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
If selecting “2” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

Select chassis or partition which to execute power capping to.
If selecting “Chassis” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.
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#

6
When the power capping is enabled, a cap setting is prompted. The value can be set
from 300 to the max power supply. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing
any key, the setting is not changed. Press the [Enter] key, and the screen returns to the
“Power Status”.
After the valid input, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting “Y”, the
setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”. When selecting
others, the setting is not changed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
If selecting “Partition” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

Select a partition number.
The following is an exmaple when you select partition 1.

The current status of the power cappint is displayed. Entering “0” is “enable”. Entering
“1” is “disable”. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing any key, the existing
setting value is selected. When entering other than those, press the [Enter] key, and
the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
When the power capping is enabled, then, enter a power capping value. Entering “0” is
to be Static. Entering “1” is to be Dynamic. When just pressing the [Enter] key without
typing any key, the current setting is selected. When entering other than those, press
the [Enter] key, and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
When the power capping is enabled, you are prompted to type a value of the upper
limit among values displayed. When just entering the [Enter] key, the setting is not
changed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
When the power capping is enabled, you are prompted to set a value of the exception
handling. Entering “0” is to be warmed. Entering “1” is to change the CPU frequency as
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The current status of the power consumption limit is displayed. Entering “0” is “enable”.
Entering “1” is “disable”. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing any key, the
existing setting value is selected. When entering other than those, press the [Enter] key,
and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.

6
After the valid input, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting “Y”, the
setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”. When selecting
others, the setting is not changed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
If selecting “3” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

When the current performance mode is displayed, enter a setting value. Entering “0” is
to be OFF; entering “1” is to be ON. Just pressing the [Enter] key is to be the same
value as the displayed one.
When you enter a value, “Confirm?” is displayed. To retrun to “Power Status” for setting
values, select “Y”. When you enter any other than “Y”, the setting is not changed and
return to the “Power Status”.
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well as warning. When just entering the [Enter] key, the setting is not changed and the
screen returns to the “Power Status”.

6

On the main menu, enter “S” and press the [Enter] key.
Enter “PSV” into the prompt “SVP>” and press the [Enter] key. The current status is
displayed.
SVP>PSV (Enter)
<<Power SaVing management–Management power supply and power consumption>>
----- Power supply information ----Max supplied power (with failed module) : 5040 W
Max supplied power
: 3360 W
Present supplied power
: 1680 W
----- Power consumption information ----Max consumption power
: 2612 W
Present consumption power
: 1668 W
Present consumption power (converted AC) : 1668 W
-- Power supply redundancy setting -Policy
: N+N
----- Power Management information ----- Chassis Performance mode
: ON
- Power Supply module Power optimization

: enable

---- Power consumption limit information ---- Chassis Power consumption limit : 2500 W
- Partition #
Power cap
Current Next
- ----------------0 Enable
Enable
1 Disable Enable
2 ------- Disable
3 ------- Enable
4 Enable
Disable
5 ------- Disable
6 Invalid Invalid
7 ------- -------8 ------- -------9 ------- --------

Mode
Upper limit
Current Next
--------------- -----------

Exception handling

Dynamic
Static
----------Static
-----Invalid
-------

Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Invalid
-------

100
300
0
400
100
0
Invalid
----------

Warning only
Warn & Set Frequency
Warning only
Warning only
Warn & Set Frequency
Warning only
Invalid
----------------------------

------- -------

----------

----------------------------

------- -------

----------

----------------------------

----- Easing restrictions on installation ----- Chassis Easing restrict on installation mode : Enable
Supplied power (Excluding redundancy) : 1500 W
Total allocated power
: 1500 W
#
0

----------------------------

Partition Supported Allocated power
--------- --------------Enable
100
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(Firmware A1055 or later versions)

6

Disable
----------------Enable
-----------------------------------------

300
----------------------------100
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0 . Display power detail.
1 . Edit power optimization setting.
2 . Edit power consumption limit.
3 . Edit Performance mode.
Q . Quit.
(0-3,[Q]) :

#

Menu

Description

1

Max supplied power (with failed module)

Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules mounted
including failed modules.
With no failed module, nothing is displayed.

2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules mounted
excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power in watt supplied by
currently active power modules.

4

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system equipment
consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.

5

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is watt
(W).

6

Present consumption power (converted
AC)

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes (it is converted to
AC): the unit is watt (W).

7

Power supply redundancy setting - Policy Displays the power supply redundancy policy.
N+1: Redundancy in power supply modules
N+N: Redundancy in the power supply system

8

Performance mode

Displays the controlling state of system cooling
fan modules for the server blade.
ON: Prioritizes processor performance.
OFF: Lowers the max noise level of the system
cooling fan module.
Tip: This item is enabled only when a server
blade supporting the performance mode, which
installs X5680 processor, is running.
With the performance mode ON, the noise
level at high load to improve cooling efficiency.
With that OFF, processor performance rate at
high load may be lowered to suppress the max
noise level to the same as it when a server
blade not supporting this mode is running.

9

Power optimization

Displays a state of the function for turning off a
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6

Menu

Description
redundant power supply module,.
disable: redundant power supply modules are
not turned off.
enable: redundant power supply modules are
turned off.
Refer to “Optimum Control on Power Supply
Module” in Chapter 10 for the details.

10

Power consumption limit

Max power that the system equipment can
consume: the unit is watt (W). Without this limit
setting, “----“ is displayed.

11

Power consumption limit information Chassis

Power consumption limit
Max power that the system equipment can
consume: the unit is watt (W). Without this limit
setting, “----“ is displayed.

12

Power consumption limit information Partition

Power cap:
Display the power capping function status.
-----: No partition; No server blade installed; or
A3/E3 or earlier server blade model is
installed.
Enabled: Power capping is enabled.
Disabled: Power capping is disabled.
Invalid: Failed to obtain information.
Mode:
Display a power capping mode of server
blades.
Static: Static mode
Dynamic: Dynamic mode
Invalid: Failed to obtain information.
Upper limit:
Display the upper limit of server blades.
Value: Upper limit (the unit is watt)
Invalid: Failed to obtain information.
Exception handling:
Displays actions for exceptional cases (if the
value will not be below the upper limit after a
while when the upper limit has been set)
-----: No partition; No server blade installed; or
A3/E3 or earlier server blade model is
installed.
Warning only: Displays warning
Warn & Set Frequency: Displays warning and
changes CPU frequencies.
Invalid: Failed to obtain information.

13

Easing restrictions on installation –
Chassis - Easing restrict on installation
mode

Displays the status of Easing restrictions on
installation-Chassis.
Enable: Restrictions are eased.
Disable: Restrictions are not eased.
Refer to “Easing Restrictions on the Number of
Server Blades in a Chassis” in Chapter 10 for
the detail.

14

Easing restrictions on installation -

Displays the power supplied by power supply
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#

6

Menu

Description

Chassis - Supplied power (Excluding
redundancy)

modules without redundancy. This is not
displayed when the function is disabled.

15

Easing restrictions on installation Chassis - Total allocated power

Displays the total allocated power per partition.
This is not displayed when the function is
disabled.

16

Easing restrictions on installation Partition - Supported

Displays whether or not server blades installed
support the function.
Enable: the installed server blade supports the
function.
Disable: the installed server blade does not
support the function.
This is not displayed when the function is
disabled.

17

Easing restrictions on installation Partition - Allocated power

Displays the allocated power per partition. This
is not displayed when the function is disabled.

The menu is displayed. To view the details of the power supply information, type “0”. To
change the power suupply optimization, type “1”. To set and change the power
consumption limit, type “2”. To set the performance mode, type “3”.
When selecting “0” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.
(0-3,[Q]) : 0 (Enter)
----- Power supply information ----Max supplied power (with failed module) : 4770 W
Max supplied power
: 3180 W
Present supplied power
: 3180 W
PSM Status Voltage Power(W)
-------------------------0 ON
200V
1590
1 ON
200V
1590
2 Fail
200V
1590
3 -------------- Power consumption information ----Max consumption power
: 1154 W
Present consumption power
: 135 W
Present consumption power(converted AC) : 160 W
(last 3 minutues)
Avg consumption power
Min consumption power
Max consumption power

: 135 W
: 135 W
: 135 W

- Partition # Power
Consumption[W]
Speed[MHz]
Nominal Current Avg Min Max Upper limit Current Nominal
--- ----- -------------------------------------------- --------------0 OFF
300
---- ---- ---- ---220
------1 OFF
------- ---- ---- ---0
------2 OFF
------- ---- ---- ---220
------3 OFF
------- ---- ---- ---0
------4 OFF
------- ---- ---- ---0
------5 OFF
------- ---- ---- ---0
------6 OFF
------- ---- ---- ---0
------7 OFF
330
---- ---- ---- ---0
-------
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#

6

OFF
OFF

330
----

---- ---- ---- ------- ---- ---- ----

0
220

-------

-------

- Management module Module Power consumption(W)
----------------------0
ON
20
1
ON
20
- Switch module Module Power consumption(W)
----------------------0
ON
19
1
------2
------3
------- Common Max common consumption power
: 135 W
Present common consumption power : 100 W

PRESS ENTER KEY

Each item is described in the table below.
#
1

Menu

Description
Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules mounted
including failed modules.

Max supplied power (with failed
module)

With no failed module, nothing is
displayed.
2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power in watt to be
supplied by all the power modules
mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power in watt supplied by
currently active power modules.

4

PSM

Displays the power supply status, voltage
setting, and output power of each power
supply.

5

Max consumption power

Max rated power that the system
equipment consumes: the unit is watt (W).
If some of server blades is/are under
initialization, “Initializing” is displayed.

6

Present consumption power

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes: the unit is
watt (W).

7

Present consumption power
(converted AC)

Max rated power that the currently active
system equipment consumes (it is
converted to AC): the unit is watt (W).

8

Avg consumption power

Displays the average power consumed by
the system equipment for the last 3
minutes: the unit is watt (W). It takes 2’59”
at the maximum until the current power
consumption value is reflected to this
menu.
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8
9

6

9

Menu

Description

Min consumption power

Displays the minimum power consumed
by the system equipment for the last 3
minutes: the unit is watt (W). It takes 2’59”
at the maximum until the current power
consumption value is reflected to this
menu.

10 Max consumption power

Displays the maximum power consumed
by the system equipment for the last 3
minutes: the unit is watt (W). It takes 2’59”
at the maximum until the current power
consumption value is reflected to this
menu.

11 Partition

Displays power consumptions per partition
such as the rated; current; average,
minimum and maximum for the last three
minutes; upper limit; and also the current
and rated CPU frequencies.

12 Management module

Displays the power supply status and
power consumption of each management
module.

13 Switch module

Displays the power status and power
consumption of each switch module.

14 Common

Max common consumption power:
Max power consumed by the shared parts
in the system.
Present common consumption power:
Max power currently consumed by the
shared parts in the system.

When pressing the [Enter] key, the screen returns to the menu screen.
If selecting “1” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.
(0-2,[Q]) : 1
Power supply optimization
: disable (0=enable,1=disable,[unchange]) : 0
Power supply optimization type : N+1 (0=N+1,1=N+N,[Q]) : 0
Power supply optimization
: enable
Power supply optimization type : N+1
Confirm? (Y/[N]) :

Enter a state of the power supply optimization. Entering “0” is to be “enaable”. Entering
“1” is to be “disable”.
If entering "enable", then, enter a power supply optimization type.. Entering “0” is to be
“N+1”. Engering “1” is to be “N+N”.
When entering the valid value, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting
“Y”, the setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
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6

(0-2,[Q]) : 2
0 . Chassis
1 . Partition
(0-1,[Q]) :

Select chassis or partition which to execute power capping to.
If selecting “Chassis” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.
(0-1,[Q]) : 0
Power consumption limit : disable (0=enable,1=disable,[unchange]) : 0
Power consumption limit (W) : ---- (494-4770,[Q]) : 500
Power consumption limit
: enable
Power consumption limit (W) : 500
Confirm? (Y/[N]) :

The current status of the power consumption limit is displayed. Entering “0” is “enable”.
Entering “1” is “disable”. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing any key, the
existing setting value is selected. When entering other than those, press the [Enter] key,
and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
When the power capping is enabled, a cap setting is prompted. The value can be set
from 300 to the max power supply. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing
any key, the setting is not changed. Press the [Enter] key, and the screen returns to the
“Power Status”.
After the valid input, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting “Y”, the
setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”. When selecting
others, the setting is not changed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
If selecting “Partition” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.
Enter Partition Number (0-9,[Q]) :

Select a partition number.
The following is an exmaple when you select partition 1.
Enter Partition Number (0-9, [Q]) : 1
Power cap : Disable (0=Enable,1=Disable,[unchange],Q) : 0
Mode : Static (0=Static,1=Dynamic,[unchange],Q) : 0
Upper limit (W) : 220 (0-65535,[unchange],Q) : 220
Exception handling : Warn & Set Frequency
(0=Warning only,1=Warn & Set Frequency,[unchange],Q) : 1
Power cap : Enable
Mode : Static
Upper limit[W] : 220
Exception handling : Warn & Set Frequency
Confirm? (Y/[N]) :
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If selecting “2” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.

6
When the power capping is enabled, then, enter a power capping value. Entering “0” is
to be Static. Entering “1” is to be Dynamic. When just pressing the [Enter] key without
typing any key, the current setting is selected. When entering other than those, press
the [Enter] key, and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
When the power capping is enabled, you are prompted to type a value of the upper
limit among values displayed. When just entering the [Enter] key, the setting is not
changed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
When the power capping is enabled, you are prompted to set a value of the exception
handling. Entering “0” is to be warmed. Entering “1” is to change the CPU frequency as
well as warning. When just entering the [Enter] key, the setting is not changed and the
screen returns to the “Power Status”.
After the valid input, a confirmation message is displayed. When selecting “Y”, the
setting is executed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”. When selecting
others, the setting is not changed and the screen returns to the “Power Status”.
If selecting “3” from the menu, the following screen is displayed.
Performance mode : ON (0=OFF,1=ON,[unchange]) : 0
Performance mode : OFF
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y
HIT ENTER KEY

When the current performance mode is displayed, enter a setting value. Entering “0” is
to be OFF; entering “1” is to be ON. Just pressing the [Enter] key is to be the same
value as the displayed one.
When you enter a value, “Confirm?” is displayed. To retrun to “Power Status” for setting
values, select “Y”. When you enter any other than “Y”, the setting is not changed and
return to the “Power Status”.
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The current status of the power cappint is displayed. Entering “0” is “enable”. Entering
“1” is “disable”. When just pressing the [Enter] key without typing any key, the existing
setting value is selected. When entering other than those, press the [Enter] key, and
the screen returns to the “Power Status”.

6

RL Command
The RL command is used to delete SVP console access logs.

Follow the menu, select required functions to execute.
To delete SVP console access logs, execute 11.
#

Message

11

SVP Console Access Log.

Q

Quit

Meaning
Deletes SVP console access logs, which is
information on Login/Logout to/from SVP console.
Quits the RL command.

(Firmware A1036 or later versions)
This command is used to delete logs.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "RL" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears

Sselect required functions to execute following the menu.
#

Message

11

SVP Console Access Log.

15

HVM dump log.

Deletes SVP console access logs, which is
information on Login/Logout to/from SVP console.
Deletes HVM dump logs.

Meaning

Q

Quit

Quits the RL command.
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RT Command
Tests the construction.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "RT" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.

Enter “0” to test the e-mail notification.
Enter “1” to test the SNMP trap.
Enter “2” to test N+M cold standby construction.
When enters “0”, e-mail notification test is operational. It is necessary to set e-mail
notification information correctly by the MI command before testing.
Enter "y" to "Send test mail? (y/[n])" and press "Enter" key. The following screen
appears.

Nicknames and e-mail addresses set by the MI command are displayed.
Select a destination to perform a notification test, from 1 to 8. The selection method is
as follows:
If you test one destination, enter one of the numbers from 1 to 8, for example, "1" and
"Enter."
If you test two or more destinations, enter the numbers from 1 to 8, each number
should be separated by a comma, for example "1,3,7" and "Enter."
If you test all the destinations, enter "A" and "Enter."
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List of command end messages
#

Message

Meaning

1

Success

Normal end

2

Failure.TCP/IP Error

An error occurred in TCP/IP.
(1) Confirm whether the communication path between the
management module and SMTP server is correct.
(2) Confirm whether the SMTP server is active properly.

3

Failure.Cannot connect
User SMTP server

Connection to the SMTP server connected to the management
LAN (SVP LAN terminal: MGMTO) failed.
(1) Confirm whether e-mail notification information is set correctly.
(2) Confirm whether the communication path between the
management module and SMTP server is correct.
(3) Confirm whether the SMTP server is active.

4

Failure.Cannot connect
Maintenance SMTP server

Connection to the SMTP server connected to the maintenance LAN
(SVP LAN terminal: MAINT) failed.
(1) Confirm whether e-mail notification information is set correctly.
(2) Confirm whether the communication path between the
management module and SMTP server is correct.
(3) Confirm whether the SMTP server is active.

5

Failure.E-mail
Configuration Error

E-mail notification information is incorrect.
Confirm whether e-mail notification information is set correctly.

6

Failure.Please Wait a
Minute, and Try Again (*).

A problem occurred during e-mail notification processing.
Reexecute the processing after a while.
(For the code marked with *, refer to the error code list.)

7

Failure. Please Call
Technical Support. (*).

A program error occurred during e-mail notification processing.
Contact maintenance personnel.
(For the code marked with *, refer to the error code list.)

(*) Error code list
#

Message

Meaning

1

01

A program error occurred during e-mail notification processing.

2

06

A timeout occurred during e-mail notification request processing.

3

07

A parameter error occurred during e-mail notification request processing.

4

08

5

09

An error occurred when memory is allocated during e-mail notification
request processing.
A buffer size error occurred during e-mail notification request processing.
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The notification test is done when the destination is specified, and the test result
is displayed.
For details on the test result message, refer to "List of command end messages"
below.

6

Message
10

A data length error occurred during e-mail notification request processing.

Meaning

7

11

A program error other than the above occurred.

When enters “1”, SNMP trap test is operational. It is necessary to set manager
information for the SNMP trap’s destination correctly by SNM command before testing.
Select “1. SNMP Trap Test.” from the menu, the following screen appears.

Enter "Y" to "Execute SNMP trap? (Y/[N])" and press "Enter" key.
Execute test trap notification and display the test result.
About the message of the test result, see the list of the command end message shown
below.
List of the command end message
Case

Result

Normal end the SNMP trap process

SNMP Test Trap Send Succeeded.

Occur an error during SNMP trap process.

SNMP Test Trap Send Failed.

Execute the command when the settings of
the SNMP agent are not operational.

SNMP Configuration is not appropriate. Check
SNM Configuration.

When enters “2”, construction test of the N+M cold standby is operational.
Select “2. Send cold standby test alert” from the menu, the following screen appears.

After selecting the partition, for the construction test, you can select the alert
transmission process to execute automatic failover immediately with the failure, or to
execute automatic failover after fixed time from the failure.
Enter “0”, when tests the alert to execute automatic failover immediately with the failure.
Enter “1”, when tests the alert to execute automatic failover after fixed time from the
failure.
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#
6

6

Enter "Y" to "Confirm? (Y/[N])" and press "Enter" key.
The alert sending process is executed.
About the message of the test result, see the list of the command end message shown
below.
List of the command end message
Case

Result

Succeed in sending the alert (however sending
failure in the internal operation is not detectable)

Send Command Ended.

Fail to send the alert

Alert Send Error.

Cancel the test

Test Canceled.
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The following screen appears.

6

SD Command
The SD command is used to set the time for the management module.
From the main menu, enter “S” and press the [Enter] key.
In response to the “SVP>” prompt, enter “SD” and press the [Enter] key. This allows
you to refer to the current time and to activate the daylight saving time management.
The menu is displayed. Select “0. Edit Time.” if you want to change the current time.
Select “1. Edit DST.” if you want to change the daylight saving time setting. Select “Q.
Quit.” if you do not want any change.

Each of the indications is interpreted as follows.
#

Menu

Description

1

Local time

The current local time is displayed.
The time zone is displayed in the “HH:MM” form.
If the daylight saving time setting is enabled, the time zone
is followed by the current time indication, which is either
daylight saving time or standard time. The current time
indication is as follows.
Standard Time : Standard time
DST : Daylight saving time

2

DST

Enable : The daylight saving time setting is enabled.
Disable : The daylight saving time setting is not enabled.

3

DST start time

This shows the time of the year at which the daylight saving
time will become effective.

4

DST end time

This shows the time of the year at which the daylight saving
time will become ineffective.
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Each of the indications is interpreted as follows.
#

Menu

1

Time zone (hour)

Description
This is the setting for the Hour part of the time zone.
Setting a value from -12 to +14 is possible.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter]
key without entering anything.

2

Time zone (min)

This is the setting for the Minute part of the time
zone.
What you can set here is from -59 to +59 if the Hour
part of the time zone is 0, and from 0 to 59 if the Hour
part of the time zone is other than 0.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.

3

year

The lower two digits of the current year should be
entered in the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)
format.
Setting a value from 00 to 36 is possible.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.

4

month

The current month should be entered in the
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) format.
Setting a value from 01 to 12 is possible.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.

5

day

The current day should be entered in the Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) format.
Setting a value from 01 to 31 is possible. Note,
however, that you cannot set any value for the year
or month setting if the particular day does not exist.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.

6

hour

The current hours value should be entered in the
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Selecting “0. Edit Time” on the menu causes the following screen to appear.

6

Menu

Description
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) format on a 24
hours a day basis.
Setting a value from 00 to 23 is possible.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.

7

minute

The current minutes value should be entered in the
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) format.
Setting a value from 00 to 59 is possible.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.

8

second

The current seconds value should be entered in the
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) format.
Setting a value from 00 to 59 is possible.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.

After the setting, the time that has been set is displayed. Make sure that the setup is
correct and enter “Y” in response to the “Confirm?” question. This causes the setup to
be reflected. If the setup is wrong, however, enter “N” to ignore the setup and return to
the prompt.
Selecting “1. Edit Time” on the menu causes the following screen to appear.
(0-1,[Q]) : 1
DST : ------- (0=Enable,1=Diasble,[quit]) : 0
DST(Local
DST start
DST start
DST start
DST start
DST
DST
DST
DST

end
end
end
end

Time)
month : -- (01-12,[quit]) : 03
day : -------- ([quit]) : lastsun
hour : -- (00-23,[quit]) : 01
minute : -- (00-59,[quit]) : 00

month : -- (01-12,[quit]) : 10
day : -------- ([quit]) : lastsun
hour : -- (00-23,[quit]) : 01
minute : -- (00-59,[quit]) : 00

Local time : 07/11/24 00:33:35 (Time zone = +09:00 : Standard time)
DST : Enable
DST start time : Mar lastsun 01:00
DST end time : Oct lastsun 01:00
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y
SVP>
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#

6

#

Menu

Description

1

DST

Make a selection as to whether you will perform,
change, or delete the daylight saving time setting.
Selecting “Enable” provides a detailed setting.
Selecting “Disable” deletes the particular setting.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter]
key without entering anything.

2

DST start month

The first and last months of the daylight saving time
should be entered in the local time format.
Setting a value from 01 to 12 is possible.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.

DST end month

3

DST start day
DST end day

4

DST start hour
DST end hour

5

DST start minute
DST end minute

The first and last days of the daylight saving time
should be entered in the local time format.
Setting a value from 01 to 31, as well as the
following, is possible.
Last XXX: The last day-of-week of the month
XXX>=Y: The first day-of-week of the period starting
on date “Y”
XXX<=Y: The last day-of-week of the period ending
on date “Y”
(The “XXX” part above should be a wording from Sun
to Sat or from Sunday to Saturday.)
Note, however, that you cannot set any value for the
year or month setting if the particular day does not
exist.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.
The Hour part of the first and last times of the
daylight saving time should be entered in the local
time format.
Setting a value from 01 to 12 is possible.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.
The Minute part of the first and last times of the
daylight saving time should be entered in the local
time format.
Setting a value from 01 to 12 is possible.
If you do not want any change, press the [Enter] key
without entering anything.

After the setting, the time that has been set is displayed. Make sure that the setup is
correct and enter “Y” in response to the “Confirm?” question.
This causes the setup to be reflected. If the setup is wrong, however, enter “N” to
ignore the setup and return to the prompt.
For use in Japan, the time zone should be specified as “+9".
The daylight saving time setting will not accept February 29.
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Each of the indications is interpreted as follows.

6

You can set the time of a management module with this command.
Enter [S] in the main menu and then press the [Enter] key.
Enter [SD] to the prompt “SVP>” and press the [Enter] key. You can display the current
time, and the Daylight Saving Time and NTP setting.
The menu is displayed. To change the current time, select 0. Edit Time. To change the
daylight saving time, select 1. Edit DST settings. To change the NTP and enable the
NTP automatic time adjusting function, select 2. Edit NTP settings. To adjust the time
using the NTP, select 3. Set time via NTP. To disable the NTP automatic time adjusting
function, select 4. Disable NTP function. When you do not execute any of those, select
Q. Quit.
SVP>SD
<<Setting Date- Display/Edit local date and time>>
----- Time information ----Local time
: 09/05/29 13:57:30 (Time zone = +09:00)
DST
: Disable
DST start time : ------DST end time
: ----------- NTP information ----Last NTP synchronization : 09/05/27 20:58:19 (Time zone = +09:00)
NTP function : Enable
NTP server 1 : 0.0.0.0
NTP server 2 : 0.0.0.0
NTP server 3 : 0.0.0.0
NTP server 4 : 192.168.0.70
0 . Edit Time.
1 . Edit DST settings.
2 . Edit NTP settings.
3 . Set time via NTP.
4 . Disable NTP function.
Q . Quit.
(0-4,[Q]) :

The following table describes items of the figure above.

#

Menu

Description

1

Local time

The current local time
Time zone: shown in HH:MM.
When DST is set, whether the current time is “Standard
Time” or “DST” is shown next to the time zone.

2

DST
(Daylight Saving Time)

Enable: DST is set.
Disable: DST is not set.

3

DST start time

When DST becomes effective for the year.

4

DST end time

When DST ends for the year.

5

Last NTP synchronization

The latest time when time has been adjusted with NTP
automatically or manually.
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(A1030 or later versions)

6

Menu

Description

6

NTP function

Enable: NTP automatic time adjustment, once an hour, is
enabled.
Disable: the function above is disabled.

7

NTP server 1-4

Displays IP addresses. With no setting, 0.0.0.0 is shown.

When you select 0. Edit Time. in the menu, the following screen is displayed.
(0-1,[Q]) : 0
time zone (hour) : 0 (-12-+14,[unchange]) : +9
time zone (min) : 00 (0-59,[unchange]) : 00
Time(UTC)
year : 07 (00-36,[unchange])
month : 11 (01-12,[unchange])
day : 23 (01-31,[unchange])
hour : 15 (00-23,[unchange])
minute : 32 (00-59,[unchange])
second : 25 (00-59,[unchange])

:
:
:
:
:
:

07
11
23
15
33
25

DST : Disable
DST start time : ------DST end time
: ------Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y
SVP>

The following table describes items of the figure above.
#

Menu

Description

1

time zone (hour)

Hour in time zone can be set from -12 to +14.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

2

time zone (min)

Minute in time zone can be set from -59 to +59 when the
hour of time zone is 0 (zero); from 0 to 59 when the hour is
not 0 (zero). To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

3

year

Enter the last two digits of the current year in UTC.
Settings from 00 to 36 can be available.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

month

Enter the current month in UTC.
Settings from 01 to 12 can be available.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

5

day

Enter the current day in UTC.
Settings from 01 to 31 can be available. If a day does not
exist depending on the year/month settings, the day cannot
be set. To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

6

hour

Enter the current hour from 00 to 23 in UTC.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

7

minute

Enter the current minute from 00 to 59 in UTC.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

8

second

Enter the current second from 00 to 59 in UTC.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

4
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#

6
When you select 1. Edit DST settings. in the menu, the following screen is displayed.
(0-1,[Q]) : 1
DST : ------- (0=Enable,1=Diasble,[quit]) : 0
DST(Local
DST start
DST start
DST start
DST start
DST
DST
DST
DST

end
end
end
end

Time)
month
day
hour
minute

month
day
hour
minute

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

-- (01-12,[quit])
-------- ([quit])
-- (00-23,[quit])
-- (00-59,[quit])

-- (01-12,[quit])
-------- ([quit])
-- (00-23,[quit])
-- (00-59,[quit])

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

03
lastsun
01
00

10
lastsun
01
00

DST
: Enable
DST start time : Mar lastsun 01:00
DST end time
: Oct lastsun 01:00
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y
SVP>

The following table describes items of the figure above.
#

Menu

Description

1

DST

Select setting, changing, or deleting DST.
To set in details, select “Enable”.
To delete the setting, select “Disable”.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

2

DST start month
DST end month

Enter the starting and ending months in local time.
Settings from 01 to 12 can be available.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

3

DST start day
DST end day

Enter the starting and ending days in local time.
Settings from 01 to 31 and the followings can be available.
lastXXX: the last day of the week for a month
XXX>=Y: a day of the week on or right after the day Y
XXX<=Y: a day of the week on or before the day Y
(XXX is from Sun to Sat or from Sunday to Saturday.)
Some days cannot be set if the days can not exist in the
year or month you have already set.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

4

DST start hour
DST end hour

Enter the starting and ending hour in local time.
Settings from 01 to 12 can be available.
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

5

DST start minute
DST end minute

Enter the starting and ending minute in local time.
Settings from 00 to 59 can be available.
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After you set items, the time newly set will be displayed. Check the time displayed is
correct, and then enter [Y] to “Confirm?” The setting is reflected. If the setting is
incorrect, enter [N] to return to the prompt without reflecting the new setting.

6

Menu

Description
To change nothing, just press the [Enter] key.

After you set items, the time newly set will be displayed. Check that the time displayed
is correct, and then enter [Y] to “Confirm?” The setting is reflected. If the setting is
incorrect, enter [N] to return to the prompt without reflecting the new setting.
The daylight saving time setting will not accept February 29.
When you select 2. Edit NTP settings. in the menu, the following screen is displayed.
(0-4,[Q]) : 2
NTP
NTP
NTP
NTP

server
server
server
server

1
2
3
4

:
:
:
:

0.0.0.0 ([unchange]) : 192.168.0.71
0.0.0.0 ([unchange]) : 192.168.0.72
0.0.0.0 ([unchange]) : 192.168.0.73
192.168.0.70 ([unchange]) :

NTP server 1 : 192.168.0.71
NTP server 2 : 192.168.0.72
NTP server 3 : 192.168.0.73
NTP server 4 : 192.168.0.70
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y
Command was succeeded.
SVP>

IP addresses to NTP servers are displayed and a new setting is required.
Enter a value in the form of IP address. When the [Enter] key is pressed without
entering any setting, the current date is used. When a blank is entered, the IP address
is deleted. The IP address to an NTP server cannot be used to another NTP server.
After you set items, the new setting will be displayed. Check the setting displayed is
correct, and then enter [Y] to “Confirm?” The setting is reflected. If the setting is
incorrect, enter [N] to return to the prompt without reflecting the new setting.
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#

6

(0-4,[Q]) : 3
----- NTP server check ----NTP IP address
Status
---------------------------------1 192.168.0.1
: valid
2 192.168.0.21
: valid
3 192.168.0.41
: valid
4 192.168.0.70
: invalid
SVP local time is back 166.448661 second.
Set time via NTP? (Y/[N]) : y
SVP local time was ahead 166.447872 second.
Local time : 09/05/29 14:03:43 (Time zone = +09:00)
Enable NTP function? (Y/[N]) : y
NTP function was enabled.
SVP>

The following table describes items of the figure above.
#
1

2

Menu

Description

IP address

IP address to the NTP server: With no setting, 0.0.0.0 is
shown.

Status

Connection to NTP servers:
valid: connected to the NTP server.
invalid: not connected to the NTP server.

Discrepancy between the times obtained from the current SVP and from the NTP
server is displayed after the comparison of the two. To adjust the time via NTP, enter
[Y] to “Set time via NTP? (Y/[N]):”. When it is successful, the settings and the adjusted
time are output.
After the time is adjusted or when no adjustment is done, a message asking if the time
is automatically adjusted by NTP is displayed. When setting the automatic time
adjusting function, enter [Y] to “Enable NTP function? (Y/[N]):”
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When you select 3. Set time via NTP. in the menu, the following screen is displayed.

6

SNM Command
This command sets the SNMP function of the management module.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "SNM" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.
Select the menu number.

The Setting value and the contents of the menu are shown below.
#
0

Menu
Edit General configuration

1

Edit Manager information

2

Extract MIB file

Description
Set the SNMP agent of the management module and set the
notification level of the SNMP trap.
Register the information of the destination SNMP manager
of the SNMP trap
Output the MIB file to specified directory. The MIB file
corresponds to the operational SNMP agent of the
management module.
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6
This menu sets SNMP agent of the management module, and sets the sending level
when management module sends a SNMP trap.

The contents of the menu are shown below.
#
0

Menu
SNMP Function

1

System Contact Name

2

System Location

3

Port#

4

Trap Level

Description
Set the Enable/Disable of the SNMP function of the
management module. Default value: Disable
Set contact name of the system administrator of the server
chassis managed by the SNMP manager. (Max 60
characters) This has no default value.
Set location and etc. of the server chassis managed by the
SNMP manager. (Max 60 characters) This has no default
value.
Set the used SNMP port number in the management
module. (1-65535) Default value: 161
Set the failure level of the SNMP trap that notifies to SNMP
manager. Default value: all

The relation between the Trap Level settings and the failure level of the notified trap is
shown below.
#
0

Settings

Failure level of the notified trap

disable

No notification

1

alert

Failure, Warning

2

information

Information

3

all

Failure, Warning, Information

The test trap by RT command is notified as the trap level “Event”, regardless of the
settings shown above.
When selects “1” for the menu, following screen appears.
First, select the SNMP manager number (0 to 3) of the destination of the SNMP trap
notification. Then, register the SNMP manager information that management module
notifies a SNMP trap in the appeared menu.
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When selects “0” for the menu, following screen appears.

6

#
0

Menu
IP Address

1

Port#

2

Community Name

Description
Set the IP Address of the SNMP manager that receives the
trap from the SNMP agent of the management module.
Default value: 0.0.0.0
Set the used port # by SNMP manager that receives the trap
from the SNMP agent of the management module.
Default value: 162
Set the read only Community Name to access SNMP agent
of the management module from the SNMP manager.
This has no default value.

With Firmware A1070 or later versions, up to ten (10) SNMP managers can be
configured.
When selects “2” for the menu, following screen appears.

When enter “Y” to “Extract SNMP MIB file ?”, the MIB file that corresponded with the
F/W version of the active management module is stored in the specified directory.
When SNM command is executed, the version of the MIB file is displayed at the
“Version” item on the MIB information.
The directory where the file is stored is the directory where the SVP configuration is
stored. Access the directory by FT command and extract the MIB file.



SO Command
See "Register User Accounts".
With the operator privilege, only "1. Edit User Function" can be selected.
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The contents of the menu are shown below.

6

SWC Command
This command sets the switch module (Internal LAN Switch module) operation.
After command entry, the current settings and the menu appear.

Function

Description

0.
Check Switch
Connection.

Check the connection between the management
module and the switch module.

1. Change Switch connect
regularly check Time.

Set the time for regular check.
If the N+M cold standby function is used, the connection
between the management module and the switch
module is regularly checked at a specified time.

2. Change Switch login ID / Registers the ID and password to log in to the switch
password.
module, in the management module.
3. Change Switch
Administrator password.

Register the password to get the administrator privilege
of the switch module, in the management module.

4. Display Switch
Configuration Command
(for cable connection).

Displays the setting of the switch module for using the
N+M cold standby function.
Set the switch module according to this indication, when
connect type of PCC command is “Cable connection”.

5. Change Switch Internal
connect path.

Set whether an internal connection method is used or
not, for cooperation of the management module and
LAN switch module.
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When "Operation Complete Successfully" is displayed, the connection is normal. If any
other message displayed, check the connection again according to the message.
When the management module and the switch module are connected by internal
connection, the connection between the standby management module and the switch
module can be confirmed, too. When ”Check Standby SVP - Switch Module internal
connection?” is displayed, enter “y”. Following screen is displayed after confirming the
connection between the standby management module and the switch module.

The output is the same as the output of the primary management module.
Select "1" in the menu to change the time for the regular check between the
management module and the switch module. Set a new time and enter "y" to
"Confirm?". The setting will be updated.

Select "2" in the menu to register the ID and password for logging into the switch
module, in the management module. Set the ID and password and enter "y" to
"Confirm?". The setting will be registered.

Select "3" in the menu to register the password to get the administrator privilege of the
switch module, in the management module. Set the password and enter "y" to
"Confirm?". The setting will be registered.
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To check the connection between the management module and the switch module,
select "0" in the menu and enter "y" to "Confirm?". Following screen is displayed after
confirming the connection between the primary management module and the switch
module.

6
Select "5" in the menu to set whether an internal connection method is used for
cooperation of the management module and the LAN switch module.
After selecting the switch number, select “0” when uses an internal port, select “1”
when not uses an internal port.
Enter “Y” to “Confirm?” ,and the setting will be registered.
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Select "4" in the menu to display the setting of the switch module for using the N+M
cold standby function. The settings are displayed.

6
You can set the operation of internal LAN switch modules with this command.
Enter the command, and the current setting and menu are displayed.
SVP>SWC
<<SWitch Configuration- Configure Switch Module>>
----- SVP-LANSW Connect check ----Time : 00:00
----- Transfer status check of LANSW ----SW#0 : Enable
SW#1 : Disable
Time : 00 minutes past the hour
----- SVP-LANSW Internal Port ----SW#0 : Enable
SW#1 : Enable
0 . Check Switch Connection.
1 . Change Switch connect regularly check Time.
2 . Change Switch login ID / password.
3 . Change Switch Administrator password.
4 . Display Switch Configuration Command (for Cable connection).
5 . Change Switch Internal connect path.
7 . Configure transfer status check of LANSW.
Q . Quit.
(0-5,7,[Q]) :

Menu

Description

0.

Check Switch
Connection.

Checks connection between the management module and
switch module.

1.

Change Switch connect
regularly check Time.

Checks regularly connection between the management
module and switch module when N+M cold standby is
used.
Set the time to check the connection.

2.

Change Switch login
ID/password

Registers an ID and password in the management module
to log in the switch module.

3.

Change Switch
Administrator password

Registers a password in the management module to
obtain the administrator level of the switch module.

4.

Display Switch
Configuration Command
(for Cable connection).

Displays the switch module settings to use N+M cold
standby.
When the connection type is “Cable connection” displayed
in “PCC Command”, set the switch module according to
the display.

5.

Change Switch Internal
connect path.

Selects to enable or disable the internal connection in
cooperation of the management module and LAN switch
module.

7

Configure transfer status
check of LANSW.

Sets to enable or disable the regular monitoring and also
the time. When the regular monitoring is enabled,
monitoring is executed every xx minutes (set value).
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6

Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y
SW#0 : Operation complete successfully.
SW#1 : Login incorrect.

When “Operation complete sccessfully.” is displayed, they are correctly connected. If
not, fix the connection accroding to the message.
When the management module and switch module are internally connecterd, you can
check the connection between the standby management module and switch module.
Enter [Y] to “Check Standby SVP – Switch Module internal connection?” The following
screen is displayed after the connection between the two modules is cehcked.
Connection type is Internal.
Check Standby SVP - Switch Module internal connection? (Y/[N]) : Y
Wait for several minutes.
SW#0 : Operation complete successfully.
SW#1 : Operation complete successfully.
SVP>

The same screen as the active management module is displayed.
To change the time for checking the connection between the management module and
switch module automatically, select “1” in the menu. Set a new time and enter [Y] to
“Confirm?”, and the setting is completed.
Switch connect regularly check Time : 19:30 (00:00-23:59,[unchange]) : 11:25
Confirm? (Y/[N]) :

To register the ID and password for logging in the switch module into the management
module, select “2” in the menu. Set the ID and password and enter [Y] to “Confirm?”,
and the setting is configured.
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch

0
0
1
1

User
User
User
User

ID
Password
ID
Password

([unchange])
([unchange])
([unchange])
([unchange])

:
:
:
:

Confirm? (Y/[N]) :
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To check the connection between the management module and switch module, select
“0” and enter [Y] to “Confirm?” The following screen is displayed after the connection
between the active amangement module and switch modlue are checked.

6

Switch 0 Administrator Password ([unchange]) : ********
Switch 1 Administrator Password ([unchange]) : ********
Confirm? (Y/[N]) :

To display the switch module settings to use the N+M cold standby, select “4” in the
menu. The settings are displayed.
--- command start (For internal LAN SW #0) --vlan 4093
exit
interface vlan 4093
ip address 192.168.253.130 255.255.255.128
interface gigabitethernet 0/1
switchport mode trunk
switchport trunk allowed vlan add 1,4093
spanning-tree bpdufilter enable
exit
--- command end ----- command start (For internal LAN SW #1) --vlan 4093
exit
interface vlan 4093
ip address 192.168.253.131 255.255.255.128
interface gigabitethernet 0/1
switchport mode trunk
switchport trunk allowed vlan add 1,4093
spanning-tree bpdufilter enable
exit
--- command end ---

To select whether to use the internal connection in the cooperation between the
management module and LAN switch module, select “5” in the menu.
To use the internal port after selecting the switch number, select “0”; if not to use the
port, select “1”.
To configure the setting, enter [Y] to “Confirm?
(0-5,[Q]) : 5
Enter Switch No. (0,1,A=ALL,[Q]) : 0
Select Configuration : Enable (0=Enable,1=Disable,[Q]) : 0
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y
SVP>
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To register a password into the management module for obtaining the administrator
level to the switch module, select “3”. Set a password and enter [Y] to “Confirm?”, and
the setting is configured.

6
(0-5,7,[Q]) :7
Switch 0 transfer status check : Enable (0=Enable,1=Disable,[unchange]) : 0
Switch 1 transfer status check : Disable (0=Enable,1=Disable,[unchange]) : 1
Minutes past the hour : 00 (00-59,[unchange]) :00
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y
SVP>



UBR Command
This command is for backup and restore of user information.

To restore user information, it is necessary to turn OFF and ON the power to the
system equipment after the command is executed.
The restore is possible only on the system equipment which the backup was collected.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "UBR" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears. Select and execute the required function according to the menu.
Refer to “Backup and Restore of SVP Configuration Information” for the details.
SVP>UBR
<<User data Backup/Restore- Backup/Restore user data>>
0. Backup
1. Restore
2. Delete Backup/Restore File
Q. Quit
(0-2, [Q]): 0
Input Backup File Name [quit]: backup
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y

Menu

Description

0 . Backup

Backups user information.

1 . Restore

Restores the user information using the backed up
file.

2 . Delete Backup/Restore File

Deletes the backup file of the user information.

Q . Quit

Finishes this command.
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To select wheter to use the regular monitoring in the coorperation between the
management module and LAN switch module, select “7” in the menu. With #7 in the
menu, you can set to enable or disable each LAN switch module and set the
monitoring time without the installation status of LAN switch modules. Monitoring,
however, is executed only when a LAN switch module is installed. To configure the
setting, enter [y] to “Confirm?”
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Description

0 . Backup

Back up the user information.

1 . Restore

Restore the user information using the file backed up
by the backup function.

2 . Delete Backup/Restore
File

Delete the user information file created by the backup
function.

Q . Quit

Finishes this command..
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Enter [S] from the main menu and press the [Enter] key.
At prompt SVP>, enter [UBR] and press the [Enter] key. The following screen is
displayed. Select and execute required functions following the menu.
SVP>UBR
<<User data Backup/Restore- Backup/Restore user data>>
0. Backup.
1. Restore.
2. Delete Backup/Restore File.
9. Backup HVM configuration.
10. Restore HVM configuration.
11. Delete HVM backup file.
Q. Quit.
(0-2,9-11,[Q]): 9
Select partition (0-9, [Q] : 0
Input Backup file name ([Q]) : 0802
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y
- <Partition0> Creating backup file was completed.
- Backup file name is hvm-0802
SVP>

Function

Description

0. Backup

Backs up the user information. (only with AD
level)

1. Restore

Restores the user information using the
backup file. (only with AD level)

2. Delete Backup/Restore File

Deletes the backup file of the user information.
(only with AD level)

9. Backup HVM configuration.

Backs up HVM configuration information.

10. Restore HVM configuration.

Restores HVM configuration using the backup
file.

11. Delete HVM backup file.

Deletes the HVM configuration backup file.

Q. Quit

Finishes this command.

A backup file name of SVP configuration information can
contain up to 16 characters.
A backup file name of HVM configuration information can
contain up to 25 characters.
A file name to be restored can contain up to 52 characters.
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6

WEB Command
This command sets the Web console.
This command can be executed on the Management module that supports the Web
console.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "WEB" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.
A menu is displayed on the screen. When changing the web console status
Enable/Disable, select “0. Edit Web console status.”, When changing port numbers
used for the web console, select “1. Edit Port Number.”. When changing nothing, select
“Q. Quit.”
SVP>WEB
<<WEB console- Setting Web Console>>
HTTP Server
Web Console
Port Number
Language

:
:
:
:

Installed
Enable
80
English

0 . Edit Web Console status.
1 . Edit Port Number.
2 . Edit Web Console language.
Q . Quit.
(0-2,[Q]) :

The following table describes names on the screen.
Name

Description

1 . HTTP Server

Displays whether or not the HTTP server is installed:
Installed / Not Installed

2 . Web Console

Displays the web console status: Enable / Disable

3 . Port Number

Displays a port number to be used for the web
console.

4 . Language

Displays the language to be used for the web
console.
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The following table describes a name on the screen.
Name
1 . Web Console

Description
Changes the web console status: Enable / Disable
When selecting “Enable”, the web console is enabled.
When selecting “Disable”, the web console is
disabled.
When changing nothing, press the [Enter] key.

Check if the web console has been set as you like on the screen. When the setting is
correct, type “Y” to “Confirm?”, which reflects the setting. When the setting is incorrect,
type “N” to “confirm?”, which does not reflect the setting and return to the menu.
When “1. Edit Port Number.” is selected, the following screen is displayed.

The following table describes a name on the screen.
Name
2 . Port Number

Description
Changes a port number to be used for the web
console. Numbers from 1 to 65535 are available.
When not changing the number, press the [Enter]
key.

Check if the port number has been set as you like on the screen. When the setting is
correct, type “Y” to “Confirm?”, which reflects the setting. When the setting is incorrect,
type “N” to “confirm?”, which does not reflect the setting and return to the menu.
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When “0. Edit Web Console status.” is selected, the following screen is displayed.

6

WHO Command
This command displays information on any session that intervenes in the activities of
the management module.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "WHO" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears. Administrator privileges can make the other users logout.
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WWN Command
This command displays and sets World Wide Name (WWN) used with the FC
mezzanine card installed in a server blade.
WWN is used with the FC mezzanine card installed in the server blade. It is divided
into two types: original WWN and additional WWN. For details of each type, refer to "
N+M Cold Standby Overview".

Field

Description

P#

Partition number

port

FC mezzanine card port number

World Wide Port
Name

World Wide Port Name of the FC mezzanine card

World Wide Node
Name

World Wide Node Name of the FC mezzanine card

type

Distinction between additional WWN and original WWN
being displayed
O: Original WWN
A: Additional WWN
-: Indicates that no FC mezzanine card is installed.
A and O are connected to whether or not the N+M cold
standby support function is enabled.
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Operation

WWN classification

0. Reset all additional
WWN.

Returns the additional WWN of the entire
device to the factory default.

additional
(*1) (*2)

1. Reset all additional
WWN in partition.

Returns the additional WWN to the factory
default for each partition.

additional
(*1) (*2)

2. Edit WWN manually.

Sets WWN manually in the management
module for each port of the FC mezzanine
card.

Original, additional
(*1)

5. Display WWN change
log.

Displays the WWN change history.

Original, additional

Q. Quit.

Exits from the command and returns to the
SVP prompt.

-

*1 Additional WWN set in the management module is set in the FC mezzanine card installed at
next Pre-configure execution. During N+M cold standby operation, be sure to execute Preconfigure using the "PCC Command."
*2 Initialized WWN is displayed only in the slot whose type is "A." It is not displayed in the "O"
type slot.



XD Command
This command executes the PING test.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "XD" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.
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CI2 Command
See "Configure Management Server Information
(ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager)" .



LCI Command
See "Configure Management Server Information
(ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager)" .

System Power Control


AP Command
This command controls whether or not the power of the server blade is turned on when
power is supplied.
This command enables the setting of the time until that module is turned on.


Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions

In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "AP" and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.
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Description

remaining time

Time (minutes) until the power is turned on at the present moment

Current status

Enable: Turns on the power to the server blade when power is
supplied.
Disable: Does not turn on the power to the server blade when power
is supplied.

Time

Time from when power is supplied until the server blade is turned on
(excluding the management module start time) when Current status
is "Enable"



Firmware: A1025 or later versions

With this command, the power of a server blade can be turned on when the power is
supplied.
A power supply module to synchronize a server blade can be specified in the setting.
When to turn on the power of a server blade can also be set.
When one of the power modules is turned on after all the linked modules are turned off,
the power of a server blade will be turned on.
In the main menu, input “S” and press the [Enter] key.
Input “AP” to the prompt “SVP>” and press the [Enter] key.
The following screen is displayed.
SVP>AP
<<Auto Power control - Power synchronization>>
Current status

: System initialize

---- Power on synchronization ---Current setting: Enable
Delay time
: 60 min
PSM# Synchronization
---------------------0
Enable
1
Disable
2
Disable
3
Enable
0 . Enable.
1 . Disable.
4 . Edit settings of power supply module.
C. Cancel delay to auto power on.
Q . Quit.
(0-1, 4, C, [Q]) :
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Description

Current status

System initialize: Initializing the system now; wait for the
completion.
Waiting Power on (remaining time xxx): The power will be
turned on in xxx minutes.
No AC input in synchronization: Waiting for the input after
AC is off once.
Synchronization finished: the power has been supplied for
synchronized power-on operation.
-----: Current setting is “Disable”.

Current setting

Enable: Turns on the power of a server blade when the
power is supplied.
Disable: Not turn on the power of a server blade when the
power is supplied.

Delay time

Time difference between the power supply and the server
blade power-on excluding the required time for booting
the management module when the current status is
“Enable”

Synchronization

Enable: This power module # for synchronized power-on
operation.
Disable: This power module # not for synchronized poweron operation.

Select a number from the menu to change the settings.
Menu

Description

0. Enable

When the power is supplied, the power of a server
blade is turned on after the management module
boots up.
If this setting is “Enable”, time difference between
the power supply and the server blade power-on
needs to be set.

1. Disable

When the power is supplied, a server blade does
not power on.

4. Edit settings of power
supply module.

Specifies a power supply module to be
synchronized. Sets each module Enable/Disable.

C. Cancel delay to auto
power on

Cancels the delay setting when waiting for the
power on of a server blade after the power is
supplied. Turns on the server blade after the
management module boots up.

Q. Quit

Finishes this command.
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Menu
0 .Enable

Description
Boots the management module and then turns on the server blade
when power is supplied.
When setting “Enable”, it is necessary for time between supplying
the power and turning on the server blade to be set.

1. Disable

Does not turn on the server blade when power is supplied.

C. Cancel delay
to auto power on

Cancels the standby status while the system waits for the server
blade to be turned on after power is supplied. After the management
module starts, the server blade is powered on.

Q. Quit

Finishes this command..

If the server blade is turned on synchronizing with the power supply of the system
device by AP command, that should be on the partition which is set to “Configure”
by PE command.


Firmware: A1053 or later versions

With this command, you can control wheter or not the power of a server blade can be
turned on when the power is supplied and can set the time to power on.
In the main menu, input “S” and press the [Enter] key. Type “AP” to the prompt “SVP>”
and press the [Enter] key. Then the following screen is displayed.
SVP>AP
<<Auto Power control - Power synchronization>>
---- Power on synchronization ---Current setting : Enable
P# Delay time
--------------0
60 min
1
20 min
2
30 min
3
15 min
4
60 min
5
60 min
6
20 min
7
60 min
8
0 min
9
0 min
PSM# Synchronization
---------------------0
Enable
1
Disable
2
Disable
3
Enable
0 . Power on synchronization enable.
1 . Power on synchronization disable.
D . Edit power on synchronization delay time.
4 . Edit settings of power supply module.
Q . Quit.
(0-1,4,D,[Q]) :
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Description

Current setting

Enable: Turns on the power of a server blade when the
power is supplied.
Disable: Not turn on the power of a server blade when the
power is supplied.

Delay time

Time difference between the power supply and the server
blade power on excluding the required time for booting the
management module when the current status is “Enable”

Synchronization

Enable: This is the power module # for synchronized
power-on operation.
Disable: This is Not the target power module for
synchronized power-on operation.

Select a number from the menu to change the settings.
Menu

Description

0. Power on
synchronization enable.

When the power is supplied, the power of a server
blade turns on after the management module boots
up.

1. Power on
synchronization disable.

When the power is supplied, a server blade does
not power on.

D. Edit power on
synchronization delay time.

Specifies time for a server blade to power on after
the power supply.

4. Edit settings of power
supply module.

Sets each module to whether to enable or disable
the synchronized power on.

Q. Quit

Finishes this command.

If a server blade turns on synchronizing with the power supply to the system
device by AP command, the blade should be on the partition which is set to
“Configure” by PE command.
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PC Command
This command turns on or off the power to the server blade and switch module.
In the main menu screen, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "PC" and press the [Enter] key.
The power statuses of the partitions and internal switches are displayed first.

The following table lists the power statuses to be displayed on the menu window:
Type

Status

Description

Power Status

Power ON

The power is on.

(Partition power status)

Power OFF

The power is off.

Power OFF(*)

Inhibited turning on the power,
because it is former active partition
of N+M cold standby.

Preconfigure

"preconfigure" is in progress.

Power Fail

Inhibited turning on the power,
because the power supply is
abnormal or the server blade is out
of order.

Timer Status

Power ON

The power-on timer is set.

(Partition timer setting status)

Shutdown

The shutdown timer is set.

F-Power Off

The forcible main power OFF timer
is set.

(Switch module) status

Not Set

This timer is not set.

Power ON

Power is on.

Power OFF

Power is off.

Booting

Power-on is in progress.

Fail

Error status

Uninstalled

Not installed
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Switch Type

Status

Description

Fibre channel

FC switch

Gbit Ether

GbE switch

10 Gbit Ether

10GbE switch

Path Through

Pass-through module

Unknown

Not known

The following table explains the menus offered with this command:
Menu

Description

0. Power On

Turns on the power to the partition.

1. Shutdown

Shuts down the partition.

F. Force power off

Forcibly turn off the power to the partition.

S. Switch module power control

Controls the switch module.

Q. quit

Finishes this command..

If you select menu number "0", "1", or "F", select the partition to be operated and set
the delay time for the selection function. The following figure shows an example in
which menu number "0" is selected:

1. Shutdown may not power off a partition depending on the
type or state of the OS on it. It is recommended that you shut
down a partition using the remote console or
ServerConductor.
If menu number "S" is selected, the following fibre channel switch control menu
appears:
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Displays the current status of the switch modules.
The power operation of each switch is displayed following the status display.

6

PCC Command
This command displays whether or not the N+M cold standby support function is
enabled. After command entry, the current status of that function appears.


Firmware version: A1001 to A1052

Field

Description

P#

Partition number

N+M

Sets the N+M cold standby support function.
Disable: Indicates that the N+M cold standby support
function is disabled in this partition.
Enable: Indicates that the N+M cold standby support
function is enabled in this partition. It is necessary
to set all of the currently used and spare partitions
to "Enable."

Connect type

Displays the connection method for performing the N+M
cold standby.

Pre-configure
network VLAN ID

Displays VLAN ID for performing the N+M cold standby.

MiniOS network
VLAN ID

Displays VLAN ID for MiniOS.
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■

The N+M cold standby function can be either "enabled" or "disabled," regardless of
whether a partition exists.

■

If the setting is changed from "disabled" to "enabled," Pre-configure runs
-configure is inoperable, only the setting is changed.

To change the connection type, select "1" from the menu. Set the connection type and
enter "y" for "Confirm?" to perform the setting.

The meaning of the menu is shown below.
#
Item

Description

0

Internal

Cooperation of the management module and the
LAN switch module is processed using the internal
port.

1

Cable connection

Cooperation of the management module and the
LAN switch module is processed using the external
LAN cable.

To change VLAN ID used for the N+M cold standby, select "3" from the menu. Set
the VLAN ID and enter "y" for "Confirm?" to perform the setting.

To execute Pre-configure, select "Run Pre-configure."
For details of when Pre-configure needs to be executed, refer to "Setting the N+M
Cold Standby."
Select Partition (0-9, A=ALL, [Q]) : 0
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y
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To change the setting of the N+M cold standby support function, select "Change Preconfigure Status." In changing the setting, select a partition first. Moreover, select to
enable or disable the N+M cold standby function for that partition. Finally, confirm the
registered contents and enter "y" for "Confirm?".

6



[Firmware version: A1053 to A1056]

This command displays whether or not the N+M cold standby support function is
enabled. After the command entry, the current status of that function appears.
SVP>PCC
<<Pre-Configure Control- Control Pre-Configure>>
----- Pre-configure information -------- Settings ---P#
N+M
Run policy
-----------------------0 Enable
Standard
1 Enable
Smart
2 Enable
Smart
3 Enable
Standard
4 Enable
Standard
5 Enable
Standard
6 Enable
Standard
7 Disable Standard
8 Disable Standard
9 Disable Standard
connection type

: Internal

---- Status ---P# Run status Result
Last completion time
--------------------------------------------------0 Valid
Complete
2010-05-28 11:00:05
1 Valid
Complete
2010-05-28 11:01:22
2 Valid
Complete
2010-05-28 11:05:12
3 Valid
Complete
2010-05-28 11:07:02
4 Valid
Complete
2010-05-28 11:10:45
5 Not get
Not complete -------------------6 Valid
Complete
2010-05-28 11:14:20
7 ---------- ------------ -------------------8 ---------- ------------ -------------------9 ---------- ------------ ------------------------ Network VLAN ID information ----Pre-configure Network VLAN ID : 4093
MiniOS Network VLAN ID
: 4094
0 . Change N+M Cold Standby.
P . Change Pre-configure run policy.
1 . Change connection type.
3 . Change Network VLAN ID.
4 . Run Pre-configure.
Q . Quit.
(0-1,3-4,P,[Q]) :
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After Pre-configure is executed, any partition cannot be started with Wake On LAN.
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Description

P#

Partition number

N+M

Sets the N+M cold standby support function.
Disable: Indicates that the N+M cold standby support
function is disabled in this partition.
Enable: Indicates that the N+M cold standby support
function is enabled in this partition. It is necessary
to set all of the currently used and spare partitions
to "Enable."

Run policy

Standard: Even if the configuration is not changed, Preconfigure is performed due to the firmware update.
Smart: Pre-configure, which detects change in hardware
configuration at the system power on, is not performed.
This can shorten the time required for booting the
partition at the power on.
If changing the hardware configuration after setting this
item, be sure to perform Pre-configure for having the
management module recognize the change in
information.

Connect type

Displays the connection method for performing the N+M
cold standby.
Internal: Linkage between the management module and
LAN switch module is performed with an internal port.
Cable connection: Linkage between the management
module and LAN switch module is performed externally
with a LAN cable.

Run status

Displays the running status in Pre-configure.
Complete: Pre-configure has been completed.
Not complete: Pre-configure has not been completed.

Result

Displays a state in Pre-configure.
Not get: Has not yet gotten information.
Getting: Getting information now.
Not set: Not set information.
Setting: Setting information now.
Valid: Information is valid.

Last completion
time

Displays the last time when Pre-configure was completed.

Pre-configure
network VLAN ID

Displays VLAN ID for performing the N+M cold standby.

MiniOS network
VLAN ID

Displays VLAN ID for MiniOS.





The N+M cold standby function can be either "enabled"
or "disabled," regardless of whether or not a partition
exists.
If the setting is changed from "disabled" to "enabled,"
Pre-configure runs automatically. If Pre-configure is
inoperable then, only the setting is changed.
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Field

6



[Firmware version: A1057 to A1074]

This command displays whether or not the N+M cold standby support function is
enabled. After the command entry, the current status of that function appears.
SVP>PCC
<<Pre-Configure Configuration - Configure Pre-Configure>>
----- Pre-configure information -------- Settings ---P#
N+M
Method WWN type
Run policy
-------------------------------------------0 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
1 Enable
PXE
Additional Smart
2 Enable
PXE
Additional Smart
3 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
4 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
5 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
6 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
7 Disable PXE
Original
Standard
8 Disable Inline Original
Standard
9 Disable Inline Additional Standard
connection type

: Internal

---- Status ---P# Run status Result
Last completion time
--------------------------------------------------0 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
1 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
2 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
3 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
4 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
5 Not get
Not complete -------------------6 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
7 ---------- ------------ -------------------8 ---------- ------------ -------------------9 ---------- ------------ ------------------------ Network VLAN ID information ----Pre-configure Network VLAN ID : 4093
MiniOS Network VLAN ID
: 4094
0 . Change N+M Cold Standby.
R . Change pre-configure setting.
P . Change Pre-configure run policy.
1 . Change connection type.
3 . Change Network VLAN ID.
4 . Run Pre-configure.
Q . Quit.
(0-1,3-4,P,R,[Q]) :
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After Pre-configure is performed, any partition cannot be
started with Wake On LAN.

6

Description

P#

Partition number

N+M

Sets the N+M cold standby support function.
Disable: Indicates that the N+M cold standby support
function is disabled in this partition.
Enable: Indicates that the N+M cold standby support
function is enabled in this partition. It is necessary
to set all of the currently used and spare partitions
to "Enable."

Method

Selects a method of Pre-configure. For further details, refer
to Chapter 10: System Operation and Management > Preconfigure > Method of Pre-configure.

WWN type

Selects a type of WWN: Additional or Original.

Run policy

Standard: Even if the configuration is not changed, Preconfigure is performed due to the firmware update.
Smart: Pre-configure, which detects change in hardware
configuration at the system power on, is not performed.
This can shorten the time required for booting the
partition at the power on.
If changing the hardware configuration after setting this
item, be sure to perform Pre-configure for having the
management module recognize the change in
information.

Connect type

Displays the connection method for performing the N+M
cold standby.
Internal: Linkage between the management module and
LAN switch module is performed with an internal port.
Cable connection: Linkage between the management
module and LAN switch module is performed externally
with a LAN cable.

Run status

Displays the running status in Pre-configure.
Complete: Pre-configure has been completed.
Not complete: Pre-configure has not been completed.

Result

Displays a state in Pre-configure.
Not get: Has not yet gotten information.
Getting: Getting information now.
Not set: Not set information.
Setting: Setting information now.
Valid: Information is valid.

Last completion
time

Displays the last time when Pre-configure was completed.

Pre-configure
network VLAN ID

Displays VLAN ID for performing the N+M cold standby.

MiniOS network
VLAN ID

Displays VLAN ID for MiniOS.
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Field

6



N+M cold standby can be configured as Enable/Disable
regardless of whether or not a partition exists.
When you change the setting from Disable to Enable,
Pre-configure will automatically start. If Pre-configure
cannot start at that time, just the new setting is applied.

Partitions will not be started with Wake On LAN after Preconfigure is performed.



Firmware version: A1075 or later versions

This command displays that the N+M cold standby support function is enabled or
disabled. After the command entry, the current status of that function appears.
SVP>PCC
<<Pre-Configure Configuration - Configure Pre-Configure>>
----- Pre-configure Information -------- Settings ---P#
N+M
Method WWN type
Run policy
-------------------------------------------0 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
1 Enable
PXE
Additional Smart
2 Enable
PXE
Additional Smart
3 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
4 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
5 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
6 Enable
Inline Additional Standard
7 Disable PXE
Original
Standard
8 Disable Inline Original
Standard
9 Disable Inline Additional Standard
connection type

: Internal

---- Status ---P# Run status Result
Last completion time iSCSI status
----------------------------------------------------------------0 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
-----------1 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
-----------2 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
Not set
3 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
-----------4 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
Incapable
5 Not get
Not complete -------------------- -----------6 Valid
Complete
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
-----------7 ---------- ------------ -------------------- -----------8 ---------- ------------ -------------------- -----------9 ---------- ------------ -------------------- ---------------- Network VLAN ID information ----Pre-configure Network VLAN ID : 4093
MiniOS Network VLAN ID
: 4094
0
R
P
I
1
3

.
.
.
.
.
.

Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change

N+M Cold Standby.
pre-configure setting.
Pre-configure run policy.
iSCSI status.
connection type.
Network VLAN ID.
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Field

Description

P#

Partition number

N+M

Sets the N+M cold standby support function.
Disable: Indicates that the N+M cold standby support
function is disabled in this partition.
Enable: Indicates that the N+M cold standby support
function is enabled in this partition. It is necessary
to set all of the active and standby partitions to
"Enable."

Method

Selects a method of Pre-configure. For further details, refer
to Chapter 10: System Operation and Management > Preconfigure > Method of Pre-configure.

WWN type

Selects a type of WWN: Additional or Original.

Run policy

Standard: Even if the configuration is not changed, Preconfigure is performed due to the firmware update.
Smart: Pre-configure, which detects change in hardware
configuration at the system power on, is not performed.
This can shorten the time required for booting the
partition at the power on.
If changing the hardware configuration after setting this
item, be sure to perform Pre-configure for having the
management module recognize the change in
information.

Connect type

Displays the connection method for performing the N+M
cold standby.
Internal: Linkage between the management module and
LAN switch module is performed with an internal port.
Cable connection: Linkage between the management
module and LAN switch module is performed externally
with a LAN cable.

Run status

Displays a state in Pre-configure.
Not get: Has not yet gotten information.
Getting: Getting information now.
Not set: Not set information.
Setting: Setting information now.
Valid: Information is valid.

Result

Displays the running status in Pre-configure.
Complete: Pre-configure has been completed.
Not complete: Pre-configure has not been completed.

Last completion
time

Displays the last time when Pre-configure was completed.

iSCSI status

Displays information on iSCSI BIOS Pre-configure.
Incapable: Can not get and set iSCSI BIOS information.
Not set: Not set iSCSI BIOS information in the server blade.
----------: Normal

Pre-configure
network VLAN ID

Displays VLAN ID for performing the N+M cold standby.
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4 . Run Pre-configure.
Q . Quit.
(0-1,3-4,P,R,[Q]) :

6

MiniOS network
VLAN ID

Description
Displays VLAN ID for MiniOS.

Partitions will not be started with Wake On LAN after Preconfigure is performed.








N+M cold standby can be configured as Enable/Disable
regardless of whether or not a partition exists.
When you change the setting from Disable to Enable,
Pre-configure will automatically start. If Pre-configure
cannot start at that time, just the new setting is applied.
When using a server blade with iSCSI, you need to set
“pxe” as a Pre-configure method. When the Preconfigure method is not “pxe”, “Incapable” is displayed
as iSCSI status. You cannot perform Pre-configure in
this server blade.
When iSCSI status is “Not set”, you cannot disable N+M
cold standby. To set iSCSI BIOS information in the
server blade, perform 4. Run Pre-configure shown in the
figure above.

When changing the N+M cold standby support function, select “Change pre-configure
Status.” Select a aprtition, and then select whether to enalbe or disable the N+M cold
standby to the partition. Then confirm the setting by typing “Y” to “Confirm? (Y/[N])”.
Select Partition (0-9, A=ALL, [Q]) : 0
H+M Cold Standby (0=Enable, 1=Disable, [Q]) : 1
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y




N+M cold standby can be set as Enable or Disable
regardless of with or without a partition.
When you change the setting from Disable to Enable,
Pre-configure starts automatically. If Pre-configure
cannot be activated then, only the setting is changed.

When changing the connection type, select [1] from the menu. A setting is changed by
selecting a connection type and typing “Y” to “Confirm? (Y/[N])”.

connection type : Internal (0=Internal,1=Cable connection,[Q]) : 1
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y
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6

#

Item

Description

0

Internal

The management module and LAN switch module are
linked via internal port.

1

Cable
connection

The management module and LAN switch module are
linked with a LAN cable externally.

When changing VLAN ID for N+M cold standby, select [3] from the menu. The setting is
changed by setting a VLAN ID and typing “Y” to “Confirm? (Y/[N])”.

Pre-configure Network VLAN ID : 4093 (3600-4094,[unchange]) : 4093
MiniOS Network VLAN ID
: 4094 (3600-4094,[unchange]) : 4092
Confirm? (Y/[N]) :

When performing Pre-configure, select “Run Pre-configure”. See Chapter 10: Preconfigure execution triggers.
Select Partition (0-9, A=ALL, [Q]) : 0
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : Y

Partitions will not be started with Wake On LAN after Preconfigure is performed.
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The following table describes Items in the figure above.

6

PE Command
This command enables or disables the use of the AP commands and the P.ON switch
on the front panel for the server blade.
Setting the server blade to "Deconfigure" using this command disables control from the
management module.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
At the "SVP>" prompt, enter "PE" and press the [Enter] key. The following shows an
example of the display.

Status of partition

Description

Configure

The interactive power control by using the AP command
or pressing the P.ON switch on the front panel is
activated.

Deconfigure

The interactive power control by using the AP command
or pressing the P.ON switch on the front panel is
deactivated.

To change the control status of a partition us (Configure or Deconfigure), enter "y" to
"Edit configuration?".
Enter the appropriate partition number to "Select Configuration?".
Finally, check the setting and enter "y" to "Confirm?".
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RE Command
This command restarts the BMC on the server blade or KVM.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "RE" to the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.

To restart, enter the partition number that you want to restart to “Enter partition No. :”
To restart BMC, you can select normal restart or restart with the power off/on.
Finally, enter “Y” to “Confirm? (Y/[N]) :”. The restart will be executed.



RS Command
This command resets the server blade hardware.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "RS" for the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following screen
appears.
Select the partition (server blade) to be reset and execute it.
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SDN Command
This command shuts down the management module.
After turn off the power of the server blade, enter "SDN" to the "SVP>" prompt, and
press the "Enter" key. The following screen appears.

If the management module is duplicated, both management modules will be shut down.
If not duplicated, the current management module is shut down. "Confirm? (Y/[N]) :" is
displayed.
To perform shutdown, enter "Y" to "Confirm? (Y/[N]) :".
And the message "Are you Sure? (Y/[N]) :" appears again. Enter "Y" when you
continue the shutdown.
Do not close the management module console before the
management module has completely shut down; the power
LED has turned off.
If the console is closed during the shutdown, the
management module cannot shut down properly.
When you cannot confirm that the power LED is off, wait for
about 60 seconds after a message “Make sure power LED of
front panel is off, before removing AC power.” is displayed.
Then close the console.
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TC Command
This command sends NMI to a selected partition to make it perform the DUMP
operation.
In the main menu, enter "S" and press the [Enter] key.
Enter "TC" for the "SVP>" prompt and press the [Enter] key. The following window
appears:
Select a partition number, confirm the partition contents, and then enter "Y" for
"Confirm?".
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6
Use the following procedure to back up and restore SVP configuration information of the
management module.

Backup and Restore of SVP
Configuration Information
via Web Console


Backup of SVP Configuration Information
The following information can be backed up and restored:


SVP configuration information

1 Connect the client terminal to the management network port (MGMT0) of the
management module where the PRIMARY/ERROR LED lights up in green.

2 Log into the Web console as Administrator.
3 From the tree menu on the left of the screen, select “Backup and Restore of
settings”. The following screen appears. Refer to the “Backup and Restore
Settings” subsection in the “Web Console” section.
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Backup and Restore of SVP Configuration
Information

6
Configuring the Management Module

(A1036A or later versions)

4 Click the [Save] button in system setting information, and the following window
appears. Download will start within a couple of minutes.
Make sure to click the [Close] button only after the download has been completed.

5 When the file is ready to download, the following dialog box appears. Select the
[Save] button.
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6
Backup file name is “svp-web-confbk_YYMMDD-HHMMSS” by default, which can
be changed.
Enter a file name and then select the [Save] button. Download will start.

A file name can include one-byte characters and numbers,
“.”(period), “-“(hyphen), and “_”(underscore).

7 After the download has been completed, close the window shown in step 4.
The backup procedures have completed.
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6 Select a destination to save the backup file.

6

Restore of SVP Configuration Information
The following information can be backed up and restored:


SVP configuration information

1 Connect the client terminal to the management network port (MGMT0) of the
management module where the PRIMARY/ERROR LED lights up in green.

2 Log into the Web console as Administrator.
3 From the tree menu on the left of the screen, select “Backup and Restore of
settings”. The following screen appears. Refer to the “Backup and Restore
Settings” subsection in the “Web Console” section.
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(A1036 or later versions)

4 Enter the full path name of the file to restore into the Restore system settings field.
Or, when selecting the [Browse] button, the following dialog box appears. Select the
file and then click the [Open] button.
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6

following confirmation screen appears.

6

On the screen above, select the [Yes] button. Data restore will start.
When the data have been restored, the screen returns to Backup and Restore
settings.

After this step 6, restoring cannot be cancelled.
Make sure to turn OFF/ON the power of the system
equipment.
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5 When the File name is typed and displayed, click the [Restore] button. The

6
From the tree menu on the left, select Chassis under System configuration map.
The following screen appears.

8

Click the [Shutdown] button to turn off the power of the system equipment. The
following confirmation screen appears.
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7

6
In the confirmation screen, select the [Yes] button. The system equipment will be
shut down.

10 Confirm that the Power/Error LEDs of the management module are off, and then
turn off the AC power of the system equipment.

11 Turn on the AC power of the system equipment.
The restoring procedures have been completed.

NOTICE
When restoring the SVP configuration information, make sure turn the power of the
system equipment OFF/ON.
When restoring the SVP configuration information backed up with Web console in
the SVP command mode with the management module version A1023, change
“svp-web-confbk” in “svp-web/confbk_YYMMDD-HHMMSS” in the fie name.
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9

6



Backup of SVP Configuration Information
The following information can be backed up and restored:


SVP configuration information

1 Connect the telnet terminal to the operation port (lower side) of the management
module where the PRIMARY/ERROR LED lights up in green.

2 Log into the SVP console.
3 From the main menu of the SVP console, enter "S" and press the "Enter" key.
4 Enter "UBR" for the "SVP>" prompt and press the "Enter" key.
When the menu appears, select "0 . Backup."

(A1036 or later versions)
SVP>UBR
<<User data Backup/Restore- Backup/Restore user data>>
0 . Backup.
1 . Restore.
2 . Delete Backup/Restore File.
9 . Backup HVM configuration.
10 . Restore HVM configuration.
11 . Delete HVM backup file.
Q . Quit
(0-2,9-11,[Q]) :1

5 The system asks you about the backup file name. Enter the file name.
The file name consists of up to 16 characters. Alphanumeric characters, "."
(period), "-" (hyphen), and "_" (underscore) can be used. "svp-" is automatically
added to the file name.
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Backup and Restore of SVP
Configuration Information
via SVP Command Mode

6

Enter "y" to perform the backup.

7 After the entry, the SVP prompt reappears.



Restore of SVP Configuration Information
1

Connect the telnet terminal to the operation port (lower side) of the management
module where the PRIMARY/ERROR LED lights up in green.

2

Log into the SVP console.

3

From the main menu of the SVP console, enter "S" and press the "Enter" key.

4

Enter "UBR" for the "SVP>" prompt and press the "Enter" key.

The menu appears. select "1. Restore."

(A1036 or later versions)
SVP>UBR
<<User data Backup/Restore- Backup/Restore user data>>
0 . Backup.
1 . Restore.
2 . Delete Backup/Restore File.
9 . Backup HVM configuration.
10 . Restore HVM configuration.
11 . Delete HVM backup file.
Q . Quit
(0-2,9-11,[Q]) :1
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6 The system finally asks you about the backup execution.

6

6

The system finally asks you about the restoration.
Enter "y" to perform restoration.

7 After the entry, the SVP prompt reappears.

To reflect restored SVP configuration information, it is necessary to turn the system
equipment power OFF and then ON.



Transmit the backup of SVP Configuration Information to the
outside
The backup of the SVP configuration information can be sent to an external FTP client
using this equipment as the FTP server.

1

Connect the FTP client terminal to the operation port (lower side) of the
management module where the PRIMARY/ERROR LED lights up in green. This
section gives an example in which the Windows command console is used as the
FTP client terminal.

2

Connect this equipment and the FTP client terminal via FTP.
The connection destination is the IP address of this equipment.
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5 The list of the backup files to be restored appears. Enter the file number.

6

Make a login with the SVP configuration information transfer account.
Default values are used for the sample account and password.
The password is not echoed back.

4 Change to the binary transfer mode.

5 Transfer the SVP configuration information file to the FTP client terminal.

6 End the ftp client.

It is necessary to include Internet Protocol address of the FTP client terminal in
Internet Protocol address of the FTP connection permission ending to forward the
FTP. Please refer to the LC command for the setting of Internet Protocol address
that permits the FTP connection.

NOTICE
When restoring the SVP configuration information, make sure turn the power of the
system equipment OFF/ON.
When restoring the SVP configuration information backed up with Web console in
the SVP command mode with the management console version A1023, change
“svp-web-confbk” in “svp-web/confbk_YYMMDD-HHMMSS” in the fie name.
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3

6
Take in the backup of SVP Configuration Information transmitted to
the outside
The backup of the SVP configuration information can be sent from an external FTP
client using this equipment as the FTP server.

1

Connect the FTP client terminal to the connector module management LAN port (a
port labeled “MGMT”) where the PRIMARY/ERROR LED lights up in green.
This section gives an example in which the Windows command console is used as
the FTP client terminal.

2

Connect this equipment and the FTP client terminal via FTP.
The connection destination is the IP address of this equipment.

In setting the network to the management module, only the
client with the licensed IP address can connect to the
management module via FTP. Refer to “LC Command”.

3

Make a login with the SVP configuration information transfer account.
Default values are used for the sample account and password.
The password is not echoed back.

4 Change to the binary transfer mode.
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6

6 End the ftp client.

It is necessary to include Internet Protocol address of the
FTP client terminal in Internet Protocol address of the FTP
connection permission ending to forward the FTP. Please
refer to the LC command for the setting of Internet Protocol
address that permits the FTP connection.
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5 Transfer the SVP configuration information file to this device.

6

This section explains the web console function.

Web Console Function
This function makes it easy to operate management modules by means of GUI.
It is available only with the GGX-BE9SVPM2/GG-BE9SVPM2-Y, GGX-BE9SVPM2BX,
or GGX-BE9SVPU2A.



What you need to obtain in advance



Client PC (“Client” hereafter)
LAN cable (which must be UTP-5 or higher)

Table 6.1 shows the client requirements.
Table 6.1 Client Requirements



#

Item

Requirements

1

OS

Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 2003 R2, Standard Edition
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 2003 R2, Enterprise Edition
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 2003, Standard Edition
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Server 2003, Enterprise Edition
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) XP Professional
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) 2000 Professional
Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Vista Business

2

Browser

Internet Explorer 6.0 or later

Client Setting
(a) Enable “Cookie”.
(b) Release the restriction on the popup function. Release other settings with toolbars
or applications as well as browser functions.
(c) Enable JavaScript.
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Web Console

6

1. Start “Internet Explorer”.
2. On the [Tools] menu, click [Internet Options].
3. Enable Cookie.
3-1 Select the [Privary] tab, and click [Advanced].

3-2 Check [Override automatic cookie handling], select [Accept] for First-party
Cookies and Third-party Cookies, and then click [OK].
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Setting for Internet Explorer 6 SP2

6
4-1 Select the [Privacy] tab, and remove the checkmark from Block pop-ups.

5. Enable JavaScript.
5-1 Select the [Security] tab, click [Local intranet], and then click [Custom Level…].
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4. Disable the pop-up block.

6
6. Click [OK] once more to complete the settings. Restart “Internet Explorer”.
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5-2 When the [Security Settings] window appears, select [Enable] for Active
scripting and click [OK].

6

Connecting System Units
You should connect your client and system units. To use the web console, connect the
management module’s management network port (MGMT0) and Client through a
network.

Login
How to log in with the management module by using your web console is explained
below.



Login Procedure
1 Start the client browser.
2 Enter an address as follows: “http://<IP address of the management module>:<port
number>/”. The “:<port number>/” part could be omitted only if the port number is
80.
Example: When the management module’s IP address is 192.168.0.1 and the port
number is 80

For management module connection via Telnet, the following
table lists each default value.
Item

Default value

Management module IP address

192.168.0.1

Subnet mask

255.255.255.0

3 When the connection is successful, the login window appears in the browser.
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6

screen will shift to an operation screen.

5 If the login is unsuccessful, the login failure screen appears. Check the content of
the error and make another login.

If the login is successful, the window for the
login screen is automatically closed.
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4 Enter the user account and password. When user authentication is successful, the

6

Login Screen
The login screen is explained below.

1
2
3

4

5

#

Item name

Description

1

Chassis ID

Shows the chassis ID for the chassis on which an operation is
being conducted. Only the indication.

2

User account

User name. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up to 15)

3

Password

Password. Single-byte alphanumeric character (up to 15)

4

[Login] button

Makes a login. A successful login brings you to the operation
screen.

5

[Clear] button

Clears the user account and password.




The management module supports up to 10 web console sessions.
The chassis is intended for indication only. It cannot be changed.

To make a login:

1 Enter the user name and the password.
2 Click the [Login] button.
3 A successful login brings you to the operation screen. Upon an unsuccessful login,
an error message is displayed, and you should take an action according to the
message.
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6
A successful login brings you to the operation screen. From the operation screen, you
can perform a variety of setting and displaying actions, as listed in the following:
#

Function

Screen name

Page

1

Operate server power

Server operation screen

673

2

Displays user’s current access status and past
history.

Access status screen

680

3

Perform displaying and setting the power.

Power status screen

682

4

Display the system configuration
Perform operations with individual modules

Chassis status display and
operation screen

701

5

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the user account.

User account setup screen

724

6

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the server blade.

Server blade setup screen

732

7

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the partition.

Partition setup screen

748

8

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the ganged control of power supplies.

System unit power supply
synchronization setup screen

763

9

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the network.

Network setup screen

770

10

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the FTP.

FTP setup screen

774

13

Performs displaying and setting related to time.

Time setup screen

776

12

Changes and deletes iSCSI settings.

iSCSI setting screen (only for
firmware A1025 or later)
Not available for this
equipment.

778

13

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the WWN.

WWN setup screen

779

14

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the Blade Server Manager linkage.

Blade Server Manager linkage
setup screen

786

15

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the HA monitor.

HA monitor setup screen

789

16

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the e-mail notification.

E-mail notification setup
screen

793

17

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the SNMP.

SNMP setup screen

797

18

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the internal switch module.

Internal switch module setup
screen

801

19

Performs displaying and setting actions related to
the web console.

Web console setup screen

820

20

Backups and restores settings.

Backup and Restore setting
screen

822

21

Collects logs for failure analysis.

Failure analysis logs screen

825

22

Displays SVP logs.

SVP logs screen

826
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Operation Screen

6

1

2

3

4

#

Item name

Description

1

Chassis ID

Shows the chassis ID for the chassis on which an operation is being
conducted.

2

User account

Shows the login user account.

3

[Logout] button

Moves to the logout screen. It should be clicked when you want to
end the web console.

4

Left-side menu

List of operation screens. Selecting a switch brings you to the
corresponding screen.

To move to any of the variety of setting/displaying screens, select the name of the
screen you want from 4 and click the menu item.

The proportion between the right pane and left one in the operation screen
can be changed by dragging the mouse pointer.
The function shown in 4 differs depending on the login user’s privilege.
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A successful login brings you to the operation screen. The operation screen is explained below.

6

Server operation
The current status of the servers can be displayed and operations can be performed
with the servers.

Server status display and server operation screen
[Firmware version: A1001 to A1052]
This screen displays the status of the servers and performs server operations.
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Item

Description

1

Installation Status

Displays whether or not server blades are installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status. If the delay preferences
are set, the remaining time will also be displayed.

3

Synchronization with
Power Supply

Displays the power interlock of the front panel button
and circuit breaker power.

4

Operating system

Displays the operating system type.

5

Hyper Threading

Displays whether or not Hyper Threading is enabled.

6

HDD I/F

Displays the HDD interface.

7

HDD GB

Displays the HDD capacity.

8

Agent

Displays whether or not the Blade Server Manager
agent is installed.

9

Pre-configure

Displays whether or not the N+M Cold Standby is
enabled.

10

Power operation
(individual)
[ON] button

Turns on power of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

11

Power operation
(individual)
[OFF] button

Turns off power of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

12

Power operation
(individual)
[Force OFF] button

Forcibly turns off power of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

13

Power operations
(individual)
[Cancel timer] button

Cancels the delay settings of the partition selected in
the checkbox.

14

Run Pre-configure
[Start] button

Runs pre-configuration of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

15

Restart
[Hard reset] button

Performs a hard reset of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

16

Restart
[BMC restart] button

Performs a BMC restart of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

17

Restart
[BMC OFF/ON restart]
button

Performs a BMC OFF/ON Restart of the partition
selected in the checkbox.

18

Restart
[KVM restart] button

Performs a KVM restart of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

19

Start Dump
[Start] button

Performs a Dump start of the partition selected in the
checkbox by NMI interruption.
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This screen displays the status of the servers and performs server operations.
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[Firmware version: A1053 to A1074]

6

Item

Description

1

Installation Status

Displays whether or not server blades are installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status. If the delay preferences
are set, the remaining time will also be displayed.

3

Synchronization with
Power Supply

Displays the power interlock of the front panel button
and circuit breaker power.

4

Operating system

Displays the operating system type.

5

Hyper Threading

Displays whether or not Hyper Threading is enabled.

6

HDD I/F

Displays the HDD interface.

7

HDD GB

Displays the HDD capacity.

8

Agent

Displays whether or not the Blade Server Manager
agent is installed.

9

Pre-configure

Displays whether or not the N+M Cold Standby is
enabled.

10

Run status

Displays the running status in Pre-configure.

11

Result

Displays whether or not Pre-configure has been
completed.

12

Last completion date

Displays a date for the last completion.

13

Power operation
[ON] button

Turns on power of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

14

Power operation
[OFF] button

Turns off power of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

15

Power operation
[Force OFF] button

Forcibly turns off power of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

16

Power operation
[Cancel timer] button

Cancels the delay settings of the partition selected in
the checkbox.

17

Run Pre-configure
[Start] button

Runs pre-configuration of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

18

Restart
[Hard reset] button

Performs a hard reset of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

19

Restart
[restart BMC] button

Performs a BMC restart of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

20

Restart
[restart BMC with
OFF/ON] button

Performs a BMC OFF/ON Restart of the partition
selected in the checkbox.

21

Restart
[restart KVM] button

Performs a KVM restart of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

22

Start dump
[Start] button

Performs a Dump start of the partition selected in the
checkbox by NMI interruption.
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6

Item

Description

1

Installation Status

Displays whether or not server blades are installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status. If the delay preferences
are set, the remaining time will also be displayed.

3

Synchronization with
Power Supply

Displays the power interlock of the front panel button
and circuit breaker power.

4

Operating system

Displays the operating system type.

5

Type of WWN

Displays a type of WWN.

6

Hyper Threading

Displays whether or not Hyper Threading is enabled.

7

HDD I/F

Displays the HDD interface.

8

HDD GB

Displays the HDD capacity.

9

Agent

Displays whether or not the Blade Server Manager
agent is installed.

10

N+M

Displays a state of N+M cold Standby: Enabled or
Disabled.

11

Run method

Displays a method of Pre-configure to perform.

12

Run status

Displays the running status in Pre-configure.

13

Result

Displays whether or not Pre-configure has been
completed.

14

Last completion date

Displays a date for the last completion.

15

iSCSI status

Displays Incapable or Not set:
- : Normal
Incapable: Cannot get and set iSCSI BIOS
information.
Note set: Not set iSCSI BIOS information in the
server blade.

16

Power operation
[ON] button

Turns on power of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

17

Power operation
[OFF] button

Turns off power of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

18

Power operation
[Force OFF] button

Forcibly turns off power of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

19

Power operation
[Cancel timer] button

Cancels the delay settings of the partition selected in
the checkbox.

20

Run Pre-configure
[Start] button

Runs pre-configuration of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

21

Restart
[Hard reset] button

Performs a hard reset of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

22

Restart
[restart BMC] button

Performs a BMC restart of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

23

Restart
[restart BMC with
OFF/ON] button

Performs a BMC OFF/ON Restart of the partition
selected in the checkbox.

24

Restart
[restart KVM] button

Performs a KVM restart of the partition selected in the
checkbox.

25

Start dump
[Start] button

Performs a Dump start of the partition selected in the
checkbox by NMI interruption.
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The power [OFF] button may not power off a partition
depending on the type or state of the OS on it. It is
recommended that you power off a partition using the remote
console or ServerConductor

6

Access Status
This screen displays the current access status and access logs of the user.

User access status display and operation screen

User access status is displayed and operation is done on this screen.

No.

Item

Description

1

Account

User account name

2

Authority

User level

3

Login time

Login time

4

Remote IP address

IP address connected from
With serial connection, 0.0.0.0 is displayed.

5

Connection type

Connection type: LAN / Serial

6

Connection module

Management module type connected by the user

7

[Terminate] button

Terminates connection selected at the check box.

8

Start date

The first day of the period when access logs are
displayed.

9

End date

The last day of the period when access logs are
displayed.

10

[Select all] button

Displays all access logs of the user.

11

[Time period] button

Displays the access logs in the specified period.

12

[Download] button

Downloads the user access logs into the client PC.

13

Erase logs

Deletes the user access logs.
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This screen displays the user access logs.

No.

Item

Description

1

Account

User account name

2

Authority

User level

3

Remote IP address

IP address connected from
With serial connection, 0.0.0.0 is displayed.

4

Connection type

Connection type: LAN / Serial

5

Login time

Login time

6

Logout time

Logout time

7

Back

Returns to the user access status screen.
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User Access Logs Display Screen

6

Power Status
The current power supply status is displayed and the power supply setting can be done
on this screen.

Power Supply Status and Setting Screen
[Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions]
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No.

Item

Description

1

Max supplied power

Max power supplied by the power supply modules
mounted

2

Present supplied power

Power supplied by the active power supplies

3

Max nominal power
consumption

Max power consumed by all modules mounted

4

Total nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by all active modules

5

[Detail] button

Goes to the screen that power status is displayed in
detail.

6

Power supply module
optimization

Displays and sets Enable / Disable of the function
that makes power modules inactive, judging them
unnecessary to be active.
When setting “Enable”, the control method (N+1/N+N)
is also displayed and can be set.

7

Chassis power capping

Displays and sets Enable / Disable of the function
that restricts the max power value.

8

Power limit

When “Chassis power capping” is enabled, the power
limit is displayed and can be set.

9

Apply

Goes to the confirmation screen to apply the setting.

10

Cancel

Cancels the settings and return to the previous
values.
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[Firmware: A1025 or later versions]
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Power Supply Status and Setting Screen

6

No.

Item

Description

1

Max supplied power
(with failed module)

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all
power supply modules mounted including failed
modules.
If there is no failed module, nothing is displayed.

2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all the
power modules mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power supplied by currently active power
modules.

4

Max nominal power
consumption

Max power consumed by all modules mounted

5

Total nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by all active modules

6

[Detail] button

Goes to the screen that power status is displayed in
detail.

7

Power supply module
optimization

Displays and sets Enable / Disable of the function
that makes power modules inactive, judging them
unnecessary to be active.
When setting “Enable”, the control method (N+1/N+N)
is also displayed and can be set.

8

Chassis power capping

Displays and sets Enable / Disable of the function
that restricts the max power value.

9

Power limit

When “Chassis power capping” is enabled, the power
limit is displayed and can be set.

10

Apply

Goes to the confirmation screen to apply the setting.

11

Cancel

Cancels the settings and return to the previous
values.
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Power Status Details Screen
[Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions]
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No.




Item

Description

1

Max supplied power

Max power supplied by the power supply modules
mounted

2

Present supplied power

Power supplied by the active power supplies

3

Install status

Install status of the power supply modules mounted

4

Status

Status of the power supply modules mounted

5

Voltage settings

Voltage setting of the power modules

6

Supplied power
(nominal power)

Power supplied by the power modules

7

Max nominal power
consumption

Max power consumed by all modules mounted

8

Total nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by all active modules

9

Server blade
Install status

Install status of the server blades

10

Server blade Status

Status of power supply to the server blades

11

Server blade
Nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by the server blades

12

Management module
Install status

Install status of the management module

13

Management module
Status

Power supply status of the management module

14

Management module
Nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by the management module

15

Switch module
Install status

Install status of the switch module

16

Switch module Status

Power supply status of the switch module

17

Switch module
Nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by the switch module

18

Max nominal power
consumption of
common parts

Max power consumed by shared components in the
system

19

Power consumption of
common parts

Power currently consumed by shared components in
the system

20

Back

Let the screen back to Power Status.

When initializing the server blade, the power
consumption is not displayed.
Unless a module is initialized, the maximum power
consumption can be displayed.
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Power Status Details Screen
[Firmware: A1025 or later versions]

688

6

No.

Item

Description

1

Max supplied power
(with failed module)

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all
power supply modules mounted including failed
modules.
If there is no failed module, nothing is displayed.

2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all the
power modules mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power supplied by currently active power
modules.

4

Install status

Install status of the power supply modules mounted

5

Status

Status of the power supply modules mounted

6

Voltage settings

Voltage setting of the power modules

7

Supplied power
(nominal power)

Power supplied by the power modules

8

Max nominal power
consumption

Max power consumed by all modules mounted

9

Total nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by all active modules

10

Server blade
Install status

Install status of the server blades

11

Server blade Status

Status of power supply to the server blades

12

Server blade
Nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by the server blades

13

Management module
Install status

Install status of the management module

14

Management module
Status

Power supply status of the management module

15

Management module
Nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by the management module

16

Switch module
Install status

Install status of the switch module

17

Switch module Status

Power supply status of the switch module

18

Switch module
Nominal power
consumption

Power consumed by the switch module

19

Max nominal power
consumption of
common parts

Max power consumed by shared components in the
system

20

Power consumption of
common parts

Power currently consumed by shared components in
the system

21

Back

Let the screen back to Power Status.
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(In case of Firmware: A1029 or later versions)

Power Supply Status and Setting Screen

No.

Item

Description

1

Max supplied power
(with failed module)

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all
power supply modules mounted including failed
modules.
If there is no failed module, nothing is displayed.

2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all the
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Item

Description
power modules mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power supplied by currently active power
modules.

4

Maximum DC power

Max power consumed by all modules mounted.

5

Present DC power

Power consumed by all active modules.
In case of A3/E3/H4/P4 and earlier model, nominal
power consumption is indicated. In case of A4/S4 and
later model, present power consumption is indicated.

6

Present AC power

AC converted value of max power consumed by all
active modules.

7

[Detail] button

Goes to the screen that power status is displayed in
detail.

8

Chassis power capping

Displays and sets Enable / Disable of the function
that restricts the max power value.

9

Power limit

When “Chassis power capping” is enabled, the power
limit is displayed and can be set.

10

Minimum power cap

Minimum value which can be set as power limit.

11

Power cap (Current /
Next)

Enable / Disable of power capping function for each
partition. The setting can be enabled after OS restart.
“Current” is current status of each partition.
“Next” is status of time when the setting is enabled
after OS restart.

12

Current power cap

Power cap value of each partition.

13

Minimum power cap

Power cap value of each partition which can be set as
minimum value. .

14

Power cap mode

Control mode for power cap of each partition. “Static
mode” or “Dynamic mode” is available. The setting
can be enabled after OS restart.
“Current” is current status of each partition.
“Next” is status of time when the setting is enabled
after OS restart.

15

Exceptional handling

The handling when consumption power value
exceeds the power cap value. “Warn” or “Warn & Set
Frequecy” is available.

16

Power supply module
optimization

At the excess of power supply according to
redundancy of power supply module, the function
which hold down the power consumption by turning
off the power supply module with keeping the
redundancy.

17

Trend data view

Displays the history of power status.
Regarding whole system, or each partition, status of
last 24-hour or 24-hour of the previous day.

18

Apply

Goes to the confirmation screen to apply the setting.

19

Cancel

Cancels the settings and return to the previous
values.
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Power Status Details Screen

692

6

Item

Description

1

Max supplied power
(with failed module)

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all
power supply modules mounted including failed
modules.
If there is no failed module, nothing is displayed.

2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all the
power modules mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power supplied by currently active power
modules.

4

Install status

Install status of the power supply modules mounted

5

Status

Status of the power supply modules mounted

6

Voltage settings

Voltage setting of the power modules

7

Supplied power
(nominal power)

Power supplied by the power modules

8

Maximum DC power

Nominal power of all modules mounted

9

Present DC power

Power consumed by all modules mounted
In case of A3/E3 and earlier model, nominal power
consumption is indicated. In case of A4/S4/H4/P4 and
later model, present power consumption is indicated.

10

Present AC power

AC converted value of power consumed by all active
modules

11

Average DC power

Average consumption power of the system of the last
3 minutes.
There is a delay (max 179sec) from present status.

12

Minimum DC power

Minimum consumption power of the system of the last
3 minutes.
There is a delay (max 179sec) from present status.

13

Maximum DC power

Maximum consumption power of the system of the
last 3 minutes.
There is a delay (max 179sec) from present status.

14

Partition

Install status of the server blades

15

Status

Status of power supply to the server blades

16

Nameplate power

Nominal power of server blade mounted in the
partition.

17

Present power

Consumption power of server blade mounted in the
partition.
In case of A3/E3 and earlier model, nominal power
consumption is indicated. In case of A4/S4/H4/P4 and
later model, present power consumption is indicated.

18

Average power

Average consumption power of the partition of the
last 3 minutes.
There is a delay (max 179sec) from present status.

19

Minimum power

Minimum consumption power of the partition of the
last 3 minutes.
There is a delay (max 179sec) from present status.

20

Maximum power

Maximum consumption power of the partition of the
last 3 minutes.
There is a delay (max 179sec) from present status.

21

Current power cap

Power cap value for each partition

22

Current CPU speed

Minimum CPU speed of the partition of the last 3
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Item

Description
minutes.
There is a delay (max 179sec) from present status.




23

Maximum CPU speed

Maximum CPU speed of the partition of the last 3
minutes.

24

Install status

Install status of the management module

25

Status

Power supply status of the management module

26

Nameplate power

Nominal power of the management module

27

Install status

Install status of the switch module

28

Status

Power supply status of the switch module

29

Nameplate power

Nominal power of the switch module

30

Nameplate power
(common parts)

Max power consumed by shared components in the
system

31

Present power
(common parts)

Power currently consumed by shared components in
the system

32

Back

Let the screen back to Power Status.

When initializing the server blade, the power
consumption is not displayed.
Unless a module is initialized, the maximum power
consumption can be displayed.
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Power Supply Status and Setting Screen
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No.

Item

Description

1

Max supplied power
(with failed module)

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all
power supply modules mounted including failed
modules.
If there is no failed module, nothing is displayed.

2

Max supplied power

Displays the maximum power to be supplied by all the
power modules mounted excluding failed modules.

3

Present supplied power

Displays the power supplied by currently active power
modules.

4

Maximum DC power

Max power consumed by all modules mounted.

5

Present DC power

Power consumed by all active modules.
In case of A3/E3/H4/P4 and earlier model, nominal
power consumption is indicated. In case of A4/S4 and
later model, present power consumption is indicated.

6

Present AC power

AC converted value of max power consumed by all
active modules.

7

[Detail] button

Goes to the screen that power status is displayed in
detail.

8

Redundant power
supply

Displays the power supply redundant configuration.
N+1: power supply module redundancy
N+N: power supply system redundancy

9

Easing restriction
installation mode

Displays the status of the easing restrictions on the
number of server blades in a chassis.
Enable: the easing mode is enabled.
Disable: the easing mode is disabled.
For the details, refer to “Easing Restrictions on the
Number of Server Blades in a Chassis” in Chapter 10.

10

Supplied power
(Excluding
redundancy)

Displays power supplied by power supply modules
without redundancy. This item is not displayed when
the easing function is disabled.

11

Total allocated power

Displays the total allocated power per pertition. This
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Item

Description
item is not displayed when the easing function is
disabled.

12

Supported

Displays whether or not installed server blades
support the easing function.
Enable: the installed server blade support the
function.
Disable: the installed server blade does not support
the function.
This item is not displayed when the easing function is
disabled.

13

Allocated power

Displays the allocated power per partition. This item
is not displayed when the eased restriction mode is
disabled.

14

Chassis power capping

Displays and sets Enable / Disable of the function
that restricts the max power value.

15

Power limit

When “Chassis power capping” is enabled, the power
limit is displayed and can be set.

16

Minimum power cap

Minimum value which can be set as power limit.

17

Power cap (Current /
Next)

Enable / Disable of power capping function for each
partition. The setting can be enabled after OS restart.
“Current” is current status of each partition.
“Next” is status of time when the setting is enabled
after OS restart.

18

Current power cap

Power cap value of each partition.

19

Minimum power cap

Power cap value of each partition which can be set as
minimum value. .

20

Power cap mode

Control mode for power cap of each partition. “Static
mode” or “Dynamic mode” is available. The setting
can be enabled after OS restart.
“Current” is current status of each partition.
“Next” is status of time when the setting is enabled
after OS restart.

21

Exceptional handling

The handling when consumption power value
exceeds the power cap value. “Warn” or “Warn & Set
Frequecy” is available.

22

Power supply module
optimization

At the excess of power supply according to
redundancy of power supply module, the function
which hold down the power consumption by turning
off the power supply module with keeping the
redundancy.
Refer to “Optimum Control on Power Supply Module”
in Chapter 10 for the details.

23

Trend data view

Displays the history of power status.
Regarding whole system, or each partition, status of
last 24-hour or 24-hour of the previous day.

24

Apply

Goes to the confirmation screen to apply the setting.

25

Cancel

Cancels the settings and return to the previous
values.
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This screen displays the 24-hour power consumption history of the system.

No.

Item

Description

1

Time

Local time when history is logged

2

Average DC power

Average power of the past 3 minutes from local time

3

Minimum DC power

Minimum power of the past 3 minutes from local time

4

Maximum DC power

Maximum power of the past 3 minutes from local time

5

Power limit

Power upper limit at the local time
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This screen displays the 24-hour power consumption history of the partiotion.
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Power Consumption History Screen (Partition)
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Item

Description

1

Time

Local time when history is logged

2

Average power

Average power of the past 3 minutes from local time

3

Minimum power

Minimum power of the past 3 minutes from local time

4

Maximum power

Maximum power of the past 3 minutes from local time

5

Current power cap

Power capping value at the local time

6

Current CPU speed

Minimum CPU speed of the past 3 minutes from local
time of the server blade inserted in the partition.
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System Configuration Map
The system configuration map can be displayed and modules can be operated. The
information is displayed by switching tabs to each system configuration.

Chassis status display and operation screen
This screen displays the chassis status and performs chassis operations.
[Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions]

[Firmware: A1025 or later versions]
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Item

Description

1

Delayed
power on
synchronized
with Power
Supply

Displays the remaining time until power on is achieved
when AC power is supplied and settings enable interlocked
power supply.
With firmware A1025 or later versions, click the [Skip]
button, and you can cancel the delay and power on the
server blade.

2

Power
operation
[Shutdown]
button

Shuts down the system.

3

FRU
information

Displays the chassis FRU information.
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[Firmware: A1029 or later version]

Item

Description

1

Delayed
power on
synchronized
with Power
Supply

Displays the remaining time until power on is achieved
when AC power is supplied and settings enable interlocked
power supply.
With firmware A1025 or later versions, click the [Skip]
button, and you can cancel the delay and power on the
server blade.

2

Power
operation
[Shutdown]
button

Shuts down the system.

3

FRU
information

4

Chassis mass

Displays the chassis FRU information.
The weight of the system mounting all modules.
The unit is “kg”.
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No.
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[Firmware: A1053 or later versions]

Item

Description

1

Power operation
[Shutdown] button

Shuts down the system.

2

FRU information

Displays the chassis FRU information.

3

Chassis mass

Mass of chassis including all modules currently installed.
Unit of mass: kg
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This screen displays the server blade status and performs server blade operations.

No.

Item

Description

1

Installation
Status

Displays whether or not server blades are installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status. If the delay preferences are set,
the remaining time will also be displayed.

3

Indicate
server

Displays the status of indicated servers.

Power (Turn)
on when
power
supplied

Displays the power interlock of the front panel button and
circuit breaker power.

5

[Detail] button

Displays server blade information.

6

Indicate
server
[Indicated]
button

Indicates server blades.

Indicate
server
[Not indicated]
button

Removes server blade indications.

4

7
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Server blade status display and operation screen
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(A1031 or later versions)

No.

Item

Description

1

Installation
Status

Displays whether or not server blades are installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status. If the delay preferences are set,
the remaining time will also be displayed.

3

Indicate
server

4

Power on
when power
supplied

Displays the power interlock of the front panel button and
circuit breaker power.

5

[Detail] button

Displays server blade information.

6

[Management]
button

(Only fro a load balancer blade)
Connects to Web GUI installed in a load balancer blade.

7

Indicate
server
[Indicated]
button

Indicates server blades.

Indicate
server
[Not indicated]
button

Removes server blade indications.

8

Displays the status of indicated servers.
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This screen displays server blade information.
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Server blade information screen

6

Item

Description

1

Status

Displays whether or not server blades are installed, power
status, server specification status, and power interlock status.

2

FRU
information

Displays server blade FRUs.

3

Network
information

Displays server blade IP addresses.

OLTT
information

Displays the OLTT settings of server blades.

5

Blade
temperature

Displays the temperatures of server blades.

6

Blade
voltage

Displays the voltages of server blades.

4
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(Case of Firmware: A1029 or later versions)

6

Item

Description

1

Installation
Status

Displays whether or not server blades are installed, power
status, server specification status, and power interlock status.

2

FRU
information

Displays server blade FRUs.

3

Version
Information

Displays BMC F/W version and BIOS F/W version of server
blade.

4

Network
information

Displays server blade IP addresses.

OLTT
information

Displays the OLTT settings of server blades.

Blade
temperature

Displays the temperatures of server blades.

Blade
voltage

Displays the voltages of server blades.

5
6
7
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No.
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(A1031 or later versions)
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No.

Item

Description

1

Installation
Status

Displays whether or not server blades are installed, power
status, server specification status, and power interlock status.

2

FRU
information

Displays server blade FRUs.

3

Version
Information

Displays the versions of BMC frimware and BIOS of the server
blade.

4

Network
information

Displays server blade IP addresses.

5

OLTT
information

Displays the OLTT settings of server blades.

6

Blade
temperature

Displays the temperatures of server blades.

Blade
voltage

Displays the voltages of server blades.

7
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(A1036 or later versions)
With a server blade supporting HVM
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No.

Item

Description

1

Installation
Status

Displays whether or not server blades are installed, power
status, server specification status, and power interlock status.

2

FRU
information

Displays server blade FRUs.

3

Version
Information

Displays the versions of BMC firmware and BIOS of the server
blade.

4

HVM bank 0
version

HVM firmware version of the bank0.
Displays Active when this is a boot bank.

5

HVM bank 1
version

HMV firmware version of the bank1.
Displays Active when this is a boot bank.

6

HVM license

HVM license status:
-----------------: No server blade installed or no partition exists.
Not Installed: No HVM license
Essential: HVM license is Essential.
Advanced: HVM license is Advanced.
INVALID: Failed to obtain the HVM license information.

7

Network
information

Displays server blade IP addresses.

OLTT
information

Displays the OLTT settings of server blades.

Blade
temperature

Displays the temperatures of server blades.

Blade
voltage

Displays the voltages of server blades.

8
9
10
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This screen displays the status of Internal switch modules and performs Internal switch
module operations.

No.

Item

Description

1

Installation Status

Displays whether or not internal switch modules are
installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status.

3

Type

Displays switch module types.

4

Display [Detail]
button

Displays internal switch module details.

Power operation
[ON] button

Turns internal switch module power on.

Power operation
[OFF] button

Turns internal switch module power off.

5
6
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Internal switch module status display and operation screen
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This screen displays internal switch module details.

No.

Item

Description

1

Status

Displays whether or not internal switch modules are
installed, module types, and power status.

2

FRU information

Displays the internal switch module FRUs.
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Internal switch module details screen

6
This screen displays management module status and performs management module
operations.

No.

Items

Description

1

Installation
Status

Displays whether or not management modules are
installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status.

3

Active or
Standby

Displays either the current main system or standby system
of management modules.

4

[Detail] button

Displays management module information.
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Management module status display and operation screen

6

This screen displays management module details.

No.

Items

Description

1

Status

Displays whether or not management modules are
installed, module main system or standby system,
power status, and the firmware version.

2

FRU information

Displays management module FRUs.

3

Network information

Displays management module network information.

4

Management
module
temperature

Displays management module temperatures.

5

Management
module voltage

Displays management module voltages.
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Management module details screen

6
This screen displays fan module status and performs fan module operations.

No.

Item

Description

1

Installation Status

Displays whether or not fan modules are installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status.

3

Rotational speed
Fan 0

Displays the rotations per minute (rpm) of fan 0.

4

Rotational speed
Fan 1

Displays the rotations per minute (rpm) of fan 1.
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Fan module status display and operation screen

6

No.

Item

Description

1

Installation Status

Displays whether or not fan modules are installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status.

3

Rotational speed
Fan 0

Displays the rotations per minute (rpm) of fan 0.

4

Rotational speed
Fan 1

Displays the rotations per minute (rpm) of fan 1.

5

Airflow volume

Airflow volume of the system by cooling fan module
mounted. The unit is “m^3/min”.
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(Case of Firmware: A1029 or later versions)

6
This screen displays the status of power supply modules and performs power supply
module operations.

No.

Item

Description

1

Installation Status

Displays whether or not power supply modules are
installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status.

3

Voltage settings

Displays the voltage settings for the power supply
modules.

4

AC power status

Displays the AC power status.

5

[Detail] button

Displays power supply module details.
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Power module status display and operation screen

6

This screen displays power module details.

No.

Item

Description

1

Status

Displays whether or not power supply modules are
installed, power status, AC power supply status, and
voltage settings.

2

FRU Information

Displays the power supply module FRU.
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Power supply module details screen

6
This screen displays connector module status information and performs connector
module operations.

No.

Item

Description

1

Installation Status

Displays whether or not connector modules are
installed.

2

Power

Displays the power status.
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Connector module status display and operation screen

6

User Account Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the user account.
The processing available differs depending on the login user’s privilege.
Administrator privilege (AD level): Enables you to add, change, and delete user
accounts.
Operator level (OP level): Enables you to change passwords only.

User account setup list screen (AD level)
Used to display the account setup information in list form.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the user account information.

2

Radio button

Radio button for selecting user accounts

3

User account

User account name

4

User level

User account level

5

Status

Whether a user account is enabled or disabled

6

Partition access

Partition that permits the intervention of user accounts. Y:
Intervention permitted; N: Intervention not permitted

7

[Edit] button

Brings you to the user account edit screen. Note that the
transition is applicable only when the radio button is checked.
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6
Check the radio button for a row where the user account is shown by “-----“ and click
the [Edit] button.

To change or delete a user account:
Check the radio button for a row to be changed or deleted and click the [Edit] button.

User account setup change screen (AD level)
Used to change the user account setup.
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To add a user account:

6

Item name

Description

1

User account

User account name. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up to
15)

2

New password

Password. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up to 15)

3

Retype
New password

Enter a password again. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up
to 15)

4

User level

User account privilege. Selected from the Administrator and
Operator choices

5

Status

Whether a user account is enabled or disabled. Selected from the
Enabled and Disabled choices

6

Partition access

Whether partition intervention is possible or not
Checked: Intervention possible
Unchecked: Intervention not possible

7

Delete
this account

Check here if you want to delete a user being edited.

8

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item
is shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

9

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

1
0

[Back] button

Returns you to the user account setup list screen.









The user account is a required input item.
When setting a password, you must enter the same value as both the first and
second (Retype) passwords.
When changing or deleting a user account, a password is not a required input item.
If no password is entered, then the result is handled as being no change in
password.
The user level and the status can be selected from the pull-down menu. Cannot be
entered directly.
For the partition access, check the item if you want to permit intervention for each
partition and uncheck it otherwise.
The first accout you set to the system is to be with Administrator level.

To add an item:

1 Enter each item.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.
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1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

To delete an item:

1 Check the [Delete this account].
2 Click the [Apply] button.

User account setup change check screen (AD level)
Used to display what is available after the change of the user account setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the user account setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the user account setup screen. This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, press the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the user account setup screen.

If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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To change an item:

6

Deletes the user account information.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Deletes a user account. When the deletion process is normally
ended, you are returned to the user account setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the user account setup screen. This prevents the
account from being deleted.

To delete the content of the setup, click the [Confirm] button. The deletion process
occurs and returns you to the user account setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the deletion process, click the [Cancel] button.
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User account setup deletion check screen (AD level)

6

Used to display the account setup information in list form.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the user account information.

2

Radio button

Radio button for selecting user accounts

3

User account

User account name

4

User level

User account level

5

Status

Whether a user account is enabled or disabled

6

Partition access

Partition that permits the intervention of user accounts.
Y: Intervention permitted; N: Intervention not permitted

7

[Edit] button

Moves to the user account edit screen.

To change a user account:
Check the radio button for a row to be changed and click the [Edit] button.

With the OP level, it is not possible to add or delete user accounts.
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User account setup list screen (OP level)

6

Used to change the user account setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

Old password

Current password. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up to 15)

2

New password

Password. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up to 15)

3

Retype
New password

Enter a password again. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up to
15)

4

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item is
shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

5

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

6

[Back] button

Returns you to the user account setup screen.

To change an item:

1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.
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User account setup change screen (OP level)
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Used to display what is available after the change of the user account setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the user account setup
screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the user account setup screen. This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the user account setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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User account setup change check screen (OP level)

6

Server blade setup
Server blade settings screen
Used to set and display server blades.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the server blade setup information.

2

Server blade
number

Server blade that needs remote KVM setup

3

[Remote KVM
Settings] button

Brings you to the Remote KVM configuration screen.

4

OLTT server blades
0 to 9

Whether the OLTT is enabled or disabled Selected from
the Enabled and Disabled choices
The “-----” indication appears if no blade is mounted.

5

[Apply] button

Brings you to the OLTT setup content check screen. If
there is a problem with the content of the setup, however,
the problem item is shown red and no movement to the
content of the setup check screen occurs.

6

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

To change the OLTT setup:

1 Correct the item of a server blade you want to change.
2 After changing of the item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 Brings you to the OLTT setup change check screen.
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1 Select the number of a server blade whose setup is to change.
2 Clicking the [Remote KVM Settings] button brings you to the server blade setup
(remote KVM) screen.
It takes 2 or 3 minutes to move between screens.

Server blade (OLTT) setup content check screen

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
switch

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the server blade setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Brings you to the server blade setup screen while holding the content of
the setup as is. The setup change is not reflected.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the server blade setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.

This prevents you from clicking the [Cofirm] button.
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To change the KVM setup:
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Used to change the server blade (KVM) setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

Port number

Port number used by the remote KVM. Single-byte numeric
characters (up to 5)

2

Permission IP
address (0 to 3)

IP address that enables access to the remote KVM

3

User ID (0 to 3)

Login ID with the remote KVM. Single-byte alphanumeric characters
and/or special characters (from 6 to 16)

4

Password (from
0 to 3)

Login password with the remote KVM. Single-byte alphanumeric
characters and/or special characters (from 6 to 16)

5

[Back] button

Returns you to the server blade setup screen.

6

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item is
shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

7

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

8

KVM Version

Displays the KVM F/W version.





The port number must be a value from 5001 to 65535.
The connection-enabled IP address (0 to 3) must be specified in the IP address
format of “xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx” (where the xxx part is a value from 0 to 255).
The user ID and the password must consist of single-byte alphanumeric
characters and/or special symbols. The available symbols include "!", "$", "%", "-"
(hyphen), ";", "<", ">", "." (period), and "/”.
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Server blade (KVM) setup change screen
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1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

Server blade (KVM) setup change check screen
Used to check the change in the server blade (remote KVM) setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the server blade (remote KVM) setup
screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Brings you to the server blade (remote KVM) setup screen while
holding the content of the change as is. This prevents the content of
the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the server blade setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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To change the content of the setup:

6

Server blade settings screen
Used to set and display server blades.
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(A1031 or later versions)

6

Item name

Description

1

[UPdate] button

Re-reads the server blade setup information.

2

OLTT server blades
0 to 9

Whether the OLTT is enabled or disabled: Selected from
the Enabled and Disabled choices
The “-----” indication appears if no blade is mounted.

3

Link to Web GUI

URL settngs to open the management console on the
server blade information screen as another window.
Currently available for a load balancer blade.

4

[Apply] button

Brings you to the OLTT setup content check screen. If
there is a problem with the content of the setup, however,
the problem item is shown red and no movement to the
content of the setup check screen occurs.

5

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

6

Server blade
number

Server blade that needs remote KVM setup

7

[Remote KVM
Settings] button

Brings you to the Remote KVM configuration screen.

To change the OLTT setup or the link setting to a server blade Web console:
1

Correct the item of a server blade you want to change.

2

After changing of the item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

Brings you to the OLTT setup change check screen.

To change the KVM setup:
1

Select the number of a server blade whose setup is to change.

2

Clicking the [Remote KVM Settings] button brings you to the server blade setup
(remote KVM) screen.

It takes 2 or 3 minutes to move between screens.
The [Remote KVM Settings] button cannot be used.
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#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the server blade setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Brings you to the server blade setup screen while holding the content of
the setup as is. The setup change is not reflected.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the server blade setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Server blade setup content check screen

6

Used to change the server blade (KVM) setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

Port number

Port number used by the remote KVM. Single-byte numeric
characters (up to 5)

2

Permission IP
address (0 to 3)

IP address that enables access to the remote KVM

3

User ID (0 to 3)

Login ID with the remote KVM. Single-byte alphanumeric characters
and/or special characters (from 6 to 16)

4

Password (from
0 to 3)

Login password with the remote KVM. Single-byte alphanumeric
characters and/or special characters (from 6 to 16)

5

[Back] button

Returns you to the server blade setup screen.

6

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item is
shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

7

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

8

KVM Version

Displays the KVM F/W version.





The port number must be a value from 5001 to 65535.
The connection-enabled IP address (0 to 3) must be specified in the IP address
format of “xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx” (where the xxx part is a value from 0 to 255).
The user ID and the password must consist of single-byte alphanumeric
characters and/or special symbols. The available symbols include "!", "$", "%", "-"
(hyphen), ";", "<", ">", "." (period), and "/”.
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Server blade (KVM) setup change screen
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1

Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.

2

After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

Server blade (KVM) setup change check screen
Used to check the change in the server blade (remote KVM) setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the server blade (remote KVM) setup
screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Brings you to the server blade (remote KVM) setup screen while
holding the content of the change as is. This prevents the content of
the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the server blade setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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To change the content of the setup:

6

Server blade settings screen
Used to set and display server blades.
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(A1036 or later versions)

6

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the server blade setup information.

2

OLTT server blades
0 to 9

Whether the OLTT is enabled or disabled Selected from
the Enabled and Disabled choices
The “-----” indication appears if no blade is mounted.
URL settngs to open the management console on the
server blade information screen as another window.
Currently available for a load balancer blade.

3

4

[Apply] button

Brings you to the OLTT setup content check screen. If
there is a problem with the content of the setup, however,
the problem item is shown red and no movement to the
content of the setup check screen occurs.

5

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

6

[HVM settings]
button

Brings you to the server blade (HVM) setup screen.

6

Server blade
number

Server blade that needs remote KVM setup

7

[Remote KVM
Settings] button

Brings you to the Remote KVM configuration screen.

To change the OLTT setup or the link setting to a server blade Web console:
1

Correct the item of a server blade you want to change.

2

After changing of the item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

Brings you to the OLTT setup change check screen.

To change the KVM setup:
1

Select the number of a server blade whose setup is to change.

2

Clicking the [Remote KVM Settings] button brings you to the server blade setup
(remote KVM) screen.

It takes 2 or 3 minutes to move between screens.
The [Remote KVM Settings] button cannot be used.

To change HVM setup:
Clikcing the [HVM settings] button brings you to the server blade setup (HVM) screen.
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#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
switch

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the server blade setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Brings you to the server blade setup screen while holding the content of
the setup as is. The setup change is not reflected.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the server blade setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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6

Used to the server blade (HVM) setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

Boot bank

Boot bank for HVM firmware: select from bank 0 and bank 1.

2

Bank 0

HVM firmware version of Bank 0

3

Bank 1

HVM firmware version of Bank 1

4

[Back]
button

Returns to the server balde setup screen.

5

[Apply]
button

Goes to the setup change check screen.

6

[Cancel]
button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

To change the content of the setup:
1

Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.

2

After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.
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Server blade (HVM) setup screen

6

Used to check the change in the server blade (HVM) setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
switch

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the server blade setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Brings you to the server blade setup screen while holding the content of
the setup as is. The setup change is not reflected.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the server blade setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Server blade (HVM) setup check screen

6

Used to change the server blade (KVM) setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

Port number

Port number used by the remote KVM. Single-byte numeric
characters (up to 5)

2

Permission IP
address (0 to 3)

IP address that enables access to the remote KVM

3

User ID (0 to 3)

Login ID with the remote KVM. Single-byte alphanumeric characters
and/or special characters (from 6 to 16)

4

Password (from
0 to 3)

Login password with the remote KVM. Single-byte alphanumeric
characters and/or special characters (from 6 to 16)

5

[Back] button

Returns you to the server blade setup screen.

6

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item is
shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

7

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

8

Firmware
Version

Displays the KVM firmware version.





The port number must be a value from 5001 to 65535.
The connection-enabled IP address (0 to 3) must be specified in the IP address
format of “xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx” (where the xxx part is a value from 0 to 255).
The user ID and the password must consist of single-byte alphanumeric
characters and/or special symbols. The available symbols include "!", "$", "%", "-"
(hyphen), ";", "<", ">", "." (period), and "/”.
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1

Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.

2

After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

Server blade (KVM) setup change check screen
Used to check the change in the server blade (remote KVM) setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the server blade (remote KVM) setup
screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Brings you to the server blade (remote KVM) setup screen while
holding the content of the change as is. This prevents the content of
the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the server blade setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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6

Partition Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the partition.

Partition setup screen
Used to display the partition setup information in list form.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads partition information.

2

Radio button

Radio button for selecting partitions

3

Partition

Partition number

4

Blade

Whether a server blade is inserted or not

5

OS

OS type of the partition

6

Hyper Threading

Whether to disable Hyper-Threading or not

7

HDD I/F

HDD’s interface

8

HDD GB

HDD’s capacity

9

Agent

Whether there is a Blade Server Manager agent or not

10

Pre-configure

Whether to enable or disable N+M ColdStandby

11

[Edit] button

Brings you to the partition information change screen. Note that
the transition is applicable only when the partition’s radio button
is checked.

12

[Delayed failover]
button

Performs N+M delayed switching on the selected version.

13

[Immediate
failover] button

Performs N+M immediate switching on the selected version.
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1 From 2, select a partition you want to change and click the [Edit] button.
2 Brings you to the setup change screen
Partition setup change screen
Used to change the partition information.

#

Item name

Description

1

OS

OS type of the partition.
Selected from the Windows, Linux, HVM and “Not Specified”
choices. (HVM is vailable for A1036 or later versions.)

2

Hyper Threading

Whether to disable Hyper-Threading or not. Selected from two
choices: invalid or the processor setup value.
*Hyper-Threading mode is set in BIOS. This item doesn’t affect
the setting of Hyper-Threading.

3

HDD interface

Interface for the hard disk drive (hereinafter called HDD).
Selected from choices: SAS, SATA, or iSCSI (available for A1025
or later versions).

4

HDD quota (GB)

HDD’s capacity. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up to 10)

5

Agent

Whether a Blade Server Manager agent is installed or not
Selected from the Installed and Not Installed choices

6

Pre-configure

Whether to enable or disable N+M ColdStandby Selected from the
Enabled and Disabled choices

7

Clear partition
settings

Check here when you want to delete a partition.

8

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item
is shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

9

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.
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To change the content of the setup or delete partitions:

6

Item name

Description

10

[Back] button

Returns you to the partition setup screen.






The pull-down menu is used to select the following items: OS, Hyper Threading,
Agent, and Pre-configure. Cannot be entered directly.
The capacity used by the HDD (GB) must be a value from 0 to the device’s
maximum value.
When a new partition is created, the initial value for the HDD interface is
“Uncertain”, meaning that the interface is uncertain.
When a new partition is created, the initial value for the agent is “Yes”.

To change the content of the setup:

1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

To delete the content of the setup:

1 Check the [Clear partition settintgs].
2 Click the [Apply] button.
3 Confirm it and click the [Confirm] button.
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Used to display what is available after the partition setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the partition setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the partition setup screen. This prevents the content
of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the partition setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Partition deletion check screen
Used to delete partitions.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Deletes partitions. When the deletion process is normally ended,
you are returned to the partition setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the partition setup screen. This prevents the account
from being deleted.

To delete a partition, click the [Confirm] button. The deletion process occurs and
returns you to the partition setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the deletion process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Partition setup screen
This screen displays the list of partition settings.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads partition information.

2

Radio button

Radio button for selecting partitions

3

Partition

Partition number

4

Blade

Whether a server blade is inserted or not

5

OS

OS type of the partition

6

Hyper Threading

Whether to disable Hyper-Threading or not

7

HDD I/F

HDD’s interface

8

HDD GB

HDD’s capacity

9

Agent

Whether there is a Blade Server Manager agent or not

10

Pre-configure

Whether to enable or disable N+M ColdStandby

11

Pre-configure
run policy

Standard: Even if the configuration is not changed, Pre-configure
is performed due to the firmware update.
Smart:: Pre-configure, which detects change in hardware
configuration at the system power on, is not performed.
This can shorten the time required for booting the partition
at the power on.
If changing the hardware configuration after setting this
item, be sure to perform Pre-configure for having the
management module recognize the change in information.

12

[Edit] button

Brings you to the partition information change screen. Note that
the transition is applicable only when the partition’s radio button
is checked.

13

[Delayed failover]
button

Performs N+M delayed switching on the selected version.
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Item name

Description

14

[Instant failover]
button

Performs N+M immediate switching on the selected version.

To change the content of the setup or delete partitions:
1

From 2, select a partition you want to change and click the [Edit] button.

2

Brings you to the setup change screen

Partition setup change screen
You can change partition information.

#

Item name

Description

1

OS

OS type of the partition.
Selected from the Windows, Linux, HVM and “Not Specified”
choices. (HVM is vailable for A1036 or later versions.)

2

Hyper Threading

Whether to disable Hyper-Threading or not. Selected from two
choices: invalid or the processor setup value.
*Hyper-Threading mode is set in BIOS. This item doesn’t affect
the setting of Hyper-Threading.

3

HDD interface

Interface for the hard disk drive (hereinafter called HDD).
Selected from choices: SAS, SATA, or iSCSI (available for A1025
or later versions).

4

HDD quota (GB)

HDD’s capacity. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up to 10)

5

Agent

Whether a Blade Server Manager agent is installed or not
Selected from the Installed and Not Installed choices

6

Pre-configure

Whether to enable or disable N+M ColdStandby Selected from the
Enabled and Disabled choices
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Item name

Description

7

Pre-configure
run policy

Select a run policy of Pre-confugre: standard or smart.

8

Delete partition
settings

Check here when you want to delete a partition.

9

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item
is shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

10

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

11

[Back] button

Returns you to the partition setup screen.






The capacity used by the HDD (GB) must be a value
from 0 to the device’s maximum value.
When a new partition is created, the initial value for the
HDD interface is “Uncertain”, meaning that the interface
is uncertain.
When a new partition is created, the initial value for the
agent is “Yes”.

To change the content of the setup:
1

Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.

2

After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

To delete the content of the setup:
1

Check the [Clear partition settintgs].

2

Click the [Apply] button.

3

Confirm it and click the [Confirm] button.
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You can display what is available after the partition setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the partition setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the partition setup screen. This prevents the content
of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the partition setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Partition deletion check screen
You can delete partitions.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Deletes partitions. When the deletion process is normally ended,
you are returned to the partition setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the partition setup screen. This prevents the account
from being deleted.

To delete a partition, click the [Confirm] button. The deletion process occurs and
returns you to the partition setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the deletion process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Partition setup screen
This screen displays the list of partition settings.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads partition information.

2

Radio button

Radio button for selecting partitions

3

Partition

Partition number

4

Blade

Whether a server blade is inserted or not

5

OS

OS type of the partition

6

Hyper Threading

Whether to disable Hyper-Threading or not

7

HDD I/F

HDD’s interface

8

HDD GB

HDD’s capacity

9

Agent

Whether there is a Blade Server Manager agent or not

10

N+M

Whether to enable or disable N+M ColdStandby

11

Pre-configure
Run type

Selects a method of Pre-configure. For further details, refer to
Chapter 10: System Operation and Management > Preconfigure > Method of Pre-configure.

12

WWN type

Selects a type of WWN: Additional or Original.

13

Pre-configure
Run policy

Standard: Even if the configuration is not changed, Pre-configure
is performed due to the firmware update.
Smart:: Pre-configure, which detects change in hardware
configuration at the system power on, is not performed.
This can shorten the time required for booting the partition
at the power on.
If changing the hardware configuration after setting this
item, be sure to perform Pre-configure for having the
management module recognize the change in information.
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Item name

Description

14

[Edit] button

Brings you to the partition information change screen. Note that
the transition is applicable only when the partition’s radio button
is checked.

15

[Delayed failover]
button

Performs N+M delayed switching on the selected version.

16

[Instant failover]
button

Performs N+M immediate switching on the selected version.

To change the content of the setup or delete partitions:
1

From 2, select a partition you want to change and click the [Edit] button.

2

Brings you to the setup change screen

Partition setup change screen
You can change partition information.

#

Item name

Description

1

OS

OS type of the partition.
Selected from the Windows, Linux, HVM and “Not Specified”
choices. (HVM is vailable for A1036 or later versions.)

2

Hyper Threading

Whether to disable Hyper-Threading or not. Selected from two
choices: invalid or the processor setup value.
*Hyper-Threading mode is set in BIOS. This item doesn’t affect
the setting of Hyper-Threading.

3

HDD interface

Interface for the hard disk drive (hereinafter called HDD).
Selected from choices: SAS, SATA, or iSCSI (available for A1025
or later versions).
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Item name

Description

4

HDD quota (GB)

HDD’s capacity. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up to 10)

5

Agent

Whether a Blade Server Manager agent is installed or not
Selected from the Installed and Not Installed choices

6

N+M

Whether to enable or disable N+M ColdStandby

7

Pre-configure run
type

Select s a method of pre-configure. For further details, refer to
Chapter 10: System Operation and Management > Pre-configure
> Method of Pre-configure.

8

Pre-configure
WWN type

Select a type of WWN: Additional or Original

9

Pre-configure
run policy

Select a run policy of Pre-confugre: standard or smart.

10

Delete partition
settings

Check here when you want to delete a partition.

11

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item
is shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

12

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

13

[Back] button

Returns you to the partition setup screen.






The capacity used by the HDD (GB) must be a value
from 0 to the device’s maximum value.
When a new partition is created, the initial value for the
HDD interface is “Uncertain”, meaning that the interface
is uncertain.
When a new partition is created, the initial value for the
agent is “Yes”.

To change the content of the setup:
1

Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.

2

After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

To delete the content of the setup:
1

Check the [Clear partition settintgs].

2

Click the [Apply] button.

3

Confirm it and click the [Confirm] button.
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This screen displays settings that you have newly changed.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the partition setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the partition setup screen. This prevents the content
of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the partition setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Partition deletion check screen
You can delete partitions.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Deletes partitions. When the deletion process is normally ended,
you are returned to the partition setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the partition setup screen. This prevents the account
from being deleted.

To delete a partition, click the [Confirm] button. The deletion process occurs and
returns you to the partition setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the deletion process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Power Supply Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the power supply operation.

System unit power supply synchronization setup screen
Used to change the setup for system unit power supply ganged control.
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Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the power supply setup information.

2

System power
supply
synchronization

Whether automatic power supply synchronization is enabled or
disabled. Selected from the Enabled and Disabled choices

3

Power
synchronization
delay time
(minutes)

Delay time measured from when a system unit is switched on until a
partition is switched on. Single-byte numeric characters

4

Power supply
modules

With firmware A1025 or later versions:
Selects and sets power supply modules to be synchronized with
powering on the server blade.
When one of the “Enable” power supply modules powers on after
“Enable” power supply modules are all off, the server blade will turn
on.

5

Partitions 0 to 9

Whether the power supplied for individual partitions is under ganged
control or not. Selected from the Enabled and Disabled choices
Valid only when the system unit power supply ganged control setup
is enabled.

6

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item is
shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

7

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

The pull-down menu is used to select the following items: system unit power
supply ganged control and partitions 0 to 9.
Cannot be entered directly.
The power synchronization delay time must be a value from 0 to 60.
With the Operator privilege, it is possible to change the system unit power supply
ganged control, as well as the setup for power supplies turned on from the front
panel.
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1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 . When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

Power supply setup check screen
Used to display what is available after the change in the power supply operation setup.
[Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions]

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the power supply setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the power supply setup screen. This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the power supply setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Power supply setup check screen
[Firmware: A1025 or later versions]

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the power supply setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the power supply setup screen. This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the power supply setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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System unit power supply synchronization setup screen
You can change the setup for system unit power supply synchronization.
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Item name

Description

1

System power
synchronization

Select whether to enable or disable the system power
synchronization between a partition and the system.
When this item is enabled, the target partition powers on when the
front panel power button is pressed. So does it when the breaker is
powered on if the breaker power synchronization is enabled.

2

Circuit breaker
synchronization

Select whether to enable or disable the power synchronization
between a partition and the system.

3

Power
synchronization
delay time
(minutes)

Set the delay time per partition from when the breaker unit is
powered on to when a partition is powered on.

4

Power supply
modules

Selects and sets power supply modules to be synchronized with
powering on the server blade.
When one of the power supply modules with “Enable” powers on
after power supply modules with “Enable” are all off, the server
blade will turn on.

The power synchronization delay time must be a value
from 0 to 60 minute(s).
The Operator privilege is allowed to change those items
of system power y synchronization.
Adding (1) throught (3) described below is the required
time from the breaker power on to the partition startup.
Thus, you need to set a value of the power
synchronization delay time based on the performance
verification.
(1) Time requred between the breaker power on and
management module startup completion, which
depends on the system configuration.
(2) Time specified in the power synchronization delay
time setting.
(3) Time required for Pre-configure to be completed if
Pre-configure is performed, which depends on the
system configuration. For details of Preconfigure,
refer to “Pre-configure execution triggers” in Chapter
10.
During the time (1), POWER/ERR LED of the
management module blinks.
During the time (3), Status LED (CND) of the server
blade blinks green or blue.

To change an item:
1

Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.

2

After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen. If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown
red; make a correction and click the [Confirm] button.
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#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the power supply setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the power supply setup screen. This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the power supply setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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6

Network Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the network.

Network setup screen
Used to change the network setup.
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Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the network setup information.

2

Management module IP
address

IP address for the management module’s management
network

3

Management module
subnet mask

Subnet mask for the management module’s
management network

4

Management module
default gateway

Default gateway for the management module’s
management network

5

Server blade 0-9 IP
addresses

IP addresses for server blades 0 to 9

6

Network address

IP address for the management module’s internal
network

7

Management module 0
IP address

IP address for the maintenance network of management
module 0. Only the indication.

8

Management module 1
IP address

IP address for the maintenance network of management
module 1. Only the indication.

9

Management module
subnet mask

Subnet mask for the management module’s maintenance
network. Only the indication.

10

Destination networks IP
address

IP address for the maintenance notification network. Only
the indication.

11

Destination network
subnet mask

Subnet mask for the maintenance notification network.
Only the indication.

12

Static router IP address

IP address for the maintenance notification network’s
static router Only the indication.

13

Network Active
Management module

Management module connected to the management
network. Only the indication.

14

Management network
fault tolerance setting

Whether to enable or disable the redundant management
network Selected from the Enabled and Disabled choices

15

Patrol network interval
(seconds)

Monitoring interval for the management network. Singlebyte numeric characters (up to 5)

16

Time until judging that it
is not possible to connect
it (seconds)

Time taken until the management network is concluded
to be unconnectable. Single-byte numeric characters (up
to 5)

17

Time until judging
connected return
(seconds)

Time taken until the management network is concluded
to be connectable. Single-byte numeric characters (up to
5)

18

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If
there is a problem with the content of the setup, however,
the problem item is shown red and no movement to the
content of the setup check screen occurs.

19

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

20

First address of
Consecutive IP
addresses

Input the first IP address, and the consecutive IP
addresses will be automatically input to the server
blades.

21

[Input] button

This button is enabled only when the network is not
configured.
Input IP address into the first IP address field and click
the [Input] button, and consecutive IP address are
entered automatically into the fields of other server
blades. Make sure to confirm whether those IP
addresses are valid due to no validity check..
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The following items must be specified in the IP address format xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
(where the xxx part is a value from 0 to 255): management module IP address,
management module subnet mask, management module default gateway, Server
blade 0-9 IP addresses, and network.
The management network fault tolerance setting can be selected from the pulldown menu. Cannot be entered directly.
The following items must be specified by a value from 0 to 65535: Patrol network
interval (seconds), Time until judging that it is not possible to connect it (seconds),
and Time until judging connected return (seconds).
The following items are intended for indication only: management module 0 IP
address, management module 1 IP address, management module subnet mask,
destination network’s network address, destination network’s subnet mask, static
router IP address, and management network’s management module. Cannot be
changed.
With the Operator privilege, you can change IP addresses of server blades 0-9,
which can be intervened with the privilege.
Prerequisites for the setting:
- Management modules and server blades 0 to 9 exist in the same network except
0.0.0.0.
- Each management module and server blade 0 to 9 has a different IP address.
- The subnet mask value is correct.
- No IP address of management modules stars from 0.
- No IP address of management modules starts from 127.
- No IP address of management modules starts ranging from 224 to 255.
- Find a network for maintenance on the network setup screen, and IP addresses
of management modules exist in another network, not in the network for
maintenance.
If you enter a setting that does not meet the above requirements, a message that
says: "This setting is invalid. Setting is not changed." appears and the setting
cannot be updated. Check your settings and enter the appropriate values.

A system unit uses a single network segment with the network address
192.168.253.0/24. If another network with the same network address exists outside
the system unit, change the network address inside the system. A network address
used in a system unit can be set to multiple system units as long as it is different
from a network address outside.
Changing the IP address, subnetmask, or default gateway of management modules
disconnects the network connection. Shut down the system equipment before
changing the internal network settings, which cannot be changed when the system
is in operation.

To change an item:
1

Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.

2

After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.
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Used to display what is available after the network setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the network setup
screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the user network setup screen. This prevents
the content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the network setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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FTP Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the FTP.

FTP setup screen
Used to change the FTP setup.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the FTP setup information.

2

Allowed FTP access
IP address

IP address with which the management module allows FTP
connection

3

New FTP account

Name of a new account. Single-byte alphanumeric characters
(up to 15)

4

New password

Password for a new account. Single-byte alphanumeric
characters (up to 15)

5

Re-enter New
password (re-entry)

Password for a new account (re-entry) Single-byte
alphanumeric characters (up to 15)

6

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is
a problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem
item is shown red and no movement to the content of the
setup check screen occurs.

7

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.
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To change an item:

1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

FTP setup check screen
Used to display what is available after the FTP setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the FTP setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the FTP setup screen. This prevents the content of
the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the FTP setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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The Allowed FTP access IP address must be set in the IP address format of
“xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx” (where the xxx part is a value from 0 to 255, *).
The following items must consist of single-byte alphanumeric characters: new FTP
account, new FTP account password, and new FTP account password (re-entry).
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Time Setup
Time setup screen
This screen displays time including summer time, and time setup can be performed on
this screen.

#

Item name

Description

1

Date (Local time)
(yy/mm/dd)

Year, month, and day in your local area

2

Time (Local time)
(hh/mm/ss)

Hour, minute, and second in your local area

3

Time zone
(-12:59 to +14:00)

Time zone in your area
Displays from –12:59 to +14:00 by minute.

4

DST (Daylight
Saving Time)

Sets DST: Enable / Disable

5

Month

DST start/end month

6

Day

Specifies a day when “Condition” for DST start/end includes a day.

7

Condition

Specifies condition used in setting DST start/end date.
- day: the day specified in “Day”
- the first day on/after “Day”; the last day before “Day”:
Specifies the first day between Sunday and Saturday on/after
the day specified in “Day”. When selecting this condition,
specifying a day of the week is essential.
- last: When selecting this, specifying a day of the week is essential
and there is no need of specifying a day in “Day”.

8

Day of the week

This field is used to specify a day of the week when setting DST
with a day of the week.

9

Time

Specifies time for starting/ending DST.

10

[Apply] button

Goes to the confirmation screen for applying the settings.

11

[Cancel] button

Cancels the settings and returns to the previous values.
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This screen displays time including summer time, and time setup can be performed on
this screen.
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(A1030 or later versions)

6

Item name

Description

1

Date (Local time)
(yy/mm/dd)

Year, month, and day in your local area

2

Time (Local time)
(hh/mm/ss)

Hour, minute, and second in your local area

3

Time zone
(-12:59 to +14:00)

Time zone in your area
Displays from –12:59 to +14:00 by minute.

4

Last adjusted via
NTP

Displays the last adjusted time via NTP when time adjustment via
NTP is enabled.

5

DST (Daylight
Saving Time)

Sets DST: Enable / Disable

6

Month

DST start/end month

7

Day

Specifies a day when “Condition” for DST start/end includes a day.

8

Condition

Specifies condition used in setting DST start/end date.
- day: the day specified in “Day”
- the first day on/after “Day”; the last day before “Day”:
Specifies the first day between Sunday and Saturday on/after
the day specified in “Day”. When this condition is selected,
specifying a day of the week is essential.
- last: When this is selected, specifying a day of the week is
essential and there is no need of specifying a day in “Day”.

9

Day of the week

This field is used to specify a day of the week when DST setting
includes a day of the week.

10

Time

Specifies time for starting/ending DST.

11

Automatic time
synchronization

Adjusts time via NTP automatically: Enable / Disable

12

NTP server #1-4

IP address to the NTP server for automatic time adjustment
0.0.0.0 shows no setting.

13

[Apply] button

Goes to the confirmation screen for applying the settings.

14

[Cancel] button

Cancels the settings and returns to the previous values.

15

[Check] button

Goes to the confirmation screen for connection to NTP servers.
The connection status per NTP server is shown as follows:
Valid: Connected to the NTP server.
Invalid: Not connected to the NTP server.

16

[Adjust] button

Goes to the confirmation screen to adjust time manually with the
NTP server. The current difference from the correct time is
displayed.

iSCSI Setup
[Firmware version: A1025 or later versions]
This function is not available for this equipment.
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WWN Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the WWN.
The WWN setup screen is available in two types: the WWN setup screen (FC) and the
WWN setup screen (SAS).
When the switch module used by the system unit is a Fibre Channel switch module
(“FC” hereafter), the WWN setup screen (FC) is displayed. When the switch module is
an SAS switch module, by contrast, the WWN setup screen (SAS) is displayed.

WWN setup screen (FC)
Used to change the WWN setup. The setup is possible for each partition port number.
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Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the WWN setup information.

2

World Wide Port
Name

World wide port name. Single-byte alphanumeric characters and
special symbols (up to 23)

3

World Wide Node
Name

World wide node name. Single-byte alphanumeric characters and
special symbols (up to 23)

4

WWN type

WWN type. Only the indication.

5

WWN initialization

Selects a partition returned to the default (initial) value

6

[Initialization]
button

Enter the default value regarding the input item for the partition
specified in 5.

7

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item
is shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

8

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

9

[Display logs]
button

Displays WWN revision history.




The colon “:” can be used for “World Wide Port Name” and “World Wide Node
Name” .
The WWN type is intended for indication only. Cannot be changed.

To change an item:

1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

To return a setup value to its default:

1 Check the partition you want to return to its default (initial) value.
2 Click the [Initialization] button.
3 When no problem with the setup value for nay partition other than the partition to
be initialized, the screen will shift to the “WWN setup check” screen.

The [Initialization] button will not be available.
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Displays what is available after the WWN setup change.
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WWN setup check screen (FC)
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Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the WWN setup screen
(FC).

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the WWN setup screen (FC). This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the WWN setup screen (FC).
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.

In this case, you cannot click the [Initialization] button.
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WWN setup screen (SAS)
Used to change the WWN setup.
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Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the WWN setup information.

2

World Wide
Name

World wide name. Single-byte alphanumeric characters and
special symbols (fixed at 23)

3

WWN
initialization

Selects a partition returned to the default (initial) value.

4

[Initialization]
button

Returns the WWN for the partition specified in 3 to its default
value.

5

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem
item is shown red and no movement to the content of the setup
check screen occurs.

6

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

7

[Display logs]
button

Displays the revision history of the WWN.

The semicolon “;” can be used for “World Wide Name”.

To change an item:

1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

To return a setup value to its default:

1 Check the partition you want to return to its default (initial) value.
2 Click the [Initialization] button.
3 If there is no problem with the setup value for any partition other than the partition
to be initialized, the screen will shift to “WWN setup check” screen.
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Displays what is available after the WWN setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the WWN setup screen (SAS).

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the WWN setup screen (SAS). This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the WWN setup screen (SAS).
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.

In this case, you cannot click the [Initialization] button.
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Blade Server Manager Cooperation Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the cooperation with JP1/Server
Conductor/Blade Server Manager (“BSM” hereafter).

Blade Server Manager linkage setup screen
Used to change the BSM setup.
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Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Re-reads the BSM information.

2

Chassis ID

ID of the chassis. Single-byte alphanumeric characters (up
to 15)

3

Alert level

Level of an alert notification. Selected from the “disable”,
“alert”, “information”, and “all” choices.

4

Alert retry interval
(seconds)

Time interval between alert connection retries (in seconds).
Single-byte numeric characters

5

Alert retry duration
time (minutes)

Alert session retry continuation time (in minutes). Selected
from an integer value from 4 to 20.

6

Alert language

Language used for alerts. Selected from the Japanese or
English language.

7

Server name (1 to 4)

Name of a management server. Single-byte alphanumeric
characters and special symbols (up to 15)

7

IP address (1 to 4)

IP address of a management server.

8

Port number (1 to 4)

Port number used by alerts. Single-byte numeric
characters (up to 5)

10

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If
there is a problem with the content of the setup, however,
the problem item is shown red and no movement to the
content of the setup check screen occurs.

11

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

12

Clear this setting

To delete the new settings, give a check mark to this.
Delete a setting with the largest setting number first, then
to the next largest one, and so on.

13

[Input
recommendation]
button

Inputs the recommended value for Blade Server Manager
Cooperation Setting as follows:
- Server name: BSM_1-4 (from 1 to 4)
Port Number: 20079







The pull-down menu is used to select the following items: alert level, alert retry
duration time, and alert language. Cannot be entered directly.
The alert retry interval must be a value from 5 to 50.
The following symbols can be used for the server name (1 to 4): "¯", "@", "#", "$",
"%", "^", "-" (hyphen), "+", "=", "_" (underscore), "." (period), "[", and "]".
The IP address (1 to 4) must be set in the IP address format of “xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx”
(where the xxx part is a value from 0 to 255).
The port number (1 to 4) must be a value from 1 to 65535.

To change an item:

1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.
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Used to display what is available after the BSM linkage setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the Blade Server Manager
linkage setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the Blade Server Manager linkage setup screen.
This prevents the content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the Blade Server Manager linkage setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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HA Monitor Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the HA monitor.

HA monitor setup screen
Used to change the HA monitor setup.
[Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions]




#

Item name

Description

1

[Refresh]
button

Re-reads the WWN HA information.

2

Partitions 0
to 9

Name of the management system for each of partitions 0 to 9. Singlebyte alphanumeric characters and special symbols (up to 31)

3

Port number

Number of the receive port for the HA monitor. Single-byte numeric
characters

4

[Apply]
button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is a
problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem item is
shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check screen
occurs.

5

[Cancel]
button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

The following symbols can be used for the partitions 0 to 9: "¯", "@", "#", "$", "%",
"^", "-" (hyphen), "+", "=", "_" (underscore), "." (period), "[", and "]".
The port number must be a value from 1 to 65535.
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[Firmware: A1025 or later versions]
In addition to the existing settings, cooperation between the HA monitor and N+M cold
standby can be set. When the cooperation is configured, the HA monitor changes
partitions at a failure, then the N+M cold standby changes the failed partition, and the
HA monitor rebuild the hot standby.

#

Item

Description

1

[Update] button

Reload the HA monitor setting.

2

System name

Management system name for each partition 0-9,
formed by up to 31 characters: English lower case,
numbers, and symbols.

3

Cooperation of
N+M cold standby

Cooperation between each HA monitor per
partition 0-9 and N+M cold standby
Enable: cooperation is enabled.
Disable: cooperation is disabled.

4

Port number

Port number for receiving HA monitors in 1-byte.

5

[Apply] button

Goes on to the confirmation screen to apply the
setting.

6

[Cancel] button

Cancels the setting value and returns to the
previous value.
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1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.
Give a different system name from other partitions.
To delete a system name, delete the value and then register
the system name in the system name setting.

HA monitor setup check screen
Used to display what is available after the HA monitor setup change.
[Firmware: A1024 or earlier versions]

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the HA monitor setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the user HA monitor setup screen. This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the HA monitor setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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HA monitor setup check screen
[Firmware: A1025 or later versions]

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the HA monitor setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the user HA monitor setup screen. This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the HA monitor setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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E-mail Notification Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about e-mail notification.

E-mail notification setup screen
Used to change the e-mail notification setup.
Up to eight destinations of notification can be set.
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Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the information about e-mail notification setup.

2

Report addressee
name

Information for identifying the destination of notification
(popular name). Single-byte alphanumeric characters and
special symbols (up to 15)

3

e-mail address

E-mail address for the destination of notification. Single-byte
alphanumeric characters and special symbols (up to 48)

4

SMTP server

SMTP server to be used. Selected from “maintenance" or
“user”.

5

Trace log
transmission

Whether trace log attachment is enabled or disabled.
Selected from the Enabled and Disabled choices

6

System failure
notification

Whether the function of automatic notification upon a fault is
enabled or disabled. Selected from the Enabled and
Disabled choices

7

System status
notification

Whether the monitoring function is enabled or disabled.
Selected from the Enabled and Disabled choices

8

e-mail address

E-mail address for the sender. Single-byte alphanumeric
characters and special symbols (up to 48)

9

Hostname (FQDN)

Host name for the machine. Single-byte alphanumeric
characters and special symbols (up to 48)

10

Maintenance
SMTP server IP
address

IP address for the SMTP server (maintenance)

11

Maintenance
SMTP server port
number

Port number for the SMTP server (maintenance). Single-byte
numeric characters

12

User SMTP IP
address

IP address for the SMTP server (user)

13

User SMTP Server
Port Number

Port number for the SMTP server (user) Single-byte numeric
characters

14

Customer Identifier

Customer’s identifier. Single-byte alphanumeric characters
and special symbols (up to 8)

15

Branch ID

Branch’s number. Single-byte alphanumeric characters and
special symbols (up to 8)

16

Reporting interval

Time interval for notification check. Selected from the
“1Week”, “2Week”, “4Week”, and “day” choices.

17

Monitored days

Day-of-week on which notification is checked. Selected from
the “Sunday” through “Saturday” choices. Effective only
when the notification check interval is selected from
“1Week”, “2Week”, or “4Week”.

18

Monitored time

Time at which notification is checked. Selected from a value
ranging from 00:00 to 23:00.

19

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there
is a problem with the content of the setup, however, the
problem item is shown red and no movement to the content
of the setup check screen occurs.

20

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

21

[Test E-mail
notification] button

Sends an email test message to the selected message
destination.
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The following symbols can be used for the Report addressee name, e-mail
address, host name (FQDN), customer ID, and branch ID: "¯", "@", "#", "$", "%",
"^", "-" (hyphen), "+", "=", "_" (underscore), "." (period), "[", and "]".
The pull-down menu is used to select the following items: the SMTP server, trace
log transmission, System failure notification, System status notification, Reporting
interval, Monitored days, and Monitored time. Cannot be entered directly.
The maintenance SMTP server IP address and user SMTP server IP address
must be set in the IP address format of “xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx” (where the xxx part is a
value from 0 to 255).
The maintenance SMTP server port number and user SMTP server port number
must be a value from 1 to 65535.

To change an item:

1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.
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Used to display what is available after the e-mail notification setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the e-mail notification setup
screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Returns you to the e-mail notification setup screen. This prevents
the content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the e-mail notification setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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SNMP Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the SNMP.

SNMP setup screen
Used to change the SNMP setup.
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Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the FTP setup information.

2

SNMP trap feature

Whether the SNMP trap feature is enabled or disabled.
Selected from the Enable and Disable choices.
Default value: Disable

3

System Contact
Name

Contact of the system administrator. Single-byte alphanumeric
characters and special symbols (up to 60)
No default value.

4

System Location

Where the system is installed. Single-byte alphanumeric
characters and special symbols (up to 60)
No default value.

5

Port Number

Port number used by the SNMP. Single-byte numeric
characters (up to 5)
Default value: 161

6

Trap level

Setup for the trap notification level. Selected from the
“disable”, “alert”, “information”, and “all” choices.
Default value: all

7
IP Address












IP address for the SNMP manager
Default value: 0.0.0.0

8

Port Number

Trap destination port number for the SNMP manager. Singlebyte numeric characters (up to 5)
Default value: 162

9

Community Name

Community name for the SNMP manager
Single-byte alphanumeric characters and special symbols (up
to 60)
No default value.

10

Version

Version of the MIB file. Only the indication.

11

[Download] button

Downloads the MIB file.

12

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is
a problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem
item is shown red and no movement to the content of the
setup check screen occurs.

13

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

14

[Test E-mail
notification] button

Sends an SNMP test message.

The pull-down menu is used to select the following items: the SNMP trap function
and trap level. Cannot be entered directly.
The following symbols can be used for he system contact name, system location,
and community name: "¯", "@", "#", "$", "%", "^", "-" (hyphen), "+", "=", "_"
(underscore), "." (period), "[", and "]".
The port number (agent) must be a value from 1 to 65535. Note, however, that the
value of 162 cannot be set here because it is used as the default port number
(manager).
The port number (manager) must be a value from 1 to 65535. Note, however, that
the value of 161 cannot be set here because it is used as the default port number
(agent).
The community name cannot accept any space.
The version is intended for indication only. Cannot be changed.
With Firmware version A1070 or later versions, up to ten (10) SNMP managers
can be configured.
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6

1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 . When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

To download the MIB file:

1 Click the [Download] button.
2 In several minutes, the [File Downloading] window opens; you can operate it as
you like.
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To change an item:

6

Used to display what is available after the SNMP setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the SNMP setup screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Brings you to the SNMP screen. This prevents the content of the
change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the SNMP setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.

This prevents you from clicking the [Download Here] button.
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SNMP setup check screen

6

Internal Switch Module Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the internal switch module.

Internal switch module setup screen
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Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the internal switch module setup information.

2

Connection
confirmation time
(HH:MM)

Time for on-time connection check. This must consist of
single-byte numeric characters.

3

LAN switch
module 0/1
internal port
settings

Method of connecting internal switch module 0/1. If the setup
is enabled, modules are connected internally.
Selected from the Enabled and Disabled choices

4

Connection type

Chooses a connection type for connecting the management
module and internal switch module from 2 connection
methods, Internal connection or cable connection.

5

VLAN ID for preconfigure

VLAN ID for pre-configure

6

VLAN ID for
MiniOS

VLAN ID for MiniOS

7

LAN switch
module 0/1 user
ID

User ID for internal switch module 0/1 Single-byte
alphanumeric characters and special symbols (up to 16)

8

LAN switch
module 0/1
password

Password for internal switch module 0/1. Single-byte
alphanumeric characters and special symbols (up to 128)

9

Switch module
0/1 administrator
password

Password for acquiring the administrator privilege for internal
switch module 0/1. Single-byte alphanumeric characters and
special symbols (up to 128)

10

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is
a problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem
item is shown red and no movement to the content of the
setup check screen occurs.

11

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

12

[Display script]
button

Brings you to the setup script display screen.

13

[Active
management
module
connection
check] button

14







[Standby
management
module
connection
check] button

Allows you to check the connection between the switch and
the active-line management module.
The check result is displayed on the internal switch module
setup screen.
Allows you to check the connection between the switch and
the standby-line management module. The check result is
displayed on the internal switch module setup screen.

The Connection confirmation time must be set in the HH:MM format. The Hour
and Minute values can be set to a value of 00 to 23 (HH) and a value of 00 to 59
(MM).
The pull-down menu is used to select a value for the internal switch module 0/1
internal connection setup.
Cannot be entered directly.
The following symbols can be used for the internal switch module 0/1 user ID,
internal switch module 0/1 password, and internal switch module 0/1 administrator
password: "¯", "@", "#", "$", "%", "^", "-" (hyphen), "+", "=", "_" (underscore), "."
(period), "[", and "]".
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1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

To display the switch setup script:

1 Click the [Display Script] button.
2 Brings you to the setup command display screen.
To check the connection between the switch and the active-line management module:

1 Click the [Active management module connection check] button.
2 Brings you to the connection check result display screen.
To check the connection between the switch and the standby-line management
module:

1 Click the [Standby management module connection check] button.
2 Brings you to the connection check result display screen.
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To change an item:

6
Used to display what is available after the internal switch module setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the internal switch module
setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Brings you to the internal switch module setup screen. This
prevents the content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the internal switch module setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Internal switch module setup check screen

6
Used to display the internal switch module setup command. If the management module
and the switch module are connected via cable, the command displayed here should
be used to set the switch module.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Back] button

Brings you to the internal switch module setup screen.

All items are intended for indication only. Cannot be changed.
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Setup command display screen

6
Result of the check of connection between the switch and the active-line management
module. Alternatively, what is displayed here may be the result of the check of
connection between the switch and the standby-line management module.

#

Item name

Description

1

Result of
connection check

Displays the result of connection check.
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Connection check result display screen

6
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(Versions from A1030 to A1054)
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6

Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the internal switch module setup information.

2

Connection
confirmation time
(HH:MM)

Time for on-time connection check. This must consist of
single-byte numeric characters.

3

Switch module
0/1 internal port
settings

Method of connecting internal switch module 0/1. If the setup
is enabled, modules are connected internally.
Selected from the Enabled and Disabled.

4

Connection type

Chooses a connection type between the management module
and internal switch module from 2 connection methods,
Internal connection or cable connection.

5

VLAN ID for preconfigure

VLAN ID for pre-configure

6

VLAN ID for
MiniOS

VLAN ID for MiniOS

7

Switch module
0/1Periodical
status check

Whether or not to use the periodical status check in the
cooperation between the management module and LAN
switch module. This function is different from “Connection
confirmation time”.

8

Periodical status
check time (min)

Sets time to check status periodically: what minute every hour.

9

Switch module
0/1 user ID

User ID for internal switch module 0/1. Single-byte
alphanumeric characters and special symbols (up to 16)

10

Switch module
0/1 password

Password for internal switch module 0/1. Single-byte
alphanumeric characters and special symbols (up to 128)

11

Switch module
0/1 administrator
password

Password for acquiring the administrator privilege for internal
switch module 0/1. Single-byte alphanumeric characters and
special symbols (up to 128)

12

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is
a problem with the content of the setup, the problem item is
shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

13

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

14

[Display script]
button

Brings you to the setup script display screen.

15

[Active
management
module
connection
check] button

16





[Standby
management
module
connection
check] button

Allows you to check the connection between the switch and
the active-line management module.
The check result is displayed on the internal switch module
setup screen.
Allows you to check the connection between the switch and
the standby-line management module. The check result is
displayed on the internal switch module setup screen.

The Connection confirmation time must be set in the
HH:MM format. The Hour and Minute values can be set
to a value of 00 to 23 (HH) and a value of 00 to 59 (MM).
The pull-down menu is used to select a value for the
internal switch module 0/1 internal connection setup.
Cannot be entered directly.
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The following symbols can be used for the internal switch
module 0/1 user ID, internal switch module 0/1 password,
and internal switch module 0/1 administrator password:
"¯", "@", "#", "$", "%", "^", "-" (hyphen), "+", "=", "_"
(underscore), "." (period), "[", and "]".

To change an item:
1

Individual items can be changed. Correct those items to be changed.

2

After changing each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, the problem item is shown in red; make a correction and click
the [Confirm] button.

To display the switch setup script:
1

Click the [Display Script] button.

2

Brings you to the setup command display screen.

To check the connection between the switch and the active-line management
module:
1

Click the [Active management module connection check] button.

2

Brings you to the connection check result display screen.

To check the connection between the switch and the standby-line management
module:
1

Click the [Standby management module connection check] button.

2

Brings you to the connection check result display screen.
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Used to display what is available after the internal switch module setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the internal switch module
setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Brings you to the internal switch module setup screen. This
prevents the content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the internal switch module setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Internal switch module setup check screen

6
Used to display the internal switch module setup command. If the management module
and the switch module are connected via cable, the command displayed here should
be used to set the switch module.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Back] button

Brings you to the internal switch module setup screen.

All items are intended for indication only. Cannot be changed.
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Setup command display screen

6
Result of the check of connection between the switch and the active-line management
module. Alternatively, what is displayed here is the result of the check of connection
between the switch and the standby-line management module.

1

#

Item name

Description

1

Result of
connection check

Displays the result of connection check.
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Connection check result display screen

6
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[A1054-01 or later versions]

813

6

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal switch module setup information.

2

Connection
confirmation time
(HH:MM)

Time for on-time connection check. This must consist of
single-byte numeric characters.

3

Switch module
0/1 internal port
settings

Method of connecting internal switch module 0/1. If the setup
is enabled, modules are connected internally.
Selected from the Enabled and Disabled.

4

Connection type

Chooses a connection type between the management module
and internal switch module from 2 connection methods,
Internal connection or cable connection.

5

VLAN ID for preconfigure

VLAN ID for pre-configure

6

VLAN ID for
MiniOS

VLAN ID for MiniOS

7

Switch module
0/1Periodical
status check

Whether or not to use the periodical status check in the
cooperation between the management module and LAN
switch module. This function is different from “Connection
confirmation time”.

8

Periodical status
check time (min)

Sets time to check status periodically: what minute every hour.

9

Switch module
0/1 user ID

User ID for internal switch module 0/1. Single-byte
alphanumeric characters and special symbols (up to 16)

10

Switch module
0/1 password

Password for internal switch module 0/1. Single-byte
alphanumeric characters and special symbols (up to 128)

11

Switch module
0/1 administrator
password

Password for acquiring the administrator privilege for internal
switch module 0/1. Single-byte alphanumeric characters and
special symbols (up to 128)

12

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is
a problem with the content of the setup, the problem item is
shown red and no movement to the content of the setup check
screen occurs.

13

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

14

[Display script]
button

Brings you to the setup script display screen.

15

[Active
management
module
connection
check] button

Allows you to check the connection between the switch and
the active-line management module.
The check result is displayed on the internal switch module
setup screen.

16

[Standby
management
module
connection
check] button

Allows you to check the connection between the switch and
the standby-line management module. The check result is
displayed on the internal switch module setup screen.

17

[Switch module
firmware settings]
button

Sets internal switch modules.
Select a target internal switch module.
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The Connection confirmation time must be set in the
HH:MM format. The Hour and Minute values can be set
to a value of 00 to 23 (HH) and a value of 00 to 59 (MM).
The pull-down menu is used to select a value for the
internal switch module 0/1 internal connection setup.
Cannot be entered directly.
The following symbols can be used for the internal switch
module 0/1 user ID, internal switch module 0/1 password,
and internal switch module 0/1 administrator password:
"¯", "@", "#", "$", "%", "^", "-" (hyphen), "+", "=", "_"
(underscore), "." (period), "[", and "]".

To change an item:
1

Individual items can be changed. Correct those items to be changed.

2

After changing each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.

3

When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, the problem item is shown in red; make a correction and click
the [Confirm] button.

To display the switch setup script:
1

Click the [Display Script] button.

2

Brings you to the setup command display screen.

To check the connection between the switch and the active-line management
module:
1

Click the [Active management module connection check] button.

2

Brings you to the connection check result display screen.

To check the connection between the switch and the standby-line management
module:
1

Click the [Standby management module connection check] button.

2

Brings you to the connection check result display screen.
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Used to display what is available after the internal switch module setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm] button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the internal switch module
setup screen.

2

[Cancel] button

Brings you to the internal switch module setup screen. This
prevents the content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the internal switch module setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.
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Internal switch module setup check screen
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Used to display the internal switch module setup command. If the management module
and the switch module are connected via cable, the command displayed here should
be used to set the switch module.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Back] button

Brings you to the internal switch module setup screen.

All items are intended for indication only. Cannot be changed.
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Setup command display screen
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Result of the check of connection between the switch and the active-line management
module. Alternatively, what is displayed here is the result of the check of connection
between the switch and the standby-line management module.

#

Item name

Description

1

Result of
connection check

Displays the result of connection check.
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Connection check result display screen

6

You can set configuration for internal swtich modules.

#

Item name

Description

1

Copy
configuration file

Select a configuraiton file to apply.
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Internal switch module setup screen

6

Web Console Setup
Allows you to display and set up information about the web console.

Web console setup screen
Used to change the web console setup.




#

Item name

Description

1

[Refresh] button

Re-reads the web console setup information.

2

Web console
function

Whether the web console can be used or not. Selected from
the Enabled and Disabled choices

3

Port number

Port number used by the web console. Single-byte numeric
characters (up to 5)

4

Language

Sets the language used for the Web console. Either English or
Japanese can be selected

5

[Apply] button

Brings you to the content of the setup check screen. If there is
a problem with the content of the setup, however, the problem
item is shown red and no movement to the content of the
setup check screen occurs.

6

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous setup values.

The pull-down menu is used to select the web console function. Cannot be
entered directly.
The port number must be a value from 1 to 65535.
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1 Individual items will be changed. Correct those items to be changed.
2 After changing of each item is completed, click the [Apply] button.
3 . When there is no problem with the setup value, you are brought to the setup
change check screen.
If there is a problem, however, the problem item is shown red; make a correction
and click the [Confirm] button.

Web console setup check screen
Used to display what is available after the web console setup change.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the content of a change. When the saving process is
normally ended, you are returned to the web console setup
screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the web console setup screen. This prevents the
content of the change from being saved.

To save the content of the change, click the [Confirm] button. The saving process
occurs and returns you to the web console setup screen.
If you want to discontinue the saving process, click the [Cancel] button.

If the web console is disabled or if a port number is changed, the result is reflected
immediately. In this case, the web console connection is disconnected.
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To change an item:
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Backup and Restore Settings Screen
Firmware version : A1001 to A1035
The settings can be saved and restored on this screen.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Backup]
button

Saves the settings to the client PC.

2

File name

Specifies a file name for restoring the settings. Specify a file name
in the client PC as the absolute path.

3

[Browse]
button

Interface can be used to specify a file name for restoring the
settings.

4

[Restore]
button

Restores the settings.

When clicking the [Browse] button, contents are displayed in
the language that specified in the client OS settings.
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The settings can be saved and restored on this screen.

#

Item name

Description

1

Backup system
settings: [Backup]
button

Saves the settings to the client PC.

2

Restore system
settings: File name
field

Specifies a file name for restoring the settings. Specify a
file name in the client PC as the absolute path.

3

Restore system
settings: [Browse]
button

Interface can be used to specify a file name for restoring
the settings.

4

Restore system
settings: [Restore]
button

Restores the settings.

5

Backup HVM settings:
[Backup] button

Saves the settings to the client PC.

6

Backup HVM settings:
File name field

Specifies a file name for restoring the settings. Specify a
file name in the client PC as the absolute path.

7

Restore HVM settings:
[Browse] button

Interface can be used to specify a file name for restoring
the settings.

8

Restore HVM settings:
[Restore] button

Restores the settings.

When clicking the [Browse] button, contents are displayed in
the language that specified in the client OS settings.
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Firmware version : A1036 to A1074

6

#

Item name

Description

1

Backup system
settings: [Backup]
button

Saves the settings to the client PC.

2

Restore system
settings: File name
field

Specifies a file name for restoring the settings. Specify a
file name in the client PC as the absolute path.

3

Restore system
settings: [Browse]
button

Interface can be used to specify a file name for restoring
the settings.

4

Restore system
settings: [Restore]
button

Restores the settings.

5

Backup HVM settings:
[Backup] button

Saves the settings to the client PC.

6

Backup HVM settings:
File name field

Specifies a file name for restoring the settings. Specify a
file name in the client PC as the absolute path.

7

Restore HVM settings:
[Browse] button

Interface can be used to specify a file name for restoring
the settings.

8

Restore HVM settings:
[Restore] button

Restores the settings.

9

Save HVM settins:
[Apply] button

Applies the settings.

[Browse] shows a path in a language that is set in the
language setting of the client OS.
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Firmware version: A1075 or later versions

6

Failure Analysis Logs Screen
Failure analysis logs can be collected on this screen.

#

Item name

Description

1

Selecting log
file for failure
analysis

Select a target for getting logs for failure analysis.
Logs can be collected from partition 0 to 9 and shared parts of the
system.

2

[Get Log]
button

Collects logs.
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SVP Logs Screen
SVP logs are displayed on this screen.
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Item name

Description

1

Time

Time when a log is collected.

2

ID

ID for a log

3

Level

Log levels: Information, Warning, FAIL

4

Message

Event message in the language set in the language setting
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6
This operation screens are used to configure a setting briefly in an internal LAN switch.
The internal LAN switch includes four switches, switch 0 to switch 3, each of them can
be configured respectively.
This section describes switch 0 as an example. A setting configured on each screen is
reflected to the internal switch but not saved. It returns to the previous setting at the
next power on. If a setting needs to be maintenined after the power on, perform [Save]
to write the setting in the internal LAN switch.



Display Version
This screen displays the version of an internal LAN driver that is installed. If the version
is earlier than 10.7.D, each setting screen may fail to open.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.
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LAN Switch Module Operation

6

Time Settings
Time zone setting screen
With this screen, you can chang time zone settings.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.

2

Timezone name

Specifies a name to identify a time zone.

3

Time offset from
UTC

Sets the offset from Greenwich time.

4

[Apply] button

Brings you to the confirmation screen. If there is a problem
with the setting, however, the problem item is shown in red
and no movement to the confirmation screen occurs.

5

[Cancel] button

Returns all new values of items to their previous values.

An offset from UTC should be selected from the pull-down
menu. you cannot type in a value.
Follow the steps below to change settings:
1. Change the value of each item you need to do.
2. When you have changed the values of items, click the [Apply] button.
3. Without a problem in new setting values, the screen will go to the confirmation
screen. If any, an incorrect setting value is shown in red. Correct it and then click
the [Confirm] button.
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This screen displays time zone settings that you have newly set.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you will return to the time zone setting screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the time zone setting screen. The new settings will
not be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the time zone setting view.
To cancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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NTP Server Settings
With this screen, you can register NTP servers for synchronization.

NTP server list screen
Select an NTP server from the list.





#

Item name

Description

1

[Updateh] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.

2

Radio button

Selects an NTP server.

3

[Adding] button

Adds a new setting.

4

[Edit] button

Edits the setting.

If there is no setting, nothing is shown in the list.
Click the radio button at the left end of the list to select
data before clicking the [Edit] button.
Up to 10 NTP servers can be configured.
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With this screen, you can configure detailed settings of the NTP server.







#

Item name

Description

1

IP address

Sets the IP address of an NTP server for synchronization.

2

NTP Version
number

Selects the version number.

3

Authentication
key

Sets the authentication key.

4

Preference

Selects a preference setting: Enable or Disable

5

This NTP server
setting is deleted.

Give a check marke to the setting to delete.

6

[Back] button

Returns to the list.

7

[Apply] button

Brings you to the confirmation screen. If there is a problem
with the setting, however, the problem item is shown in red
and no movement to the confirmation screen occurs.

8

[Cancel] button

Returns all the new values of items to their previous values.

To edit an IP address, display it using the [Adding] button.
A version number of NTP, 1 to 4, should be selected from
the pull-down menu. you cannot type in a value.
Set an access authentication key from 1 to 4294967295.
With preference setting, a server Enable will be given
priority if there are multiple servers.
A check box to [This NTP server setting is deleted.] is
displayed only when you have clicked the [Edit] button in
the NTP server list screen.
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1. Change the value of each item you need to do.
2. When you have changed the values of items, click the [Apply] button.
3. Without a problem in new setting values, the screen will go to the confirmation
screen. If any, an incorrect setting value is shown in red. Correct it and then click
the [Confirm] button.
To delete a setting:
1. Give a check mark to [This NTP server setting is deleted.].
2. Click the [Apply] button.

NTP server setting confirmation screen
This screen displays NTP server settings that you have newly set.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the time NTP server list screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to theNTP server list screen. The new settings will
not be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to theNTP server list screen.
To cancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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Spanning Tree Settings
Spanning tree setting screen
With this screen, you can set the spanning tree function to stop.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.

2

Spanning tree
function

Selects a setting for the spanning tree function: Enable or
Disable.

3

[Apply] button

Goes to the spanning tree setting confirmation screen.

4

[Cancel] button

Returns all new values of items to their previous ones.
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This screen displays the new setting for the spanning tree.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the spanning tree setting screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the spanning tree setting screen. The new settings
will not be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the spanning tree setting screen.
Tocancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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VLAN settings
VLAN list screen
With this screen, you can select a VLAN ID from the list.




#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.

2

Radio button

Selects a VLAN.

3

[First] button

Goes to the first page in multiple pages.

4

[Previous] button

Returns to the previous page.

5

Page number

Sets a page to go to.

6

[Next] button

Goes to the next page.

7

[Last] button

Goes to the last page in multiple pages.

8

[Adding] button

Adds a new setting.

9

[Edit] button

Edits the setting.

If there is no setting, nothing is shown in the list.
Click the radio button at the left end of the list to select
data before clicking the [Edit] button.

When changing settings for VLAN corresponding to VLAN
IDs for both Pre-confiugre and MiniOS, change settings for
Pre-configure. You can check each VLAN ID in “Internal
switch module setup screen” of Web console. For further
details of Pre-configure, refer to “Pre-configure” in Chapter
10.
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With this screen, you can configre VLAN settings.








#

Item name

Description

1

VLAN ID

Type a VLAN ID to set from 1 to 4094.

2

VLAN status

Select one of the two values: active and suspend.

3

VLAN name

Type a VLAN name to set.

4

VLAN interface

Give a check mark to the radio button “Enable” when you set
IP address and Subnet mask.

5

IP address

Type an IP address to set.

6

Subnet mask

Type a subnet mask to set.

7

This VLAN
setting is
deleted.

Give a check mark to the box to delete the VLAN.
VLAN ID 1, however, cannot be deleted.

8

[Back] button

Returns to the VLAN list.

9

[Apply] button

Brings you to the confirmation screen. If there is a problem
with the setting, however, the problem item is shown in red
and no movement to the confirmation screen occurs.

10

[Cancel] button

Returns all new values of items to their previous values.

Only with a new VLAN ID, you can type in from 1 to 4094.
Up to 32 characters can be used for a VLAN name.
Set an access authentication key from 1 to 4294967295.
A check box to [This VLAN setting is deleted.] is
displayed only when you have clicked the [Edit] button in
the VLAN list screen.
When setting an IP address, type both the IP address
and subnet mask to enable “VLAN interface”, and then
click the [Apply] button.
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VLAN detailed setting screen
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When changing “VLAN interface” setting from Disable to
Enable, type both the IP address and subnet mask and
then press the [Apply] button. If you click the [Apply]
button without typing both values, “VLAN interface” stays
“Disable”.
When you have set “VLAN interface” Enable, the setting
will remain unchanged. When changing or deleting the IP
address and subnet mask, just change or delete the IP
address and subnet mask in each field and click the
[Apply] button. To disable the VLAN interface, delete the
VLAN and then create a new one.

Follow the steps below to chage settings:
1. Change the value of each item you need to do.
2. When you have changed the values of items, click the [Apply] button.
3. Without a problem in new setting values, the screen will go to the confirmation
screen. If any, an incorrect setting value is shown in red. Correct it and then click
the [Confirm] button.
To delete a setting:
1. Give a check mark to [This VLAN setting is deleted.].
2. Click the [Apply] button.
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This screen displays VLAN settings that you have newly set.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the VLAN setting screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the VLAN setting screen. The new settings will not
be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the VLAN setting view.
To cancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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Link Aggregation Settings
Link aggregation list screen
With this screen, you can select a link aggregation setting from the list.





#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.

2

Radio button

Selects a link aggregation setting.

3

[Adding] button

Adds a new setting.

4

[Edit] button

Edits the setting.

If there is no setting, nothing is shown in the list.
Click the radio button at the left end of the list to select
data before clicking the [Edit] button.
Up to 32 channels can be configured in link aggregation.
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With this screen, you can set link aggregation.

#

Item name

Description

1

Channel group
number

Type a channel group number to set.

2

Shutdown status

Select one of the shutdown states: Enabled or Disabled.
Enabled: Stops communication of that channel group of olink
aggregation.

3

Channel group
LACP priority

Set priority of LACP in the system.

4

VLAN mode

Select a VLAN attribute setting.

5

Access port
VLAN ID

Set an access port VLAN ID from 1 to 4094.

6

Trunk port VLAN
ID

Set a Trunk port VLAN I from 1 to 4094.

7

Trunk port native
VLAN ID

Set a Trunk port native VLAN I from 1 to 4094.

8

Spanning tree
PortFast

Select a setting for Port Fast.

9

Uplink failover

Set a setting for a watch object.

10

This link
aggregation
setting is
deleted.

Give a check mark to the box to delete the link aggregation.

11

[Back] button

Returns to the link aggregation list.

12

[Apply] button

Brings you to the confirmation screen. If there is a problem
with the setting, however, the problem item is shown in red
and no movement to the confirmation screen occurs.

13

[Cancel] button

Returns all values of items to their previous ones.
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Only a new channel group number, from 1 to 32, can be
configured.
Set an LACP system priority from 1 to 65535.
Set an access port VLAN ID from 1 to 4094.
Set a trunk port VLAN ID from 1 to 4094.
Set a trunk port native VLAN ID from 1 to 4094.
A check box to [This link aggregation setting is deleted.]
is displayed only when you have clicked the [Edit] button
in the link aggregation list screen.
Uplink failover should be selected from the pull-down
menu. you cannot type in a value.
Select from the list below:
Watch object: Whole
Watch object: Group 1
Watch object: Group 2
Watch object: Group 3
Watch object: Group 4
Watch object: Group 5
Watch object: Group 6

Follow the steps below to chage settings:
1. Change the value of each item you need to do.
2. When you have changed the values of items, click the [Apply] button.
3. Without a problem in new setting values, the screen will go to the confirmation
screen. If any, an incorrect setting value is shown in red. Correct it and then click
the [Confirm] button.
To delete a setting:
1. Give a check mark to [This link aggregation setting is deleted.].
2. Click the [Apply] button.
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This screen displays link aggregation settings that you have newly set.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the link aggregation list screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the link aggregation list screen. The new settings
will not be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the link aggregation list view.
Tocancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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Ethernet Port Settings
Ethernet port list screen
With this screen, you can select an Ethernet port to set.




#

Item name

Description

1

Radio button

Selects an Ethernet port.

2

[Edit] button

Edits the setting.

The number of ports depends on the model.
Click the radio button at the left end of the list to select
data before clicking the [Edit] button.
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With this screen, you can set an Ethernet port.
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Item name

Description

1

Port number

Displays the port number

2

Note

Supplementary description

3

Shutdown status

Select one of two shutdown states: Enabled or Disabled

4

Port speed

Select a port speed setting (Mbit/s)

5

Port connection
mode

Select a port connection mode setting.

6

Flow control
reception

Select a flow control receive setting.

7

Flow control
transmission

Select a flow controle transmit setting.

8

SNMP trap
control

Select a restriction setting for SNMP traps.

9

VLAN mode

Select a setting for VLAN attribute.

10

Access port
VLAN ID

Set an access port VLAN ID.

11

Trunk port VLAN
ID

Set a trunk port VLAN ID.

12

Trunk port native
VLAN ID

Set a trunk port native VLAN ID.

13

The setting is
returned to
default.

Give a check mark when you return the VLAN setting value to
the default.

14

Spanning tree
PortFast

Select a setting for Port Fast.

15

Uplink failover
Watch object

Set a setting for a watch object.

16

Uplink failover
Blockage object

Set a setting for a blockage object.

17

Channel group
number

Set a channel group number.

18

Link aggregation
Mode

Select a link aggregation mode.

19

Port priority

Set a link aggregation port priority.

20

Clear settings.

Give a check mark to the box to delete the link aggregation.

21

[Back] button

Returns to the list.

22

[Apply] button

Brings you to the confirmation screen. If there is a problem
with the setting, however, the problem item is shown in red
and no movement to the confirmation screen occurs.

23

[Cancel] button

Returns all values of items to their previous ones.

Port numbers available for setting depend on the model:
1 to 24 or 1 to 26.
“Note” can contain up to 64 characters.
A port speed should be selected from the pull-down
menu. you cannot type in a value.
Select from the list below:
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A port connection mode should be selected from the pulldown menu. you cannot type in a value.
Select from the list below:
auto
full
half
(1) When “auto” or a parameter including “auto” is
assigned to either to port speed or to port connection
mode, auto-negotiation is performed.
(2) If you do not use auto-negotiation, be sure to select
10 or 100 for port speed and also select full or half for
duplex.
(3) If you have assigned 10 or 100 of port speed to the
server connection port and also changed the port
connection mode from duplex to half, the new setting
value will be “auto” not those newly setting values.
(4) With 10GBASE-R, port speed and port connection
mode cannot be specified.
(5) If you do not use auto-negotiation at the server
connection port, be sure to specify 1000 to the port
speed and also full to the port connection mode.
(6) If you have specified auto 1000 to the port speed at
the server connection port, do not change the port
conneciton mode. The line may break down and
reboot may occur.



Flow control reception should be selected from the pulldown menu. you cannot type in a value.
Select from the list below:
desired: With the fixed mode specified, pause packets
are received. With auto-negotiation specified, pause
packet transmission is determined by comminication
with connected devices.
on: Pause packets are received.
off: Pause packets are not received.



An access port VLAN ID should be set from 1 to 4094.
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100
1000
auto
auto 10
auto 100
auto 10 100
auto 10 100 1000

6

A trunk port VLAN ID should be set from 1 to 4094.



A trunk port native VLAN ID should be set from 1 to 4094.



Uplink failover watch object should be selected from the
pull-down menu. you cannot type in a value
Select from the list below:
Out of target
Watch object: Whole
Watch object: Group 1
Watch object: Group 2
Watch object: Group 3
Watch object: Group 4
Watch object: Group 5
Watch object: Group 6



Uplink failover blockage object should be selected from
the pull-down menu. you cannot type in a value
Select from the list below:
Out of target
Blockage object: Group 1
Blockage object: Group 2
Blockage object: Group 3
Blockage object: Group 4
Blockage object: Group 5
Blockage object: Group 6

A channel group number can be set from 1 to 32.


A link aggregation mode should be selected from the pulldown menu. you cannot type in a value
Select from the list below:
active: Link aggregation is performed with LACP and
LACPDU is always sent to any device.
on: Link aggregation is statically performed.
passive: Link aggregation is performed with LACP and
LACPDU is sent only when LACPDU is received from
another device.



A port priority of link aggregation should be set from 0 to
65535. The smaller the value, the higher the priority.

Follow the steps below to chage settings:
1. Change the value of each item you need to do.
2. When you have changed the values of items, click the [Apply] button.
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To return VLAN settings to the default:
1. Give a check mark to [The setting is returned to default.].
2. Click the [Apply] button.
To delete link aggregation settings:
1. Give a check mark to [Clear settings].
2. Click the [Apply] button.
To return VLAN settings to the default and to delete link aggregation settings:
1. Give a check mark to [The setting is returned to default.] and [Clear settings].
2. Click the [Apply] button.
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3. Without a problem in new setting values, the screen will go to the confirmation
screen. If any, an incorrect setting value is shown in red. Correct it and then click
the [Confirm] button.

6

This screen displays Ethernet port settings that you havae newly set.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the Ethernet port list screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the Ethernet port list screen. The new settings will
not be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the Ethernet port list screen.
To cancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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Uplink Failover Settings
Uplink failover setting screen
If any port that you set is out of normal operation, uplink failover will block the server
connection port.



#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.

2

Blockage mode

Selects a setting for blockage mode.

3

[Apply] button

Goes to the confirmation screen. If there is a problem with the
setting, however, the problem item is shown in red and no
movement to the confirmation screen occurs.

4

[Cancel] button

Returns all values of items to their previous ones.

An operation mode should be selected from the pulldown menu. you cannot type in a value
Select from the list below:
partial-mode: Enables the partial control function per port.
port-control: Enables the control function per port.
whole-mode: Enables the function to block every server
connection port.

Follow the steps below to chage settings:
1. Change the value of each item you need to do.
2. When you have changed the values of items, click the [Apply] button.
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Uplink failover setting confirmation screen
This screen displays uplink failover settings that you have newly set.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the uplink failover setting screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the uplink failover setting screen. The new settings
will not be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the uplink failover setting screen.
To cancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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3. Without a problem in new setting values, the screen will go to the confirmation
screen. If any, an incorrect setting value is shown in red. Correct it and then click
the [Confirm] button.

6

IPv4 Static Route Settings
IPv4 static route setting screen
With this screen you can set an IPv4 static path.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.

2

Default gateway

Type an IP address to set.

3

Clear Ipv4 static
routhe setting.

Give a check mark when you delete the setting.

4

[Apply] button

Goes to the confirmation screen. If any problem in the setting
values, incorrect values are shown in red and the screen will
not go to the confirmation screen.

5

[Cancel] button

Returns all values of items to their previous ones.

Follow the steps below to chage settings:
1. Change the value of each item you need to do.
2. When you have changed the values of items, click the [Apply] button.
3. Without a problem in new setting values, the screen will go to the confirmation
screen. If any, an incorrect setting value is shown in red. Correct it and then click
the [Confirm] button.
To delete IPv4 static path settings:
1. Give a check mark to [Clear Ipv4 static routhe setting.].
2. Click the [Apply] button.
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This screen displays the new IPv4 static path settings.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the Ipv4 static route setting screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the Ipv4 static route setting screen. The new
settings will not be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the Ipv4 static route setting screen.
To cancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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Log Output Settings
Log output setting screen
With this screen you can set log output settings.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.

2

Log information
output destination

Type an IP address to set.

3

Clear log output
setting.

Give a check mark when you delete the setting.

4

[Apply] button

Goes to the confirmation screen. If any problem in the setting
values, incorrect values are shown in red and the screen will
not go to the confirmation screen.

5

[Cancel] button

Returns all values of items to their previous ones.

Follow the steps below to chage settings:
1. Change the value of each item you need to do.
2. When you have changed the values of items, click the [Apply] button.
3. Without a problem in new setting values, the screen will go to the confirmation
screen. If any, an incorrect setting value is shown in red. Correct it and then click
the [Confirm] button.
To delete IPv4 static path settings:
1. Give a check mark to [Clear log output setting.].
2. Click the [Apply] button.
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This screen displays log output settings that you have newly set.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the log output setting screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the log output setting screen. The new settings will
not be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the log dump setting view.
To cancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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Operation Terminal Connection Settings
Operation terminal connection setting screen
With this screen, you can set operation terminal conneciton.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Update] button

Re-reads the internal LAN swithc module setup information.

2

Number of users
in which remote
login can be done
to device at the
same time

Set the number of users to log in.

3

[Apply] button

Goes to the confirmation screen. If any problem in the setting
values, incorrect values are shown in red and the screen will
not go to the confirmation screen.

4

[Cancel] button

Returns all the input items to their previous values.

The number of users should be selected from the pull-down
menu from 3 to 16. you cannot type in a value

Follow the steps below to chage settings:
1. Change the value of each item you need to do.
2. When you have changed the values of items, click the [Apply] button.
3. Without a problem in new setting values, the screen will go to the confirmation
screen. If any, an incorrect setting value is shown in red. Correct it and then click
the [Confirm] button.
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This screen displays operation terminal connection settings that you have newly set.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the operation terminal connection
setting screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the operation terminal connection setting screen.
The new settings will not be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the operation terminal connection setting screen.
To cancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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Save Settings
Save setting screen
With this screen, you can write settings you have set on each setting screen.
Without this process performed, those settings will return to the previous ones when
the internal LAN switch is powered on next time.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Apply] button

Goes to the confirmation screen.
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With this screen you can write settings you have set on each screen into the internal
LAN switch.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Confirm]
button

Saves the new setting. When the saving process is normally
ended, you are returned to the save setting screen.

2

[Cancel]
button

Returns you to the save setting screen. The new settings will not
be saved.

To save the new settings, click the [Confirm] button. The saving is performed and then
the screen returns to the save setting view.
To cancel saving it, click the [Cancel] button.
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Save setting confirmation screen
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Logout
Makes a logout.



Logout screen
Used to make a logout.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Yes] button

Makes a logout.
A successful logout brings you to the post-logout screen.

2

[No] button

Brings you to the operation screen.

To make a logout:

1 Click the [Yes] button.
2 Brings you to the post-logout screen.
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Post-logout screen
This is an end-of-logout screen.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Close] button

Closes the browser.

862

6

Displayed if an internal error occurs on any of the operation screens.
Example: An internal error from the WWN setup

#

Item name

Description

1

[Back] button

Returns you to the setup screen.
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The content is displayed here if connection with the management module is
disconnected because, for example, of a session timeout or a reboot with the
management module.

#

Item name

Description

1

[Close] button

Closes the browser.

If you continue to use the web console, you need to make another login.

Supplementary information:
By default, the session timeout value is 30 minutes. A session timeout occurs if a
movement between screens is not made within the specified time.
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Information on Software License
Management module firmware uses the following open source software in compliance
with each software license agreement as well as software developed or created by
Hitachi, Ltd. Visit the followinge websites to read their software license agreements in
English.

Software
Linux Kernel
Software
packed with
Linux

Software License Agreement
GNU General Public License version 2:
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
GNU Library General Public License version 2.1:
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html

netkit-ftp

Berkeley Software Distribution License:
http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license

open ssh

Berkeley Software Distribution License like:
http://www.openbsd.org/cgi-bin/cvsweb/src/usr.bin/ssh/LICENCE?rev=HEAD

openssl

OpenSSL License/SSLeay license:
http://www.openssl.org/source/license.html

net-snmp

Berkeley Software Distribution License like:
http://www.net-snmp.org/about/license.html

ntp

Original license:
http://www.eecis.udel.edu/̃ mills/ntp/html/copyright.html

xinetd

Original license:
http://www.xinetd.org/cgi-bin/cvsweb.cgi/xinetd/COPYRIGHT?rev=1.1.1.1&contenttype=text/xcvsweb-markup

zlib

zlib License:
http://zlib.net/zlib_license.html
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This chapter provides important information for the system administrator's password
setting which is required at initial installation, add and delete of user IDs, and the
module operations. This also provides a description of uplink failover and an overview
of Web console.
For the details concerning the operation of the LAN switch module, refer to the manual
in the appended CD-ROM.
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In the default settings, the port of line 1 is configured for a dedicated VLAN for management
and cannot communicate with the server blade and other external ports. Therefore you need
to change the switch settings suitable for your system configuration. Moreover, after the
changes, be sure to save the configuration information using the save command, because
the data is lost when the system is powered off.



In the default settings, the ports of line 5 to 24 connected to the server blade are configured
as edge ports (portfast). This setting aims to prevent the network being affected by
rebooting of the server blade and so on. When you change the setting, it is recommended to
set the port as edge port.



The switch module is provided with Spanning tree as standard configuration. The external
ports of line 2 to 4 cannot be communicated for 30 seconds after the cable connected.



The communication rate between the displayed LAN controller and the server blade is
1000Mbps/FullDuplex. For stable link establishment on the server blade, lines 5 to 24
(server connection ports) on the LAN switch module should be fixed at
1000Mbps/FullDuplex. For detailed setting instructions, refer to the "speed" and "duplex"
sections in "Configuration Command Reference Vol. 1" contained in the CD attached to the
LAN switch module. When operating it with the Web console, configure the port speed and
port connection mode of the Ethernet port. Note that this setting is default for LAN switch
module firmware Version. 10.5.A.A or later.



To restore the factory-set configuration, use one of the following methods:
(1) When the attached CD does not contain a file with extension "cfg"
(hereinafter referred to as the default file):
Enter the device manager mode and execute the "erase configuration" command.
(2) When the attached CD contains the "default" file:
Apply the "default" file as described in "Restoring configuration (applying to
startup-config)". In this case, use the “default” file according to “readme.txt” in the
attached CD.
If the firmware is earlier than Version.10.5, use server connection ports (lines 4 to 24) with
fixed 1000Mbps/FullDuplex setting in addition to restoring configuration information as
described above.
When using the N+M cold standby function, you should also set the LAN switch module as
instructed in " The case of requiring re-setup" in " Cooperation of Management Module and
LAN Switch Module".



Line1 to line 2 of 10Gbps LAN switch module and line1 to line 4 of 1Gbps LAN switch
module are based upon Auto-MDI/MDI-X, both cross and straight cables are usable. This
function is operational when auto negotiation is effective. MDI-X is usable when fixed half
duplex or fixed full duplex is specified.



When connects to LAN switch module over the segment, default gateway setting is
necessary. The default gateway of LAN switch module is set by setting the static routing.
The example of the setting is shown below.
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1
*:”192.168.1.1” is the address of the default gateway.
For the detail of “ip route” command, see “configuration command reference Vol.2” in
attached CD-ROM.
When you operate it with the Web console, configure the default gateway in IPv4 static
route settings



The factory-shipped default configuration includes the settings of management port to
connect LAN switch module and Management module.
If you change or delete the setting of the management port, the management module may
not be able to perform monitoring. So use it with the default configuration.
For settings of the management port, see “6.Configuring the Management module”
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Note that shutdown or inactive commands cannot be enabled when you configure those
commands in connection ports, line 5 through line 24, of server blades (A3/E3 model or
earlier). It is also true when you do this using the Web console.



Note that neither Line 3 nor Line 4 in the 10Gbps LAN switch module can be used. When
the product is shipped from the factory, Lines 3 and 4 are assigned the following defaults,
which must not be changed.
<Default configuration setting of Lines 3 and 4 when the product is shipped from the
factory>
interface gigabitethernet 0/3
shutdown
switchport mode access
interface gigabitethernet 0/4
shutdown
switchport mode access
It is also true when you do this using the Web console.



Slots for the 10BASE-R are Line 25 and 26 on the 10Gbps LAN switch module.
Transceivers 10GBASE-LR and the 10GBASE-SR are available. Note that the 10GBASEER is unavailable.



However, the 10GBASE-R transceiver is available as an option and you can purchase and
use the optional item. For details, refer to the List of Options. Nevertheless, if you use any
other 10GBASE-R transceiver, note that it will not be guaranteed normal operation or safety.



Laser light is used for the 10GBASE-R transceiver. (Laser light is colorless and transparent,
meaning that it is invisible to the human eye.) Never attempt to directly look into the lighttransmitting/receiving unit.



No firmware with version V10.3.A or earlier can be installed in the 10Gbps LAN switch
module. Updating any firmware with version V10.3.A or earlier by means of the ppupdate
command would cause the following error message to appear, resulting in failure in
installation.
error: This version is not matched.
Please use the version of 10.5 or more.
Even if the above error occurs, however, there is no problem with the usual relay operation.
After the error message is displayed, you are returned to the command prompt.



LAN Switch (model: GGX-BE9LSWM1/GG-BE9LSWM1-Y and GGX-BE9LSWM2ABX/GGBE9LSWM2A-Y) can be added at the factory. In the LAN switch added at the factory on or
after July 2008, limit-queue-length of transmission in physical ports is set to 1976, and also
“flowcontrol send on” is set to all ports.



For operation with the Web console, the firmware version of a LAN switch module needs to
be 10.7.D or later. Refer to Chapter 6: Configuring the Management Module > Web Console
for detailed information on the Web console.
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To perform necessary operation for the initial installation, a setup terminal is required, which is
connected over a LAN or a serial interface. This section describes out how to connect a setup
terminal to the LAN port or the RS232C serial port.

LAN interface connection
As shown below, connect your PC and the port (line 1) of the switch module with a
LAN cable.
1Gbps LAN switch module
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LAN Cable
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Item

Setting

IP address

192.168.0.254
or
switch module0: 192.168.0.60*1
switch module1: 192.168.0.61 *1
switch module2: 192.168.0.62 *2
switch module3: 192.168.0.63 *2

Subnet mask

255.255.255.0

Kind of cable

Cross/straight
(Auto-MDI/MIDX Conforming)

Transmission
rate

Auto-Negotiation

*1: IP addresses, Switch module 0: 192.168.0.60; Switch module 1: 192.168.0.61, are
configured in the LAN Switch (model: GGX-BE9LSWM1BX and GGX-BE9LSWM2ABX)
added at the factory on or after July 2008.
*2 IP addresses, Switch module 2: 192.168.0.62; Switch module 3: 192.168.0.63, are
configured in the LAN Switch (model: GGX-BE9LSWM1BX and GGX-BE9LSWM2ABX)
added at the factory on or after December 2010.

Use the telnet client with CRLF disabled. For information on how to disable CRLF, refer to Help
of each telnet client or other materials.
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As shown below, connect your personal computer to the RS-232C connector via a
cross cable.

Setup terminal requirements
Item

Specification

Communications port

RS-232C port

Communications software

Any of the following communications
software products or its equivalent
communications software
- Hyper terminal supporting Windows 2000
or Windows XP
- Tera Term Pro (Version 2.3)

Communication
parameter

Communications
protocol

ZMODEM protocol

Communications
parameter

8 bits, 1 stop bit, no parity

Communications
rate *1

19200bit/s, 9600bit/s, 4800bit/s, 2400bit/s,
1200bit/s

*1 In the shipment settings of this system, the communication speed of the
CONSOLE port is set in 9600 bits/s.
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The command line interface for the system supports two command input modes: operation
command mode and configuration command mode.
You can run an operation command when in operation command mode, and you can
run configuration command when in configuration command mode.
The command line interface for the system is classified into two user levels: a general
user level and a system administrator level. Operation command mode supports
general user level and system administrator level. Configuration command mode has
only the system administrator level.
The following describes features of command input modes. See the Table below for
details on how to access and exit command input modes.
Command input modes
Command input
mode
Operation
command

Configuration
command

User level

Accessed by:

Prompt

Exited
by:

Note

General user

login: <user-ID>

>

> logout

You can use some of the
operation commands.

System
administrator

> enable

#

# disable

You can use all the
operation commands.

System
administrator

# configure

(config)#

(config)#
exit

You can use all
configuration commands.

Operation Command Mode
(For the General User)
If you log in to the system, this mode will be set.
When in this mode, you can run only the operation commands that are enabled for the
general user level.
You cannot register a new user account and delete a user account in the general user
level. The registration and deletion requires the system administrator level.

Operation Command Mode
(For the System Administrator)
If you enter the enable command when in general user mode, this mode will be set.
When in this mode, you can use all operation commands.
The enable command is not initially assigned a password. To prevent security
deterioration, you should assign the enable command a password and restrict system
administrator qualifications for the user.
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If you enter the configure command when in system administrator mode, this mode
will be set.
You can configure or reconfigure the system by using the configuration command
when in this mode.
 The configuration command mode provides a hierarchical structure. The
above (config)# is called global configuration mode, and supports input modes
classified depending on the command type. For details on configuration
command mode, see the "Configuration Guide in the Software Manual."
 Information on the user levels in which you can run the operation command is
covered in the "Operation Command Reference in the Software Manual."
Information on input modes in which you can run the configuration command
is described in the "Configuration Command Reference in the Software
Manual."
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This section outlines required operations at initial installation.
For details on the operations, see the following sections.
The operations below are indispensable at initial installation. For details of
operations after the initial installation, see the manual described in section 4.1,
"Details on how to operate the system."
1

Login
Log in to the system. Use user ID "operator" set during initial installation.
("operator" is not assigned any passwords and, therefore, you can log in to the
system without authentication.)

2

Setting the system administrator's password
Set the system administrator's password, which is not initially set. To prevent
security deterioration, set that password.

3

Adding a user ID and deleting "operator"
Create a new user ID.
When not using login user "operator" set during initial installation as the qualified
login user, you should delete it after a new login user created by the rmuser
command to prevent security deterioration.

Login
Starting the system, you will see the "login" prompt appear. Following the "login"
prompt, enter the user ID to log in to the system.

In the following descriptions, indications may be somewhat different depending on the
software version. Basic operations are, however, unchanged.
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Set the system administrator's password.

The password must consist of 6 to 128 characters. (If you enter more than 128
characters, up to 128 characters will be registered as the password.) The system
rejects a password consisting of lowercase alphabetic characters only. You have to
enter uppercase alphabetic, numeric or special characters in addition to lowercase
alphabetic characters.

Adding a User ID and Deleting "operator"


Creating a User ID and Setting a Login Password
Create a new user ID and set a login password.
The example below explains how to create new user ID "newuser" and set a login
password.

The password must consist of 6 to 128 characters. (If you enter more than 128
characters, up to 128 characters will be registered as the password.) The system
rejects a password consisting of lowercase alphabetic characters only. You have to
enter uppercase alphabetic, numeric or special characters in addition to lowercase
alphabetic characters.
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Deleting User ID "operator"
Delete user ID "operator" set during initial installation.
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To provide against unexpected trouble, you should back up module information. The
information to be backed up includes switch module information and configurations.
The switch module information is user customized information such as configuration
including switch software, passwords and so on. That is used to take the switch
module back to the status before replacement. The configurations are files for a switch
such as VLAN, and have following types.
startup-config: a setting file referred to when the switch starts
running-config: a file to save the configurations which the switch is using
If you change configuration and don’t save it, startup-config is different from
running-config.
You can back up and restore each piece of information by using the backup and
copy/cp commands. You can collect the data into the ftp server or the optional MC.
The following shows an example of using commands.
Backing up a Configuration
1. Backup using the ftp server (Server address: 192.168.0.128 / user name: staff)

2. Backup using the MC (Stored into the MC)
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1. Restore using the ftp server (Server address: 192.168.0.128/user name: staff)

2. Restore using the MC (Read from the MC)

3. Restore using the management module.
Configuration can be restored in the LAN switch module using the Web console of
the management module. For the details, refer to “Internal switch module setup
screen” and “Internal switch module setup screen” in Chapter 6.

With the zmodem command, you can transfer configuration
to a terminal with serial connection. Refer to “zmdem” in the
attached CD. A serial cable (RS-232C) is required to user
this function.
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1. Backup using the ftp server (Server address: 192.168.0.128/user name: staff)

2. Backup using the MC (Stored into the MC)

Restoring the Switch Module information
1. Restore using the ftp server (Server address: 192.168.0.128/user name: staff)

2. Restore using the MC (Stored into the MC)

You can take a backup including switch software by the restore command. However,
the switch software has the hardware related information, so it may not run on the new
hardware. Use the option of no-software when you restore it after replacing the
hardware.

You have to operate in administrator mode.
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The server blade provides four or eight LAN ports, which are connected to the LAN
switch as follows.
Server blade
Slot number

LAN port
number

LAN controller
A1/A2/A3/E3

A4/S4/H4/P4
/R4 model

model
0

LAN1

ESB2

LAN2
LAN3

LAN1

82571

LAN1

ESB2

Right

82571

Right
82576

ESB2

LAN1

line 16

line 7

Left
82571

Right

line 17

Left
ESB2

Right

LAN2
LAN3

line 6

Left
Right

LAN4
3

line 15

Left

LAN2
LAN3

line 5

Left

LAN4
2

Right

Right

LAN2
LAN3

LAN switch
module line
number

Left

LAN4
1

Slot
location
(Upper)

line 8

Left
82571

Right

LAN4

line 18

Left
:

9

LAN1

ESB2

Right

LAN2
LAN3

line 14

Left
82576

82571

LAN4

Right

line 24

Left

In the shipment settings, LAN3/4 are disabled by BIOS setting.
(See "BIOS settings of Server blade [A1/A2/A3/E3 model]" and "BIOS settings of
Server blade [A1/A2/A3/E3 model]" or "BIOS settings of Server blade [A4/S4/H4/P4
model]" ).
To concurrently use LAN1 and LAN3, or LAN2 and LAN4, you have to set the VLAN
for the LAN switch module or use a driver which supports the teaming function.
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This function is available in the LAN Switch Module Firmware Version 10.3.A and
later.

Used together with the SFT (Switch Fault Tolerance) mode of the teaming function
provided by Intel® PROSet or with the bonding function of Linux, the uplink failover
function enables the duplex mode in which the connection channel is switched
automatically when a failure occurs in the LAN switch module or external network
equipment.
The overview of the uplink failover function is illustrated below:
External network device

External network device

Fault

LAN switch module #0

LAN switch module #1

Intel PROSet SFT mode, or Linux bonding function

Primary

Switching by SFT, Linux
bonding function

Secondary

Server blade
Settings:
1. NIC teaming settings on the server blade side
① Set the SFT mode or the bonding function of Linux.
② Set Preferred Primary in the SFT mode or Master/Slave
with the bonding function of Linux.
2. Set uplink failover for the LAN switch module.
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The above link-down failure includes link down due to the shutdown command entered
for the target port, or due to turning off the power of or restarting the active LAN switch
module or the external network equipment connected to the active LAN switch module.
This function switches the communication channel when detecting such a failure.
If the channel group of link aggregation is subject to this function, the communication
channel is switched only when link-down occurs at all the ports belonging to the
channel group.



Extended Uplink Failover Function
Partial Port Control Function
The partial port control function allows you to set which of the first half (0/5-0/14) and
second half (0/15-0/24) of the server connection ports are to be blocked by the uplink
failover function.
This function enables redundancy switchover to be done on a LAN controller basis,
thus eliminating unnecessary switchover.
Port Control Function
The port control function allows you to set the server connection ports to be blocked by
the uplink failover function on a port basis.
This function enables redundancy switchover to be done on a port basis, thus
eliminating unnecessary switchover.
This function is available in the LAN Switch Module Firmware Version 10.7 and later.
To use the extended uplink failover function, a server blade model that supports the
function is required. For available server blade models, see "12.5 (1) Extended Uplink
Failover Function and Available Sever Blade Models" of "Configuration Settings, Vol.
2" in the supplied CD.



Recovery from Failure
Blocked server blade connection ports are released when the target ports of the uplink
failover function are all linked up. If the channel group of link aggregation is the target
of this function, blocked server blade connection ports are released when the entire
channel group is linked up. When the Preferred Primary setting or the Master/Slave
setting is made by the teaming function or the bonding function, the communication
channel is switched from the standby system to the active system if the server blade
detects release of blocking.

Notice
For the LAN switch module to which this function applies, the spanning tree, GSRP, or
VRRP cannot be set.
If you use this function for the ports of link aggregation, set it for the channel group to which
the ports belong.
If you set this function for a link-down port, the server connection port is blocked.

If this function is set for the active and standby systems, both of them may be blocked.
For details about uplink failover settings, refer to "Configuration Commands, Vol.1" in
the supplied CD.
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This section describes Web console functions.

Web Console Functions
With Web console functions, you can partially operate internal LAN switch modules
using GUIs. The following table shows items that can be configured with the Web
console. For further details of each function, refer to Software Manual “Configuration
Commands”. Also refer to Chapter 6: Configuring the Management Module > Web
Console for how to use the Web console.

LAN Switch Module Settings with Web Console
Item

Function

Setting

Software Manual

Time
settings

Display and
set of Time

Sets a time zone.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 1

5 Time
Setting and
NTP

clock
timezone

NTP Server
settings

Display and
set of NTP
servers

Sets NTP servers
in client mode to
configure the client
server mode.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 1

5 Time
Setting and
NTP

ntp server

Spanning
tree settings

Display and
set of
Spanning
tree

Disables the
function of all
spanning trees.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 1

13 Spanning
Tree

spanning-tree
disable

VLAN
settings

Display and
set of VLAN

Sets items related
to VLAN.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 1

12 VLAN

vlan

Specifies VLAN
status.

state
name
interface vlan

Sets VLAN names.
Sets VLAN
interface.

Link
Aggregation
settings

Display and
set of Link
aggregation

Sets its own IPv4
address.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 2

2
Ipv4/ARP/IC
MP

ip address

Sets items related
to port channel
interface.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 1

10 Link
Aggregation

interface portchannel

Always Disable to
stop
communication.

shutdown

Sets LACP system
priority.

channelgroup lacp
systempriority
switchport
mode
switchport
access
switchport

Sets attributes to
layer 2.

12 VLAN

Sets information on
access port 2.
Sets information on
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Ethernet
Port settings

Function

Display and
set of
Ethernet
ports

Setting
trunk ports.

Software Manual

Sets PortFast
function.

13 Spanning
Tree

Sets as a target for
uplink failover.

25 uplinkfailover

Sets items related
to 10BASET/100BASETX/1000BASE-T.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 1

9 Ethernet

Sets description.
Shuts down the
port.
Sets a speed of the
port.

speed

Sets a duplex
setting of the port.

duplex

Sets a flow control.

flowcontrol
snmp trap
link-status

Blocks trap
transmission at line
linkup or linkdown.

29 SNMP

Sets attributes to
layer 2 interface.

12 VLAN

Sets information on
access ports.
Sets information on
trunk ports.
Sets PortFast
function.

13 Spanning
Tree

Sets ports to an
external device as
a target to uplink
failover.

25 uplinkfailover

Creates a channel
group of link
aggregation.

10 Link
Aggregation

channelgroup mode

25 uplinkfailover

lacp portpriority
uplink-failover
partial-mode

Sets port priority.
Sets the partial
control function per
port.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 1

Sets the control
function per port.
IPv4 Static
Route
settings

Display and
set of IPv4
static route

Creates IPv4 static
routes.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 2

9 Static
Routing
(IPv4)

Lot Output
settings

Display and
set of Log

Sets a destination
for output logs.

Configuration
Commands,

30 Log
Output
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switchport
mode
switchport
access
switchport
trunk
spanning-tree
portfast
uplink-failover

uplinkfailover-group

Sets an uplink
failover group at a
server connection
port.

Display and
set of Uplink
failover

interface
gigabitethern
et
interface
tengigabiteth
ernet
description
shutdown

Sets items related
to 10BASE-R.

Uplink
Failover
settings

trunk
spanning-tree
portfast
uplink-failover

uplink-failover
port-control
ip route
logging host
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Function
output

Setting
Vol. 1

Software Manual
Function

Operation
Terminal
Connection
settings

Display and
set of
Operation
terminal
connection

Restricts on the
number of users to
remotely log in
together.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 1

2 Connecting
Operation
Terminal

line vty

Save
settings

Saving of
settings

Saves configuration
edited to the startup
configuration file.

Configuration
Commands,
Vol. 1

3 Editing and
Operating
Configuration

save（write）
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Configuring the FC Switch Module

This chapter provides important information for the password setting required at initial
installation and the module operation.
For the details concerning the operation of the FC switch module, refer to the manual in the
appended CD-ROM.
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Before the FC switch module is used, the fibre channel mezzanine card needs to be
installed in the server blade and the FC-HBA driver needs to be installed. For details of
installing the FC-HBA driver, refer to "Gigabit Fibre Channel" in the "Compute Blade
Software Guide" and the "Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter User's Guide
(Linux/VMware Driver Edition)".



Two types of FC switch modules are available: (1) 6-ports type (6 external ports and 10
internal ports) and (2) 4-ports type (4 external ports and 8 internal ports). For the 4-ports
type, the connection with the server blades in slots #8 and #9 and the external ports 14
and 15 are disabled. However, if you purchase the optional license "FC switch module
upgrade license," that can be enabled and you use it as a 6-ports type.



At the factory shipment, the link speed of the internal ports is fixed. Be sure not to
change this link speed.



FC switch module can be installed in only corresponding server chassis. For details,
refer “List of Options.
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To perform necessary operation for the initial installation, a setup terminal is required, which is
connected over a LAN or a serial interface. The following describes each of LAN and serial
connection.

LAN interface connection
As shown in the figure below, connect the Ethernet port of the FC switch module and
the personal computer through the LAN cross cable. However, use a LAN straight
cable for connection through the hub switch.

Network connection specifications (factory settings)
Item
IP address
Subnet mask

Specifications
10.77.77.77
or
switch module2: 192.168.0.70
switch module3: 192.168.0.71(*1)

255.255.255.0

Note (*1): IP addresses of the FC switch models GGX-BE9FS4G2EBX and GGXBE9FS4G1E/GG-BE9FS4G1E-Y added at the factory on or after July 2008 are set as
follows:
Switch module2: 192.168.0.70
Switch module3: 192.168.0.71
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As shown in the figure below, connect the RS-232C connector and the personal
computer through the cross cable.

Setup terminal requirements
Item
Communication port
Communication software

Communication
parameter

Specifications
RS-232C port
Use one of following communication softwares or
the one applied correspondingly to them:
- Hyper terminal attached to Windows2000 or
WindowsXP
- Tera Term Pro (Version 2.3)
Communication ZMODEM protocol
protocol
Communication 8 bits, 1 stop bit, no parity,
parameter
no flow control
Communication 9600bit/s
speed

Switch management through serial port connection can be used only for IP address confirmation
(ipaddrshow command), IP address setting (ipaddrset command), Ethernet port link setting
confirmation (ifmodeshow command), and Ethernet port link setting (ifmodeset command). If
other commands are used, an unexpected phenomenon will occur such as reboot, resulting in a
significant problem such as a switch stop.
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This section outlines required operations at initial installation.
For details on the operations, see the following sections.

The operations below are indispensable at initial installation. For details of operations
after the initial installation, refer to appropriate manuals stored in the CD-ROM coming
with the FC switch module.
1. Login
Log into this device. To change the switch status, use user account "admin." To
perform only operation monitoring without changing the switch status, use user
account "user." (An initial password is set for each user account.)
2. Changing Passwords
Change passwords of "admin" and "user" accounts from initial passwords. You are
recommended to change the passwords to prevent security deterioration.

Login
Starting the device displays the "login" prompt. Enter the user account and password
after the "login" prompt to log into the device is displayed.

Initial user account
User name
User

Privilege
user

Description
Any command requiring no switch status change
can be executed. Use this account for a task
including no switch status change such as
operation monitoring.
Initial password: password

admin

admin

All switch commands can be executed. Use this
account for a task including a switch status
change.
Initial password: password
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In the following explanations, the displayed contents may be somewhat
different according to the firmware version. However, the basic operation
method remains unchanged.

Changing Passwords
Change passwords of "admin" and "user" accounts from initial passwords. You are
recommended to change the passwords to prevent security deterioration.

When logging in with admin privilege, you can also change the password of the
user privilege accounts.
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 Up to 15 users (consisting of user accounts with admin and user privilege) can
be created for the FC switch module.

8
If you changed the FC switch module setting, you are recommended to back up module
information in preparation for an unexpected situation. For details on the backup procedure,
refer to appropriate manuals stored in the CD-ROM supplied with the FC switch module.

Connection with the Server Blades
As shown in the figure below, the fibre channel optional cards installed in each server blade are
connected to FC switch modules on the backplane. This connection cannot be changed.



To use the fibre channel optional cards, the FC-HBA driver needs to be
installed. For details of installing the FC-HBA driver, refer to "Gigabit Fibre
Channel" in the "Compute Blade Software Guide" and the "Hitachi Gigabit
Fibre Channel Adapter User's Guide (Linux/VMware Driver Edition)."



In the 4-ports type FC switch modules, the ports 8, 9, 14, and 15 are
disabled. However, if you purchase the optional license "FC switch module
upgrade license", that can be enabled and you use it as a 6-ports type.
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As listed in the table below, the default values are factory-set for the FC switch modules.

Setting item

Factory setting

Fibre channel switch
name

switchname

SW4016

LAN setting

IP address

10.77.77.77
or
switch module2: 192.168.0.70
switch module3: 192.168.0.71(*1)

Subnet mask

255.255.255.0

Gateway

0.0.0.0

SNMP agent setting

Destination SNMP
manager setting

sysDescr

(name)

Fibre Channel Switch.

sysLocation

(installation location)

End User Premise

sysContact

(contact information)

Field Support.

No.1

(4th)

Secret C0de

No.2

(5th)

OrigEquipMfr

No.3

(6th)

private

No.4

(1st)

public

No.5

(2nd)

common

No.6

(3rd)

FibreChannel

Note *1: IP addresses of the FC switch models GGX-BE9FS4G2EBX and GGX-BE9FS4G1EBX/GGBE9FS4G1E-Y added
at the factory on or after July 2008 are set as follows:
Switch module2: 192.168.0.70
Switch module3: 192.168.0.71
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As shown in the figure below, zoning is set at shipment from the factory so that communication
can be established among ports connected with solid lines.

In the 4-ports type FC switch modules, the ports 8, 9, 14, and 15 are disabled.
However, if you purchase the optional license "FC switch module upgrade license",
that can be enabled and you use it as a 6-ports type.
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ISL Trunking is an optional function of the FC switch module. To use this
function, you need to purchase the license.
After purchasing the license, obtain the license key (Key Code), and install it in
the module. Refer to the manual, which is provided when you purchase the
license, for how to obtain the license key.
Configure a port that you use to support the ISL Trunking function after
installing the license.
For details of ISL Trunking, how to install the license, and how to set the
operations, refer to “Hitachi Compute Blade Embedded Fibre Channel Switch
User’s Guide” stored in the CD attached to the FC switch module.
To configure the ISL Trunking, the same Trunking group should be formed by
ports that can belong to the same team.
This section describes only which port can be a member of the same group for
the ISL Trunking as shown below.
Embedded Fibre Channel Switch
Server side:
Internal ports

SAN side:
Internal ports

0
10

1
2

11

3

12

Ports that can be
configured to the same
Trunking group:
External ports 10-13

4
13
5
6
7

POD license: required

14

POD license: required

15

8

POD license: required

9

POD license: required

Ports that can be
configured to the same
Trunking group:
External ports 14-15

A set of external ports 10 to 13 and that of 14 to 15 can be configured to the
same Trunking group respectively as shown above. To use ports 14 to 15, the
POD license is required.
Ports in different groups cannot form a trunking group. Port 13 and port 14, for
example, cannot be configured to the same trunking group.
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HVM Product Specifications
HVM supports the following server chassis and server blade:
HVM firmware version
Server blade

17-2X or
later

17-4X or
later

17-6X or
later

17-7X or
later

17-8X or
later

P4 model











P5 model

-









HVM supports the following switch modules:
HVM firmware version
Switch module

17-2X or
later

17-4X or
later

17-6X or
later

17-7X or
later

17-8X or
later

1Gbps LAN switch module











10Gbps LAN switch
module











FC switch module











HVM supports the following management module:
Management module
firmware version

HVM firmware version
17-2X or
later

17-4X or
later

17-6X or
later

17-7X or
later

17-8X or
later

A1036 or later



 *1

 *1





A1050 or later











*1

Supported by only P4 model.
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HVM firmware version
17-2X
or
later

17-4X
or
later

17-6X
or
later

17-7X
or
later

17-8X
or
later

Red hat Enterprise Linux
5.3











Red hat Enterprise Linux
5.4 *1 *2











Red hat Enterprise Linux
5.6 *2

-

-

-





Red hat Enterprise Linux
6.1 *2 *4

-

-

-

-



Windows Server 2003 R2
SP2











Windows Server 2008
SP2











Windows Server 2008 R2
*1











Windows Server 2008 R2
SP1

-

-

-





HVM
operating
mode

HVM standard mode











HVM expansion mode

-

-

-

-



Max
number of
LPARs

Max number of definable
LPARs

16

16

16

16

16

8 (2)

8 (2)

8 (2)

8 (2)

8 (2)

-

-

-

-

16 (2)

Item

Guest OS

(value for an
essential
model in
parentheses)

Max number of LPARs to be activated
HVM standard mode
HVM expansion mode

Processor

Min unit of partitioning

Thread

Thread

Thread

Thread

Thread

(value for an
essential
model in
parentheses)

Max number of logical
processors

16

16

16

16

16











Specify a physical
processor number











Service ratio











Idle detection











Processor capping











Dedicated processor
Specify a physical
processor number
Shared processor
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HVM firmware version
17-2X
or
later

17-4X
or
later

17-6X
or
later

17-7X
or
later

17-8X
or
later

-

-







HVM standard
mode

-

-

8 (2)

8 (2)

8 (2)

HVM expansion
mode

-

-

-

-

16 (2)

Dynamic changing
groups

-

-

















256

256

256

256

256

96-1.25

96-1.25

96-1.25

96-1.25

1921.25

-

-

-

-

192-1.5

Mim unit of partitioning

Controlle
r

Controlle
r

Controll
er

Controller

Controlle
r

Max number of
dedicated NICs for
assignment to LPAR

Same as
that of
physical
NICs

Same as
that of
physical
NICs

Same as
that of
physical
NICs

Same as
that of
physical
NICs

Same as
that of
physical
NICs











Item

Processor
(value for an
essential
model in
parentheses)

Processor group
Max number of
definable groups

Hyper threading
Memory

Min unit of partitioning
(MB)
Max amount of memory
available for assignment
(GB) *3 *5
HVM standard mode
HVM expansion mode

NIC

Dedicated NIC

VLAN
WOL

-

-

-

-

-

Teaming











TSO











Promiscuous mode

-

-

-

-

-

Inter-LPAR packet
filtering

-

-

-

-

-

Guest PXE boot

-

-

-

-

-

Guest iSCSI boot

-

-

-

-

-
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HVM firmware version
17-2X
or
later

17-4X
or
later

17-6X
or
later

17-7X
or
later

17-8X
or
later

Controlle
r

Controlle
r

Controll
er

Controller

Controlle
r

-

-

-

-

port

HVM standard
mode

8

8

8

8

8

HVM expansion
mode

-

-

-

-

16

HVM standard
mode

8

8

8

8

8

HVM expansion
mode

-

-

-

-

12

HVM standard
mode

-

-

-

-

-

HVM expansion
mode

-

-

-

-



HVM standard
mode

-

-

-

-

-

HVM expansion
mode

-

-

-

-



VLAN











WOL *6 *7











Teaming











TSO











Promiscuous mode











Inter-LPAR packet
filtering











Guest PXE boot *6











Guest iSCSI boot

-

-

-

-

-

Item

NIC

Shared NIC
Mim unit of partitioning
HVM standard
mode
HVM expansion
mode
Max number of shared
NICs for assignment to
LPAR

Max number of
network segments

Port overlap
assignment

Port partition
assignment
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HVM firmware version
17-2X
or
later

17-4X
or
later

17-6X
or
later

17-7X
or
later

17-8X
or
later

HVM standard
mode

8

8

8

8

8

HVM expansion
mode

-

-

-

-

16

Max number of
network segments

4

4

4

4

4

VLAN











WOL

-

-

-

-

-

Teaming











TSO











Promiscuous mode











Inter-LPAR packet
filtering

-

-

-

-

-

Guest PXE boot

-

-

-

-

-

Guest iSCSI boot

-

-

-

-

-

Controlle
r
Same as
that of
physical
NICs

Controlle
r
Same as
that of
physical
NICs

Controll
er
Same as
that of
physical
NICs

Guest SAN boot





Configuration
connected to an FC
switch that supports
NPIV



Configuration
connected direct to a
SAN storage

-

Item

NIC

Virtual NIC
Max number of virtual
NICs for assignment to
one LPAR

FC

Dedicated FC
Mim unit of partitioning
Max number of
dedicated FC ports

904
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r
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-
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HVM firmware version
17-2X
or
later

17-4X
or
later

17-6X
or
later

17-7X
or
later

17-8X
or
later

Mim unit of partitioning

Port

Port

Port

Port

Port

Max number of shared
FC ports: 4 Gbps fibre
channel

8

8

8

8

15

Max number of shared
FC ports: 8 Gbps fibre
channel

-

-

15

15

15

Guest SAN boot











Configuration
connected to an FC
switch that supports
NPIV











Configuration
connected direct to a
SAN storage

-

-







HVM Navigator

-

-







SC/BSM











HVM screen











Guest screen































16

16

16

16

16

Logical VGA snapshot











Monitoring











Configuration viewer

-









LPAR migration

-

-







SC/BSM











SC/DPM











PFM

-









Item

FC

User
interface

Shared FC

GUI

CUI

CLI
HvmSh
System
operation

Remote console
Virtual COM console
Max number of
concurrent
connections
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HVM firmware version
17-2X
or
later

17-4X
or
later

17-6X
or
later

17-7X
or
later

17-8X
or
later

LPAR time

-

-

-

-



HVM system time

-

-

-

-













C6

-









Power capping











High
reliability

N+1 cold standby











UPS











Maintenanc
e

Guest memory dump











HVM dump











HVM firmware version up











Item

System
operation

NTP

Power saving
C3

*1 HVM firmware 17-23 or later versions support this OS
*2 When using RHEL, apply the following kernel.

Guest OS
RHEL 5.4

RHEL 5.6

RHEL 6.1

Kernel version

x86

2.6.18-164.15.1.el5PAE

AMD/Intel 64

2.6.18-164.15.1.el5

x86

2.6.18-238.9.1.el5PAE

AMD/Intel 64

2.6.18-238.9.1.el5

x86

2.6.32-131.0.15.el6.i686

AMD/Intel 64

2.6.32-131.0.15.el6.x86_64

*3 A figure by subtracting the amount of memory used by HVM from the max memory available
for installation is the max amount of memory available for assignment.
*4 P4 model server blades do not support this item.
*5 1.92 GB, Max amount of memory available for assignment, is supported by HVM firmware
version 17-82 or later.
*6 This item is available only with a LAN controller on a server blade, not with a PCI card.
*7 Avaliable for power capping only through WOL with SC/BSM or SC/DPM. With HVM
firmware version 17-80 or earlier, use shared NIC #0 to #7.
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HVM firmware version
Item

17-2X
or later

17-4X
or later

17-6X
or later

17-7X
or later

17-8X
or later

Virtual

Virtual

Virtual

Virtual

Virtual

Serial port

Serial port COM1

USB

CD/DVD-ROM drive

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

FD drive

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Keyboard

-

-

-

-

-

Mouse

-

-

-

-

-

CD/DVD-ROM drive

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

FD drive

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Keyboard

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Mouse

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

Exclusiv
e-Share
d

1 Gbps Ethernet x2 (onboard #0)

Shared

Shared

Shared

Shared

Shared

1 Gbps Ethernet x2 (onboard #1)

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

1 Gbps Ethernet x4 (mezzanine
card) *2

-

-

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

1 Gbps Ethernet x2 (PCI card)

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

1 Gbps Ethernet x4 (PCI card) *1

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

4 Gbps fibre channel x2
(mezzanine card)

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

-

-

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Dedicat
ed/Shar
ed

Front

Remote
console

NIC

FC

8 Gbps fibre channel x2 (PCI card)
*2

* 1 Windows does not support 1Gbps Ethernet x4 (PCI card).
*2 This item supported only by P5 model server blade.
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HVM logically partitions the physical resources of one server blade to create multiple
server environments, each of which can operate independently. Each of the server
environments constructed in this way from partitioned physical resources is called an
LPAR (Logical PARtition). It is possible to run a different operating system on each
LPAR simultaneously. The operating system on an LPAR is called a guest OS.
Each LPAR operates as a completely independent and isolated server environment,
and the guest OS running on a LPAR is not affected by other LPARs.
The mode in which a server blade is logically partitioned to allow the operation of
multiple LPARs is called the HVM mode.
The conventional mode of operating a server blade without partitioning is called the
Basic mode.
Unless explicitly specified, the terms "physical" and "logical" are used in this chapter as
defined in the table below.
Term: Physical and Logical
Term

Description

Physical

Indicates the resources that actually exist in the system. "Physical"
is sometimes omitted, except where this would cause confusion.

Logical

Indicates the logical resources that exist on a LPAR or for software
on LPARs. Thus, there may or may not exist an actual resource for
each logical resource.

An image when the system is booted in the HVM mode is as follows:
LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR3

Application Application

Application Application

Application Application

Guest OS
Logical server blade

Guest OS
Logical server blade

Guest OS
Logical server blade

HVM
1

Physical server blade
System Activation in
Tipthe HVM mode

In addition, in this chapter:


Symbols embraced by square brackets [ ] indicate keys on the keyboard.



If two keys are joined by a "+", such as "[A] + [B]", it means the two keys are to be
pressed together.
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Dedicated Resources and Shared Resources
Although the HVM mode makes it possible to logically partition the hardware resources
of a server blade, the method of logical partitioning varies depending on the hardware
resource.
Some types of logical partitioning are shown in the table below.
Type of Logical Partitioning
Term

Description

Either HVM or the particular LPAR to which a
Processors
hardware resource has been allocated can
Memories
exclusively use the hardware resource. It cannot PCI devices
be used by LPARs to which it has not been
allocated.
To switch the LPAR that can use resources, make
sure to shut down the LPAR once to change the
configuration definition.

Dedicated

Shared

Typical hardware
resources

Exclusiveshared

Either HVM or the particular LPAR to which a
hardware resource has been allocated can
exclusively use the hardware resource, but the
LPAR using the resource can be switched
dynamically.

Timeshared

Either HVM or particular LPARs to which a
Processors
hardware resource has been allocated timeshares PCI devices
the resource. HVM keeps switching LPARs that
can use a device at very short time intervals.

Logical Partitioning of Hardware Resources
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Logical Partitioning of Processors
The method of logically splitting the physical processor is referred to as the scheduling
mode. This mode allows you to specify dedicated or shared. They are called the
dedicated mode and shared mode. Different features of each mode are shown in the
table below.
Processor Scheduling Mode
Mode

Explanation

Dedicated
mode

The logical processor on a LPAR exclusively uses the corresponding
physical processor.
For each LPAR, it is possible to specify the number of logical
processors assigned. (However, it is not possible to specify more than
the number of physical processors available.).
It is also possible to specify the physical processor number that a logical
processor uses.
If the physical processor number is not specified, HVM determines to
assign the number to be used when the LPAR is activated.
Since there is no overhead for switching the physical processors
between the logical processors, the LPAR performs faster.

Shared mode

Physical processors are time-shared among the logical processors
defined in the LPAR for which the shared mode is specified.
The number of logical processors to be used in the shared mode can be
set for each LPAR. (It is possible to specify more than the number of
physical processors available, but operations may extremely slow
down.).
The utilization rate of the physical processors can be set dynamically for
each LPAR, allowing flexible use of physical processor resources.

The scheduling mode for processors is set per LPAR, so it is not possible to specify a
different scheduling mode for each individual logical processor within a single LPAR.

Dedicated Mode (Example)
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Shared Mode (Example)

(1) Dynamic change in Scheduling mode
With HVM firmware version 17-6X or later, you can dynamically switch modes between
dedicated and shared without deactivating the LPAR.
(a) You can dyanamically change any dedicated logical processor to a shared
logical processor.
(b) You can dyanamically change any shared logical processor to a dedicated
logical processor.

Logical

0

2

1

0

1

2

processor
論理プロセッサ
(a)

(b)
Physical
processor

0

1
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To the LPARs in the Shared Processor Mode, you can set the relative processor
resource allocation rate (called ‘Service Ratio’), which represents the ratio of the time
period in which the LPAR actually run on the physical processors (called ‘Service Time’).
The Service Ratio can be specified from 1 to 999.
HVM partitions the performance of the physical processor used in shared mode in 1
percent unit. HVM calculates the relative allocation rate of the service time with
10-millisecond time-slice accuracy, which equals 1% of a unit processor time (1
second).
Service ratio affects and can be set in only shared LPARs, not in dedicated LPARs.
The examples of the relations between Service Ratio and allocation rate are as follows.
(Example 1.)
This example shows the allocation rates of LPAR1 (Service Ratio=100, the number of
the logical processors=2) and LPAR2 (Service Ratio=100, the number of the logical
processors=2) when the number of the physical processor can be used by the shared
mode LPARs is 3.

Service
Ratio

Actual
resource
allocation
rate

Actual allocation of the time
period of physical processor
(millisecond) per unit time
(1 sec)

LPAR1
100
(# of logical processors=2)

50%

1,500

LPAR2
100
(# of logical processors=2)

50%

1,500

Total

100%

3,000 (*1)

200

*1:Total available time period in an entire system in a unit time (1 sec)
= 3,000 milliseconds
(“1 sec = 1000 milliseconds” X “Number of physical processors = 3” = 3000
milliseconds)
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This example shows the allocation rates of LPAR1 (Service Ratio=100, the number of
the logical processors=2), LPAR2 (Service Ratio=100, the number of the logical
processors=2) and LPAR3 (Service Ratio=100, the number of the logical processors=3),
when the number of the physical processor can be used by the shared mode LPARs is 3,
and LPAR3 is added while LPAR1 and LPAR2 are running.
Service
Ratio

Actual
resource
allocation
rate

Actual allocation of the time
period of physical processor
(millisecond) per unit time
(1 sec)

LPAR1 (# of logical
processors=2)

100

50%

1,500

LPAR2 (# of logical
processors=2)

100

50%

1,500

Total

200

100%

3,000
Add LPAR

LPAR1
100
(# of logical processors=2)

33.33…%

1,000

LPAR2
100
(# of logical processors=2)

33.33…%

1,000

LPAR2
100
(# of logical processors=3)

33.33…%

1,000

Total

100%

3,000

300

HVM modifies the allocation rate from the shared LPAR definition when it meets the
following condition:


If the allocation rate for the calculation per logical processor is less than 1 %, the
service rate is compensated so that the time in which a single logical processor
uses the physical processor becomes 1% (10 milliseconds) of the unit processor
time (1 second). For example, suppose that the LPAR configuration is operating on
two physical processor servers and if service rate 999 is allocated to LPAR1 and 1
to LPAR2. In this case, the allocation time of each of LPAR2 logical processors 0, 1,
and 2 before compensation is 0.33ms. However, after compensation, each of them
is 10ms and the total allocation time of LPAR2 is 30ms.



If the number of logical processors allocated to a single LPAR does not satisfy the
assigned allocation rate, the allocation rate is compensated to the one that is
based on the number of logical processors. For example, if service rate 999 is
allocated to LPAR1 and 1 to LPAR2, the LPAR1 allocation rate before
compensation is 99.9%; however, it is 50% after compensation.

(3) Idle detection
A shared mode LPAR, which enabling its idle detection and not using so much CPU
compared to the allocated rate, can give its processor time to another shared mode
LPAR requiring it. The busy shared mode LPAR that takes over the processor time can
use more processor-time than the allocation rate. As a result, the system can use CPUs
time more efficiently.
Since the idle detection has no prirority to dedicated LPARs, enable the idle detection:
set to the default value.
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Actual s er vic e by LP AR 1

Actual
s er vic e
by
LPA R2

Actual s er vic e
by LPA R1

Actual s er vic e
by LPA R2

LPAR 2
w or kl oad: d ow n

Service by all shared processors

LPAR 1
w or kl oad: d ow n

Actual
s er vic e
by
LPA R1

Actual s er vic e by LP AR 2

LPAR 1
w or kl oad: up

LPAR 2
w or kl oad: up

(4) Processor capping
With the processor capping function on, the shared mode LPAR does not take on the
unused (idle) capacity of other LPARs even if the LPAR requires more performance than
its allocation rate (busy status). Therefore, the LPAR’s processor-time never uses more
processor-time the allocation rate, even if it is busy. However, because the HVM
allocation rate control allows a tolerance of 1% for each unit of processor-time, a shared
mode LPAR is allocated a maximum processor-time that is 1% greater than the total
service time of the physical processors assigned to it, and may exceed the allocation
rate.
Processor capping affects and can be set in only shared LPARs, not in dedicated
LPARs.
Processor capping: Disabled

Processor capping: Enabled

LPAR1: Busy
LPAR1

LPAR1: Busy
LPAR2

LPAR1

Over-allocated

LPAR1

LPAR2

Not over-allocated

LPAR2

LPAR1

Processor allocation (service time)

LPAR2

Processor allocation (service time)
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Service by all shared processors

Service by all shared processors
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You can restrict the use of physical processors for a group of LPARs by forming a group
of physical processors with one processor at the least. Any number can be defined as a
number of a physical processor group. A processor with no processor number defined
belongs to the processor group “0”. A processor group number can be specified by the
core.

LPAR1: 2 Ways

0

1

LPAR2: 2 Ways

0

1

Virtual CPU
(CPU number)

LPAR3: 2 Ways

0

LPAR4: 1 Way

0

Shared

Processor group 1
Physical CPU
(CPU number)

4 Ways

0
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Dedicated

Shared

Processor group 2
2

3
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(5) Processor group
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Logical Partitioning of Memory
The memory size to be allocated to each LPAR can be specified for each LPAR (in
multiples of 256 MB). Each guest OS has an exclusive use of the memory assigned to its
LPAR.
HVM automatically determines which physical memory offset area(s) to allocate to a
LPAR when the LPAR is activated.
(1) Memory space for HVM
HVM uses 1280 MB (HVM standard mode) or 1536 MB (HVM expansion mode) of
the memory installed in a physical partition.
(2) Memory space for logical firmware
Logical firmware uses a part of memory space assigned to each LPAR. Logical
firmware, in general, uses 3% to 5% of the memory size assigned, although it
depends on the environment such as an OS type and hardware configuration.
(3) Memory space for a guest OS
Memory space available for a guest OS is calculated by subtracting the amount of
memory the logical firmware uses from the amount assigned to the LPAR.
When the amount of memory for a guest OS is not enough
against the amount applications use, memory swap may
happen to cause performance degradation. When assigning
an amount of memory, make sure to take the memory amount
for firmware as well as that used by the OS and applications
into account.

Memory space for logical firmware

Memory space
for HVM

Memory space
for a guest OS

Memory space
for a guest OS

Memory space
for a guest OS

LPAR#1

LPAR#2

LPAR#3
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Logical Partitioning of PCI Devices
In HVM mode, PCI devices are assigned to each LPAR in either dedicated or shared
mode.
The following table shows features of each mode.
Mode

Feature

Dedicated・
mode

・

Shared
mode

・

・



Recommended system

A single PCI device is assigned to a single・
LPAR (guest OS). The guest OS uses the
assigned PCI device exclusively, so that ・
its I/O performance is stable.
When 2 ports are implemented in a PCI
device, each port cannot be assigned to a
separate LPAR.

System required high processing
performance
System required critical time period
and high processing in
performance

A single PCI device is assigned to
・
multiple LPARs (guest OSs). Each guest
OS can use the assigned PCI device at
the same time without knowing that the ・
PCI device is shared with other OSs.
NIC performance of an LPAR is affected
by I/O load of other LPARs.

System required cost efficiency and
flexibility rather than high
processing performance
System required balanced
processing between LPARs

Example of Dedicated mode

LPAR1 PCI

Logical PCI Device

NIC

LPAR2 2PCI

NIC

Dedicated

Logical PCI Device

4PCI

FC

NIC

Network
Switch
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For further details of the PCI device shared mode, refer to “Virtual NIC Functions” and
“Shared FC Functions” in “HVM Functions”.

LPAR 1 2PC I

Logical PC I D evice

N IC

LPAR 2 2PC I

2PC I

FC

N IC

LPAR 3 2PC I

Logical PC I D evice

FC

N IC

FC

N IC

FC

N etw ork
Sw itch

Fibre C hannel
Sw itch
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Logical Partitioning of Timers
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The following figure shows logical partitioning of time in an image.

[No time synchronization with NTP server for HVM system]
Guest
OS System Time

＋

Timer counter -> Lapse
Timer interrupt -> Lapse

Time Zone

OS Boot Time

・・・

LPAR
Timer Counter
Interrupt Timer

Logical RTC Time

SELTime

＋

＋
Differential

HVM

HVM System Time

＋

Timer counter -> Lapse

OS Boot Time

System
Equipment
置

Timer

System Equipment Time (Physical RTC Time)

Counter

Note: RTC: Real Time Clock
SEL: System Event Log
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[Time synchronization with NTP server for HVM system]
Guest
OS System Time

＋

Timer counter -> Lapse
Timer interrupt -> Lapse

Time Zone

OS Boot Time

・・・

LPAR
Timer Counter
Interrupt Timer

Logical RTC Time

SELTime

＋

＋
Differential

HVM

Differential

HVM System Time
Time
synchronization
＋

Timer counter -> Lapse

OS Boot Time

System
Equipment
置

Timer

Synchronizes time
then apply it.

System Equipment Time (Physical RTC Time)

Counter

Note: RTC: Real Time Clock
SEL: System Event Log

920

NTP
server
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Based on the HVM system time, HVM creates the logical timer (RTC, TSC, PIT, APIC
timer, and HPET) for each LPAR. A guest OS on the LPAR manages “OS system time”
using this logical timer.
HVM manages the following time shown in the table below.
Time

Description

System equipment
time (Physical
RTC time)

A clock in the server blade running by the battery: sows a local time.
HVM system time is based on this time.

HVM system time

Used for the HVM screen display as the HVM time.
Added elapsed time calculated with the timer counter (TSC) to the physical
RTC time at the HVM boot.

Logical RTC time

Is the basis for the OS system time.
Calculated using the differentials from the HVM system time.

OS system time

Used as a guest OS time.
Added the elapsed time calculated using the logical timer counter, timer
interrupt (TSC, PIT, ACPI timer, HPET), and the time zone to the logical RTC
time at the OS boot.

SEL time

Used as the timestamp of the logical SEL.
Calculated using the differentials from the HVM system time.

The following table shows precision on timers and how to adjust time.
Item

Time/
Timer
counter

Precision
[sec./day]

How to adjust
(User)

How to save
(User)

System
equipment

System
equipment
time (physical
RTC time)

Less than
±4

On the BIOS screen in the
Basic environment
HVM system time
synchronization with NTP
server

-

Timer counter

Less than
±1

-

-

HVM

HVM system
time

Less than
±1

Changes the HVM system
time and then starts HVM.
Synchronizes HVM
system time with NTP
server.

-

LPAR

Logical RTC
time

Less than
±1

Use a command such as:
guest firmware command;
guest OS command; or on
Date and Time screen (*1)

On the HVM Menu
screen (*2)

SEL time

Less than
±1

On the Date and Time
screen (*1)
SC/Agent

On the HVM Menu
screen (*2)

Timer counter

Less than
±1

-

-

Interrupt timer

Less than
±1

-

-
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HVM manages some types of time shown in the following table. HVM creates each time
using differentials between different times.
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Guest

Time/
Timer
counter

Precision
[sec./day]

How to adjust
(User)

How to save
(User)

Use a command such as
the guest OS command.

Time zone

-

OS system
time

Less than
±2
(*3)(*4)

Use such as the guest OS
command.

-

(*1) When the LPAR is deactivated, the differentials form the HVM system time can
be initialized to “0”. If you have adjusted the system equipment time on the
BIOS screen or with an external NTP server has caused time difference from
the HVM system time, it is strongly recommended that you should adjust the
differentials between the physical RTC time and HVM system time to “0” before
booting the guest OS.
(*2) The differentials between the logical RTC time and logical SEL time will be
saved by pressing [F9]: Save Configuration on the HVM Menu screen. HVM
does not save the differential information automatically. If you shut down or
rebooti HVM before saving it or the N+M cold standby function changes server
blades, the adjusted differentials are lost.
(*3) Kernel parameters not recommended by HVM may cause problems such as
large delay in the OS system time or failure in OS boot. See “Using Linux” for
details.
(*4) When the scheduding is in shared mode and the service time is extremely low
with Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3 (AMD/Intel 64), a time lag may be up to 10
seconds a day. If this happens, check the service ratio and processor group
settings and adjust them if necessary.
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Overview of introducing HVM
The following flow shows how to introduce HVM.

Setting for system
Function
Performance
Number of LPAR (OS)

.
.
Network environment
design
- IP address plan
- LAN switch parameter
Storage environment
design
-SAN disk partitioning plan
- FC switch parameter
- SAN security parameter

LPAR structure design (*1)
- System parameter
- Partition parameter

(*1) Create the parameter sheet using the
system requirements. Refer to “HVM setting
item” for the details.

Device introduction
Network environment
configuration
Storage environment
configuration
LPAR structure setting (*2)

(*2) Set the HVM/EFI driver on the HVM screen
and guest screen following the parameter sheet.

OS introduction and setting
- Network
- Application required
- Management software
- Other necessary settings

Start Operation.
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SVP console *1

Web console *2

HVM Navigator
console *3

SC/BSM console *4

Remote console *5

HVM screen *1

Guest screen *1

Virtual COM
console *6

Remote desktop

HVM Web system
console *7

The following table shows consoles used in HVM.

HVM mode setting





Aut

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

HVM firmware bank
number setting





-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

HVM bootup









-

-

-

-

-

-

BIOS setting

-

-

Aut

-



-

-

-

-

-

HVM screen
operation

-

-





-



-

-

-

-

LPAR bootup

-

-





-



-

-

-

Boot setting

-

-



-



-





-

Guest OS installation

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-

Guest OS operation

-

-

-

-

-

-

Guest OS shutdown

-

-

-

-



-

Guest OS failure

-

-

-

-



-



-

-





-

-



HVM shutdown

-

-





-



-

-

-

-

Version-up/Revisionup

-

-



-

-

-

-

-

-



Item

[]: Available; [ - ]: Unavailable; [Aut]: Automatic change
*1
*2
*3
*4
*5
*6
*7

Log into the management module via terminal software.
Log into the management module via Web browser.
See “HVM Navigator User’s Guide” for connection.
See the manual of ServerConductor/BSM for connection.
See Connecting a Remote Console for connection.
Log into HVM via .terminal software.
Log into HVM via Web browser.
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Internal Connection Setting
HVM can operate only with internal connecting method. To use the HVM mode, set the
internal connection. Refer to “Setup procedure for internal connection method” in
Chapter 10: System Operation and Management.



Terminal Software Setting
It is recommended to use the latest “Tera Term” (4.XX or later versions) for HVM. If any
other kind of terminal software is used, PFkey, PageUp, and/or PageDown may not be
available.
If those functions cannot be used with Tera Term earlier versions, change the Tera Term
key setting following the steps below:
1

Open KEYBOARD in the Tera Term folder: Open a text file and then drag & drop
KEYBOARD on it.

2

Change the VT editor keypad setting to those in the following table and save it.
Before change

After change

Find=338

Find=327

Insert=327

Insert=338

Remove=329

Remove=339

Select=339

Select=335

Prev=335

Prev=329

3

Start “Tera Term” and execute [Setup] > [Read key map]. When some files are
displayed, select KEYBOARD.CNF and then execute [Open].

4

Confirm that the PageUp key is available by scrolling pages up and down on the
LPAR Configuration screen.

Initial settings for Tera Term as follows:
Be sure to use Telnet connection. Proper operation with serial connection is not
guaranteed.
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Execute [Setup] > [Terminal] to change the setting to those in the following table.
Item

6

Setting value

Terminal size

80x50

Terminal ID

VT100

Line feed code

CR

Chinese character

UTF-8

Execute [Setup] > [Keyboard] to change the setting as follows:
Item

Setting value

Meta key

Checked

With the Meta key checked, you can use the [Alt] key as a
meta key. When a function key is not available on the HVM
screen, the Meta key may be used as a function key. [Alt] + [8]
keys, for example, may be used as [F8].
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Select [Settings] > [Serial port], and change settings to values shown in the table
below.
Item

Setting value

Port

COM1

Baud rate

9600

Data

8 bit

Parity

None

Stop

1 bit

Flow control

none
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Operation Flow

HVM mode setting

HVM firmware bank number
setting
BIOS setting

Start HVM.

Yes.

Is there any
configurationNo.
data?
No.
HVM initial setting

Note: Saving the configuration allows
HVM to boot without setting LPAR
configuration from the next time.

Set LPAR on the HVM screen

Save the configuration data.
No.

Is AutoACT enabled?

Activate LPAR.
Yes.
Set the EFI driver.

OS boot / OS installation

Note: Setting and saving AutoACT allows
LPAR to activate automatically from the
next HVM boot.

*1

OS boot completion

Application installation

(*1): Install OS and application if
necessary.
*1

OS shutdown

HVM system shutdown
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This section describes how to boot HVM using the system console.
Screen displays may be different from those in this manual depending on the firmware version of
the management module.
HVM screen displays may be different from those in this manual depending on the HVM firmware
version.

Configuring and Releasing the HVM
Mode


Configuring the HVM Mode
Change the OS mode to the HVM mode using the PR command of SVP command
mode.
SVP>PR [Enter]
<<Partition Reconfiguration- Display/Edit partitions>>
---- Partition information ---#

Blade

OS

HT

HDD I/F HDD[GB] Agent

----0123456789--------------------------------------ALL CCCCCCCCCC ------- ------- ------- ------- --0

C--------- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

1

-C-------- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

2

--C------- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

3

---C------ D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

4

----C----- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

5

-----C---- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

6

------C--- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

7

-------C-- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

8

--------C- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

9

---------C D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

.

0. Add Blade.
1. Delete Blade.
2. Change OS mode.
3. Set Hyper Threading mode.
4. Set HDD Interface.
5. Set HDD Quotas.
6. Agent Install.
Q. Quit.

(0-6,[Q]) : 2 [Enter]
Select a Partition No. (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,[Q]) : 0 [Enter]
Enter OS mode : HVM (0=Don't Care,1=Linux,2=Windows,3=HVM,[unchange]) : 3 [Enter]
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#

Blade

OS

HT

HDD I/F HDD[GB] Agent

----0123456789--------------------------------------ALL CCCCCCCCCC ------- ------- ------- ------- --0

C--------- HVM

Default Unknown

1

-C-------- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

2

--C------- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

3

---C------ D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

4

----C----- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

5

-----C---- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

6

------C--- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

7

-------C-- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

8

--------C- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

9

---------C D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

Confirm? (Y/[N]) :y [Enter]
Write complete.
SVP>
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Releasing the HVM Mode
Release the OS mode to the HVM mode using the PR command of SVP command
mode.

SVP>PR [Enter]
<<Partition Reconfiguration- Display/Edit partitions>>
---- Partition information ---#

Blade

OS

HT

HDD I/F HDD[GB] Agent

----0123456789--------------------------------------ALL CCCCCCCCCC ------- ------- ------- ------- --0

C--------- HVM

Default Unknown

0 Yes

1

-C-------- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

2

--C------- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

3

---C------ D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

4

----C----- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

5

-----C---- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

6

------C--- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

7

-------C-- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

8

--------C- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

9

---------C D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

0. Add Blade.
1. Delete Blade.
2. Change OS mode.
3. Set Hyper Threading mode.
4. Set HDD Interface.
5. Set HDD Quotas.
6. Agent Install.
Q. Quit.
(0-6,[Q]) : 2 [Enter]
Select a Partition No. (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,[Q]) : 0 [Enter]
Enter OS mode : HVM (0=Don't Care,1=Linux,2=Windows,3=HVM,[unchange]) : 0 [Enter]
---- Partition information ---#

Blade

OS

HT

HDD I/F HDD[GB] Agent

----0123456789--------------------------------------ALL CCCCCCCCCC ------- ------- ------- ------- --0

C--------- D.C.

Default Unknown

1

-C-------- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

2

--C------- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

3

---C------ D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

4

----C----- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

5

-----C---- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

6

------C--- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

7

-------C-- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

8

--------C- D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

9

---------C D.C.

Default Unknown

0 Yes

Confirm? (Y/[N]) :y [Enter]
Write complete.
SVP>
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Select a bank number of the HVM firmware using the HVM command of the SVP
command mode.

SVP>HVM [Enter]
<<HVM - HVM Status/Configuration>>
---- HVM Information ---#

HVMboot

HVM0

HVM1

0

0

17-20(00-01)

17-20(00-02)

(omitted in the middle.)
9

0

17-20(00-01)

17-20(00-02)

0 . Edit HVM boot bank.
Q . Quit.
(0,[Q]) : 0 [Enter]
Enter blade number (0-9,[Q]) : 0 [Enter]
Enter boot bank : 0 (0,1[unchange]) : 1 [Enter]
---- HVM Information ---#

HVMboot

HVM0

HVM1

0

1

17-20(00-01)

17-20(00-02)

(omitted in the middle.)
9

0

17-20(00-01)

17-20(00-02)

Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y [Enter]
- Writing setting was completed.
---- HVM Information ---#

HVMboot

HVM0

HVM1

0

1

17-20(00-01)

17-20(00-02)

(omitted in the middle.)
9

0

17-20(00-01)

17-20(00-02)

0 . Edit HVM boot bank.
Q . Quit.
(0,[Q]) : q [Enter]
SVP>
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Confirm that the BIOS settings of a server blade to boot HVM are the same as the values
in the following table. It is recommended that other BIOS settings should be the default
values. For BIOS settings, refer to “BIOS settings of Server blade (A4/S4/H4/P4/R4
model)” in Chapter 5.

Setting value
(Essential)

Item
Advanced
Processor
Options

Main

Advanced

Server

Boot

PnP
Configuration

Console
Redirection

Boot Priority
order

Not with the setting
value on the left

NUMA Aware

Disabled

LPAR performance slows
down.

Intel@ HT
Technology

Enabled

The number of processor
cores drops to half.

Intel®
Virtualization
Technology

Enabled

HVM cannot boot up.

LAN1-1
Option ROM
Scan:

Enabled

LAN1-2
Option ROM
Scan:

Enabled

ROM scan of the first LAN
controller out of the two in
the onboard NIC is not
available.

Onboard
LAN2 Control

Enabled

The second controller out
of the two in the onboard
NIC is not available.

COM Port
Address

On-board
COM A

HVM screens are not
available.

Baud Rate

9600

Console Type

VT100

Flow Control

None

Continue
C.R. after
POST

On

1:

USB HDD:
Generic
STORAGE
DEVICE

2:

PCI BEV: IBA
GE Slot xx00
vxxxx

3:

PCIBEV: IBA
GE Slot xx01
vxxxx



With these settings, you can boot HVM and operate the
HVM screen.



To boot in the Basic mode after setting BIOS with which
HVM is booted, return the settings above to the default
values.
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1

Turn on the power to the server blade using the PC command of the SVP command
mode.

SVP>PC [Enter]
<<Power Control- Remote Power Control>>
Partition # | Power Status | Timer Status | Time

|

Partition 0 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

Partition 1 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

Partition 2 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

Partition 3 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

Partition 4 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

Partition 5 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

Partition 6 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

Partition 7 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

Partition 8 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

Partition 9 | Power OFF

| Not Set

| ----min |

---- Switch status ---Switch # | Switch Type

| Status

|

Switch 0 | Gbit Ether

| Power ON

|

Switch 1 | Gbit Ether

| Power ON

|

Switch 2 | Fibre Channel | Power ON

|

Switch 3 | Unknown

| Uninstalled |

0 . Power on.
1 . Shutdown.
F . Force power off.
S . Switch module power control.
Q . Quit.
(0-1,F,S,[Q]) : 0 [Enter]
Select partition. (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, [a]=All) : 0 [Enter]
Enter Delay to Power on ([0]-1440,C=Cancel) : 0 [Enter]
Confirm? (Y/[N]) : y [Enter]
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Connect to the management module with terminal software to log in the OS
console.
=====================< System Console Main Menu >======================
S)

System (SVP command mode)

P0)

OS console #0

P1)

OS console #1

P2)

OS console #2

P3)

OS console #3

P4)

OS console #4

P5)

OS console #5

P6)

OS console #6

P7)

OS console #7

P8)

OS console #8

P9)

OS console #9

X,Ctrl-D)
LOGOUT
PLEASE SELECT MENU:P0 [Enter]

3

In about five or six minutes after the power on, a message “Initializing HVM” will be
displayed.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||

|

|| HVM ID

HVM_0000

||

||

| Alert Language

Japanese

||

| Virtual Console Port

20801

||

|| HVM IP Address

0.0.0.0

|

||

|| Subnet

255.255.255.255

|

||

|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0

|

||

||

|

||

|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168

|

||

Mask

|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.0

+-------------------+

|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.0

|

|

||

|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.0

| Initializing HVM

|

||

|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079

|

|

||

|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079

+-------------------+

|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079

|

||

||
||

|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079

|

||

||

|

||

|| Management Path
|| VNIC System No:

Default
0

|

||

|

||

|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|

|

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|

F10:Update System Config

Esc:Menu |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

4

In a couple of minutes, HVM initialization is completed and “Initializing HVM” will
disappear.

Required time for HVM boot is different depending on the SMP configuration or PCI
devices installed.
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1

The System Configuration screen is displayed at the first HVM boot after
applying HVM.
When you have set and saved the following items on this screen, the HVM Menu
appears to operate the HVM screen.


HVM IP Address



Subnet Mask



VNIC System No



HVM IP Address setting
Put the cursor on the HVM IP Address, and press [Enter].
Input the HVM IP address to set in the subscreen to Change of HVM IP Address,
and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_0000
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 0.0.0.0
|
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.255 |
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168
|
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.+----------------------------+
||
|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.| Change of HVM IP Address |
||
|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.|
|
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079 |
192.168.0.20
|
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079 +----------------------------+
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
|
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
|
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 0
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Subnet Mask setting
Put the cursor on the Subnet Mask, and press [Enter].
Input [Subnet Mask] to set in the subscreen to [Change of Net Mask], and press
[Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
|
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.255 |
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168
|
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.0+--------------------------+
||
|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.0| Change of Sub Net Mask |
||
|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.0|
|
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079 |
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079 +--------------------------+
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
|
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
|
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 0
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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VNIC System No setting
Put the cursor on [VNIC System No], and press [Enter].
Input [VNIC System No] to set in the subscreen to [VNIC System No Setting], and
press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
|
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168
|
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.0 +------------------------+
||
|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.0 | VNIC System No Setting |
||
|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.0 |
|
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079 |
1
|
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079 +------------------------+
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
|
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
|
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 0
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

[VNIC System No] is used to create the MAC address to avoid
creating the duplicate virtual NIC MAC address, the default
value. Specify a value different from each other per HVM
system, such as Hitachi Compute Blade 1000, Hitachi
Compute Blade 2000, or Hitachi Compute Blade 320, ranging
from 1 to 128. Refer to “(1) MAC Address for Virtual NIC” for
further details about MAC address for the virtual NIC.
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
|
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
+--------------------------------------------+
||
|| BSM1 IP Addres|
Save settings?
|
||
|| BSM2 IP Addres| This operation will require a few minutes. |
||
|| BSM3 IP Addres|
|
||
|| BSM4 IP Addres|
Yes
|
||
|| BSM1 Alert Por|
No
|
||
|| BSM2 Alert Por+--------------------------------------------+
||
|| BSM3 Alert Por| Save all changes
|
||
|| BSM4 Alert Por+--------------------------------------------+
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 1
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

A message “Config Changing” is displayed.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
|
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168
|
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
|
||
|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.0
+-----------------+
||
|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| Config Changing |
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079
+-----------------+
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079
|
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
|
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
|
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 1
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
|
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168
|
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
|
||
|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.0
+------------+
||
|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| Normal End |
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079
+------------+
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079
|
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
|
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
|
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 1
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+


Tip

The operation with [F10] (Update system Config) provides a
temporary change in the screen when HVM is running. Thus,
the setting, which is not saved, will disappear when HVM is
rebooted. Execute [F9] (Save configuration) in the HVM Menu
screen to save the new setting.
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A message “Normal End” is displayed in about 40 seconds.

9

Configure settings for HVM system time zone.
[HVM firmware version 17-7X or earlier]



Go to the Date and Time screen.
Press [F7]: Change System Time on the Date and Time screen to display a
subscreen. Set a time zone and press [Enter].
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2009/02/18 14:15:33 Time Zone + 0:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
With HVM firmware version 17-8X or later, it is recommended
that you adjust the HVM system time using an NTP server.


When adjusting HVM system time with an NTP server,
make sure to use the same NTP server and time zone
between the management module and HVM. If not, both
clocks show the different time and you cannot know
which time is correct when a failure occurs.



When configuring multiple NTP servers, synchronize
each clock of all NTP servers and use the same time
zone.



Confirm that the automatic time adjustment of the
management module is enabled and the NTP server IP
address is set beforehand.
(a) Time adjustment with the NTP server set in the management module
(Management module firmware version: A108X or later)
- Go to the Date and Time screen.
- Place the cursor on Import Config and press [Enter] to display a subscreen.
- Select “SVP” and press [Enter].
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config SVP
||
|| TimeSync
NTP
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Check that “SYNC” is displayed in the NTP line on the system Service State
screen.
|+- System Service--------------------++-- Virtual LAN Segment State----------+|
|+- SVP
||
System
Access
Service--------------------++-: RUN
|| PORT#/NIC#
Virtual LAN:Segment
V 1 2
State----------+|
3 4 5 6 ||
|| BSM
SVP Access : RUN
|| PORT#/NIC#
a
: D
V D
1 D
2 3 4 5 6 ||
|| HA
BSMMonitor
Access : RUN
||
a
b
: D D D
||
|| NTP
HA Monitor : RUN
SYNC
||
b
c
: D D D
||
|| NTP
: SYNCForce Recovery ||
c
d
: D
||
||
|+------------------------------------++--------------------------------------+|
Force Recovery ||
d
: D
||
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- Go to the Date and Time screen.
- Press [F7]: Change System Time on the Date and Time screen to display a
subscreen. Set a time zone and press [Enter].
+- System Date and Time ------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Place the cursor on Setting on the Date and Time screen and press [Enter] to
display a subscreen.
- Select “NTP” and press [Enter].
|| 7
+------------------------+
||
|| 8
| Select Setting Display |
||
|| 9
|
|
||
|| 10
|
Setting
|
||
|+-------------------------|
NTP
|-------------------------+|
|
+------------------------+p / [PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||

|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
- Set an IP address of the NTP server on the Date and Time screen.
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-NTP(Disable)---------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| NTP Server 1 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
||
|| NTP Server 2 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Place the cursor on “NTP” on the Date and Time screen and press [Enter] to
display a subscreen. Select Setting and press [Enter].
|| 7
+------------------------+
||
|| 8
| Select Setting Display |
||
|| 9
|
|
||
|| 10
|
Setting
|
||
|+-------------------------|
NTP
|-------------------------+|
|
+------------------------+p / [PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-NTP(Disable)---------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| NTP Server 1 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
||
|| NTP Server 2 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
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|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
NTP
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Check that “SYNC” is displayed in the NTP line on the system Service State
screen.
|+- System Service--------------------++-- Virtual LAN Segment State----------+|
|| SVP Access : RUN
|| PORT#/NIC# : V 1 2 3 4 5 6 ||
|| BSM Access : RUN
||
a
: D D D
||
|| HA Monitor : RUN
||
b
: D D D
||
|| NTP
: SYNC
||
c
: D
||
||
Force Recovery ||
d
: D
||
|+------------------------------------++--------------------------------------+|

3

Save the new settings on the HVM screen.


Go to the HVM Menu screen.



Press [F9]: Save Configuration on the HVM Menu screen.

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 14:15:45 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
HVM System Logs
||
|| Allocated FC Information
Firmware Version Information
||
||
+------------------------------+
||
|+----------------------| Saving HVM configuration ... |---------------------+ |
|
+------------------------------+
|
|+-- Tips -------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Configure logical partitioning of processors and memory
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Then, you can perform operation on the HVM screen.
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9
This section describes HVM operations using terminal software. HVM screens may be different
from description in this manual depending on firmware versions.

Add LPAR and Change LPAR Name
In the initial state, no LPAR is defined. Follow the procedure below to add LPARs.
1

On the [HVM Menu] screen, press [F6]; Add Definition.

2

Select NO_NAME and press [Enter]. (Place the cursor on 1 and press [Enter].)

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Sr+------------+ AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1
| Add LPAR |
||
|| 2
|
|
||
|| 3
| 1 NO_NAME |
||
|| 4
| 2 NO_NAME |
||
|| 5
| 3 NO_NAME |
||
|| 6
| 4 NO_NAME |
||
|| 7
| 5 NO_NAME |
||
|| 8
| 6 NO_NAME |
||
|| 9
| 7 NO_NAME |
||
|| 10
| 8 NO_NAME |
||
||
| 9 NO_NAME |Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+-------------------------------| 10 NO_NAME |-------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ---------| 11 NO_NAME |-++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded | 12 NO_NAME | || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
0 0 0 | 13 NO_NAME | || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0 | 14 NO_NAME | ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
| 15 NO_NAME | ||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+-------------------------------| 16 NO_NAME |-++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition name
+------------+
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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You can add multiple LPARs in the same say.
Example of Logical Partition (LPAR) Configuration
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
4 0 4
4096 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition name
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Names of added LPARs are the default value “NO_NAME”. Set LPAR names in the
following procedure. You can change LPAR names already set in the same way.
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Select an LPAR name and press [Enter]. A subscreen “Logical Partition
Name” is displayed.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
+----------------------------------+
||
|| 9
|
Logical Partition Name
|
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
| NO_NAME
|PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+--------------------+----------------------------------+--------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
4 0 4
4096 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition name
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

5

Change the LPAR name on the subscreen..
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
+----------------------------------+
||
|| 9
|
Logical Partition Name
|
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
| LPAR1
|PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+--------------------+----------------------------------+--------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
4 0 4
4096 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition name
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 NO_NAME Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
4 0 4
4096 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition name
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+


Tip



Set the LPAR name with up to 31 characters. However,
the only first 8 characters are displayed on the HVM
screen. (If you set more than 8 characters, the 8th
character shown on the terminal will become "~".



You can use the following characters: "0" – "9", "a" – "z",
"A" – "Z", "-" and "_". However, the first character in a
LPAR name must be a letter: "a" – "z" or "A" – "Z".



The LPAR name is used as an identifier of the LPARs. It
is used for the functions such as the HA monitor. Set a
unique name within the HVM system.
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To change assignments of scheduling modes or the number of processors to an LPAR,
make the following settings on the Logical Partition Configuration screen.

[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
1

Place the cursor on the Shr of the LPAR you wish to change, and press
[Enter].

2

Type the number of processors in [The number of shared Logical
Processors] subscreen, and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
+--------------------------------------------+
||
|| 9
| The number of shared Logical Processors
|
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
|
2
|own]:Page Down ||
|+---------------+--------------------------------------------+---------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
4 0 4
4096 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The number of shared processors
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 2 0 100 1024 0 Y * N N N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 2 3
4096 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The number of shared processors
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
1

Place the cursor on the Scd of the LPAR to change, and press [Enter].

2

Select a mode to assign in the [Logical Processors Scheduling mode
Assignment] subscreen, and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd Pro Grp Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
+-----------------------------------------------+
||
|| 7
| Logical Processors Scheduling mode Assignment |
||
|| 8
|
|
||
|| 9
|
S
|
||
|| 10
|
D
|
||
||
+-----------------------------------------------+wn]:Page Down ||
|+-------------| Shared Scheduling Mode
|--------------+|
|+- Logical Inf+-----------------------------------------------+Information --+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 23296
||
|| Assign Total
4
0
4
4096 0 || Processors : 16(16) ||
|| Act Total
0
0
0
0 0 ||
Shared
:0
||
|| Remain
23296
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+-------------------------------------------------++-------------------------+|
| Logical processors scheduling mode
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|F1:VCAssign F2:MemAllocDsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove Esc:Menu|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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9

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd Pro Grp Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
S
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N N N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ---------------------------++- Physical Information --+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 23296
||
|| Assign Total
4
1
3
4096 0 || Processors : 16(16) ||
|| Act Total
0
0
0
0 0 ||
Shared
:0
||
|| Remain
23296
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+-------------------------------------------------++-------------------------+|
| Logical processors scheduling mode
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|F1:VCAssign F2:MemAllocDsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove Esc:Menu|

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------3

Place the cursor on Pro of the LPAR to change, and press [Enter].

4

Type the number of processors in the [The number of Logical Processors]
subscreen, and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd Pro Grp Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
S
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N N N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
+---------------------------------------+
||
|| 9
|
The number of Logical Processors |
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
|
2
|geDown]:Page Down ||
|+-----------------+---------------------------------------+------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ---------------------------++- Physical Information --+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 23296
||
|| Assign Total
4
1
3
4096 0 || Processors : 16(16) ||
|| Act Total
0
0
0
0 0 ||
Shared
:0
||
|| Remain
23296
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+-------------------------------------------------++-------------------------+|
| The number of logical processors
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|F1:VCAssign F2:MemAllocDsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove Esc:Menu|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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9

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd Pro Grp Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
S
2
0 100
1024 0 Y * N N N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
D
1
0 100
1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ---------------------------++- Physical Information --+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 23296
||
|| Assign Total
5
2
3
4096 0 || Processors : 16(16) ||
|| Act Total
0
0
0
0 0 ||
Shared
:0
||
|| Remain
23296
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+-------------------------------------------------++-------------------------+|
| The number of logical processors
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|F1:VCAssign F2:MemAllocDsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove Esc:Menu|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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9
To change processor groups to assign to an LPAR, make the following settings on the
Logical Partition Configuration screen.

[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
1

Place the cursor on Grp of the LPAR to change, and press [Enter].

2

Type the number of a processor group in the [Group Number Assignment]
subscreen, and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd Pro Grp Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea S 2 0 100 1024 0 Y * N N N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea D 1 0 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea D 1 0 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea D 1 0 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
+-------------------------+
||
|| 8
| Group Number Assignment |
||
|| 9
|
|
||
|| 10
| 0 Group0
|
||
||
| 1 Group1
|p / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+------------------------+-------------------------+-------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 2 3
4096 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition group number
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Example of Logical Partition Configuration (Processor group) setting
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd Pro Grp Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea S 2 1 100 1024 0 Y * N N N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea D 1 0 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea D 1 0 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea D 1 0 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 2 3
4096 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition group number
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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9
To change the memory size to assign an LPAR, make the following settings on the
Logical Partition Configuration screen.
1

Place the cursor on Mem of the LPAR to change, and press [Enter].
On the [Memory Size (in MB)] subscreen, use the arrow keys ([], [], [], []) to
select ±1024 or ±256, determine the memory size to assign, and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0+-------------------------+ * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0| The memory size (in MB) | * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0|
| * N BIOS
||
|| 5
|
+1024
|
||
|| 6
|
|
||
|| 7
|
-256 002048 +256
|
||
|| 8
|
|
||
|| 9
|
-1024
|
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
| Maximum size : 4608 |p / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+------------------------| Effecitive max : 4608 |-------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information --+-------------------------+hysical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr| Within bounds
|er Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0+-------------------------+ocessors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0| F1:Input number in GB | Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
+-------------------------+ Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The memory size in Mega Byte
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Example of Logical Partition Configuration (memory) setting:
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The memory size in Mega Byte
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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1

Place the cursor to Mem for the target LPAR and press [Enter].

2

On [The "memory size (in MB)] sub-screen, press [F1].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0+-------------------------+ * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0| The memory size (in MB) | * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0|
| * N BIOS
||
|| 5
|
+1024
|
||
|| 6
|
|
||
|| 7
|
-256 002048 +256
|
||
|| 8
|
|
||
|| 9
|
-1024
|
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
| Maximum size : 4608 |p / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+------------------------| Effecitive max : 4608 |-------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information --+-------------------------+hysical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr| Within bounds
|er Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0+-------------------------+ocessors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0| F1:Input number in GB | Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
+-------------------------+ Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The memory size in Mega Byte
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3

On the [Input the memory size in GB] sub-screen, enter the memory size in
GB units and press [ENTER].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0+-------------------------+ * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0| The memory size (in MB) | * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0|
| * N BIOS
||
|| 5
|
+1024
|
||
|| 6
|
|
||
|| 7
|
-256 002048 +256
|
||
|| 8
+-----------------------------+
||
|| 9
| Input the memory size in GB |
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
|
4
|/ [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------+-----------------------------+-----------------------+|
|+- Logical Information --+-------------------------+hysical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr| Within bounds
|er Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0+-------------------------+ocessors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0| F1:Input number in GB | Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
+-------------------------+ Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The memory size in Mega Byte
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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The size of the memory to be assigned to the LPAR can be specified in GB unit. The
following shows an example of assigning the 4GB memory to lPAR1:

9
The memory size in [The memory size (in MB)] sub-screen is updated with
the entered size in GB units. To fix the size, press [Enter]. To further modify
the size in MB units, select 1024 or 256 and specify another size using the
arrow keys ([], [], [], []), and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0+-------------------------+ * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0| The memory size (in MB) | * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0|
| * N BIOS
||
|| 5
|
+1024
|
||
|| 6
|
|
||
|| 7
|
-256 004096 +256
|
||
|| 8
|
|
||
|| 9
|
-1024
|
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
| Maximum size : 4608 |p / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+------------------------| Effecitive max : 4608 |-------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information --+-------------------------+hysical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr| Within bounds
|er Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0+-------------------------+ocessors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0| F1:Input number in GB | Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
+-------------------------+ Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The memory size in Mega Byte
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Example of Logical Partition Configuration (memory) setting:
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 4096 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
7168 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The memory size in Mega Byte
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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When you set Auto Activate to an LPAR, it will automatically activate once the HVM
initialization is complete.
To set Auto Activate, make the AA (Order Number) setting on the [Logical Partition
Configuration] screen.
Once Auto Activate has completed activating an LPAR, it will start activating the next
LPAR.



Setting Order Number to LPAR AA with AutoActivate
Order Number follows the order of LPARS to activate, prioritizing a smaller number.
If the same number is set to two LPAR AAs, AutoActivate is executed from the smaller
LPAR number.
1

Put the cursor on the target LPAR AA, and press [Enter].

2

Set Order Number on [The auto activation order] subscreen, and press
[Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
+---------------------------+
||
|| 8
| The auto activation order |
||
|| 9
|
|
||
|| 10
|
1
|
||
||
+---------------------------+ / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+-----------------------| Value is * or Order Number|------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information -+---------------------------+ysical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Auto Activation Order
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Example of setting Order Number=1 to LPAR1 and Order Number=2 to LPAR2
(LPAR1 is activated first, and then LPAR2 is activated.)
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition name
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+



Canceling Auto Activate processing during operation
HVM accepts the cancellation requests for 15 seconds before starting the Auto Activate.
Press and hold [Ctrl] + [c] for a while.
Cancellation will not be accepted once Auto Activate has started.


Tip

With [Pre-State Auto Activation] Enabled, if you reboot HVM
without shutting down the HVM system, Auto Activate will be
executed to restore the LPAR to the same condition as it was
before the reboot. Auto Activation Order settings are ignored
in this Auto Activate. Refer to Options for further details about
Pre-State Auto Activation.
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9
Use the [PCI Device Assignment] screen to change the PCI device scheduling mode or
to assign the PCI device to an LPAR.





The [PCI Device Assignment] screen displays information on the PCI devices
installed in the server blade of the specified physical partition and inserted into the
PCI Slot.



PCI devices in the shared mode shown as “-“ whose assignment cannot be
changed on this screen. Refer to “Assign VNICs (Virtual NICs) to LPARs” for how
to assign the shared NIC, and to “Assign Shared FCs to LPARs” for how to assign
the shared FC.



Onboard USB ports assigned to an LPAR dedicatedly can be changed to another
LPAR without stopping the LPAR. This switching is available only for the USB port
of the primary server blade.

Changing the scheduling mode of the PCI device
Use the procedure shown below to change the scheduling mode of the PCI device.
When changing the scheduling mode, deactivate all LPARs to which the PCI device is
assigned.
The scheduling mode can be changed in PCI devices with “+” on the right of “Schd”. For
a PCI device without “+”, the scheduling mode cannot be changed.
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On the [PCI Device Assignment] screen, place the cursor at Schd of the PCI
device whose scheduling mode is to be changed and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ S+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 5 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
0
0
0
0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

2

On the [PCI Device Scheduling mode Assignment] subscreen, select D
(dedicated mode) or S (shared mode), and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ S+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea +---------------------------------------+
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea | PCI Device Scheduling mode Assignment |
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea |
|
||
|| 5
|
D
|
||
|| 6
|
S
|
||
|| 7
+---------------------------------------+
||
|| 8
| PCI Device is Dedicate Mode
|
||
|| 9
+---------------------------------------+
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 5 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
0
0 0
0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Reflect the changed scheduling mode of the PCI device into the HVM system.
Press [F10] to display the [Save settings?] subscreen. Select “Yes” and
press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ D+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
De+--------------------------------------------+
||
|| 3 LPAR3
De|
Save settings?
|
||
|| 4 LPAR4
De| This operation will require a few minutes. |
||
|| 5
|
|
||
|| 6
|
Yes
|
||
|| 7
|
No
|
||
|| 8
+--------------------------------------------+
||
|| 9
| Save all changes
|
||
|| 10
+--------------------------------------------+
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 5 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
0
0 0
0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

4

Wait for a couple of minutes before the [Config Changing] message appears.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ D+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 5
+-----------------+
||
|| 6
| Config Changing |
||
|| 7
+-----------------+
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 5 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
0
0 0
0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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The Normal End subscreen appears, which completes the changing of the
scheduling mode.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ D+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 5
+------------+
||
|| 6
| Normal End |
||
|| 7
+------------+
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 5 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
0
0 0
0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Assigning the PCI device to an LPAR
Use the following procedure to assign the PCI device to an LPAR.
Deactivate the LPAR to which the PCI device is assigned.
1

Place the cursor on the PCI device of the LPAR to which that device is
assigned and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ D+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 5 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
0
0 0
0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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On the [PCI Device Number Assignment] subscreen, select A (assignment) or
*(unassignment) and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ D+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
+------------------------------+
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
| PCI Device Number Assignment |
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
|
|
||
|| 5
|
A
|
||
|| 6
|
*
|
||
|| 7
+------------------------------+
||
|| 8
| PCI Device Assign
|
||
|| 9
+------------------------------+
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 5 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
0
0
0
0 ||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



Example of PCI Device Assignment setting

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ D+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - A
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A A - - - *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 5 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
0
0
0
0 ||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Assignment can be specified for multiple LPARs. However, only LPAR activated first
can actually use the PCI device. For another LPAR to use the PCI device used by
the LPAR activated first, deactivate the LPAR using that PCI device and then
activate another LPAR.

Assign USB Devices to LPARs
The USB device is exclusively used by the active LPAR to which that device is assigned.
Moreover, if the USB device is in the exclusively-shared mode, its assignment can be
dynamically changed without deactivating operation among multiple active LPARs that
are activated after that USB device is assigned.



Assigning USB devices to LPARs
Assign a USB device on the [PCI Device Assignment] screen. .
Deactivate the LPAR to assign the USB device. A USB device can be assigned to
multiple LPARs as other PCI devices.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ S+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
USB
device
(PCI
Device#:
1,
Type:
U,
Schd:
E)
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 1 Intel Corp.
USB Controller
U0
0
1d 0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

When an exclusively-shared USB device is assigned to multiple LPARs, the LPAR
activated first can use the USB device and the other LPARs activated later cannot use it.
To change LPARS to use the USB device, execute the procedure to change LPARs that
is described later in this manual.
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ S+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
Act
R R - - - ||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
Using the USB device
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 1 Intel Corp.
USB Controller
U0
0
1d 0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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On the [PCI Device Assignment] screen, ‘R’ is shown as the assignment status for the
active LPAR actually using the exclusively-shared USB device.

9

Attaching/Detaching the USB device
1

Move the cursor to the USB device column on the [PCI Device Assignment]
screen, and press [F5]: Attach/Detach.

2

The USB Device [Attach and Detach] subscreen will be displayed. Follow the
screen message to select a number.
When the new LPAR number is entered, the USB device will be attached to the
selected LPAR: Attach. If the USB device is being attached to another LPAR at the
time, the USB device will be detached from the LPAR: Detach and attached to the
newly selected LPAR.
When ‘0: Detach only’ is selected, the USB device will be simply detached from the
LPAR.


Tip

After the attachment operation, it may take about 30 seconds
until the USB device becomes available on the firmware or OS
in the LPAR.

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ S+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act
A A - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
Act
R R - - - ||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A +------------------------+
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A | Device Attach / Detach |
||
|| 5
|
Now [ 2 LPAR2 ]
|
||
|| 6
|
|
||
|| 7
| 0 Detach only
|
||
|| 8
| 1 LPAR1
|
||
|| 9
+------------------------+
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 1 Intel Corp.
USB Controller
U0
0
1d 0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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A remote console is exclusively used by the LPAR, which is currently activated and the
device is assigned to. A remote console in the exclusively shared mode can be
dynamically changed its assignment between activated multiple LPARs, to which the
device has been assigned before their activation, without deactivation.



Assigning a Remote Console
Use the PCI Device Assignment screen to assign a remote console.
LPARS, to which a remote console is assigned, must be deactivated. A remote console
can be assigned to multiple LPARs as well as other PCI devices.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ S+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A A
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A A
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
Remote Console (PCI Device#: 0, Type: U, Schd: E)
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 0 Intel Corp.
USB Controller
UK0
0
1a 0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

When a remote console in the exclusively shared mode is assigned to multiple LPARs,
an LPAR that is activated first can use the device and other LPARs cannot. To allow
another LPAR activated later to use the device, the procedure to change LPARS to use
the remote console, which is described later, is required.
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ S+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
A A - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
R R - - - ||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A A
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A A
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
Using the USB device
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 0 Intel Corp.
USB Controller
UK0
0
1a 0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



Changing LPARs Using a Remote Console
1

On the PCI Device Assignment Screen, place the cursor on the line of a remote
console and then press the [F5] key (Attach/Detach).

2

When the Device Attach/Detach subscreen is displayed, select the number following
the screen.
When you select a LPAR number, the remote console is connected to the LPAR
with the selected LPAR number (Attach). When the remote console is already used
by another LPAR, detach the remote console from the LPAR, which is currently
using the remote console, and connect it to the LPAR with the selected number.
When “Detach only” is selected, the remote console is just disconnected.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
||
||
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
Schd: E E S S+ S+ S+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act
A A - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
Act
R R - - - ||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
A +------------------------+
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
A | Device Attach / Detach |
||
|| 5
|
Now [ 2 LPAR2 ]
|
||
|| 6
|
|
||
|| 7
| 0 Detach only
|
||
|| 8
| 1 LPAR1
|
||
|| 9
+------------------------+
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected PCI Device Information--------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 0 Intel Corp.
USB Controller
UK0
0
1a 0
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F5:Attach/Detach F10:Update PCI Dev Schd F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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On the PCI Device Assignment screen, “R” is displayed for the activated LPAR that
actually uses the remote console in the exclusively shared mode as its assignment
status.

9

When connecting via remote console, the remote
console screen display or mouse operation may
become slower due to SVGA emulation.



When the USB device is assigned to another guest OS,
it may take about 30 seconds before you can operate
the keyboard and mouse.



When transferring from the Basic environment to HVM
environment, the screen may not be displayed with the
remote console connection. For further details, refer to
Migration between Basic Environment
and HVM Environment.

Since remote console connection gives graphic processing
overhead on the LPAR, the assigned performance declines a
bit. When executing application that requires performance,
detach it from the LPAR.

Assign VNICs (Virtual NICs) to LPARs
Assign a virtual NIC on the [Virtual NIC Assignment] screen. Deactivate the LPAR to
assign the virtual NIC.
1

Place the cursor on [Virtual NIC Number] of the LPAR to which the virtual NIC
is to be assigned and then press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 0 Tag: Undef Prm: T ||
|| VLANID:
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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The [Physical NIC/Port Number setting] subscreen appears. Select the virtual
NIC type (1a, 1b, and so on) to be specified and press [Enter].
For more on virtual NIC types, refer to "Overview of Virtual NIC Functions".
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
+------------------------------------+
||
||
| Physical NIC / Port Number setting |
||
||
|
|
||
|| # Name
Sta #V|
*
|
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea |
Va
|
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea |
Vb
|
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea |
Vc
|
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea |
Vd
|
||
|| 5
|
1a
|
||
|| 6
|
1b
|
||
|| 7
|
2a
|
||
|| 8
|
2b
|
||
|| 9
|
3a
|
||
|| 10
|
3b
|
||
||
|
4a
|
||
||
|
4b
|ageDown]:Page Down ||
|+-------------------+------------------------------------+-------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information--|
|-------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address+------------------------------------+ag: Undef Prm: T ||
|| VLANID:
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



Example of Virtual NIC Assignment setting
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Undef Prm: T ||
|| VLANID:
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Follow the steps below to assign a shared FC adapter to an LPAR. Deactivate the LPAR
before assigning the shared FC.
1

Change the FC adapter to be used to the shared mode. Refer to Changing the
scheduling mode of the PCI device for how to change the mode. If the FC
adapter is already in the shared mode, skip this step.

2

Assign the shared FC to the LPAR on the [Shared FC Assignment] screen.
Place the cursor on the Shared FC# to assign to the LPAR, and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Shared FC Assignment -----------------------------------------------------+|
||
Shared FC#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
||
||
Slot#: E00 E00
||
||
Port#: 0 1
||
||
PortStatus: A D
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
* *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
* *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
* *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
* *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected Virtual FC Port WWN Information-----------------------------------+|
|| # LPAR# WWPN
WWNN
Bus# Dev# Func# vfcID# ||
|| 0 1
0
0
5
4
0
-||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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When the [Shared FC vfcWWNId Assignment] subscreen is displayed, select
vfcID and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Shared FC Assignment -----------------------------------------------------+|
||
Shared FC#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
||
||
Slot#: E00 E00
||
||
Port#: 0 1
||
||
PortStatus+-------------------------------+
||
|| # Name
Sta
| Shared FC vfcWWNId Assignment |
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
|
|
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
|
*
|
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
|
1
|
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
|
2
|
||
|| 5
|
3
|
||
|| 6
|
4
|
||
|| 7
|
5
|
||
|| 8
|
6
|
||
|| 9
|
7
|
||
|| 10
|
8
|
||
||
+-------------------------------+
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected Virtual FC Port WWN Information-----------------------------------+|
|| # LPAR# WWPN
WWNN
Bus# Dev# Func# vfcID# ||
|| 0 1
0
0
5
4
0
-||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



vfcID can be selected in the range of 1 to 8 for each port.
However, the same vfcID# cannot be set for multiple
LPARs. For details of vfcID, refer to “(1) WWPN /
WWNN for a Shared FC”.



Information display may be different depending on the
HVM firmware version and FC adapter installed.
Example of Shared FC Assignment setting
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Shared FC Assignment -----------------------------------------------------+|
||
Shared FC#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
||
||
Slot#: E00 E00
||
||
Port#: 0 1
||
||
PortStatus: A D
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
1 *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
* *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
* *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
* *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected Virtual FC Port WWN Information-----------------------------------+|
|| # LPAR# WWPN
WWNN
Bus# Dev# Func# vfcID# ||
|| 0 1
2338000087014002 2338000087014003
5
4
0
1
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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To save settings you have made or changed on HVM screens, go to the HVM Menu
screen and press [F9]: Save Configuration. The guest timer settings changed on the
guest OSs also need to be saved by [F9] after the change before the HVM shutdown or
reboot; otherwise, the changed values may be lost.

Example of pressing [F9]: Save Configuration on the HVM Menu screen
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 11:23:00 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
HVM System Logs
||
|| Allocated FC Information
Firmware Version Information
||
||
+------------------------------+
||
|+----------------------| Saving HVM configuration ... |---------------------+ |
|
+------------------------------+
|
|+-- Tips -------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| System Configuration
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 11:23:45 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
HVM System Logs
||
|| Allocated FC Information
Firmware Version Information
||
||
+-----------------------------------------+
||
|+----------------| HVM configuration is saved successfully |----------------+ |
|
+-----------------------------------------+
|
|+-- Tips -------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| System Configuration
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

* Saving the contents set on the HVM screen, the HVM will boot with the saved
configuration reflected at the next boot.

Time required for [F9]: Save Configuration increases
depending on the number of defined LPARs. It usually
finishes in a minute. When a heavy load is on the HVM, it may
take several minutes for saving.
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9

Boot the Guest OS
This section describes how to activate an LPAR and how to boot the OS.



Assigning a Remote Console
1

Check if a remote console is assigned. If the remote console has been
assigned, skip this step. Refer to “Assign Remote Consoles to LPARs”.

Connect a CD/DVD drive to the server blade and insert OS
media before installing the guest OS.



Activating LPARs
1

On the [Logical Partition Configuration] screen, press [F3]: Activate..

2

On the [Activate LPAR] subscreen, select an LPAR to activate and press
[Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
+---------------+
||
|| 7
| Activate LPAR |
||
|| 8
|
|
||
|| 9
| 1 LPAR1
|
||
|| 10
| 2 LPAR2
|
||
||
| 3 LPAR3
|age Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+-----------------------------| 4 LPAR4
|------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information -------+---------------+++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition name
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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When a subscreen to confirm [Activate]: power on is displayed, select
“Continue” and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 2048 2 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
+-----------------------------------+
||
|| 7
|
LPAR1[LPAR1]
|
||
|| 8
|
Activation means power-on.
|
||
|| 9
|
Do you continue?
|
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
|
Continue
|PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+-------------------|
Cancel
|--------------------+|
|+- Logical Informati| Continue(Don't show this message) |al Information -----+|
||
Pr+-----------------------------------+mory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 2 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition name
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



The screen above may not be displayed depending on
the Activation setting on the Options screen. Refer to
Options for details.



When a guest screen is not correctly displayed and
freezes after you have activated the LPAR, display HVM
System Logs screen to check whether or not HVM
system log includes “HVM-LFW detected Internal error.”
If it includes the log, contact your reseller or
maintenance personnel.

4

Activating the LPAR makes the remote console in use. Then connecting to
the LPAR, which is currently using the remote console, via remote console,
you can operate the guest OS.

If another LPAR is using the remote console, the first activated
LPAR can connect to the remote console. The latter activated
LPAR cannot connect to the remote console. To allow the
latter activated LPAR to connect to the remote console, it is
necessary to change the remote console assigned
destination.



Connecting a Remote Console
1

Connect a remote console.
For how to connect to a remote console, refer to “Connect the Remote Console” in
Chapter 3.
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9

Setting the EFI driver
Before booting a guest OS, set the EFI driver from EFI Shell. EFI driver settings required
for booting a guest OS are described below. When you have already set the EFI driver,
skip this section.
1

On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Boot Maintenance
Manager].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

2

1.99 GHz

This selection will
take you to the Boot
Maintenance Manager

<Enter>=Select Entry

When the [Boot Maintenance Manager] screen is displayed, select [Boot
Options].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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9

Select [Change Boot Order]
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Go Back To Main Page
Add Boot Option
Delete Boot Option
Change Boot Order

Will be valid on next
boot

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

4

When [EFI Internal Shell] is displayed on the top of the boot order, [Change
Boot Order] is unnecessary.
Select [Discard Changes and Exit] and then jump to the step 8.

5

When [EFI Internal Shell] is not displayed on the top of the boot order, select
[Change the order].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>
<EFI Internal Shell>

Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

<Boot0001>
Change the order
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>
<EFI Internal Shell>
/-----------------------\
| EFI Internal Shell
|
| Boot0001
|
| CD/DVD
|
| DPM
|
\-----------------------/

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
| + =Move Selection Up
- =Move Selection Down
|
|
<Enter>=Complete Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

7

Select [Commit Changes and Exit].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<EFI Internal Shell>
<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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6 When a subscreen is displayed, press the [+] or [-] key to top the [EFI Internal
Shell] in the boot order.

9
When the [Boot Maintenance Manager] screen is displayed again, press
[Esc].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

9

Select [Continue] on the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot to start the
EFI Shell.

Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
direct the system to
continue to booting
process

<Enter>=Select Entry
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Shell> drivers
T
D
R
V

D

Y C I
P F A
VERSION

E G G #D #C DRIVER NAME

IMAGE NAME

== ======== = = = == == ================================ ==================
:
65 01010001 D X -

1

- Hitachi Fibre channel Driver

EFIdriver

:
Shell>

The handle is “65” in the example above.
11 Enter “drvcfg” [driver handle] to find out the controller handle.
Shell> drvcfg 65
Configurable Components
Drv[65]

Ctrl[74]

Lang[eng]

Shell>

The controller handle is “74” in the example above.
12 Enter “drvcfg” –s [driver handle] [controller handle].
hfccfg> prompt is displayed.
Shell> drvcfg -s 65 74
Set Configuration Options
Drv[65]

Ctrl[74]

Lang[eng]

hfccfg>

13 Enter the “select” command and select an adapter for booting.
hfccfg> select
HBA FC Port List:
Num

Bus

Dev Func

current WWPN

original WWPN

---

---

--- ----

----------------

--------------

1 - 09

04

01

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

C - cancel
Select Number ---> 1

Select “1” in the example above.
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10 Enter the “drivers” command to find out the driver handle of “HITACHI Fibre
Channel Driver”

9

Set the following items:


Boot Function: Enabled



Select Boot Device: Enabled



Boot Device List: Set WWPN and LUN number, which is usually “0”
because LU0 is commonly LU for booting, for ports that the target
eternal disk array uses.

Set other necessary items for your system environment.

hfccfg.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX> set
Base Settings:
** Boot Function = Enabled
change? (y/[n]) -->
** Connection Type = Auto Detection
please Enter -->
** Data Rate = 4Gbps
please Enter -->
** Spinup Delay = Disabled
change? (y/[n]) -->
** Login Delay Time = 3sec
change? (y/[n]) -->
** Persistent Bindings = Enabled
change? (y/[n]) -->
** Force Default Parameter for adapter driver = Disabled
change? (y/[n]) -->
** Select Boot Device = Enabled
change? (y/[n]) -->
** << Boot Device List >> (LUN:decimal)
1 - WWPN:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

LUN:000

2 - WWPN:0000000000000000

LUN:000

3 - WWPN:0000000000000000

LUN:000

4 - WWPN:0000000000000000

LUN:000

5 - WWPN:0000000000000000

LUN:000

6 - WWPN:0000000000000000

LUN:000

7 - WWPN:0000000000000000

LUN:000

8 - WWPN:0000000000000000

LUN:000

change? (y/[n]) -->
Base Settings is completed
hfccfg.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>

15 When settings is completed, enter the “save” command to save the settings.
16 Use the “exit” command to return to the EFI Shell.
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14 When the prompt is displayed, enter the “set” command and set each item.

9
Confirm that the target LU is listed next to the Fibre and its WWN is correct.
Shell> reconnect -r
ReconnectController(X,X,X) : Status = Success
Shell> map -r
Device mapping table
fs0

:Removable BlockDevice - Alias XXXX blk0

blk0

:Removable BlockDevice - Alias XXXX fs0

blk1

:BlockDevice - Alias (null)

Acpi(PNP0A08,0)/Pci(4|0)/Pci(0|2)/Pci(4|1)/Fibre(WwnXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, Lun0)
Blk2

:Removable BlockDevice - Alias XXXX fs0

：
Shell>

Displayed details are different depending on the environment.
18 Confirm the settings and then enter the “exit” command.
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17 Execute the “reconnect –r” command, and then enter the “map –r”
command.

9

Setting Boot Options
You can specify the boot order of devices by creating the boot option and changing the
boot order with the logical BIOS.
You need to set Guest OS boot as Boot Options when using a guest OS; CD/DVD boot
when installing an OS; PXE (network) boot when using SC/DPM. Boot Option of EFI
Shell is set in the default value.
Boot option example

Device

Boot type

Application

EFI Internal Shell

-

EFI Shell boot

EFI driver settings

Boot0001

FC STORAGE DEVICE

Guest OS boot

Guest OS

CD/DVD

USB STORAGE DEVICE

CD/DVD boot

OS installation

DPM

NETWORK BOOT DEVICE PXE boot

SC/DPM

[Guest OS Boot]
1

On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Boot Maintenance
Manager].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
take you to the Boot
Maintenance Manager

<Enter>=Select Entry
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9
When the [Boot Maintenance Manager] screen is displayed, select [Boot
Options].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

3

Select [Add Boot Option].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Go Back To Main Page
Add Boot Option
Delete Boot Option
Change Boot Order

Add EFI Application or
Removable Fs as Boot
Option

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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When [File Explorer] is displayed, select a device to configure.
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
FC STORAGE DEVICE,
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x5,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x2)/Pci(0x4
,0x0)/Fibre(0x50060E8010433B00,0x0)]
USB STORAGE DEVICE,
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x1D,0x7)/USB(0x3,0x0)/Unit(0
x0)]
NETWORK BOOT DEVICE
[PciRoot(0x1)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x1,0x0)/MAC(00008762
F730,0x0)]
NETWORK BOOT DEVICE
[PciRoot(0x1)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x2,0x0)/MAC(00008762
F731,0x0)]

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

5

Select [Input the description].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
FC STORAGE DEVICE,
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x5,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x2)/Pci(0x4
,0x0)/Fibre(0x50060E801025A260,0x0)]
Input the description
Input Optional Data

_
_

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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Type the device name.
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
FC STORAGE DEVICE,
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x5,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x2)/Pci(0x4
,0x0)/Fibre(0x50060E801025A260,0x0)]
In/---------------------------------------------------------------------------\
In|
|
|
Please type in your data
|
Co|Boot001
|
Di|
|
\---------------------------------------------------------------------------/

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
|
<Enter>=Complete Entry Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

7

Select [Commit Changes and Exit].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
FC STORAGE DEVICE,
Commit Changes and Exit
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x2)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Fibre(0x
50060E8010433B00,0x0)] *
Input the description
_
Input Optional Data
_
Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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When [Boot Maintenance Manager] is displayed, press [Esc].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

[CD/DVD Boot]
1

On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Boot Maintenance
Manager].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
take you to the Boot
Maintenance Manager

<Enter>=Select Entry
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When the [Boot Maintenance Manager] screen is displayed, select [Boot
Options].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

3

Select [Add Boot Option].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Go Back To Main Page
Add Boot Option
Delete Boot Option
Change Boot Order

Add EFI Application or
Removable Fs as Boot
Option

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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When [File Explorer] is displayed, select a device to configure.
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
FC STORAGE DEVICE,
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x5,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x2)/Pci(0x4
,0x0)/Fibre(0x50060E8010433B00,0x0)]
USB STORAGE DEVICE,
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x1D,0x7)/USB(0x3,0x0)/Unit(0
x0)]
NETWORK BOOT DEVICE
[PciRoot(0x1)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x1,0x0)/MAC(00008762
F730,0x0)]
NETWORK BOOT DEVICE
[PciRoot(0x1)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x2,0x0)/MAC(00008762
F731,0x0)]

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

5

Select [Input the description].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
FC STORAGE DEVICE,
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x1D,0x7)/USB(0x3,0x0)/Unit(0
x0)]
Input the description
Input Optional Data

_
_

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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Type the device name.
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x1D,0x7)/USB(0x3,0x0)/Unit(0
x0)]
In/---------------------------------------------------------------------------\
In|
|
|
Please type in your data
|
Co|CD/DVD
|
Di|
|
\---------------------------------------------------------------------------/

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
|
<Enter>=Complete Entry Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

7

Select [Commit Changes and Exit].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
USB STORAGE DEVICE,
Commit Changes and Exit
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x1D,0x7)/USB(0x3,0x0)/Unit(0
x0)]
Input the description
Input Optional Data

CD/DVD
_

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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When [Boot Maintenance Manager] is displayed, press [Esc].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

[PXE Boot (network boot)]
1

On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Boot Maintenance
Manager].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
take you to the Boot
Maintenance Manager

<Enter>=Select Entry
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When the [Boot Maintenance Manager] screen is displayed, select [Boot
Options].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

3

Select [Add Boot Option].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Go Back To Main Page
Add Boot Option
Delete Boot Option
Change Boot Order

Add EFI Application or
Removable Fs as Boot
Option

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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When [File Explorer] is displayed, select a device to configure.
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
FC STORAGE DEVICE,
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x5,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x2)/Pci(0x4
,0x0)/Fibre(0x50060E8010433B00,0x0)]
USB STORAGE DEVICE,
[Acpi(PNP0A08,0x0)/Pci(0x1D,0x7)/USB(0x3,0x0)/Unit(0
x0)]
NETWORK BOOT DEVICE
[PciRoot(0x1)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x1,0x0)/MAC(00008762
F730,0x0)]
NETWORK BOOT DEVICE
[PciRoot(0x1)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x2,0x0)/MAC(00008762
F731,0x0)]
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

5

Select [Input the description].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
FC STORAGE DEVICE,
[PciRoot(0x1)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x1,0x0)/MAC(00008762
F730,0x0)]
Input the description
Input Optional Data

_
_

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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Type the device name.
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
NETWORK BOOT DEVICE
[PciRoot(0x1)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x1,0x0)/MAC(00008762
F730,0x0)]
In/---------------------------------------------------------------------------\
In|
|
|
Please type in your data
|
Co|DPM
|
Di|
|
\---------------------------------------------------------------------------/

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
|
<Enter>=Complete Entry Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

7

Select [Commit Changes and Exit].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
NETWORK BOOT DEVICE
Commit Changes and Exit
[PciRoot(0x1)/Pci(0x4,0x0)/Pci(0x1,0x0)/MAC(00008762
F730,0x0)]
Input the description
Input Optional Data

DPM
_

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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When [Boot Maintenance Manager] is displayed, press [Esc].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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You can specify the boot order of devices by changing the boot order with the logical
BIOS.
You need to set EFI Shell boot as Boot Options when setting the EFI driver; Guest OS
boot when using a guest OS; CD/DVD boot when installing an OS; PXE (network) boot
when using SC/DPM.
Boot option example

Device

Boot type

Application

EFI Internal Shell

-

EFI Shell boot

EFI driver settings

Boot0001

FC STORAGE DEVICE

Guest OS boot

Guest OS

CD/DVD

USB STORAGE DEVICE

CD/DVD boot

OS installation

DPM

NETWORK BOOT DEVICE PXE boot

SC/DPM

[EFI Shell Boot]
1

On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Boot Maintenance
Manager].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
take you to the Boot
Maintenance Manager

<Enter>=Select Entry
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When the [Boot Maintenance Manager] screen is displayed, select [Boot
Options].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

3

Select [Change Boot Order].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Go Back To Main Page
Add Boot Option
Delete Boot Option
Change Boot Order

Will be valid on next
boot

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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If [EFI Internal Shell] is displayed on the top of the boot order, Change Boot
Order is not needed. Select [Discard Changes and Exit], and then jump to
Step 7.
If not, select [Change the order].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>
<EFI Internal Shell>

Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

5

When the subscreen is displayed, move [EFI Internal Shell] to the top of the
boot options using a key, [+] or [-].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

<Boot0001>
Change the order
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>
<EFI Internal Shell>
/-----------------------\
| EFI Internal Shell
|
| Boot0001
|
| CD/DVD
|
| DPM
|
\-----------------------/

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
| + =Move Selection Up
- =Move Selection Down
|
|
<Enter>=Complete Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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Select [Commit Changes and Exit].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<EFI Internal Shell>
<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>

Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

7

When [Boot Maintenance Manager] is displayed again, press [Esc].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Continue].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
direct the system to
continue to booting
process

<Enter>=Select Entry

[Guest OS Boot]
1

On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Boot Maintenance
Manager].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
take you to the Boot
Maintenance Manager

<Enter>=Select Entry
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When the [Boot Maintenance Manager] screen is displayed, select [Boot
Options].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

3

Select [Change Boot Order].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Go Back To Main Page
Add Boot Option
Delete Boot Option
Change Boot Order

Will be valid on next
boot

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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If [Boot0001] is displayed on the top of the boot order, Change Boot Order is
not needed. Select [Discard Changes and Exit], and then jump to Step 7.
If not, select [Change the order].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<EFI Internal Shell>
<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>

Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

5

When the subscreen is displayed, move [Boot0001] to the top of the boot
options using a key, [+] or [-].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

<EFI Internal Shell>
Change the order
<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>
/-----------------------\
| Boot0001
|
| EFI Internal Shell
|
| CD/DVD
|
| DPM
|
\-----------------------/

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
| + =Move Selection Up
- =Move Selection Down
|
|
<Enter>=Complete Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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Select [Commit Changes and Exit].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<Boot0001>
<EFI Internal Shell>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>

Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

7

When [Boot Maintenance Manager] is displayed again, press [Esc].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Continue].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
direct the system to
continue to booting
process

<Enter>=Select Entry

[CD/DVD Boot]
1

On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Boot Maintenance
Manager].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
take you to the Boot
Maintenance Manager

<Enter>=Select Entry
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When the [Boot Maintenance Manager] screen is displayed, select [Boot
Options].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

3

Select [Change Boot Order].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Go Back To Main Page
Add Boot Option
Delete Boot Option
Change Boot Order

Will be valid on next
boot

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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If [CD/DVD] is displayed on the top of the boot order, Change Boot Order is
not needed. Select [Discard Changes and Exit], and then jump to Step 7.
If not, select [Change the order].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<EFI Internal Shell>
<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>

Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

5

When the subscreen is displayed, move [CD/DVD] to the top of the boot
options using a key, [+] or [-].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

<EFI Internal Shell>
Change the order
<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>
/-----------------------\
| CD/DVD
|
| EFI Internal Shell
|
| Boot0001
|
| DPM
|
\-----------------------/

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
| + =Move Selection Up
- =Move Selection Down
|
|
<Enter>=Complete Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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Select [Commit Changes and Exit].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<CD/DVD>
<EFI Internal Shell>
<Boot0001>
<DPM>

Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

7

When [Boot Maintenance Manager] is displayed again, press [Esc].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Continue].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
direct the system to
continue to booting
process

<Enter>=Select Entry

[PXE Boot (network boot)]
1

On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Boot Maintenance
Manager].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight

1.99 GHz

This selection will
take you to the Boot
Maintenance Manager

<Enter>=Select Entry
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When the [Boot Maintenance Manager] screen is displayed, select [Boot
Options].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

3

Select [Change Boot Order].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Go Back To Main Page
Add Boot Option
Delete Boot Option
Change Boot Order

Will be valid on next
boot

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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If [DPM] is displayed on the top of the boot order, Change Boot Order is not
needed. Select [Discard Changes and Exit], and then jump to Step 7.
If not, select [Change the order].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<EFI Internal Shell>
<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>

Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

5

When the subscreen is displayed, move [DPM] to the top of the boot options
using a key, [+] or [-].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

<EFI Internal Shell>
Change the order
<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>
<DPM>
/-----------------------\
| DPM
|
| EFI Internal Shell
|
| Boot0001
|
| CD/DVD
|
\-----------------------/

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
| + =Move Selection Up
- =Move Selection Down
|
|
<Enter>=Complete Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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Select [Commit Changes and Exit].
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
File Explorer
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Change the order

<DPM>
<EFI Internal Shell>
<Boot0001>
<CD/DVD>

Change the order

Commit Changes and Exit
Discard Changes and Exit

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

7

When [Boot Maintenance Manager] is displayed again, press [Esc].

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
Boot Maintenance Manager
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
Boot Options

Modify system boot
options

Set Time Out Value
Reset System

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
|
|
| ^v=Move Highlight
<Enter>=Select Entry
Esc=Exit without Save
|
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------/
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On the screen displayed at the logical BIOS boot, select [Continue].
Compute Blade E55
HVM LPAR
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5504 @ 2.00GHz
(IA32.UEFI) Ver: 1.20

Continue
Boot Maintenance Manager

^v=Move Highlight



1.99 GHz

This selection will
direct the system to
continue to booting
process

<Enter>=Select Entry



The operation after OS booting is basically the same as
that for Basic.



Be sure to allocate adequate resources to the LPARs to
operate the OS, middleware, and applications used.
For details, refer to Software Guide and the manuals for
each product.



Make sure to reset [Boot Order] after booting the EFI
Shell. Otherwise the OS will not boot. Especially when
booting the OS after the LPAR Auto Activate, sure to
check if the guest OS boots up.

Action for the guest OS Boot in Failure


When you use a shared FC as a boot device, boot may fail to finish depending on
the number of LPARs assigned to the shared FC. In such a case, you can avoid the
problem by extending the LOGIN DELAY time in the operation parameters for the
FC switch module. For details, refer to “Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter
User’s Guide (Windows Driver Edition)” or “Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter
User’s Guide (Linux/VMware Driver Edition)”.



If rebooting suddenly occurs during OS boot, the service ratio allocated to LPAR
may be low so that time-out requirements for the OS are not satisfied. If sudden
rebooting occurs frequently, display the [HVM System Logs screen and check
whether the HVM system log contains "HVM detects AP initialization timeout." If it
is contained, review the service ratio allocated to the LPAR.



If actions above cannot complete the guest OS boot, LPAR settings may cause the
problem. Check the settings once more. Deactivate the LPAR, review and set the
proper values, reactivate it, and boot the guest OS. If the symptom still remains,
contact our technical personnel.
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Refer to the Remote Console Application User’s Guide for how to set the server blade
display.
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1

Use the Shutdown command from the operating system command line.
Execute (Enter) the Shutdown command from the OS command line or GUI.
Once the Shutdown processing is finished, the LPAR is deactivated and the screen
switches to the HVM screen previously opened.

2

Deactivate a LPAR from the HVM screen.
On the [HVM Menu] or [HVM Menu or Logical Partition Configuration] screen, press
[F4]: Deact.
On the subscreen, select the LPAR to deactivate using the cursor and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act 2 0 2 100 2048 2 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
+-----------------+
||
|| 7
| Deactivate LPAR |
||
|| 8
|
|
||
|| 9
| 1 LPAR1
|
||
|| 10
| 2
|
||
||
| 3
|ge Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------| 4
|-----------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------+-----------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 2 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
2 0 2
2048 2 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
2560
||
Dedicate : 2
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The power status:'Dea'(Deactivated:power-off),or 'Act'(Activated:power-on) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem
Alloc Dsp for
F3:Act
F4:Deact F5:React
F6:Add isF7:Remove
Esc:Menu
When
a subscreen
deactivation
(power-off)
displayed,
select| ‘Yes’.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act 2 0 2 100 2048 2 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
+-------------------------------+
||
|| 7
|
LPAR1[LPAR1]
|
||
|| 8
| Deactivation means power-off. |
||
|| 9
|
Do you continue?
|
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
|
Yes
| [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+---------------------|
No
|----------------------+|
|+- Logical Information|
Yes(Don't ask anymore)
|ical Information -----+|
||
Pro +-------------------------------+Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 2 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
2 0 2
2048 2 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
2560
||
Dedicate : 2
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The power status:'Dea'(Deactivated:power-off),or 'Act'(Activated:power-on) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



Example of Logical Partition Configuration display after deactivating LPAR1
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea 2 0 2 100 2048 2 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information ------------------------++- Physical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN || User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 2 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
0 0 0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
4608
||
Dedicate : 0
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Logical partition name
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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9

Deactivating an LPAR is equivalent to turning off the
power supply of the LPAR in the Basic environment, so
due care should be taken when performing this
operation. In particular, the hard disk may get damaged
if you perform this operation while data is being
accessed on the LPAR such as booting the guest OS.
We therefore strongly recommend that you should
shutdown the guest operating system before
deactivating it.



If HVM auto shutdown is set, the HVM system will
automatically shutdown once all the LPARs have been
deactivated. Refer to Options for more on HVM auto
shutdown.
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This section describes HVM operations using terminal software. HVM screens may be different
from description in this manual depending on firmware versions.

HVM Screen Display
Using terminal software, you can perform HVM operations and operations on each
guest OS. You cannot perform HVM operations and operations on multiple guest OSs at
the same time. You must switch the HVM or guest OS in order to perform operations.
The HVM or guest screen that is displayed is said to be in the "foreground". Other
screens are in the "background". When you move an HVM or guest screen into the
foreground, the screen in the foreground then will automatically move to the
background.

LPAR1
screen

LPAR2
screen

LPAR3
screen

HVM
screen

Background

Foreground

The display of the guest screen in the background is saved by HVM in the internal buffer.
When that screen moves to the foreground, it is refreshed on the serial terminal. Even
when a guest screen is in the background, it does not lose any of the displayed
information.
The following table describes main uses of each screen.
Screen

Main function

HVM screen

Set the HVM system configuration
Define the LPAR configuration
Activate/Deactivate LPAR

Guest screen

Boot the guest OS
Execute the guest OS command
Transmit the Break signal (*1)

*1

When enterirng the Break singnal of IAC escape code defined in the telnet
protocol from the OS console, the Break singnal is transmitted to the serail port
of the LPAR (COM1) whose guest screen is displayed.
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Switch Direction

Key
Operations

Description

From guest to HVM

[Ctrl] + [l]

Press [Ctrl] and [l] simultaneously on the guest
screen to switch to the HVM menu. The
combination of keys used for screen switching can
be changed on the Options screen.

From HVM to guest

[F8]

When you press [F8] on the HVM Menu screen or
the Logical Partition Configuration screen, the
activated LPARs become selectable. Select the
LPAR that you would like to switch to the
foreground and press [Enter].

If you shut down a guest OS when its LPAR is in the foreground, the HVM screen
automatically turns to be the foreground after the guest OS has finished shutting down.
When displaying the guest screen by using the virtual COM console, you can operate
screens simultaneously without switching between the HVM screen and guest screen.
Refer to “Virtual COM Console Function” for how to use the virtual COM console.


While you are using HVM, garbage may remain on the
screen and part of the screen is missing. In this case,
press [Alt]+[t] simultaneously to refresh the screen. The
screen refreshing operation ([Alt+[t]] works on all HVM
screens.



If you continuously press an arrow key or a function key,
the screen may switch as if pressing the [Esc] key. If this
occurs, display the previous screen once again and
continue operations.



If you activate or deactivate all LPARs from the
ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager at a time, HVM
screen operations may become temporarily unavailable
and the screen may look as if it has frozen. If this
happens, wait for one minute or two and try the
operation again.



When any of the following phenomena occurs, press
[Alt]+[t] simultaneously to refresh the screen.
(1) The cursor remains rooted to [Esc:Menu] in the
bottom right corner of the screen, and cannot move by
the arrow keys, even though there are selectable items
in the screen.
(2) The cursor remains over an item that is not
selectable and cannot move by the arrow keys, even
though there are other selectable items in the screen.
(3) The cursor is not displayed, even though there are
selectable items in the screen.
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Serial setting when using the guest screen
When using a guest screen from the OS console, execute the following serial setting
from the remote console. If you have already set the serial settings, skip this procedure.
[Windows Server 2003]
1

Execute the following command from the command prompt.
bootcfg /ems EDIT /port COM1
bootcfg /ems ON /baud 9600 /id 1

[Windows Server 2008]
1

Execute the following command from the command prompt.
bcdedit/ems ON
bcdedit/emssettings EMSPORT:1 EMSBAUDRATE:9600

[Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5]
1

2

/boot/grub/grub.conf setting
1)

Comment out the line “spashimage=(hd0,0)/grub/splash.xpm.gz”.

2)

Add the following two lines between lines of hiddenmenu and title.
serial --unit=0 --speed= 9600
terminal –timeout=10 serial console”.

3)

Add the following line at the end of the kernel line.
console=tty0 console=ttyS0,9600” .

/etc/sysconfig/init setting
Change “BOOTUP=color” to “BOOTUP=serial”.

3

/etc/sysconfig/kudzu setting
Change “SAFE=no” to “SAFE=yes”.

4

/etc/inittab setting
Add “co:2345:respawn:/sbin/agetty 9600 ttyS0vt100” to the bottom line.

5

/etc/securetty setting
Add ttyS0

[Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6]
1

2

/boot/grub/grub.conf setting
1)

Comment out the line “spashimage=(hd0,0)/grub/splash.xpm.gz”.

2)

Add the following two lines between lines of hiddenmenu and title.
serial --unit=0 --speed= 9600
terminal –timeout=10 serial console”.

3)

Add the following line at the end of the kernel line.
console=ttyS0,9600” .

/etc/sysconfig/init setting
Change “BOOTUP=color” to “BOOTUP=serial”.
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Moving from a Guest Screen to an HVM Screen
1

Press and hold [Ctrl] and press the switching character.
The default switching character is "l" (lower case "L").
*

You can change the switching character by changing the Screen Switching
Character in Options. However, you cannot use b, h, i, j, m, q, s, and z, since
these characters are used by the system console.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Options ------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- System Control ---------------------+- HVM Dump Operation ----------------+|
|| Pre-State Auto Activation
No | Take HVM Dump
Execute ||
|| HVM Auto Shutdown
No +-------------------------------------+|
|| Shutdown State
Ready |
||
|| HVM ErrorWatching
Yes |
||
|+--------------------------------------+
||
|+- Confirmation -----------------------+
||
|| Activation
Yes |
||
|| Deactivation and React+----------------------------+
||
|+-----------------------| Screen Switching Character |
||
|+- Screen Switching Char|
|
||
|| LPAR --> HVM
|
l
|
||
|+-----------------------+----------------------------+
||
|+- NVRAM Operation --------------------+
||
|| Clear NVRAM
LPAR4
|
||
|| Copy NVRAM From
LPAR1 To
LPAR4 |
||
|+--------------------------------------+
||
||
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

*

If the LPAR has the virtual COM console enabled from which connected to the
LPAR guest screen, you can operate the HVM screen without this procedure.
Refer to “Virtual COM Console Function” for how to use the virtual COM
console.
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Moving from an HVM screen to a Guest Screen
1

Press [F8] on the HVM Menu screen.

2

On the subscreen, use the cursor to select the LPAR you wish to display the
guest screen and press [Enter].

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 13:28:33 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
+------------------------+
||
|| Shared FC Assignment | Call LPAR Guest Screen |s
||
|| Allocated FC Informatio|
|on Information
||
||
| 1 LPAR1
|
||
|+-------------------------| 2
|------------------------+ |
|
| 3
|
|
|+-- Tips -----------------| 4
|------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
+------------------------+
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Operation confirmation and demo setting
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

*

If the LPAR has the virtual COM console enabled, you can access the HVM
screen from the virtual COM console.
Refer to “Virtual COM Console Function” for how to use the virtual COM
console.
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You can change or perform operations on any selected item on the HVM screen by
pressing [Enter]. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor.
The following table shows main keys and their functions.

#

Key

Operation/Role

Screen on which
operation is
performed

1

Arrow ([↑],
[→], [↓], [←])

Moves the cursor to a selectable item.
All screens
Used to increase or decrease the memory allocated to an LPAR
or to set the time.

2

[Tab]

Moves the cursor to a selectable item.

All screens

3

[Enter]

Executes or changes the settings of the selected item.
Sets the value in the subscreen for selecting (setting) values,
and closes the subscreen.

All screens

4

[Esc]

Press [Esc] on any HVM screen other than the HVM Menu
All screens other
screen to display the HVM Menu screen.
than the HVM menu
Nothing will happen if you press [Esc] in the HVM Menu screen. screen
Cancels the selection in the subscreen, and closes the
subscreen.

5

[Page Up]

Screens that can be
Scrolls the displayed page up.
Selects the largest value in the subscreen for selecting values. moved up or down
Subscreens with
which selects a
value

6

Screens that can be
[Page Down] Scrolls the displayed page down.
Selects the smallest value in the subscreen for selecting values. moved up or down
Subscreens with
which selects a
value

7

[F1]

8

[F2]

Used to specify the size of the memory to be allocated to LPAR Memory allocation
in GB units
subscreen for LPAR
Configuration
screen
[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
Used to select a VC number and display VC number/TCP-port
assignment.

A subscreen to
assign virtual COM
for LPAR
configuration
screen

[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
Adds processor groups:
Press [F1] to display a subscreen where you can add a
processor group. Select a target group number and press
[Enter]

Physical Processor
Configuration

Displays the memory allocation status on a subscreen in the
LPAR Configuration
LPAR Configuration screen. For more about this function, see
"(14) How to display memory allocation" under "Logical Partition
Configuration" in "Summary of HVM Screens".
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Key

Operation/Role

Screen on which
operation is
performed

Displays the VLAN ID assignment and promiscuous mode
VNIC Assignment
setting list on a subscreen in the VNIC Assignment screen. For
more about this function, “(5) How to display VLAN ID
assignment list” under “Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment” in
"Summary of HVM Screens".
[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
Deletes processor groups:
Press [F2] to display a subscreen where you can delete a
processor group. Select a target processor number and press
[Enter].

Physical Processor
Configuration

[HVM firmware 17-8X or later]
Displays PCI device mapping information on a subscreen

PCI Device
Information

[F3]

HVM Menu, LPAR
Activates (powers on) an LPAR.
Configuration
When you press [F3], a subscreen where you can select the
LPAR that you want to activate is displayed. Select the LPAR
and press [Enter]. The subscreen will not be displayed if the
LPARs are entirely undefined. If an LPAR is in an Activate state
or a Failure state, its name will not be displayed and it cannot be
selected by the cursor.

10 [F4]

HVM Menu, LPAR
Deactivates (powers off) an LPAR.
Configuration
When you press [F4], a subscreen where you can select the
LPAR that you want to deactivate is displayed. Select the LPAR
and press [Enter]. The subscreen will not be displayed if the
LPARs are entirely undefined. If an LPAR is in a Deactivate
state, its name will not be displayed and it cannot be selected by
the cursor.

11 [F5]

HVM Menu, LPAR
Reactivates (restarts) an LPAR.
Configuration
When you press [F5], a subscreen where you can select the
LPAR that you want to reactivate is displayed. Select the LPAR
and press [Enter]. The subscreen will not be displayed if the
LPARs are entirely undefined. If an LPAR is in a Deactivate
state, its name will not be displayed and it cannot be selected by
the cursor.

9

Switches USB devices assignment. When you press [F5], a
subscreen where you can select the LPAR to attach the USB
devices is displayed. Select the LPAR and press [Enter].

PCI Device
Assignment

Sets the promiscuous mode.
VNIC Assignment
When you press [F5], a subscreen where you can select the
promiscuous mode is displayed. Select the promiscuous mode
and press [Enter].
12 [F6]

Adds (defines) an LPAR.
When you press [F6], a subscreen where you can select the
LPAR that you want to add is displayed. Select the LPAR and
press [Enter].

HVM Menu, LPAR
Configuration

PCI Device
[HVM firmware version17-82 or later]
Assignment
Changes USB Auto Attach settings.
Point the cursor on A or R for USB assignment status, and press
[F6] to toggle between Set and Reset.
Changes the MAC address.
When you press [F6], a subscreen where you can select the
MAC address that you want to change is displayed. Enter the
new MAC address and press [Enter].
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Key

Operation/Role
Changes HVM display time.
Press [F6] to display a subscreen where you can change the
HVM display time. Type a new display time and press [Enter].

13 [F7]

Screen on which
operation is
performed
Date and Time

HVM Menu, LPAR
Deletes an LPAR.
Configuration
When you press [F7], a subscreen where you can select the
LPAR that you want to delete is displayed. Select the LPAR and
press [Enter]. The subscreen will not be displayed if the LPARs
are entirely undefined. If an LPAR is in the Activate state or the
Failure state, its name will not be displayed and it cannot be
selected by the cursor.
Sets the VLAN mode.
VNIC Assignment
When you press [F7], a subscreen where you can select the
VLAN mode that you want to add is displayed. Select the VLAN
mode and press [Enter].
Changes HVM system time zone
Date and Time
Press [F7] to display a subscreen where you can select the HVM
system time zone. Select a new time zone and press [Enter].

14 [F8]

HVM Menu, LPAR
Switches to display of a guest screen.
When you press [F8], the activated LPARs become selectable. Configuration
To switch screens, select the LPAR that you would like to move
to the foreground and press [Enter]. The subscreen will not be
displayed if the LPARs are entirely undefined. If an LPAR is in a
Deactivate, its name will not be displayed and it cannot be
selected by the cursor.
With HVM firmware version 17-40 or later:
Sets the packet filter for communication between LPARs.
Press [F8], and the subscreen to select a packet filter for
communication between LPARs is displayed. Then select a
packet filter, and press the [Enter] key.

VNIC Assignment

15 [F9]

Saves the HVM configuration to the non-volatile storage in the
Switch and Management Module.

HVM Menu,
LPAR Configuration

16 [F10]

Used to change the schedule mode for the PCI device.

PCI Device
Assignment

Used to reflect specific settings, such as HVM ID and VNIC
System Number, in the HVM system

System
Configuration

17 [F11]

Scrolls the displayed page to the left.

Any screen that can
move to the left or
right

18 [F12]

Scrolls the displayed page to the right.

Any screen that can
move to the left or
right
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Key

Operation/Role

19 [Alt] + [t]
・

・

Screen on which
operation is
performed

Refreshes the HVM screen.
All screens
Resets the cursor position in the following screens:
- Logical Partition Configuration,
- Logical Processor Configuration,
- PCI Device Assignment,
- VNIC Assignment,
- Shared FC Assignment
- Date and Time,
- Front Panel
(Note) When the cursor position is reset, it is repositioned
over the item with the lowest LPAR number defined in the
above screens and at the far left within the selectable row.
However, the cursor position is not set again even if [Alt]+[t] is
executed while the subscreen is displayed during the LPAR
setting or the like.
Forcibly displays the cursor.
(Note) If there are no selectable items on the subscreen that
is displayed by [F3] ~ [F8], the cursor will be hidden
(positioned in the bottom left corner of the screen). This key
operation forcibly displays the cursor. This may lead to a
confusing screen display with the main screen and the
subscreen overlapping.

20 [Alt]+[r]

Shutdown the HVM system.
All screens
After the shutdown process completed, the power of the server
blade will turn off.

21 [Ctrl]+[b]

Returns to the system console for the management module.
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The following table shows the summary of the HVM screens.
#

Screen Name

Main Use

1

HVM Menu

Displays the index screen of other HVM screens.

2

Logical Partition
Configuration

Sets the LPAR name, number of processors and memory size.
Also provides the switching function to the LPAR guest screens,
and sets the LPAR activated (power-on) and deactivated
(power-off).

3

Logical Processor
Configuration

Configures the logical processors for the LPARs.
Displays the name of the defined LPARs and their power status.

4

Physical Processor
Configuration

Displays the configuration and status of the physical processors.
Adds, deletes, or changes a processor group.

5

PCI Device Information

Displays the PCI device information.

6

PCI Device Assignment Assigns PCI devices to the LPARs.
Displays the name of the defined LPARs and their status.

7

Virtual NIC (VNIC)
Assignment

Assigns virtual NICs to the LPARs.
The name and status of the defined LPAR are displayed.

8

Shared FC Assignment

Assigns the shared mode Hitachi 4Gbps Fibre Channel adaptor to
the LPARs.
The name and status of the defined LPAR are displayed.

9

Allocated FC Information Displays the configuration (WWN) of the FCs installed in HVM.

10 System Configuration

Sets the HVM system configuration.

11 System Service State

Displays the service status of the HVM system.

12 Date and Time

Sets the LPAR's SEL (System Event Log) time.
Sets the LPAR’s RTC (Real Time Clock) time.
Sets the time zone.
Sets the HVM display time.
Sets the time zone in the HVM system.
Adjusts the SEL time and RTC time to the HVM system time.
The name and status of the defined LPAR are displayed.

13 Options

Sets the HVM optional functions.

14 LPAR Usage

Displays the usage status of the HVM system and the LPARs.

15 Front Panel

Collects Guest dumps and guest screen data.
The name and status of the defined LPAR are displayed.

16 HVM System Logs

Displays various events occurred in HVM.

17 Firmware Version
Information

Displays firmware version of each component.

In addition, the relevant subscreen may be displayed when you select the setting
items (by pressing [Enter]).
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HVM Menu


Displaying the HVM screed



Switching to other HVM screens
+---------------------------------------------------(5) Error Event Detected --+
|+(1) Menu(4)[HVM_192168020] -----------------------(6) 2009/02/18 13:29:58 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
HVM System Logs
||
|| Allocated FC Information
Firmware Version Information
||
||
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|
|
|+(2) Tips ------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|(3) Configure logical partitioning of processors and memory
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
(7) HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

Title

Description

(1)

Menu

Displays the title of screen that can be displayed by the
HVM.
In addition, select the title of each screen using the arrow
buttons ([↑], [→], [↓] or [←]),and press [Enter], the display
changes into the selected screen.

(2)

Tips

Lists the function keys and the shortcut keys available in
this screen.
F3: Activates a LPAR.
F4: Deactivates a LPAR.
F5: Reactivates a LPAR.
F6: Adds a LPAR definition.
F7: Removes a LPAR definition.
F8: Switches from the HVM screen to a LPAR screen.
F9: Saves the HVM configuration.
Alt+t: Refreshes the HVM screen display.
Alt+r: Shutdown the HVM system.
Note: F3, F5, F6, and F7 are not available on the LPAR
where LPAR migration has failed

(3)

Comments

Displays a brief description of the selected item.

(4)

HVM identifier

Displays ID to identify HVM configured in the system
configuration screen.
Refer to “System Configuration” for the details of HVM
identifier

(5)

Error event detected

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the contents of the HVM
system log in the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system
logs.
To delete this display, click the [ESC] button on this screen
or open the system logs screen.

(6)

System time

Displays the system display time configured in the Date and
Time screen.
Not updated regularly. Updated when the screen is
operated or the screen requires Refresh in the HVM.
Use this as an approximate time.

(7)

HVM firmware version

Displays the HVM firmware version and the HVM firmware
internal version.
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Press [Esc] on each HVM screen. If there are no settable items on the displayed
screen, the cursor is always positioned on the Esc:Menu display. Pressing [Enter] in
this status returns to the HVM Menu screen.
(2) How to Activate (turn on) an LPAR
Press [F3]: Act in this screen to display a subscreen, place the cursor on an LPAR
to activate on the subscreen, and press [Enter]. You can perform “Activate” only to
deactivated LPARs.
(3) How to Deactivate (Turn off) an LPAR
Press [F4]: Deact in this screen to display a subscreen, place the cursor on an
LPAR to deactivate on the subscreen, and press [Enter]. You can perform
“Deactivate” only to activated LPARs.
Always perform “Deactivate” carefully because it is equivalent to turning off an
LPAR. It can damage the disk that “Deactivate” is performed especially during data
access such as guest OS boot. Thus, we strongly recommend that you should shut
down the OS instead of performing Deactivate.
(4) How to Reactivate an LPAR
Press [F5]: React in this screen to display a subscreen, place the cursor on an
LPAR to reactivate on the subscreen, and press [Enter]. You can perform
“Reactivate” only to activated LPARs.
Always perform “Reactivate” carefully because it is equivalent to rebooting the
server blade. It can damage the disk that “Reactivate” is performed especially
during data access such as guest OS boot. Thus, we strongly recommend that you
should reboot the OS instead of performing Reactivate.
(5) How to Add an LPAR
Press [F6]: Add in this screen to display a subscreen, place the cursor on an LPAR
to add on the subscreen, and press [Enter].
(6) How to Delete an LPAR
Press [F7]: Remove in this screen to display a subscreen, place the cursor on an
LPAR to delete on the subscreen, and press [Enter]. You can delete only a
deactivated LPAR. When an LPAR is deleted, all resources assigned to the LPAR
will be unassigned
(7) How to Migrate from the HVM screen to an LPAR screen
Press [F8]: LPAR Screen in this screen to display a subscreen, place the cursor on
an LPAR which you migrate on the subscreen, and press [Enter]. You can select
only an activated LPAR to migrate to the screen.
(8) How to Save configuration
Press [F9]: Save Configuration in this screen.
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Logical Partition Configuration
Use the [Logical Partition Configuration] screen to do the followings.


Add and remove a LPAR.



Rename a LPAR.



Set the number of processors, allocated memory size, service ratio, etc.



Activate (power-on) and deactivate (power-off) LPARs.



Display the system information, such as the configurable memory capacity, and the
number of processors.



Display the total amount of the memory capacity, the number of processors and
virtual NIC assigned to LPAR



Display the total capacity of memory, the number of processors, number of virtual
NICs of active LPARs.



Displays the configurable memory capacity left to be used by LPAR

[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
+--------------------------------------------------(26) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration -------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5 (2)
(3) (4) (5) (6) (9) (10) (11)(12)(13)(14)(15) (16) (17)
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|| (1)
(18) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information -----------------------++- Physical Information --- ---+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN |(22)User Memory : 4608 MB ||
|(19)Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 0 |(23)Processors : 8(8)
||
|(20)Act Total
2 0 2
2048 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|(21)Remain
2560
||
Dedicate
: 2
||
|+---------------------------------------------++------------------------------+|
|(24)The power status:'Dea'(Deactivated:power-off),or 'Act'(Activated:power-on) |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(25)F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu|
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
+--------------------------------------------------(26) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration -------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd Pro Grp Srv Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
S
2
0 100 1024 0 Y * N N N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
D
1
0 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
D
1
0 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
D
1
0 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5 (2)
(3) (7) (4) (8) (9) (10) (11)(12)(13)(14)(15)(16) (17)
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|| (1)
(18) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information -----------------------++- Physical Information --- ---+|
||
Pro Shr Ded
Mem VN |(22)User Memory : 23296
||
|(19)Assign Total
5
2
3
4096 0 |(23)Processors : 16(16)
||
|(20)Act Total
0 0
0
0 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|(21)Remain
23296
||
Dedicate
: 0
||
|+---------------------------------------------++------------------------------+|
|(24)The number of logical processors
||
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|F1:VCAssign F2:MemAllocDsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove Esc:Menu |
+(25)---------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table describes items in the [Logical Partition Configuration] screen.
#

Title

Official Name

Description

Initial Value
(When LPAR
is added)

(1)

#

LPAR Number

Displays the LPAR numbers.

-

(2)

Name

LPAR Name

Sets the LPAR name.

NO_NAME

(3)

Sta

Status

Displays the LPAR status.
Act (Activate): The LPAR is powered on.
Dea (Deactivate): The LPAR is powered off.
Fai (Failure): The LPAR cannot be used due to an
unrecoverable failure. Reboot HVM when this
happens. Activate, deactivate and reactivate the
LPAR.

Dea

(4)

Pro

Logical
Processors

[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
1
Displays the number of logical processors allocated
to the LPAR.
[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
Sets the number of logical processors to allocate to
the LPAR. The number can be set from 1 to 16

(5)

Shr

Shared
Processors

Sets the number of shared processors allocated to
the LPAR. Up to 16 processors can be set.

(6)

Ded

Dedicated
Processors

Sets the number of dedicated processors allocated 1
to the LPAR. Up to 16 processors can be set.

(7)

Scd

Scheduling
Mode

Sets a scheduling mode.
S: Shared mode
D: Dedicated mode

(8)

Grp

Processor Group Sets processor group numbers, 0 to 1 with Essential D
model; 0 to7 with Advanced model.
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Title

Official Name

Description

(9)

Srv

Service Ratio

Set a value between 1 and 999 as the relative
100
allocation of the time an LPAR uses a physical
processor (Service-time).
This item is only for shared mode LPARs. It is not for
dedicated mode LPARs and cannot be set for them.

(10) Mem

Memory

Sets the memory size allocated to a LPAR in units of 1024
MB. This is always a multiple of 256.

(11) VN

Virtual Network
Interface Card

Displays the number of virtual NICs allocated to the 0
LPAR.

(12) ID

Idle Detection

Enables/disables the function that detects the idle
state of the logical processors.
Y: Enables Idle Detection.
N: Disables Idle Detection.
Set Y (default value) to an LPAR in dedicated
mode.

(13) AA

Auto Activation
Order

Sets the automatic activation of a LPAR when HVM *
boots.
* ׃Auto Activate is not set.
1-99 ׃Enables Auto Activate. The number
represents the order in which the LPARs are
activated. Small number is given priority.

(14) AC

Auto Clear

Enables/disables the function that automatically
clears the logical SEL.
Y: Enables Auto Clear.
N: Disables Auto Clear.

(15) PC

Processor
Capping

Enables/disables the Processor Capping function. *
Y: Enables the Processor Capping when using
shared logical processors
N: Disables the Processor Capping when using
shared logical processors
*: For the logical processors in dedicated mode, the
processor capping function is invalid.
This item is available only for shared mode LPARs.
It is not for dedicated mode LPARs and cannot be
set for them.

(16) VC

Virtual Console

[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
N
Enables/disables the virtual COM console function.
Y: Enables the virtual COM console.
N: Disables the virtual COM console.

Y

N

[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
Y: Enables the virtual COM console.
N: Disables the virtual COM console.
1-16: Specify a VC number of the virtual COM
console with the [F1] key.
(17) PB

Pre-boot
Firmware

Specify the Pre-boot firmware.
BIOS:Start the logical BIOS by activating LPAR.

BIOS

(18) [Page Up] /
[Page Down]

Page Up /
Page Down

Page Up ׃Scrolls a page of the screen upwards.
Page Down ׃Scrolls a page of the screen
downwards.

-
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Title

Initial Value
(When LPAR
is added)

Official Name

Description

(19) Assign Total

Total resources
allocated to
LPAR

Displays the total resources on all the LPARs.
Pro: Displays the total number of logical processors.
Shr: Displays the total number of logical processors
in the sharing mode.
Ded: Displays the total number of logical processors
in the occupation mode.
Mem: Displays the total memory amount in
megabytes.
VNI: Displays the total number of virtual NICs.

(20) Act Total

Total resources
used by LPARs

Displays the total resources on all the LPARs which are activated.
Pro: Displays the total number of logical processors.
Shr: Displays the total number of logical processors
in the sharing mode.
Ded: Displays the total number of logical processors
in the occupation mode.
Mem: Displays the total memory amount in
megabytes.
VNI: Displays the total number of virtual NICs.

(21) Remain

Configurable
memory

Displays the remains of configurable memory to be used by LPARs in MB: Total memory for LPAR
minus total memory currently used by LPAR.

(22) User Memory

User memory

Displays the total amount of memory that can be
allocated to the LPARs in units of MB.
Displays the memory capacity installed in the server
blade minus the amount used by HVM.

(23) Processors

Number of
processors

Displays the total number of physical processors.
The format is "n(m)".
n: Displays the total number of physical processors
that are normally active.
m: Displays the total number of physical processors
installed in the server blade.
Displays the total number of physical processors per
mode.
Shared: Displays the total number of physical
processors in the shared mode.
Dedicate: Displays the total number of physical
processors in the dedicated mode.
Displays the number of threads with Hyper
Threading enabled; the number of cores with
Hyper Threading disabled.

(24) Comment

Comments

Displays a brief description of the selected item.
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Title

Initial Value
(When LPAR
is added)

Official Name

Description

(25) Function Key

Function key

Displays the function keys that can be used on this screen.
F2: Displays the memory allocation status.
F3: Activates a LPAR.
F4: Deactivates a LPAR.
F5: Reactivates a LPAR.
F6: Adds a LPAR definition.
F7: Removes a LPAR definition.
In addition, the following function keys can be used
in this screen, although they are not shown due to
the amount of display space available.
F1: Used to specify the size of the memory to be
allocated to LPAR in GB units, to select a VC
number, or to display assignments of VC
number/TCP port.
F8: Switches from the HVM screen to a Guest
screen.
F9: Saves the HVM configuration.
Note: F3, F5, F6, and F7 are not available on the
LPAR where LPAR migration has failed.

(26) Error Event
Detected

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the contents of the
HVM system log in the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM
system logs.
To delete this display, press the [ESC] key with this
screen or open the system logs screen.
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Title

Guest status
Activated

Deactivated

Failure

(1)

#

-

-

-

(2)

Name

-



-

(3)

Sta





-

(4)

Pro

Remarks
Display only

[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
-

-

-

Display only

[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
-



-

(5)

Shr

-



-

(6)

Ded

-



-

(7)

Scd





-

(8)

Grp


(Can be



-

changed
only in
shared
mode.)
(9)

Srv





-

(10)

Mem

-



-

(11)

VN

-

-

-

(12)

ID





-

(13)

AA

-



-

(14)

AC

-



-

(15)

PC





-

(16)

VC





-

(17)

PB

-



-

[]: can be changed

[-]: cannot be changed
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Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the name of
the LPAR that you want to rename. The name is displayed at the beginning of the
row under the Name column. Press [Enter] to display a subscreen for renaming the
LPAR. After entering the new name, press [Enter].
The LPAR name can be set at up to 31 characters. You cannot give a different
LPAR the same name. The LPAR name can be changed only when the relevant
LPAR is inactive.
If the LPAR name consists of nine or more characters, the eighth character is
represented as ~ and the ninth and subsequent characters are omitted. You can
use the characters "0~9", "a~z", "A~Z", "-", and "_" in the LPAR name, but the first
character in a LPAR name must be a letter: "a~z", or "A~Z".
(2) How to activate (power-on) an LPAR
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the Sta
column of the LPAR row that you want to activate, and press [Enter]. Move the
cursor over "Activate" on the displayed subscreen and press [Enter].
You can also activate a LPAR by pressing [F3] in the Logical Partition Configuration
screen. Move the cursor over the LPAR that you want to activate on the displayed
subscreen and press [Enter].
This activation operation works only on LPARs that are deactivated.
(3) How to deactivate (power-off) an LPAR
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the Sta
column of the LPAR row that you want to deactivate, and press [Enter]. Move the
cursor over "Deactivate" on the displayed subscreen and press [Enter].
You can also deactivate a LPAR by pressing [F4] in the Logical Partition
Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the LPAR that you want to deactivate
on the displayed subscreen and press [Enter].
This deactivation operation works only on LPARs that are activated.
LPAR deactivation is equivalent to server power-off. So, care is necessary in
performing this operation. Especially, if this operation is performed during data
access (such as during start of a guest OS), a disk may be damaged. You are
strongly recommended to shutdown the guest OS instead of deactivation.
(4) How to reactivate an LPAR
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the Sta
column of the LPAR row that you want to reactivate, and press [Enter]. Move the
cursor over "Reactivate" on the displayed subscreen and press [Enter].
This reactivation operation works only on LPARs that are activated.
LPAR reactivation is equivalent to server restarting. So, care is necessary in
performing this operation. Especially, if this operation is performed during data
access (such as during start of a guest OS), a disk may be damaged. You are
strongly recommended to restart the guest OS instead of reactivation.
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(1) How to rename an LPAR

9
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the Shr
column of the LPAR whose number of shared processors you want to change, and
press [Enter]. This will open a subscreen where you can select the number of
processors. Enter the desired number of processors, and press [Enter]. The
number of shared processors can be changed only when the relevant LPAR is
inactive


When using Windows Server 2008 R2, assign two or
more processors to the LPAR.



When the number of logical processors is larger than
that of physical processors with shared scheduling
mode, performance may extremely slow down.

(6) How to change the number of dedicated processors allocated to an LPAR
[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the Ded
column of the LPAR whose number of dedicated processors you want to change,
and press [Enter]. This will open a subscreen where you can select the number of
processors. Enter the desired number of processors, and press [Enter]. The
number of occupied processors can be changed only when the relevant LPAR is
inactive.
When using Windows Server 2008 R2, assign two or more
processors to the LPAR.
(7) How to change scheduling modes of an LPAR
[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]

Display the [Logical Partition Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the
intersection between the LPAR line to change the scheduling mode and Scd
column, and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Type a scheduling mode to
configure, and press [Enter] on the subscreen.
You can change scheduling modes between Dedicated and Shared dynamically
without deactivating the LPAR. If one of the following conditions is met, however, an
error message will appear to terminate the screen.
(a)

Sufficient physical processors do not exist for assigning all logical processors
in shared mode to the groups assigned to the LPAR, when the shared mode is
dynamically changed to the dedicated mode.

(b)

A physical processor, not belonging to the LPAR group, is included in the
physical processor assignment on the Logical Processor Configuration screen,
when the shared mode is dynamically changed to the dedicated mode.

(8) How to change the number of physical processors to assign to an LPAR
[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]

Display the [Logical Partition Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the
intersection between the LPAR line to change the logical processor number and
Pro column, and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Type the number of logical
processors to configure, and press [Enter] on the subscreen.
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(5) How to change the number of shared processors allocated to an LPAR
[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]

9

When using Windows Server 2008 R2, assign two or
more processors to the LPAR.



When the number of logical processors is larger than
that of physical processors with shared scheduling
mode, performance may extremely slow down.

(9) How to change a processor group number of an LPAR
[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]]

Display the [Logical Partition Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the
intersection between the LPAR line to change the processor group number and Grp
column, and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Select a processor group number
of the LPAR to configure, and press [Enter] on the subscreen.
You can change a processor group number, when the LPAR is deactivated or
activated in shared mode. If one of the following conditions is met, however, an
error message will appear to terminate the screen.
(a)

The scheduling mode of an LPAR is Shared and the LPAR is activated.

(b)

No physical processor in shared mode exists in the group whose number is to
be changed.

When LPAR migration is completed, the processor group
number is the default value, processor group 0.
(10) How to change the service ratio allocation of processor shared between LPARS
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the Srv
column of the LPAR whose processor service ratio you want to change, and press
[Enter]. This will open a subscreen where you can enter a Service ratio value. Enter
the desired service ratio (between 1 and 999), and press [Enter].
Shared processor mode must be configured to change this setting.
(11) How to change the memory size allocated to an LPAR
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the Mem
column of the LPAR whose memory size you want to change, and press [Enter].
This will open a subscreen where you can enter the memory size. Adjust the
memory size with the arrow keys ([↑], [→], [↓] or [←]), and press [Enter].
The number of memory capacity can be changed only when the relevant LPAR is
inactive.
(12) How to enable/disable the function that detects the idle status of an LPAR’s logical
processors (Idle Detection function)
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the ID
column of the LPAR whose Idle Detection settings you want to change, and press
[Enter]. This will open a subscreen. Use the arrow keys ([↑] or [↓]) to select Yes or
No, and press [Enter].
(13) How to activate an LPAR automatically
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the AA
column of the LPAR which you want to set Auto Activate, and press [Enter]. This will
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You can set Auto Activate on a deactivated LPAR.
When you start HVM, it will automatically activate the LPARs in the order of the
values set in the above subscreen, starting with the smallest numbers. If the same
value has been set for two LPARs, HVM will activate the LPAR with the lower LPAR
number first. Before you can use the Auto Activation function, you must configure
the EFI of each LPAR to automatically boot the guest OS after the LPAR's
activation.
If, for whatever reason (inability to secure assigned memory size, etc.), the Auto
Activation of one of the LPARs fails, it will not execute on the other LPARs that have
not yet been automatically activated.
Before starting the Auto Activate processing, HVM accepts the cancellation
requests for 15 seconds. If you want to cancel the Auto Activate processing, press
and hold [Ctrl] + [c] at the time
It may not be possible to cancel the automatic activation of LPARs once it has
already started.
If Pre-State Auto Activation is set, the Auto Activation Order may be ignored. See
Options for more on Pre-State Auto Activation.
(14) How to enable the automatic clear function of an LPAR’s logical SEL
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the AC
column of the LPAR whose Auto Clear settings you want to change, and press
[Enter]. This will open a subscreen. Use the arrow keys ([↑] or [↓]) to select Yes, and
press [Enter]. The automatic logic SEL clear function can be changed only when the
relevant LPAR is inactive.
(15) How to add an LPAR
Press [F6] in the Logical Partition Configuration screen. In the subscreen that opens,
move your cursor over the LPAR that you want to add and press [Enter].
(16) How to delete an LPAR
Press [F7] in the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move your cursor on the
displayed subscreen over the LPAR that you want to remove and press [Enter].
The LPAR can be deleted only when it is inactive. When you remove a LPAR, all the
resources that had been assigned to the LPAR become unassigned.
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open a subscreen. Enter a value between 1 and 99, and press [Enter]. If you do not
want to enable the Auto Activation, enter "*".

9
Press [F2] in the Logical Partition Configuration screen to open the subscreen
shown in Figure 7-133 below. This subscreen displays the memory allocation status
in the address ascending order.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
+-------------------------------------------------+
||
|| 5
| Memory Allocation Display
|
||
|| 6
| [1] [2]
[3]
[4]
|
||
|| 7
| # Mem Org Addr (Hex)
Mem Size Name
|
||
|| 8
| 1 00000000 00000000
768MB SYS2
|
||
|| 9
| 2 00000000 30000000
1792MB LPAR1
|
||
|| 10
| 3 00000000 a0000000
256MB SYS1
|
||
||
| 4 00000001 00000000
256MB LPAR1
|]:Page Down ||
|+-------------| 5 00000001 10000000
2560MB ******** |------------+|
|+- Logical Inf| 6 00000001 b0000000
256MB SYS1
|mation -----+|
||
| 7 ------ END -----| 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total|
| 8(8)
||
|| Act Total +-------------------------------------------------+ 0
||
|| Remain
2560
||
Dedicate : 2
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| The power status:'Dea'(Deactivated:power-off),or 'Act'(Activated:power-on) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table shows the descriptions of the items displayed in the Memory
Allocation Display subscreen.

#

Title

Description

(1)

#

Serial numbers of memory blocks to be displayed

(2)

Mem Org
Addr
(Hex)

Displays the start address of the allocated memory in hexadecimals.
The addresses are listed in ascending order. When the Memory Allocation
Display has no more content, "-------- END ------- " will be displayed.
This screen displays up to 15 memory blocks (the first row on the first page
is taken up by descriptions). If there are more than 15 memory blocks, you
will have to scroll using the [Page Up], [Page Down] to view the display
content. For more details, see "Table 7-26 The main keys used in Memory
Allocation Display subscreen".

(3)

Mem Size

This displays the memory size in decimal numbers in units of MB.

(4)

Name

Displays what is using the memory area indicated by Mem Size from the
address of Mem Org Addr. The meaning of the system names is shown
below.
SYS1:
Indicates that the HVM kernel is using the memory area.
SYS2:
Indicates that the HVM's communications and service control
components are using the memory area.
LPARx: Indicates that the LPAR having number x is using the
processor. (The LPAR name is not displayed.)
Only the active LPARs are displayed.
********: Indicates an unallocated area

Note1: The memory area D000 0000 to FFFF FFFF for the IPF version HVM and the memory area
D000 0000 to FFFF FFFF are used for hardware. So, they are not displayed on this screen
Note2: A single guest memory area can be allocated up to four separated memory blocks. When this
happens, the display is also split up into four blocks.
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(17) How to display memory allocation

9

#

Key

Operation/Role

1

[Esc]

Closes the subscreen that displays the memory allocation status.
To refresh the contents of the Memory Allocation Display subscreen,
close the screen with the [Esc] and then re-open it by pressing the
[F2] (Mem) .
When you press [F2] after temporarily closing the screen with the
[Esc], the state of the display that existed before (by using [Page Up],
[Page Down]) is not inherited.

2

[PageDown]

Displays the contents of the memory block after the currently
displayed ones. If there is no next memory block to be displayed, this
key operation is ignored.

3

[PageUp]

Displays the content of the memory block before the currently
displayed ones. If there is no previous memory block to be displayed,
this key operation is ignored.

4

Other keys

Not used. (Ignored)

(18) How to enable the processor capping function
Open the Logical Partition Configuration screen. Move the cursor over the PC
column of the LPAR whose Processor Capping you want to enable, and press
[Enter]. This will open a subscreen. Use the arrow keys ([↑] or [↓]) to select Yes, and
press [Enter].
(19) How to enable the virtual COM console function
Display the Logical Partition Configuration screen.
Place the cursor on the VC column of the LPAR line whose virtual COM console
function you want to enable, and then press the [Enter] key to display the subscreen.
Select “Yes” by moving the cursor with the [] [] keys, and then press the [Enter]
key. As a result, you can connect the LPAR guest screen via telnet. The TCP port to
be used at the connection via telnet can be found in the comment that appears
when pointing VC column of LPAR line or in the subscreen appears when pointing
VC column of LPAR line and pressing the [Enter] key.
When the virtual COM console function is enabled and connected to the LPAR
guest console via telnet, LPAR guest screen connection by using the [F8] key in the
HVM screen is still available. In this case, the LPAR guest screen displayed on the
HVM screen is preceded.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
+-------------------------+
||
|| 7
| LPAR1 Virtual Console |
||
|| 8
|
(TCP Port=20801)
|
||
|| 9
|
|
||
|| 10
|
Yes
|
||
||
|
No
|p / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+------------------------+-------------------------+-------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information --| Virtual Console Disable |hysical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr+-------------------------+er Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
2 0 2
2048 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
2560
||
Dedicate : 2
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Virtual Console(TCP Port=20801)
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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The key operations in the Memory Allocation Display subscreen are shown in the
table below.

9

Display the Logical Partition Configuration screen.
Place the cursor on the VC column of the LPAR line whose virtual COM console function
you want to enable, and then press [F1] to display a subscreen. Select a VC number to
connect by moving the cursor with the [] [] keys, and then press the [Enter] key. As a
result, you can connect to the LPAR guest screen via telnet. The TCP port to be used at
the connection via telnet can be found in the comment that appears when pointing VC
column of the LPAR line.
When the virtual COM console function is enabled and connected to the LPAR guest
console via telnet, LPAR guest screen connection by using the [F8] key in the HVM
screen is still available. In this case, the LPAR guest screen displayed on the
HVM screen is preceded.
+-----------------------+-----------------------------+------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LP|
LPAR1 Virtual Console
|-----------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd |
|A AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act
D|
VC
TCP Port
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
D|
N
Unassigned
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
D|
1
20801
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
D|
2
20802
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
|
3
20803
|
||
|| 6
|
4
20804
|
||
|| 7
|
5
20805
|
||
|| 8
|
6
20806
|
||
|| 9
|
7
20807
|
||
|| 10
|
8
20808
|
||
||
|
9
20809
|/ [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------|
10
20810
|-----------------------+|
|+- Logical Information |
11
20811
|Physical Information --+|
||
Pro |
12
20812
|ser Memory : 4608
||
|| Assign Total
5|
13
20813
|rocessors : 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
2|
14
20814
| Shared
:0
||
|| Remain
|
15
20815
| Dedicate : 2
||
|+----------------------|
16
20816
|-----------------------+|
| Virtual Console(TCP P+-----------------------------+
|
+-----------------------| F1:Allocated VC Information |------------------------+
|F1:VCAssign F2:MemAlloc+-----------------------------+:Add F7:Remove Esc:Menu|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

When you press [F1] on this subscreen, allocation of VC numbers/TCP ports is
displayed.
+-----------------------+-----------------------------+------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LP|
LPAR1 Virtual Console
|-----------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd |
|A AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act
D|
VC
TCP Port
|* N * 1 BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
D|
N
Unassigned
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
D|
1
20801
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
D+----------------------------------------------+N BIOS
||
|| 5 LPAR5
D| Allocated LPAR Information to VC/TCP Port
|N BIOS
||
|| 6
|
|
||
|| 7
|
VC TCP LPAR | VC TCP LPAR
|
||
|| 8
|
1 20801
1 | 9 20809 -|
||
|| 9
|
2 20802 -- | 10 20810 -|
||
|| 10
|
3 20803 -- | 11 20811 -|
||
||
|
4 20804 -- | 12 20812 -|wn]:Page Down ||
|+--------------|
5 20805 -- | 13 20813 -|--------------+|
|+- Logical Info|
6 20806 -- | 14 20814 -|Information --+|
||
|
7 20807 -- | 15 20815 -|y : 46082
||
|| Assign Total |
8 20808 -- | 16 20816 -| : 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
|
| :0
||
|| Remain
+----------------------------------------------+e : 2
||
|+----------------------|
16
20816
|-----------------------+|
| Virtual Console(TCP P+-----------------------------+
|
+-----------------------| F1:Allocated VC Information |------------------------+
|F1:VCAssign F2:MemAlloc+-----------------------------+:Add F7:Remove Esc:Menu|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]

9

Logical Processor Configuration
The following functions are available in the Logical Processor Configuration screen.


Changing the physical processor assignment to each LPAR



Display the names of the LPARs, their operating status, and their number of logical
processors.

[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
+--------------------------------------------------(11) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Logical Processor Configuration ------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||(1) (2)
(3) (5)
Logical Processor Number
||
|| # Name
Sta Pro 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 (7)||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act
2 0 1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * (8)||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
1 D * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
1 D * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
1 D * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
(9) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(10)F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
+--------------------------------------------------(11) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Logical Processor Configuration ------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||(1) (2)
(3) (4) ((5) (6) Logical Processor Number
||
|| # Name
Sta Scd Pro Grp 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (7)||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act
D 4 0 0 1 2 3 * * * * * * (8)||
|| 2 LPAR2
Act
S 4 0 A A A A * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Act
S 4 0 A A A A * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Act
S 8 0 A A A A A A A A * *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
(9) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(10)F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

Title

Full name

Description

Initial value
(LPAR added)

(1)

#

LPAR
Number

(2)

Name

LPAR Name Displays LPAR names

NO_NAME

(3)

Sta

Status

Displays LPAR status.
Act (Activate): the power is on.
Dea (Deactivate): the power is off.
Fai (Failure): Not available due to unrecoverable failure.
Reboot HVM when this happens. If rebooting HVM cannot
solve the problem, contact the reseller from which you
purchased this equipment or consult maintenance personnel.

Dea

(4)

Scd

Scheduling
Mode

Sets a scheduling mode.
S: Shared mode
D: Dedicated mode

D

(5)

Pro

Logical
Processors

Displays the number of logical processors assigned to the
LPAR.

1

(6)

Grp

Processor
Group

Displays a processor group number.

0

(7)

Logical
Processor
Number

Logical
Processor
Number

Displays the logical processor number.

-

(8)

Logical
Logical
[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
Processor
Processor
Assigns a logical processor to each LPAR.
Assignment Assignment *: No yet assigned.
S: Assigned in the shared mode.
D: Assigned in the dedicated mode.
(only when the LPAR id deactivated)
Number: displays the physical processor shown by the number
is assigned.
(only when the physical processor number is assigned if the
dedicated LPAR is activated or deactivated.)

Displays LPAR numbers.

-

[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
Assigns a logical processor to each LPAR.
*: Not assigned right now.
A: Automatically selects a physical processor to assign to an
LPAR when the LPAR is activated in shared or dedicated
mode.
Numeric: A physical processor shown as a number is assigned
to an LPAR when the LPAR is active in dedicated mode. If the
display is other than that, a physical processor will be assigned
to an LPAR shown as a number the next time the LPAR is
activated in dedicated mode.
(9)

[Page Up] /
[Page
Down]

(10) Function
Key

Page Up /
Page Up ׃Scrolls a page of the screen upwards.
Page Down Page Down ׃Scrolls a page of the screen downwards.

-

Function
Key

-

Displays function keys available on this screen.
F11: Displays logical processor numbers 0-15 by pressing
[F11]: Scrolls a page to the left and displays it.
[F12]: Scrolls a page to the right and displays it.
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The following table shows the descriptions of all the items displayed in the Logical
Processor configurations screen.

9

Title

(11) Error event
detected

#

Initial value
(LPAR added)

Full name

Description

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in the HVM
System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system logs.
To delete this display, press the [ESC] key with this screen or
open the system logs screen.

Title

Guest status
Activate

Deactivate

Failure

Remarks

(1)

#

-

-

-

Display only

(2)

Name

-

-

-

Display only

(3)

Sta

-

-

-

Display only

(4)

Scd

-

-

-

Display only

(5)

Pro

-

-

-

Display only

(6)

Grp

-

-

-

Display only

(7)

Logical Processor
Number

-

-

-

(8)

Logical Processor
Number

Display only -

[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
-



-

Changeable in the
dedicated mode

[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]

Changeable in
shared mode

[]: can be changed



[-]: cannot be changed

-

[]: can be changed with conditions

(1) How to assign a physical processor to a logical processor
Any physical processor can be assigned to the logical processor.
Open the [Logical Processor Configuration] screen.
Place the cursor on the intersection between the LPAR column and the logical
processor number row, and press [Enter] to display the subscreen. Enter the
physical processor number, and press [Enter].
[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
Deactivate the LPAR and set it in the dedicated mode before executing this setting.
[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
Deactivate the LPAR, or activate it in the shared mode, before executing this
setting.
If not setting the physical processor number using this function, HVM will assign a
physical processor when the LPAR is activated.
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#

9

The following table provides detailed information.

HVM firmware

Reduction in
physical
processors

Reduced

Since the setting is taken over as it is, the
non-existent physical processor number
remains set.
On the Logical Partition Configuration screen,
reset the number of LPAR logical processors
using the function. Then If the physical
processor number needs to be set to the
logical processor, reset it on the Logical
Processor Configuration screen and save the
HVM configuration. Without resetting, an
error occurs when you create LPAR
configuration or update it from SC/BSM.

Reduced

The setting is initialized.
If the physical processor number needs to be
set to the logical processor, reset it on the
Logical Processor Configuration screen and
save the HVM configuration. Without
resetting, HVM will automatically assign a
physical processor.

Version currently used

17-20 to 17-42

17-60 or later

Update to a specific
version
Before
update

After
update

17-20 to
17-42

17-60 to
17-7X

Description

Reduced

Not reduced

The setting is initialized, but the information
remains internally.
On the Logical Partition Configuration screen,
reset the number of LPAR logical processors
using the function. Then If the physical
processor number needs to set to the logical
processor, reset it on the Logical Processor
Configuration screen and save the HVM
configuration. Without resetting, an error
occurs when you create LPAR configuration
or update it from SC/BSM.
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When you have changed configurations leading to reduction
in the number of physical processors, such as disabling the
hyper threading disabled form enabled, or updated the HVM
firmware to a specific version, you need to reset the
configuration when this function is used.

9

Physical Processor Configuration
The following functions are possible in the Physical Processor Configuration screen.


Display the physical processor status



Display the physical processor configuration



Add, delete, and change processor groups

[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
+----------------------------------------------------(17) Error Event Detected ---+
|+- Physical Processor Configuration --------------------------------------------+|
||
||
|(1 )Processor#
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ||
|(2) Blade#
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
||
|(3) Die#
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
||
|(4) Core#
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
||
|(5) Thread#
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
||
|(7) Status
HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG
||
|(9) Schedule
D D S S S S S S
||
|(10)Freq(GHz) 3.0 3.0. 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
|+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(16) F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
+----------------------------------------------------(17) Error Event Detected ---+
|+- Physical Processor Configuration --------------------------------------------+|
||
||
|(1 )Processor#
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ||
|(2) Blade#
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ||
|(3) Socket#
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ||
|(4) Core#
0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 ||
|(5) Thread#
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 ||
|(6) State
ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ||
|(7) Status
HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG HIG ||
|(8) Group#
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ||
|(9) Schedule
D D D D S S S S S S S S S S S S ||
|(10) Freq(GHz) 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.7||
||
||
||+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- Processor Group Configuration -----------------------------------------------+|
|(11)Group#
0
1
||
|(12)Name
NO_NAME NO_NAME
||
|(13)Total Core
4
4
||
|(14)Shr Core
2
4
||
|(15)Ded Core
2
0
||
|+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(16) F1:Add F2:Remove F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

Title

Description

(1)

Processor#

Displays the physical processor numbers.

(2)

Blade#

Displays the server blade number on which the physical processor is
installed.

(3)

Die#
Socket#

Displays the die number/socket number in the server blade.

(4)

Core#

Displays the core number in the die.

(5)

Thread#

Displays the thread number.

(6)

State

Display status of a core.
Act (Activate): Normal state

(7)

Status

Displays the status of the physical processor.
HIG: The physical processor is running at the highest rate.
MXX: The physical processor is running at a moderate rate.
* M01 is the fastest; as the number of a processor increases, its rate
decreases.
LOW: The physical processor is running at the lowest rate
FAI: The physical processor is in failure state.
ERR: The physical processor is in error state.
OFF: The physical processor is in off-line.

(8)

Group#

Sets the number of a processor group.

(9)

Schedule

Displays the scheduling mode of a physical processor.
D: Dedicated mode
S: Shared mode

(10) Freq (GHz)

Displays the current clock frequencies of the physical processor. This
value will dynamically change when the processor turbo mode is
Enabled.

(11) Group#

Displays the number of a processor group.

(12) Name

Sets a processor group name.

(13) Total Core

Displays the number of total cores.

(14) Shr Core

Displays the number of cores in shared mode.

(15) Ded Core

Displays the number of cores in dedicated mode.

(16) Function Key Displays function keys available in this screen.
F1: Adds a processor group.
F2: Deletes a processor group.
F11: Scrolls the screen to the left.
F12: Scrolls the screen to the right.
(17) Error event
detected

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in the HVM System
Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system logs.
To delete this display, press the [ESC] key with this screen or open the
system logs screen.

(1) How to change the number of a processor group
Display the [Physical Processor Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the
intersection between the Processor column whose group number to change and
Group line, and press [Enter] to display a subscreen that displays the numbers of
defined processor groups. Select a processor group number to change, and press
[Enter].
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(a)

An LPAR in dedicated mode is activated on the target core.

(b)

When an LPAR in shared mode is activated in the target core: a shared mode
LPAR is activated on the group whose number is to be changed, change in the
group number of the target core removes the physical processor in shared
mode in the source group.

(2) How to change a processor group name
Display the [Physical Processor Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the
intersection between the Processor group column whose group name to change
and Name line, and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Type a processor group
name to change, and press [Enter]. You cannot configure the same name to
different processor groups.
A processor group name can include up to 31 characters: [0] to [9], [a] to [z], [A] to
[Z], [-], and [_]. The first character available, however, is [a] to [z] and [A] to [Z]. If a
group name contains more than seven characters, the 7th character is shown as a
tilde “~” and the following characters are omitted
(3) How to add a processor group
Press [F1]: Add on this screen to display a subscreen, place the cursor a processor
group number to add on the subscreen, and press [Enter].
(4) How to delete a processor group
Press [F2]: Remove on this screen to display a subscreen, place the cursor a
processor group number to remove on the subscreen, and press [Enter].
Processor group 0, the default processor group, cannot be deleted.

If unrecoverable failure occurs in the physical processor, the
following symptom may occur.


NIC sharing function is temporarily unavailable and
communication with the management module and
external networks break down.
LPARs also have the following symptoms depending on
some scheduling mode.



Dedicated mode: A failure occurs in the LPAR using the
failed physical processor in the dedicated mode. Other
LPARs are not affected.



Shared mode: LPARs using the processor in the shared
mode will have failure when a fault occurs in the
processor.
Other LPARs performance in the shared mode may
slow down. When this happens, deactivate the
slow-down LPAR and then reactivate it to restore it.
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PCI Device Information
The following functions are available in the PCI Device Information screen.
Displays the vendor name, device name, slot number, LPAR number and shared
NIC number corresponding to each PCI device number.



“PCI device” refers to a PCI card that has been inserted into a PCI slot or a PCI
device that has been integrated in the server blade.
+---------------------------------------------------(9) Error Event Detected --+
| +- PCI Device Information -------------------------------------------------+ |
| | # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# LPAR# SNIC# | |
| | 0 Intel Corp.
USB Controller
UK0
M
- ||
| | 1 Intel Corp.
USB Controller
U0
M
- ||
| | 2 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
G00
S
1 ||
| | 3 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
G01
S
2 ||
| | 4 Hitachi, Ltd.
Fibre Channel 4Gbps 2Port(S)
E00
S
- ||
| | 5 Intel Corp.
GbE Controller
0
- ||
| |(1) (2)
(3)
(4)
(5) (6) | |
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
| +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|
(7) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(8) R2: MappingInfo
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table describes each item on this screen.
#

Title

Official
Name

Description

(1)

#

PCI Device
Number

(2)

Vendor

Vendor Name Displays the name of the vendor of the PCI device. (displays up to 15
characters)

(3)

Device Name Device Name Displays the name of the PCI device. (displays up to 31 characters)

(4)

Slot#

Slot Number

Displays the number that HVM gives each PCI device for identification
purposes.

Displays the slot number to which the PCI device is inserted.
Device type

Slot #

Onboard USB (Remote console)

UKx

Onboard USB (Front USB)

Ux

Onboard NIC0

Gx0

Onboard NIC1

Gx1

Mezzanine card slot

Ex0

PCI card slot 0 to 9

0-9

x: Server blade number

(5)

LPAR#

LPAR
Number

Displays the LPAR number to which the PCI device is assigned.
Number: When the PCI device has been assigned to single LPAR, the
LPAR number that the PCI Device has been assigned to.
M: The PCI device has been assigned to multiple LPARs.
S: The PCI device is being shared.
- : The PCI device is not assigned.
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Official
Name

Title

Description

(6)

SNIC#

Shared NIC
Number

Displays the shared NIC number of a PCI device if it is a shared NIC.
Number: Indicates that the PCI device is a shared NIC number
- :Indicates that the PCI device is not a shared NIC.

(7)

[PageUp] /
[PageDown]

Page Up /
Page Down

Page Up: scrolls a page upwards.
Page Down: scrolls a page downwards.

(8)

Function

Function key

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
Displays a function key available on this screen.
F2: Displays PCI device mapping information.

(9)

Error event
detected

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in the HVM System
Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system logs.
To delete this display, press the [ESC] key with this screen or open the
system logs screen.

(1)

Displaying the PCI device mapping information
(HVM firmware version 17-8X or later)
Press [F2]: MappingInfo with this screen to display a subscreen. Place the
cursor on an LPAR number to display on the subscreen, and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- PCI Device Information --------------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# LPAR# SNIC# ||
|| +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ ||
||(1) LPAR1[LPAR1] PCI Device Mapping Information
| ||
|| |
| ||
||(2) Host PciConfig
(3) LPAR PciConfig(Sta:Dea) | ||
|| |(4)---(5)—-(6)—-(7)------(8)-------------- (7)------(8)------------- | ||
|| | Type Schd ID Slot
Seg.Bus.Dev.Fnc
Slot
Seg.Bus.Dev.Fnc | ||
|| | U
E
-- UK8
0000.00 .1a .00 -> UK8
0000.00 .1a .00
| ||
|| | U
E
-- UK8
0000.00 .1a .01 -> UK8
0000.00 .1a .01
| ||
|| | U
E
-- U8
0000.00 .1d .00 -> U8
0000.00 .1d .00
| ||
|| | U
E
-- UK8
0000.00 .1d .01 -> UK8
0000.00 .1d .01
| ||
|| | U
E
-- UK8
0000.00 .1d .02 -> UK8
0000.00 .1d .02
| ||
|| | N
S
1a G80
0000.02 .00 .00 -> G80
0000.7f .01 .00 * | ||
|| | N
S
1b G80
0000.02 .00 .01 -> G80
0000.7f .02 .00 * | ||
|| | F
S
1 E80
0000.05 .04 .00 -> E80
0000.05 .04 .00
| ||
|| | F
S
1 E80
0000.05 .04 .01 -> E80
0000.05 .04 .01
| ||
|| | N
Va ---0000.7f .03 .00 -> ---0000.7f .03 .00
| ||
|| | N
Vb ---0000.7f .04 .00 -> ---0000.7f .04 .00
| ||
|+-|
|-+|
| +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:MappingInfo
Esc:Menu |

The following table describes items of the PCI device mapping information in
the figure above.
#

Item

Description

(1) LPARxxx [yyy]

Displays an LPAR number and name.
xxx: LPAR number
yyy: LPAR name

(2) Host PciConfig

Displays information on a physical PCI device assigned to
the activated LPAR.

(3) LPAR PciConfig

Displays the PCI Config address of a physical PCI device
assigned to an LPAR viewed on the LPAR.
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Item

Description
Displays the type of a physical PCI device.
S: SCSI controller, RAID controller
N: Network interface card (NIC)
F: Fiber Channel
U: USB controller

(5) Schd

Displays the scheduling mode of a physical PCI device.
D: Dedicated mode
S: Shared mode
E: Exclusive-shared mode
-: Virtual NIC

(6) ID

Displays the ID used by the LPAR when the physical PCI
device is in shared scheduling mode.
Number: vfcID
1a, 1b – 6a, 6b: Network segment of a shared NIC
Va – Vd: Network segment of a virtual NIC

(7) Slot

[Host PciConfig]
Displays the location of a physical PCI device installed.
The location of a virtual NIC is shown as “-“.
[LPAR PciConfig]
Displays the location of a logical PCI device installed.
The location of a virtual NIC is shown as “-“.

(8) Seg.Bus.Dev.Fnc [Host PciConfig］
Displays the PCI Configuration address of the physical PCI
device and virtual NIC.
[LPAR PciConfig]
Displays the PCI configuration address of a logical PCI
device viewed on the LPAR.
[*] added to the end of the PCI configuration address shows
that there is difference between the physical PCI
information and the logical one.
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PCI Device Assignment
The following functions are available in the PCI Device Assignment screen.


Display the PCI device type



Specify the PCI device's scheduling mode (IPF version HVM only)



Allocate the PCI devices to LPARs



Display the information of PCI devices selected by the cursor



Switch USB devices assignment
+--------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------ --------+
|+- PCI Device Assignment ------------------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
(4) PCI Device#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
||
||
(5)
Type: U U N N F N
||
||
(6)
Schd: E E S S+ S+ S+
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act
R #R - - - ||
|| 2 LPAR2
Act
A A - - - ||
|| 3 (2)
(3)
(7)
||
|| 4
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|| (1)
(8) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
(9) Selected PCI Device Information---------------------------------------------------+|
|| # Vendor
Device Name
Slot# Bus# Dev# Func# ||
|| 0 Intel Corp.
USB Controller
UK0
0
1a 0
||
++------------------------------------------------------------------------------------++
(10) F5:Attach/Detach F6:Set/Reset F10:Update Schd F11:Left F12:Right Esc:Menu ||
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

Title

Initial Value

Official
Name

Description

(When LPAR is
added)

(1)

#

LPAR
Number

(2)

Name

LPAR Name Displays the LPAR name.

(3)

Sta

Status

Displays the LPAR status.
Dea
Act (Activate): The LPAR is powered on.
Dea (Deactivate): The LPAR is powered off.
Fai (Failure): The LPAR cannot be used due to an
unrecoverable failure. Reboot HVM when this happens.
If rebooting HVM cannot solve the problem, contact
your reseller or consult maintenance personnel.

(4)

PCI Device#

PCI Device
Number

Displays the number that HVM gives each PCI device
for identification purposes.

(5)

Type

Device Type Displays the PCI device type.
S: SCSI controller
N: Network interface Card (NIC)
F: Fibre Channel
U: USB controller

(6)

Schd

Scheduling
Mode

Sets the PCI device's scheduling mode.
D: Assigns to a LPAR in the dedicated mode. (IPF
version HVM only)
E: Assigns to a LPAR in the exclusively shared mode.
S: Assigns to a LPAR in the shared mode.
A PCI device available for changing its scheduling
mode has [+] on the right of Schd. A PCI device, Schd
without [+], is not available for changing its mode.

(7)

Device
Assignment

Device
Assignment

Sets the assignment of the PCI device to LPARs.
*: unassigned
A: assigned but not activated
R: activated and attached
-: cannot be assigned
[Firmware version 17-82 or later]
For USB devices with Auto Attach assigned, # is shown
on the left of its assigned status: A or R.

(Device type
except USB)
A (Device
type: USB)

(8)

[PageUp] /
[PageDown]

Page Up /
Page Down

Page Up: scrolls a page upwards.
Page Down: scrolls a page downwards.

-

(9)

Selected PCI
Device
Information

PCI Device
Information

Displays the information for the PCI device selected
with the cursor.
#: Displays the number that HVM gives each PCI
device for identification purposes.
Vendor: Displays the vendor name (up to15
characters)
Device Name: The device name (up to 31 characters)
Slot#: Displays the slot number.
Bus#: Displays the bus number of the PCI configuration
space
Dev#: Displays the device number of the PCI
configuration space
Func#: Displays the function number of the PCI
configuration space

Displays the LPAR numbers.
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Title

Initial Value

Official
Name

Description

(When LPAR is
added)

(10) Function Key

Function Key Displays the function keys that can be used in this
screen.
F5: Switches USB device assignment.
F10: Updates the content of any changes to the
Scheduling Mode of a PCI device to HVM. (IPF version
HVM only)
F11: Scrolls the page to the right within the screen.
F12: Scrolls the page to the left within the screen.
Note: Operation with [F10] (Update PCI Dev Schd)
should be done when no LPAR is activated. If you do
with any LPAR in activation, network communication of
the LPAR is disconnected for a few minutes. SC/BSM
displays Deactivate as HVM status, and no error
message is provided.
[HVM firmware version 17-82 or later]
F6: Changes USB automatic Attach setting values.

(11) Error event
detected

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in
the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system
logs.
To delete this display, press the [ESC] key with this
screen or open the system logs screen.

The following table describes each item on this screen.
#

Title

Guest status
Activated Deactivated

(1)

#

(2)

Name

(3)

Sta

(4)

PCI Device#

(5)

Type

-

(6)

Schd

(7)

Device
Assignment

Remarks

Failure

-



-





-

Cannot be changed when the LPAR
to which the PCI device is being
assigned has been activated.

[-]: cannot be changed

[]: can be changed with conditions

[]: can be changed

Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only

(1) How to change Scheduling Mode (Schd)
You can change the Scheduling Mode (Schd) of a NIC or FC that support shared
allocation. In the Xeon-version HVM firmware 56-XX or later versions, “+” is added to the
scheduling mode (Schd) of the PCI device that can be configured.

Before modifying the Schd setting of a NIC or FC, you must deactivate all LPARs.
Open the PCI Device Assignment screen. Move the cursor to the intersection
between the Schd row and the PCI device number column, and press [Enter]. This
opens a subscreen where you can select assignments. Move the cursor over the
item that you want to change, and press [Enter].
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To abort the change of Schd, press [F10] and select "No" in the confirmation screen
that opens. All changed settings are restored to their original values.
Since the time necessary to the change becomes enable for a HVM system. You
cannot change except the Schd or move to other screens until finish the change
process. To change except the Schd or move to other screens, press [F10], select
either "Yes" or "No" and conclude the change process, or cancel it.
Operation with [F10] (Update PCI Dev Schd) should be done
when no LPAR is activated. If you do it with any LPAR in
activation, network communication of the LPAR is
disconnected for a few minutes. SC/BSM displays Deactivate
as HVM status, and no error message is provided.
(2) How to assign a PCI device to an LPAR
Open the PCI Device Assignment screen. Move the cursor over the intersection
between the LPAR, to which you want to assign the PCI device, and the PCI device
column, and press [Enter]. In the subscreen that appears, move the cursor over [A]
and press [Enter]. To undo an assignment, select "*".
(3) How to change USB Auto Attach settings
[HVM firmware version 17-82 or later]


Make sure to disable USB Auto Allocation to LPAR in
the HVM Options screen before using this function.



When you activate an LPAR with #A for the USB
assignment, the state is changed to #R. If the USB has
been attached to another LPAR, Auto Attach/Detach will
not be performed.



When you have a USB device state unassigned, the
Auto Attach setting is cancelled.
USB Auto Attach settings can be changed with an LPAR activated or deactivated.
When you place the cursor on A or R for USB assignment status and press [F6]
(Set/Reset), the status is switched between Set and Reset. Since this setting is
exclusive, the setting will move to another LPAR if the USB device is assigned to
the LPAR.
When Set is specified, A or R shown on the screen will be changed to #A or#R,
while attaching /detaching the USB device is not performed.
When Reset is specified, #A or #R shown on the screen will be changed to A or R,
while attaching /detaching the USB device is not performed.
USB Auto Attach is performed only with an LPARs with #A for USB allocation status
when the LPAR is activated. If USB allocation status is not #A, USB Auto Attach
cannot be performed. If with no #A LPAR, USB Auto Attach will not be performed for
any LPAR.
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Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment
The followings are executed on the VNIC Assignment screen.


Assigns a VNIC to each LPAR.



Displays information on the VNIC selected by the cursor.



Sets the promiscuous mode to the VNIC selected by the cursor.



Changes the MAC address of the VNIC selected by the cursor.



Sets VLAN to the VNIC selected by the cursor.



Sets Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering to the VNIC selected by the cursor.



Displays the list of the promiscuous mode and VLAN settings to the VNIC selected
by the cursor.
+----------------------------------------------------(10) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment -----------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
(5) Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
0
* * * * * * * * * *
||
|| 5 (2)
(3)
(4) (6)
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|| (1)
||
||
(7) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|(8) VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Undef Prm: T
||
||
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering: Disable
||
|| VLANID:
||
++------------------------------------------------------------------------------++
|(9) F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
|
|
F8:Packet Filter F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

Title

Initial Value

Official
Name

Description

(When LPAR is
added)

(1)

#

LPAR
Number

(2)

Name

LPAR Name Displays the LPAR name.

(3)

Sta

Status

(4)

#VNIC

Total number Displays the number of VNICs assigned to LPARs.
of VNIC

0

(5)

Virtual NIC
Number

VNIC
Number

Displays the VNIC number.

-

(6)

VNIC
Assignment

Virtual NIC
Assignment

Assigns VNIC to each LPAR.
*: Not assigned
Va - Vd: Displays the identifier for the network segment
of the VNIC.
1a, 1b –6a, 6b: Displays the identifier for the network
segment of the shared NIC. Items shown depend on the
onboard NIC.
Refer to “Virtual NIC Functions” for the network
identifier.

(7)

[PageUp] /
[PageDown]

Page Up /
Page Down

Page Up: scrolls a page upwards.
Page Down: scrolls a page downwards.

Displays the LPAR numbers.

NO_NAME

Displays the LPAR status.
Dea
Act (Activate): The LPAR is powered on.
Dea (Deactivate): The LPAR is powered off.
Fai (Failure): The LPAR cannot be used due to an
unrecoverable failure. Reboot HVM when this happens.
If rebooting HVM cannot solve the problem, contact the
reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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(8)

Title
VNIC
Information

Initial Value

Official
Name

Description

Virtual NIC
Information

Displays the information on the virtual NIC selected by
the cursor.
No: Displays the virtual NIC number.
MAC Address: Displays the MAC address of the virtual
NIC.
Shared NIC#: Displays the shared NIC number.
Tag: Displays the VLAN mode of the virtual NIC.
Undef: VLAN mode not defined.
Tag: Defined to the UnTagged port.
Prm: Displays the promiscuous mode of the virtual NIC.
R: Receives the same MAC address as the virtual NIC.
T: Received all packets.
VLANID: Displays the defined VLAN ID.
VLAN mode

・

・

・

(9)

Function Key

(10) Error event
detected

Tag: Undef
Prm:T
Inter-LPAR
Packet
Filtering:
Disable
Others: -

VLAN ID

Tagged

Up to 16 IDs from 1
to 4094, or All (IDs)

Untagged

One ID from 1 to

4094.
For
HVM
firmware 17-40 or later versions:
Inter-LPAR Packet filtering: Displays the inter-LPAR
packet filter of the VNIC.
Disable: Inter-LPAR packets are transferred inside
HVM; but not transferred outside HVM.
Enable: Inter LPAR packets are transferred outside
HVM, but not inside HVM.
Disable (ALL): Inter-LPAR packets are transferred to
both inside and outside HVM with HVM firmware
17-42 or later versions.

Function Key Displays the function keys that can be used in this
screen.
F2: Displays the list of assigned VLAN ID.
F5: Used to set the promiscuous mode.
F6: Used to change MAC addresses.
F7: Used to set the VLAN mode.
[HVM firmware 17-40 or later versions]
[F8] is used for setting Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering.
[HVM firmware 17-8X or later]
F11: Scrolls a page to the left to display the screen.
F12: Scrolls a page to the right to display the screen.
Displays this only in HVM expansion mode.
Error event
detection

(When LPAR is
added)

-

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in
the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system
logs.
To delete this display, press the [ESC] key with this
screen or open the system logs screen.
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#

9

Title

Guest status
Activated Deactivated

Remarks

Failure

(1)

#

-

-

-

Display only

(2)

Name

-

-

-

Display only

(3)

Sta

-

-

-

Display only

(4)

#VNIC

-

-

-

Display only

(5)

VNIC Number

-

-

-

Display only

(6)

VNIC
Assignment

-



-

(7)

[PageUP]/
[PageDown]

-

-

-

(8)

VNIC Information
MAC
Address

-



-

Tag



-

Prm












-

VLANID
Inter-LPAR
Packet
Filtering

Display only

HVM firmware 17-40 or later
versions.

[]: can be changed. [-]: cannot be changed.

(1) How to Change VNIC assignment
Display the [Virtual NIC Assignment] screen.
Deactivate the LPAR to change the virtual NIC assignment. Place the cursor on the
crossing item of the LPAR in line and the virtual NIC number in the column, and
press [Enter] to display the subscreen for selecting the assignment. Place the
network segment of the virtual NIC you want to change, and then press [Enter].
(2) How to Change MAC address
Display the [Virtual NIC Assignment] screen.
Place the cursor on the crossing item of the LPAR in line and the virtual NIC number
in the column, and press [F6]: Change MAC Add to display the subscreen. Enter the
new value and press [Enter]. Values to set range from 00:00:00:00:00:00 to FF: FF:
FF: FF: FF: FF. The value reserved by HVM, however, cannot be set. Do not set a
multi-cast address and broadcast address.
Refer to “(1) MAC address for Virtual NIC” for details of the MAC address.
It is not recommended to change the MAC address.
Confirm that there is not the same MAC address port on the
network before changing the MAC address. Otherwise, the
fatal failure may occur on the network.
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#

9

Displays the [Virtual NIC Assignment] screen.
Refer to “(2) How to use VLAN” for further details.
Place the cursor on the intersection between the LPAR in line and the virtual NIC
number in column, and press [F7]: Select VLAN to display the subscreen. Select
the VLAN mode and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
+-------------------+ * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
0
| Select VLAN mode | * *
||
|| 5
|
|
||
|| 6
|
UNDEFINE
|
||
|| 7
|
TAGGED
|
||
|| 8
|
UNTAGGED
|
||
|| 9
+-------------------+
||
|| 10
| Cancel VLAN mode |
||
||
+-------------------+e Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Undef Prm: T ||
||
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering: Disable
||
|| VLANID:
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
|
| F8:Packet Filter
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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(3) How to change VLAN mode

9
When selecting [Tagged] or [Untagged] as the VLAN mode, a subscreen is
displayed. Enter the VLAN ID to change, and press [Enter]. If entering a wrong
VLAN ID, the subscreen to show the error message. Enter the correct VLAN ID.
VLAN ID: 4093, however, is not available because it is reserved.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ ||
|| | VLAN ID Setting (a limit input : 1 to 4094 or 'All')
| ||
|| |
| ||
|| | 1,2,3
| ||
|| +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ ||
|| |
| ||
|| +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ ||
||
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Undef Prm: T ||
||
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering: Disable
||
|| VLANID:
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
|
| F8:Packet Filter
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



When selecting [Tagged] as the VLAN mode and the number of VLAN ID
settings is less than 16, another subscreen is displayed. Select [Yes] if
continuing to set VLAN IDs, or select [No] and press [Enter] if finishing the
VLAN ID setting.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
+--------------------------------+*
||
|| 5
| VLAN ID count is less than 16. |
||
|| 6
|
Do you continue?
|
||
|| 7
|
|
||
|| 8
|
Yes
|
||
|| 9
|
No
|
||
|| 10
+--------------------------------+
||
||
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Undef Prm: T ||
||
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering: Disable
||
|| VLANID:
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
|
| F8:Packet Filter
Esc:Menu |
|+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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9

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ ||
|| | VLAN ID Setting (a limit input : 1 to 4094 or 'All') (cont.)
| ||
|| |
| ||
|| | 4,5,6
| ||
|| +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ ||
|| |
| ||
|| +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ ||
||
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Undef Prm: T ||
||
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering: Disable
||
|| VLANID:
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
|
| F8:Packet Filter
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



Example: Defining VLAN mode=Tab; VLANID=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
to LPAR1; Virtual NIC 1a with virtual NIC Number0
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Tag
Prm: T ||
||
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering: Disable
||
|| VLANID: 1,2,3,4,5,6,
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
|
| F8:Packet Filter
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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When selecting [Yes], one more subscreen is displayed. Enter the VLAN ID and
press [Enter]. If entering the wrong VLAN ID, the subscreen with the error message
is displayed. Enter the correct VLAN ID.

9

Display the [Virtual NIC Assignment] screen.
Place the cursor on the crossing item of the LPAR in line and the virtual NIC number
in column, and press [F5]: Set Prom. Mode to show a subscreen. Select a
promiscuous mode and press [Enter].
Promiscuous setting
Guest OS

Receiving packets

HVM screen

Disable

Restricted/
Through

Receives only packets addressed to the
LPAR (MAC).

Enable

Restricted

Receives only packets addressed to the
LPAR (MAC)..

Through

Receives all packets on the same network
segment.

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
0 +--------------------------+ *
||
|| 5
| Promiscuous Mode Setting |
||
|| 6
|
|
||
|| 7
|
Restricted
|
||
|| 8
|
Through
|
||
|| 9
+--------------------------+
||
|| 10
||
||
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Tag
Prm: T ||
||
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering: Disable
||
|| VLANID: 1,2,3,4,5,6,
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
|
| F8:Packet Filter
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

(5) How to show the list of VLAN ID assignment and Promiscuous Mode settings
Press [F2]: Disp to show the list of VLAN ID assignment and Promiscuous Mode
settings defined in the network segment identifier where the cursor is placed on this
screen.
If placing on the area without the network segment identifier defined, nothing is
displayed by pressing [F2]: Disp.
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(4) How to change Promiscuous Mode

9
The following figure is an example for the list of VLAN ID assignment and
Promiscuous Mode settings.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4+--------------------------------------------------------+
||
|| 5
| VLAN ID Allocation / Prom. Mode Setting Display
|
||
|| 6
|(1) Segment: 1a
|
||
|| 7
| (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
|
||
|| 8
| LPAR# VNIC# Prm Mode VLAN ID
|
||
|| 9
|
1
0
T
Tag
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, |
||
|| 10
|
|
||
||
+--------------------------------------------------------+age Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Tag
Prm: T ||
||
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering: Disable
||
|| VLANID: 1,2,3,4,5,6,
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
|
| F8:Packet Filter
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table shows the list of VLAN ID assignment and Promiscuous Mode
settings.
#

Title

Description

(1)

Segment:

Displays the network segment identifier to show the list.

(2)

LPAR#

Displays the LPAR number to set the network identifier
shown in (1) from smaller to larger numbers.

(3)

VNIC#

Displays the virtual NIC number corresponding to the
LPAR shown in (2) from smaller to larger numbers.

(4)

Prm

Displays the promiscuous mode defined in the virtual
NIC shown in (3).

(5)

Mode

Displays the VLAN mode defined in the virtual NIC
shown in (3).

(6)

VLAN ID

Displays VLAN IDs defined in the virtual NIC shown in
(3) from smaller to larger numbers.

(7)

[PageUp] /
[PageDown]

Displayed for scrolling the screen if the contents cannot
be shown in one screen. Not displayed if one screen
can include all contents.
Note: If the VLAN ID is not defined in the network segment identifier specified
by the cursor and [F2]:Disp VLAN ID Map is pressed, a message
‘VLAN ID is not set.’ is displayed.
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To close the list, press [Esc]. To display the list of VLAN ID assignment and
Promiscuous Mode settings defined in the different network segment identifier from
the list displayed with [F2]: Disp., press [Esc] to close the current display, move the
cursor, and press [F2]: Disp again.
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#

Key

Description

(1)

[Esc]

Closes the screen for the list of VLAN ID assignment
and promiscuous mode settings.

(2)

[PageUp]

Displays the previous entry. If no previous entry,
nothing happens by pressing this button.

(3)

[PageDown]]

Displays the next entry. If no previous entry, nothing
happens by pressing this button.

(4)

Other than
keys above

Nothing happens: ignored.

(6) How to change the inter-LPAR packet filtering between shared NICs (for HVM
firmware 17-40 or later versions)
Display the [Virtual NIC Assignment] screen.
Place the cursor at an item where an LPAR line crosses a VNIC number column,
and press [F8]: Packet Filter to display the subscreen. Select an inter-LPAR packet
filtering to change, and press the [Enter] key.
Inter-LPAR
packet filtering

Disable

Enable

Disable (ALL)

Inter-LPAR packets
Inside HVM

Transferred

Outside HVM

Not transferred Transferred

Not transferred Transferred

Transferred

Packets to
outside HVM

Transferred

1067

Use
Permits inter-LPAR
communication in the
same segment.
Used for inter-LPAR
communication only
inside HVM.

Transferred

Disables inter-LPAR
communication in the
same segment.
Used for improving
independence and
security of LPARs
when each LPAR has
a respective owner.

Transferred

HVM firmware: 17-42
or later versions
Permits inter-LPAR
communication in the
same segment.
Used for inter-LPAR
communication using
network redundancy
configuration such as
bonding and
hbonding.

Hitachi Virtualization Manager (HVM)

The following table describes key operations on the screen for the list of VLAN ID
assignment and Promiscuous Mode setting.

9
Note:If you press [F8]: Packet Filter when the shared NIC, specified with the cursor, is
not defined in the network segment identifier, the subscreen is not displayed.



Shared FC Assignment
Following tasks can be done on the [Shared FC Assignment] screen.


Assigns a shared FC to each LPAR



Displays information on the FC selected by the cursor.



Changes vfcID of the FC selected by the cursor.
+---------------------------------------------------(11) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Shared FC Assignment -----------------------------------------------------+|
||
Shared FC#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
||
||
(4)
Slot#: E00 E00
||
||
(5)
Port#: 0 1
||
||
(6) PortStatus: A D
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
1 *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
* *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
* *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
* *
||
|| 5 (2)
(3)
(7)
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|| (1)
(8) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|(9) Selected Virtual FC Port WWN Information---------------------------------+|
|| # LPAR# WWPN
WWNN
Bus# Dev# Func# vfcID# ||
|| 0 1
2338000087014002 2338000087014003
5
4
0
1
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
|(10) F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Virtual NIC Assignment ---------------------------------------------------+|
||
||
||
||
||
Virtual NIC Number
||
|| # Name
Sta #VNIC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2
1a 1b * * * * * *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
0
* * * * * * * *
||
|| 5
+------------------------------+*
||
|| 6
| Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering |
||
|| 7
|
|
||
|| 8
|
Disable
|
||
|| 9
|
Enable
|
||
|| 10
|
Disable (ALL)
|
||
||
+------------------------------+/ [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-VNIC Information-----------------------------------------------------------+|
|| No: 0 MAC Address: 00.00.87.62.f7.00 Shared NIC#: 1 Tag: Undef Prm: T ||
||
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering: Disable
||
|| VLANID:
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F2:Disp F5:Set Prom. Mode F6:Change MAC Addr F7:Select VLAN
|
| F8:Packet Filter
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

Title

Initial Value

Official
Name

Description

(When LPAR is
added)

(1)

#

LPAR
Number

(2)

Name

LPAR Name Displays the LPAR name.

(3)

Sta

Status

(4)

Slot#

Slot Number Displays the number of the PCI slot into which the FC is inserted.

(5)

Port#

Port#:
Number

Displays the shared FC port number.

-

(6)

PortStatus

PortStatus

Displays the shared FC port status:
A: Available. Normal status
D: LinkDown. Unavailable because the cable is not
connected.
C: ConfigCheck. Unavailable due to configuration
problem.
E: ErrorCheck. Unavailable due to unrecoverable
failure.
Refer to “(3) PortStatus” for further details.

-

(7)

Shared FC
Assignment

Shared FC
Assignment

Sets the shared FC port to each LPAR.
*
To assign the shared FC port, select the shared FC port
by eh cursor to display a subscreen and set VfcID.

(8)

[PageUp] /
[PageDown]

Page Up /
Page Down

Page Up: scrolls a page upwards.
Page Down: scrolls a page downwards.

(9)

Selected
Virtual FC
Virtual FC Port Port WWN
WWN
Information
Information

Displays the LPAR numbers.

NO_NAME

Displays the LPAR status.
Dea
Act (Activate): The LPAR is powered on.
Dea (Deactivate): The LPAR is powered off.
Fai (Failure): The LPAR cannot be used due to an
unrecoverable failure. Reboot HVM when this happens.
If rebooting HVM cannot solve the problem, contact
your reseller or consult maintenance personnel.

-

Displays the information on the shared FC port selected by the cursor.
LPAR#: Displays the LPAR# to which the shared FC is
assigned.
WWPN: Displays WWPN of the shared FC.
WWNN: Displays WWNN of the shared FC.
Bus#/Dev#/Func#: Displays Bus#/Dev#/Fuc# of the
PCI device with the shared FC implemented/
vfdOD#: Displays vfcWWN-ID set in the shared FC.

(10) Function Key

Function Key Displays the function keys that can be used in this
screen.
F11: Scrolls the page rightward to show the screen.
F12: Scrolls the page leftward to show the screen.

(11) Error event
detected

Error event
detection

-

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in
the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system
logs.
To delete this display, press the [Esc] key with this
screen or open the system logs screen.
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The following table describes each item on this screen.
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Title

Guest status
Activated Deactivated

Remarks

Failure

(1)

#

-

-

-

Display only

(2)

Name

-

-

-

Display only

(3)

Sta

-

-

-

Display only

(4)

Slot#

-

-

-

Display only

(5)

Port#

-

-

-

Display only

(6)

PortStatus

-

-

-

Display only

(7)

Shared FC
Assignment

-



-

(8)

Selected
Virtual FC Port
WWN
Information

Display only
-

-

-

[]: can be changed. [-]: cannot be changed.

(1) How to change the shared FC assignment
Display the [Shared FC Assignment] screen.
Deactivate the LPAR to change the shared FC assignment.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Shared FC Assignment -----------------------------------------------------+|
||
Shared FC#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
||
||
Slot#: E00 E00
||
||
Port#: 0 1
||
||
PortStatus: A D
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
1 *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
* *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
* *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
* *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected Virtual FC Port WWN Information-----------------------------------+|
|| # LPAR# WWPN
WWNN
Bus# Dev# Func# vfcID# ||
|| 0 1
2338000087014002 2338000087014003
5
4
0
1
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Place the cursor on the intersection between the LPAR in line and the Shared FC
number in column, and press [Enter] to display the subscreen for assigning vfcID.
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#

9

Screen display may be different depending on the FC adapter installed.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Shared FC Assignment -----------------------------------------------------+|
||
Shared FC#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
||
||
Slot#: E00 E00
||
||
Port#: 0 1
||
||
PortStatus+-------------------------------+
||
|| # Name
Sta
| Shared FC vfcWWNId Assignment |
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
|
|
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
|
*
|
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
|
2
|
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
|
3
|
||
|| 5
|
4
|
||
|| 6
|
5
|
||
|| 7
|
6
|
||
|| 8
|
7
|
||
|| 9
|
8
|
||
|| 10
+-------------------------------+
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected Virtual FC Port WWN Information-----------------------------------+|
|| # LPAR# WWPN
WWNN
Bus# Dev# Func# vfcID# ||
|| 0 1
2338000087014002 2338000087014003
5
4
0
1
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



Example for assigning Shared FC#=0 with vfcID#=2 to LPAR1

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Shared FC Assignment -----------------------------------------------------+|
||
Shared FC#: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
||
||
Slot#: E00 E00
||
||
Port#: 0 1
||
||
PortStatus: A D
||
|| # Name
Sta
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea
2 *
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
* *
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
* *
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
* *
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
||
[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+-Selected Virtual FC Port WWN Information-----------------------------------+|
|| # LPAR# WWPN
WWNN
Bus# Dev# Func# vfcID# ||
|| 0 1
2338000087014004 2338000087014005
5
4
0
2
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
| F11:Left F12:Right
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

(2) WWN for Shared FC
WWN used for the shared FC is called vfcWWN, which is created automatically by
the vfcID value assigned on the [Shared FC Assignment] screen. Select [FC
Assign] on the [Shared FC Assignment] screen, the created vfcWWN is displayed in
[Selected Virtual FC Port WWN Information].
The [Allocated FC Information] screen displays WWN information on dedicated and
shared FCs implemented in HVM.
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Select the vfcID# shown on the subscreen, place the cursor on it, and press [Enter].
You can select a vfcID from those only shown on the subscreen per shared FC port.
The same vfcID, however, cannot be defined to multiple LPARs.
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If PortStatus is none but “’A’: Available”, execute the following.


When PortStatus is “’D’: LinkDown, unavailable because the cable is not
connected”, check the following:


Is the FC cable properly plugged into the FC adapter?



Are FC switches connected to the FC adapter powered on and performing
properly?



Does the same symptom occur using a new FC cable?
(Execute this if possible.)

If the problem is not fixed the problem by checking and dealing with the above,
contact our maintenance personnel.


When PortStatus is “’C’: Config Check, unavailable due to configuration problem”,
check the following:


When 4 Gbps fiber channel adapter is used, does the FC switch support N_Port
ID Virtualization (NPIV)?
Does the FC switch port have NPIV enabled?



When 4 Gbps fiber channel adapter is used, is the FC switch connected Auto
Detention?



When 8 Gbps fibre channel adapter is directly connected to storage, is it a loop
connection?



When 8 Gbps fibre channel adapter is connected to an FC switch which does
not supported NPIV or the one with NPIV of its port disabled, is it a loop
connection?

If the problem is not fixed the problem by checking and dealing with the above,
contact our maintenance personnel.


When PortStatus is “’E’: Error Check, unrecoverable failure, contact the reseller
from which you purchased this equipment or consult maintenance personnel.
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Allocated FC Information
The following functions are available on the [Allocated FC Information] screen.
Displaying configuration information on the Fibre Channel adapter assigned to
each LPAR (WWN) as a list



+--------------------------------------------------(11) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Allocated FC Information ---------------------(9)------------(10)---------+|
|| (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Vfc Seed Info. 1 << 1/ 1>> ||
|| Lpar# Slot# Port# SchMd vfcID WWPN
WWNN
||
||
1 E00
0
S
1 2338000087014002 2338000087014003
||
||
2 E00
0
S
2 2338000087014004 2338000087014005
||
||
3 E00
0
S
3 2338000087014006 2338000087014007
||
||
4 E00
0
S
4 2338000087014008 2338000087014009
||
||
(6)
(7)
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
(8) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table describes items on this screen.
#

Title

Official Name

Description

(1)

Lpar#

LPAR Number Displays the LPAR numbers to which a fibre channel (FC) has been
allocated, in ascending order.
"-" is displayed if the FC has not been allocated to any LPAR.

(2)

Slot#

Slot Number

Displays the physical slot number to which the FC is inserted.

(3)

Port#

Port Number

Displays the port number of the FC.

(4)

SchMd

Scheduling
Mode

Displays the FC's scheduling mode.
D: Allocated to a LPAR in the dedicated mode.
S: Allocated to a LPAR in the shared mode.

(5)

vfcID

VfcWWNID

Displays the configured vfcWWNID if the allocated FC is in the
shared mode.
Displays "-" for anything other than the shared FC.

(6)

WWPN

World Wide
Port Name

Displays the FC’s World Wide Port Name.
Displays “?” for anything other than the Hitachi 4Gbps FC adapter.

(7)

WWNN

World Wide
Node Name

Displays the FC’s World Wide Node Name.
Displays “?” for anything other than the Hitachi 4Gbps FC adapter.

(8)

[PageUp]/
Page Up/
[PageDown] Page Down

Page Up: scrolls a page of the screen upwards.
Page Down: scrolls a page of the screen downwards.

(9)

Vfc Seed
Info.

Vfc seed
Information

Displays the Vfc seed information used in creating WWN.

(10) Pages

Pages

Numerator: Displays the current page.
Denominator: Displays the total number of pages.

(11) Error Event
Detected

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in the HVM
System Logs screen.
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Title



Official Name

Description
Refer to HVM System Logs for checking HVM system logs.
To delete this screen, press [Esc] on the HVM Menu screen or open
the HVM System Logs screen.

System Configuration
The following functions are available in the System Configuration screen.


Changes the HVM ID, subnetmask, virtual NIC system number, and management
path.



Changes the IP address of HVM or ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager
(BSM).



Configure the TCP port of the virtual COM console.



Changes the HVM operating mode
+---------------------------------------------------(14) Error Event Detected --+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020 (1)| Alert Language
Japanese (9)
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801 (10)
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20 (2)| HVM Operating Mode
Standard(11)
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0 (3)|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
(4)|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168 (5)| HVM CLI1 IP Address 0.0.0.0 (12)
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI3 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI4 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079
(6)| HVM CLI5 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI6 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI7 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
|
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
(7)|
||
|| VNIC System No: 1
(8)|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(13) F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table describes each item on this screen.
#

Title

Official Name

Description

Initial Value

(1)

HVM ID

HVM identifier

Sets the ID that identifies HVM
HVM_0000
Numbers, in which periods are omitted from the
HVM IP address, are reflected as the initial value
following "HVM_".

(2)

HVM IP
Address

HVM IP address Make sure to set the new HVM IP address from 0.0.0.0
the default. Otherwise, you cannot go to another
screen.

(3)

Subnet Mask

Subnet mask

(4)

Default
Gateway

Default gateway Sets the IP address of the Default Gateway.

Make sure to set the new Subnet Mask from the 255.255.255.
default. Otherwise, you cannot go to another
255
screen.
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Title

Official Name

Description

Initial Value

BSM1~4 IP
Address

BSM1~4 IP
addresses

Sets the IP addresses for the
ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager (BSM).
When HVM is started, the System Manager 1~4
IP Addresses, which are set to the management
module, are applied as the initial values.

(6)

BSM1~4
Alert Port

BSM1~4
Alert ports

Sets the alert port numbers for the
ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager (BSM).
When HVM is started, the System Manager 1~4
Alert Ports, which are set to the management
module, are applied as initial values.
(Recommended setting)

(7)

Management
Path

Management
path

Sets the PCI device number of the NIC used for default:
the management path.
Default: uses for Primary onboard NIC as the
management path.
PCI device number: uses NIC, which is specified
with the PCI number, as the management path.
-------: NIC, specified with the PCI device number,
is not available.
The management path is a path used for
communication to the management server,
where SC/ BSM/HvmSh commands operate, by
HVM.

(8)

VNIC System
No

Virtual NIC
system number

Sets a value that is not identical to the other HVM 0
systems, such as Hitachi Compute Blade 1000,
Hitachi Compute Blade 2000, or Hitachi Compute
Blade 320,.
This value is used as part of the Virtual NIC's
MAC address.
Without setting this number, you cannot go to
another screen.

(9)

Alert Language Alert Language
Mode

Sets the language used in the alert messages.
When HVM is started, the Language Mode that
has been set to the management module will be
applied as the initial value. (Recommended
setting)
Japanese: Displays the alert message in
Japanese.
English: Displays the alert message in English.

(10) Virtual Console Virtual COM
Port
console TCP
port

Set the TCP port to connect the LPAR guest
20801
console via telnet.
Can set only a TCP port that is connected to VC1.
One is added to the TCP number of VC2 and
consecutive TCPs as one is added to the number
of VC.
When booting HVM, the TCP ports (serial
numbers starting from 20801) that HVM obtains
are reflected by default: this setting is
recommended.

(11) HVM Operating HVM Operating
Mode
Mode

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
Sets an HVM operating mode.
Standard: HVM standard mode
Expansion: HVM expansion mode
When the configuration of the previous version
exists, the mode is Standard.
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Title

Official Name

Description

Initial Value

HVM firmware version 17-7X or later:
0.0.0.0
Sets HVM CLI IP Address.
Sets the IP address of a server where commands
such as HvmSh and HVMGetPerf work.

(13) Function Key

Function key

Displays the function keys that can be used in this screen.
F10: Used when changes are reflected in the
HVM system.

(14) Error Event
Detected

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level
are detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system
log in the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to HVM System Logs for checking HVM
system logs.
To delete this display, press the [Esc] key on this
screen or open the system logs screen.

#

Guest status

Title

Activated

Deactivated

Failure

- (*1)



-

- (*1)





(3) Subnet Mask

- (*1)





(4) Default
Gateway

- (*1)





(1) HVM ID
(2) HVM
Address

IP

Remarks

(5) BSM 1 – 4 IP [HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
Address (*1)
- (*1)


[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]

(6) BSM 1 – 4
Alert Port (*1)





[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
- (*1)





[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]






(7) Management
Path

- (*1)



-

(8) VNIC
No

- (*1)



-

(9) Alert Language

- (*1)





(10) Virtual Console
Port

- (*1)



-

System

(11) HVM Operating [HVM firmware 17-8X or later versions]
Mode

(12) HVM CLI1-8 IP [HVM firmware 17-7X or later versions]
Address



[]: can be changed. [-]: cannot be changed.
(*1) Operation with [F10] (Update System Config) should be done when no LPAR is
activated. If you do with any LPAR in activation, network communication of the
LPAR is disconnected for a few minutes. SC/BSM displays Deactivate as HVM
status, and no error message is provided.
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Display the [System Configuration] screen.
Place the cursor on the HVM ID and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Enter the
new ID on the subscreen. You can use up to 16 characters for the ID.
You can enter the following characters.
Alphanumeric, "~", "@", "#", "$", "%", "^", "-" (hyphen), "+", "=", "_" (underscore),
"." (period), "[", "]"
HVM ID is used to identify of each when the multiple HVM systems exist. For
example, when you control the HVM system from ServerConductor/Blade Server
Manager (BSM), HVM ID is used to identify each. Therefore, when setting the HVM
ID, set a value that is unique among all systems including Hitachi Compute Blade
1000, 2000, and 320.
HVM does not check if the entered value is used for another HVM system.
You can change the HVM ID only when all LPARs are deactivated.
(2) How to set the HVM IP Address
Display the [System Configuration] screen.
Place the cursor on the HVM IP Address and press [Enter] to display a subscreen.
Enter the new address on the subscreen and press [Enter].
The HVM IP Address is set as 0.0.0.0 by default. Without setting another address
except 0.0.0.0 at the first boot, however, the HVM system will not boot. Do not set a
multicast address and broad cast address.
(3) How to set the Subnet Mask
Display the [System Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the Subnet Mask
and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Enter the new Subnet Mask on the
subscreen and press [Enter].
(4) How to set the Default Gateway
Display the [System Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the Default
Gateway and press [Enter] to open a subscreen. Enter the new Default Gateway on
the subscreen and press [Enter].
(5) How to set the ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager (BSM) IP Address
Display the [System Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the BSM IP Address
and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Enter the new System Manager IP
Address on the subscreen and press [Enter].
With HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions, operation with
[F10]: Update system Config is not required for update. It may
take about ten seconds for update.
(6) How to set the ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager (BSM) Alert Port
Display the [System Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the BSM Alert Port
and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Enter the new SVP Alert Port Number in
the subscreen and press [Enter].
A number ranging from 0 to 65535 can be set to Alert Port.
You can set an alert port to a number ranging from 0 to 65535
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(7) How to set the Management Path
Display the [System Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the Management
Path, and press the [Enter] key to open a subscreen. Enter a PCI device number to
change, and press the [Enter] key.
Management Path can be changed only when all LPARs are deactivated.
(8) How to set the virtual NIC System Number
Display the [System Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on the VNIC System
No. and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Enter the new virtual NIC Setting
Number on the subscreen and press [Enter].
The initial setting of the virtual NIC System Number is 0. Set the new value except 0
at the first HVM boot. Otherwise, the HVM system will not boot. You can set a value
between 1 and 128.
The value set for the virtual NIC System Number will be used as the fourth and fifth
bytes of the MAC address of the virtual NIC inside in the HVM system
You can change the virtual NIC System Number only when all LPARs are
deactivated.
HVM does not check if the entered value is used for another HVM system.
A VNIC system number is used for creating a unique MAC
address to a virtual NIC. Thus, set a unique value to each
HVM system such as Hitachi Compute Blade 1000, Hitachi
Compute Blade 2000, or Hitachi Compute Blade 320.
(9) How to set the Alert Language
Display the System Configuration screen. Place the cursor on the Alert Language
and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Select a language to use on the
subscreen and press [Enter].
(10) How to set the Virtual Console Port
Display the [System Configuration] screen.
Place the cursor on Virtual Console Port and press the [Enter] key to display a
subscreen. Input a virtual console port that you want to change, and then press the
[Enter] key.
TCP ports from 1024 to 65520 are available for setting.
When changing the virtual console port value, the TCP port is changed. Therefore,
reconnecting the LPAR guest screen is necessary.
If the changed value of the virtual console port is the same as the TCP port used in
another application, you may not be able to access the LPAR guest console.
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With HVM expansion mode, LPAR migrationof an LPAR, to
which one of Virtual NIC numbers 8 – 15 is assigned, to HVM
not supporting HVM standard mode or expansion mode fails.
See “HVM Navigator User’s Guide: LPAR Migration” for
details.



When HVM operating mode is changed from standard
mode to expansion mode, HVM starts with memory to
which 256 MB is added. In other words, the memory for
the guest OS is reduced by 256 MB. This may cause
some LPARs not to activate due to a memory shortage
if the maximum memory has been used in HVM
standard mode



When HVM operating mode is changed from the
expansion mode to standard mode, virtual NIC numbers
8 to 15 assigned to each LPAR are cancelled.



Place the cursor on HVM Operating Mode and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
| HVM Operating Mode
Standard
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168
| HVM CLI1 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI3 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI4 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI5 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI6 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI7 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI8 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 1
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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When the subscreen appears, select [Standard] or [Expansion].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
| HVM Operating Mode
Standard
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.16+----------------------------+ss 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.| HVM Operating Mode Setting |ss 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.|
|ss 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.|
Standard
|ss 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079 |
Expansion
|ss 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079 +----------------------------+ss 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079 |
|ss 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079 +----------------------------+ss 0.0.0.0
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 1
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



When [Standard] or [Expansion] is selected, another subscreen appears. Select
[Yes] or [No]. When [Yes] is selected, the setting is saved, When [No] is selected,
the setting is not saved.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
| HVM Operating Mode
Standard
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 I+---------------------------------------------------------------+
||
|| BSM2 I|Save HVM configuration and reboot HVM system. Do You Continue? |
||
|| BSM3 I|
|
||
|| BSM4 I|
Yes
|
||
|| BSM1 A|
No
|
||
|| BSM2 A+---------------------------------------------------------------+
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI7 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI8 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 1
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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When the setting has been saved, HVM will be rebooted.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
| HVM Operating Mode
Standard
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168
| HVM CLI1 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 IP Address+-----------------------------------------------+
||
|| BSM4 IP Address| HVM System will shutdown after a few minutes. |
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port+-----------------------------------------------+
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI6 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI7 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI8 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 1
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



Chage in HVM operating mode is applied at the reboot.
If the reboot fails or you have changed the HVM
operating mode with HvmSh command, “!” is shown at
the head of the HVM operating mode, Standard or
Expansion, due to the discrepancy between the active
HVM operating mode and the one stored in the
configuration.

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- System Configuration -----------+-----------------------------------------+|
||
|
||
|| HVM ID
HVM_192168020
| Alert Language
Japanese
||
||
| Virtual Console Port 20801
||
|| HVM IP Address 192.168.0.20
| HVM Operating Mode
!Standard
||
|| Subnet Mask
255.255.255.0
|
||
|| Default Gateway 0.0.0.0
|
||
||
|
||
|| BSM1 IP Address 192.168.0.168
| HVM CLI1 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI2 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI3 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 IP Address 0.0.0.0
| HVM CLI4 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM1 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI5 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM2 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI6 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM3 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI7 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
|| BSM4 Alert Port 20079
| HVM CLI8 IP Address 0.0.0.0
||
||
|
||
|| Management Path Default
|
||
|| VNIC System No: 1
|
||
|+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F10:Update System Config
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 13:29:58 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
HVM System Logs
||
|| Allocated FC Information
Firmware Version Information
||
||
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|
HVM Operating Mode setting was changed. Please Reboot System.
|
|+-- Tips -------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Configure logical partitioning of processors and memory
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

(12) How to set HVM CLI IP Address
(HVM firmware version 17-7X or later)
Display the [System Configuration] screen. Place the cursor on HVM CLI IP
Address, and press the [Enter] key to display a subscreen. Type an HVM CLI IP
address you want to change and press the [Enter] key.
Do not set a multicast address and broadcast address.
Operation with [F10]: Update System Config is not required to
reflect a setting change. It may take about 10 seconds to
reflect a setting change.
(13) How to apply the changes to the HVM system
To apply all the changes made in the [System Configuration] screen to the HVM
system, press [F10]: Update System Config and select "Yes" in the confirmation
subscreen that opens.
After selecting "Yes", you will not be able to perform any operations on HVM for a
couple of minutes.
To cancel the changes, press [F10]: Update System Config and select "No" in the
confirmation screen that opens. All changed settings will be restored to their original
values.
Because it takes time for the changed settings to be reflected in the HVM system,
the movement to another screen is not allowed before the reflection has finished
completely. If you go to another screen, press [F10]: Update System Config and
select “Yes” to complete the reflection, or select “No” to cancel the changes.
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Operation with [F10] (Update system Config) provides a
temporary change in the screen when HVM is running.
Thus, the setting, which is not saved, will disappear
when HVM is rebooted. Execute [F9] (Save
configuration) in the HVM Menu screen to save the new
setting.



If you change a BSM IP address, BSM alert port, or alert
language in this screen, the setting values are effective
only during HVM running and not saved with [F9] (Save
Configuration). When you reboot HVM, the value set in
the management module will become the initial value.

System Service State
The following functions are available in the [System Service State] screen.


Displays the System Service status.



Provides recovery processes if System Service status is abnormal.



Displays the Hardware Component status.



Displays the virtual LAN segment status.
+---------------------------------------------------(17) Error Event Detected --+
|+- System Service State ------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- System Service--------------------++(12) Virtual LAN Segment State---------+|
||(1) SVP Access : RUN
|| PORT#/NIC# : V 1 2 3 4 5 6 ||
||(2) BSM Access : RUN
|| (13) a (14) : D A D
||
||(3) HA Monitor : RUN
||
b
: D A D
||
||(4) NTP
: SYNC
||
c
: D
||
||
(5) Force Recovery ||
d
: D
||
|+------------------------------------++---------------------------------------+|
|+- Hardware Component----------------++- Internal Path State -----------------+|
||(6) BMC
: RUN
|(16) Connect:Success Link:Yes Port#:0 ||
|+------------------------------------++---------------------------------------+|
|+(7) Shared PCI Device Port State---------------------------------------------+|
||(8) TYPE
: N
N
F
||
||(9) NIC#
: 1* 2
||
|| PORT#/SLOT# : G00 G01 E00
||
|| (10) 0 (11) : U
U
A
||
||
1
: U
U
D
||
||
2
:
||
||
3
:
||
||
||
||
||
++-----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
|(15) Space Key:Status Refresh
Esc:Menu |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

Title

Official
Name

Initial
Value

Description

(1)

SVP Access

SVP access

Displays the SerVice Processor (SVP) access status.
RUN: The service is operating normally.
STOP: The service is stopping.
ERROR: The service is in the error state.
UNKNOWN: No updates from the service patrol.

STOP

(2)

BSM Access BSM access

Displays the ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager
(BSM) access status.
RUN: The service is operating normally.
STOP: The service is stopping.
ERROR: The service is in the error state.
UNKNOWN: No updates from the service patrol.

STOP

(3)

HA Monitor

HA monitor

Displays the HA Monitor status.
RUN: The service is operating normally.
STOP: The service is stopping.
ERROR: The service is in the error state.
UNKNOWN: No updates from the service patrol.

STOP

(4)

NTP

NTP

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
Displays NTP status.
SYNC: Synchronization with NTP is successful.
NO SYNC: Synchronization with NTP is not executed.
ERROR: Synchronization with NTP failed.
With multiple NTP servers configured, having
synchronized with any NTP server shows SYNC; not
synchronized with any NTP server shows ERROR.

NO
SYNC

(5)

Force
Recovery

Forced
recovery

Recovers the System Service when it is not operating
normally.
Note: Operation with Force Recovery should be done
when no LPAR is activated. If you do with any LPAR in
activation, network communication of the LPAR is
disconnected for a few minutes. SC/BSM displays
Deactivate as HVM status, and no error message is
provided.

-

(6)

BMC

BMC

Displays the physical Baseboard Management
Controller (BMC) status.
RUN: BMC is operating normally.
ERROR: BMC is in the error state.

RUN
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Title

Official
Name

Description

Initial
Value

(7)

Shared PCI
Device Port
State

Shared PCI
Displays the status of the PCI device in the shared
D
device status scheduling mode on the [PCI Device Assignment]
screen.
The following status values are displayed in the position
where a port number column indicated in (10) and the
slot number line indicated in (11) are intercrossed:
When Device Type is N shown in (8):
U: Link Up status
D: Link Down status
E: The device cannot be used due to an unrecoverable
error.
-: The status is unknown.
Blank: Shared NIC is not defined.
When Device Type is F shown in (8):
A: Available. The device is in the normal status and
usable.
D: LinkDown. The device cannot be used because no
cable is connected to it.
C: ConfigCheck. The device cannot be used because of
a configuration problem.
E: ErrorCheck. The device cannot be used because of
an unrecoverable error.

(8)

TYPE

Device Type

Shows the type of the PCI device in the shared
scheduling mode on the [PCI Device Assignment]
screen.
N: Network interface Card (NIC)
F: Fibre Channel

(9)

NIC#

Shared NIC
number

Displays the shared NIC number when the device type is
No shown in (8).
Displays “-“ when the device type is F in (8).

(10) PORT#

Port number

Displays the port number.

(11) SLOT#

Slot number

Displays the slot number

(12) VLAN
Segment

Virtual LAN
segment

Displays the status of the virtual LAN segment.
Displays the following status values at the intersection
between the port number column shown in (13) and the
shared NIC number line shown in (14).
A: Active
S: Standby
D: Down
F: Fault
Blank: Not a shared NIC

(13) PORT#

Port number

Displays the port number.

(14) NIC#

NIC number

Displays the NIC number.

(15) Space Key

Space key

Pressing the space key refreshes the screen.

(16) Internal Path Internal path
State
status

Displays the internal path status.
Connect: shows the internal path connection is in
‘Success’ or ‘Fail’.
Link: shows ‘Yes’ if the internal paths are linked; ’No’ if
not linked.
Port#: shows the port number of the internal path.
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Title

(17) Error Event
Detected

Official
Name
Error event
detection

Description

Initial
Value

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in the
[HVM System Logs] screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system
logs.
To delete this display, press the [Esc] key with this
screen or open the system logs screen.

(1) How to recover System Service to a normal state
Display the [System Service State] screen. Since the cursor is already placed on
Force Recovery, just press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Select ‘Yes’, and press
[Enter].
Force Recovery processing takes about three minutes to complete. During the
period, you will not be able to perform any operations on HVM.
Operation with Force Recovery should be done when no
LPAR is activated. If you do with any LPAR in activation,
network communication of the LPAR is disconnected for a few
minutes. SC/BSM displays Deactivate as HVM status, and no
error message is provided.
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Date and Time
The following actions are possible in the [Date and Time] screen.


Displays the RTC time of the current LPAR.



Displays the RTC time when the LPAR is activated or deactivated last.



Displays the RTC time of the LPAR updated last by the guest.



Specifies LPAR's SEL (System Event Log) date and time mode.



Sets LPAR's SEL date and time.



Sets LPAR's SEL time zone.



Sets HVM display time.



Sets HVM system time zone.



Synchronizes RTC time and SEL time to the HVM system time.



Synchronizes HVM system time using NTP servers.

NOTICE
With HVM firmware version 17-8X or later, it is recommended the HVM system time
be adjusted using NTP servers.


When synchronizing the time using NTP, use the same NTP server and time zone
for management modules, BMC, and HVM. If not using the same NTP server and
time zone for them, the exact time when a failure occurs cannot be found
because each clock shows a different time.



When using multiple NTP servers, synchronize the time of all NTP servers and the
time zone.

Set the logical SEL (System Event Log) time to each LPAR by which the physical SEL
detected by HVM is reported to each LPAR.
Any values modified on this screen will not be saved automatically in the HVM System and lost at
the HVM boot. Press [F9]: Save Configuration on the [HVM Menu] screen explicitly to save the
newly set value. To set the HVM system time, change the system equipment time, or synchronize
the HVM system time with NTP server.

This [Date and Time] screen refreshes every second, so the cursor display may not be
stable. Moreover, the time may be displayed during updating.
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+--------------------------------------------------(19) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Date and Time -------------(1) LPAR RTC
-+|
|| # Name
Sta Time Mode
Date and Time
Time Zone Init RTC
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 5 (3)
(4) (5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|+-(2)------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
(13) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2009/02/18 14:15:33 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-(9)-----------------------------------(10)----------------(11)-------------+|
|(12) Select LPAR SystemEventLog time mode: Local-Time/ GMT
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(18)F6:Change System Date and Time F7:Change System Time Zone
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

[HVM firmware version: 17-8X or later]
+--------------------------------------------------(19) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Date and Time -------------(1) LPAR RTC
-+|
|| # Name
Sta Time Mode
Date and Time
Time Zone Init RTC
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 5 (3)
(4) (5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|+-(2)------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
(17) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|(9) Date and Time 2009/02/18 14:15:33 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|(13)Setting------------------------------(10)--------------(11)--------------+|
|(14)Import Config None
||
|(15)TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(18)F6:Change System Date and Time F7:Change System Time Zone
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

NTP Setting Screen
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NTP Server Setting Screen

Make sure to save the configuration after enabling NTP. If you
reboot the HVM without saving it, the LPAR RTC may be out
of sync by the time adjusted with NTP.
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+--------------------------------------------------(19) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Date and Time -------------(1) LPAR RTC
-+|
|| # Name
Sta Time Mode
Date and Time
Time Zone Init RTC
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea ----------- 2009/02/18 14:15:33 -----0
||
|| 5 (3)
(4) (5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|+-(2)------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
(17) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|(9) Date and Time 009/02/18 14:15:33 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|(13)NTP(Disable)------------------------(10)----------------(11)-------------+|
|(16)NTP Server 1 None
||
|| NTP Server 2 None
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|(18)F6:Change System Date and Time F7:Change System Time Zone
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

9
Initial Value
#

Title

Official Name

Function

(When LPAR is
added)

(1)

Select
Display

Display time
selection

Specifies the time information to be displayed. The LPAR RTC
initial value is set to display the current RTC time
(LPAR RTC)..
LPAR RTC: Displays the current RTC time of the
LPAR.
LPAR SEL Time: Displays the logical SEL time of
the LPAR.
Last Activated: Displays the RTC time when the
LPAR is activated last.
Last Deactivated: Displays the RTC time when the
LPAR is deactivated last.
RTC Last Modified: Displays the RTC time of the
LPAR updated last by the guest.

(2)

#

LPAR number

Displays the LPAR numbers.

-

(3)

Name

LPAR name

Displays the LPAR name.

NO_NAME

(4)

Sta

Status

Displays the LPAR status.
Dea
Act (Activate): The LPAR is powered on.
Dea (Deactivate): The LPAR is powered off.
Fai (Failure): The LPAR cannot be used due to an
unrecoverable failure. Reboot HVM when this
happens. If rebooting HVM cannot solve the
problem, contact your reseller or consult
maintenance personnel.

(5)

Time Mode

SEL date and
time mode

Sets the SEL date and time mode.
GMT: GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) mode
Local-Time: Local time mode
The SEL time mode can be set when LPAR SEL
Time has been displayed in the display time
selection.

(6)

Date and
Time

SEL Time

Displays the time selected in the display time
selection.
The format is “YYYY/MM/DD hh:mm:ss.”
YYYY: Calendar year
MM: Month
DD: Day
hh: Hour (24-hour representation)
mm: Minute
ss: Second
The minimum value is 2000/01/01 00:00:00 and
the maximum value is 2099/12/31 23:59:59.
The SEL time can be set when LPAR SEL Time
has been displayed in the display time selection.
When the SEL time mode is local mode, the time
that has added the SEL time zone is displayed.
When the SEL time mode is GMT, the SEL time
zone is not added.
The time stamp of the logical SEL to be reported to
the LPAR becomes this SEL time.
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Title

Official Name

Function

(When LPAR is
added)

(7)

Time Zone

SEL time zone Displays or sets which time zone the SEL date and HVM System
time belongs to.
time zone
When the SEL date and time mode is Local-Time,
the changes to this will automatically adjust the
SEL date and time.
You can specify it on 1-hour basis, and the
minimum value is -12 hours and the maximum
value is +12 or +14 hours.
You cannot set when the SEL date and time mode
is GMT.
The SEL time zone is set only when LPAR SEL
Time is displayed in the display time selection.

(8)

Init RTC

Initial RTC

Displays, in decimal, the difference value between 0
the LPAR RTC time saved in the configuration
information and the system time. This value is
determined immediately after the HVM system
startup and is not changed during HVM system
operation.
The initial RTC value is displayed when RTC Last
Modified has been displayed in the display time
selection.

(9)

Date and
Time

HVM display
time

With no HVM system time synchronization with
NTP server:
Shows the same as the HVM system time unless
[F6]: Change System Date and Time is
performed,
With time synchronization with NTP server:
Shows the HVM system time.
The system equipment time is applied as the
default at HVM boot.

(10) Time Zone

HVM System
time zone

Displays and sets which time zone the HVM
+ 0:00
System date and time belongs to.
This item only shows the difference between HVM
system time and GMT and can be changed by
pressing [F7]: change system Time zone. You can
specify it on 1-hour basis, and the minimum value
is -12 hours and the maximum value is +12 or +14
hours. Changing the HVM system time zone will
not affect the HVM system time. HVM system
time zone will be set in the SEL time zone when an
LPAR is created.

(11) Adjust LPAR
Time

LPAR time
adjustment

Adjusts the RTC and SEL time for the LPAR to the HVM system time.
In this case, the following times of the LPAR to be
changed are also cleared: Last Activate RTC time,
last Deactivate RTC time, and last RTC update
RTC time.
All LPAR: Adjusts the RTC and SEL times of all
LPARs to the HVM system time.
LPAR name: Adjusts the RTC and SEL times of
the specified LPAR to the HVM system time.

(12) Comment

Comments

Displays a brief description of the selected item.
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#

9

Title

Official Name

Function

(When LPAR is
added)

(13) Select Setting Select Setting
Display
Display

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
Selects which NTP setting to display.
Setting: Displays Import Config and Time Sync.
NTP: Displays NTP server settings.

(14) Import Config Import
Configuration

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
None
Selects a destination from which to import a time
setting.
None: Not import a time setting.
SVP: Imports the SVP NTP setting and time zone.

(15) TimeSync

Setting

Time
[HVM firmware version 17-8XX or later]
Diasble
Synchronizatio Selects one of NTP time synchronization settings.
n
Disable: Not synchronize the time with an NTP
server.
NTP: Synchronizes the time with the NTP server
set to NTP server 1 or NTP server 2.
The maximum time interval between HVM system
time synchronizations with NTP servers is up to15
minutes.

(16) NTP Server 1 NTP server
–2
setting

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
None
Sets an IP address for NPT servers.
- This item is effective only when TimeSynch is set
to NTP.
- Set an NTP server with NTP version 3 or 4.

(17) [PageUp] /
[PageDown]

Page Up: scrolls the SEL Date and Time frame
upwards.
Page Down: scrolls the SEL Date and Time frame
downwards.

Page Up /
Page Down

(18) Function Key Function key

Displays function keys available on this screen.
F6: Changes the HVM display time.
F7: Changes the HVM system time zone.

(19) Error Event
Detected

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log
in the [HVM System Logs] screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM
system logs.
To delete this display, press the [Esc] key with this
screen or open the system logs screen.

Error event
detection

-

Conditions to change items in the Date and Time screen
#

Title

Guest status
Activated

Deactivated

Failure

Remarks

(1)

Select Display







(2)

#

-

-

-

Display only

(3)

Name

-

-

-

Display only

(4)

Sta

-

-

-

Display only

(5)

Time Mode

-



-

Changeable only when
LPAR SEL Time has been
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Title

Guest status
Activated

Deactivated

Failure

Remarks
displayed.

(6)

Date and Time

-



-

Changeable only when
LPAR SEL Time has been
displayed.

(7)

Time Zone

-



-

Changeable when LPAR
SEL Time has been
displayed.
Changeable only when the
time mode is only
Local-Time.

(8)

Init RTC

-

-

-

Display only

(9)

Date and Time

[HVM firmware version 17-7X or earlier]







[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]




(10) Time Zone



only with TimeSync Disable

[HVM firmware version 17-7X or earlier]







[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]







(11) Adjust LPAR Time

-



-

(12) Comment

-

-

-

(13) Select Setting
Display

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]

(14) Import Config

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]






(15) TimeSync



Display only




[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]


(16) NTP Server 1-2

only with TimeSync Disable





[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]

(17) [PageUp] /
[PageDown]
[]: can be changed.
condition







-

-

-

[-]: cannot be changed.
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Adjusting the LPAR RTC can be executed only for deactivated LPARs.
(a)

Using NTP (recommended)
Set NTP referring to (8)
How to operate HVM using NTP. If you have set
NTP, perform the following steps.



On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on Adjust LPAR Time and
press [Enter] to show a subscreen. Select a target LPAR on the subscreen
and press [Enter]. This operation adjusts the LPAR RTC (logical RTC) to the
HVM system time.
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
SVP
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|



On the Menu screen, press [F9]: Save Configuration to save the
configuration.
||

+-----------------------------------------+
| |
|+----------------| HVM configuration is saved successfully |----------------+ |

(b)

Not using NTP



Shut down all OSs.



Shut down the HVM.



Press [F2] when the server blade is starting, adjust the system equipment
time in the BIOS setup menu.



Start HVM and enter the HVM screen.



On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on LPAR RTC and press
[Enter] to show a subscreen. Select LPAR SEL Time and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Date and Time ---------------- LPAR RTC
-+|
|| # Name
Sta Time Mode
Date and Time
Time Zone
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea ----------- yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss -----||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea ----------- yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss -----||
|| 3
||
|| 4
||
|| 5
+--------------------------------+
||
|| 6
|
Select Display Time
|
||
|| 7
|
|
||
|| 8
| LPAR RTC
|
||
|| 9
| LPAR SEL Time
|
||
|| 10
| Last Activated
|
||
|+---------------------| Last Deactivated
|---------------------+|
|
| RTC Last Modified
|[PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Tim+--------------------------------+---------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyy| Display LPAR SEL Time
|0 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting-------------+--------------------------------+---------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F6:Change System Date and Time F7:Change System Time Zone
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on Time Zone, and press
[Enter] to show a subscreen. Select your time zone and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Date and Time ---------------- LPAR SEL Time
-+|
|| # Name
Sta Time Mode
Date and Time
Time Zone
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea Local-Time yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss + 9:00
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea Local-Time yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss + 9:00
||



On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on LPAR SEL Time and
press [Enter] to show a subscreen. Select LPAR RTC and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Date and Time ---------------- LPAR SEL Time
-+|
|| # Name
Sta Time Mode
Date and Time
Time Zone
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea Local-Time yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss + 9:00
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea Local-Time yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss + 9:00
||
|| 3
||
|| 4
||
|| 5
+--------------------------------+
||
|| 6
|
Select Display Time
|
||
|| 7
|
|
||
|| 8
| LPAR RTC
|
||
|| 9
| LPAR SEL Time
|
||
|| 10
| Last Activated
|
||
|+---------------------| Last Deactivated
|---------------------+|
|
| RTC Last Modified
|[PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Tim+--------------------------------+---------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyy| Display LPAR RTC
|0 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting-------------+--------------------------------+---------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F6:Change System Date and Time F7:Change System Time Zone
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



On the Date and Time screen, press [F7]: Change system Time Zone to show
a subscreen. Set your time zone and press [Enter].
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|



On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on Adjust LPAR Time and
press [Enter] to show a subscreen. Select a target LPAR and press [Enter].
This operation adjusts the LPAR RTC (logical RTC) to the HVM system time.
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
SVP
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|



On the Menu screen, press [F9]: Save Configuration to save the
configuration.
||
+-----------------------------------------+
||
|+----------------| HVM configuration is saved successfully |----------------+ |
|
+-----------------------------------------+
|
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When you manually change HVM display time, the
LPAR RTC (logical RTC) may not be the same as the
HVM system time even if performing Adjust LPAR Time.
If so, adjust the system equipment time and then
perform Adjust LPAR Time.



Adjust LPAR Time adjusts the LPAR RTC (logical RTC)
at that time to the HVM system time. Even if you adjust
the HVM system time manually or update it, those time
changes are not applied to the LPAR RTC.

(2) How to switch the time display
Display the [Date and Time] screen.
Place the cursor on Select Display at the upper right side and press [Enter] to
display a subscreen for selecting the displayed time. Place the cursor on the time to
display and press [Enter].
The time display switches to the selected time information.
(3) How to change the SEL time mode of the LPAR
Display the [Date and Time] screen.
Place the cursor on Select Display at the upper right side and press [Enter] to
display a subscreen for selecting the time to display. Place the cursor on LPAR SEL
Time and press [Enter].
The SEL time of the LPAR appears.
Place the cursor on the Time Mode column of the LPAR line to change the SEL time
mode and press [Enter]. The subscreen for selecting the SEL time mode appears.
Place the cursor on the desired SEL time mode and press [Enter].
The SEL time mode can be changed only when the relevant LPAR is deactivated.
Specifying “GMT” does not add the SEL time zone to the SEL time. Specifying
“Local-Time” adds the SEL time zone to the SEL time.
(4) How to change the SEL time of the LPAR
Display the [Date and Time] screen.
Place the cursor on Select Display on the upper right side and press [Enter] to
display a subscreen for selecting the time to display. Place the cursor on LPAR SEL
Time and press [Enter].
The SEL time of the LPAR appears.
Place the cursor on any column of year/month/day/hour/minute/second of System
Event Log Time in the LPAR line to change the SEL time and press [Enter]. The
subscreen appears according to the item to be changed. Select the desired time
with arrow keys ([↑], [↓], [←], [→]), [PageUp], and [PageDown] and press [Enter].
The SEL time can be changed only when the relevant LPAR is deactivated.
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Display the [Date and Time] screen.
Place the cursor on Select Display at the upper right side and press [Enter] to
display a subscreen for selecting the time to display. Place the cursor on LPAR SEL
Time and press [Enter].
The SEL time of the LPAR appears.
Place the cursor on the Time Zone column of the LPAR line to change the SEL time
zone and press [Enter]. The subscreen for selecting the SEL time zone appears.
Change the desired SEL time zone with arrow keys ([↑], [↓], [←], [→]), [PageUp],
and [PageDown] and press [Enter].
The SEL time zone can be set only when the relevant LPAR is deactivated.

Hitachi Virtualization Manager (HVM)

(5) How to change the SEL time zone of the LPAR

(6) How to switch NTP setting view
[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
Display the [Date and Time] screen. Place the cursor on Setting or NTP on the
lower left and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. On the subscreen, place the
cursor on an item to display and press [Enter].
(7) How to import NTP settings of the management module
[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
Display the [Date and Time] screen. Place the cursor on ImportConfig and press
[Enter] to display a subscreen. On the subscreen, place the cursor on an item to
import and press [Enter].
The following table shows what are displayed on the Date and Time screen when
the NTP settings of the management module are imported.
Date and Time screen
Item
NTP
setting

Automatic time
synchronization

Import
Config

TimeSync NTP Server 1 NTP Server 2

Disable

SVP

Disable

NTP server1

NTP server2

Enable

SVP

NTP

NTP server1

NTP server2



Firmware version of the management module A108X or
later is required.



NTP server settings of NTP server 3 and NTP server 4
of the management module are not be imported.



Only “hour(s)” is effective as the imported item in HVM,
“minute(s)” is not.



Daylight saving time is not supported.
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(a) Time adjustment with the NTP server set in the management module
(Management module firmware version: A108X or later)
- On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on Import Config and press
[Enter] to display a subscreen. Select “SVP” and press [Enter].
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config SVP
||
|| TimeSync
NTP
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Check that “SYNC” is displayed in the NTP line on the system Service State
screen.
|+- System Service--------------------++-- Virtual LAN Segment State----------+|
|+- SVP
||
System
Access
Service--------------------++-: RUN
|| PORT#/NIC#
Virtual LAN:Segment
V 1 2
State----------+|
3 4 5 6 ||
|| BSM
SVP Access : RUN
|| PORT#/NIC#
a
: D
V D
1 D
2 3 4 5 6 ||
|| HA
BSMMonitor
Access : RUN
||
a
b
: D D D
||
HA Monitor : RUN
b
|| NTP
SYNC
||
c
: D D D
||
: SYNCForce Recovery ||
c
|| NTP
d
: D
||
||
Force Recovery ||
d
: D
||
|+------------------------------------++--------------------------------------+|

- On the Date and Time screen, adjust the LPAR time with Adjust LPAR Time.
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config SVP
||
|| TimeSync
NTP
||

|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
- Save the configuration using [F9]: Save Configuration on the Menu screen.
||
+-----------------------------------------+
| |
|+----------------| HVM configuration is saved successfully |----------------+ |
|
+-----------------------------------------+
|

(b) Time adjustment with the NTP server set to NTP Server 1 or NTP Server 2
(Management module firmware version: A107X or earlier)
- Place the cursor on TimeSynch on the Date and Time screen and press
[Enter] to display a subscreen. Select “Disable” and press [Enter].
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2011/06/10 16:05:57 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Press [F7]: Change System Time Zone on the Date and Time screen to
display a subscreen. Set a time zone and press [Enter].
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2011/06/10 16:06:27 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
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|| 7
+------------------------+
||
|| 8
| Select Setting Display |
||
|| 9
|
|
||
|| 10
|
Setting
|
||
|+-------------------------|
NTP
|-------------------------+|
|
+------------------------+p / [PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2011/06/10 16:07:43 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Set an IP address of NTP servers on the Date and Time screen.
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2011/06/10 16:08:19 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-NTP(Disable)---------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| NTP Server 1 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
||
|| NTP Server 2 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Place the cursor on NTP on the Date and Time screen and press [Enter] to
display a subscreen. Select “Setting” and press [Enter].
|| 7
+------------------------+
||
|| 8
| Select Setting Display |
||
|| 9
|
|
||
|| 10
|
Setting
|
||
|+-------------------------|
NTP
|-------------------------+|
|
+------------------------+p / [PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2011/06/10 16:11:41 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-NTP(Disable)---------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| NTP Server 1 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
||
|| NTP Server 2 XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Place the cursor on TimeSync on the Date and Time screen and press [Enter]
to display a subscreen. Select “NTP” and press [Enter]..
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2011/06/10 16:13:23 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
NTP
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
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display a subscreen. Select “NTP” and press [Enter].
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|+- System Service--------------------++-- Virtual LAN Segment State----------+|
|| SVP Access : RUN
|| PORT#/NIC# : V 1 2 3 4 5 6 ||
|| BSM Access : RUN
||
a
: S S
||
|| HA Monitor : RUN
||
b
: S S
||
|| NTP
: SYNC
||
c
: S
||
||
Force Recovery ||
d
: S
||
|+------------------------------------++--------------------------------------+|

- Adjust the LPAR time with Adjust LPAR Time on the Date and Time screen.
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2011/06/10 16:14:00 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
NTP
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+------------------------------------++--------------------------------------+|

- Save the configuration using [F9]: Save Configuration on the Menu screen.
||
+-----------------------------------------+
| |
|+----------------| HVM configuration is saved successfully |----------------+ |
|
+-----------------------------------------+
|

(9) How to operate HVM with Not using NTP
[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
- Place the cursor on TimeSynch on the Date and Time screen and press
[Enter] to display a subscreen. Select “Disable” and press [Enter].
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
2011/06/10 16:15:57 Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

- Save the configuration using [F9]: Save Configuration on the Menu screen.
||
+-----------------------------------------+
| |
|+----------------| HVM configuration is saved successfully |----------------+ |
|
+-----------------------------------------+
|

(10) How to switch NTP setting views
[HVM firmware version 1708X or later]
Display the [Date and Time] screen. Place the cursor on Setting or NTP on the
lower left and press [Enter] to display a subscreen. On the subscreen, place the
cursor on an item to display and press [Enter].
Check if settings of NTP servers and time zone have no
problem before setting an IP address to the NTP server.
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Display the [Date and Time] screen. Press [F6]: Change System Date and Time to
display a subscreen showing the current time. Type in any time you need and press
[Enter]. AD year is limited from 2000 to 2099.
(12) How to change the HVM system time zone
Display the [Date and Time] screen. Press [F7]: Change System Time Zone to
display a subscreen for selecting a system time zone. With arrow keys [↑], [↓], [←],
[→], [PageUp], and [PageDown], select a system time zone you need and press
[Enter].


Shut down all OSs.



On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on “LPAR RTC” and press
[Enter] to open the subscreen. Select “LPAR SEL Time” and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Date and Time ---------------- LPAR RTC
-+|
|| # Name
Sta Time Mode
Date and Time
Time Zone
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea ----------- yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss -----||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea ----------- yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss -----||
|| 3
||
|| 4
||
|| 5
+--------------------------------+
||
|| 6
|
Select Display Time
|
||
|| 7
|
|
||
|| 8
| LPAR RTC
|
||
|| 9
| LPAR SEL Time
|
||
|| 10
| Last Activated
|
||
|+---------------------| Last Deactivated
|---------------------+|
|
| RTC Last Modified
|[PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Tim+--------------------------------+---------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyy| Display LPAR SEL Time
|0 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting-------------+--------------------------------+---------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F6:Change System Date and Time F7:Change System Time Zone
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on “Time Zone” and press
[Enter] to open the subscreen. Set your time zone and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Date and Time ---------------- LPAR SEL Time
-+|
|| # Name
Sta Time Mode
Date and Time
Time Zone
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea Local-Time yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss + 9:00
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea Local-Time yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss + 9:00
||
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On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on “LPAR SEL Time” and
press [Enter] to open the subscreen. Select “LPAR RTC” and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Date and Time ---------------- LPAR SEL Time
-+|
|| # Name
Sta Time Mode
Date and Time
Time Zone
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Dea Local-Time yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss + 9:00
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea Local-Time yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss + 9:00
||
|| 3
||
|| 4
||
|| 5
+--------------------------------+
||
|| 6
|
Select Display Time
|
||
|| 7
|
|
||
|| 8
| LPAR RTC
|
||
|| 9
| LPAR SEL Time
|
||
|| 10
| Last Activated
|
||
|+---------------------| Last Deactivated
|---------------------+|
|
| RTC Last Modified
|[PageDown]:Page Down |
|+- System Date and Tim+--------------------------------+---------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyy| Display LPAR RTC
|0 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting-------------+--------------------------------+---------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F6:Change System Date and Time F7:Change System Time Zone
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



On the Date and Time screen, press “[F7]: Change System Time Zone” to
open the subscreen. Set your time zone and press [Enter].
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
Disable
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|



On the Date and Time screen, place the cursor on “Adjust LPAR Time” and
press [Enter] to open the subscreen. Select a target LPAR and press [Enter].
This setting adjusts the LPAR RTC (Logical RTC) to the HVM system time.
|+- System Date and Time -----------------------------------------------------+|
|| Date and Time
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss Time Zone + 9:00 Adjust LPAR Time ||
|+-Setting--------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|| Import Config None
||
|| TimeSync
SVP
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|



On the Menu screen, press “F9:Save Configuration” to save the
configuration.
||
+-----------------------------------------+
||
|+----------------| HVM configuration is saved successfully |----------------+ |
|
+-----------------------------------------+
|
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When you change the HVM display time without
synchronizing the HVM system time with NTP server,
the HVM display time and HVM system time is different.
Thus, you cannot determine the time for Adjust LPAR
Time on the HVM screen.



Changing the HVM display time does not affect the
HVM system time. To change the HVM system time,
change the system equipment time or synchronize the
HVM system time with the NTP server.



Before starting HVM, we recommend that you should
set your server's system date to a year between 2000
and 2037. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee normal
operation of the date and time configuration on this
screen.
LPAR's SEL time and HVM display time can be set at
any year between 2000 and 2099 AD. We cannot fully
guarantee normal operations of HVM date and time
processing, however, if a year later than 2037 is set.
Therefore, make sure to set a year to 2037 or earlier for
any type of date and time settings while you are running
HVM.



Set a system time zone to the same as the SEL time
zone. If not, the SEL time of an LPAR may display a
different time, which causes the exact time for a failure
not to be found correctly..

Options
The following functions are available in the HVM Options screen.


Specifies Pre-State Auto Activation or HVM Auto Shutdown.



Enables or Disables the power capping.



Enables or Disables USB Auto Allocation.



Specifies whether or not to display the confirmation prompt subscreen when an
LPAR is activated.



Specifies whether or not to display the confirmation prompt subscreen when an
LPAR is deactivated or reactivated.



Sets the character combination used to switch from an LPAR guest screen to the
HVM screen.



Initializes an LPAR’s NVRAM (non-volatile RAM).



Copies NVRAM between LPARs



Collects the HVM dump



Specifies the HVM hang-up detection.
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Options -----------------------------------------(17) Error Event Detected -+|
|+- System Control -----------------------+- HVM Dump Operation ----------------+|
|(1) Pre-State Auto Activation
No (15) Take HVM Dump
Execute ||
|(2) HVM Auto Shutdown
No +-------------------------------------+|
|(3) Shutdown State
Ready |
||
|(4)HVM ErrorWatching
Yes |
||
|(5)PhyCPU C-State (>= C3)
Enable |
||
|(6)USB Auto Allocation to LPAR
Enable |
||
|+----------------------------------------+
||
|+- Confirmation -------------------------+
||
|(7) Activation
Yes |
||
|(8) Deactivation and Reactivation
Yes |
||
|+----------------------------------------+
||
|+- Screen Switching Character -----------+
||
|(9) LPAR --> HVM
[Ctrl]+ l |
||
|+----------------------------------------+
||
|+- NVRAM Operation ----------------------+
||
|(10) Clear NVRAM (11)LPAR4
|
||
|| Copy NVRAM From
LPAR1 To
LPAR4 |
||
|+-(12)---------------(13)--------(14)----+-------------------------------------+|
|
|
|+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|(16) If Yes, HVM confirms power-off at deactivation and reactivation operation |
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Esc:Menu |
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table describes each item on this screen.
#

Title

Official Name

Initial
Value

Description

(1)

Pre-State Auto Pre-State Auto
Activation
Activation

Specifies whether or not to return the LPARs to
No
their status before rebooting when HVM is
rebooted without shutting down the HVM system.
Yes: Restores the LPAR to the status it had before
the HVM system reboots.
No: Does not restore the LPAR to the status it had
before the HVM system reboots.

(2)

HVM Auto
Shutdown

HVM Auto
Shutdown

Specifies whether or not shut down the HVM
No
system if all LPARs have become deactivated.
Yes: Shuts down the HVM system.
No: Does not shut down the HVM system.
When turning off the power of the system with
UPS, set HVM AutoShutdown to “Yes”.
When LPAR migration is performed, HVM Auto
Shutdown is disabled, the same as when the
value is “No”.

(3)

Shutdown
State

Shutdown State Displays the HVM system shutdown status.
Ready: The HVM system is running.
InProgress: The HVM system is shutting down.
When the HVM system is shut down using the
power control schedule of ServerConductor /
Blade Server Manager, the shutdown state
becomes InProgress when the shutdown time
arrives. In this case, it is possible to cancel the
shutdown then.

(4)

HVM
HVM hang-up
ErrorWatching detection

-

Sets whether or not to detect the hang-up of HVM Yes
itself.
Yes: Detects an HVM hang-up.
No: Does not detect an HVM hang-up.
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Title

Official Name

Initial
Value

Description

(5)

PhyCPU
C-State (>=
C3)

Power capping

[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
Sets whether to enable or disable the power
capping.
Enable: Enables the power capping function.
Disable: Disables the power capping function.

(6)

USB Auto
Allocation to
LPAR

USB Auto
Allocation to
LPAR

[HVM firmware version 17-82 or later]
Enable
Specifies whether USB Auto Attach is enabled or
disabled.
Enable: A USB device is automatically attached
when the LPAR is activated.
Disable: A USB device is automatically attached
only to specified LPARs.

(7)

Activation

Activation
confirmation

Specifies the display of a confirmation prompt
Yes
subscreen when activating an LPAR from the HVM
screen.
Yes: Displays the confirmation prompt subscreen.
No: Does not display the confirmation prompt
screen.

(8)

Deactivation
and
Reactivation

Deactivation and Specifies the display of a confirmation prompt
Yes
reactivation
subscreen when deactivating or reactivating an
confirmation
LPAR from the HVM screen.
Yes: Displays the confirmation prompt subscreen.
No: Does not display the confirmation prompt
screen.

(9)

Screen
Switching
Character

Screen switching Sets the character used to switch from a guest
l
character
screen to the HVM screen. "l" (the lower case "L")
is set as the default. You can use all lower case
letters except for b, h, i, j, m, g, s and z.

Enable

(10) Clear NVRAM

NVRAM
initialization

Initializes the NVRAM of the LPAR specified by (11). This operation cannot be performed if "Select" is
displayed in (11). (The cursor cannot move over
this column.)

(11) -

NVRAM
initialization
LPAR

Displays the LPAR on which the NVRAM is to be
initialized.
You can specify only a deactivated LPAR.
"Select" will be displayed if no LPARs have been
defined, or if LPARs had been defined, but all
LPARs have been activated.
If the specified LPAR has been activated, this
column will automatically change to a LPAR that
has been deactivated.

(12) Copy NVRAM

Copy NVRAM

Copies the contents of the NVRAM of the LPAR specified by (13) to the LPAR specified by (14)
This operation cannot be performed if "Select" is
displayed in (13) or (14). (The cursor cannot move
over this column.)

(13) -

LPAR from
which the
NVRAM is
copied

Displays the LPAR from which the NVRAM will be copied.
"Select" will be displayed if no LPARs have been
defined.
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Title

Official Name

Initial
Value

Description

(14) -

LPAR to which
the NVRAM is
copied

Displays the LPAR to which the NVRAM will be
copied.
You can specify only a deactivated LPAR.
"Select" will be displayed if no LPARs have been
defined, or if LPARs had been defined, but all
LPARs have been activated.
If the specified LPAR has been activated, this
column will automatically change to a LPAR that
has been deactivated.

(15) Take HVM
Dump

Execut
Take HVM dump Collects the HVM dump.
e
The HVM dump collected with this operation is
used to analyze failures when they occur.
In normal operation, there is no need to collect the
HVM dump. If a problem appears in the
equipment, it may become necessary to collect the
HVM dump.

(16) Comment

Comments

Displays a brief description of the selected item.

(17) Error Event
Detected

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log
in the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM
system logs.
To delete this display, press [Esc] with this screen
or open the system logs screen.

-

-

(1) What is Pre-State Auto Activation?
Pre-State Auto Activation ascertains and saves the activated / deactivated status of
LPARs so that, in the event of an HVM reboot following a power supply failure or
forced shutdown of the server blade, the LPARs can be automatically activated to
the same status they were in before the HVM reboot.
When the HVM system is normally shut down, even if Pre-State Auto Activation is
set to ‘Yes’, it will not automatically activate LPARs.
When using the N+M cold standby function, set Pre-State Auto Activation to ‘Yes’
so that LPAR will be automatically activated for the substitute partition.
When Auto Activation is performed due to Pre-State Auto Activation, the Auto
Activation Order setting is ignored. In this Auto Activation, the LPARs are
automatically activated starting from the smallest LPAR number. If for any reason
(such as a failure to obtain the allocated memory) the Auto Activation of any LPAR
fails, the subsequent LPARs will not be Auto Activated.
For 15 seconds before the Auto Activation starts, the system will accept
cancellation of the processing. To cancel the Auto Activation, press and hold [Ctrl] +
[c] at this time. Once the Auto Activation has started, it cannot be canceled.
(2) How to change Pre-State Auto Activation
Display the HVM Options Screen.
Place the cursor on “Pre-State Auto Activation” under “System Control” and press
[Enter] to display a subscreen. Use the arrow keys ([↑] or [↓]) to select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’,
and press [Enter].
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Display the HVM Options Screen.
Place the cursor on “HVM Auto Shutdown” under “System Control” and press
[Enter] to display a subscreen. Use the arrow keys ([↑] or [↓]) to move the cursor to
select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’, and press [Enter].
When LPAR migration is performed, HVM Auto Shutdown is
disabled, the same as when the value is “No”.
(4) How to cancel shutdown processing due to the power control schedule
When the HVM system is shut down using the power control schedule of
ServerConductor / Blade Server Manager, the shutdown state changes from Ready
to In Progress when the shutdown time arrives, and shutdown processing begins.
At this time, operations to activate LPARs are suppressed. To cancel this shutdown
processing, follow the steps below.
Display the HVM Options Screen.
Place the cursor on “Shutdown State” under “System Control” and press [Enter] to
display a subscreen. Use the arrow keys ([↑] or [↓]) to select ‘Yes’, and press
[Enter].
If all the LPARs are not deactivated within 30 minutes from the start of shutdown
processing, the shutdown processing is canceled and the shutdown status returns
to Ready. This also removes the suppression of LPAR activation.
(5) How to set HVM hang-up detection
Display the “Options” screen.
Position the cursor on HVM ErrorWatching of System Control and press [Enter] to
display a subscreen. Move the cursor with arrow keys ([↑] or [↓]) to select ‘Yes’ or
‘No’ and press [Enter].
(6) How to change the power capping function
[HVM firmware version 17-8X or later]
Make sure deactivate all LPARs before changing the power capping settings.
Display the HVM Options screen.
Place the cursor on “PhyCPU C-State (>= C3) and press [Enter] to display a
subscreen. On the subscreen, select Enable or Disable by moving the cursor with
arrow keys ([↑] or [↓]) and press[Enter].
When all three conditions described below are met, the OS
system time lag can get larger. If so, disable the power saving
function.


With HVM firmware version 17-41 or later, which the
power saving function is added to: supporting C6 state.



With Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2
or later as a guest OS.



Operating an application, such as Media Player, which
uses the multimedia timer.
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[HVM firmware version 17-82 or later]
When configuration information including a setting value of
USB Auto Allocation is taken over using firmware which does
not support USB Auto Allocation, the setting value and its
status # cannot be taken over.
Place the cursor on USB Auto Allocatin to LPAR and press [Enter] to display a
subscreen. On the subscreen, select Enable or Disable and repss [Enter].
See PCI Device Assignment screens for USB Auto Attach settings.
(8) How to skip the confirmation prompt subscreen when activating a LPAR
Display the HVM Options screen.
Place the cursor on "Activation" below "Confirmation", and press [Enter] to display a
subscreen. Place the cursor on ‘No’, and press [Enter]. To display the confirmation
prompt subscreen, select ‘Yes’.
You can also stop displaying the confirmation prompt subscreen by activating the
LPAR, selecting "Continue: Don't show this message" on the confirmation prompt
subscreen and pressing [Enter].
+-----------------------------------+
|
LPAR1[LPAR1]
|
|
Activation means power-on.
|
|
Do you continue?
|
|
|
|
Continue
|
|
Cancel
|
| Continue(Don't show this message) |
+-----------------------------------+-------

----------------------------+

(9) How to skip the confirmation prompt subscreen when deactivating or reactivating
an LPAR
Display the HVM Options screen.
Place the cursor on "Deactivation and Reactivation" below "Confirmation", and
press [Enter]. Place the cursor on ‘No’, and press [Enter]. To display the
confirmation prompt subscreen, select ‘Yes’.
You can also stop displaying the confirmation prompt subscreen by deactivating the
LPAR, selecting "Yes: Don't ask anymore" on the confirmation prompt subscreen,
and pressing [Enter].
+-----------------------------------+
|
LPAR1[LPAR1]
|
| Deactivation means power-off. |
|
Do you continue?
|
|
|
|
Yes
|
|
No
|
|
Yes(Don't ask anymore)
|
+-----------------------------------+-------

-+
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+---------------------------+
|
LPAR1[LPAR1]
|
| Reactivation means reset. |
|
Do you continue?
|
|
|
|
Yes
|
|
No
|
| Yes(Don't ask anymore) |
+---------------------------+

(10) How to change Screen Switching Character
Display the HVM Options screen.
Place the cursor on "[Ctrl] + l", and press [Enter] to open a subscreen. Enter the new
character on the subscreen, and press [Enter].
You can use all lower-case letters except for b, h, i, j, m, g, s and z.
(11) How to collect the HVM dump
The HVM dump is saved in the non-volatile storage of the Management Module. If a
failure occurs, the dump may be automatically collected. Therefore, check first if the
HVM dump has been automatically collected to prevent the dump that is
automatically collected from being overwritten by this operation. To check whether
the HVM dump has been automatically collected or not, follow the steps below.


Display the HVM System Logs screen.



Set the level selection to “All level”.



Check that there is no HVM system log entry that reads “HVM dump
generation succeeded.”
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- HVM System Logs ------------------------------------------ All level --+|
|| Level Date
Time
Event
||
|| Info. 2009/02/18 11:41:59 HVM dump transfer succeeded.
||
|| Info. 2009/02/18 11:41:58 HVM dump generation succeeded.
||
|| Error 2009/02/18 11:41:58 HVM damage is occurred.
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

If there is an HVM system log entry saying “HVM dump generation succeeded",
contact maintenance personnel. If that kind of HVM system log entry has not been
obtained, follow the instructions below.
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You can also stop displaying the confirmation prompt subscreen by reactivating the
LPAR, selecting "Yes: Don't ask anymore" on the confirmation prompt subscreen,
and pressing [Enter].
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Display the Options screen.


Place the cursor on the “Execute” field under “Take HVM Dump” and press
[Enter] to display a subscreen. Select ‘Yes’ on the subscreen.
+----------------------------------------------------+
| If there was HVM Dump file, it will be overwrited. |
|
Do you want to continue?
|
|
|
|
Yes
|
|
No
|
+----------------------------------------------------+
| Take HVM Dump
|
+----------------------------------------------------+



Check that the subscreen shown below appears.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Options ------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|+- System Control ---------------------+- HVM Dump Operation ----------------+|
|| Pre-State Auto Activation
No | Take HVM Dump
Execute ||
|| HVM Auto Shutdown
No +-------------------------------------+|
|| Shutdown State
Ready |
||
|| HVM ErrorWatching
Yes |
||
|+--------------------------------------+
||
|+- Confirmation -----------------------+
||
|| Activation
Yes |
||
|| Deactivation and Reactivation
Yes |
||
|+-------------+------------------------------------------------+
||
|+- Screen Swit| Completed. Please check HVM System Logs screen |
||
|| LPAR --> HVM+------------------------------------------------+
||
|+--------------------------------------+
||
|+- NVRAM Operation --------------------+
||
|| Clear NVRAM
LPAR4
|
||
|| Copy NVRAM From
LPAR1 To
LPAR4 |
||
|+--------------------------------------+
||
||
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The display shown above indicates that the HVM dump collection has been
completed.
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Display the HVM System Logs screen.



Set the level selection to “All level”.



Check that there are two HVM system log entries around the time
when you performed the HVM dump collection saying “HVM dump
transfer succeeded.”

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- HVM System Logs ------------------------------------------ All level --+|
|| Level Date
Time
Event
||
|| Info. 2009/02/18 14:07:20 HVM dump transfer succeeded.
||
|| Info. 2009/02/18 14:07:16 HVM dump transfer succeeded.
||
|| Info. 2009/02/18 14:07:13 HVM dump generation succeeded.
||
|| Info. 2009/02/18 14:07:13 HVM dump generation succeeded.
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

If there are two HVM system log entries saying “HVM dump transfer
succeeded”, refer to “DL Command” in Chapter 6 and create a failure analysis
log file following the instructions in “9. Collect Failure Logs for E-mail Report”.
Then export that log file to an external medium and contact the reseller from
which you purchased the equipment or maintenance personnel.
The "HVM dump transfer succeeded” HVM system log entry is normally
obtained in about 10 and 20 seconds after the HVM dump collection operation
is performed. If you do not get this log entry, press [Esc] to display the HVM
Menu screen and then redisplay the HVM System Logs screen. That is
because the HVM System Logs screen does not automatically update. If you
do not get the two “HVM dump transfer succeeded” HVM system log entries
after 10 minutes or more, or if you get the “HVM dump transfer failed” log entry,
another failure may have occurred. Contact maintenance personnel.
Repeat this operation to obtain multiple HVM dumps.



LPAR Usage
The following functions are available in the LPAR Usage screen.


Displays the service ratio and service time of each LPAR.



Displays the execution time and busy ratio of each LPAR.



Displays the number of dedicated/shared processors and the Processor Capping
status of each LPAR.



Displays the HVM system’s execution time and busy ratio.



Changes this screen’s refresh interval.
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Follow the steps below to check that the HVM dump has been correctly
generated and written to the non-volatile storage of the Management Module.

9

[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
+--------------------------------------------------(25) Error Event Detected --+
|+- LPAR Usage -----(15)(Sampling time 5 )--(16)Proc(D: 3( 3) , S: 5( 5) )----+|
|| # Name
Shr Ded SrvRatio Srv(%) Srv(ms) Dsp(ms) Busy(%) Dsp(%) PC ||
|| 1 LPAR1
2 100 40.0*
2000*
48
2.4
0.9
N ||
|| 2 LPAR2
- 1
----1000
847
84.7
--* ||
|| 3 LPAR3
- 1
----1000
1000
100.0
--* ||
|| 4 LPAR4
- 1
----1000
885
88.5
--* ||
|| 5 (2)
(3) (4)
(8) (9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13) (14)||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|+-(1)------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|(18)Ded LPAR Total
----3000
2732
91.0
||
|(19)Shr LPAR Total
100 40.0*
2000*
48
2.4
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|(20)LPAR Total
2780
34.7
||
|(21)SYS1
378
4.7
||
|(22)SYS2
932
11.6
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|(23)System Total
8000
4090
51.1
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
|(24)[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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The cursor displayed in this screen may be unstable because the screen refreshes at a
rate specified by the Sampling time.
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[HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions]
+--------------------------------------------------(25) Error Event Detected --+
|+- LPAR Usage -----(15)(Sampling time 5 )--(16)Proc(D: 3( 3) , S: 5( 5) )----+|
|| # Name
Scd Pro Grp SrvRatio Srv(%) Srv(ms) Dsp(ms) Busy(%) Dsp(%) PC ||
|| 1 LPAR1
S 2 0
--- --2000*
48
2.4
--- N ||
|| 2 LPAR2
D 1 0
--- --1000
847
84.7
--- * ||
|| 3 LPAR3
D 1 1
--- --1000
1000 100.0
--- * ||
|| 4 LPAR4
D 1 1
--- --1000
885
88.5
--- * ||
|| 5 (2)
(5) (6) (7)
(8)
(9)
(10) (11)
(12) (13) (14)||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|+-(1)------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|(18)Ded LPAR Total
----3000
2732
91.0
||
|(19)Shr LPAR Total
100 40.0*
2000*
48
2.4
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|(20)LPAR Total
2780
34.7
||
|(21)SYS1
378
4.7
||
|(22)SYS2
932
11.6
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|(23)System Total
8000
4090
51.1
||
++----------------------------------------------------------------------------++
|(24)[PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table describes each item on this screen.
#

Title

Official Name

Description

Initial Value

(1)

#

LPAR number

Displays the LPAR numbers.

-

(2)

Name

LPAR name

Displays the LPAR name.

NO_NAME

(3)

Shr

Number of
shared
processors

Displays the number of shared processors when the
LPAR is in the shared mode. Displays "-" when the LPAR
is in the dedicated mode.

(4)

Ded

Number of
dedicated
processors

Displays the number of dedicated processors when the
LPAR is in the dedicated mode. Displays "-" when the
LPAR is in the shared mode.

-

(5)

Scd

Scheduling
Mode

Displays a scheduling mode.
S: Shared mode
D: Dedicated mode

-

(6)

Pro

Logical
Processors

Displays the number of logical processors.

-

(7)

Grp

Processor
Group

Displays a processor group number

-

(8)

SrvRatio

Service Ratio

Displays the service ratio of the LPAR when the LPAR is --in the shared mode. The values in the field are set with
Service Ratio (Srv) on the LPAR Configuration screen.

Grp (ALL): “---“ is displayed
Displays "---" when the LPAR is in the dedicated mode.

Grp (ALL): “---“ is displayed
(9)

Srv(%)

Service
Percentage

Displays the proportion of the LPAR's service time to the --service time of physical processors running properly that
are assigned to the shared mode LPAR.
If the Service Percentage calculated inside HVM does
not match the specified Service Ratio, "*" is displayed on
the right side. If it does match, "*" is not displayed.

Grp (ALL): “---“ is displayed
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Title

Official Name

Description

Initial Value

Displays "---" when the LPAR is in the dedicated mode.

Grp (ALL): “---“ is displayed
(10) Srv(ms)

Service time
(ms)

Displays the total service time of the LPAR in
milliseconds.

---

If the LPAR is in the dedicated mode, this value is
obtained by the following formula.
Srv(ms) = the number of physical processors running
properly on the LPAR x 1000ms
If the LPAR is in the shared mode, this value is obtained
by the following formula.
Srv(ms) = the number of shared physical processors
running properly x Srv(%) of the LPAR x 1000ms
If the LPAR is in the shared mode and Srv(%) is
displayed with "*", "*" will be also displayed in the right
side of this field.
(11) Dsp(ms)

Dispatch time
(ms)

Displays the execution time of the LPAR in milliseconds. --This value is the total execution time of the logical
processors on the LPAR.

(12) Busy(%)

LPAR Busy (%) Displays the busy ratio of the LPAR. This value is the
--proportion of execution time to the LPAR's service time,
and is obtained by the following formula.
Busy (%) = the LPAR's Dsp(ms) ÷ the LPAR's Srv (ms) x
100
The value of this field is used as the yardstick for
resource changes. If this value exceeds 100%, it means
that the LPAR has insufficient resources.
If Processor Capping becomes enabled, the LPAR Busy
ratio is controlled so as not to exceed 100%. Therefore
this value cannot be used as a yardstick for changing
resources anymore.
(Note)
Even if the processor capping function is on, the HVM
allocation rate control allows a tolerance of 1% for each
unit of processor-time. A shared mode LPAR is allocated
a maximum processor-time that is 1% greater than the
total service time of the physical processors assigned to
it, and this value may exceed 100%.

(13) Dsp(%)

Dispatch
Percentage

Displays the proportion of the LPAR's service time to the --total service time of all shared mode physical processors
when the LPAR is in shared mode.
This value is obtained by the following formula.
Dsp(%) = the LPAR's run time ÷ service time of all
shared physical processors running properly x 100

Grp (ALL): “---“ is displayed
Displays "---" when the LPAR is in the dedicated mode.

Grp (ALL): “---“ is displayed
(14) PC

Processor
Capping

Displays the enabled/disabled status of the Processor
Capping function as configured in the LPAR
Configuration screen.
Y: Processor Capping has been enabled.
N: Processor Capping has been disabled.
*: The LPAR is in the dedicated mode.
-: The LPAR has not been activated.

(15) Sampling
time

Sampling time

Sets the refresh rate of the screen in units of seconds. 5
The default setting is 5 seconds, but this can be changed
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#

9

Title

(16) Proc(D: S: )

Official Name

Description
to anything between 1 and 60.

Initial Value

Number of
physical
processors

Displays the number of physical processors assigned to --the dedicated mode and the shared mode.
D: The number of physical processors assigned to the
LPAR in the dedicated mode.
Format is n or m.
n: Total number of physical processors assigned to the
LPAR running properly in the dedicated mode
m: Total number of all processors assigned to LPAR in
the dedicated mode.
S: The number of physical processors assigned to the
LPAR in the shared mode.
Format is n or m.
n: Total number of physical processors assigned to the
LPAR running properly in the shared mode
m: Total number of all processors assigned to LPAR in
the shared mode.
(S: = total number of physical processors – total number
of physical processors assigned to the dedicated mode
LPARs)

(17) Grp

Selecting
processor
groups to
display

Selects processor groups to display.
All: Displays the entire system
The number of a processor group: Displays specified
processor groups
Note: When a processor group number is specified,
information only on the group is displayed.

(18) Ded LPAR
Total

Dedicated
LPAR Total

Displays various totals of LPARs in the dedicated mode. ---

All

“---“ is displayed for SrvRatio and Srv(%).
Srv(ms) displays the total service time of LPARs in the
dedicated mode.
Dsp(ms) displays the total execution time of LPARs in
dedicated mode.
Busy(%) displays the busy ratio of all LPARs in the
dedicated mode. this value is obtained by the following
formula.
Busy(%) = All execution time of LPARs in the dedicated
mode ÷ All service time of LPARs in the dedicated mode
x 100

(19) Shr LPAR
Total

Shared LPAR
Total

Displays various totals of LPARs in the shared mode.
SrvRatio displays SrvRatio totals of LPARs in the shared
mode.
Srv(%) displays Srv(%) total value of LPARs in the
shared mode. If the displayed values include Srv(ms)
with ‘*’ in LPARs in the shared mode, this value has ‘*’.
Srv(ms) displays the total service time of LPARs in
shared mode. when SRV(%) with * is included, * is
displayed in that value.
Dsp(ms) displays the total execution time of LPARs in
shared mode.
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#

9

Title

Official Name

Description

Initial Value

Busy(%) displays the busy ratio of all LPARs in the
shared mode. This value is obtained by the following
formula.
Busy(%) = the total execution time of all LPARs in the
shared mode ÷ Service time of all LPARs in the
dedicated mode x 100
(20) LPAR Total

LPAR Total

Displays various totals of all LPARs.

---

Dsp(ms) displays the total execution time of LPARs.
Busy(%) displays the total busy ratio value of all LPARs.
Busy(%) = total execution time of all LPARs ÷ system
service time x 100
(21) SYS1

SYS1

Displays the execution time and the busy ratio of the
--HVM System1.
HVM System1 refers to the processing by the kernel of
the HVM.
(Note)
The busy ratio and execution time of the faulty processor
isolated are contained in SYS1.
Dsp(ms) displays the execution time of the HVM
System1.
Busy(%) displays the busy ratio of the HVM System1.
This value is obtained by the following formula.
Busy(%) = execution time of the HVM System1 ÷ system
service time x 100

(22) SYS2

SYS2

Displays the execution time and the busy ratio of the
HVM System2 .
HVM System2 refers to the processes for the HVM's
communication and service control.

---

Dsp(ms) displays the execution time of the HVM
System2.
Busy(%) displays the busy ratio of the HVM System2.
This value is obtained by the following formula.
Busy(%) = execution time of the HVM System2 ÷ system
service time x 100
(23) System Total System Total

Displays the system service time, the system busy time --and the system busy ratio of the HVM system.
Srv(ms) displays the system service time.
This value is the total service time that the physical
processors running properly have in the HVM system,
and is obtained by the following formula.
Srv(ms) = the number of physical processors running
properly x 1000ms
Dsp(ms) displays the system busy time. The system
busy time is the sum of the execution time of all LPARs,
SYS1, and SYS2.
Busy(%) displays the system busy ratio.
This value is the total busy ratio in the HVM system, and
is obtained by the following formula.
Busy(%) = system busy time ÷ system service time x 100

(24) [PageUp] /
[PageDown]

Page Up /
Page Down

Page Up: scrolls the LPAR Usage frame upwards.
Page Down: scrolls the LPAR Usage frame downwards.
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#

9

Title

Official Name
Error event
detection

Description

Initial Value

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in the
HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system
logs.
To delete this display, press the [Esc] key with this
screen or open the system logs screen.

(1) How to change Sampling time
Display the LPAR Usage screen.
Since the cursor is already placed on the Sampling time, just press [Enter] to
display a subscreen. Enter the new number on the subscreen, and press [Enter].
The entered number will be set as the Sampling time in units of seconds. You can
set any number between 1 and 60.
(2) How to display specified processor groups
Display the [LPAR Usage] screen. Place the cursor on [Grp] on the upper right, and
press [Enter] to display a subscreen. Select the number of a processor group
shown on the subscreen, and press [Enter].



Front Panel
The following actions are possible in the Front Panel screen.


Displays LPAR system status.



Collects LPAR dump.



Displays and deletes LPAR guest screen data (Console Log Data).
+--------------------------------------------------(10) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Front Panel --------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Liquid Crystal Display
Dump CLD CLE
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act S0001
Active
Dump Dsp Ers
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Act S0001
Active
Dump Dsp Ers
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Act S0001
Active
Dump Dsp Ers
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea B0002
System Power-off Void Dsp Ers
||
|| 5 (2)
(3) (4)
(5) (6) (7)
||
|| 6
||
|| 7
||
|| 8
||
|| 9
||
|| 10
||
|+-(1)------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
(8) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down |
|(9) Dump logical partition
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

(25) Error Event
Detected

9

#

Title

Official Name

Description

Initial Value

(1)

#

LPAR number

Displays the LPAR numbers.

-

(2)

Name

LPAR name

Displays the LPAR name.

NO_NAME

(3)

Sta

Status

Displays the LPAR power status.
Dea
Act (Activate): The LPAR is powered on.
Dea (Deactivate):The LPAR is powered off.
Fai (Failure): The LPAR cannot be used due to an
unrecoverable failure. Reboot the system when this
happens. If rebooting the system cannot solve the
problem, contact your reseller or maintenance
personnel.

(4)

Liquid
Crystal
Display

Liquid crystal

Displays the LPAR's system status and error
information.
Active: The power is on.
System power-off: The power is off.
MigrationFailed: LPAR migration stops, which
requires LPAR recovery.

(5)

Dump

Dump

Commands a guest OS to collect dump.
Void / Dump
This can be used only when the LPAR is activated.

(6)

CLD

Console Log
Display

Displays the selected LPAR's guest screen data
(console log data).

Dsp

(7)

CLE

Console Log
Erase

Deletes the selected LPAR's guest screen data
(console log data) from the buffer in HVM.

Ers

(8)

[PageUp] / Page Up /
[PageDown] Page Down

Page Up: scrolls the Front Panel frame upwards.
Page Down: scrolls the Front Panel frame
downwards.

-

(9)

Comment

Comments

Displays a brief description of the selected item.

-

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in
the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM
system logs.
To delete this display, press the [Esc] key with this
screen or open the system logs screen.

(10) Error event
detected

#

Title

Guest status

Remarks

Activated

Deactivated

Failure
-

Display only

-

Display only

-

Display only

(1)

#

-

(2)

Name

-

(3)

Sta

-

-

(4)

Liquid Crystal
Display

-

-

-

(5)

Dump

-

(6)

CLD

(7)

CLE











(8)

[PageUp] /
[PageDown]

-

-

-

(9)

Comment

-

-

-
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The following table describes each item on this screen.

9

(1) How to check LPAR system status
Display the Front Panel screen.
Check the remark displayed in the Liquid Crystal Display column in the LPAR row
whose system status you want to check.
(2) How to collect guest OS dump
Display the Front Panel screen.
Place the cursor on the Dump column in the LPAR row whose dump you want to
collect. Press [Enter] to display the subscreen to execute a dump. Place the cursor
on ‘Yes’ and press [Enter]. A subscreen that re-confirms the dump execution will be
displayed. Place the cursor on ‘Yes’ again and press [Enter].
Dump collection is possible only when the relevant LPAR is activated.
With this operation, an INIT interrupt is issued to the LPAR for the IPF version HVM
and NMI is issued to the LPAR for the Xeon version HVM, to obtain the memory
dump of the guest OS.
You could not be too careful when collecting dumps because that collecting dumps
may damage the guest OS.
(3) What is Console log data?
Console log data is the screen data displayed when the guest OS on a LPAR is
running. HVM stores especially character data among the screen data in the
internal buffer (up to 1,500 lines). If the console log data exceeds the number of
lines in the buffer, it is overwritten sequentially from the oldest data.
(4) How to collect console log data
Display the Front Panel screen.
Place the cursor on the CLD column in the LPAR row whose console log data you
would like to display. Press [Enter] to open a subscreen. Use the arrow keys ([↑] or
[↓]) to select ‘Yes’ on the subscreen, and press [Enter].
It will take two to three minutes for the log to be completely displayed on the
terminal screen. During the period, you will be unable to perform operations on
HVM.
With displaying console log data on the screen by this operation, you can collect
and/or view the complete guest screen data as the Tera Term scroll buffer data.
If the LPAR's guest screen is updated while the console log is being displayed, such
new content may not be included in the console log.
(5) How to delete console log data
Display the Front Panel screen. Place the cursor on the CLE column in the LPAR
row whose console log data you want to delete. Press [Enter] to display a
subscreen. Use the arrow keys ([↑] or [↓]) to select ‘Yes’ on the subscreen and
press [Enter].
This will delete the LPAR's console log data from the buffer in HVM.
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[]: can be executed. [-]: cannot be executed.

9

How to recover Migration Failed LPAR

Recover an LPAR with Migration Failed, if any. For the recovery procedure, refer to
“HVM Navigator User’s Guide Migration Functions”.



HVM System Logs
The following functions are available in the HVM System Logs screen.


Changes the level of the HVM system log to be displayed.



Displays the details of the collected HVM system log.

There are three levels of HVM system logs, as shown in the table below. The levels are
Information, Warning, and Error, in rising order of threat level.
HVM stores the latest 256 HVM system logs. If the number of HVM system logs exceeds
256, logs are overwritten in sequence, starting at the oldest log.
To display the detailed information, place the cursor on the HVM system log and press
[Enter].
Levels of HVM system logs
#

Level

Description

1

Error

An HVM system error occurred

2

Warning

This is not an error, but you should
pay attention to it.

3

Information

This event does not apply to the
above levels.

Action
Refer to the action in “
If an error message other than
those described above, contact
your reseller or consult
maintenance personnel.
HVM System Logs Screen
Messages.”

+---------------------------------------------------(8) Error Event Detected --+
|+- HVM System Logs ----------------------------------------(1) All level --+|
|| Level Date
Time
Event
(2) 2/2 ||
|| Info. 2009/02/18 14:12:47 HVM auto activation process is ended.
||
|| Info. 2009/02/18 14:12:42 HVM activates LPAR in auto activation process. ||
|| Info. 2009/02/18 14:12:36 HVM activates LPAR in auto activation process. ||
|| (3) (4)
(5)
(6)
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
|+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
(7) [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

Title

Official
Name

Description

Initial Value

(1)

Select Level

Level
selection

Specifies the level of the HVM system log to display. The All level
initial setting is for all levels (All level) to be displayed.
Error: displays errors. If you select this item, "Error only"
will be displayed.
Error/Warn: Displays warnings and more serious
problems. If you select this item, "Over warning" will be
displayed.
Error/Warn/Info: displays all logs. If you select this item,
"All level" will be displayed.

(2)

Pages

Page

Displays the system log page information.
Numerator: Displays the page number of the system log
currently displayed.
Denominator: Displays the total number of pages of the
system logs.
This item is displayed when the system log of two pages
or more is retained.

(3)

Level

Level

Displays the level of the HVM system log.
Error: Indicates an error.
Warn.: Indicates a warning.
Info.: Indicates information.

-

(4)

Date

Date

Displays the date when the HVM system log was
collected.

-

(5)

Time

Time

Displays the time when the HVM system log was
collected.

-

(6)

Event

Event

Displays the event of the HVM system log.

-

(7)

[PageUp] /
[PageDown]

PageUp /
PageDown

Page Up: Scrolls a page up for the screen display.
Page Down: Scrolls a page down for the screen display.
This item is displayed when the system log of two pages
or more is retained.

(8)

Error event
detected

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in the
HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system
logs.
To delete this display, press the [ESC] key with this
screen or open the system logs screen.

(1) How to check the details of an event occurred in HVM
Display the HVM System Logs screen.
Place the cursor on Select Level in the upper-right hand and press [Enter] to display
a subscreen for selecting an HVM system log level. Place the cursor on the level of
the HVM system log to display and press [Enter]. To display the details of the
relevant HVM system log, place the cursor on the title of the HVM system log to
check and press [Enter].
If the HVM system log cannot be included in one page, scroll up or down using
[Page Up] or [Page Down].
To analysis faults, we may check the messages displayed on the HVM System
Logs screen.
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The following table describes each item on this screen.

9

Firmware Version Information
The following functions are available on the Firmware Version Information screen.


Display the firmware version of each component.

+-----------------------------------------------------(9) Error Event Detected --+
|+- Firmware Version Information -----------------------------------------------+|
||+- System F/W -----------------------------+(8) Hitachi Fibre Channel F/W ---+||
|||
||
|||
|(1) HVM F/W
: VV-RR(TT-KK) [XX.XX.XX] || Slot#E00 : XXXXXX
|||
|(2) HVM F/W(Alt) : VV-RR(TT-KK)
||
|||
|(3) BIOS
: VV-RR
||
|||
|(4) BMC
: VV-RR
||
|||
|||
||
|||
|||
||
|||
|||
||
|||
|||
||
|||
||+- HVM License Information ----------------+|
|||
|||
||
|||
|(5) HVM Model
: Advanced
||
|||
|(6) HVM Serial# : XXXXXXXX
||
|||
|(7) Valid Thru : 2009/12
||
|||
|||
||
|||
|||
||
|||
||+------------------------------------------++--------------------------------+||
|+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+|
|
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------+
|
Esc:Menu |
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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#

Title

(1) HVM

Official Name

Description

HVM Firmware Displays the HVM firmware version and HVM firmware internal
Version
version.

(2)

Displays the firmware version of the alternative HVM

(3) BIOS

BIOS Firmware Displays the BIOS firmware version.
Version

(4) BMC

BMC Firmware Displays the BMC firmware version.
Version

(5) HVM
Model

HVM Model

Displays the HVM model.
Essential: Essential model
Advanced: Advanced model

(6) HVM
Serial#

HVM Serial
Number

Displays the HVM serial number.

(7) Valid Thru Valid Through

Displays the expired month and year only for the HVM license
with the validity period.

(8) Hitachi
Fibre
Channel
F/W

Hitachi Fibre
Channel
Firmware
Version

Displays the FC adapter firmware version of the slot number.

(9) Error
Event
Detected

Error event
detection

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are detected.
When this is displayed, check the HVM system log in the HVM
System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system logs.
To delete this display, press the [ESC] key with this screen or
open the system logs screen.
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SVP Access Failure Notification
Display the warning subscreen if the connection with the SVP is lost.

+----------------------------------------------------(4) Error Event Detected--+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 14:20:19 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
+----------------------+gs
||
|| Allocated FC Information| SVP ACCESS FAILURE ! |ion Information
||
||
| (1) LINK : YES
|
||
|+--------------------------| (2)CONNECT : FAIL
|-------------------------+ |
|
| (3) PORT# : 1
|
|
|+-- Tips ------------------|
|-------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
+----------------------+
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Operation confirmation and demo setting
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table describes each item on this screen.
#

Title

Official Name

Description

(1)

LINK

Link status

Displays the management port's link status.
YES: Linked
NO: Not linked

(2)

CONNECT

Connection
status

Displays the status of the connection with the SVP.
SUCCEED: The SVP connection established
FAIL: The SVP connection failed

(3)

PORT#

Port number

Displays the connected port number.

(4)

Error Event
Detected

Error Event
Detected

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the contents of the HVM
system log in the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system
logs.
To delete this display, click the [ESC] button on this screen
or open the system logs screen.
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ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager Access Failure Notification
Display the following subscreen if the connection with ServerConductor/Blade Server
Manager is lost.
+----------------------------------------------------(3) Error Event Detected--+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 14:20:19 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignmen+-------------------------------+
||
|| Allocated FC Inform|SC MANAGER ACCESS FAILURE !
|Information
||
||
|(1) IP ADDRESS : 192.168.0.168 |
||
|+---------------------|(2)
CONNECT : FAIL
|---------------------+ |
|
|
|
|
|+-- Tips -------------+-------------------------------+---------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Operation confirmation and demo setting
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table describes each item on this screen.
#

Title

Official Name

Description

(1) IP Address

ServerConductor/Blade
Server Manager IP
Address

Displays the IP address of the ServerConductor/Blade
Server Manager to which connection failed.

(2) CONNECT

Connection status

Displays the status of the connection with the
ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager.
SUCCEED: The ServerConductor/Blade Server
Manager connection established
FAIL: The ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager
connection failed

(3) Error Event Error Event Detected
Detected

Displays that HVM system logs on the error level are
detected.
When this is displayed, check the contents of the HVM
system log in the HVM System Logs screen.
Refer to “HVM System Logs” for checking HVM system
logs.
To delete this display, click the [ESC] button on this
screen or open the system logs screen.
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Notifying that requests from an external management console are
being processed
The subscreen shown below appears while the HVM is processing requests sent from
an external management console such as ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager. So,
no operation is possible on the HVM screen. This subscreen automatically closes when
the HVM completes the processing of the requests.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 14:20:19 -+ |
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
HVM System Logs
||
|| Allocated FC Information
Farmware Version Information
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|| The operation is prohibited due to the other command that is in progress. | |
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|+-- Tips -------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Configure logical partitioning of processors and memory
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Shutting down the HVM system
1

Deactivate all LPARs. For details on deactivating LPARs, refer to “Shutdown
Guest OS and Deactivate LPAR".

2

Press [Alt] + [r] on any screen.

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 14:20:19 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
+---------------------+ogs
||
|| Allocated FC Information| Shutdown HVM system |sion Information
||
||
|
|
||
|+--------------------------|
Shutdown
|--------------------------+ |
|
|
Cancel
|
|
|+-- Tips ------------------+---------------------+--------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Configure logical partitioning of processors and memory
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3

Select “Shutdown” on the subscreen and press [Enter].
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A subscreen will appear to confirm the shutdown of the HVM system. Select
“Yes” and press [Enter].
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 14:20:38 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assign+--------------------------------------+
||
|| Allocated FC Inf| Shutdown HVM system.Do You Continue? |rmation
||
||
|
|
||
|+------------------|
Yes
|-----------------+ |
|
|
No
|
|
|+-- Tips ----------+--------------------------------------+-----------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Configure logical partitioning of processors and memory
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

5

A subscreen will appear, saying that the HVM system is shutting down.
It will take a couple of minutes before the power supply for the server blade
is shut off. Once the HVM shutdown has begun, no operation on the HVM
screens is available.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 14:20:58 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
HVM System Logs
||
|| Allocated FC Information
Firmware Version Information
||
||
+-----------------------------------------------+
||
|+-------------| HVM System will shutdown after a few minutes. |-------------+ |
|
+-----------------------------------------------+
|
|+-- Tips -------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Configure logical partitioning of processors and memory
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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A subscreen appears saying that the HVM system shutdown is complete, and
the power supply of the server blade shuts off.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+-- Menu [HVM_192168020] ---------------------------- 2009/02/18 14:21:28 -+ |
||
||
|| Logical Partition Configuration
System Configuration
||
|| Logical Processor Configuration
System Service State
||
|| Physical Processor Configuration Date and Time
||
|| PCI Device Information
HVM Options
||
|| PCI Device Assignment
LPAR Usage
||
|| VNIC Assignment
Front Panel
||
|| Shared FC Assignment
HVM System Logs
||
|| Allocated FC Information
Firmware Version Information
||
||
+-----------------------------+
||
|+----------------------| HVM System Shutdown. Bye... |----------------------+ |
|
+-----------------------------+
|
|+-- Tips -------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
|| F3 : Activate
F8 : LPAR Screen
||
|| F4 : Deactivate
F9 : Save Configuration
||
|| F5 : Reactivate
||
|| F6 : Add Definition
Alt + t : Screen Refresh
||
|| F7 : Remove
Alt + r : HVM System Shutdown
||
|+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ |
| Configure logical partitioning of processors and memory
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
:Move Cursor Enter:Select
HVM Ver. : VV-RR(TT-KK) |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+



If HVM Auto Shutdown is enabled, the HVM system will
automatically shut down once all the LPARs have been
deactivated.



It is also possible to shut down the HVM system using
ServerConductor / Blade Server Manager. For details,
refer to the manuals for ServerConductor / Blade Server
Manager.



To shut down the HVM system using the power control
schedule of ServerConductor / Blade Server Manager,
install ServerConductor / Advanced Agent to all the
LPARs.
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Virtual NIC Functions


Overview of Virtual NIC Functions
A virtual NIC is a virtual network interface card that can be used instead of a physical
NIC. Virtual NICs offer the following two functions:


Inter-LPAR Communication virtual NIC
Communicates between LPARs via the virtual network without a physical NIC.



Sharing function
Shares one physical LAN controller between multiple LPARs to communicate with
external networks.

There are two types of virtual NIC: virtual NICs for communication between LPARs only,
and shared NICs for communication between LPARs and also with external networks.
For each LPAR, up to 8 virtual NICs in HVM standard mode; 16 in HVM expansion mode
can be used for inter-LPAR communication and the shared NIC.
A virtual NIC provides functions equivalent to a physical LAN controller with an
Intel82576 processor, but perfect interchangeability is not guaranteed. Note that a
virtual NIC differs from a physical LAN controller in specifications and operation.
(1) Virtual NIC
With HVM, up to four network segments can be set for virtual NICs. By defining
connections between these network segments and virtual NICs, Inter-LPAR
ommunication is available without using physical NICs. Network segments can be
set on the Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen. The identifiers for the network
segments to be defined are Va, Vb, Vc, and Vd.
Virtual NICs connected to the same network segment can communicate with each
other, but those in different network segments cannot communicate with each
other.

LPAR2
Virtual NIC

LPAR1
Virtual NIC

#0

#1

#2

#2

Segment Va
Segment Vb
Segment Vc
Segment Vd
Virtual Network
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(2) Shared NIC
With HVM, you can set up to 12 network segments for the shred NICs to the
physical LAN controller assigned to shared mode. By defining connections between
these network segments and shared NICs, communication with external networks
will be available. Network segments are set in the virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment
screen. Shared NICs connected to the same network segment can be
communicate without a LAN controller, while those connected to different network
segments need a physical LAN controller via external network for communication
between them.

Shared NIC No.

Port No.

Network Segment Identifier

1

0

1a

1

1b
~

6

0

6a

1

6b

LPAR1

LPAR2
Shared NIC

Shared NIC

#0

#1 #2

#0

#1 #2

Segment 1a
Segment 1b
Virtual Network
Segment 2a
PhysicalNIC#1

PhysicalNIC#2
HVM

Port0

Port1

Port0

External network

In the figure above, an external network should be used to establish communication
between shared NIC #0 of LPAR1 assigned to segment 1a and shared NIC #1 of LPAR2
assigned to segment 1b or shared NIC #2 of LPAR2 assigned to segment 2a.
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Virtual NIC #0 of LPAR1 is assigned to segment Vc in the figure above. It can
communicate with virtual NIC #1 of LPAR2 but cannot communicate with #2. Virtual
NIC #2 of LPAR2 can communicate only with virtual NIC #2 of LPAR1 in the same
segment Va.
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How to Use Virtual NICs
(1) Define virtual NICs from the HVM screen
Assign virtual NICs to LPARs on the Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen. Set the
following information on the Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen.


Virtual NIC to assign to the LPAR



Identifier of the network segment for which connection to the virtual NIC is to be
defined



MAC address for the virtual NIC (normally the system automatically assigns a
MAC address.)



The VLAN mode and VLAN ID of the virtual NIC

The virtual NIC thus assigned from the HVM screen can now be used by a guest OS.
For detail about these, see "Assign VNICs (Virtual NICs) to LPARs".
(2) Use virtual NICs from a guest OS
The Intel PRO/1000 driver is required for using Virtual NICs. To use virtual NICs
from the guest OS, install the Intel PRO/1000 driver.
Virtual NICs support the transmit check-sum offload function. For the receive
checksum offload, set the OS check-sum calculation function.



How to use the virtual NIC function
(1) Overview of the VLAN function of virtual NICs
Virtual NICs support the Tagged VLAN function, which complies with IEEE802.1Q.
You can use the VLAN function of virtual NICs to achieve a flexible operating
environment, such as:


Create multiple broadcast domains using one shared NIC.



Set multiple VLAN IDs for a virtual NIC (using more than one VLAN ID for a
virtual NIC by defining them in the guest OS).



Use an IEEE802.1Q format tag for the interface with the external switches.

Provides functions equivalent to an Intel
82576 physical NIC

Broadcast
domain A

Provides trunk port functions: tagged packet transmission to
internal or external switches

VLAN ID=10

VLAN ID=10

LPAR1

VLAN ID=20

VLAN ID=20

LPAR2

Broadcast
domain B

VLAN ID=20

Virtual network
segment

VLAN ID=20

LPAR3

HVM
: virtual NIC
: physical NIC
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The VLAN function provided by a virtual NIC offers two types of settings suited to
different use cases. You can make these settings for each virtual NIC from the
Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen.


Untagged port
This setting is for receiving untagged frames from one specified VLAN group.
A virtual NIC for which "untagged port" is specified receives only frames from
the group with the same VLAN ID number, and these frames do not include
tags. When transferring frames from a virtual NIC specified as an "untagged
port" to an external switch or to a virtual NIC specified as a "tagged port" in the
same VLAN group, the frames are tagged with the IEEE802.1Q format.
If "untagged" is specified, only one VLAN ID can be specified.



Tagged port
This setting is for receiving tagged frames (IEEE802.1Q) from more than one
specified VLAN group.
A virtual NIC for which "tagged port" is specified can receive both tagged
frames with the specified VLAN ID and untagged frames. Tagged frames sent
from a virtual NIC with the "tagged port" specification are sent to the same
group as the VLAN ID in the tag, and untagged frames are sent to groups for
which no VLAN has been set. When frames are transferred to external switches,
they are transferred as they are, with or without tags.
When specifying "tagged" for a virtual NIC, you can set up to 16 VLAN IDs for
one virtual NIC. To use more than 17, set "ALL" to allow all VLAN IDs to be
received

VLAN
mode

Configurable VLAN ID
(*3)

Description

Undef

VLAN is not used.

-

Tag

Judged that the virtual NIC is connected to the
Tagged port (*1).

Up to decimal values
from 1 to 4094 or all IDs
are allowed.

Untag

Judged that the virtual NIC is connected to the
Untagged port (*2).

One out of the range
from 1 to 4094

(*1): this port is a trunk port that can handle tagged packets and configure multiple
VLAN IDs.
(*2): This port handles untagged packets and can configure one VLAND ID.
(*3): VLAN ID: 4093 is not available because the number is already reserved by the
system.



Receiving Frames
When conditions for a received frame, VLAN mode configured to the port that
receives frames, and VLAN ID correspond with each other, the port receives
the frame. Filtering the receiving frames is described in the table below.
VLAN mode
of receiving
ports

Untagged

Tagged (=VLAN ID)

Tagged (≠ VLAN ID)

Undef

Received

Rejected

Rejected

Tag

Received

Received

Rejected

Received
* Give tags

Rejected

Rejected

Untag

Receiving frame
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Sending Frames
MAC address table selects ports for transfer among ports in which conditions
for received frames, VLAN mode, and VLAN ID correspond with each other.
Then frames will be transferred.
Frames are sent from the port for transfer. Filtering the sending frames is
described in the table below.
VLAN mode
of sending
port

Received frame
Untagged

Tagged (=VLAN ID)
(*1)

Tagged (≠ VLAN ID)
(*1)

Undef

Sent

- (*2)

- (*2)

Tag

Sent

Sent

- (*2)

Untag

- (*2)

Sent
* Delete tags

- (*2)

(*1): Untagged frames are received at the Untagged ports. Frames that have got
tagged are included.
(*2): Not selected as the addressed port for frames.

By combining the above virtual NIC settings and guest OS VLAN settings, you
can divide broadcast domains as follows.


Divide a virtual network into multiple broadcast domains for each virtual NIC
On the Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen, specify "untagged port" for the
virtual NIC and the VLAN ID to which it belongs. There is no need to make
VLAN settings in the guest OS because there will be no tags on the packets
received by the virtual NIC.
This means that the guest OS will not be aware of the VLAN, so you can divide
the broadcast domain for each virtual NIC.



Assign one virtual NIC to multiple broadcast domains within the same virtual
network
By making VLAN settings for the virtual NIC from the guest OS, you can use the
functions equivalent to the physical NIC to operate tags and perform frame
filtering. In addition, on the Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen, specify
"tagged port" for the virtual NIC and specify all the VLAN IDs specified for the
virtual NIC in the guest OS.
This will make it possible to handle more than one VLAN ID per virtual NIC and
assign the virtual NIC to more than one broadcast domain.
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The following is an example of using VLAN functions.

HVM

Setting of handling Tagged
(ID=10, 20) and untagged
packets

Virtual Network
Segment

VLAN ID=10
LPAR1
VLAN ID=10, 20

LPAR2
No VLAN setting

Tagged
ID=10,20

VLAN ID=20
Internal
or
external
LAN－SW

Untagged
ID=10

No VLAN

LPAR3
No VLAN setting
Undef
: Virtual NIC
: Physical NIC

<<Setting Example>>
- When setting TagVLAN on OS:
Set the Tagged mode and VLAN ID to the corresponding port on the
Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen of HVM.
- When sending/receiving Tagged packets to/from the external switch
without setting TagVLAN on OS:
Set the Untagged mode and VLAN ID to the corresponding port on the
Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen of HVM.
- When sending/receiving Untagged packets to/from the external switch
without setting TagVLAN on OS:
Set the Undef mode (default) to the corresponding port on the Virtual
NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen of HVM.
* Untagged packets are used in the communication between HVM and
external SVP or BSM.
Therefore, it is required that Untagged packets be used on the HVM
management path and the network address to communicate with the
outsides be in the same network in which the address allocated to
HVM belongs.
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The following describes images of Virtual NIC Switch and Shared NIC Switch.


Image of Virtual NIC Switch
With 16 LPARs and 8 NICs per LPAR,:128-port (8 ports/LPAR) layer 2-switch
image is shown below.
Four pieces of this switch can be installed internally for Va to Vd.

Guest
OS Connection
Port (Virtual
ゲスト
OS 接続 Port(仮想
NIC) NIC: Va)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

・・・・・・

126 127 128

LPAR 1

All ports are configured by virtual NIC ports.

Setting
Item

Targeted
Port

Settings

Port
connection

Port1 Port128

Assign to LPAR on the Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen.

Port Speed

Port1 Port128

Auto Negotiation (This setting cannot be changed.)

Port1 Port128

[VLAN mode]

VLAN mode
and VLAN ID

* Up to 8 ports per LPAR can be set.

- Supports 1000BASE-TX

- Undef (default)
- Tagged
- Untagged
* Only one (1) VLAN mode per port can be set

[VLAN ID] (*1)
- Tagged : Up to 16 VLAN IDs out of the range from 1 to 4094, or
Assign all (ID).
- Untagged: Only one (1) VLAN ID out of the range from 1 to 4094
Promiscuous
mode

Port1 –
Port 128

- Restricted
Receives only packets addressed to the LPAR (MAC).
- Through (default)
Receives all packets in the same network.

(*1) VLAN ID: 4093 is not available because the number is already reserved by the
system.



Image of Shared NIC Switch
With 16 LPARs and 1 NIC per LPAR, 17-port (1 port/LPAR + physical NIC)
layer 2-switch image is shown below. Up to 12 pieces of this switch can be
mounted for the number of physical NICs in shared mode.
Ports 1 – 16 are configured by the shared NICs and Port17 by the physical NIC
port.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LPAR 1

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17

External LAN Connection Port (Physical NIC)

外部LAN接続Por t ( 物理NI C)

Setting
Item
Port
connection

Targeted
Port

Settings

Port1 Port16

Assign to LPAR on the Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen.

Port17

Connect to physical cables.

* Only 1 port can be set per LPAR.

* With the onboard NIC, no cable is required.
Port Speed

Port1 Port16

Auto Negotiation (This setting cannot be changed.)

Port17

Auto Negotiation (This setting cannot be changed.)

- Supports 1000BASE-TX.

- Supports 10/100/1000BASE-TX\
VLAN mode
and VLAN ID

Port1 Port16

[VLAN mode]
- Undef (Default)
- Tagged
- Untagged
* Only 1 VLAN mode can be set per LPAR.

[VLAN ID] (*1)
- Tagged : Up to 16 VLAN IDs out of the range from 1 to 4094, or
Assign all (ID).
・Untagged : Only one (1) VLAN ID out of the range from 1 to 4094
Port17

Tagged All (This setting cannot be changed.)
* Configured to transmit all packets.

Promiscuous
mode

Port1 –
Port 16

- Restricted
Receives only packets addressed to the LPAR (MAC).
- Through (default)
Receives all packets in the same network.

(*1) VLAN ID: 4093 is not available because the number is already reserved by the
system.
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Communication with external networks using VLANs
Because IEEE802.1Q tagged packets pass through the external physical
switches, it is necessary to set the VLAN ID used by the virtual network
corresponding to the shared NIC to physical switch port at the tagged port.



Priority control in the IEEE802.1P format
Priority control in the IEEE802.1P format is not supported.



Use of VLAN functions and N+M cold standby at the same time
Cm2/Network Element Configuration is required to use the VLAN functions of a
virtual NIC at the same time as the N+M cold standby.



How to use Promiscuous function
(1) How to set the promiscuous mode
You can set the promiscuous mode to an LPAR on the Virtual NIC (VNIC)
Assignment screen, one of the HVM screens. Refer to “(4) How to change the
promiscuous mode” for the details.
(2) Performance of packet capture


Packet capture on the same network segment
When the promiscuous mode is Restricted, a unicast packet between LPARy
and the external PC-1 cannot be captured.
When the promiscuous mode is Through, a unicast packet between LPARy
and the external PC-1 can be captured.

Capture software

HVM
VNIC (1a)
Tagged ID=10 &
promiscuous setting

External PC-1

Communication route
LPARx --> LPARy
LPARx  External PC-1
LPARx Broadcast
LPARy  LPARx

Promiscuous mode
Restricted

Through
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Restricted

Through






LPARy  External PC-1
LPARy Broadcast

[]: can be captured



[-]: cannot be captured

Capturing packets on different network segment
Packets on the different network segment cannot be captured, even if it is on
the same VNIC segment.

Capture software

HVM
VNIC

Tagged ID=10 &
Promiscuous setting

Set them in the same NW segment,
and the packet capture is available.

Tagged ID=20
Promiscuous setting

External PC-1

Communication route

External PC-1

Promiscuous mode
Restricted

Through

None

None

LPARx Broadcast







LPARy  LPARx

None

None

LPARy  External PC-1

-

-

LPARy Broadcast

-

-

LPARx --> LPARy
LPARx  External PC-1

[]: can be captured; [-]: cannot be captured: [None]: no packet
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Set the promiscuous mode to “Through” in the following environment.

Behavior with promiscuous mode
“Restricted”

#

Environment

(a)

Bridge is implemented in a guest OS.

Cannot transfer any packet.

(b)

MAC address is changed in a guest
OS.

Cannot transfer any packet.

(c)

Load balancing using the MAC
address shared by multiple NICs is
used.

Load balancing (redundancy
function) does not work properly.

(a)

Bridge is implemented in a guest OS:
When implementing the bridge in a guest OS, make sure to set the
promiscuous mode to “Through” for the internal virtual switch of HVM
connected to the guest OS.
The following figure shows how to transfer a packet when the bridge is
implemented in the guest OS. When the promiscuous mode is set to Through
for each port1 of the virtual LAN switch (1a) and (2a), port1 of both virtual LAN
switches can transfer packets not for the MAC address of LPAR1 NIC as well
and communicate with nodes across the bridge.

HVM
LPAR2

LPAR1
Bridge
1a

2a

1

1a

2

3

LPAR16

LPAR3

2a

1a

・・・・・ 16

Virtual LAN Switch (1a)

……………
……
1

2

3

2
a

・・・・・ 16

Virtual LAN Switch (2a)

17

17

External Network -1

External Network -2

x

Since setting “Through” in port1
allows all packets to be transferred,
communication with nodes across
the bridge is available.

x

: Through setting
: Restricted setting

17 : Port for external connection (always Through)

: Physical NIC port
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MAC address is changed in a guest OS.
When a MAC address is changed in a guest OS, make sure to set the
promiscuous mode to “Through” for the internal virtual switch of HVM
connected to the guest OS. The following figure shows how to transfer a
packet when the MAC address is changed in the guest OS.
When the promiscuous mode is not set to Through, port3 of the virtual LAN
switch 1a transfer packets only for the former MAC address of LPAR3 NIC 1a
and cannot communicate with external nodes.

HVM
LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR3
Changed
MAC

1a

2a

1

1a

2

3

2a

1a

・・・・・ 16

Virtual LAN Switch (1a)
17

x
External Network -1

: Through setting
: Restricted setting

x

17 : Port for external connection (always Through)

: Physical NIC port

When the promiscuous mode is set to “Through”, port3 of the virtual LAN
switch 1a can transfer packets not for the former MAC address as well and
LPAR3 can communicate.

HVM
LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR3
Changed
MAC

1a

2a

1

1a

2

3

2a

1a

・・・・・ 16

Virtual LAN Switch (1a)
17

x

External Network -1

x

: Through setting
: Restricted setting

17 : Port for external connection (always Through)

: Physical NIC port
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Load balancing using the MAC address shared by multiple NIC cards is used.
When using teaming and/or load balancing, it is recommended adequately
verifying the operation in advance or setting the promiscuous mode to
“Through”. For details of teaming and load balancing, see “Appendix I:
Advanced Function for LAN windows Server 2008” or “Appendix II: Advanced
Function for LAN Windows Server 2008 R2” for Compute Blade 320
SOFTWARE GUIDE.



Virtual NIC Specifications
(1) MAC addresses for virtual NICs
The MAC addresses used by virtual NICs are provided in the following format.
These MAC addresses are automatically generated by HVM, but the user can
change them from the Virtual NIC (VNIC) Assignment screen.
MAC address format:

Value

XX.XX.XX.YY.YY.ZZ

Automatically generated by HVM

User specified *1

XX.XX.XX
(Vendor ID)

Fixed at 00.00.87 to indicate Hitachi

Between 00.00.00 and
FF.FF.FF

YY.YY

A value converted to MAC address
notation from the value obtained by
adding the virtual NIC system number to
0x46D1. See Figure 7-174 for details.
The virtual NIC system number "0" is
reserved for the system, and the user can
use the range from 1 to 128.
The virtual NIC system number can be set
in the System Configuration screen.

Between 00.00 and
FF.FF
Excluding the range
generated by HVM

ZZ

(LPAR No – 1) x 8 + (virtual NIC No (0 – 7)
for each LPAR)

Between 00 and FF

*1:
*2:

The user cannot set a value that duplicates the virtual NIC MAC address range
automatically generated by HVM.
The MAC address format above is not applied to LPARs that have performed
migration,

Reference: http://standards.ieee.org/regauth/oui/oui.txt
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Changing the MAC address using HVM is not recommended.
When changing the MAC address, confirm that any port
having the same MAC address does not exist in the network. If
the same MAC address exists, this may cause a critical fault in
the network.

(2) Differences between physical and virtual NICs
The virtual NICs provided by HVM offer functions equivalent to an Intel 82576
physical NIC. However, complete interchangeability with an Intel 82576 physical
NIC is not guaranteed for features such as physical fault information,
hardware-dependent counters, and interrupt timing.
The table below summarizes the differences between physical and virtual NICs.

Item

Difference compared to physical NIC (Intel 82576)

WoL (Wakeup on
LAN) function

WoL is supported only by shared NICs.
Supports power operation via WoL by
Serverconductor/Deployment Manager and
ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager, and boot operation by
client control of NETM/DM.

Teaming
functions

Virtual NICs support some teaming functions. When using Intel
Advanced Networking Services for Windows, it is possible to use
the AFT, SFT, and ALB functions. When using Linux bonding, it is
possible to use active-backup, balance-tlb, and balance-alb.
However, these functions should be used with communication
packet monitoring (Probe and ARP monitoring) turned off and the
delay before a team member is activated (ActivationDelay,
updelay) set to 60 or more. At less than 60, communication with
external networks may become impossible upon activation.

Receiving
operation when
MTU (Maximum
Transfer Unit)
values are not the
same

In an environment using virtual NICs, always make sure that the
MTU value for sender and recipient are the same. If they are not
the same, the recipient may not be able to receive packets.

Unicast between
virtual NICs

In packet monitoring using the promiscuous mode, unicast
packets sent between virtual NICs cannot be captured by an
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Difference compared to physical NIC (Intel 82576)
external network. In a virtual NIC environment, to conduct packet
monitoring that includes an external network, it is necessary to
monitor both the internal and external virtual LAN segments,

PHY loopback
function

Virtual NICs do not support the NIC internal loopback function.
Therefore, a self-diagnostic test of the loopback function will fail.

(3) Notes


Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) for Jumbo Frame
The following table shows MTU when Jumbo Frame is used in the virtual NIC or
shared NIC.
Guest OS



MTU size (default value)

Linux

9000 (1500)

Windows

9014 (1500)

Virtual NIC Network Performance
Virtual NIC is a function that HVM emulates LAN controllers. Communication
performance of virtual NIC is much lower than that of a physical LAN controller,
and varies depending on the environmaent such as processor activity. In
communication with external networks, performance difference between virtual
NICs and physical LAN controllers and performance fluctuation, as more
physical LAN controller are shared. To avoid the situation, use virtual NICs and
physical LAN controllers properly depending on the environment and
bandwidth.



Addition and Deletion of Shared Physical NICs with the activated LPAR
It is not possible to add or delete a shared physical NIC to/from the activated
LPAR. To change the configuration of shared physical NICs, deactivate all the
LPARs. It is recommended that you configure the shared physical NIC before
activating LPARs.



Virtual NIC Communication during Shared Physical NIC Failure
If a failure occurs in a shared physical NIC, the virtual NICs sharing the physical
LAN controller may become unable to communicate with the external servers,
networks and other LPARs.
If an automatically recoverable hardware failure occurs, communication may
be temporarily disabled for recovery. In such a case, communication is
disabled for approximately 60 seconds, which may cause some applications to
detect a communication error and terminate abnormally.
It is recommended to set the communication failure recovery wait time to a
sufficiently large value or make the system redundant.



Linkdown detected in shared NICs
Temporary linkdown of shared NICs may be detected by external devices at
the HVM boot ro Force Recovery.
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The following tables show recommended values of TCP segmentation offload
function and TCP/IP offload options of checksum offload function.
Recommended value
TCP/IP Offload option

Linux

Windows Server
2003

Offload Receive IP Checksum

OFF

OFF

Offload Receive TCP Checksum

OFF

OFF

Offload Transmit IP Checksum

ON

ON

Offload Transmit TCP Checksum

ON

ON

Offload TCP Segmentation

ON

OFF

Recommended value

TCP/IP Offload option

Windows Server 2008

IPv4 Checksum Offload

OFF

TCP Checksum Offload (IPv4)

OFF

UDP Checksum Offload (IPv4)

OFF

Large Send Offload (IPv4)

OFF

Functions of TCP segmentation offload and checksum offload can be changed
using the following procedures.
Linux



When you describe the driver option in the /etc/modprobe.conf file, TCP
Checksum Offload (Receive) will be configured while the driver is being loaded.
The following shows an example of the /etc/modprobe.conf file:
Example: Disable TCP Checksum Offload (Receive) for eth0 and eth1.
options e1000 XsumRX=0,0
Value 0 (zero) means Disabled; 1 (one) means Enabled. The numeric
characters above “0,0” show the respective value of eth0 and etho1 from the
left. Type in 0 or 1 by the same number as that of e1000 interfaces to set and
divide them using comma (,).

How to find the interface of a virtual NIC
# ifconfig
Names encircled by ovals in the following examples
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eth0

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:172.16.1.48

HWaddr 00:00:87:E2:64:00
Bcast:172.16.255.255

Mask:255.255.0.0

inet6 addr: fe80::200:87ff:fee2:6400/64 Scope:Link
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST

MTU:1500

Metric:1

RX packets:2171 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:859 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:220982 (215.8 KiB)

TX bytes:97865 (95.5 KiB)

Memory:f0000000-f0020000
eth1

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:172.16.1.43

HWaddr 00:00:87:E2:64:01
Bcast:172.16.255.255

Mask:255.255.0.0

inet6 addr: fe80::200:87ff:fee2:6401/64 Scope:Link
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST

MTU:1500

Metric:1

RX packets:1219 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:8 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:123940 (121.0 KiB)

TX bytes:872 (872.0 b)

Memory:f0080000-f00a0000
lo

Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1

Mask:255.0.0.0

inet6 addr: ::1/128 Scope:Host
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING

MTU:16436

Metric:1

RX packets:392 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:392 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:28608 (27.9 KiB)

TX bytes:28608 (27.9 KiB)

[root@RHEL-x86-042 ~]#
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Windows
1

Select [Control Panel] > [System], and click the [Hardware] tab, and click
the [Device Manager] button under Device Manager.

2 Click the [+] button in [Network Adapter].
LAN controllers are displayed.
3 A LAN controller using a virtual NIC is shown as “Intel(R) PRO/1000 MF
Dual Port Network Connection”. Right-click the LAN controller, and click
[Properties] from the menu.
4 Click the [Advanced] tab to change the following settings:
When Intel(R) PROSet is installed, click the [Advanced] tab > [TCP/IP
Offload Options] > [Properties], and change the settings shown below:
<Windows Server 2003>


Offload Receive IP Checksum



Offload Receive TCP Checksum



Offload Transmit IP Checksum



Offload Transmit TCP Checksum



Offload TCP Segmentation

<Windows Server 2008>


IPv4 Checksum Offload



TCP Checksum Offload (IPv4)



UDP Checksum Offload (IPv4)



Large Send Offload (LSO) (IPv4)

5 Reboot the system after changing the settings.
Settings changed in [Properties] is saved and enabled at and after the next OS
boot.



Disabling SNP (Scalable Networking Pack) for Windows Server 2008 R2
1

Boot the registry editor with “regedit”, and set the registry value to “0” as
described below. If there is no registry, create an entry and set the registry
value to “0”.
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tcpip\Pa
rameters
Name: EnableTCPA
Type: REG_DWORD
Value: 0

2 At command prompt, execute the “netsh” command.
netsh int tcp set global chimney=disabled
netsh int tcp set global rss=disabled
3 Reboot the OS after the setting.
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Overview of the Shared FC Function
A Fibre Channel (FC) can be assigned to LPAR(s) in the following mode.


Dedicated Mode
In this mode, an FC adapter, by the unit of a PCI card, is allocated to an LPAR and
used by the LPAR. Multiple LPARs cannot use a single FC adapter at the same
time. This is for an environment where data transmission performance is important.



Shared Mode
In this mode, a single FC adaptor can be allocated to and shared by multiple LPARs,
and they can use the adaptor simultaneously. In the shared FC mode, there are two
ways in which the FC adaptor can be shared.


FC Port Partition
This method involves assigning one LPAR exclusively to a port on a FC
adaptor that has two or more ports.
Thus, by using the FC Port Partition function with a FC adaptor with two ports,
two LPARs can share a FC adaptor.



FC Port Share
This method involves assigning more than one LPARs to a single FC adaptor
port.
The following figure shows an image of FC Port Division Sharing Connections.

LPAR2

LPAR1

OS (Windows)

OS (Linux)
Shared FC driver

Shared FC driver

vfcWWN

vfcWWN

Shared physical
FC adapter

HVM

Port0

FCSW
(supporting NPIV)

LUa for LPAR1

LUb for LPAR2
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LPAR2

LPAR1

OS (Windows)

OS (Linux)
Shared FC driver

Shared FC driver

vfcWWN

vfcWWN

Shared physical
FC adapter

Port0

HVM

Port1

FCSW
(supporting NPIV)

LUa for LPAR1



LUb for LPAR2

Storage

How to Use the Shared FC Function (I)
with Connection to Storage via FC Switch with NPIV Support
(1) Set shared FC on a HVM screen
The settings for sharing a FC adaptor can be made on the PCI Device Assignment
screen and Shared FC Assignment screen. Refer to Assign PCI Devices to LPARs
and Assign Shared FCs to LPARs for the detail.


Set the scheduling mode of the FC adapter card to the shared mode on the
PCI Device Assignment screen.



Set the following information on the Shared FC Assignment screen.
- Shared FC port to assign to the user LPAR
- WWN identifier (vfcID) to assign to the shared FC

(2) Set Shared FC for storage/FCSW
No special setting is required for the storage/FCSW (Fibre Channel Switch), but the
FCSW you are using needs to support the NPIV (N_Port ID Virtualization) function.
For the storage, set the virtual WWPN / WWNN (hereafter referred to as vfcWWPN
/ vfcWWNN).
The vfcWWPN / vfcWWNN is created by HVM from the vfcID set in the Shared FC
Assignment screen. You can check the created vfcWWPN / vfcWWNN on the HVM
Shared FC Assignment screen and the Allocated FC Information screen.
(3) Set Adapter Performance Parameter
You can set each performance parameter of the FC adapter using the EFI driver on
the LPAR. Refer to “Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter Users Guide (BIOS/EFI
Edition)”.
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With 8 Gbps fibre channel adapter, an LPAR can be connected directly to storage or via
FC switch without NPIV support. To use this connection, set Loop connection as a
connection type and Auto Detection as Data Rate with the EFI driver on the LPAR.
(1) Set FC to Dedicated on HVM Screen
Set the scheduling mode of FC adapter to Dedicated on the PCI Device Assignment
screen of HVM screens. Refer to Assign PCI Devices to LPARs for the detail.
On the PCI Device Assignment screen, set the FC adapter’s scheduling mode to
the dedicated.
(2) Set Loop Connection and Data Rate with EFI Driver
Set loop connection and Data Rate with the EFI driver on an LPAR. Refer to
“HITACHI Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter User’s Guide (BIOS/EFI Edition).
Connection types and Data Rate cannot be changed unless the scheduling mode of
FC adapter is in dedicated mode.


With the EFI driver, set the connection type to Loop only and Data Rate to Auto
Detection.
hfccfg.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>set
Base Settings:
:
** Connection Type = Auto Detection
change? (y/[n]) -->y
0 - Auto Detection -[default]
1 - Point to Point Only
2 - Loop Only
c - cancel
please select -->2
** Data Rate = 4Gbps
change? (y/[n]) -->y
0 - Auto Detection -[default]
1 - 2Gbps Only
2 - 4Gbps Only
3 - 8Gbps Only
c - cancel
please select -->0
:
hfccfg.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>

(3) Set Shared Mode on HVM Screen
Set FC adapters in shared mode on the PCI Device Assignment screen and Shared
FC Assignment screen of HVM. Refer to Assign PCI Devices to LPARs and Assign
Shared FCs to LPARs for the detail.




Set the scheduling mode of FC adapters in shared mode on the PCI Device
Assignment screen.
Set the followings on the Shared FC Assignment screen.
Shared FC ports to be assigned to user LPARs
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(4) Set storage and FC Switch to Share FC
Set the SAN security with which the virtual WWPN/WWNN, which hereinafter is
referred to as vfcWWPN/vfcWWNN, can access to the FC. HVM creates
vfcWWPN/vfcWWNN using vfcID configured on the Shared FC Assignment screen.
Those created vfcWWPN/vfcWWNN can be found on the Shared FC Assignment
screen and Allocated FC Information screen of HVM.
(5) Set FC Adapter Performance Parameter
Set each performance parameter of FC adapters with the EFI driver on LPARs.
Refer to “HITACHI Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter User’s Guide (BIOS/EFI Edition).



Specifications of the Shared FC Function
(1) WWPN / WWNN for a Shared FC
The WWPN / WWNN (World Wide Port Name / World Wide Node Name) used by a
shared FC is provided in the following format. This WWPN / WWNN address is
automatically generated by the HVM from the vfcID value that you set on the HVM
control screen.
WWPN / WWNN format (64 bits):
0010 UUUU VVCC CRRR 0000 0000 0000 0000 1000 0111 LLLL LLLL LLLL LLLL
DDDD FREJ
WWPN/
WWNN

Field explanation

Value generated by HVM
(bit)

C (3 bits)

Platform ID

001

V (2 bits)

Expansion platform ID

01

D (4 bits)

vfcID (enter on the Shared FC Assignment
screen)

vfcID

E (1 bit)

FC port Number

FC port number

F (1 bit)

FC type

0=mezzanine card
1=PCI card

J (1 bit)

WWPN or WWNN (0 = WWPN, 1 = WWNN)

0 = WWPN, 1 = WWNN

L (16 bits)

Serial No. given to HVM

HVM serial No.

R (4 bits)

Reservation

0

U (4 bits)

Vendor management No.

0011

(2) Notes


Addition or Deletion of a Shared FC Adaptor to the activated LPAR
It is not possible to add or delete a shared FC adaptor to the activated LPAR.
To change the configuration of a shared FC adaptor, all LPARs have to be
deactivated. Changing the configuration of a shared FC adaptor may take a few
minutes.
Therefore, it is recommended that you set the configuration of the shared FC
adaptor before you activate LPARs.



Communication in the event of a failure in the shared FC adaptor
If a failure occurs in a shared FC adaptor, all the LPARs sharing the failed
physical FC adaptor will become unable to use it to communicate.
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Detection of the unallocated FC ports by guest OSs (when the FC Port
Partition mode)
With the shared FC function, you can use a 2-port FC adaptor such that you
allocate only one port of it to a LPAR but do not allocate another port to any
LPARs. When you boot a guest OS on such LPAR, the guest OS may detect
the unallocated port as follows, but the OS activity will not be affected.
Microsoft Windows:
SCSI described as “Unassigned Hitachi Shared FC Device” and a RAID
controller device can be seen from the device manager.
Linux
By inputting the lspci command the following device is informed (the head
“bb:dd.f” may be different depending on the PCI slot location.).
bb:dd.f Fibre Channel: Hitachi, Ltd: Unknown device 3017


Port in the FC Shared function
In the FC shared function, the HVM FC shared management port logs in the FC
switch using the virtual WWPN (2300000087xxxxxx) vfcID=0.
Therefore, the port of the FC switch connected to the FC shared port can see
the log-in status of by the virtual WWPN vfcID=0 as well as the WWPN used on
the guest OS.

HVM Operating Mode
 Overview of HVM Operating Mode
HVM operating modes consist of two modes: HVM standard mode and HVM expansion
mode. You can change modes with HVM screens, HvmSh command, or HVM Navigator.
The following table describes each mode.

HVM operating mode
Item

HVM standard
mode

HVM expansion
mode

8

16

1280 MB

1536 MB

Max total number of shared NICs to be
assigned to one LPAR and virtual NICs

8

16

Overlapped port assignment for shared NIC

-



Port partition assignment for shared NIC

-



Max number of LPARs to be activated
Memory used by HVM
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You can assign up to 16 NICs including shared NICs and virtual NICs to an LPAR.

Guest OS
Segment B
Segment A

Segment L
Segment K

LPAR1

Virtual NIC

Shared NIC

#11

#0

#3

VLAN 12

#10

VLAN 11

VLAN 1

#1

VLAN 2

#0

Segment A

Shared NIC function

#0
#1
Segment B

#10
#11

Segment K

Segment L

(1) This function is available only with HVM expansion mode. With HVM standard
mode, HVM system memory is increased by 256 MB, which reduces the memory
available for the user by 256 MB.
(2) Make sure to deactivate all LPARs before changing HVM operating modes:
changing from HVM standard mode to HVM expansion mode, or from HVM
expansion mode to HVM standard mode. When you select Yes to “Save HVM
configuration and reboot HVM system. Do You Continue? ”, HVM will be
automatically rebooted.
(3) When HVM expansion mode is changed to HVM standard mode, assignment of
virtual NICs #8 to #15 will be initialized, which cancels all assignment.
(4) You can configure this setting with the HVM screen, HvmSh command, or HVM
Navigator.
(5) Version downgrade by switching HVM firmware banks is not supported.
(6) With LPAR migration, an LPAR cannot migrate to HVM without support for this
function.
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This function can assign physical NIC ports to an LPAR duplicately. For example, plural
Port1s can be assigned to an LPAR. More numbers of segments than that of physical
NICs can be configured, which brings advantages to the system with a few NICs
installed. Up to 16 shared NICs can be available when together with the function of
expanding the number of shared NICs/virtual NICs.
Segment P

Guest OS

Segment O
Segment B
Segment A

Segment D
Segment C

Shared NIC

LPAR1

#0

#1

#2

#3

#14

#15

VLAN 16

VLAN 15

VLAN 4

VLAN 3

VLAN 2

VLAN 1

Segment A

Segment B

Shared NIC function
#0
Segment O
#1

Segment P

(1) You can bind shared NICs into a physical NIC port in any combination as long as
within the specified number of shared NICs and that of physical NICs.
(2) This function is available only with HVM expansion mode. With HVM standard
mode, HVM system memory is increased by 256 MB, which reduces the memory
available for the user by 256 MB.
(3) Make sure to deactivate all LPARs before changing HVM operating modes:
changing from HVM standard mode to HVM expansion mode, or from HVM
expansion mode to HVM standard mode. When you select Yes to “Save HVM
configuration and reboot HVM system. Do You Continue? ”, HVM will be
automatically rebooted.
(4) A multi segment is defined with HVM expansion mode; with HVM standard mode, a
single segment is defined.
(5) If you change HVM expansion mode to HVM standard mode after defining the
multisegmentation, the definition remains. To cancel the multisegment, reconfigure
the shared NICs.
(6) You can configure this function with the HVM screen, HvmSh command, or HVM
Navigator.
(7) Version downgrade by switching HVM firmware banks is not supported.
(8) With LPAR migration, an LPAR cannot migrate to HVM without support for this
function.
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This function can assign physical NIC ports to an LPAR by the port. Dividing controllers
to use can improve availability for a guest OS.

Guset OS1

Guest OS2

Teaming

Teaming

LPAR1

LPAR2

#1

#11

VLAN 12

VLAN 11

#10

VLAN 2

VLAN 1

#0

Shared NIC function
#0

Controller #0
#1

#10
#11

Controller #1

(1) Shared mode and dedicated mode per port cannot coexist on a single controller.
(2) This function is available only with HVM expansion mode. With HVM standard
mode, HVM system memory is increased by 256 MB, which reduces the memory
available for the user by 256 MB.
(3) Make sure to deactivate all LPARs before changing HVM operating modes:
changing from HVM standard mode to HVM expansion mode, or from HVM
expansion mode to HVM standard mode. When you select Yes to “Save HVM
configuration and reboot HVM system. Do You Continue? ”, HVM will be
automatically rebooted.
(4) A definition per port is provided with HVM expansion mode; with HVM standard
mode, a definition per controller is provided.
(5) If you change HVM expansion mode to HVM standard mode after providing a
definition per port, the per-port-definition remains. To cancel the per-port-definition,
reconfigure the shared NIC.
(6) You can configure this function with the HVM screen, HvmSh command, or HVM
Navigator.
(7) Version downgrade by switching HVM firmware banks is not supported.
(8) With LPAR migration, an LPAR cannot migrate to HVM without support for this
function.
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Overview of Virtual COM Console Function
The conventional system console can select and operate one of the HVM screen and
guest screens, but the virtual COM console can use a higher-speed console than normal
serial console for each LPAR with the serial overLAN function of the HVM. Concurrent
operation of multiple LPARs is enabled operating guest screens by using the virtual
COM console instead of the system console. Up to 16 LPARs can be simultaneously
connected to the virtual COM console.

Background (inoperable)
LPAR1

LPAR 2

LPAR 3

screen

screen

screen

………………．

HVM
screen

System console
- Operable only on the foreground.
HVM
- Only one console can be connected
in the system.

Serial over LAN function

LPAR1

LPAR 2

LPAR 3

screen

screen

screen

Virtual COM console
- Multiple LPARs can be operated concurrently.
- One console can be connected for each LPAR.
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(1)

Enabling Virtual COM Console Functions from the HVM Screen
Enable the virtual COM console function of LPARs on the Logical Partition
Configuration screen in the HVM screen. Position the cursor at the VC column in
the LPAR line where the virtual COM console function is to be enabled, and then
press the [Enter] key to open the sub-screen. Move the cursor with the arrow key [↑]
or [↓], select “Yes” and then press the [Enter] key. This procedure allows Telnet
connection to the LPAR guest screen. A comment when the cursor is positioned at
the VC column in the LPAR line or a TCP port to be used when making Telnet
connection to the sub-screen displayed when the [Enter] key is pressed with the
cursor positioned at the VC column in the LPAR line is displayed. This TCP port is
used in “(2) Connection to LPARs.” This operation is always available regardless of
whether LPARs are active or inactive.

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LPAR) Configuration ------------------------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Pro Shr Ded Srv
Mem VN ID AA AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act 2 0 2 100 2048 0 Y 1 N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y 2 N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea 1 0 1 100 1024 0 Y * N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
||
|| 6
+-------------------------+
||
|| 7
| LPAR1 Virtual Console |
||
|| 8
|
(TCP Port=20801)
|
||
|| 9
|
|
||
|| 10
|
Yes
|
||
||
|
No
|p / [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+------------------------+-------------------------+-------------------------+|
|+- Logical Information --| Virtual Console Disable |hysical Information -----+|
||
Pro Shr+-------------------------+er Memory : 4608 MB ||
|| Assign Total
5 0 5
5120 0 || Processors
: 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
2 0 2
2048 0 ||
Shared
: 0
||
|| Remain
2560
||
Dedicate : 2
||
|+----------------------------------------------++----------------------------+|
| Virtual Console(TCP Port=20801)
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| F2:Mem Alloc Dsp F3:Act F4:Deact F5:React F6:Add F7:Remove
Esc:Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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You can enable the virtual COM console for LPARs on Logical Partition configuration
screen of HVM screens. Place the cursor on the VC column of an LPAR line which you
need to enable the virtual COM console, and press [F1] to display a subscreen. Select a
VC number to connect by moving the cursor with arrow keys, [↑] or [↓], and press [Enter].
This allows you to connect to the LPAR guest screen via telnet. A TCP port is displayed,
which is used to connect to Comment when you place the cursor on the VC column of
the LPAR line via telnet. This TCP port is used in “(2) Connecting to LPARs”. This
operation can be done regardless of the status of an LPAR, active or deactive, at any
time.
+-----------------------+-----------------------------+------------------------+
|+- Logical Partition(LP|
LPAR1 Virtual Console
|-----------------------+|
|| # Name
Sta Scd |
|A AC PC VC PB
||
|| 1 LPAR1
Act
D|
VC
TCP Port
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 2 LPAR2
Dea
D|
N
Unassigned
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 3 LPAR3
Dea
D|
1
20801
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 4 LPAR4
Dea
D|
2
20802
|* N * N BIOS
||
|| 5
|
3
20803
|
||
|| 6
|
4
20804
|
||
|| 7
|
5
20805
|
||
|| 8
|
6
20806
|
||
|| 9
|
7
20807
|
||
|| 10
|
8
20808
|
||
||
|
9
20809
|/ [PageDown]:Page Down ||
|+----------------------|
10
20810
|-----------------------+|
|+- Logical Information |
11
20811
|Physical Information --+|
||
Pro |
12
20812
|ser Memory : 4608
||
|| Assign Total
5|
13
20813
|rocessors : 8(8)
||
|| Act Total
2|
14
20814
| Shared
:0
||
|| Remain
|
15
20815
| Dedicate : 2
||
|+----------------------|
16
20816
|-----------------------+|
| Virtual Console(TCP P+-----------------------------+
|
+-----------------------| F1:Allocated VC Information |------------------------+
|F1:VCAssign F2:MemAlloc+-----------------------------+:Add F7:Remove Esc:Menu|
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

(2) Connecting to LPARs
To connect to LPARs, specify TCP ports allocated to each LPAR and make a Telnet
connection to the IP address of the HVM. TCP ports with a serial number starting
from 20801 are allocated sequentially to LPAR1 to LPAR16 in the initial setting are
provided for those to be specified at the time of connection to LPARs, but they can
be changed in “(4) Changing TCP Ports.” Currently allocated TCP ports can be
monitored with the procedure in “(1) Enabling Virtual COM Console Function on the
HVM Screen. When using one or more virtual COM consoles, use TeraTearm as in
the case of the system console. Furthermore, for stable operation of TeraTearm, it
is recommended that the Scroll Buffer value be set to 2000 lines on the screen
displayed by clicking [Settings(S)] > [Window(W)].
1.

On the New Connection screen at the boot of Tera Term, enter the HVM IP
address and TCP port. Then click [OK].

2.

OS prompt will appear when the connection is successful. Here you can
operate the guest OS.

3

If the connection fails, a popup message informing “Error” will be displayed.
Connection failures are as follows:
- TCP/IP communication to the HVM IP address is unavailable. Check the path
to the HVM IP address.
- If changing a TCP port, the TCP port may not be connected depending on the
terminal OS setting or account privilege. Confirm that the TCP port is available
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- When trying to connect two or more terminals to one LPAR, the second
terminal or later cannot be connected.
(3) Switching the Virtual COM Console and System Console
The LPAR guest screens can be operated from either virtual COM console or
conventional system console. These two types of console are exclusively available
and operation by the conventional system console takes precedence. The virtual
COM console can operate LPAR guest screens while the system console is
displaying the HVM screen. Consoles to operate LPAR guest screens can be
selected by switching an LPAR guest screen and the HVM screen on the system
console.

Background
LPAR1
LPAR
1
screen
スクリーン
inoperable
操作不可

Foreground

LPAR2
LPAR
2
スクリーン
screen
inoperable
操作不可

LPAR3
LPAR
3
screen
スクリーン
inoperable
操作不可

LPAR1
LPAR1
screen
スクリーン
operable
操作可能
LPAR2
LPAR
2
スクリーン
screen
operable
操作可能

HVM
スクリーン
HVM
screen

System console
LPAR3
LPAR
3
スクリーン
screen
operable
操作可能

Virtual COM console

[CTL] + [L]

[F8]

Switch to the HVM screen.

Switch to the selected LPAR screen.
- The selected LPAR can be operated by the system console.
- However, it cannot be operated by the virtual COM console.

Background
LPAR1
LPAR
1
screen
スクリーン
inoperable
操作不可

LPAR2
LP
AR 2
screen
スクリーン
inoperable
操作不可

HVMscreen
HVM
スクリーン
inoperable
操作不可

LPAR1
LPAR1
screen
スクリーン
operable
操作可能

LPAR2
LPAR
2
screen
スクリーン
operable
操作可能

Foreground

LPAR3
LPAR
3
screen
スクリーン
operable
操作可能

LPAR3
LPAR
3
screen
スクリーン
inoperable
操作不可
System console

Virtual COM console
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A TCP port to be specified when making a Telnet connection to an LPAR guest
screen is set to the initial value determined by the HVM during its startup procedure.
This TCP port can be changed on the System Configuration screen, but we
recommend that the initial value determined by the HVM be used.

 Notes
(1) Notes on Telnet Connection


TCP ports to be specified when making a Telnet connection to the guest screen
can be changed, but some ports are not available depending on the OS settings
of the terminal or the account authorization used for the terminal. As a known
problem, when making a Telnet connection using TeraTearm on a Windows
terminal logged in with an account without administrator authorization, TCP port
#65535 is not available. Some other TCP ports may not be available depending
on the OS settings, account authorization, other installation software programs,
or network environments. Check available TCP ports with the terminal to be
used and in the network environment before changing TCP ports. When there
is no problem for use, we recommend that the initial values of TCP ports, a
serial number starting from 20801, which have been thoroughly verified, be
used



Only one terminal per LPAR is permitted to operate guest screens from the
virtual COM console. If a connection to two or more terminals is attempted, the
connection to the second or more terminals is disabled.

(2) Notes on Guest Screen Operation


Although the virtual COM console can operate multiple LPARs concurrently,
the performance of consoles of other LPARs may decrease with an increase in
output data.



If a large amount of characters are pasted to a guest screen, a part of
characters may not be pasted. 256 or more characters per line for the Windows
command prompt, and 1024 or more characters per line for Linux prompt
cannot be pasted. In addition, if 1024 or more characters are pasted for the
Linux prompt, Linux may hang up or unexpected screen operation may occur.
The number of characters that can be pasted stably without being lost is less
than 256 per line for the Windows command prompt, less than 1024 per line for
the Linux prompt, and less than 10000 per line for editing programs including
the Vi editor. When pasting characters, it is recommended that a large amount
of characters be divided into several blocks (up to the upper limit of characters
per block), and then be pasted.



When you connect the system to the virtual COM console and boot the guest
OS, Windows may halt its boot with the EFI screen; Linux may halt its boot in
the grub console; even though rarely. If it happens, press the [Enter] key to
resume the boot.

(3) Notes on Operation


Connect to the virtual COM console when needed in usual operation, and not
stay connected to it. We recommend that VC (virtual COM console) on the
Logical Partition Configuration screen should be assigned to an LPAR when
needed and the assignment should be released when not needed.



If you repeatedly change settings for VC (virtual COM console) on the Logical
Partition Configuration screen with the virtual COM console connected, the
console screen may be disturbed. If so, perform [Edit (E)] > [Screen clear (S)]
in TeraTerm to clear the screen, which can correct the screen disturbance.
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HVM Web systems may display different contents depending on different HVM firmware
versions.



Overview of the Logical VGA Snapshot
HVM supports the logical VGA snapshot with which users can view and acquire images
that the guest OS running on each LPAR outputs to the display unit.
With this function, images each LPAR outputs to the display unit can be acquired at any
time as snapshot images (still images). To do this, access is made to the Web server for
acquiring snapshot images provided by the HVM, using the Web browser from an
external console.
(1) Logical VGA Snapshot Configuration Diagram
The following figure shows the logical VGA function configuration.
HVM

LPAR1
Guest OS

External console

image
acquisition
request

snapshot
acquisition
server

image
writing

image
Web
image
acquisition

data

virtual
VGA device

Web
browser

:
:
:

image
display

LPARx
Guest OS

virtual
VGA device

(a) Virtual VGA Device
Virtual VGA device in which the guest OS writes image data. For further
information on the specifications, see (2) Virtual VGA Device Specifications.
(b) Snapshot Image Acquisition Web Server
Web server incorporated inside the HVM. This server obtains images from the
virtual VGA device for each snapshot image acquisition request sent from the
Web browser and makes a reply.
(c) External console
Console that operates the Web browser for displaying snapshot images. For
further information on the Web browser, see (3) Recommended Web Browser.
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The virtual VGA device shown in the table below is assigned to the LPAR.
When the guest OS uses this virtual VGA device, the standard VGA device driver is
used. So, you need not incorporate a special device driver.
The following virtual VGA device is assigned to the LPAR
Item

Description

VGA specification
Support mode
(*1)

Standard VGA
VBE3.0 (SVGA)
VGA mode

720 x 200 pixels 16-color text mode (Mode03h)(*2)
640 x 480 pixels 16-color graphic mode (Mode12h)

SVGA mode

Resolution: 800 x 600; 1024 x 768
Color: 256 colors; 65536 colors; 16777216 colors

(*1) If any mode other than this is set, no snapshot image can be obtained.
(*2) Strings the logical BIOS outputs to the text mode VGA are displayed also on the OS
console (guest screen) of each LPAR.

(3) Recommended Web browser
You are recommended to use Internet Explorer 6.0 or 7.0 of the Microsoft
Corporation.
If any Web browser other than this is used, operation is unpredictable.



How to Login
(1) Login
Using the Web browser from an external console, access the Web server for
acquiring snapshot images provided by the HVM. The URL of the server is as
follows:
https://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/index.html
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx indicates the HVM IP address.
You can confirm the HVM IP Address from the System Configuration screen.
(2) Login screen (Normal)
To login the HVM Web system, entering the login ID and login password is required.
Default values are described in the following table
Item

Initial value

Login ID

admin

Login Password

password
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2

3

4

#
1

Description
Login user ID (up to 8 characters)
Login user ID is fixed and not changeable.

2

Login password (up to 8 characters)
Login password can be changed.

3

[Login] button: When login is successful, the snapshot screen is displayed.
This screen shows all LPAR VGA images, LPAR 1- 16.

4

Change Password: Go to the change password screen.
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To login the HVM Web system, enabling JavaScript is required. If JavaScript is
disabled in the browser setting, the following screen is displayed.

(4) Login screen (Cookie: disabled)
To login the HVM Web system, enabling Cookie is required. If Cookie is disabled in
the browser setting, the following screen is displayed.
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How to Change Passwords
(1) Change password screen
You need to save HVM configuration information on [HVM Menu] screen or [Logical
Partition Configuration] screen before changing passwords.

Without saving HVM configuration information, the following
phenomena will occur.


EFI driver information configured on all LPARs will be
lost.



Guest OSs will not be able to boot up.

Follow those steps below to change passwords:
1

On [HVM Menu] screen or [Logical Partition Configuration] screen, press [F9]
key to save HVM configuration information.

2

Change passwords with HVM Web system.

1
2
3
4

5

6

7

#

Description

1

User ID before changing passwords (up to 8 characters)

2

Login password before changed (up to 8 characters)

3

New password (up to 8 characters)

4

Reenter the new password for verification (up to 8 characters)

5

[Set] button: Clicking the [Set] button changes passwords. When changing passwords,
all configuration files will be saved, which is noticed in the following window.
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Description

When clicking “Yes” in the window above, the password will be changed.
6

Clear the input characters.

7

Go back to the login screen.

(2) Change password completion screen
When changing passwords is completed, the following screen is displayed.
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When failing the password change five (5) times, the following screen appears to
show that the logical VGA SnapShot is unavailable.
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HVM Web System Menu
This section describes the HVM Web system menu screen.

1
2

3

#

Description

1

Button linked to the logical VGA snapshot screen. Press the button, and the logical VGA
snapshot screen is displayed.

2

Button linked to the HVM firmware update screen. Press the button, and the HVM firmware
update screen is displayed.

3

Button for logout, with which you can log out from the HVM Web system and return to the login
screen.
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How to Snapshot Logical VGA Image
This screen is displays when the login is successful. Images of LPAR logical VGA device
are obtained at the login and the result is displayed on the Web page. When the LPAR is
not activated or is in the not-supported modes except Mode03h/Mode12h in which
screens cannot be displayed, a screen noticing the situation is displayed on the Web
page. This section describes the logical VGA snapshot screen.
[HVM firmware 17-4X or earlier versions]
(1) Logical VGA Snapshot screen
４

1

2

Click available

3

５

#
1

Description
[all check] / [all checkoff] buttons
「all check」 button]: Check marks are given to all LPARs in 2.
「all checkoff」 button: Remove all check marks from LPAR selection box.

2

Checkbox for selecting LPAR in which logical VGA device image is automatically snapshot.
A number next to each checkbox is the LPAR number.

3

[Snapshot Start] / [Snapshot Stop] button
[SnapShot start] button: execute the automatic update of the VGA capture at the fixed intervals of 2
seconds per LPAR.
[SnapShot stop] button: Stop the automatic update of the VGA captures.
Two (2) consecutive executions by the double click cannot be done. When clicking the [Snapshot
Start] button, the button will be disabled until the [Snapshot Stop] button is clicked once.

4

Logical VGA device image per LPAR: Clicking an LPAR VGA capture image, its magnified image is
displayed. During the automatic update, however, the magnified image is not displayed by clicking an
LPAR VGA image. If clicking, a message appears in the following dialog window.

5

[Logout] button: Log out of the logical VGA Snapshot screen.
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6

Description
The following key operations are disabled in this Logical VGA Snapshot screen.
- Updating with the [F5] key
- Going back to the previous screen with the [Back Space] key by the browser control

(2) Updating the Logical VGA Snapshot screen
This section describes automatic updating of the logical VGA snapshot screen.

3
4

1

1

1

2

#

Description

1

With the automatic screen update, checked LPAR screens are updated at intervals of 2
seconds in numerical order. VGA screens are not updated at the same time.

2

[SnapShot start] button: Start the automatic update.

3

When clicking the [SnapShot Start] button, the following message is displayed during the
automatic update.
“Updating the logical VGA Snapshot of LPAR1…”

4

In a static image of each logical VGA device, “Right-click and save the image” is enabled.
To save the image, right-click to show the menu on each LPAR screen and save the
image.

5

The following key operations are disabled during updating the logical VGA SnapShot
screen.
- Updating with the [F5] key
- Going back to the previous screen with the [Back Space] key by the browser control
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(3) Enlarged screen of the logical VGA SnapShot
A logical VGA Device of each LPAR can be enlarged. This section describes
enlarged screens of the logical VGA SnapShot.
4

Click
available

1

Click available

3
2

#

Description

1

The VGA capture screen per LPAR can be clicked. Clicking the screen [1], its enlarged VGA
screen [2] is displayed.

2

Display the enlarged VGA capture screen of the selected LPAR.
The image size is fixed to 640 x 480.

3

Enlarged capture screens of the logical VGA can be updated by hand. Press the [SnapShot
Update] button, and the VGA capture screen is updated by hand. The VGA capture, however,
does not allow multiple requests to be issued. Therefore, the [SnapShot Update] button is
disabled during updating other screens. The [SnapShot Update] button in the enlarged screen is
disabled during the automatic update as well. “Right-click and save the image” is also disabled in
the enlarged screen.

4

In the enlarged logical VGA device image SnapShot screen, the following key operations are
disabled.
- Updating with the [F5] key
- Going back to the previous screen with the [Back Space] key by the browser control
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1

4

5

7

2

6

3

#
1

Description
[All LPAR Display]/[Select LPAR Display] buttons
[All LPAR Display]: Displays all LPAR screens.
[Select LPAR Display]: Displays selected LPAR screens.
Change of screens is not available when the logical VGA snapshot screen is being automatically
updated. When you click those buttons, the following message will appear.

2

[Check all]/[Clear all] buttons
[Check all]: Put a check mark in boxes of all LPARs displayed in 3 above.
[Clear all]: Remove check marks from boxes of all LPARs displayed in 3 above.
You can select a range of LPAR number to check in Select box.

3

Checkbox to select LPARs whose logical VGA image is automatically snapshot.
A number shown above check boxes is the LPAR numbers. This displays the maximum number
of LPARs’ check boxes. When the logical VGA snapshot is automatically updated, the check box
is disabled.

4

[Start snapshotting]/[Stop snapshotting] buttons
[Start snapshotting]: Starts automatic update of logical VGA snapshot screens, which takes 2
seconds per LPAR.
[Stop snapshotting]: Stops automatic update of logical VGA snapshot screens.
Two-consecutive execution with a double click is not available. When you press [Start
snapshotting], the [Start snapshotting] button will be disabled until you press [Stop snapshotting]
once.

5

[change display size] button
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Description
Every time you press the button, the display size is changed between 4 columns and 8 columns.
from 4 to 8 columns

from 8 to 4 columns

The button is disabled when logical VGA snapshot screens are being automatically updated.
6

Logical snapshot screen of each LPAR
When you click a logical snapshot screen of each LPAR, the enlarged view will appear.

When logical VGA snapshot screens are being automatically updated, however, an enlarged
view will not appear. The following message will appear, instead.

A function, right-click to save the screen, is available for logical VGA snapshot screens of each
LPAR. To save a screen, right-click on the screen to display the menu and save it.
7

[Go to menu] [Logout] Link
[Go to menu]: Goes to the menu screen.
[Logout]: Logs out of the logical VGA snapshot screen.

8

The following keys are disabled in the logical VGA snapshot screen.
[F5] key for updating
[Backspace] key for returning to the previous screen: controlling the browser
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1

2

#

Description

1

When you click the [Select LPAR Display] button with Select boxes of LPARs checked, selected
LPAR screens will be displayed. With no Select box checked, nothing is displayed.

2

Logical VGA snapshot screens of selected LPAR numbers will be displayed in ascending
numeric order.

3

The following keys are disabled in the logical VGA snapshot screen.
[F5] key for updating
[Backspace] key for returning to the previous screen: controlling the browser

Selected LPAR screens will be changed when:
Change timing of selected LPAR screens
When you select LPARs and then click the [Select LPAR Display] button in the [All LPAR Display]
screen.
When you click the [Start snapshotting] button in the [Select LPAR Display] screen.
When you click the [change display size] button in the [Select LPAR Display] screen.
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1

3
4

2

2

#

2

Description

1

When you click [Start snapshotting], the screen will be automatically updated.

2

Screens of selected LPARs will be automatically updated in numeric order, which takes 2
seconds per LPAR. Logical VGA snapshot screen are not to be updated at the same time.

3

The following message is displayed during update.
“The logical snapshot of LPAR1 is being updated.”

4

The following keys are disabled when the logical VGA snapshot screen is being updated.
[F5] key for updating
[Backspace] key for returning to the previous screen: controlling the browser
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HVM Web System Error Screen
This section describes the HVM Web system error screen of the logical VGA SnapShot.
(1) Login authentication failure
The following screen is displayed when login authentication fails.

1

2
3

#

Description

1

Display an error title.

2

Display the error message and error code are displayed.

3

Go back to the login screen.

#
1

Error message
Invalid User ID or Password.
Please input a correct again User ID and
Password on the login screen.
(Code: 00000000)
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This section describes the screen displayed when changing password fails. This
screen is displayed in the same format as used in Login Authentication Failure.

#

Error message

Action

1

Because a user ID or the character string that I
input into the column of the password became the
character string except "the half size
alphanumeric character within 8 characters", I
failed in the change of the password. Please input
a user ID and a password by "a half size
alphanumeric character within 8 characters".
(Code:00010001)

Go back to the Change Password
screen and input the correct user ID
and password.

2

Because a current user ID or a password was
wrong, I failed in the change of the password.
Please input a right user ID and a password

Go back to the Change Password
screen and input the correct user ID
and password.

（Code：00010002）
3

The character string that I input into a new
password becomes it besides "a half size
alphanumeric character within 8 characters".
Please input a right password again.

Go back to the Change Password
screen and input the new password
correctly.

(Code：00010003)
4

A new password becomes the password like
before change. The new password please input
before change and a password.
(Code：00010004)

1177

Go back to the Change Password
screen and input a password different
from the former password.
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When closing the session, the session closed message is displayed. The error code
is not displayed due to no problem in operation.

#
1

Error message
Session closed. Please login again.

Action
Go back to the Login screen to start
over from Login.

(4) Internal Error screen
This section describes the screen caused by internal errors such as file open error
and internal process conflict not by the user operation. Re-login is noticed. If the
re-login cannot solve the problem, contact our maintenance personnel.
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Error message

1

Internal error is occurred. Please carry it out from
login again. When a problem is not settled, please
contact a member of maintenance.
（Code：XXXXXXXXX）

#

Action
Refer to the table below.

Error message

Action

1

Password file failed to open when updating the
password setting file.
（Code：00010005）

Contact the reseller from which you
bought the equipment or consult
maintenance personnel.

2

LPAR name cannot be obtained due to the
incorrect HTTP request parameter.
（Code：00020002）

Go back to the Login screen and start
over Login.

3

Incorrect parameter is detected when the number
of targeted LPAR to obtain images is 1 or smaller
and 17 or larger.
（Code: 00020003）

Go back to the Login screen and start
over Login.

4

Incorrect parameter is detected when the number
of an LPAR, specified at the Web server boot, is 1
or smaller and 17 or large. (Code: 00020004)

Go back to the Login screen and start
over Login.

(5) Server Access unavailable screen
When HVM is booting including rebooting, an error screen may be displayed
because the Web server has not booted. When the error screen displayed, wait for
a while and then access HVM again.



Notes


When executing the HVM Web system, up to one (1) user is allowed to use it not to
load on the Web server. Even if a user has already logged in, another user who
logs in later can use the system.



The following table lists setting values recommended.

Item
1

Recommended setting value
Recommended resolution for the VGA screen of the external console: 1280 x 1024
When setting the resolution other than mentioned above, the display may not
accommodate the VGA capture screen. If so, use the scroll bar on the browser.



2

Recommended Web browser: Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or 7.0

3

JavaScript should be set available because JavaScript is used for automatic update of the
VGA capture screen.

4

Popup window should be enabled in the setting of the Web browser. Otherwise, the
window for enlarged screens of the VGA capture may not open properly.

Access the HVM Web system
When accessing the HVM Web system, a dialog of “Security Warning” may be
displayed. There is no problem and continue the operation. Although the original
window in Internet Explorer 7.0 may not close, click “Yes” to close the window.



Web browser settings
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Internet Explorer 6.0
1 Select [Tool], then [Internet option] from the menu.
The [Internet option] dialog is displayed.
2 Click the [Security] tab from the [Internet option] dialog.
3 Click the [Trusted site] icon.
4 Click the [Site (S)] button.
The [[Trusted site] dialog is displayed.
5 Add the HVM Web system URL into the [Add the next Website to the zone
(D)] field in the [Trusted site] dialog, and then click the [Addition (A)]
button.
The site added to the [Website] field will be added.
6 Click the [Close] button.
The [[Trusted site] dialog will close
7 Click [OK] on the [Internet option] dialog.
The dialog will close.
The procedure for Internet Explorer 6 is complete.
If the system does not operate properly after the setting above, check the
security setting in the [Trusted site].
1 Select [Tool], then [Internet option] from the menu.
The [Internet option] dialog is displayed.
2 Click the [Security] tab from the [Internet option] dialog.
3 Click the [Trusted site] icon.
4 Click the [Customize level] button.
The [[Trusted site] dialog is displayed.
5 On the [Security setting] dialog, check the following items. If the settings
are different from those of items described below, change the setting.
Script
- Active script
- Enable



Internet Explorer 7.0
1 Select [Tool], then [Internet option] from the menu.
The [Internet option] dialog is displayed.
2 Click the [Security] tab from the [Internet option] dialog.
3 Click the [Trusted site] icon.
4 Click the [Site (S)] button.
The [Trusted site] dialog is displayed.
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The system may not operate properly depending on the Web browser settings such
as fortified security configuration for Internet Explorer. If the system cannot operate,
put the URL for the HVM Web system into the trusted site. How to add URL to the
trusted site is as follows:

9

The site added to the [Website] field will be added.
6 Click the [Close] button.
The [Trusted site] dialog is closed
7 Click the [OK] button on the [Internet option] dialog.
The [Internet option] dialog will close.
The procedure for Internet Explorer 7 is complete.
If the system does not operate properly after the setting above, check the
security setting in the [Trusted site].


Internet Explorer 6.0
1 Select [Tool], then [Internet option] from the menu.
The [Internet option] dialog is displayed.
2 Click the [Security] tab from the [Internet option] dialog.
3 Click the [Trusted site] icon.
4 Click the [Customize level] button.
5 On the [Security setting] dialog, check the following items. If the settings
are different from those of items described below, change the setting.
Script
+ Active script
+ Enable



Internet Explorer 7.0
1 Select [Tool], then [Internet option] from the menu.
The [Internet option] dialog is displayed.
2 Click the [Security] tab from the [Internet option] dialog.
3 Click the [Trusted site] icon.
4 Click the [Customize level] button.
5 On the [Security setting] dialog, check the following items. If the settings
are different from those of items described below, change the setting.
Script
+ Active script
+ Enable
Others
+ Page reading automatically
+ Enable
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5 Add the HVM Web system URL to obtain snapshot images into the [Add the
next Website to the zone (D)] field in the [Trusted site] dialog, and then
click the [Addition (A)] button.

9
Using ServerConductor, you can manage the virtualized logical server by HVM as a
physical server.
Refer to the ServerConductor manual for the details.



While HVM is processing a request from
ServerConductor, operation on the HVM screen is not
available. For further details, refer to “Notifying that
requests from an external management console are
being processed”.



When using ServerConductor/Deployment Manager,
make sure to set PXE boot (network boot). For further
details, refer to “Setting the EFI driver” and “Setting Boot
Options”.
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Overview of Guest Memory Dump Function
(1) Overview
The guest memory dump function collects memory data (memory dump) allocated
to the specified guest (LPAR) on the HVM side by executing the HVM management
(HvmSh) command on the HVM management server, and transfers the collected
data to the external FTP server to save it as a file.
This function allows memory dump even if a logical server error occurs, such as
when OS dump data cannot be collected by the guest OS, and therefore can be
used for analyzing logical server errors.
The figure below shows a schematic diagram of the guest memory dump function.
HVM

LPAR3
LPAR2
HVM
management server

LPAR1
Guest memory
data

Perform guest memory dump.

Transfer guest memory
dump and save it as a
file.
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The following table lists support items provided by the guest memory dump
function.
No.

Item

Description

1

Dump target guest

LPAR’s memory dump is enabled regardless of the type of guest
OS.

2

User operation means

The guest memory dump collection command as an HVM
management command is executed on the HVM management
server.

3

Dump output server

External FTP server specified by the guest memory dump
collection command (The server that executes the guest memory
dump collection command is also available.)

4

Dump data transfer method

Memory dump data are transferred from the HVM machine to the
external FTP server through the management LAN. Dump data file
is created by the HVM machine, and the file is transferred to the
external FTP server using the FTP protocol.

5

Dump data format

The dump data format conforms to the Niko2Dump format.

6

Dump output file format

Binary format file of dump data based on the dump data format
above

7

Dump output filename

gmdP#L#-YYMMDD-hhmmss-nnn.dat
(Note) P#: Partition number: P0 to P9
L#: LPAR number: L01 to L16
YYMMDD: Collection date (in the order of year (2 digits), month (2
digits), and day (2 digits))
hhmmss: Collection time (24-hour notation in the order of hour (2
digits), minute (2 digits), and second (2 digits))
nnn: Serial number for file division with the unspecified number of
digits (In the case of two digits or less, ’0’ is not attached at the
high-order digits.)
The HVM’s system time is used for collection date and time.

8

Command
functions

Input
information

Enter the following information when executing the guest memory
dump start command.
・HVM IP address
・Number of LPAR from which guest memory dump data is
collected
・IP address of the external FTP server
・User ID of the external FTP server
・Password of the external FTP server
・Dump output file directory path of the external FTP server
(specified directory path under FTP)
Note: If the user ID or password contains a symbol, the memory
dump collection may fail.

9

10

Start
operation

Starts memory dump.

Stop operation

Stops memory dump.

To prevent memory data from being rewritten during memory
dump, all logical CPUs of the target LPAR stop automatically upon
the start of memory dump, and remain inactive even after the
memory dump is completed.
All the logical CPUs that were stopped by the start operation do not
restart automatically, and still remain inactive.

11

Progress
indication

The following contents of memory dump progress are displayed on
the screen.
・Total volume, transferred data volume, and transfer percentage
(transferred data volume / total volume × 100 (%))
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Item

12

Description

Memory dump region

The following three regions used by the OS are provided for
memory dump within the memory area allocated to the target LPAR
(No memory area in the LPAR can be specified.)
DOS region: 00_0000_0000 to 00_0009_FFFF
Low memory: 00_0010_0000 to 00_7FFF_FFFF
High memory: 01_0000_0000 to [MMCFG] - 1
(Note) These regions are the same as those for Niko2Dump of
Basic.

13

Maximum concurrent
collection

One LPAR / HVM machine (Another dump data collection request
to the same HVM machine cannot be accepted during memory
dump even to another LPAR of the same HVM machine.)

14

Condition for data collection

Memory dump data can be collected only when the target LPAR is
activated.

15

Guest software operation

The guest memory dump function works as follows in relation to the
guest software program:
・Memory dump data can be collected regardless of the operation of
the guest software program (even when it can no longer operate
due to an error during operation).

(3) Recommended FTP Server
We recommend the following combinations of OS and software program providing
the FTP server function as an external FTP server. If any combination other than
those specified
OS



Software providing the FTP server function

Windows Server 2003

IIS 6.0

Windows XP Professional

IIS 5.1

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4.5

vsftpd

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.1

vsftpd

How to Use the Guest Memory Dump Function
For the basic usage of HVM management commands that are essential when using the
guest memory dump function, refer to the HVM Management Command (HvmSh)
Operation Guide. For how to use commands related to the guest memory dump function
in HVM management commands, refer to “Starting Guest Memory Dump,” “Stopping
Guest Memory Dump,” and “Acquiring Guest Memory Dump Progress” in “HVM
Interface Individual Specifications” of the HVM Management Command (HvmSh)
Operation Guide.



Precautions
Follow the precautions described below when using the guest memory dump function.


After guest memory dump is started, all logical CPUs of the target LPAR stop and
logical server processing is not restarted. For this reason, use this function only
when logical server processing can no longer be continued (such as when a logical
server error has occurred).
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Therefore, if guest memory dump is started in the target LPAR during job
processing, all the logical CPUs of the target LPAR stop and the ongoing job stops
accordingly. This is equivalent to a breakdown of the target LPAR that will occur
when guest memory dump of the LPAR is started during job processing. For this
reason, do not perform guest memory dump to a working LPAR.



If “Deactivate” operation, “Reactivate” operation or logical server movement
operation is performed to the target LPAR during guest memory dump, the
operation takes precedence and the guest memory data is not retained. Therefore,
guest memory dump can no longer be continued and the guest memory dump is
cancelled. When guest memory dump is in progress, do not perform “Deactivate”
operation, “Reactivate” operation or logical server movement operation to the
target LPAR.



LPARs other than the target LPAR continue to work after guest memory dump is
started, but those that use the HVM management NIC as shared NIC may be
affected as its network performance degrades.



If Force Recovery is performed on the System Service State screen of the HVM
screen during guest memory dump, the memory dump operation is cancelled.



If Update System Config is performed with the F10 key on the System
Configuration screen of the HVM screen during guest memory dump, the memory
dump operation is cancelled.



If the processing to automatically stop all logical CPUs of the target LPAR fails at
the beginning of guest memory dump, the memory dump operation is cancelled
and the target LPAR is deactivated forcibly. If this deactivation fails, the target
LPAR is blocked. When this state occurs, contact the maintenance personnel.



If an unrecoverable error occurs during guest memory dump in the HVM machine
that performs guest memory dump, the memory dump operation is cancelled.
When this state occurs, contact the maintenance personnel.



If an HVM Assist error occurs during guest memory dump, the memory dump
operation may be cancelled. When this state occurs, contact the maintenance
personnel.



If a communication error occurs in the network between HVM machine and
external FTP server during guest memory dump, the memory dump operation is
cancelled. When this state occurs, check the network configuration between HVM
machine and external FTP server. If the problem is still not solved, check whether
the FTP software program of the external FTP server is running correctly. If the
problem still remains, contact the reseller from which you purchased this
equipment or consult maintenance personnel.



When guest memory dump processing and guest OS dump processing by the
Dump operation on the Front Panel screen are performed simultaneously to one
LPAR, all the logical CPUs of the LPAR stop due to guest memory dump and the
guest OS processing stops accordingly. Therefore, the guest OS dump operation
on the Front Panel screen is disabled, but the guest memory dump is enabled.
Remove this precaution with the following operational procedure:
1

When you find an abnormal operation of the guest OS and dump the guest
memory data, perform guest OS dump first by the Dump operation on the
Front Panel screen

2

If this guest OS dump operation fails, perform the guest memory dump using
the guest memory dump function.
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Overview of HVM Dump Collection Command
(1) Overview
The HVM dump collection command is included in HVM management (HvmSh)
commands. When the HVM dump collection command is executed on the HVM
management server, the HVM performs HVM dump and transfers the collected
dump data to the external FTP serve specified in the HVM dump collection
command to save it as a file. The figure below shows a schematic diagram when
the HVM dump collection command is executed.
HVM

Execute the HVM dump
collection command.

Dump and log
functions

HVM
management server

Transfer HVM dump data
and save it as a file.
External FTP server

(2) Details of Support
The following table lists support items provided by the guest memory dump
function.
No.

Item

Support

1

Dump volume

Up to 16 MB

2

User operation means

The HVM dump collection command is executed on the HVM
management server.

3

Dump output server

External FTP server specified by the HVM dump collection command
(The server that executes the HVM dump collection command is also
available.)

4

Dump data transfer
method

Memory dump data is transferred from the HVM machine to the
external FTP server through the management LAN. The HVM dump
data are compressed and a GZIP file is created by the HVM machine,
and the file is transferred to the external FTP server using the FTP
protocol.

5

Dump data format

Same as the existing HVM dump format

6

Dump output file format

GZIP format. Two files (two blocks of dump data) with the existing
dump header (128 bytes) attached to the head of the
GZIP-compressed data are output.

7

Dump output file name

First-block dump file: hvmdump-yyyymmdd-hhmmss-01
Second-block dump file: hvmdump-yyyymmdd-hhmmss-02
(Note) yyyymmdd: Collection date (in the order of year (4 digits), month
(2 digits), and day (2 digits))
hhmmss: Collection time (in the order of hour (2 digits), minute (2
digits), and second (2 digits))
Collection date and time are the same for the first and second blocks.
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Item

8

Support

User input information

Enter the following information when executing the HVM dump
collection command.
・HVM IP address
・IP address of the external FTP server
・User ID of the external FTP server
・Password of the external FTP server
・Dump output file directory path of the external FTP server (specified
directory path under FTP)
Note: If the user ID or password contains a symbol, the memory dump
collection may fail.

9

Maximum concurrent
collection

1 (Another dump data collection request to the same HVM machine
cannot be accepted during memory dump operation.

10

Condition for data
collection

Except for the notes described later, HVM dump is always enabled.

(3) Recommended FTP Server
We recommend the following combinations of OS and software program providing
the FTP server function as an external FTP server. If any combination other than
those specified below is used as an external FTP server, operation of the server is
not guaranteed.
OS



Software providing the FTP server functions

Windows Server 2003

IIS 6.0

Windows XP Professional

IIS 5.1

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4.5

vsftpd

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.1

vsftpd

How to Use the HVM Dump Collection Command
For the basic usage of HVM management commands that are essential when using the
HVM dump collection command, refer to the HVM Management Command (HvmSh)
Operation Guide. For how to use the HVM dump collection command, refer to
“Collecting HVM dump data” in “HVM Interface Individual Specifications” in the HVM
Management Command (HvmSh) Operation Guide.



Notes
The following describes notes to be considered when using the HVM dump collection
command.


While HVM dump is performed by the HVM dump collection command, any other
HVM dump operation on the HVM screen is disabled.



While HVM dump is performed by the operation on the HVM screen, HVM dump by
the HVM dump collection command is disabled.



If an unrecoverable error occurs during HVM dump in the HVM machine that
performs HVM dump, the HVM dump operation is cancelled. When this state
occurs, contact the maintenance personnel.
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If a communication error occurs in the network between HVM machine and
external FTP server during HVM dump, the HVM dump operation is cancelled.
When this state occurs, check the network configuration between HVM machine
and external FTP server. If the problem is still not solved, check whether the FTP
software of the external FTP server is running correctly. If the problem still remains,
contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or consult
maintenance personnel.

HVM Management Command
The HVM management command, HvmSh command, can execute HVM operation,
which is executed on the HVM screen, from Windows command line. With this
command, you can obtain the HVM system information from the remote system, or
set the LPAR configuration from programs such as script.
For details, refer to “HVM Management Command (HvmSh) Operation Guide”.

Command for obtaining an overview of
system operation


Outline of the command for obtaining an overview of system
operation
The command for obtaining an overview of system operation, HvmGetPerf, obtains
statistics collected by the HVM, such as the HVM execution time, busy ratio, LPAR
execution time and service ratio, which can be referenced on the LPAR Usage screen.
This command allows a remote system to obtain the operating status of the HVM system
or LPAR or scripting or other program to obtain that information.
The HvmGetPerf command can obtain the following performance statistics:
(1) Service ratio and service time for each LPAR
(2) Execution time and busy ratio for each LPAR
(3) Number of dedicated and shared processors for each LPAR
(4) Logical processor usage time for each LPAR
(5) Physical processor usage ratio
(6) Execution time and busy ratio for the HVM system
The HvmGetPerf command obtains the latest values of performance statistics collected
in a second.
It supports a summary output format for higher legibility and a text format that is easy for
other programs to handle.
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Installing the HvmGetPerf command
The HvmGetPerf command is provided as an executable command on the Windows
Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows XP, or Windows VISTA command prompt.
The HvmGetPerf command can be used from the management server for which IP
addresses are registered in BSM1-4 IP Addresses or CLI1 to 8 IP Addresses on the
System Configuration screen.
The HvmGetPerf command is stored in the HVM Utility CD. Copy the HvmGetPerf
command to the directory to which an execution path is set for the machine on which to
execute the HvmGetPerf command. This command is not available from a server in
which BSM IP Address or HVM CLI IP Address is not set. Set the IP address of the
management server with BSM command of SVP command mode or on System
Configuration screen.
Operate SC/BSM on the management server to which the BSM IP Address is set for
installation.
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Using the HvmGetPerf command
The HvmGetPerf command obtains an overview of system operation from the specified
HVM and outputs the results to the specified destination. It can also output information
for a specific LPAR only.
If it cannot connect to the specified HVM, it terminates by time-out.
Execute the HvmGetPerf command as follows: ( indicates a space.)
HvmGetPerf-host=Ip-address[–type=item-to-be-obtained]
[–lpar=LPAR-number] [–filename=output-destination-file-name]
[-timeout=timeout-time] [-srcip=IP-address]
The table below describes options for HvmGetPerf command.
Option

Description

-host=IP-address

Specify the IP address of the HVM for which to obtain an overview of
operation. Specify an address in dot-delimited decimal format (“.”). This
parameter is required.
Example: 192.168.0.20

-type=item-to-be-obtaine
d

Specify the item for which to obtain an overview of operation. The
following values can be specified.
all
Obtains all operation overview items.
host
Obtains an operation overview for the HVM system.
pcpu
Obtains an operation overview for the physical CPU.
lpar
Obtains an operation overview for the LPAR.
If this option is omitted, the command obtains all operation overview
items.

-lpar=LPAR-number

Specify the LPAR number for which to obtain an overview of operation
using an integer. If this option is omitted, the command outputs
information for all LPARs.

-filename=output-destinat
ion-file-name

The command outputs an overview of operation in text format to the
specified file. If the specified file exists, the contents of the file are erased
and overwritten with the operation outline information.
If a minus sign (-) is specified as the destination, the command outputs
an overview of operation to the standard output.
If the -filename parameter is omitted, the command outputs operation
overview information in summary format to the standard output.

-timeout=timeou-ttime

Specify the time in which the command times out if it cannot connect to
the HVM, in the range from 1 to 3600 seconds. If this option is omitted,
the command will time out in three seconds.
If 0 is specified, the HvmGetPerf command never times out and infinitely
waits for a response from the HVM.

-srcip=IP-address

Specify an IP address on the management server side for
communicating HVM: IP address of the sender. This setting is required
for fixing an IP address for HvmGetPerf command when the
management server uses the IP address in the network configuration,
where the server is connected to multiple segments.
HvmGetPerf: 1.5 or later versions
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Output in summary format
If the filename option is omitted, the HvmGetPerf command outputs system operation
overview in summary format. The following figure shows an example output in summary
format.
This section uses the output example of the IPF version HVM.
GetPerf ver.1 2007/10/01 11:13:27 GMT+9:00
HVM IP: 192.168.0.26 Name: 1_Blade3
LPAR Total Busy 54 msec
1.3%
SYS1
5 msec
0.1%

Header
HVM system information

HVM operation information
SYS2
48 msec
1.2%
Proc Shr:2 Ded:2
Proc#:000 2.90% Blade#:3 Die#:0 Core#:0 Thread#:0
Physical processor operation
Proc#:001 2.50% Blade#:3 Die#:0 Core#:1 Thread#:0
information
Proc#:002 2.90% Blade#:3 Die#:1 Core#:0 Thread#:0
Proc#:003 2.40% Blade#:3 Die#:1 Core#:1 Thread#:0
LPAR Count:3
LPAR operation information
LPAR#:01 Shr:00 Ded:01 ID:DB_SRVM
SrvRatio: --- Srv: ---%, 1000ms Dsp: 12ms Busy: 1.2% Dsp: ---% PC:*
Operation per physical processor
LProc#00:000 Hyper: 994msec Ready: 1msec Used: 12msec
LPAR operation information
LPAR#:02 Shr:02 Ded:00 IDDB_SRVS
SrvRatio: 100 Srv:100.0%, 2000ms Dsp: 30ms Busy: 1.5% Dsp: 1.5% PC:N
LProc#00:Shr Hyper: 985msec Ready: 0msec Used: 30msec
Operation per physical processor
LProc#01:Shr Hyper: 2000msec Ready: 0msec Used: 0msec
LPAR#:03 Shr:00 Ded:01 ID:APP_SRVM
SrvRatio: --- Srv: ---%, 1000ms Dsp: 12ms Busy: 1.2% Dsp: ---% PC:*
LProc#00:001 Hyper: 990msec Ready: 0msec Used: 12msec

The table below describes the information items output in summary format.
Output item

Description

Type option

Header

Outputs the command version and the time at which
operation overview was output.

Always

HVM system
information

Outputs the IP address and identifier of the target HVM.

all
host

HVM system
operation
information

Indicates the operating status of the HVM system. It shows
execution times and busy ratios for all LPARs and HVM
system as well as the numbers of shared and dedicated
CPUs assigned.

all
host

Indicates the operating status of the physical processors
mounted in the HVM system. It shows the busy ratio and the
mounting location of each processor.

all
pcpu

Physical
processor
operation
information
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Description

LPAR operation
information

Indicates the number of LPARs defined and settings and
operating status for each defined LPAR.
The LPAR Count line at the top displays the number of
LPARs defined.
As definition information for each LPAR, the LPAR number,
number of shared CPUs (Shr), number of dedicated CPUs
(Ded) and LPAR name (ID) are output.
As operation information for each LPAR, the same
information as that shown in the LPAR Usage screen is
displayed for SrvRatio, Srv(%), Dsp(ms), Busy(%), Dsp(%)
and PC.
For each logical CPU defined for each LPAR, the logical
CPU number, whether it is dedicated or shared (Shr or the
number of the physical processor occupying it), HVM
execution time (Hyper), running wait time (Ready) and LPAR
execution time (Used) are output.
If the -lpar option specifies LPAR, the command outputs
information only for the specified LPAR. If the -lpar option is
omitted, the command outputs information for all LPARs
defined. For inactive LPARs, the corresponding information
field shows "---" and does not show information for each
logical CPU.

Type option
all
lpar

The summary format output shows information equivalent to that shown in the LPAR
Usage screen. For details of data, see also description in "LPAR Usage".
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Output in text format
The following figure shows an example output in text format.
HVM_192168020 192.168.0.20 55 1.3 12 0.3 48 1.2 2 2

HVM system information

0 3.60 3 0 0 0
1 2.60 3 0 1 0

Physical processor information

2 3.00 3 1 0 0
3 2.30 3 1 1 0
4 * 0 0 0 0
5 * 0 0 0 0
(Omitted in the middle.)
1 DB_SRVM 0 1 * * 1000 12 1.2 * 2
2 DB_SRVS 2 0 100 100.0 2000 31 1.5 21 1

LPAR information

3 APP_SRVM 0 1 * * 1000 12 1.2 * 2
4 * 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0
(Omitted in the middle.)
1 0 0 1002 4 12
1 1 * 0 0 0
(Omitted in the middle.)

LPAR1
Logical processor information

2 0 * 992 0 31
2 1 * 1000 0 0

LPAR2
Logical processor information

(Omitted in the middle.)
3 0 1 994 1 12
3 1 * 0 0 0
(The rest is omitted.)
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Type
option

Output item

Description

HVM system
information

Indicates the operating status of the entire HVM. It shows the identifier
of the target HVM, HVM IP address, total execution time for all LPARs,
total busy ratio for all LPARs, execution time for HMV System1, busy
ratio for HVM System1, execution time for HVM System2, busy ratio for
HVM System2, number of shared CPUs and number of dedicated
CPUs, in the stated order. Execution times are displayed in millisecond
units.

all
host

Physical CPU
information

For each physical CPU mounted on the HVM system, outputs the
physical CPU number, busy ratio, blade number, socket number, core
number and thread number, in the stated order. Information for the
maximum number of installable CPUs is displayed, regardless of the
number of installed CPUs. For CPUs not mounted, the busy ratio is
shown as "*" and other items shown as 0.

all
pcpu

LPAR
information

Indicates the operating status for each LPAR. It shows the LPAR
number, LPAR name, number of shared CPUs, number of dedicated
CPUs, SrvRatio, Srv(%), Srv(ms), Dsp(ms), Busy(%), Dsp(%) and PC
(processor capping) in the stated order. For details of each value, see
description in "LPAR Usage". For PC, a value of 0 indicates a shared
CPU with processor capping, 1 indicates a shared CPU without
processor capping and 2 indicates a dedicated CPU.
Information for 16 LPARs is displayed regardless of whether the LPARs
are defined. For LPARs not defined, the LPAR name is shown as "*"
and other items shown as 0.
If the -lpar option specifies an LPAR number, the command outputs
information only for the specified LPAR.

all
lpar

Logical CPU
information
for each
LPAR

Indicates the operating status of the logical CPU assigned to the LPAR.
It shows the LPAR number, logical CPU number, dedicated/shared,
system execution time, running wait time and LPAR execution time, in
the stated order. Time values are displayed in milliseconds. The
dedicated/shared item displays the physical CPU number for a
dedicated CPU or "*" for a shared CPU.
Information for the maximum number of logical CPUs for which the
LPAR can be set is displayed, regardless of whether or not the LPAR is
defined and of the number of logical CPUs defined in the LPAR. For
logical CPUs that were not running when information was obtained, the
dedicated/shared item is shown as "*" and other items shown as 0. A
CPU that is "not running" refers to a logical CPU for an undefined or
inactive LPAR or a logical CPU that is not defined for an active LPAR.
To determine whether each LPAR is defined or how many logical CPUs
are defined, see the LPAR name, the number of shared CPUs and the
number of dedicated CPUs in LPAR information.
If the -lpar option specifies an LPAR number, the command outputs
information only for logical CPUs for the specified LPAR.

all
lpar



Example
The HvmGetPerf command obtains a system operation overview only once per
execution. To obtain an overview of system operation for a long period of time, it is
necessary to use a batch file or other program that executes the HvmGetPerf command
periodically. The table below shows an example batch file.
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The following table describes the information items output in text format.
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:logging
date /t >>log.txt
time /t >>log.txt
HvmGetPerf -host=192.168.0.26 -filename=- >> log.txt
ping localhost -n 5 > nul
goto logging

Save the above text file as a batch file (with an extension of .bat). When executed, the
batch file executes the HvmGetPerf command at intervals of about five seconds and
logs the command outputs in the log.txt file. In this example, the date and time of
command execution precede the results of the HvmGetPerf command.



Error message
If an error occurs during command execution, the following message is output to the
standard error.
IPMIClient: [Client|HVM|Server] Time: 2007/05/01 12:12:12 Return: 0xXXXXXXXX Message

[Client|HVM|Server]

Indicates the error location.
Client:

Error detected in command.

HVM, Server: Error detected in HVM.
Time: 2007/05/01 12:12:12
0xXXXXXXXX
Message

Indicates the time the error occurred.
Indicates the command termination code.
Describes the error.

If an error occurs, the command process terminates with the termination code described
in the message. In a Windows batch file, you can obtain the termination code by
referencing the ERRORLEVEL environment variable immediately after executing the
HvmGetPerf command.
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@echo off
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Error message and
termination code

Description

Action

Invalid Option.
0x01010000

An invalid option is specified.

Check the command options.

Target Host
Unreachable.
0x01020000

The specified host is not found.

Check that the specified address is
correct and that the specified
target host is operating normally.

Response Timeout.
0x01020001

The specified host has not
responded.

Check that the specified address is
correct and that the specified
target host is operating normally.

Unknown Data
Received.
0x01030000,
0x000000ce,
0x000000cc

Unexpected data has been
received.

Check that the specified target
host is operating normally.

failed to bind.
0x01030001

Network bind operation has failed.

Check the communication
configuration. Alternatively, wait
for a while and retry.

failed to activate
session.
0x01030002

Failed to establish a
communication session.

Check the number of SC/BSM
devices concurrently connecting to
the HVM and whether other
machines are executing the
HvmGetPerf command
simultaneously. Only up to four
devices can connect to the HVM
simultaneously.

Cannot Write File
or Given Too
Long File Name.
0x01040000

Failed to write data to a file.

Check that the specified file is
write-enabled.
Alternatively, shorten the length of
the filename.

Target LPAR is
undefined.
0x04000000

The specified LPAR is not defined.

When using the lpar option,
specify only a defined LPAR.

Unexpected
Exception was
raised.
0xffffffff

An internal error has occurred.

Check the command options,
network conditions and the
operating status of the specified
HVM.

Invalid Command
Received.
0x000000c1

The target host failed to accept the
HvmGetPerf command.

Check whether the HVM IP
address is specified.
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The following table lists the errors contained in messages output by the command and
the corresponding termination codes.
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Cooperation with PFM
Performing HvmSh command or HvmGetPerf command from PFM allows you to collect
HVM statistics information and to show it as a report in a graphic form with PFM.

HVM

(2) Perform
a statisitcs
command..

(1) Collect
statistics.

Management Server
(PFM Agent)

(5) Transmit the
statistics.

(4) Transform the result of
the command to the
user data. *1

(3) Receive
the result of
the statistics
command.

PFM
Web
Console
(6)
Displays
the report..

*1 For cooperation only with HvmGetPerf command.]

The following table shows the difference between HVmSh command and HVmGetPerf
command in cooperation with PFM.
HVM statistics collection command
Item

HvmSh
(recommended)

HvmGetPerf

CPU occupied rate on display





CPU shortage rate on display



-

NIC usage status on display



-

FC usage status on display



-

Not required

Required

Script creation

[]: supported; [-]: Not supported



Cooperation with HvmSh Command
HvmSh command is available from the management server, which is set to IP
addresses of BSM1 to 4 or HVM CLI1 to 8 on the system configuration screen. Set the IP
address of the management server to IP address of BSM 1 to 4 or HVM CLI1 to 8 .
HvmSh command from a management server, which is not set to any BSM IP address,
will be ignored by HVM. A management server set to a BSM IP address or HVM CLI IP
address needs to have PRM agent in operation.
Management server
PFM Agent

HvmSh command

Other applications

IP address
(192.168.0.1)
NIC#0

Segment A
Segment A

Segment A
NIC

NIC

(192.168.0.2)
HVM

(192.168.0.3)
HVM

BSM IP address 1(192.168.0.1)
BSM IP address 2
BSM IP address 3
BSM IP address 4

BSM IP address 1(192.168.0.1)
BSM IP address 2
BSM IP address 3
BSM IP address 4
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Management server
PFM Agent

HvmSh command

Other applications

IP address
(192.168.0.1)

IP address
(172.16.0.1)

NIC#0
IP address
(192.168.0.254)

Routing table

NIC#1

Prioritized

Segment A

Segment B

Router
Segment B
Segment B
NIC
(172.16.0.2)
HVM

BSM IP address 1(192.168.0.1)
BSM IP address 2
BSM IP address 3
BSM IP address 4

Segment B
NIC
(172.16.0.3)
HVM

BSM IP address 1(192.168.0.1)
BSM IP address 2
BSM IP address 3
BSM IP address 4

Routing table:
[Example 1]
route -p add 172.16.0.2 mask 255.255.255.254 192.168.0.254
[Example 2]
route -p add 172.16.0.2 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.0.254
route -p add 172.16.0.3 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.0.254

To cooperate PFM with HvmSh command, copy the HvmSh command stored in the
HVM Utility CD into the specified PFM folder. GUI operation from PFM can display
statistics information in a graph or table in the Web browser.
Refer to the PFM manual for further details.
The following versions are required for cooperation PFM with HvmSh command.
PFM
09-01 or later versions



HvmSh command
4.1 or later versions

HVM
17-40 or later versions

Cooperation with HvmGetPerf Command
HvmGetPerf command is available from a management server, which is set to the IP
address of BSM 1 to 4 or HVM CLI IP address in the system configuration screen. Set
the IP address of the management server to IP addresses of BSM 1 to 4 or HVM CLI IP
address .
Creating a script is required for cooperation between PFM and HvmGetPerf command.
Using the script can display statistics information in a graph or table in the web browser.
Refer to the PFM manual for further details.
The following is sample subscripts for cooperating with PFM
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In the network where the management server is connected to multiple segments, give
priority to the NIC port on the management server, which is used for HvmSh command,
and register the route on the routing table. Then, the registered route is used for all
communication from the management server to HVM.

9
Create a HVM folder in the D: drive and create the following files. Create a blank file for
a text file.


HvmGetPerf.bat: for executing HVMGetPerf
Specify the HVM IP Address to obtain Usage in this file.



HVMGetPerf.exe: This is HVMGetPerf itself.



hvmgetperf_to_pfm.bat: Start this form PFM.



hgp2pfm.js: For transforming the result of HVMGetPerf.exe to user data.



pfm_user_date.txt: User data file for PFM



hvmgetperf_data.txt: the result file that HVMGetPerf.exe is executed

HvmGetPerf.bat
D:\HVM\HvmGetPerf.exe -host=xxx. xxx. xxx. xxx -filename="D:\HVM\hvmgetperf_data.txt"

hvmgetperf_to_pfm.bat
cscript D:\HVM\hgp2pfm.js
"%ProgramFiles%\Hitachi\jp1pc\agtt\agent\jpcuser\jpcuser.exe" PD_UPDB -file
D:\HVM\pfm_user_data.txt

hgp2pfm.js
WshShell=WScript.CreateObject("WScript.Shell");
// Function to obtain SYS1 value
function GetSystem1Line(line) {
var result = '';
result += "HVM 0 SYS1 ";
result += "0 0 0 0 0 "
result += (line.split(' ')[4] + ' ');

//SYS1 Dsp(ms)

result += (line.split(' ')[5] + ' 0 '); //SYS1 Busy(%)
result += "---";
return result;
}
// Function to obtain SYS2 value
function GetSystem2Line(line) {
var result = '';
result += "HVM 0 SYS2 ";
result += "0 0 0 0 0 "
result += (line.split(' ')[6] + ' ');

//SYS2 Dsp(ms)

result += (line.split(' ')[7] + ' 0 '); //SYS2 Busy(%)
result += "---";
return result;
}
// Function to obtain LPAR value
function GetLparLine(line, line_count) {
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if( (line.split(' ')[1] == '*') | (line.split(' ')[7] == '*') ) {
result = '\n';
} else {
result += "HVM ";
result += (line.split(' ')[0] + ' '); //Lpar number
result += (line.split(' ')[1] + ' '); //Name
result += (line.split(' ')[2] + ' '); //Shr
result += (line.split(' ')[3] + ' '); //Ded
result += (line.split(' ')[4] + ' '); //Srv
result += (line.split(' ')[5] + ' '); //Srv(%)
result += (line.split(' ')[6] + ' '); //Srv(ms)
result += (line.split(' ')[7] + ' '); //Dsp(ms)
result += (line.split(' ')[8] + ' '); //Busy(%)
result += (line.split(' ')[9] + ' '); //Dsp(%)
// PC
if(line.split(' ')[10] =='0') {
result += "YES ";
} else if(line.split(' ')[10] =='1') {
result += "NO ";
} else {
result += "--- ";
}
}
return result;
}
// Function to write data to a file
function HvmGetPerf2PFM(system1_line_function, system2_line_function, lpar_line_function) {
var PFM_USER_Data

= "D:\\HVM\\pfm_user_data.txt"

var GET_PERF_Data

= "D:\\HVM\\hvmgetperf_data.txt" // File for HVMGetPerf

// File to create PFM User Data

var line_count = 0;
var oShell;
var WShell;
var LogObj = undefined;
oShell = new ActiveXObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject");
var oFile1 = oShell.GetFile(GET_PERF_Data);
var oFile = oFile1.OpenAsTextStream();
LogObj = oShell.CreateTextFile(PFM_USER_Data, true, false);
//Output the part of PFM Header to the file.
LogObj.WriteLine("Product Name=PFM-Agent for Platform (Windows)");
LogObj.WriteLine("FormVer=0001");
LogObj.WriteLine("tt ki ks l l l f f f f f ss");
// Execute HvmGetPerf.exe.
WShell = new ActiveXObject("WScript.Shell");
WShell.Run("d:\\hvm\\HvmGetPerf.bat", 2, true);
while(!oFile.AtEndOfStream) {
// Read one line at a time from the result file of HvmGetPerf.exe.
var line = oFile.ReadLine();
line_count++;
if(line_count == 1) {
// Write SYS1 value
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var result = '';
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LogObj.WriteLine(output);
// Write SYS2 value.
var output = system2_line_function(line);
LogObj.WriteLine(output);
}
if(18 <= line_count && line_count <= 33) {
// Write LPAR value.
var output = lpar_line_function(line, line_count-17);
if(output != '\n') {
LogObj.WriteLine(output);
}
}
}
LogObj.Close();
}
// Transform the result data of HvmGetPerf.exe.
HvmGetPerf2PFM(GetSystem1Line, GetSystem2Line, GetLparLine);

The following is an example of PFM Web Console setting.


Login PFM Web Console.



[Properties] is displayed in the service layer.



Select UPDB from [Detail Records] in the service property, and then change the
setting as follows:
- Log: Yes
- Collection Interval: 60 (Specify the interval between data collection
by second.)

Select [PD-UPDB] of [User Command Setting] from the service property, and change
the setting as follows:
- Execute: Yes
- UserCommand: D: \HVM\hvmgetperf_to_pfm.bat
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var output = system1_line_function(line);
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This function makes a processor automatically in the power-saving mode when there is
no workload to the processor.

Processor workload
Guest

Power saving status

Host
No

Power-saving mode

Yes

Not in the power-saving mode

No

Not in the power-saving mode

Yes

Not in the power-saving mode

No

Yes
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HVM Navigator is a navigator tool for HVM platforms, which provides a plenty of
user-friendly GUIs for a series of tasks, such as planning server integration, building
environment, operation, and monitoring.
For this utility, consult your reseller.

HVM Navigator Setup
Installation and initial settings for HVM Navigator are required to use this tool.
Refer to “HVM Navigator User’s Guide Getting Started” for further details.

Booting HVM with HVM Navigator
With HVM Navigator, you can boot HVM easier.
Refer to “HVM Navigator User’s Guide LPAR Configuration Functions” for further
details.

Setting LPARs with HVM Navigator
With HVM Navigator, you can configure settings for LPARs easier.
Refer to “HVM Navigator User’s Guide LPAR Configuration Functions” for further
details.

Monitoring
Monitoring is to monitor operation status in the HVM environment, which is used for
diagnosing the resource shortage per LPAR. It allows you to total the operation status to
multiple HVMs on the network, and to view the monitored history picked up from various
viewpoints.
For the details, refer to “HVM Navigator User’s Guide Monitoring Functions”.
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The configuration viewer is a function to display HVM system configuration list and HVM
system block diagram.
For the details, refer to “HVM Navigator User’s Guide Viewer Functions”.

LPAR Migration
 Overview of LPAR Migration
LPAR migration means that an LPAR migrates from a server blade currently running to
another server blade. LPARs can migrate in two ways shown in the table below.
Item

Type of LPAR migration
Shutdown

Standby

OS status

Shutdown

Standby

LPAR status

Deactivate

Activate

HVM status

Power on

Power on

CPU

Supports Dedicated/Shared.

Supports Dedicated/Shared.

Allocated
amount

No restriction

No restriction

NIC

Supports only Shared.

Supports only Shared.

FC

Supports only Shared.

Supports only Shared.

I/O
configuration

Physical configuration of HVM
needs to be identical.

Physical configuration of HVM
needs to be identical.

BIOS

The same version:
Not required for migration
source and destination.

The same version:
Required for migration source and
destination.

BMC

The same version:
Not required for migration
source and destination.

The same version:
Required for migration source and
destination.

SVP

The same version:
Not required for migration
source and destination.

The same version:
Not required for migration source
and destination.

HVM

The same version:
Not required for migration
source and destination.

The same version:
Required for migration source and
destination.

Across blades

Supports

Supports

Across chassis

Supports

Supports

Downtime

About 5 to 15 minutes *1

About 3 to 5 minutes

Memory

Device

Firmware

*1: Time required for stop and start depends on the application.
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(1) Configuration for consideration
Estimated configuration for initial consideration
Subject: Server consolidation plan
Purpose: Allows users to easily introduce virtualization with easy re-configuration.
Benefits: No need of re-configuration for OS/storage navigator, which usually required with WWN/MAC changes.
A shorter time for aging by the standby feature always maintains the stable status.

Estimate

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR3

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM (b)

HVM (a)

HVM (c）

Reconfiguration

Actual configuration

LPAR2

LPAR3

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM (a)

Reconfig
uration
HVM (b)

HVM (c)
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Maintenance plan: Updating HVM
Subject: Updating HVM firmware
Purpose: Reduction in downtime by combination with updating a version in operation
Benefits: No need of giving the job instruction once accepted and in operation due to the migration.

LPAR1

HVM

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR3

HVM

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR3

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM

HVM

Update the version in operation.

Reboot HVM.

HVM

LPAR1
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LPAR2

HVM

LPAR1

HVM

LPAR3

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR3

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM
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(2) Maintenance plan: Updating HVM
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Maintenance plan: Hardware
Subject: Maintenance for server blades
Purpose: Reduction in potentially longer downtime (Not depends on time for hardware maintenance)
Benefits: LPAR can start before the hardware maintenance is completed.

HVM

LPAR1
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LPAR2

HVM

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR3

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM

LPAR1

HVM

HVM

LPAR3

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR3

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM
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(3) Maintenance plan: Hardware
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Use of power saving
Subject: Saving power on every weekend
Purpose: Integrating LPARs that are not always required for the answer to requests from the
development machine or external devices.
Benefits: Saving power by LPAR integration only on weekends, when the downtime causes less trouble
than weekdays.

Weekday

LPAR3

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM (a)

HVM (b)

Weekend
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LPAR2

HVM (b)

LPAR1

LPAR3

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM (a)

Integrating LPARs on
weekends releases server
blades, which leads to
saving power.
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(4) Power saving
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Hosting
Subject: Hosting service
Purpose: Eases customers worry about operation in the same blade, physical processors and memory,
as that of other companies.
Benefits: Can migrate between LPARs without changing VLAN or Zoning if HVM are provided separately
to each customer via adapter when hosting such as resource or allocation is changed.

LPAR2

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

Company B

Company A
HVM (a)

HVM (b)

Company C
Hosting service
Company C demands more resources or dedicated mode.

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM (b)

LPAR2

LPAR2

LPAR1

LPAR1

LPAR2

LPAR1

HVM (a)

HVM (c)

Hosting service

 How to Use LPAR Migration
Refer to “HVM Navigator User’s Guide Migration Functions” for how to use this utility.
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You need follow instructions mentioned below. If not, the same WWN or MAC addresses
can be used twice, which can cause a serious failure to HVM or networks and damage
the disk.


Do not re-use VNICSystemNo on HVM where LPAR migration has been performed.



Do not change the MAC address specified by the user on HVM where LPAR
migration has been performed.



When restoring the configuration before LPAR migration to the migrated partition,
restore the configuration before migration to both source and destination. It is
recommended that you should backup the HVM configuration at source and
destination before performing HVM migration.



Do not restore the HVM configuration to the factory settings on HVM where LPAR
migration has been performed using the DC command of the management module. If
you do, restore the HVM configuration to the factory settings on all HVMs where
LPAR migration has been performed.
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For this item, contact the reseller from which you have purchased the product.
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HVM Model Updating
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For this item, contact the reseller from which you have purchased the product.
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HVM Version Upgrade
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Migration from Basic environment to HVM environment
The following table describes setting and checking items when migrating from Basic
environment to HVM environment.
Setting and Checking

Item

OS (Windows)

Before migration

After migration

Delete the IP Address.

Set an IP Address.

Set the SVGA resolution to
800x600; 256 colors.

-

-

Install the NIC driver.

Set the BIOS. *1

-

Set the HVM mode. *2

-

-

Change the setting of WWPN/WWNN

Server blade
SAN security

*1 Refer to BIOS Settings for the details.
*2 Refer to Configuring and Releasing the HVM Mode for the details.



Migration from HVM environment to Basic environment
The following table describes setting and checking items when migrating from HVM
environment to Basic environment.
Setting and Checking

Item

Before migration
Delete the IP Address.

After migration
Set an IP Address.

OS (Windows)
Install the NIC driver.
Set the BIOS. *1

-

Set the Basic mode. *2

-

-

Change the setting of WWPN/WWNN

Server blade
SAN security

*1 Refer to BIOS Settings for the details.
*2 Refer to Configuring and Releasing the HVM Mode for the details.
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Migration between Basic Environment
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HVM environment using the virtual NIC and Basic
environment have respectively different NIC type and
MAC address. Therefore, install the NIC driver at the
first migration. Also change the middleware settings to
identify MAC address.
If migrating between Basic environment and HVM
environment with NIC to which the fixed IP address is
set, the IP address remains set to the old MAC address.
As a result, resetting the IP address causes the overlap
error. Therefore, delete the IP address before migration.
Refer to “MAC Address for Virtual NIC” for the NIC MAC
address. For setting middleware, refer to the
middleware manual.



Change the setting of SAN security on the storage side
because HVM environment and Basic environment has
WWPN/WWWNN different from each other. For
WWPN/WWNN for the shared FC, refer to “FC Shared
WWPN/WWNN”. For the setting change of SAN
security, refer to the manual of your storage device.



When you install OS in Basic environment, change the
resolution, and migrate HVM environment, the screen
may no be displayed via the remote console. Therefore,
change the SVGA resolution to 800x600; 256 colors in
Basic environment before migrating to HVM
environment.
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This section describes cautions to be taken with regard to the system and HVM.

LAN Switch Module


HVM and management modules communicate via LAN switch modules using ports
0 and 1 of the onboard NIC 0. Thus, do not configure a setting that allows internal
ports 5 to 14 of LAN switch modules 0 and 1 to filter DHCP, and QoS setting that
restricts communication.
Server blade0

Server blade 9

HVM

HVM

Onboard
NIC 0
P0

Management
Management
module 00
module

P1

Onboard
NIC 1

Onboard
NIC 0

P1

P0

P0

P5

P1

P0

P1

P14

LAN switch module 0
P15

Managemen
Management
tmodule
module11

Onboard
NIC 1

P24

P5

P14

LAN switch module 1
P24

P15



IP address used for communication between HVM and a management module is
automatically assigned by the internal LAN network address set with the ILC
command on the management module. When you change the internal LAN
network address set with the ILC command, refer to “Cooperation of Management
Module and LAN Switch Module” in Chapter 10 for the resetting procedure.



A management module logs into a LAN switch module with the login ID set with the
SWC command at HVM boot or shutdown. This requires that the login ID set with
the SWC command should be the same as that of the LAN switch module. If their
IDs are not the same, HVM boot fails including that the server blade cannot power
on in HVM starting operation.
Login ID setting
for LAN switch
module

Login ID registration with SWC command
Default

Register/Change

Delete
with DC command

Default

Available

Not available

Available

Register/Change

Not available

Login IDs:
Mismatched: Not available
Matched: Available

Not available

Delete

Available

Not available

Available
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With the cooperation of management module and LAN switch module,
communication between HVM and a management module is performed in the
dedicated LAN segment using VLAN ID =4093 (the default value). It is
recommended that you should use the default VLAN ID even if you can change it
with the PCC command of the management module.



Values of native vlan and trunk allowed vlan of internal ports in the LAN switch
module connected to the onboard NIC 0 will change depending on the HVM state.
VLAN ID=4093 (the default value) is set as the native vlan when HVM start booting,
and the native vlan returns to the original value when HVM has completely booted.
VLAN ID=4093 (the default value) is added to the internal port as the trunk allowed
vlan at HVM boot, and that value is deleted at HVM shutdown. If you change the
native vlan and trunk allowed vlan to incorrect values, serious problems may occur,
which do not allow HVM configuration information to be saved and HVM dump to
be obtained.
Change in vlan of LAN switch module (Example)



When the internal port of a LAN switch module, to which connected to the onboard
NIC 0, is an access port, the access port is changed to a trunk port at HVM boot
and remains that state after HVM is terminated.



The default configuration at shipment may include the following setting information.
Use the system as they are. If you delete them, communication with the
management module may not be available.
switchport mode trunk
switchport trunk allowed vlan 1

HVM state

Change in vlan
native vlan

Trunk allowed vlan

1000 (set by a user)

1000 (set by a user)
2000 (set by a user)

During HVM boot-up

4093 (set by SVP)

1000 (set by a user)
2000 (set by a user)
4093 (set by SVP)

HVM in operation

1000 (set by a user)

1000 (set by a user)
2000 (set by a user)
4093 (set by SVP)

HVM terminated

1000 (set by a user)

1000 (set by a user)
2000 (set by a user)

Before HVM boot-up



You can add or delete the trunk allowed vlan of internal ports in the LAN switch
module connected to the onboard NIC 0 even when HVM is in boot-up or in
operation. However, be sure not to add or delete the VLAN ID=4093 (the default
value).



You can change the native vlan of internal ports in the LAN switch module
connected to the onboard NIC 0 when HVM is in operation. However, be sure not to
change it during HVM boot-up.



Internal ports 15-24 of a LAN switch module connected to port 0 and 1 in the
onboard NIC 1 can be changed without restriction.



When using the restoring function of LAN switch modules, use caution not to
change the native vlan and trunk allowed vlan of internal ports, which HVM is
currently using, by revising the backup configuration file.



Do not boot HVM when you are changing the settings of the LAN switch module.
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If unexpected HVM failure or failure in the target hardware for switching N+M cold
standby occurs when the LAN switch module setting is being changed, release the
configuration change mode immediately.
LAN switch module message showing Login/Logout from the management module:
Login xxxxxxxx from nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn (ttyp0).
Logout xxxxxxxx from nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn (ttyp0).
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn: Management module IP address
xxxxxxxx: login ID


When you boot HVM, an internal port used for communication between HVM and
the management module is forcibly activated if it is inactive. When you shut down
HVM, the port returns to be inactive. Keep it in mind when you check a state of the
target internal port in the LAN switch module.

FC Switch Module


FC switch module ports, which will be connected to 4 Gbps fibre channel adapter in
shared mode, should have NPIV enabled.
With the “portcfgshow” command, you can find whether or not NPIV is enabled.
If NPIV is disabled, enable the NPIV using the “portcfgnpivport” command of FC
switch.
Refer to the manual attached to the FC switch module for details.



When the transfer rate of the FC port in an FC switch is the default value,
auto-negotiation, LU in the storage may not be viewed because of the discrepancy
between the transfer rate of the FC port and that of the fibre channel card.
In this case, change the transfer rate of the FC port to the same rate as that of your
fibre channel card using the “portcfgspee” command.

Connection Type for Shared FC Port


For connection via FC switch, follow the conditions shown in the table below.

Type of FC
adapter
4Gbps adapter

Firmware version of FC
adapter

Connection type

2x-07-8C or later

Auto or
Point to Point

2x-07-89 or earlier

Point to Point
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If you boot HVM when using the LAN switch module console, a message, saying
that the management module has logged in or logged out, is displayed. If this kind
of message is displayed when the LAN switch module is in the configuration change
mode, where the LAN switch module configuration has been changed but not yet
saved and ‘!’ is added to the head of the prompt, immediately perform the save
command in the LAN switch module to release the configuration change mode. If
you have not released the configuration change mode at HVM boot, HVM fails to
boot.
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Firmware version of FC
adapter

Connection type

8Gbps adapter

All versions

Auto or
Point to Point

For connection directly to the storage, available only for 8Gbps adapters, set the
connection type to Loop.

Prerequisites for Booting HVM
The following resources are required for booting HVM. Without these prerequisites,
HVM cannot be booted.
Item

Prerequisites

Number of processors

Memory size

2 or more

HVM

2048 MB or lager

LPAR

Windows Server 2003: 256 MB or larger
Windows Server 2008: 512 MB or larger
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5: 512 MB or larger
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6: 1024 MB or larger

HVM System Configuration
Set a separate VNIC System number per HVM system, such as Hitachi Compute Blade
1000, Hitachi Compute Blade 2000, or Hitachi Compute Blade 320. If a number overlaps
with that of another HVM, the MAC address of the virtual NIC to the LPAR overlaps that
leads to disabling network communication on the LPAR.

Maximum Resolution
The following table describes the maximum resolution when the remote desktop, remote
console, or NETM/Remote Control is used.
Application
Remote
desktop
Remote
console
NETM/Remote
Console

Maximum
resolution
1024 x 768

Prerequisite
Up to the maximum resolution can be
specified: 1280 x 1024 for example.
It is recommended that the resolution of a
guest OS be 1024 x 768.
If a guest OS resolution is more than 1024 x
768, the console terminal displays the area
of 1024 x 768 out of the screen. But the
screen can be scrolled by moving the scroll
box.
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When using the remote console, set the guest OS display. If the display is already set,
skip this setting.
For how to set it, refer to “Server Blade Display Setting” in “Remote console application
User’s Guide”..

Serial Setting with Guest Screen in Use
When using a guest screen, set the serial console. If it is already set, skip this setting.
For how to set the serial setting, refer to “Serial setting when using the guest screen” in
HVM Screen Operations.

Using Linux


The following table lists setting values for Linux with HVM. When those items have
already been set, they are not necessary. If with settings other than the following,
we do not guarantee that the guest OS will work properly.

Setting item (Setting file)
Guest OS
Architecture

Setting value (Essential)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5
X86

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6

AMD/INTEL 64

X86

AMD/INTEL 64

Off-load option
rx-checksumming

OFF

tx-checksumming

ON

tcp Segmentation
offload

ON

kernel line of
/boot/grub/grub.conf

Linux 5.3

Linux 5.3

pci=noaer

clocksource=hp
et added

notsc added

no_timer_check
added

Linux 5.4/5.6

Linux 5.4/5.6

No setting
required. *1

clock=tsccount
added *2
nmi_watchdog=0 added

/etc/sysctl.conf

-

lpj=frequency (KHz) of the currently
activated processor added

No setting required.

kernel.unknown_nmi_panic=0
added

kernel.unknown_nmi_panic=0
added

kernel.panic_on_unrecoverd_nmi=1
added

kernel.panic_on_unrecoverd_nmi=1
added
kernel.panic_on_io_nmi=1 added

kernel.printk = 3 4 1 7 added
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Guest OS
Architecture
/etc/sysconfig/syslog

Setting value (Essential)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5
X86

AMD/INTEL 64

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6
X86

AMD/INTEL 64

Change KLOGD_OPTIONS

-

(before changed)
KLOGD_OPTIONS="-x"

No setting required.

(after changed)
KLOGD_OPTIONS="-x -c 3"
/etc/sysconfig/clock

CLOCKFLAGS
="--directisa"
added

-

-

No setting
required.

No setting required.

Serial console
/boot/grub/grub.conf

Comment out the line of splashimage=(hd0,0)/grub/splash.xpm.gz
(before changed) splashimage=(hd0,0)/grub/splash.xpm.gz
(after changed) #splashimage=(hd0,0)/grub/splash.xpm.gz
Add the following 2 lines between lines of hiddenmenu and title.
serial --unit=0 --speed=9600
terminal --timeout=10 serial console
Add the following at the end of the
kernel line.

Add the following at the end of the
kernel line.

console=tty0 console=ttyS0,9600

console=ttyS0,9600

/etc/sysconfig/init

Change BOOTUP.
(before changed) BOOTUP=color
(after changed) BOOTUP=serial

/etcsysconfig/kudzu

Change SAFE.

-

(before changed) SAFE=no

No setting required.

(after changed) SAFE=yes
Add co:2345:respawn:/sbin/agetty
9600 ttyS0 vt100 to the bottom line.

/etc/inittab
/etc/securetty

Add ttyS0 to the bottom line.

No setting required.
No setting required.

*1
*2


Delete the kernel parameter: clocksource=hpet that is added when Linux is
installed.
Delete the kernel parameter: notsc that is added when Linux is installed.

Add the following to the /etc/modprobe.conf finle (Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5) or
the /etc/modprobe.d/modprobe.conf file (Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6) to set
“rx-checksumming” to “off” when the driver is loaded.
options e1000 XsumRX=0,0
Value 0 (zero) means Disabled. The numeric characters above “0,0” show the
respective value of eth0 and etho1 from the left. Type in 0 by the same number as
that of interfaces to set and divide them using comma (,).



Add the following to the /etc/rc.d/rc.local file to set “tx-checksumming” and “tcp
segmentation offload” to “on” when the guest OS is booted.
ethtool -K eth* tx on tso on
Type in an interface name for “eth*”, such as eth0.



With any kernel parameter not recommended by HVM, some trouble may occur
such as a large time lag and boot failure. Set the following kernel parameter in the
kernel line in “/boot/grub/grub.conf”. Examples of setting the kernel parameter are
shown below. Each parameter depends on the RHEL version.
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(Before change)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-128.el5PAE ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00
nodmraid
(After change)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-128.el5PAE ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00
nodmraid
nmi_watchdog=0 clocksource=hpet lpj=2530000
[Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3 (AMD/Intel 64)]
(Before change)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-128.el5 ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nodmraid
(After change)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-128.el5 ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nodmraid
nmi_watchdog=0 notsc lpj=2530000
[Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4/5.6 (x86)]
(Before change)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-164.el5PAE ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00
nodmraid
(After change)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-164.el5PAE ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00
nodmraid
nmi_watchdog=0 lpj=2530000
[Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4/5.6 (AMD/Intel 64)]
(Before change)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-164.el5 ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nodmraid
(After change)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-164.el5 ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nodmraid
nmi_watchdog=0 clock=tsccount lpj=2530000
[Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 (x86)]
(Before change) kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.32-131.0.15.el6.i686 ro
root=/dev/mapper/VolGroup00-lv_root
rd_LVM_LV=VolGroup00/lv_root rd_LVM_LV=VolGroup00/lv_swap
rd_NO_LUKS rd_NO_MD rd_NO_DM LANG=ja_JP.UTF-8
KEYBOARDTYPE=pc KEYTABLE=jp106 nodmraid
(After change) kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.32-131.0.15.el6.i686 ro
root=/dev/mapper/VolGroup00-lv_roo
rd_LVM_LV=VolGroup00/lv_root rd_LVM_LV=VolGroup00/lv_swap
rd_NO_LUKS rd_NO_MD rd_NO_DM LANG=ja_JP.UTF-8
KEYBOARDTYPE=pc KEYTABLE=jp106 nodmraid nmi_watchdog=0
pci=noaer no_timer_check
[Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 (AMD/Intel 64)]
(Before change) kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.32-131.0.15.el6.x86_64 ro
root=/dev/mapper/VolGroup00-lv_root
rd_LVM_LV=VolGroup00/lv_root rd_LVM_LV=VolGroup00/lv_swap
rd_NO_LUKS rd_NO_MD rd_NO_DM LANG=ja_JP.UTF-8
KEYBOARDTYPE=pc KEYTABLE=jp106 nodmraid
(After change) kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.32-131.0.15.el6.x86_64 ro
root=/dev/mapper/VolGroup00-lv_root
rd_LVM_LV=VolGroup00/lv_root rd_LVM_LV=VolGroup00/lv_swap
rd_NO_LUKS rd_NO_MD rd_NO_DM LANG=ja_JP.UTF-8
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If selecting the mem option when Linux is used, some trouble may occur, such as
Linux boot failure. Do not add mem=*** to the boot option.



With Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, the following message (*1) may be displayed
during the boot, which leads to an improper value of loops per jiffy (BogoMIPS).
This can cause some programs (processing) to behave improperly and
unexpectedly. To avoid the problem, specify lpj= ”the frequency (KHz) of the
currently activated processor” into the kernel line of /boot/grub/grub.conf.
For example, if the frequency of the currently activated processor is shown as 2.53
GHz in /proc/cpuinfo, specify lpj=2530000.
*1

calibrate_delay_direct() failed to get a good estimate for loops_per_jiffy.
Probably due to long platform interrupts.
Consider using "lpj=" boot option.
Calibrating delay loop... XX.XX BogoMIPS (lpj=XXXX)

When the OS, to which lpj is specified, is transferred to a
different one by server blade replacement or LPAR migration,
specify lpj once more.


In Linux, if the OS console log level is set by default at installation, a large volume
of data may be output to the guest screen. This may significantly reduce the
performance of the application or make Linux hang up. To obtain the OS console
log stably using the guest screen, adjust the OS parameters and set the console
log level to 3 as shown below.
[Red Hat Enterpirse Linux 5]
(1)

Setting the log level to 3
1 Add the following line to /etc/sysctl.conf:
kernel.printk = 3 4 1 7
2 Change the following line of /etc/sysconfig/syslog:
(Before change)
KLOGD_OPTIONS="-x"
(After change)
KLOGD_OPTIONS="-x -c 3"

(2)

Rebooting the system
Enter the following and press the [Enter] key to reboot the system:
# reboot

(3)

Confirming the log level
After starting the system, enter the following and press the [Enter] key to
confirm the log level:
# cat /proc/sys/kernel/printk
3
4
1
7

[Red Hat Enterpirse Linux 6]
(1)

Setting the log level to 3
Add the following line to /etc/sysctl.conf:
kernel.printk = 3 4 1 7

(2)

Rebooting the system
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# reboot
(3)

Confirming the log level
After starting the system, enter the following and press the [Enter] key to
confirm the log level:
# cat /proc/sys/kernel/printk
3
4
1
7



When NMI interrupt remains its default value at installation, NMI interrupt is ignored.
To enable NMI interrupt, following settings are required.
[Red Hat Enterpirse Linux 5]
(1)

Set NMI interrupt.
Add the following lines to etc/sysctl.conf.
kernel.unknown_nmi_panic=0
kernel.panic_on_unrecovered_nmi=1

(2)

Reboot the system.
Type in the following and press the [Enter] key to reboot the system.
# reboot

(3)

Check NMI interrupt settings.
Type in the following after the reboot, and press the [Enter] key to check the
log level.
# /sbin/sysctl -n kernel.unknown_nmi_panic
0
# /sbin/sysctl -n kernel.panic_on_unrecovered_nmi
1

[Red Hat Enterpirse Linux 6]
(1)

Set NMI interrupt.
Add the following lines to etc/sysctl.conf.
kernel.unknown_nmi_panic=0
kernel.panic_on_unrecovered_nmi=1
kernel.panic_on_io_nmi=1

(2)

Reboot the system.
Type in the following and press the [Enter] key to reboot the system.
# reboot

(3)

Check NMI interrupt settings.
Type in the following after the reboot, and press the [Enter] key to check the
log level.
# /sbin/sysctl -n kernel.unknown_nmi_panic
0
# /sbin/sysctl -n kernel.panic_on_unrecovered_nmi
1
# /sbin/sysctl -n kernel.panic_on_io_nmi
1
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When using Red Hat Enterpirse Linux 5 (x86), the time clock may not be reset in
the OS system at the OS shutdown or reboot. Then, the OS clock may show the
different time from the local time because it is not adjusted by the time zone value
you have set.
To avoid this error, add CLOCKFLAGS="--directisa" to /etc/sysconfig/clock.
An example is shown below:
(Before change)
ZONE="Asia/Tokyo"
UTC=false
ARC=false
(After change)
ZONE="Asia/Tokyo"
UTC=false
ARC=false
CLOCKFLAGS="--directisa"


When using Red Hat Enterpirse Linux 5 (x86) and changing RTC with the hwclock
command, a message 'select() to /dev/rtc to wait for clock tick timeout' may be
displayed.
When changing RTC using the hwclock command, an option “--directisa” should be
added as shown below.
If once failed, executing the command with the option will not bring this message.
# hwclock –directisa



When you use NICs in a different environment from at installation, LAN driver
installation may be required.
(1)

LAN drivers used with Linux
NIC

(2)

LAN driver

Virtual NIC/Shared NIC

e1000 LAN driver

Dedicated NIC

igb LAN driver

Whether or not to update LAN drivers

In changing configuration/
In changing NIC assignment
Basic

At
installation

Basic
LPAR

Virtual NIC/
Shared NIC
Dedicated
NIC

e1000: Installing e1000 LAN driver is required.
igb: Installing igb LAN driver is required.
-: No installation is required.
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LAN driver installation
Obtain and install e1000 LAN driver and igb LAN driver.

(4)

Check the updating status
[How to check e1000 LAN driver]
Execute the following command to check that e1000 LAN driver is updated.
Example:
# dmesg | grep NAPI
Displayed example: Intel(R) PRO/1000 Network Driver - version
7.6.15.5-NAPI
[How to check the igb LAN driver]
Execute the following command to check that the igb LAN driver is
updated.
Example:
# dmesg | grep 1.3.8.6-h1
Displayed example: Intel(R) Gigabit Ethernet Network Driver - version
1.3.8.6-h1



When the dedicated NIC and shared NIC are simultaneously used on the following
condition with Red Hat Enterpirse Linux 5, the assignment between network
devices and network interface (ethN) may be unstable.




An OS is installed in the LPAR to which both dedicated and shared NICs are
assigned.
After a NIC is added to a LPAR, an OS is booted in the environment where both
dedicated and shared NIC are assigned.

Initialize the network device assignment by following the steps described below.
In this procedure, using the same order as PCI device recognition, assign an order
to network interfaces (ethN): starting from the onboard NIC in shared mode and
going to the I/O board (LAN board in dedicated mode), LAN expansion card in
dedicated mode, and then NIC in shared mode.
(1)

Halt the network service.
# service network stop

(2)

Unload the network driver.
# rmmod e1000
# rmmod igb

(3)

Save the current network setting file in a directory. The following example
shows that the file is saved in or under \tmp directory.
# mv \etc\sysconfig\network-scripts\ifcfg-eth* \tmp

(4)

Save the current hardware information file in a directory. The following
example shows that the file is in or under \tmp directory. No file may exist
immediately after the installation. If not, jump to step (5).
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\etc\sysconfig\hwconf  This means that no file exists and go on to step (5).
# mv \etc\sysconfig\hwconf \tmp
(5)

Load the igb driver.
# modprobe igb

(6)

Confirm that the igb driver is loaded.
# lsmod | grep igb
igb

(7)

67600 0

Load the e1000 driver.
# modprobe e1000

(8)

Confirm that the e1000 driver is loaded.
# lsmod | grep e1000
e1000

(9)

200460 0

Create the setting file for the shared NIC using the kudzu command.
# kudzu

(10) Confirm that NIC setting files are created by the same number as assigned
network devices.
# ls \etc\sysconfig\network-scripts\ifcfg-eth*
(11) Find out setting files with the same MAC address (HWADDR) among files
saved in step (3) and confirmed in step (10), and reflect the contents of the
saved file on the files in step (10) without changing device parameters.
Example:
Find out the setting file of MAC address [00:00:87:62:5F:08], and then add
parameters with an arrow in the saved setting file to the newly created setting
file. In this example, interface “eht2” is a saved file and interface “eth3” is a
newly created file.


Saved setting file: /tmp/ifcfg-eth2
# Intel Corporation 82576GB Gigabit Ethernet Controller
DEVICE=eth2
BOOTPROTO=static



BROADCAST=10.208.179.255



HWADDR=00:00:87:62:5F:08
IPADDR=10.208.179.22



NETMASK=255.255.255.0



NETWORK=10.208.179.0



ONBOOT=yes
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Newly created setting file: /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth3
(before change)
# Intel Corporation 82576GB Gigabit Ethernet Controller
DEVICE=eth3
BOOTPROTO=dhcp
HWADDR=00:00:87:62:5F:08
ONBOOT=yes
(after change)
# Intel Corporation 82576GB Gigabit Ethernet Controller
DEVICE=eth3
BOOTPROTO=static
HWADDR=00:00:87:62:5F:08
IPADDR=10.208.179.22
NETMASK=255.255.255.0
NETWORK=10.208.179.0
ONBOOT=yes

(12) When adding a NIC, configure TCP/IP offload option in the NIC.
(13) Delete the files saved in step (3) and (4).
(14) This is the end of initialization for the network device assignment.


PAE (Physical Address Extension) is an expansion function for x86 processor,
which allows you to use 4GB or more memory amount in 32-bit system.
Even if less than 4GB memory amount is assigned to an LPAR in HVM environment,
use PAE kernel. Only PAE kernel of Linux (x86) is supported.
Install PAE kernel using one of the following two ways.


Assign 4GB or more memory amount to an LPAR, and then install OS.
You can change the assigned memory amount to less than 4GB after installing
OS.



Install and apply PAE kernel after installing OS.



In pasting characters to the guest screen, if a large volume of data is pasted, some
characters may not be pasted. Especially for Linux, Linux may hang up or an
unexpected screen operation may occur. Up to 16 characters can be pasted stably.
You are recommended to paste characters from a virtual COM console or terminal
remotely connected to the server.



When using Linux, the following message may be input in the system log. This,
however, does not affect operation.
Message
Warning; many lost ticks.

mtrr: type mismatch for ef200000,100000 old: write-back new: write-combining
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The following table lists setting values for Windows by HVM. When those items
have already been set, they are not necessary. If with settings other than the
following, communication errors such as checksum errors may occur.
Setting item (Setting file)

Setting value (Essential)
Windows Server

Guest OS

2003

Architecture

2008
-

TCP/IP Off-load option (*1)

*1


Offload Receive IP Checksum

OFF

Offload Receive TCP Checksum

OFF

Offload Transmit IP Checksum

ON

Offload Transmit TCP Checksum

ON

Offload TCP Segmentation

OFF

IPv4 Checksum Offload

OFF

TCP Checksum Offload (IPv4)

OFF

UDP Checksum Offload (IPv4)

OFF

Large Send Offload (IPv4)

OFF

Refer to Virtual NIC Specifications for the details.

When all the following conditions are satisfied with Windows, OS system time
differential can be larger. In this case, assign more service ratio to the LPAR, set
the processor-scheduling mode to the dedicated, or decrease the number of
LPARs running on HVM.


Application using the multimedia timer such as a media player is operated.



Processor-scheduling mode is the shared mode.



The LPAR executing period, Dsp (ms), is displayed 300 ms or less on the LPAR
Usage screen. (Not enough service rate is assigned to the shared mode
processor.)



The processor service rate shows almost 100% that the Windows task
manager displays. (The shared mode processor is busy.)



With Windows, when you change from uni-processor configuration to
multi-processor configuration and boot the computer, a message to ask to reboot
the computer may appear. Then, follow the message to reboot the computer, which
allows executing operation in the multi-processor configuration.



When hardware configuration is changed with Windows Server 2008,
re-authentication of Windows license may be required for managing Windows
license. In this case, execute the Windows license authentication again. Refer to
OS help or documents related to OS for Windows license authentication.



When using Windows Server 2008, OS system time can have differential for about
one second at the OS shutdown.



With Windows Server 2003 R2 SP2 x64 Editions, even if rarely, the following HVM
system logs may be collected at the shutdown. Ignore these HVM system logs
collected at the shutdown because there is no problem for OS operation.


HVM dump transfer succeeded.



Guest, Triple Fault occurred.
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HVM dump generation succeeded.



Guest, Double Fault (#DF) occurred.

When the following all conditions are satisfied with Windows Server 2008, a time
lag of the OS system time may be large. If so, disable the power saving function. Or,
set the processor scheduling to the shared mode to cause it to happen less often.


HVM firmware version 17-41 or later which supports the power saving function:
C6 state.



Windows Server 2008/Windows Server 2008 R2 or later used as a guest OS



An application using the multi media timer, such as media player, is operating.



The remote FD function of the remote console is not available for Windows
installation because the Windows standard driver does not support it.



When using Windows Server 2008 R2, assign two or more processors to the
LPAR.



The following functions among those Windows Server 2008 supports cannot be
used on HVM guest OSs.





Hyper-V/VMware/Xen



Hot Add Memory



Hot Add Processors



Hot Replace memory



Hot Replace processors



Power options

When all the following conditions are met, the OS system time may have a large
time lag. If this happens, disable the power capping function. Or, if you change the
processor scheduling mode to shared mode, the OS time lag happens less
frequently.


HVM firmware 17-41 or later, which the power capping function is added to:
supports C6 state, is used.



Windows Server 2008 or later is used as a guest OS.



An application, which uses a multimedia timer such as MediaPlayer, is running.

Notes on ServerConductor/Blade Server
Manager


Do not backup configuration information using SC/BSM while the configuration is
being saved on the HVM screen or HVM Navigator, or LPAR migration is being
performed. If you do, backed up configuration is incomplete. Discard the back-up
obtained during the saving or migration mentioned earlier. Back up the configuration
again after the save or the migration is complete.



It is recommended that you should use the following combination of the HVM
firmware version and SC/BSM firmware version.

HVM firmware version
17-6X or later

SC/BSM firmware version
09-00 or later
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[Example of the slot number for a mezzanine card]
[PCI device information] and [PCI device scheduling mode]
Item
Slot number

HVM screen

SC/BSM

Ex0

E1x0

Remarks to SC/BSM
Extra “1” is added before “x”

x: Server blade number

[FC information] and [LPAR configuration]
Item
Slot number

HVM screen

SC/BSM

Ex0

1x0

x: Server blade number
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If you use combinations other than the above, slot numbers are displayed differently
on the HVM screen and SC/BSM as shown below.

9



Clearing partitions on the disk of HVM including “OS clear install” is not supported.



When using SC/DPM, make sure to configure the EFI driver by following
description to set PXE boot (network boot). Refer to “Setting the EFI driver” and
“Setting Boot Options” for the details.
1

Boot function = Enabled

2

Select Boot Device = Enabled

3

WWPN/LUN # on the storage side port that is a target for the boot device list



In the environment where a dedicated NIC is assigned to a LPAR, if a scenario is
executed to the deactivated LPAR, an error in scenario execution occurs. That is
because the LPAR cannot be activated due to dedicated NICs that do not support
Wake On LAN. Check if a scenario is being executed using the logical VGA
snapshot.



When registering a CPU blade automatically, [Power Down] and [Local Boot] are
displayed. Select one of them with the serial console, and check the result with the
logical VGA snapshot.



When installing the disk duplication, remove the password of Administrator. To
remove the password, follow the steps below.
1

Press [Ctrl] + [Alt] + [End] keys to display the Change Password screen on the
remote desktop.

2

Delete the password.

3

Select [Control Panel] > [Administrative Tools] > [Local Security Policy] >
[Security Settings] > [Local Policies] > [Security Options] and set [Accounts:
Limit local account use of blank passwords to console logon only] to
“Disabled”.
(When the password is removed, the remote desktop connection is not
available.)



The MAC address to a parameter file for disk duplication of the DPM management
server should be the same as the MAC address of a NIC registered at the top of the
EFI Boot Order.



LPAR reboots five (5) times at the disk duplicate installation as Basic does. If
executing one of the followings before five reboots are completed, automatic
reboots stops and DPM will halt still in the status of operation. Then follow the two
instructions.
1

Do not connect to the guest console from the HVM screen.

2

Do not connect via the remote desktop.



Both LPAR to be a master client and LPAR to be a target client should have the
same number of ports for a fibre channel (FC), even if any LU is not assigned to the
LPARs. If not the same, installation may fail. FC assignment can be executed on
the PCI Device Assignment screen.
For other conditions including the LU size, refer to “ServerConductor/Deployment
Manager”.



When an error message is shown due to DPM failure, check it on the DPM
management server and also using the logical VGA capture snapshot.
A message that prompts you to enter the [p] key for Power Off or the [r] key for
Reboot may be displayed. When the message is shown, deactivate or reactivate
the LPAR from the HVM screen.
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The progress status report displayed on the remote console may have disturbed
characters. DPM will operate properly regardless of the symptom.

Processor Capping
With HVM firmware version 17-6X or earlier, power consumption by an LPAR may not
be controlled as the setting value regardless of that processor capping for the LPAR is
shown as Enabled in the configuration information.
To avoid the phenomenon or if it has occurred, reconfigure the processor capping
Enabled.

Assigning Processors when Hyper
Threading Enabled


When the hyper threading is enabled in the BIOS setting, the maximum
performance of the entire system can be improved by up to about 20%.



To avoid interference between LPARs, which changes LPAR performance
depending on the workload status of another LPAR, assign processors following
the description below:



#
1

Assign an even number of processors to an LPAR.
Although you can select processors to use on the Logical Processor
Configuration screen when assigning dedicated processors, do not assign any
thread in the same core to different LPARs.

Thread0

Thread1

Dedicated

Dedicated

Interference

Recommended

None

Dedicated

Automatically
determined when an
even number of
processors are
assigned.

Interfered

Not

Automatically
determined when an
odd number of
processors are
assigned.

(the same LPAR)
2

Dedicated

Dedicated

recommended

(different LPARs)

Remarks

3

Dedicated

Shared

Interfered

Not
recommended

Actually the status is
“Shared”

4

Shared

Dedicated

Interfered

Not
recommended

Actually the status is
“Shared”

5

Shared

Shared

Interfered

Shared

Assigning an even or
odd number of
processors is available.
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Images of assigning processors are as follows:
1. Assigning an even number of Dedicated processors to LPARs
0

1

Core
Thread

0

1

LPAR1
(dedicated: 2)

0

1

LPAR2
(dedicated: 4)

2

3

0

1
2

00

1

0

1

2

3

0

4
1

0

5
1

6

0

1

7

0

1

0

1

2. Assigning an odd number of Shared processors to LPARs: Not recommended.
0

1

Core
Thread

0

1

0

LPAR1
(dedicated: 3)

0

1

2

LPAR2
(dedicated: 3)

2

3

1

0

1

0

1

2

0

4
1

0

5
1

6

0

1

7

0

1

0

1

3. Assigning an odd number of Dedicated and Shared processors to LPARs: Not
recommended.
0

1

Core
Thread

0

1

0

LPAR1
(dedicated: 3)

0

1

2

LPAR2
(shared: 3)

2

3

1

0

1

0

1

2

0

4
1

0

5
1

6

0

1

7

0

1

0

1

4. Assigning an odd number of Shared and Dedicated processors to LPARs: Not
recommended.
Core
Thread

0
0

1
1

0

LPAR1
(shared: 3)
LPAR2
(dedicated: 3)

0

1

2

3

1

0

1

0

1

2

0

4
1

0

5
1

6

0

1

0

7
1

0

1

2

5. Assigning Shared processors to LPARs
Core
Thread
LPAR1
(shared: 2)
LPAR2
(shared: 3)

0

1

0

1

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

1

2

3
1

0

4
1

0

5
1

0

: dedicated

1234

6
1

0

7
1

0

: shared

1
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Although the minimum memory allocation size to LPAR is 256MB, the minimum memory
size that the guest OS can work differs depending on the type and version of OS, the
number of the logical processors, middleware or application.

PCI Device Assigned to LPAR
In the environment where a dedicated NIC is assigned to a LPAR, if a scenario is
executed to the deactivated LPAR, an error in scenario execution occurs. That is
because the LPAR cannot be activated due to dedicated NICs that do not support Wake
On LAN. Check if a scenario is being executed using the logical VGA snapshot.
For executing a scenario with a dedicated NIC, follow the procedure described below.
1

Execute a scenario.

2

Activate the LPAR manually from the HVM screen.
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When you repeatedly activate and deactivate LPARs with different memory size, a
message “Memory allocation failed (Fragmentation).” appears and an LPAR may fail to
be activated even if the memory size is enough. This is called “LPAR memory
fragmentation”, which occurs in activating an LPAR that requires 5 or more
discontinuous blank memories on physical memory. A typical example is shown below:
Example of failure in LPAR activation due to LPAR memory fragmentation
Memory allocation
(Example)
LPAR 1

3 GB

LPAR 2

1 GB

LPAR 3

1 GB

LPAR 4

1 GB

LPAR 5

1 GB

LPAR 6

1 GB

LPAR 7

Memory allocation
(Example)
LPAR 1

3 GB

blank

1 GB

LPAR 3

1 GB

blank

1 GB

LPAR 5

1 GB

blank

1 GB

1 GB

LPAR 7

1 GB

LPAR 8

1 GB

blank

1 GB

LPAR9

1 GB

LPAR9

1 GB

LPAR 10

20 GB

blank

20 GB

1. Activates
LPARs with
an even
number.

2. Activates
LPARs with
24 GB
memory.

HVM screen (Example)
+-------------------------------------------------+
|
Memory Allocation Display
|
|
# Mem Org Addr (Hex)
Mem Size
Name
|
|
1 00000000 00000000
768MB
SYS2
|
|
2 00000000 30000000
2304MB
LPAR1
|
|
3 00000000 c0000000
256MB
SYS1
|
|
4 00000001 00000000
768MB
LPAR1
|
|
5 00000001 30000000
1024MB
******** |
|
6 00000001 70000000
1024MB
LPAR3
|
|
7 00000001 b0000000
1024MB
******** |
|
8 00000001 f0000000
1024MB
LPAR5
|
|
9 00000002 30000000
1024MB
******** |
| 10 00000002 70000000
1024MB
LPAR7
|
| 11 00000002 b0000000
1024MB
******** |
| 12 00000002 f0000000
1024MB
LPAR9
|
| 13 00000003 30000000
19712MB
******** |
| 14 00000008 00000000
512MB
******** |
| [PageUp]:Page Up / [PageDown]:Page Down
|
+-------------------------------------------------+

When 5 or more discontinuous blank memories cause this problem, performing the
following steps may activate the LPAR. You can find the LPAR memory allocation on
the physical memory in the memory allocation display in the logical partition (LPAR)
configuration screen.
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2. Deactivate those activated LPARs that are using memories next to blank memories.
3. Define a dummy LPAR, specify smaller blank memories to the memory size of the
dummy LPAR, and then perform activation.
It is recommended that you should check blank memory allocation in the memory
allocation display to keep the number of discontinuous blank memories up to 4
during operation.
(2) Example of failure in LPAR activation due to LPAR memory fragmentation
If there is 4 or more discontiguous blank memories beyond the memory size of
address 0 to the top SYS1 displayed on the Memory Alolocation Display and you
allocate all those blank memories to LPARs, LPAR activation fails.
Memory allocation
(Example)

Memory allocation
(Example)
LPAR 1

3 GB

LPAR 2

4 GB
1. Activates
LPARs with
an even
number.

LPAR 1

3 GB

blank

4 GB

LPAR 3

1 GB

blank

4 GB

LPAR 5

1 GB

LPAR 3

1 GB

LPAR 4

4 GB

LPAR 5

1 GB

LPAR 6

4 GB

blank

4 GB

LPAR 7

1 GB

LPAR 7

1 GB

LPAR 8

4 GB

blank

4 GB

LPAR 9

20 GB

LPAR9

20 GB

2. Activates
LPARs with
16 GB
memory.

HVM screen (Example)
+-------------------------------------------------+
|

Memory Allocation Display

|

#

Mem Org Addr (Hex)

|

1

|
|

|

Mem Size

Name

|

00000000 00000000

768MB

SYS2

(*1)|

2

00000000 30000000

2304MB

LPAR1

|

3

00000000 c0000000

256MB

SYS1

|

|

4

00000001 00000000

768MB

LPAR1

|

|

5

00000001 30000000

4096MB

********

|

|

6

00000002 30000000

1024MB

LPAR3

|

|

7

00000002 70000000

4096MB

********

|

|

8

00000003 70000000

1024MB

LPAR5

|

|

9

00000003

4096MB

********

|

|

10

00000004 b0000000

1024MB

LPAR7

|

|

11

00000004 f0000000

4096MB

********

|

|

12

00000005 f0000000

2048MB

LPAR9

|

|

13

0000000a f0000000

256MB

SYS1

|

|

b0000000

|

+-------------------------------------------------+
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1

Reduce the LPAR to activate: reduce one of the 4 blank memory sizes to below the
size of address 0 to the top SYS1. For the figure above, reduce the LPAR to activate
by 1024 MB.

2

Deactivate the activated LPARs using the memory next to the blank memory in order
to reduce the number of discontiguous blank memories.

3

Define a new dammy LPAR, allocate the memory size described step 1 to the
dammy LPAR, and activate the LPAR.

(3) Example of failure in LPAR activation due to LPAR memory fragmentation
If there are 3 discontiguous blank memories beyond the memory size of address 0
to the top SYS1 displayed on the Memory Alolocation Display (*1) and one 256 MB
blank memory, and you allocate all those blank memories to LPARs, LPAR
activation fails.
Memory allocation
(Example)

Memory allocation
(Example)
LPAR 1

3 GB

LPAR 2

4 GB

LPAR 3

1 GB

LPAR 4

4 GB

1. Activates
LPARs with
an even
number.

LPAR 1

3 GB

blank

4 GB

LPAR 3

1 GB

blank

4 GB

LPAR 5

1 GB

LPAR 5

1 GB

LPAR 6

256 GB

blank

256 GB

LPAR 7

1 GB

LPAR 7

1 GB

LPAR 8

4 GB

blank

4 GB

LPAR 9

2 GB

LPAR9

2 GB

2. Activates
LPARs with
12.25 GB
memory.

HVM screen (Example)
+-------------------------------------------------+
|

Memory Allocation Display

|

#

Mem Org Addr (Hex)

|

1

|
|

|

Mem Size

Name

|

00000000 00000000

768MB

SYS2

(*1)|

2

00000000 30000000

2304MB

3

00000000 c0000000

256MB

SYS1

|

|

4

00000001 00000000

768MB

LPAR1

|

|

5

00000001 30000000

4096MB

********

|

|

6

00000002 30000000

1024MB

LPAR3

|

|

7

00000002 70000000

4096MB

********

|

|

8

00000003 70000000

1024MB

LPAR5

|

|

9

00000003 80000000

256MB

********

|

|

10

00000003 c0000000

1024MB

LPAR7

|

|

11

00000004 c0000000

4096MB

********

|

|

12

00000005 40000000

2048MB

LPAR9

|

|

13

00000005 50000000

256MB

SYS1

|

LPAR1

|

+-------------------------------------------------+
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1

Reduce the LPAR to activate: reduce one of the 3 blank memory sizes to below the
size of address 0 to the top SYS1. For the figure above, reduce the LPAR to activate
by 1024 MB.

2

Deactivate the activated LPARs using the memory next to the blank memory in order
to reduce the number of discontiguous blank memories.

3

Define a new dammy LPAR, allocate the memory size described step 1 to the
dammy LPAR, and activate the LPAR.

USB Device Assigned to LPAR


Only the CD/DVD drive and FD drive among USB devices can change destinations
for connection.



Assign a USB device to the LPAR before activation. You cannot select an LPAR, to
which the USB device is not assigned, to use the USB device.



Activate an LPAR to use the USB device. You cannot select the LPAR inactivated
or in failure to use the USB device.



When the LPAR using a USB device fails, you cannot change the destination of the
USB device to another LPAR.



Detaching the USB device is immediately executed not depending on the status of
firmware or OS running on the LPAR. Thus, check carefully if the condition is the
same as described below before detaching the USB device. If the device is
detached not in the following conditions, some problems may occur including data
loss, unstable performance of firmware or OS, incomplete detachment, and OS
hang up.




The USB device is detached from the OS by performing hardware secure
detachment for Windows or unmount operation for Linux.
The OS is not being booted or rebooted.

If detaching the USB device has not been completed properly, the OS may not
recognize the device when the USB device is attached. If this occurs, unplug and
plug the USB cable. If the OS hangs, deactivate the LPAR and then reactivate it.


When HVM attaches a USB device to an LPAR, usually the OS running on the
LPAR recognizes the device. But the device may not be automatically recognized
depending on the OS status. If this occurs, detach the USB device and then attach
it again to make the OS recognize the device.
If detaching and re-attaching may not work, uninstall the USB device driver from the
OS and then reinstall the driver.



When the USB device is detached before it is recognized by the OS or firmware for
use immediately after the destination for use is changed, detachment may not be
properly completed.



When installing an OS, connect all USB devices before the LPAR is activated. If
you connect a USB device after the LPAR is activated, the device may not be
recognized. When connect a USB device after the LPAR is activated, deactivate
the LPAR with the USB device connected and then re-activate the LPAR.



An error message may be displayed in detachment with Linux. If the USB device is
not be mounted, the USB device data and the future OS performance will not be
affected.
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Partition (LPAR) Configuraiton screen.
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If a USB port different from the port used when the guest EFI boot option is
registered, the CD/DVD drive may not be recognized. If this occurs, re-register the
boot option.



Do not use devices not supported by HVM. If you do, something wrong may occur
such as that EFI on the LPAR cannot recognize the device or that the guest OS
may fail to boot up.



At the HVM boot, do not connect a disk with the GUID partition table (GPT) to the
front USB. If you attempt to boot HVM with a GPT disk in the front USB, the HVM
may fail to be booted. If this happens, remove the GPT disk from the front USB and
then boot the HVM.



When LPAR migration is performed with HVM firmware version 17-62 or earlier or
17-71 or earlier, the USB device will be assigned in the destination regardless of
the state in the source.

Remote Console


With remote console connection, SVGA emulation slows down the screen display
of the remote console and mouse behavior.



When the OS of a server blade is in the HVM mode, power operation through the
remote console is disabled. Therefore, power-on, power-off, reset, and MNI using
the remote console are not available.



If you operate the mouse on the EFI screen or text screen during the guest OS
installation, input from the keyboard may slow down. Do not use the mouse on
those screens.



When transferring a large amount of data such as OS installation, HVM model
updating/version upgrading, use the USB port on the front panel of a server blade.
Do not use CD/DVD and remote FD functions of the remote console.
When installing Windows Server 2003, however, use the CD/DVD function of the
remote console for the OS media because the USB port on the front panel of a
server blade is used by the FD drive.
When installing Windows Server 2008 or later versions, use the USB port on the
front panel of a server blade.
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When you use the remote control function, the screen display and mouse operation slow
down due to SVGA emulation.
With HVM firmware version 17-72 or later, the performance has been improved as long
as the following requirements are satisfied.
Video mode

USB device/Remote console
Assigned to LPAR or Not

Size

Text

Graphics

Assigned

Not assigned

Not targeted

Not targeted

640 x 480

Not targeted

Not targeted

800 x 600

Not targeted

Not targeted

1024 x 768

Not targeted

Targeted

1280 x 1024

Not targeted

Not targeted

Others

-

-

Targeted: Targeted for performance improvement
Not targeted: Not targeted for performance improvement
-: Not supported

Breakdown of Inter-LPAR
Communications
If all the following conditions are met, the inter-LPAR communication in the same HVM
using shared NICs, such as 1a and 1b, breaks down.


With HVM firmware version 57-30 or earlier



With Linux



With redundant network configuration, including bonding and hbonding, using
shared NICs



When switching networks occurs because some LPARs have detected a failure with
redundant configuration using shared NICs

When Route monitoring or ARP monitoring is configured in the redundant network
configuration (See Figure 1.), some LPARs may detect a failure. Switching networks
occurs in some LPARs, which have detected a failure, not in all LPARs. Thus, each
LPAR has its active differently, which causes inter-LPAR communication between the
active and standby to fail (See Figure 2).
When MI link monitoring is configured, this trouble does not occur because switching
networks occurs in all LPARs at a failure. If switching back causes discrepancy, however
this failure occurs.
When you configure a redundant network with virtual NICs, do not use those virtual NICs
for inter-LPAR communication. If you need inter-LPAR communication, configure the
other virtual NICs, such as Va, that has no redundant configuration.
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LPAR1

VNIC

LPAR2

VNIC

VNIC

VNIC

Active

Active

Active (1a)
Standby (2a)
PNIC

PNIC

Monitoring
target

Figure 1: Redundant Network Configuration

HVM
LPAR1

VNIC

LPAR2

VNIC

VNIC

Active

VNIC

Active

Transmission for the standby
is not performed.

Active (1a)
Standby (2a)
PNIC

PNIC

Monitoring
target

Figure 2: Discrepancy between LPARs
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Make sure not to plug and unplug a PCI card when HVM is operating.

N+M Cold Standby




When using a non-standby partition as a standby partition, follow the steps below:
1

Back up a non-standby partition configuration information using the UBR
command of SVP command mode.

2

Configure the non-standby partition to a standby partition, and build N+M cold
standby for operation.

When using a standby partition as a non-standby partition, follow the steps below:
1

Configure a standby partition to a non-standby partition to release the N+M cold
standby.

2

Configure the non-standby partition to the HVM mode and start it.

3

If some configuration is backed up, finish HVM and restore the configuration
using the UBR command of SVP command mode.

If you do not follow the steps above, more than one WWN or
MAC address exist to cause a serious trouble. Make sure to
use the steps above.

Time Difference at N+M Cold Standby
Time difference may occur in LPARs when partitions are switched under N+M cold
standby environment. If it occurs, adjust time on the guest OS.
When the failed partition is recovered, perform the following steps.
1

Start the active partition, and then set the system equipment time with the setup
menu.

2

Restore configuration from the standby partition to the active partition.

3

Perform Adjust LPAR Time on the Date and Time screen.

4

Save the configuration with [F9]: Save Configuration on the HVM Menu screen.

5

Activate the LPAR.
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When UPS is used in the HVM environment, it takes about 30 seconds longer for the
server blade to stop working after a power failure than in the Basic environment. More
time may be required depending on the number of activated LPARs.

Power Off of HVM
Do not turn off the power to HVM with a management module. If you do, then, HVM may
not boot properly afterwards.
To power off HVM, deactivate all LPARs, and then press [Alt] + [r] keys to shut down the
HVM system on the HVM screen. For details, refer to “Quit HVM”.

Shared FC Functions
The following table shows whether or not shared FC functions are available.
Configuration

Connected to a
storage via FC
switch module

Function: Available or Not
4Gbps Fibre
Channel
adapter

8Gbps Fibre
channel
adapter

FC switch module
Supporting NPIV.

P to P

Available

Available

Loop

Not available

Available

FC switch module Not
supporting NPIV.

P to P

Not available

Not available

Loop

Not available

Available

P to P

Not available

Not available

Loop

Not available

Available

Directly connected to a storage
(Configuration only with 8Gbps Fibre
channel)
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When the same device path is registered in different boot options, you may fail to install
or boot the OS. It is confirmed that this problem has occurred in Windows Server 2008
Enterprise and Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 editions.
The following is an example where the same device path is registered in different boot
options.

Screen with Boot0000 selected

Screen with Boot0001 selected
The same device path is
registered in both
Boot0000 and Boot0001.

The following procedure will cause this problem.
1. Activate an LPAR, and then select “Continue” in the logical BIOS screen to enter
EFI Shell.
2. Through EFI Shell, select “Boot Maintenance Manager” in the logical BIOS screen,
and register a device path with Add Boot Option.
Performing Step 1 may cause the device path to be automatically registered in the boot
option. If a device path is automatically registered, performing Step 2 allows the same
device path to be registered.
If so, delete one boot option to which the device path is registered using Delete Boot
Option, then install the OS, and then boot the OS.

Power Capping


With the power capping function, too small values for the power capping reduces
the CPU performance, which may cause the OS performance on the LPAR to slow
down. Conduct tests adequately and then configure a proper value.



When using the P5 model server blade, Set Exception handling to “Warning only”.
Refer to “PSV command” in Chapter 6.

The setting above is not required if you use a combination of
BIOS G7/ BMC 01-37 or a later version.
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The following table shows drives available for installing each OS.

Windows Server 2003

Windows Server 2008

RHEL

OS media

Driver

CD/DVD drive

-

-

FD drive

-

A

Remote
console

CD/DVD drive

A

-

FD drive

-

NA

Front

CD/DVD drive

A

A

Front

FD drive

-

-

Remote
console

CD/DVD drive

A

A

FD drive

-

NA

Front

CD/DVD drive

A

A

FD drive

-

-

CD/DVD drive

A

A

FD drive

-

-

Remote
console
A: Available
NA: Not Available
-: Not used

Notes on HVM Shutdown
There is no way to check when the HVM configuration is saved. If the time is unknown,
you need to save the HVM configuration before shutting down HVM. Press [F9]: Save
Configuration on the HVM Menu screen to save HVM configuration. If you shut down or
reboot HVM before saving the configuration, newly changed values will be lost. Refer to
Save Configuration Changed on HVM Screen for how to save HVM configuration.

Flash Memory Failure


It is strongly recommended that you should regularly create backup files of HVM
configuration in case of flash memory failure.



HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions automatically recover from flash memory
failure if it is not critical. A log “HVM Loader detected flash memory access error and
load configuration from SVP.” is collected in the HVM system log at this automatic
recovery. If this system log is collected every time you boot HVM, contact your
reseller or consult maintenance personnel.
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When the processor usage rate has reached significantly high in the HVM network
communication due to heavy load on the shared NIC, performance in HVM
management path can slow down to cause the following problems.


It takes longer time, six minutes or longer, to save HVM configuration information.



It takes longer time, 30 minutes or longer for 1Gbps interface, to upload the firmware
update in operation.



It takes longer time for HvmSh to respond a command, or the timeout occurs.



Registering or updating HVM with HVM navigator fails due to the communication
error.



Operation to HVM from SC/BSM fails due to the timeout.



HVM Web system, logical VGA snapshot, is not displayed, or refreshing the display
takes longer time.



It takes longer time, five minutes or longer, to collect HVM dumps.
You can find a value of the processor usage rate in the HVM network communication as
a value of SYS2 on the LPAR Usage screen. When a problem shown above occurs,
check the SYS2 value on the LPAR Usage screen. If 1800 ms or larger is shown as Dsp
(ms) in SYS2, the heavy load on the shared NIC is supposed to cause the problem.
When a heavy load on the shared NIC causes such a problem, reconfigure the network
configuration of the shared NIC and the load on it.
When the heavy load is temporary, perform the failed operation again after the load is
relieved.
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This section describes setting items when HVM is introduced.

HVM System Setting
The following table shows HVM system setting items.
Setting screen & Setting field

Description for setting field

Default

System Console
HVM setting
OS mode

Basic mode or HVM mode

HVM mode

HVM
firmware bank number

Specify a HVM FW bank number (#0/1)

0

HVM IP address
Subnet Mask
Default Gateway

IP address needed for HVM-SVP/BSM
communication
(IP address for the management segment;
different from the SVP IP address)

-

Management Path

Management path

Default

VNIC System No

Set a value not identical to each HVM
system, such as Hitachi Compute Blade
1000, Hitachi Compute Blade 2000, or
Hitachi Compute Blade 320,, from 1 to 128.

0

HVM ID

HVM identifier
The default value created automatically
from the HVM IP address is recommended.

HVM +
IP address

Alert Language

Language used for alert notices

-

BSM IP address
BSM Alert Port

Management server address setting, such
as SC and BSM

-

Virtual Console Port

Port number used in the virtual COM
console

20801

HVM CLI IP Address

Management server address for
commands such as HvmSh and
HVMGetPerf.

0.0.0.0

System Time Zone

SEL time zone in LPAR

+ 0 hour

Display time

Time period for display on the screen

RTC

Pre-State Auto Activation

“Yes” when N+1 is used.

No

HVM Auto Shutdown

HVM system shutdown when all LPARs
are deactivated.

No

HVM Error Watching

HVM hang up detection

Yes

PhyCPU C-State (>= C3)

Power capping

Enable

USB Auto Allocation to LPAR

USB auto attachment

Enable

Activation

Confirmation of LPAR Activation operation

Yes

HVM Screen
System Configuration

Date and Time

Options
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Description for setting field

Default

Deactivation and
Reactivation

Confirmation of LPAR Deactivation and
Reactivation operation

Yes

Screen Switching Character

Character for switching between the HVM
screen and guest serial screen

l [lowercase
L]

HVM Partition Setting
The following table shows HVM partition setting items.
Setting screen & Setting field

Description for setting field

Default

HVM Screen
Logical Partition Configuration
LPAR creation

Creates LPAR (Logical PARtition).

No LPAR
definition

LPAR name

8-character name is recommended.
Up to 31 English characters, numbers, and
signs can be used.

NO_NAME

CPU schedule (Shr/Ded or
Scd)

Dedicated or Shared

Dedicated

CPU number (Pro)

Number of CPUs for LPAR
Note: When using Windows Server 2008
R2, assign two or more processors to the
LPAR.

1

Processor group (Grp)

A processor group number

0

Memory size (Mem)

LPAR memory size (in 256MB unit)
1.25 GB is used for HVM.

1024

Service rate (Srv)

LPAR service rate of a shared CPU

100

Idle detection (ID)

Idle detection function of a guest CPU

Y

ProcessorCapping (PC)

Capping function for shared CPU service

* Not
assigned.

AutoAct setting (AA)

Activates LPAR automatically when HVM
boots.

* Not
assigned.

AutoClear setting (AC)

Automatically clears SEL for LPAR

N

Virtual COM console (VC)

Set “Y” or the VC number when using the
virtual COM console.

N

Pre-boot setting (PB)

None but BIOS can be selected.

BIOS

Relates a physical CPU to a logical CPU.

D *1

Sets the number of a processor group.

0

Assigns the front USB and remote console
to LPAR.

A (Assign.)

Logical Processor Configuration
Processor mapping
Physical Processor Configuration
Processor group number
setting
PCI Device Assignment
PCI device assignment
(Type:U)
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Description for setting field

Default

PCI device assignment
(Type:N)

Assigns the Network card to LPAR

- (Assignment not
allowed)

PCI device assignment
(Type:F)

Assigns HBA to LPAR.

- (Assignment not
allowed.)

Shared NIC setting

Assigns shared NIC to LPAR.

* (Not
assigned.)

Virtual NIC setting

Assigns virtual NIC to LPAR

* (Not
assigned).

VLAN setting

Sets VLAN to shared NIC and virtual NIC

*(Not
assigned.)

Promiscuous mode setting

Sets promiscuous mode to shared NIC
and virtual NIC.

T

Inter-LPAR packet filtering

Sets inter-LPAR packet filtering for shared
NICs.

Disable

Assigns shared FC to LPAR

* (Not
assigned.)

Logical SEL time mode

Time mode for logical SEL

Local

Logical SEL time zone

Time zone for logical SEL (The time zone
is set when adding LPARs.)

Same as
the system

VNIC Assignment

Shared FC Assignment
VfcID setting
Date and Time

* (Not assigned): [*] is displayed in the default field, which shows “not assigned” by default but the
assignment is available.
- (Not assigned): [-] is displayed in the default field, which shows “not assigned” by default and
the assignment is not available.
*1 Default is “A” with HVM firmware 17-6X or later versions.

HVM EFI Driver Setting
The following table shows HVM EFI driver setting items.
Setting screen & Setting field

Description for setting field

Default

EFI Shell
drivers command: checks the driver handle.
drvdfg command: checks the controller handle, and starts HBA option setting shell.
HBA Setting Shell (HBA EFI driver)
select command: Selects an adapter to set the option parameter.
Basic option (set command)
Boot Function

Set “SAN boot” function to Enabled or
Disabled per port. Make sure to set the FC
port to Enabled.

Disabled

Connection Type

Specify the connecting form of the FC
interface. (Only setting value reference is

Auto
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Description for setting field

Default

available in the FC shared mode.)
- When connected via FC switch, set “Auto
Detection” or “Point to Point” as a
connection type.
- When connected direct to the storage
device, set Loop as a connection type.

Data Rate

Specify the data transmission rate for the
FC interface. (Only setting value reference
is available in the FC shared mode.)
- When using 4Gbps Fiber Channel
(mezzanine card), set to “4Gbps”.
- When using 8Gbps Fibre Channel (PCI
card), set to “Auto Detection”.

Auto

Spinup Delay

Set “Spinup Delay” to Enabled or Disabled
and also wait time for a disk.

Disabled

Login Delay Time

When login delay is necessary in
configuration with multiple nodes
connected to the FC-SW such, as cascade
connection, specify the time to delay.

3 sec

Persistent Bindings

Can specify whether or not the OS driver
performs following the “Persistent Bindings”
function in the Linux system.

Enabled.

Force Default Parameter

When it is necessary for the OS driver
(Windows or Linux) to boot with the default
setting instead of the setting saved on the
OS, set it to Enabled.

Disabled

Select Boot Device Enable

Set “Boot Device List” to Enabled or
Disabled.
Enabled: Boot device search is limited
to devices registered in Boot Device
List.
Disabled: Searches the device
currently connected, ignoring Boot
Device List.

Disabled

Boot Device List

Registers Boot Device List used when
Select Boot Device Enable is set to
“Enabled”.
Only devices registered in the list are
searched. If all devices cannot be detected,
the currently connected device will not be
searched.
If exceeding Total number of LU, Number of
LU per HBAFC Port, the entries remained in
the list will be ignored.

(All Zero)
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The following table shows HVM items to change settings and areas to be affected by the
change.
Affected area
HVM setting
change

LPAR
(Target
LPAR)

LPAR
(Other
LPAR)

HVM
(Service)

HVM
(System)

Remarks

System information update
HVM IP address
Subnet Mask/
Default Gateway (*1)
Alert Language (*1)
VNIC System No
HVM ID
Virtual console port
Management path
BSM IP address *1







-







-






















-

BSM alert port *1







-

HVM CLI IP Address

-

-

-

-

HVM Operating

Mode
Change in HVM option setting
Pre-State Auto
Activation
HVM Auto Shutdown
HVM Error Watching
Confirmation
Activation
Confirmation
Deactivation
Screen Switching
Character
USB Auto Allocation
to LPAR







-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PhyCPU C-State (>=
C3)



-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



Change in resource/function assigned to LPAR
LPAR name change

Change in CPU

schedule *1
Change in the

number of CPU
Change in processor

group *2
Memory size (Mem)

change
AutoAct (AA) setting

change
AutoClear (AC)

setting change
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-

- Make sure to
deactivate all LPARs
before setting change
- Change in settings
causes NICs of all
LPARs to link down, and
the network
communication of
servers on the LPARs is
disconnected for a few
minutes. While SC/BSM
displays Deactivate as
HVM status, no error
message is provided.
Deactivating the target
LPAR is not required.
Rebooting the server
blade is required.

Deactivating a target
LPAR is not required.

Deactivating all LPARs
is required.

Deactivating a target
LPAR is required.
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Service rate (Srv)
change

LPAR
(Target
LPAR)



LPAR
(Other
LPAR)

HVM
(Service)



-

Idle detection (ID)

change
ProcessorCapping

(PC) setting change
Virtual COM console
(VC) setting change
Change in device assignment to LPAR and setting

HVM
(System)

Remarks

-

Performance of LPARs,
which use a shared
CPU, will change after
the setting change.

-

USB device
assignment

-

-

-

-

Change in NIC/FC
scheduling mode







-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



-

-



-

-

NIC/VNIC

assignment/
unassignment
Change in MAC

address of
NIC/VNIC
FC assignment/

unassignment

Change in FC vfcID
VLAN setting to
shared NIC/VNIC
Promiscuous setting
to NIC/VNIC
Shared FC vfcID
change
Addition and deletion of LPAR
LPAR

addition/deletion
Activate LPAR

Deactivate LPAR



Performance of a target
LPAR will change after
the setting change.
Deactivating a target
LPAR is not required.
Assign a device with an
LPAR deactivated, and
attach it with the LPAR
activated..
- Make sure to
deactivate all LPARs
before changing modes.
- Change in settings
causes NICs of all
LPARs to link down, and
the network
communication of
servers on the LPARs is
disconnected for a few
minutes. While SC/BSM
displays Deactivate as
HVM status, no error
message is provided.
Deactivating a target
LPAR is required.

Deactivating a target
LPAR is not required.

Deactivate an LPAR
before deleting it.
Performance of LPARs,
which use a shared
CPU, will change after
the setting change.

HVM firmware update
HVM firmware
update







System transfer
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Rebooting the server
blade is required for
operation on the
updated firmware.
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Transfer from HVM
mode to Basic mode
Transfer OS from a
HVM environment to
another HVM
environment
Transfer OS from
Basic environment
to HVM environment
Transfer OS from
HVM environment to
Basic environment

LPAR
(Target
LPAR)

LPAR
(Other
LPAR)

HVM
(Service)

HVM
(System)











-

-

-



-

-

-



-

-

-

Remarks
Rebooting the server
blade is required.

Change in the SAN boot
environment settings is
required, even if only
the target LPAR is
affected.

[]: affected, such as needing to deactivate LPAR.
[ - ]: not affected.

*1
*2

With HVM firmware 176-6X or later versions, deactivating the target LPAR is
required.
With the shared mode, deactivating the target LPAR is required.
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The following tables shows port numbers used by HVM.

Item

Protocol

Port
number

Communicatio
n direction
(HVM Management
server)

Description

Remarks

HvmSh Script,
HVM Navigator,
PFM, ITRM are
included.

RMCP

UDP

623

←

HvmSh
(HvmGetPerf)

TCP

23250

←

LPAR migration

TCP

23401,
23402

←

LPAR migration

Virtual COM
console

TCP

20801 to
20816*1

←

Virtual COM
console

HVM Web system

TCP

80, 443

←

HVM firmware
update, Logical
VGA snapshot

HTTP,
HTTPS

NTP

TCP

123

→

Time
synchronization

NTP

Guest memory
dump, HVM dump
collection command

TCP

20, 21

→

Dump collection

FTP

TCP

20079

→

Transmission to
the manager
service

←

Transmission
from the
manager
service

SC/BSM
TCP

21001

*1: the default port number
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Followings are the HVM messages that appear at HVM boot..

Message content

Loading configuration file invalid HVM configuration files
exist in the SVP.
Please restore valid HVM configuration files.

Explanation

HVM configuration file cannot be restored from the management
module due to the invalid HVM configuration file in the management
module. Restore the correct HVM configuration file.

What to do

Restore the correct HVM configuration file.

Message content

HVM Loader detected error of network communication..
Port0:Pxe Protocol Start failure. (No Media)

Explanation

HVM cannot start due to a failure occurred between HVM and the
management module.

What to do

Check the connection between the management module and LAN
switch module referring to “Setup procedure for internal connection
method” in Chapter 10.

Message content

HVM Loader detected flash memory access error and load
configuration from SVP.

Explanation

Automatic recovery was performed due to failure in the flash memory
detected, but failed. Then the configuration is loaded from the
management module.

What to do

If this HVM system log is collected at every HVM boot, contact your
reseller or consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM Loader detected invalid configuration files.[version is
unmatch] (ErrorCode:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
AdditionalCode:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
Please Power Off Partition.

Explanation

HVM cannot boot due to the file with incorrect configuration.

What to do

Restore a file with a correct configuration.

Message content

HVM loader detected invalid Virtualization Technology setting in
this system.
MSR INFO [0xXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX]
Please set Virtualization Technology setting to enable.

Explanation

HVM cannot boot due to the Disabled Virtualization Technology
setting.

What to do

Set Enable in Intel Virtualization Technology using the BIOS setup
menu.

Message content

HVM loader detected the damage of flash memory and recovered.

Explanation

HVM detected flash memory failure and recovered automatically.

What to do

None.

If any message other than described above, contact the reseller form which you
purchased the product or consult maintenance personnel.
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Followings are the HVM messages that appear on the console screen when the processing for a
screen operation has not concluded normally.

Message content

Active LPAR Exist

Explanation

The LPAR for which you tried to make a setting is active, so you cannot
make any settings now.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Make the setting again after the LPAR has been deactivated

Message content

All groups are already added.

Explanation

No group can be added.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Review the specified process.

Message content

All LPARs are already defined.

Explanation

There is no LPAR left to be defined.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Review the process.

Message content

Auto activation for LPARx results in error.

Explanation

Auto activation for LPARx failed.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Follow the instructions in subsequent messages.

Message content

Can not change HVM System Time due to NTP enabled.

Explanation

The HVM system time cannot be changed due to NTP enabled.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Disable NTP and change the HVM system time.

Message content

Can not change timezone of HVM System Time due to NTP
enabled.

Explanation

The HVM system time zone cannot be changed due to NTP enabled.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Disable NTP and change the HVM system time zone.

Message content

Change HVM IP Address

Explanation

The HVM IP Address needs to be changed (to something other than
0).

HVM operation

Waits for the HVM IP Address to be changed.

What to do

Change the HVM IP Address.
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Change VNIC System No
The virtual NIC System Number needs to be changed (to something
other than 0).

HVM operation

Waits for the virtual NIC System Number to be changed.

What to do

Change the virtual NIC System Number.

Message content

Count Over Shared NIC Config.

Explanation

Due to the number of shared NICs obeyond the upper limit, the
scheduling mode cannot be changed to shared.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Reconsider the specified process.

Message content

Device Assign error

Explanation

Indicates that connecting or disconnecting the device has failed.

HVM operation

If activating the LPAR, stops activation. If changing the device target,
stops connecting or disconnecting the device.

What to do

Deactivate the relevant LPAR, reassign the device that has been
assigned to the LPAR, and then reactivate the LPAR.

Message content

Device Schedule Mode is not Exclusive Shared.

Explanation

The schedule mode of the target PCI device is not exclusively shared.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Select a PCI device with the exclusively shared mode (Schd:E).

Message content

Error Character

Explanation

An error in the characters you typed caused the setting process to fail.

HVM operation

Aborts character setting.

What to do

Revise the entry restrictions.

Message content

Failed to save HVM configuration

Explanation

The process of saving the HVM configuration information failed.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Check the Internal Path State on the system service state screen. If
Link is shown as No or Connect as Fail, check the internal LAN switch
settings.

Message content

Go to Shared FC Assign on Type=F & Schd=S.

Explanation

The device is a shared FC, so you need to change it on the PCI Device
Assignment screen.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Make the setting on the Shared FC Assignment screen.
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Go to VNIC Assign on Type=T & Schd=S.
The device is a shared NIC, so you need to change it on the PCI
Device Assignment screen.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Make the setting on the VNIC Assignment screen.

Message content

Guest operating system may not remove USB device(s) safely.
Force to detach.

Explanation

Indicates that connecting or disconnecting the device has failed.

HVM operation

If activating the LPAR, stops activation. If changing the device target,
stops connecting or disconnecting the device.

What to do

Assign the USB device to the LPAR again.

Message content

HVM could not import Time Setting of SVP.

Explanation

Importing the time setting from the management module failed.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Check if the management module version supports NTP link.

Message content

HVM is busy with another LPAR(X) activation process.

Explanation

During LPAR Activation processing, activation failed except for the
securing of resources.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Wait a moment and then retry the specified process.

Message content

HVM is not executable condition for this request. Please wait.

Explanation

The HVM system is not in the condition to execute the requested
processing.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Wait a moment and then retry the specified process.

Message content

HVM is not ready for the operation

Explanation

HVM configuration information could not be saved.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Perform Force Recovery in the System Service State screen.

Message content

HVM is recovering specified LPAR from failed-migration state.
This operation prevents some operations from performing.

Explanation

Not allows you to operate screens because the failed LPAR in LPAR
migration is currently being recovered.

HVM operation

The LPAR failed in LPAR migration is being recovered.

What to do

None.
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Inhibit ICV request for the operation
HVM configuration information could not be saved.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Wait a while and try again.

Message content

Insufficient Processor resource

Explanation

When you tried to set the number of dedicated logical processors, a
sufficient number of physical processors could not be secured.
When an LPAR is activated, the physical processors assigned to the
LPAR cannot be secured.

HVM operation

Aborts LPAR activation.

What to do

Reduce the number of processors allocated or try again to activate the
LPAR after you have deactivated a currently active LPAR.
Alternatively, check the Logical Processor Configuration screen.

Message content

Invalid hour data.

Explanation

The numeric value you specified for the HVM System Date and Time
change is invalid.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Correct the value and retry.

Message content

Invalid minute data.

Explanation

The numeric value you specified for the HVM System Date and Time
change is invalid.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Correct the value and retry.

Message content

Invalid month data.

Explanation

The numeric value you specified for the HVM System Date and Time
change is invalid.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Correct the value and retry.

Message content

Invalid second data.

Explanation

The numeric value you specified for the HVM System Date and Time
change is invalid.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Correct the value and retry.

Message content

Invalid separator.

Explanation

The numeric value you specified for the HVM System Date and Time
change is invalid.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Correct the value and retry.
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Invalid year data.
The numeric value you specified for the HVM System Date and Time
change is invalid.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Correct the value and retry.

Message content

Invalid input data.

Explanation

The new data you tried to set is invalid and cannot set.

HVM operation

Aborts the setting process.

What to do

Set different data.

Message content

IP address of NTP server is needed.

Explanation

An IP address is required for setting the NTP server

HVM operation

Aborts getting time from the NTP server.

What to do

Set an IP address to NTP Server 1 or NTP Server 2.

Message content

LPAR activation failed.

Explanation

For some reason, the LPAR cannot be activated.

HVM operation

Aborts LPAR activation.

What to do

Review the LPAR settings and then activate the LPAR.

Message content

LPAR deactivation failed.

Explanation

For some reason, the LPAR cannot be deactivated.

HVM operation

Aborts LPAR deactivation.

What to do

Review the LPAR settings and then deactivate the LPAR.

Message content

LPAR start failed.

Explanation

The target LPAR failed to restart.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Retry the process.

Message content

Memory allocation failed (Insufficient).

Explanation

When you activated an LPAR, the memory capacity you specified
could not be secured.

HVM operation

Aborts LPAR activation.

What to do

Reduce the memory allocation or try again to activate the LPAR after
you have deactivated a currently active LPAR.

Message content

Memory allocation failed (Fragmentation).

Explanation

When you activated an LPAR, the memory capacity you specified
could not be secured.

HVM operation

Aborts LPAR activation.

What to do

The memory could not be secured due to fragmentation. Reduce the
memory allocation or try again to activate the LPAR after you have
deactivated a currently active LPAR.
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Memory size is zero.
Because the memory size is zero, the LPAR cannot be activated.

HVM operation

Aborts LPAR activation.

What to do

Set a memory size and active the LPAR.

Message content

No groups can be removed.

Explanation

No group can be deleted.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Review the specified process.

Message content

Not Changed!! Select Device is Management Path.

Explanation

When you tried to change the NIC schedule mode, it was not changed
because the selected NIC was set as the management path.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Reconsider the specified processing.

Message content

NTP server is not set.

Explanation

No NTP server is set.

HVM operation

Stops getting time from the NTP server.

What to do

Set an IP address to NPT Server 1 or NTP Server 2.

Message content

Over Max VLAN ID count (16).

Explanation

The number of the specified VLANID exceeds 16.

HVM operation

Either automatically modifies the specified VLANID to be less than 16,
or keeps the message subscreen on the terminal display until [ESC]
key is pressed.

What to do

Change the VLANID to be less than 16, or cancel the VLANID setting
operation by pressing [ESC] key.

Message content

Over the maximum number of activated LPARs (2).

Explanation

The LPAR cannot be activated because it is beyond the max number
(2) of LPARs to activate with Essential model.

HVM operation

Aborts the LPAR activation.

What to do

Deactivate an LPAR currently activated, and then activate the LPAR
again.

Message content

Over the maximum number of activated LPARs (8).

Explanation

The LPAR cannot be activated because it is beyond the max number
(8) of LPARs to activate with Enterprise model.

HVM operation

Aborts the LPAR activation.

What to do

Deactivate an LPAR currently activated, and then activate the LPAR
again.
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Press any key first. Then press F10 key next.
To make the changed setting effective, you need to press [F10].

HVM operation

Waits for the [F10] key to be pressed.

What to do

Press any key, wait for the output message to disappear, and then
press the [F10] key.

Message content

Resource lock failure.

Explanation

Locking resources failed when you updated configuration information.
Locking resources failed when you performed a system or LPAR
operation.
Locking resources failed when you updated the RAR of a NIC.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Retry the specified process.

Message content

Sampling time Error

Explanation

Sampling time setting failed in LPAR Usage screen.

HVM operation

Aborts the sampling time setting.

What to do

Set a number between 1 and 60.

Message content

Save Configuration request (F9 Key) is already accepted.
Please wait.

Explanation

The Save Configuration request has already been accepted. Wait a
moment.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Wait until the HVM configuration information begins to be saved.

Message content

Select Device is Single Port NIC.
Cannot change Management Path.

Explanation

The NIC you selected in the management path setting is 1 port.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Reconsider the specified process.

Message content

Target LPAR is active.

Explanation

The LPAR for which you tried to make a setting is active, so you cannot
make any settings now.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Make the setting again after the LPAR has been deactivated.

Message content

Target LPAR must be shared mode.

Explanation

The LPAR for which you tried to make a setting is in dedicated, so you
cannot make any settings now.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Change the scheduling mode of the LPAR to shared mode before
reset.
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Explanation

Operation with screen is not allowed due to LPAR migration in
progress.

HVM operation

LPAR migration is being performed.

What to do

Wait for a while until the LPAR migration is completed.

Message content

The name is used for other group.

Explanation

When you try to name a group, the name is already used by another
group.

HVM operation

Aborts change in the group name.

What to do

Give another name to the group.

Message content

The specified LPAR has corrupted in a LPAR Migration, please
try to recover the LPAR.

Explanation

Since the LPAR has failed due to LPAR migration, it cannot be
operated.

HVM operation

Not allows operation due to the failed LPAR in LPAR migration.

What to do

Recover the LPAR for LPAR migration.

Message content

Service Ratio must be 1-999

Explanation

The service ratio you tried to set was not in the range from 1 to 999 so
it could not be set.

HVM operation

Aborts the service ratio setting.

What to do

Set a service ratio between 1 and 999.

Message content

Target LPAR is coming to foreground.

Explanation

Now switching to the LPAR guest screen.

HVM operation

Continues the specified processing.

What to do

Wait for a while.

Message content

Target LPAR is deactive.

Explanation

The LPAR you tried to deactivate is already deactivated.

HVM operation

Aborts the service ratio setting.

What to do

Try again after activating the LPAR.

Message content

Target LPAR is undefined.

Explanation

The LPAR you tried to manipulate is undefined.
When you tried to change the configuration information of a virtual
NIC, you tried to change an undefined LPAR.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Retry the specified process.
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The name is used for other LPAR.
An LPAR with the name you set already exists.

HVM operation

Aborts LPAR name change process.

What to do

Change the name.

Message content

Updating HVM firmware, Please try again after it is finished.

Explanation

HVM shutdown or the [F10] key cannot be executed because HVM
firmware is updating.

HVM operation

Cancels the specified process.

What to do

Execute the process again when HVM firmware update is completed.

Message content

Updating HVM firmware, Please wait until it is finished.

Explanation

HVM shutdown is waiting for execution during updating HVM firmware.

HVM operation

Stops activating LPAR.

What to do

Wait for a while until HVM firmware updating is completed.

Message content

VLAN ID is not set.

Explanation

No VLAN ID is set in the HVM system. No information can be
displayed.

HVM operation

Aborts the specified process.

What to do

Verify the setting of the network segment identifier, which is specified
to display.

If an error message other than those described above, contact your reseller or consult
maintenance personnel.
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The following lists the HVM System Logs screen messages displayed on the HVM System Logs
screen:

Message content

Dmar Fault occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

Dmar fault occurred.

What to do

Contact your reseller or maintenance personnel.

Message content

Found the machine type mismatch HVM initialized the
configuration files.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM configuration information and server blade configuration do not
match.

What to do

Check the HVM configuration information and server blade
configuration.

Message content

Guest dump completed.

Level

Information

Explanation

Guest memory dump was completed.

What to do

None.

Message content

Guest dump failed.

Level

Warning

Explanation

Guest memory dump failed.

What to do

To get the information on the failure and its factors, execute the
command “Get guest memory dump progress” of HVM management
command (HvmSh command). Deal with the problem according to
””Status Codes and Messages” displayed by this command.

Message content

Guest dump started.

Level

Information

Explanation

Guest memory dump started by the start operation of guest memory
dump.

What to do

None.

Message content

Guest dump was cancelled.

Level

Information

Explanation

Guest memory dump was cancelled by the canceling operation of
guest memory dump.

What to do

None.
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Guest, Double Fault (#DF) occurred.

Level

Information

Explanation

A guest double fault occurred.

What to do

Check the guest OS operation status.

Message content

Guest, INIT occurred.

Level

Information

Explanation

A guest INIT interrupt occurred.

What to do

Check the guest OS operation status.

Message content

Guest, NMI occurred.

Level

Information

Explanation

A guest NMI interrupt occurred.

What to do

Check the guest OS operation status.

Message content

Guest, Triple Fault occurred.

Level

Information

Explanation

A guest triple fault occurred.

What to do

Check the guest OS operation status.

Message content

Guest, Watchdog timer has expired.

Level

Error

Explanation

A guest watchdog timer timeout was detected.

What to do

Take action while referring to other fault-indicating HVM system
logs. If the action you take does not take effect, contact inquires
listed in this manual.

Message content

H/W CMC occurred.

Level

Warning

Explanation

A corrected machine check event (CMC interrupt) occurred.

What to do

If multiple HVM system logs are occurring, contact the reseller from
which you purchased this equipment or consult maintenance
personnel.

Message content

H/W Corrected MCK cumulative count was logged.

Level

Information

Explanation

The cumulative number of corrected machine check events is
registered.

What to do

None.
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H/W Corrected MCK logging was suppressed.

Level

Error

Explanation

The number of times of corrected machine check event logging
exceeded the threshold. The error logging was suppressed.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

H/W Corrected MCK occurred.

Level

Warning

Explanation

A corrected machine check event occurred.

What to do

None.

Message content

H/W CPE occurred.

Level

Warning

Explanation

A corrected machine check event (CPE interrupt) occurred.

What to do

If multiple HVM system logs are occurring, contact the reseller from
which you purchased this equipment or consult maintenance
personnel.

Message content

H/W Fatal MCK occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

A fatal machine check event occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

Hardware Component BMC access error occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

A fault occurred in accessing the physical BMC.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

Hardware Component BMC access error was recovered.

Level

Information

Explanation

A fault in accessing the physical BMC was removed.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM activates LPAR in auto activation process.

Level

Information

Explanation

LPAR was activated with Auto Activate.

What to do

None.
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HVM Assist damage occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

An HVM fault (HVM Assist fault) occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM Assist damage occurred. (due to H/W error)

Level

Error

Explanation

An HVM fault (HVM fault) resulting from a hardware fault occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM auto activation process is cancelled.

Level

Information

Explanation

The Auto Activate operation was cancelled.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM auto activation process is ended.

Level

Information

Explanation

The Auto Activate operation is complete.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM auto activation process is started.

Level

Information

Explanation

The Auto Activate operation is started.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM booted with copied configuration files.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM was started with HVM configuration information subjected to
cloning.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM booted with initial parameter file.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM was started with the initial parameter file.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM completed deletion of the initial parameter file.

Level

Information

Explanation

The initial parameter file was completely deleted.

What to do

None.
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HVM could not import Time Setting of SVP.
Warning

Explanation

Importing the time setting from the management module failed.

What to do

Check if the management module version supports NTP link and
change the setting if necessary. Then, re-try the time import.

Message content

HVM flash memory access error occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

A fault occurred in accessing the flash memory.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM damage occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

An HVM fault occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM damage occurred. (due to H/W error)

Level

Error

Explanation

An HVM fault resulting from a hardware fault occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected a lack of I/O interrupt vectors.

Level

Error

Explanation

HVM detected a lack of interrupt vectors.

What to do

Check the PCI device configuration. If a PCI device not supported by
the product exists, remove it from configuration. If this cannot solve
the problem, contact the reseller or consult maintenance personnel.

HVM detected Activation error for Shared NIC
at expansion card..

Message content
Level

Error

Explanation

A failure in validating shared NIC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

HVM detected Activation error for Shared NIC
at on-board.

Message content
Level

Error

Explanation

A failure in validating shared NIC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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HVM detected Activation error for Shared NIC.

Level

Error

Explanation

A failure in validating shared NIC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected AP initialization timeout.

Level

Warning

Explanation

A timeout occurred in initializing the guest OS.

What to do

Review the service rate allocation to the LPAR.

HVM detected Driver Ver Error at Shared FC
at expansion card.

Message content
Level

Warning

Explanation

The FC driver not supporting shared FC was detected.

What to do

Upgrade the driver to the version supporting shared FC.

Message content

HVM detected Driver Ver Error at Shared FC.

Level

Warning

Explanation

The FC driver not supporting shared FC was detected.

What to do

Upgrade the driver to the version supporting shared FC.

HVM detected error of network communication
at management path.

Message content
Level

Error

Explanation

A fault in the management path was detected. Internal LAN segment
overlaps with the management LAN segment.

What to do

Review the HVM IP address setting..

HVM detected error of network communication
for SVP access.

Message content
Level

Error

Explanation

A communication fault occurred between HVM and the switch and
management module.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected Hardware error for Shared FC at expansion card.

Level

Error

Explanation

A fatal fault in shared FC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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HVM detected Hardware error for Shared FC.

Level

Error

Explanation

A fatal fault in shared FC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or consult
maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected initial parameter error.

Level

Warning

Explanation

Incorrect data of the initial parameter file was detected.

What to do

Check the settings on the System Configuration screen.

HVM detected Initialization error for Shared NIC
at expansion card.

Message content
Level

Error

Explanation

A failure in initializing shared NIC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected Initialization error for Shared NIC at on-board.

Level

Error

Explanation

A failure in initializing shared NIC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected Initialization error for Shared NIC.

Level

Error

Explanation

A failure in initializing shared NIC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

HVM detected Link Down error for Shared FC
at expansion card.

Message content
Level

Error

Explanation

Shared FC link down was detected.

What to do

Check the connection to shared FC. If this action takes no effect,
contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected Link Down error for Shared FC.

Level

Error

Explanation

Shared FC link down was detected.

What to do

Check the connection to shared FC. If this action takes no effect,
contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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Level

Error

Explanation

Shared NIC link down was detected.

What to do

Check the connection to shared NIC. If this action takes no effect,
contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected Link Down error for Shared NIC at on-board.

Level

Error

Explanation

Shared NIC link down was detected.

What to do

Check the connection to shared NIC. If this action takes no effect,
contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected Link Down error for Shared NIC.

Level

Error

Explanation

Shared NIC link down was detected.

What to do

Check the connection to shared NIC. If this action takes no effect,
contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

HVM detected Link Up recovery at Shared NIC
at expansion card.

Message content
Level

Information

Explanation

Shared NIC link up recovery was detected.
Communication through the LPAR shared NIC will be recovered in
about 20 seconds after this message appears.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM detected Link Up recovery at Shared NIC at on-board.

Level

Information

Explanation

Shared NIC link up recovery was detected.
Communication through the LPAR shared NIC will be recovered in
about 20 seconds after this message appears.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM detected Link Up recovery at Shared NIC.

Level

Information

Explanation

Shared NIC link up recovery was detected.
Communication through the LPAR shared NIC will be recovered in
about 20 seconds after this message appears.

What to do

None.
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HVM detected MCK recovery for Shared FC at expansion card.

Level

Information

Explanation

A fault recovery occurred in shared FC.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM detected MCK recovery for Shared FC.

Level

Information

Explanation

A fault recovery occurred in shared FC.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM detected MCKINT for Shared FC at expansion card.

Level

Error

Explanation

A temporary fault in shared FC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected MCKINT for Shared FC.

Level

Error

Explanation

A temporary fault in shared FC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

HVM detected network communication error
at SC Manager access.

Message content
Level

Error

Explanation

A communication error occurred between HVM and SC/BSM.

What to do

Check the connection between HVM and JP1/SC/BSM. If you
cannot remove this error, contact the reseller from which you
purchased this equipment or consult maintenance personnel.

HVM detected PCI bus error for Shared FC
at expansion card.

Message content
Level

Error

Explanation

A PCI bus fault in shared FC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM detected PCI bus error for Shared FC.

Level

Warning

Explanation

A PCI bus fault in shared FC was detected.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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HVM detected PCI Configuration unmatch and recovered.

Level

Information

Explanation

The HVM configuration information indicates unmatched hardware
configuration. So, the PCI device mode was changed to the shared
mode.

What to do

Check the HVM configuration information and hardware
configuration.

Message content

HVM detected PCI Configuration unmatch.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM configuration information and PCI device configuration do not
match.

What to do

Check the HVM configuration information and hardware
configuration.

Message content

HVM detected PCI dev assign error.

Level

Warning

Explanation

HVM detected invalid PCI device allocation information.

What to do

Re-allocate the PCI device on the PCI Device Assign screen. If this
HVM system log is re-obtained, contact the reseller from which you
purchased this equipment or consult maintenance personnel.

HVM detected recovery of network communication
at SVP Access.

Message content
Level

Information

Explanation

A communication fault between the HVM and switch and
management module was removed.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM detected Shared FC Link is Available at expansion card.

Level

Information

Explanation

Shared FC Link is available.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM detected Shared FC Link is Available.

Level

Information

Explanation

Shared FC Link is available.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM dump generation failed.

Level

Warning

Explanation

The HVM dump failed to be obtained.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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HVM dump generation succeeded.

Level

Information

Explanation

The HVM dump was obtained successfully.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM dump is lost.

Level

Warning

Explanation

The HVM dump was lost..

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM dump management file access error occurred.

Level

Warning

Explanation

File access error of HVM dump management occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM dump transfer failed.

Level

Warning

Explanation

Transfer of the HVM dump to the management module failed.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM dump transfer retry.

Level

Information

Explanation

The HVM dump was re-transferred to the management module.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM dump transfer succeeded.

Level

Information

Explanation

The HVM dump was transferred to the management module.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM failed deletion of the initial parameter file.

Level

Warning

Explanation

Deleting the initial parameter file failed.

What to do

If this HVM system log is often collected, contact your reseller or
consult maintenance personnel.
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HVM failed in network time synchronization by NTP.

Level

Warning

Explanation

Synchronizing the HVM system time with NTP failed.

What to do

Check the following:
- The specified IP addres is correct.
- The NTP server is working.
- The path to the NTP server from LAN is connected.
- ping can be performed from the NTP server to the HVM IP address.

Message content

HVM firmware update failed.

Level

Warning

Explanation

HVM firmware updating failed.

What to do

A screen, showing that HVM firmware update failed, is displayed.
Follow the procedure shown in the screen to handle the problem.

Message content

HVM firmware update was finished successfully.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM firmware was successfully updated.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM firmware update was started.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM firmware updating was started.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM has successfully imported Time Setting of SVP.

Level

Information

Explanation

The time setting was successfully imported from the management
module.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM has successfully retrieved Time Setting from SVP.

Level

Information

Explanation

The time setting was successfully retrieved from the management
module.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM has successfully synchronized RTC with NTP server.

Level

Information

Explanation

RTC was successfully synchronized with the NTP server.

What to do

None.
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HVM-LFW detected failure of getting bootdevice.

Level

Warning

Explanation

HVM logical firmware detected a failure to get boot device.

What to do

Contact your reseller or maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM-LFW detected failure of setting bootorder.

Level

Warning

Explanation

HVM logical firmware detected a failure to set a boot order.

What to do

Check and fix the boot order setting file. If it does not work, contact
your reseller or maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM-LFW detected internal error.

Warning

Warning

Explanation

HVM logical firmware detected an internal error and it recovered.

What to do

If this HVM system log is often collected, contact your reseller or
maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM-LFW detected internal error.

Level

Error

Explanation

HVM logical firmware detected an internal error.

What to do

Contact your reseller or maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM-LFW detected tftp error and recovered.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM logical firmware detected the network failure at the network
boot. Now the network has been recovered.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM-LFW detected tftp error.

Level

Warning

Explanation

HVM logical firmware detected the network failure at the network
boot.

What to do

Check the loading on the network and change the setting if
necessary, and then reboot it. If the HVM system log is detected
regardless of the retry, contact your reseller or consult maintenance
personnel.

Message content

HVM Loader detected load error and recovered.

Level

Warning

Explanation

Configuration information failed to be read; however, this error was
corrected.

What to do

If this HVM system log is obtained each time HVM starts, contact the
reseller from which you purchased this equipment or consult
maintenance personnel.
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HVM Loader detected switching NIC port.

Level

Information

Explanation

NIC ports were switched at the HVM boot.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM Loader detected flash memory access error and load
configuration from SVP.

Level

Warning

Explanation

HVM detected flash memory failure, automatically recovered, tried
to copy it to the flash memory but failed, and then loaded the
configuration files from the management module.

What to do

If this log is collected at every HVM boot, contact your reseller or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM Loader detected the damage of flash memory and
recovered.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM detected flash memory failure, and automatically recovered.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM Loader deleted the initial parameter.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM detected the initial parameter file (InitParam.dat) and deleted
it.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM Loader deleted the initial parameter.

Level

Warning

Explanation

HVM detected the initial parameter file (InitParam.dat) and deleted
it.

What to do

The initial parameter file is deleted due to the following reasons,
which are divided by HVM system log detailed messages.
- Restore is performed with the UBR command.
- Initialization is performed with the DC command.
- Cloning is performed with BSM.
- N+M cold standby is performed.
- Discrepancy between blade serial numbers.

Message content

HVM Loader detected the initial parameter in SVP.

Level

Information

Explanation

The initial parameter file (InitParam.dat) was detected with the
management module.

What to do

None.
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HVM Loader initialized the configuration files.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM configuration files were initialized..

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM Loader loaded the configuration files from SVP.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM configuration files were retrieved from SVP..

What to do

None.

HVM logged the EFI-Driver log for Shared FC
at expansion card.

Message content
Level

Information

Explanation

The shared FC driver transferred the log to HVM.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM logged the EFI-Driver log for Shared FC.

Level

Information

Explanation

The shared FC driver transferred the log to HVM.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM recovered from NTP error status.

Level

Information

Explanation

NTP time synchronization with the HVM system is recovered from
the error.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM Shutdown State Changed to InProgress.

Level

Information

Explanation

The shutdown status has changed to InProgress.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM Shutdown State Changed to Ready.

Level

Information

Explanation

The shutdown status has changed to Ready.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM skipped LPAR auto activation process.

Level

Information

Explanation

“Activate” LPAR was skipped with the auto activate operation.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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HVM System Shutdown Failed.
Warning

Explanation

Failed to shutdown the HVM system.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

HVM System Shutdown Started.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM system shutdown has started.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM updated the configuration files.

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM configuration with the previous version was updated to the new
version.

What to do

None.

Message content

HVM updated the configuration files with XXXXXXXX.

Level

Information

Explanation

The configuration files were automatically saved.
XXXXXXXX stands for the following configuration file name:
- InitParam.dat
- CloneInf.dat

What to do

None.

Message content

I/O interrupt vector mode was changed.

Level

Information

Explanation

I/O interrupt vector mode was changed.

What to do

None.

Message content

Invalid State was recovered. (ptc.l)

Level

Information

Explanation

HVM corrected the invalid status of the ptc.l instruction.

What to do

None.

Message content

Lock timeout was recovered.

Level

Warning

Explanation

A lock timeout occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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LPAR damage occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

An HVM fault (LPAR fault) occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

LPAR damage occurred. (due to H/W error)

Level

Error

Explanation

An HVM fault (LPAR fault) resulting from a hardware fault occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

LPAR Migration event occurred.

Level

Information

Explanation

LPAR migration has started or finished.

What to do

None.

Network configuration error for Shared FC
at expansion card.

Message content
Level

Error

Explanation

A shared FC interface fault occurred.

What to do

Check the connection to shared NIC. If this action takes no effect,
contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

Network configuration error for Shared FC.

Level

Error

Explanation

A shared FC interface fault occurred.

What to do

Check the connection to shared NIC. If this action takes no effect,
contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

Network Segment damage occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

A fault occurred in the network segment used for inter-LPAR
communication or for NIC sharing.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

NTP server 2, 3 are omitted.

Level

Warning

Explanation

Only two NTP servers, NTP Server 1 and NTP Server 2, imported
from the management module, are available

What to do

Set an IP address to NTP Server 1 or NTP Server 2. Or, set an IP
address to NTP Server 1 or NTP Server 2 of the management
module, and then specify the management module to ImportConfig.
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PCI device error was detected.
Error

Explanation

An error was detected int the PCI device.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

Physical Processor Isolation.

Level

Error

Explanation

The physical CPU was degraded.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

Physical SEL has been cleared.

Level

Information

Explanation

Physical SEL was cleared.

What to do

None.

Message content

RTC time synchronization has failed.

Level

Warning

Explanation

RTC failed to synchronize time with NTP.

What to do

Check the NTP settings.

Message content

Shadow Command is rejected.

Level

Error

Explanation

A request to HVM Assist was discarded.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

Shadow Command was retried.

Level

Information

Explanation

A request to HVM Assist was retransmitted.

What to do

None.

Message content

Shared FC MCK Log was logged in LPAR at expansion card.

Level

Information

Explanation

Shared FC fault information was stored in the LPAR.

What to do

None.

Message content

Shared FC MCK Log was logged in LPAR.

Level

Information

Explanation

Shared FC fault information was stored in the LPAR.

What to do

None.
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SVGA Initialization failed.

Level

Error

Explanation

Physical SVGA initialization failed.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

SVP access initialization failed.

Level

Warning

Explanation

Initializing the access to the management module failed.

What to do

Contact your reseller or maintenance personnel.

Message content

System Service request command failed.

Level

Error

Explanation

Command request to the system service failed.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

Thermal error occurred.

Level

Warning

Explanation

A temperature rise warning event occurred.

What to do

Remove the dust of the air vent of the system device to improve
ventilation. If this HVM event log is collected although ventilation is
improved, contact the reseller from which you purchased this
equipment or consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

Thermal error was restored.

Level

Information

Explanation

A temperature rise warning was released.

What to do

None.

Message content

Unknown event occurred.

Level

Warning

Explanation

An unknown event was obtained.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.

Message content

VNIC damage occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

A virtual NIC fault occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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VNIC damage on HVM Assist occurred.

Level

Error

Explanation

A virtual NIC (HVM Assist) fault occurred.

What to do

Contact the reseller from which you purchased this equipment or
consult maintenance personnel.
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Information on Software License
Software incorporated in HVM consists of independent multiple pieces of software. Each
of them is copyrighted by Hitachi, Ltd. or third parties.
The property rights and the intellectual property rights of software incorporated in HVM,
which Hitachi, Ltd. itself has developed or created, are owned by Hitachi, Ltd. The
property rights and the intellectual property rights of documents related to the software
are owned by Hitachi, Ltd. Those are protected by the copyright and other laws.
HVM uses the following open source software in compliance with each software license
agreement as well as software developed or created by Hitachi, Ltd. Visit those websites
to read their software license agreement in English.

Software

SoftwareLicense Agreement

Linux Kernel
ser2net
binutils

GNU General Public License version 2:
Visit the following URL.
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html

glibc

GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1:
Visit the following URL.
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html

bzip2

BSD License:
Visit the following URL.
http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

tianocore
EFI

BSD License/Eclipse License/FAT32 License/TianoCore.Org Contribution Agreement:
Visit the following URL.
http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/tianocore/index.php?title=BSD_License_from_Intel
http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/tianocore/index.php?title=Eclipse
http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/tianocore/index.php?title=FAT32_License
http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/tianocore/index.php?title=Contribution_Agreement

zlib

zlib license
Visit the following URL.
http://www.zlib.net/zlib_license.html

openssl

OpenSSL License
Visit the following URL.
http://www.openssl.org/source/license.html

Others:
software
contained in
Redhat
Enterprise
Linux 5
server

GNU General Public License version2, and
license agreement of each software
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This chapter provides know-how that can be useful in operating the system.
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FC mezzanine cards supported by Compute Blade 320 use two types of World Wide Name (WWN).
They are called an original WWN and additional WWN. The following describes the details of them.
In subsequent description, FC mezzanine cards are collectively referred to as interface expansion
cards.


Original WWN
An original WWN is specific to each interface expansion card and cannot be rewritten.
General FC mezzanine cards have original WWNs. You can locate the original WWN
on the label attached to the interface expansion card.



Additional WWN
An additional WWN is assigned additionally to an interface expansion card. Additional
WWNs are rewritable and used only with Compute Blade. If you replace an interface
expansion card in a slot, the replacement card will have the same additional WWN as
that of the card previously installed in the same slot.
WWN to use depends on the partition as follows:
(a)

A partition with Enabled N+M cold standby
Additional WWN is always used.

(b)

A partition with Disabled N+M cold standby
With “inline” Pre-configure method, you can select either original WWN or
additional WWN in WWN settings. With “pxe” Pre-configure method, original
WWN is always used.











An additional WWN is valid only within the Compute Blade
equipment and not used if the interface expansion card is
installed on other equipment.
You can only use either of the original WWN and additional
WWN; you cannot use both simultaneously.
To determine which WWN is being used, use the WWN
command.
For A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 model, you can use the additional WWN
with FC mezzanine card: GGX-CC9M4G2**/GGCC9M4G2X1-Y.
When you use the inline Pre-configure method, firmware of
the management module, BMC, and BIOS is required to
support the inline method.
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When operating server blades, you can redirect and display the screen of OS console onto another
PC without using remote console.
For Windows Server 2003, the Terminal Service and Terminal Service Client enable this redirection.
For UNIX OS such as Linux, the X-Window function is used to display the screen remotely.
For more information, see an appropriate documentation for your operating system.

 Remote Console Redirection
Server blades provide a console redirection function, which outputs characters to be
displayed on console to a serial port and processes them as input from keyboard. The
remote console redirection utilizes the console redirection function and SVP’s OS console
function. You can operate the following functions on multiple server blades in system
equipment, from terminal software on one terminal which is connected to the management
module.
This function enables the following operations.
(1) Preparatory Operations before Starting the OS


BIOS setup menu



SCSI RAID utility

 Others
For details, see section 1.3, “Setting BIOS for the Server Blade”.
(2) OS Operations Reflecting Console Redirection


Set/reset text-based information

 Text-based installation
For details, see section 3.3, “Operating the OS”.

1. Preparatory Steps before Using Remote Console Redirection
1.1 Connecting a Terminal
Connect a serial port of a management module and a serial port of an external PC with RS232C cross cable (D-SUB 9-pin, female-female specifications).
(For details, see “Cable connection for the System Console”.)
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You have to pre-install the terminal software into the terminal.
The terminal software must support the following functions.


To use telnet



To display UTF8 codes

You should use input/output keys, taking specifications of the terminal software into
full account.
You must make emulation settings equal to BIOS settings for the server blade to be
used.
1.3 Setting BIOS for the Server Blade
Settings Common to the OSs
Set BIOS for the server blade to be used in the setup menu as follows.
To use this function on all server blades mounted in the system with a display and a
keyboard connected to those server blades, you have to set BIOS for the blades as
follows.


Items under [Server]-[ConsoleRedirection]
- [COM Port Address] = "On-board COM A"
- [Baud Rate] = "9600"
- [Console Type] = "VT100"
- [Flow Control] = "None"
- [Continue C.R. after POST] = "Off"(“On” when uses Windows)

The console redirection function uses the COM1 port.

1.4 Key input method when remote console redirection is used
When the remote console redirection is used, the function key and keyboard reset, etc.
cannot be input. It is possible to substitute it by the following operation.
Function key

Input method

Other key

Input method

F1

[ESC] [1]

[Ctrl] +[Alt]+ [Del]

[ESC] [Del]

F2

[ESC] [2]

[ESC]

[ESC] [ESC]

F3

[ESC] [3]

F4

[ESC] [4]

F5

[ESC] [5]

F6

[ESC] [6]

F7

[ESC] [7]

F8

[ESC] [8]

F9

[ESC] [9]

F12

[ESC] [9]
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2.1 Starting the Terminal Software
Connect from the terminal to the management module over telnet and access the console
of the management module.
2.2 Logging in to the Management Module
You can log into the management module by entering your registered user name and
password. The preparatory steps before login are detailed in chapter 6, “Configuring the
Management Module”, in the User’s Guide.
2.3 Displaying the System Console Menu
Logging in to the management module, you will see the following main menu screen appear.

2.4 Entering the Number of an OS Console to Be Used
P0 to P9 are displayed depending on the number of server blades that have usable OS
console. Following to the display, select the partition by Px (x: Partition number = 0 to 9),
which you want to use the OS console.

The partition has the same meaning as the server blade.
A partition number corresponds to a slot number.

2.5 Starting the Serial Console
After the above 2.4, the serial console screen becomes operable in OS console mode.
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You can take preparatory steps before starting the OS, and operate the OS according to
console redirection.
For details, see “1 Preparatory Steps Before Using Remote Console Redirection”.
2.7 Terminating the Serial Console
Pressing Ctrl+B would exit OS console mode and returns to the main menu.
If you select a server blade slot which is already set to OS console mode by another
console, another console will exit OS console mode and returns to the main menu.
To continue the operation, you have to use the console newly set to OS console mode.
2.8 Logging out from the Management Module
You can log out from the management module by pressing X or Ctrl+Delete on the system
console menu.
2.9 Terminating the Terminal Software
Choosing the end menu would terminate the terminal software.

You can connect nine sessions concurrently over telnet.
If you perform nothing in a session, the session will be automatically disconnected.
(The default is ten minutes.)

3. Notes
3.1 Operating Remote Console Redirection
(1) This function assumes input operation from a keyboard and does not support highspeed data input such as file transfer. Input operation should be done from a
keyboard.
3.2 Accessing the OS Console
(1) Setting a Timeout Limit for a Session Waiting for Operations
When installing the OS, you may encounter a timeout for a session waiting for
operations. If such installation takes at least ten minutes, you should set a timeout
limit.
For details on how to set a timeout limit for a session waiting for operations, see “IT
Commands” in “Management Function (SVP Command Mode)” in chapter 6,
“Setting the Management Module”, of the User’s Guide.
(2) Recovering a Disconnected Session
A session may be disconnected owing to the following reasons.
To recover the session, return to the main menu for the system console and select the
server blade slot.
 You have used another function that accesses the IPMI.
 You have set BIOS with the OS console connected.
 You have sent out a large volume of data from the terminal software.
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Screen display may be slowed significantly or a terminal software session may be
disabled depending on your environment. In such a case, you should take actions
described in paragraph (2) above.

IPMI : abbreviation of Intelligent Platform Management Interface.
The IPMI is the standard interface that enables the server management software to
monitor the server blade without depending on the specific hardware system and
the OS.

3.3 Operating the OS
Windows/Linux also supports the console redirection function. This means that you can
operate Windows/Linux under remote console redirection on a text basis.
For details, see the OS manual.
In particular, Linux requires the following configuration.
(1) Add one line of "Linux console = ttyS0,9600n8 utf8" to the “/boot/grub/grub.conf” file.
(This line is added automatically to the "/boot/grub/grub.conf" file if you have entered it
on the first screen (boot option screen) that appears when you start the installation CD.)



When you don’t use Japanese characters, the screen may be easier to see, if you
delete "utf8." For that purpose, assign VT100 to [Console Type] for BIOS setup
and select terminal emulation for terminal software.



When installing Linux, depending on the version, boot option screen might not be
displayed on terminal equipment, which is connected to the SVP connector module
with LAN cable. Use remote console when you are installing Linux and this
phenomenon happened.



When Linux installation, Login mode has to be set in Text mode.
If you have set in "Graphic mode", change to "Text mode". For details on the
procedure for this change, see the OS manual or the like.
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Character codes and display colors might be different between the terminal equipment and
the server blade.
If having encountered the trouble below, you should take specified actions.
[Trouble]
[Possible cause]

[Actions]

[Trouble]
[Possible cause]

[Actions]

Scrambled characters are displayed on the terminal.
(a) Communications conditions are set invalidly.
(b) An improper character set is selected for the terminal
software.
(c) Source software (such as Windows/Linux) is sending
out improper character codes.
(a) Refer to “1.3 Setting BIOS for the Server Blade”, and
confirm the terminal software settings are the same
settings.
(b) Reselect a proper character set for the terminal
software.
(c) See the manual for the source software or the like.
No characters appear on the terminal (before the start of
the OS).
(a) Display colors may be unsuitable for the terminal
software.
(b) Characters may not be displayed with multiple
terminal connected.
(a) Press [F2] or [F3] to change display colors. (b) Press
[Ctrl]+[T] to re-display the screen.

 Notes concerning WOL(Wake ON LAN) function
-

1
When you use the power control over WOL of ServerConductor/Deployment
Manager and ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager, enable this function in advance.
2
For Xeon server blades, the WOL function does not become effective immediately
after AC power is ON. To enable the function on Xeon server blades, make WOL
function effective on ACPI applicable OS and then shut down the OS. (The WOL
function becomes effective immediately after the shutdown of OS. )
This setting returns ineffective by the following operations.


AC power supply OFF of server chassis



Insertion/Pullout



Forced power OFF(Power Button Override) of server blade and chassis

of server blade

(Forced power OFF is done by pressing the power button over five seconds.)


When power supply trouble occurs



Forced power OFF by ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager



Pre-configure execution
(Please refer to " Pre-configure in N+M cold standby " for Pre-configure. )

-

3

For Xeon server blades A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 model, refer to chapter 2.
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Cooperation of Management Module and
LAN Switch Module Overview
This system achieves the following functions by cooperation of management module and
LAN switch module.





N+M Cold Standby (for the detail, see N+M Cold Standby )
Periodical check on LAN switch module (for the detail, see Periodical check on LAN
switch module).
LAN Switch Module Operation (for the detail, see Chapter 6 > Web Console > LAN
Switch Module Operation.)

When the firmware version of the management module is A1010 and later, and when the
firmware version of the LAN switch module is 10.3A and later, the network connection in
Compute Blade system between management module and LAN switch module is supported.
(call this method internal connection method, hereafter)
When the firmware version of the management module is A1009 and older, or when the
firmware version of the LAN switch module is 10.2 and older, the cooperation of
management module and LAN switch module is supported by connecting management
module and LAN switch module using LAN cables. (call this method cable connection
method, hereafter)
In cable connection method, 1 port (line2) is occupied among external ports of LAN switch
module. This port is connected directly to a management LAN port (MGMT1) of
management module. So, this port can not be used for other purpose. When the firmware’s
version satisfies internal connection method, using internal connection method is
recommended because the ports are not occupied and all 4 ports are usable.
With B2 chassis, use internal connection: cable connection is no available.
Firmware version of
management module

Firmware version of
LAN switch module

A1010 and later

10.3A and later

Internal connection
method

none

10.2 and older

Cable connection
method

1port (line2) is
occupied

A1009 and older

10.3A and later

method

Occupied external
ports of LAN
switch module

10.2 and older



The firmware version of management module is displayed by “FV Command”. For the
way to confirm the firmware version of LAN switch, see the CD-ROM manual attached
to LAN switch module.



If you require updating the firmware, contact our marketing department.
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The firmware version of the LAN switch module can be confirmed by “show version”
command.

Prerequisites
When internally connecting the management module to the LAN switch module, ensure that
the equipment contains a built-in LAN switch module.

Restrictions
For the cooperation of management module and LAN switch module by cable connection
method, one of the external ports (line 2) is occupied by management module. This port is
connected directly to management port 1(MGMT1) of the management module, and it can
not be used for the other purposes.

Setup procedure for internal connection
method
This chapter explains setup procedure of internal connection method. When the firmware is
old and you use cable connection method, see “Setup procedure for cable connection
method”. If you need to shift from cable connection method to internal connection method,
see “Shift procedure from cable connection method to internal connection method”).

(1) Setting for management module
Set the following to the management module by “PCC command”, “SWC command” and
“ILC command”
Command

Item

Settings

PCC

Connect Type

Internal

SWC

Login ID, Password

The same as ID and password of the LAN
switch module (*1)(*2)

Administrator’s Password

ILC

Internal port settings

Enable (*3)

Network address of internal LAN

192.168.253.0 (*4)

(*1) Don’t setup Login ID, password, and administrator password of the LAN switch module,
if you use default value.
(*2) When you delete the Login ID, password, and administrator password set once,
execute “5.Restore SWC (LAN Switch Configuration) command settings.” of the “DC
command”.
(*3) “Enable” is factory default setting.
(*4) It is set at the factory. If another network device has the same IP address, set another
address different from the above.
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Set the following to the LAN switch module. When several LAN switch modules are installed,
set to all modules. For the detail of the command for setting, see the manual attached to
LAN switch module.
Item

Command for
setting

Settings

mgmt 0
(*1)

LAN switch 0

LAN switch 1

LAN switch 2

LAN switch 3

IP
192.168.253.
address 34 (*2)(*4)

192.168.253.
35 (*2)(*4)

192.168.253.
36 (*2, *4)

192.168.253.
37 (*2, *4)

Subnet
mask

255.255.255.
240 (*3)(*4)

255.255.255.
240 (*3, *4)

255.255.255.
240 (*3, *4)

telnet remote
access

255.255.255.
240 (*3)(*4)

Permit telnet remote access (*5)

interface mgmt
ip address

line vty

(*1) Mgmt 0 is connected to management module only. It can not be used for other
purposes.
(*2) Set first three bytes of this address to the same value as the “ILC command” (factory
default setting is 192.168.253.). Last one byte is assigned to 34 (fixed value) for LAN
switch 0; 35 (fixed value) for LAN switch 1; 36 (fixed value) for LAN switch 2; 37 (fixed
value) for LAN switch 3.
(*3) Though 255.255.255.0 is displayed in “ILC command”, set 255.255.255.240 (because
this method uses lower 1 byte (between 33 and 47).
(*4) This address is set as factory default. If the firmware is updated from the version not
supporting internal connection method to the version supporting internal connection
method, or if new LAN switch module is added, the address is cleared.
(*5) The factory setting is that the remote access is permitted.
The example of the executing the command on the console of LAN switch module is shown
as follows. (Example of LAN switch 0 side)

(*1) :

When other ip address is set on mgmt 0, it is necessary to delete it like this
procedure.(*2) : Please set 192.168.253.35 for LAN switch 1 side.

(*2) With LAN switch module 1, set 192.168.253.35.
With LAN switch module 2, set 192.168.253.36
With LAN switch module 3, set 192.168.253.37.
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The settings are erased by turning off the power, if they are not saved. Save the
setup information by save command.



If the following conditions are satisfied, it is not necessary to set this because it has
been set already.


Not change the ILC command setting



The firmware version of prerequisite is satisfied from shipment.

NOTICE
When changing the following settings, you need re-setup of the LAN switch module.
Connection between the management module and LAN switch module is not
available before the re-setup. For the details, refer to “The case of requiring resetup”.


Changing the setting value with the LC command



Initializing the LAN switch module settings that include restoring from the
backup of old configuration



Changing locations of a slot to install the LAN switch module

(3) Confirm the connection
Confirm the connection of management module and LAN switch module by “SWC
command”. If they are connected correctly, “Operation complete successfully” is displayed.
When other messages are displayed, confirm the followings.
Displayed message

Phenomenon

Action

This SW is not installed.

LAN switch module is not
installed.

Confirm whether the LAN switch
module is installed.

Too many users are
logged in.

The login maximum number to
LAN switch modules is exceeded.

Logout the user, if there are
some users logging into the
LAN switch module.

Login refused.

Not permitted the login from
remote operation terminal.

Review the login settings of the
LAN switch module.

Login incorrect.

Login ID / password are incorrect.

Change administrator
mode is failed.

Administrator’s password is
incorrect

Review the login ID and
password of the management
module and of the LAN switch
module.

SW configuration is not
saved.

The settings of the LAN switch
module are not saved

Save the settings of the LAN
switch module.

Connection is timeout.

Connection with LAN switch
module is timeout.

･ Review the IP address of
the LAN switch module.
･ Review the settings of the
“ILC command” and “SWC
command” in the
management module.

SW port is link down.

The ports between management
module and LAN switch module
are link down.
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Phenomenon

Action

Standby SVP is not
exist.

Standby management module is
not exist

When standby management
module is not exist, the
connection confirmation
between standby management
module and the LAN switch
module can not be executed.

Other process is login
this SW. Retry later. (*1)

Other process is login this LAN
switch module.

Try after a while.

Operation complete
successfully (Uplinkfailover status is
invalid).

Confirmed that the connection is
successful. But the port on the
server blade of LANSW is
blocked due to the uplink-failover
function.

Check the uplink-faolover
settings of the LAN switch and
the blocking status.

Operation complete
successfully (inactivated
port exists).

Confirmed that the connection is
successful. But the port on the
server blade of LANSW is
blocked.

Check the blocking status of the
LAN switch module.

This SW is failed.

The LAN switch module is in
failure.

Contact maintenance
personnel.

Other error messages
*1: This message is displayed in the following conditions.
- When another console is checking the connection between a standby management module
and LAN switch module.
- When Pre-configure is executed.
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Re-setup of the LAN switch module is necessary in the following case.

(1) The case of changing the settings of “ILC command”.
When the settings of the “ILC command” are changed, it is necessary to change the IP
address of the LAN switch module to same IP address as “ILC command”. Re-setup the
LAN switch module settings.
(2) The case of initializing the settings of the LAN switch module
When the settings of the LAN switch module are initialized from LAN switch console, resetup the LAN switch module settings.
(3) The case of changing the slot location of the LAN switch module.
When the slot location of the LAN switch module is changed, it is necessary to change the
IP address of the LAN switch module to the value corresponding to the slot. Re-setup the
LAN switch module settings.

CAUTION
Changing locations of a slot, where the LAN switch module is installed, must be
done by maintenance personnel. If you need to change it, contact your reseller or
maintenance personnel.

Setup procedure for the cable connection
method
When the firmware version is not supported the internal connection method, execute this
procedure.

(1) Setting for management module
Set the following by “PCC command”, “SWC command”, and “ILC command”.
Command

Item

Settings

PCC

Connect type

Cable Connect

SWC

Login ID, Password

The same as ID and password of the LAN
switch module

Admininistrator’s Password

ILC

Network addres of internal LAN

192.168.253.0 (*1)

(*1) It is set at the factory. If another network device has the same IP address, set another
address different from the above.
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Set the following to the LAN switch module. When two LAN switch modules are installed,
set to both modules. For the detail of the command for setting, see the manual attached to
LAN switch module.
Item

Settings
LAN switch 0

VLAN

VLAN ID
IP address
Subnet mask

line 2
(port 2)

Port type
Allowed VLAN
STP port setting

LAN switch 1

4093 (*1)
192.168.253.130
(*2)

192.168.253.131
(*2)

vlan
interface vlan
ip address

255.255.255.128 (fixed value) (*3)
Trunk port

switchport mode

4093

switchport trunk

PortFast (*4)
Enable BPDU filter

telnet remote access

Command for setting

Permit remote access (*5)

spanning-tree portfast
spanning-tree bpdufilter
line vty

(*1) Set the same value as Pre-configure Network VLAN ID set by “PCC command”.
(*2) Set the same value as “ILC command” to three head bytes of this address(The factory
default setting is 192.168.253. ) Last one byte is assigned to 130 (fixed value) for LAN
switch 0 and 131(fixed value) for LAN switch 2.
(*3) Though 255.255.255.0 is displayed in “ILC command”, set 255.255.255.128 (because
this method uses lower 1 byte (between 129 and 255).
(*4) Factory default setting is PortFast. If the customer has changed the setting according to
the configuration, set it to PortFast again.
(*5) The factory setting is that the remote access is permitted.
The example of the executing the command on the console of LAN switch module is shown
as follows. (Example of LAN switch 0 side)

(*1) : Set 192.168.253.131 for LAN switch 1 side.
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The configuration commands for the setting of the LAN switch module are shown
by “SWC command”. Please refer for the setting.



The setup information disappears by power supply OFF of the device, if it has not
been saved. Save the set up information by the save command.

NOTICE
When changing the following settings, you need re-setup of the LAN switch module.
Connection between the management module and LAN switch module is not
available before the re-setup. For the details, refer to “The case of requiring resetup”.


Changing the setting value with the LC command



Initializing the LAN switch module settings that include restoring from the
backup of old configuration



Changing locations of a slot to install the LAN switch module

The screen of the show command which is executed in LAN switch after the setting is
shown below.
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Connect the management LAN port 1 (MGMT1) of the management module 0 and the port
of line 2 of the LAN switch module 0 directly by a LAN cable. When the management
modules are duplicated and when two LAN switch modules are installed, connect the
management LAN port 1 (MGMT1) of the management module 1 and the port of line 2 of
the LAN switch module 1 directly by a LAN cable, too.

For the LAN cable both straight cable and cross cable are usable.
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Confirm the connection of management module and LAN switch module by “SWC
command”. If they are connected correctly, “Operation complete successfully” is displayed.
When other messages are displayed, confirm the followings.
Displayed message

Phenomenon

Action

This SW is not installed.

LAN switch module is not
installed.

Confirm whether the LAN switch
module is installed.

Too many users are
logged in.

The login maximum number to
LAN switch modules is exceeded.

Logout the user, if there are
some users logging into the
LAN switch module.

Login refused.

Not permitted from remote
operation terminal.

Review the settings of the LAN
switch module.

Login incorrect.

Login ID / password are incorrect.

Ghange administrator
mode is failed.

Administrator password is
incorrect

Review the login ID and
password of the management
module and the LAN switch
module.

SW configuration is not
saved.

The settings of the LAN switch
module are not saved

Save the settings of the LAN
swtich module.

Connection is timeout.

Connection with LAN switch
module is timeout.

･ Review the IP address of
the LAN switch module.
･ Review the settings of the
“ILC command” and “SWC
command” in the
management module.

SW port is link down.

The ports between management
module and LAN switch module
are link down.

Confirm the settings of the LAN
switch module.

Other process is login
this SW. Retry later. (*1)

Other process is login this LAN
switch module.

Try after a while.

Operation complete
successfully (Uplinkfailover status is
invalid).

Confirmed that the connection is
successful. But the port on the
server blade of LANSW is
blocked due to the uplink-failover
function.

Check the uplink-failover setting
of the LAN switch module.

Operation complete
successfully (inactivated
port exists).

Confirmed that the connection is
successful. But the port on the
server blade of LANSW is
blocked.

Check the blocking status of the
LAN switch module.

This SW is failed.

The LAN switch module is failed.

Contact the maintenance
personnel.

Other messages
*1: This message is displayed in the following conditions.
- When another console is checking the connection between a standby management module
and LAN switch module.
- When Pre-configure is executed.
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If you update the firmware and if you would like to shift from cable connection method to
internal connection method, execute following procedure.

(1) Clear the setting of the LAN switch module of cable connection method
Log into the LAN switch module and set following. When two LAN switch modules are
installed, set the following to both modules. When Pre-configure Network VLAN ID is
changed by “PCC command”, please replace 4093 with changed value and execute
following procedure. When MiniOS Network VLAN is changed, please replace 4092 with
changed value and execute following procedure.

1.1 Change the settings for line 5 to 14
Change the settings for cable connection method for line 5 to 14. It is necessary to delete
VLAN4092 from Allowed VLAN. Reconfigure other settings according to the customer
configuration.
Item

line 5
to
line14

Settings for cable
connection method

Action

Command

Port type

trunk port (*1)

Reconfigure according to
the customer configuration.

switchport mode

Allowed VLAN

4092 (*1)

Delete

switchport trunk

(*1): This is set to the ports on only the server on which Pre-configure is enabled.

The example of the executing the command on the console of LAN switch module is
shown as follows (Example of deleting 4092 from Allowed VLAN on line 5). Change other
settings according to the customer configuration. Actually it is necessary to set these for all
the ports from line 5 to 14.

1.2 Change the settings for line 2
Change the settings for cable connection method for line 2. It is necessary to delete
VLAN4093 from Allowed VLAN. Reconfigure other settings according to the customer
configuration.
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line 2

Settings for cable
connection method

Action

Command

Port type

trunk port

Reconfigure according to
the customer configuration.

switchport mode

Allowed VLAN

4093

Delete

switchport trunk

Settings of
STP port

PortFast

Reconfigure according to
the customer configuration.

spanning-tree
portfast

Enable BPDU filter

Reconfigure according to
the customer configuration.

spanning-tree
bpdufilter

The example of the executing the command on the console of LAN switch module is
shown as follows (Example of deleting 4093 from Allowed VLAN). Change other settings
according to the customer configuration.

1.3 Delete VLAN
Change the settings for cable connection method against VLAN.
Item

VLAN

Settings for cable
connection method

Action

Command

VLAN ID

4092

Delete

no vlan

Allowed VLAN

4093

Delete

no vlan

The example of the executing the command on the console of LAN switch module is
shown as follows.

(2) Pull out the cable
Pull out the cable that connects management module and LAN switch module. At this time,
occupied port of the LAN switch module becomes usable for other purpose.

(3) Set internal connection method
According to “Setup procedure for the cable connection method”, set the internal
connection method settings.
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 Overview
This system allows the management module to monitor LAN switch module status
periodically using the function “Cooperation of Management Module and LAN Switch
Module Overview”. The following table shows status monitored by this function.
Monitoring target

Monitoring status

Packet drop

Status of “show qos queueing”
command:
- HOL1
- HOL2
- Tail drop

Circuit failure

Status of “show interface
gigabitethernet” and “show interface
tengigabitethernet” commands:
- CRC errors
- Alignment
- Fragments
-Symbol errors
- Short frames
- Long frames

Note:

Remarks

Refer to the LAN switch module manual for details of each status.

The management module connects to the LAN switch module once an hour to check the
status shown above. It records the management module SEL, if a command status has the
value higher than the one collected an hour before.
With this function enabled, failure analysis will be improved: you can find when a packet
drops or circuit failure occurs in the LAN switch module, if the network fails in Compute
Blade 320 or its peripheral devices.
This function can be enabled or disabled and be set the checking time per LAN switch
module. For setting the function, refer to SWC Command in chapter 6.

 Restrictions
If a target status value increases during its rebooting or replacement, the increase in value
cannot be detected.
When a LAN switch module is logged in at the maximum number of login, a management
module will fail to check because it cannot log into the LAN switch module. When using this
function, make sure that the management module can connect to the LAN switch module.
The operation should always leave login for a management module. When this causes a
check to fail and the later check succeeds after the problem is fixed, a system error log
(SEL) is recorded if the value in the later check increases compared to the former
successful one.
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Overview of Pre-configure
The following features use Pre-configure. Pre-configure for each feature is outlined below. If
N+M cold standby is enabled, the additional WWN is used as the interface expansion card
WWN.
In this section, fibre channel mezzanine cards can be referred to as interface expansion
cards.
 N+M cold standby
For N+M cold standby, setting information for the active partition is obtained in advance
and stored in the management module. When switching N+M, the setting information for
the active partition stored in the management module is set for the standby partition. In
addition, the additional WWNs for the interface expansion cards for the active and
standby partitions are swapped and re-set . Pre-configure is performed for obtaining and
configuring the setting information on the server blade and interface expansion card, and
also for setting the additional WWN.
For details of N+M cold standby, refer to "N+M cold standby".
For details of additional WWNs used in N+M standby, refer to "WWN in this equipment".

NOTICE
Do not operate the LAN switch module during Pre-configure. Otherwise, Pre-configure may
fail.

 After Pre-configure, the partition cannot start by Wake On LAN.
 Performing Pre-configure causes SAN boot to be automatically assigned the
lowest priority in the BIOS boot priority setting.

Prerequisites for Pre-configure
 Hardware configuration prerequisites
Pre-configure requires the following equipment configuration:


With pxe Pre-configure method, a built-in LAN switch module is installed.



If the FC mezzanine card: GGX-CC9M4G2**/GG-CC9M4G2X1-Y is installed in a
server blade, which needs to be A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 or a later model.



With BIOS using iSCSI boot, no interface expansion card is installed.



For the boot priority order of the BIOS setting, refer to “(2) Setting the server blade for
Pre-configure” in Flow Chart of setting Pre-configure.
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To perform Pre-configure with pxe method, it is necessary to make the linkage between the
management modules and LAN switch module enabled.
.For details of linkage between the management module and LAN switch module, refer to
"Linkage between the management module and the LAN switch module".

The operations of the management module and LAN switch
module are linked during
Pre-configure with pxe method. During linked operation, settings
for the LAN switch module are changed temporarily. If you log in
to the LAN switch module during Pre-configure, the prompt may
be preceded by an exclamation mark (!), which indicates that
settings have been changed.

NOTICE


Changing settings for the LAN switch module during Pre-configure with pxe
method may cause Pre-configure to fail. Do not attempt to change LAN
switch module settings until Pre-configure is completed. (When Preconfigure is in progress, the PC command indicates "Pre-configure."



When Pre-configure is executed, the port of the server side is changed as
follows:
-

When connected via cable, the port is automatically added to Mini OS
Network VLAN (default is 4092) configured with the PCC Command.
Do not remove this VLAN because this is used for Pre-configure. When
connected internally, this VLAN is not added.

-

When the port is connected via cable and is an access port, the port is
changed to a trunk port automatically after Pre-configure executed. The
VLAN ID used originally is succeeded as native VLAN ID of the trunk
port. When connected internally, this VLAN is not added.

-

The port is set as “PortFast (spanning-tree portfast trunk)”.
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Pre-configure includes two methods, such as “pxe” and “inline”. The following table
describes both modes.
pxe

inline

Outline

Item

Obtains and configures the
setting information on
partitions from the
dedicated OS:
conventional method.

Obtains and configures the
setting information on partitions
with BIOS.

Required time for
Pre-configure

3 to 10 minutes

A few minutes shorter than that
of the prex with the same
configuration, due to no need
of booting the dedicated OS.

Pre-configure
execution triggers

- When PC command is
executed.
- When N+M is switched or
recovered with BSM Plus.
- When the system is
powered on.
- When a server blade is
inserted.

- When PC command is
executed.
- When the system is powered
on.
- When a server blade is
inserted.

Server blades that
can be installed in
the target partition

All server blades

A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 or later
models (*1)

Mezzanine cards
that can be
installed in the
target partition

FC mezzanine cards

FC mezzanine cards

Pre-configure for
setting HBA BIOS
and additional
WWN to FC
mezzanine cards

Available

Available

Preconfigure for
setting iSCSI BIOS

Available (*2)

Not availalbe

(*1)

To use the inline method, firmware of management modules, BMC, and BIOS is required to
support the inline method.
Since Pre-configure need not to be performed in switching N+M with the inline method, it takes
a shorter time for switching N+M than that with the pxe method.
The following versions support the inline method.
Type of firmware

Version support the inline method

Management module

A1060 or later

BMC

01-45 or later

BIOS

G11 or later
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The following conditions are required to pre-configure iSCSI BIOS settings:
- The server blade supports iSCSI boot.
- Firmware programs of the management module, BMC, and BIOS support Pre-configure for
iSCSI BIOS settings.
- Both iSCSI OPROM and Onboard LAN 2 Control in the server blade BIOS setup are set to
“Enabled”. See “PCI Configuration: PCI configuration submenu” in Chapter 5 for details.
- Pre-configure method is “pxe”. With inline method, Pre-configure fails. You can find the state
referring to0 PCC Command in Chapter 6.

The following versions support Pre-configure for iSCSI BIOS settings.
Version support Pre-configure for
iSCSI BIOS settings

Firmware
Management module

A1075 or later

BMC

01-57 or later

BIOS

G16 or later

For the external disk array, you need to set LU0, viewed from the
server blade, used for OS installation.

For executing N+M cold standby, Pre-configure methods for the
active and standby partitions can be different.

Pre-configure execution triggers
Pre-configure is performed either manually or automatically to obtain or set information in
the following cases:
#

Trigger

Pre-configure method
pxe

(*1)

inline

1

When the PC command is executed

Executed

Executed

2

When N+M is switched, or recovered from
N+M switching with BSM Plus

Executed

Not executed
(*1)

3

When the system equipment is powered on

Executed

Executed

4

When a server blade is inserted.

Executed

Executed

In the standby partition that recovered from switching, however, Pre-configure is executed.

The following describes how Pre-configure is performed in each case:
(1) When the PCC command is executed
You can use the PCC command to perform Pre-configure. This Pre-configure is
performed to maintain the partition setting information in the management module, and
to configure the additional WWN in the interface expansion card with “pxe Preconfigure after partition setting is completed.
Pre-configure is also performed when N+M cold standby is enabled, to set an
additional WWN in the interface expansion card.
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Pre-configure with the pxe mode is executed to mirror the setting information from the
active partition to the standby partition at N+M switching. When original partition states
are restored from N+M switched state, Pre-configure is also performed for both the
active and standby partitions.
With the inline method, the setting information of the active partition is set to the
standby partition during the power on and OS is booted. Thus pre-configure is not
executed at N+M switching. When a partition is restored from the state after the N+M
switching, Pre-configure is not executed to the active partition. But Pre-configure is
executed to the standby partition so that it can be available for N+M switching.
This Pre-configure is automatically performed by BSM Plus.
(3) When the power to the system equipment is turned on
When N+M cold standby is enabled, turning off or on the power to the system
equipment causes Pre-configure to be performed automatically. If N+M cold standby is
set, the original state is restored from N+M cold standby. If Pre-configure Run policy is
set to Smart in the PCC command, however, Pre-configure is not automatically
performed when change in configuration is not detected at the system power on.
(4) When the server blade is inserted
When the server blade is inserted, the management module automatically performs
Pre-configure, thus updating setting information in the module.

Operation of partitions during Preconfigure
The LED on the front panel of the server blade blinks during Pre-configure.
While the LED is blinking, the power to the partition is temporarily turned on.
For details of the LED that blinks, refer to "Front of system equipment" in the description
of the names and functions of each part.

Time required for Pre-configure
The time required to perform Pre-configure varies with the number of installed CPUs,
memory size, and the types and number of PCI cards installed.
Partition

Required time (minutes)

Xeon server blade
3 to 10 (*)
* More time may be required if Pre-configure is retrying after a failure.
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The following describes the flow of setting Pre-configure. Each step is detailed in
subsequent sections.

(1) Setting linkage between the
management module and the
LAN switch module

(2) Setting the server blade for
Pre-configure

(3) Setting the management
module
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With the pxe method Pre-configure, to make N+M cold standby enabled, it is necessary
to make the linkage between the management module and LAN switch module. For
details, refer to "Linkage between management module and the LAN switch module".
(2) Setting the server blade for Pre-configure
To configure N+M cold standby, it is necessary to set the Xeon server blade as follows:


Set ROM Scan for LAN controller



With the pxe method Pre-configure, set the ROM scan for the LAN controller in
BIOS setting. The setting procedure varies with the BIOS version. See How to
check BIOS version for a server blade for finding your version.
- A1/A2 models (BIOS version F27 or earlier)
See How to set PXE Network Boot for A1/A2 models with BIOS F27 or
earlier.
- BIOS version F28 and later, or A3/A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models
See How to check PXE Network Boot for A1/A2 models with BIOS F28 or
later, or A3/A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models.
See Chapter 5: BIOS Setup for further details.
Disable a built-in disk



A built-in disk is not available with N+M cold standby. If a disk is installed, make
sure to remove the disk and disable RAID card. The following describes BIOS
settings per model.
A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 model:
Set Disabled for SAS Option ROM Scan in the PnP Configuration: PCI
configuration submenu. R4/R5 model, however, can be used with the default
“Enabled” setting. But Changing the MegaRAID WebBIOS Setting is required.
See “MegaRAID WebBIOS (R4/R5 model)” in Chapter 5 for details.
A1/A2/ A3/E3 model:
Set Disabled for SAS Option ROM Scan in the PnP Configuration: PCI
configuration submenu.
Set iSCSI
Prerequisites for N+M cold standby with iSCSI boot configuration;
Set both iSCSI OPROM and Onboard LAN 2 Control in the server blade BIOS
setup to “Enabled”. See “PCI Configuration: PCI configuration submenu” in
Chapter 5 for details.
Set iSCSI boot configuration of onboard LAN port 3 and port 4 to “Disabled” in the
server blade BIOS setup for the standby partition. See iSCSI BIOS Setup Utility
(A5/S5/P5/R5 Models) in Chapter 5.

(3) Setting the management module


Enabling N+M cold standby



Use the PCC command to make N+M cold standby enabled in both the active
and standby partitions. Pre-configure is immediately performed for the partitions
for which N+M cold standby has been enabled.
Setting Pre-configure Run policy
Set the Pre-configure Run policy at the system power on: Standard or Smart. The
recommended setting for this item is “Standard”. To change settings, use the
PCC command.
Standard:
When N+M cold standby is enabled, Pre-configure is automatically performed at
the system power on.
Smart:
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Pre-configure is immediately performed to the partitions for which
N+M cold standby has been enabled.
This Pre-configure sets an additional WWN for the interface
expansion card.
Performing Pre-configure requires the time that is described in
"Time required for performing Pre-configure".
Turn off all the power to the target server blade. If the power is on,
the PCC command cannot make N+M cold standby enabled or
disabled.
If the BIOS version is F27 or earlier, add the following two items to
the boot sequence. Otherwise, Pre-configure will fail.
(1) IBE GE Slot xxxx Vxxxx (network boot on LAN1)
(2) IBE GE Slot xxxx Vxxxx (network boot on LAN2)

NOTICE


If PXE boot is registered in one other than SAN boot in the BIOS boot priority
setting, executing Pre-configure assigns SAN boot to be the lowest in the BIOS
boot priority.
- A1/A2 models (BIOS version F27 or earlier):
If booting a server via network using ServerConductor/Deployment Manager,
make sure to set the server to boot only via the LAN to use for the boot
beforehand. That is, disable other boot options but the LAN to use for the
boot.
- A1/A2s models (BIOS version F28 or later) or
A3/E3/A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models:
Disable the ROM scan for the LAN controller in the BIOS setting to disable
unnecessary PXE boot.



With the pxe method Pre-configure, when PXE boot is set to “Excluded form boot
order” in the BIOS boot setting, Pre-configure fails. Disable the ROM scan for the
LAN controller in the BIOS setting to disable unnecessary PXE boot.
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Pre-configure is not automatically performed if change in configuration is not
detected at the system power on, even with N+M cold standby enabled. Time
required from the system power on to the server blade power on is shorter than
that with the Standard policy by the time shown in Time required for Pre-configure.
Thus, if Auto Power On is enabled in the AP command, set a value for [Delay
time] taking account of the fact that Pre-configure is not automatically performed.

10

1

Log into a server blade from your PC or server using the remote console application.

2

Power on the server balde from the remote console toolbar.

3

The server balde starts up, showing “Press <F2> to enter SETUP, <F12> to enter Boot
Menu” on the lower left of the screen. Press the [F2] key several times until “Entering
SETUP” is shown.

4

After a while, the PhenixBIOS Setup Utility screen for setting the server blade BIOS will
be shown.

5

Check the server blade BIOS version.
(1) Select the [Main] tab using [←] and [→] keys on the BIOS Setup menu screen.
(2) Select [System Information] using [↑] and [↓] keys, and press [Enter].

(3) Check BIOS Version in the System Information pane to find your server blade BIOS
version.

6

Press [Esc] key to return to the BIOS Setup utility menu screen.
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For A1/A2 models with BIOS F28 or later, or A3/A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models,
see How to check PXE Network Boot for A1/A2 models with BIOS F28 or later, or
A3/A4/S4/H4/P4/R4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 models.

With BIOS version F27 or erlier for server blades, all active server blades and standby
server blades targeted for N+M cold standby need to have PXE network boot enabled. You
can set PXE network boot in BIOS setup for each server blade.
Excecute the following settings on all active server blades and standby server blades
targeted for N+M cold standby.

1

Check the PXE network boot.
(1) Select the [Advanced] tab using [←] and [→] keys on the BIOS Setup menu screen.
(2) Select [PCI Configration] using [↑] and [↓] keys, and press [Enter].

(3) Select [Embedded NIC (ESB2)] using [↑] and [↓] keys in the PCI Configuration pane,
and press [Enter].

(4) When the Embedded NIC (ESB2) pane appears, check that Enabled is shown for
[LAN1 Option ROM Scan] and [LAN2 Option ROM Scan].
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earlier
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(5) Press [Esc] key twice to return to the BIOS Setup menu screen.

2

Set [Boot priority order]
(1) Select the [Boot] tab using [←] and [→] keys on the BIOS Setup menu screen.
(2) Find [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x00 v1240] and [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x01 v1240],
under the Boot priority order, and set the following boot sequence.
1: PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x00 v1240
2: PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x01 v1240
Place the cursor on [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x00 v1240] or [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot
0x01 v1240] using [↑] and [↓] keys, and set priorty as the following figure using [+]
and [-] keys.

Set this kind of boot sequence..
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If [LAN1 Option ROM Scan] and [LAN2 Option ROM Scan] are
Disabled, place the cursor on [Disabled] using [↑] and [↓] keys,
and press [Enter] to select [Enabled]. Press [F10] key, select
[Yes] on the Setup Confirmation screen. Then the server blade is
rebooted. Press [F2] key again during the reboot to show the
BIOS Setup menu screen. Go on to Step 2.

10



3

“x” stands for any number in [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x00
v1240] and [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x01 v1240].
If [Excluded from boot order] includes [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot
0x00 v1240] or [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x01 v1240], place
the cursor on [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x00 v1240] or [PCI
BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x01 v1240], and press [X] key. Then [PCI
BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x00 v1240] or [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot
0x01 v1240] moves under the Boot priority order.

Finish the BIOS Setup Utility screen.
(1) Select the [Exit] tab on the BIOS Setup menu screen, and press [Enter].

(2) When [Setup Confirmation] dialog box appears, selelct [Yes] and press [Enter].

(3) The server blade is rebooted.
(4) Power off the server blade.

4

Repeat Step 1 through Step 3 to set PXE network boot for all server blades.

PXE network boot configuration has been set for all server blades.
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For A1/A2 models with BIOS F27 or earlier, see How to set PXE Network Boot for A1/A2
models with BIOS F27 or earlier.
Check the following on all active server blades and standby server blades targeted for N+M
cold standby.

1

Select the [Boot] tab using [←] and [→] keys on the BIOS Setup menu screen.

2

Check that [Excluded from boot order] does not include [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x00
v1240] and [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x01 v1240]. (Any number is for “x”.)

If [Excluded from boot order] includes [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot
0x00 v1240] or [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x01 v1240], place the
cursor on [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x00 v1240] or [PCI BEV: IBA
GE Slot 0x01 v1240], and press [X] key. Then [PCI BEV: IBA GE
Slot 0x00 v1240] or [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x01 v1240] moves
under [Boot priority order]. Boot sequence does not matter: [PCI
BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x00 v1240] or [PCI BEV: IBA GE Slot 0x01
v1240] can be resistered with any position in sequence from 1 to
8.
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3

Finish the BIOS Setup Utility.
(1) Select the [Exit] tab on the BIOS Setup menu, and press [Enter].

(2) When [Setup Confirmation] dialog box appears, selelct [Yes] and press [Enter].

(3) The server blade is rebooted.
(4) Power off the server blade.

4

Repeat Step 1 through Step 3 to check PXE network boot for all server blades.

PXE network boot configuration has been checked for all server blades.
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N+M Cold Standby Overview
The N+M cold standby is a function that the management server ServerConductor/Blade
Server Manager Plus (BSM Plus hereinafter) receives and analyses a report on a
hardware-failure detected in a partition, and switch over from the active partition (task
partition) to a standby partition.
Providing a standby partition to multiple active partitions enables to resume the operation by
activating the standby partition. The operation is temporarily interrupted due to a hardwarefailure, however, the corrective actions from a failure occurrence to the operation
resumption can be streamlined with less hardware resources.
N+M cold standby supports HVM. If hardware fails on the active partition where multiple
LPARs are running, those LPARs running on the active partition can start on the standby
partition. A standby partition can be shared between partitions in the Basic mode and HVM
mode.
N+M cold standby must be booted from SAN using an FC mezzanine card or iSCSI of a
LAN port onboard.
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The system can install and use only one expansion card
among FC mezzanine cards: GGX-CC9MZFC1, GGXCC9M4G1**/GG-CC9M4G1X1-Y, GGX-CC9M4G2**/GGCC9M4G2X1-Y. Multiple different cards cannot be installed
or used in the same system.
The N+M cold standby can be set over multiple systems with
SAN boot using the FC mezzanine card. The active and
standby partitions need not exist in the same system.
A standby partition to an active partition need to have the
same configuration as the active partition and the same or
later HVM model as/than that of the active partition.
For SAN boot using iSCSI at the onboard LAN port, an active
partition and the standby partition must be in the same
system equipment.
A standby partition, which is shared between active partitions
in Basic and HVM modes, need to be configured with a
model that HVM is installed and that is available for both
Basic and HVM modes.
Implementing the N+M cold standby would require separate
installation of ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager Plus.
For details, contact your reseller.
There is N+1 cold standby as a similar function of the N+M
cold standby. When the N+1 cold standby is used, the setting
to the management module is not necessary. The switching
method, the switching time, the preconditions and so on, are
different between the N+1 cold standby and the N+M cold
standby. For details, refer to the ServerConductor/Blade
Server Manager Plus manual.
When you use the Teaming function provided by Intel○
R
PROSet on the server blade, it is necessary to prepare the
N+1 Teaming Kit additionally. For details, contact your
reseller.
If N+M cold standby is configured in the server blade on
which a guest OS of Hyper-V is running, the MAC address
assigned to the guest OS on the active partition is taken over
to a guest OS running on the standby partition when
partitions are being switched.
Therefore, when switching the standby partition to the active
partition and configuring the Hyper-V environment again,
change the MAC address properly because both OSs may
have the same MAC address.
Different Pre-configure methods are allowed for the active
and standby partitions.
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 Mechanism of the N+M Cold Standby
(1) Partition in Basic Mode
In the N+M cold standby, various settings on active partitions are taken over by the standby
partition, when N+M failover of partitions happens.
You can, therefore, boot the server from the same disk (LU) and resume the same OS
environment as the active partition, on the standby partition.
Hereinafter, the settings to be taken over are referred to as “Partition configuration
information” or merely “Configuration information”.

The figure above shows SAN boot using the interface expansion card.

Active partitions and the Standby partitions must be installed
same hardware configuration and same firmware version.

(2) Partition in HVM Mode
In failover of partitions in HVM mode with the N+M cold standby, HVM configuration
information for the active partition, such as LPAR settings, LPAR status, and WWN
information managed by HVM, are mirrored to the standby partition, which is booted in the
HVM mode. This can allow the standby partition to recreate the same LPAR configuration
as the active partition even if the server blades are switched. Each LPAR can be booted
form the same disk (LU) as the active partition to resume the OS environment. Hereinafter,
the settings to be taken over are referred to as “partition configuration information” or
merely “configuration information”.
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Active Partitions

Standby Partitions

Fibre channel board

Fibre channel board

Setting information
is taken over.
HVM config. info. 1

HVM config. info. 1

WWN (A) to WWN (C)

WWN (A) to WWN (C)

HVM config. info. 2

HVM config. info. 2

Setting information
is exchanged.

Management module

SAN connection is taken over by WWN
succession managed by HVM.
FC switch that supports NPIV
(when using the shared FC function)
WWN (A) to WWN (C)
(Security by WWN)





The trigger to switch to the standby partition is hardware
failure of the active partition the same way as in the Basic
mode.
Use a standby partition with the same hardware configuration
and the same firmware version to be installed as the active
partition in the same way as in the Basic mode.

NOTICE
Make sure to apply the same HVM firmware version to both the active and the standby
partitions. If each partition has a different firmware version, N+M failover may fail.
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(1) Partition in Basic Mode
During N+M failover, the following information is taken over by the standby partition from
the active partition.
Item

WWN

Description

World Wide Node Name

Note

(*1)

World Wide Port Name
BIOS

All settings in the BIOS setup menu

(*2)

iSCSI BIOS settings

All setting items in iSCSI BIOS Setup
utility

HBA BIOS settings on
FC mezzanine cards:
GGX-CC9MZFC1,
GGX-CC9M4G1**/GGCC9M4G1X1-Y

Enable/disable HBA BIOS

(*4)

Enable/disable boot priority

(*4)

Boot target WWN

(*4)

Boot target LUN

(*4)

HBA BIOS settings on
the FC mezzanine
card: GGXCC9M4G2**/GGCC9M4G2X1-Y

All items in the setup menu

PE command settings

Power supply synchronization
control settings

(*3)

PR command settings

OS mode settings

(*3)

Hyper-Threading mode settings

(*3)

HDD interface settings

(*3)

HDD capacity settings

(*3)

Settings whether to run SEL clear

(*3)

Scedule settings of power control

(*3)

BSM settings
(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)

See “WWN in this equipment”.
The other settings (including on-board LAN controller and added PCI card BIOS settings)
cannot be taken over by the standby partition.
This information is taken over only when the firmware version of management module is A1010
and later, furthermore the version of SC/BSM is 08-20 and later.
The settings except for these (ex. connection type, transfer rate, and login delay time) are not
taken over. Set these settings manually beforehand depending on the configuration of the FC
mezzanine card.

When recovers N+M, the information mirrored to a standby
partition is restored to an active partition. So, the active partition is
recovered to the condition before N+M failover. But information of
standby partition remains the mirrored information and it is not
recovered to the condition before N+M failover. Scheduling and
iSCSI BIOS settings for the partition will be cleared so that the
partition cannot operate unexpectedly.
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During N+M failover in the HVM mode, the following HVM information is taken over to the
standby partition from the active partition.
Item

Description

Note

BIOS

All setting items in the BIOS setup menu

(*1)

PE command settings

Power supply synchronization control
settings

(*2)

PR command settings

OS mode settings

(*2)

Perform/Not perform SEL clear

(*2)

BSM settings

Schedule settings for power supply
synchronization control

(*2)

LPAR information

LPAR configuration information

-

Logical NVRAM information

(*3)

Logical schedule data

-

HVM system information System configuration information

-

PCI device configuration information

-

Virtual NIC configuration information

-

Shared FC information

(*4)

Virtual FC WWN seed information

-

(*1) The other settings, such as BIOS settings on the onboard LAN controller and SAS mezzanine
card/SAS RAID adapter, and settings for the PCI card adapter, cannot be taken over to a
standby partition.
(*2) To take over this information, it is required that you should combine the management module
firmware A1010 or a later version and SC/BSM 08-20 or a later version.
(*3) This includes logical EFI information on the boot path/order, boot timer, and driver path/ order.
If you have manually added a driver path from the EFI shell, the driver path cannot be taken
over.
(*4) See “WWN in this equipment”.
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(1) Partition in Basic Mode
The interface expansion card installed in a partition to be subjected to N+M cold standby
uses additional WWNs. At N+M switching, the additional WWN of the interface expansion
card installed for the active partition is assigned to the interface expansion card for the
standby partition, thus taking over SAN connection.
N+M cold standby thus does not change the WWN as seen from the OS on the partition
after N+M switching, so that software features that depend on the WWN, such as Persistent
Binding, can be used as is.

(2) Partition in HVM Mode
The interface expansion card installed in a partition to be subjected to N+M cold standby
uses virtual FC WWNs. At N+M switching, the virtual FC WWN of the interface expansion
card installed in the active partition is assigned to the interface expansion card in the
standby partition, and thus SAN connection will be taken over. As partitions in Basic mode,
N+M cold standby thus does not change the WWN as seen from the OS on the LPAR after
N+M switching, so that software features that depend on the WWN can be used as is.

 Addressing N+M Cold Standby iSCSI BIOS
With configuration where Pre-configure for iSCSI BIOS settings can be performed, the
iSCSI settings in the server blade of the active partition will be taken over to the standby
partition server blade. This can allow the iSCSI boot configuration to be taken over to the
standby partition. See Methods of Pre-configure for requirements to perform Pre-configure
for iSCSI BIOS settings.
For N+M cold standby with iSCSI boot configuration, even a server blade in the standby
partition needs to have BIOS setting using iSCSI boot. Configure the BIOS settings for a
standby partition server blade as shown below:


Configure iSCSI OPROM settings to use iSCSI boot.
See “PCI Configuration: PCI configuration submenu” in Chapter 5.



Configure iSCSI boot settings for onboard LAN port 3 and port 4 to DISABLED.
See “iSCSI BIOS Setup Utility (A5/S5/P5/R5 Models)” in Chapter 5.

In N+M failover, iSCSI BIOS setting in the active partition will be cleared after the moment it
is taken over to the standby partition to prevent it from duplicated. When the failover returns
to the original, iSCSI BIOS settings in the standby partition will be cleared as well after they
have been taken over to the active partition. When you turn on the power to the partition
after performing N+M cold standby, iSCSI BIOS settings will be cleared from the active
partition at N+M cold standby. This is because N+M failover is designed for an active
partition in failure and Pre-configure may not be performed in the failed partition. After N+M
cold standby is restored, then iSCSI BIOS settings will be cleared from the server blade
with the standby partition.
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NOTICE

Do not perform the following setting changes before updating iSCSI BIOS configuration
(Clear) in the server blade with the active or standby partition. You can find the setting value
with PCC Command in Chapter 6. When you need to clear iSCSI BIOS setting in the server
blade and not yet clear the setting, do not disable N+M cold standby and do not change
Pre-configure method to “inline” (See PCC Command in Chapter 6). If iSCSI BIOS setting
cannot be cleared, iSCSI boot setting remains in the server blade. This leads to one setting
in multiple server blades, which may cause destroy the boot disk.


Disabling N+M cold standby (See PCC Command in Chapter 6.)



Changing Pre-configure method to “inline” (See PCC Command in Chapter 6.)



Disabling iSCSI OPROM and Onboard LAN 2 Control setting in BIOS configuration for
the server blade with the partition. (See PCI Configuration: PCI configuration submenu
in Chapter 5.)

 Time Taken for N+M Failover
Time required for N+M failover when a partition fails:

(1) Partition in Basic Mode
(a) Standby partition Pre-configure: pxe
Time taken for N+M failover (*) =
[Time of waiting for a failover start] + [time for Pre-configuration]
+ [time taken for OS boot]

(b) Standby partition Pre-configure: inline
Time taken for N+M failover =
[Time of waiting for a failover start (*)] + [time taken for OS boot]

(2) Partition in HVM Mode
(a) Standby partition Pre-configure: pxe
Time taken for N+M failover =
[Time of waiting for a failover start (*)] + [time for Pre-configuration]
+ [time taken for HVM boot] + [time taken for OS boot on LPAR]

(b) Standby partition Pre-configure: inline
Time taken for N+M failover =
[Time of waiting for a failover start (*)] + [time taken for HVM boot] +
[time taken for OS boot on LPAR]
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This is the time from the trouble detection by BSM Plus to failover starts. The failover will start
at once or in one hour, according to the type of the trouble. Refer to the manual of BSM Plus
for details.

The following gives the time taken for a pre-configuration.
Partition

Time taken (minutes)

Server blade
3 to 10 (*)
*It may takes longer if Pre-configure is retrying after a failure.

The following gives the time taken for HVM boot.
Partition

Time taken (minutes)

Server blade

5 to 10
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 Prerequisites for hardware composition
The followings are prerequisites for the N+M cold standby.


SAN boot



Perform SAN boot using one of the following interfaces.
- FC mezzanine card
- iSCSI at the onboard LAN port



The FC switch module is installed when the SAN boot uses an FC mezzanine card..



With the pxe method Pre-configure, a built-in LAN switch module is installed.



If the FC mezzanine card: GGX-CC9M4G2**/GG-CC9M4G2X1-Y is installed in a
server blade, which needs to be A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 or a later model.



If N+M cold standby is configured in HVM mode, server blades and peripheral devices
are required to support HVM.



For the boot priority order of the BIOS setting, refer to “Setting the server blade for
Pre-configure” in Flow Chart of setting Pre-configure.



Contact our marketing department for details on the
prerequisite hardware and firmware versions for the N+M
cold standby.



In SAN boot environment, SAS Option Rom or SAS Option
ROM Scan must be Disabled. Refer to chapter 5 “BIOS
setup” for details. R4 model can be used with the default
“Enabled” setting. But Changing the MegaRAID WebBIOS
Setting is required. Refer to “MegaRAID WebBIOS (R4/R5
model)” in Chapter 5 for the details.



A standby partition can be replaced with the active partition
that has different type/number of CPU and memory
capacity from the standby partition. However, confirm that
requirements for operating OS and application are satisfied
and both of them can operate on the standby partition by
executing the switching test in advance.



Pre-configure methods can be different between the active
and standby partitions. Required time for switching methods
of Pre-configure depends on the method of the standby
partition.

 Other prerequisites
N+M cold standby requires the following features to be set in addition to the above
hardware configuration:


Linkage between the management module and LAN switch module with the pxe
method Pre-configure



Pre-configure
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 N+M failover by Dump Reset
If the firmware version of the management module is A1009 and older, when executes
Dump Reset for the active partition by the following method, the failover to the standby
partition is executed, though a failure doesn’t occur actually.


Send NMI to the partition by “TC command”.



Send NMI from a remote console

Don’t do this operation in the N+M Cold Standby environment. If the failover occurs, turn off
the power of the active and the standby partition and make recover from BSM Plus. See the
BSM Plus manual and help for the detail.

 Pre-configure in N+M cold standby
In the N+M cold standby, configuration information on active partitions are acquired in
advance and stored in the management module.
During N+M failover, the configuration information stored in the management module is set
to the standby partition to be started. With the pxe method, Pre-configure is performed
during the above acquisition and setting, while with the inline method, Pre-configure is not
performed because the setting information is set to the standby partition during the power
on.
This acquiring and setting means Pre-configure.
When Pre-configure starts, partitions are temporarily powered on and dedicated software
which acquires and sets the configuration information will run.
After acquiring or setting of configuration information completes, partitions are powered off.
Configuration information on the active partitions must be acquired by the Pre-configure,
when the N+M cold standby is implemented. That is not when N+M failover.
This is because failing partitions may not be able to perform Pre-configure.
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You have to implement the N+M cold standby for each of Compute Blade, SAN and BSM
Plus.
For details on how to configure the SAN and the BSM Plus, see the appropriate instruction
manual.

 Overview of the Procedure for Implementing the N+M Cold Standby
for Compute Blade
The following outlines the implementing flow on the N+M cold standby.
Each step is described in the subsequent sections.
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It is needed if you put the additional WWN back to the default in case of system reimplementation and so on.
Please refer “WWN command” for the way to initialize.

NOTICE
If having initialized the additional WWN, you have to change Compute Blade,
SAN and BSM Plus configurations.

System Operation and Management

(1) Initializing the Additional WWN

(2) Settings for Management module
The following are set by using "PCC command” and "CI2 command".
Command
PCC

Connect type

Item

CI2

Pre-configure Network VLAN ID
MiniOS Network VLAN ID
Trouble notification condition

Set value
Internal / Cable connect
(*1)
4093 （*2）
4092 （*2,3）
All (All information is
notified). （*4）

*1 Select “Cable connect” when the version of the management module is A1009 and older or when the
version of the LAN switch module is 10.2 and older. Otherwise select “Internal”.
*2 This shows the value at shipment. Set the other value when you use VLAN ID for any other purpose.
Refer to "PCC command" for the range of usable VLAN ID.
*3 If selects “Internal” to “Connect type”, this VLAN is not usable.
*4 This is disabled at shipment (No alert notification). With this setting, any trouble is not notified to BSM
Plus and automatic switching over is not performed. Be sure to set it to All (All information is notified).

(3) Settings for cooperation of management module and LAN switch module
With the pxe method Pre-configure, make the linkage between the management
module and the LAN switch module enabled. For details, refer to "
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(4) Setting Pre-configuring
Make N+M cold standby enabled. For details, refer to "Pre-configure".
When configuring N+M cold standby in HVM mode, you also need to perform steps (2)
to (4).

(5) Setting the SAN and the FC Switch
This setting is required for SAN boot using an FC mezzanine card.


Partition in Basic mode

Use the SAN to configure the additional WWN and other items.
Identify the additional WWN using the “WWN command”.
(This setting is for the FC switch, the SAN and the LUN Manager or the like.
For details, see the appropriate instruction manual.)


Partition in HVM mode

Set WWNs and other settings in the SAN. Use virtual FC WWN as a WWN.
Verify the virtual FC WWNs in HVM's "Allocated FC Information" screen.
(This setting applies to FC switches, SAN, and LUN Manager. For details, see the
documentation for the product concerned.)

(6) Configuring the Server Blade for Booting


Partition in Basic mode

Configure the server blade that active partitions are bootable from SAN.
Configuring the FC mezzanine card: GGX-CC9MZFC1, GGXCC9M4G1**/GGCC9M4G1X1-Y





Enable BIOS for the FC mezzanine card, and boot priority.



Select the LU to be booted.
For details on the configuration, see the manual for the FC mezzanine card for
GGXCC9M4G2**/GG-CC9M4G2X1-Y.





For details on the configuration, see the manual for the FC mezzanine card for
GGXCC9M4G2**/GG-CC9M4G2X1-Y.
Setting iSCSI BIOS



See “iSCSI BIOS Setup Utility (A5/S5/P5/R5 Models)” in Chapter 5 for details.




Setting BIOS
To start up from SAN, the boot priority order must be set. Set the boot priority order with
which Pre-configure is available after setting SAN boot. Refer to “Flow Chart of setting
Pre-configure” for further details.

To avoid CPU run with degradation when IERR (CPU error) occurs, change the settings of
“Trigger of CPU reduction” in the “Server” menu. If this setting is not set, N+M failover may
be failed when IERR occur. For detail of the setting procedure, refer to ”B Trigger of CPU
reduction” of “Server : Server menu”.



Partition in HVM mode
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BIOS settings


Confirm that the EFI settings are required for HVM boot.



For details about EFI setup, see "HVM" in Chapter 9.

Pre-State Auto Activate setting






Assign the necessary processors, memory, dedicated PCI devices, and
shared devices (VNIC, shared FC) to an LPAR.



Activate the LPAR.



For details, see "HVM" in Chapter 9.

Device setting for the fibre channel mezzanine card (dedicated or shared)








For details about the procedure, see "Options" in Chapter 9.

LPAR configuration




To enable the LPAR to be activated automatically after N+M failover, set
Pre-State Auto Activation to "Yes" on the HVM screen.

From the LPAR's EFI menu, select EFI Shell. Then, from the Shell
prompt, execute the drvcfg command to call the device setup shell
(hfccfg).
Enable the boot function of the HBA FC port to which the boot target LU
is connected.
For details about the procedure, see the fibre channel adapter
documentation.

Boot settings




From the LPAR's EFI menu, select "Boot option maintenance menu".
Enable the LPAR to be booted from the SAN by setting the boot path and
boot order.
For details about the procedure, see "Booting a Guest OS" in Chapter 9.

NOTICE
If you change the LPAR configuration (processors, memory, or device assignment),
make sure to implement [F9]: "Save Configuration" on the HVM Menu screen. For
details, see "Saving Settings on the HVM Screen".
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Using "PCC command", perform Pre-configure again on both active partitions and
standby partitions. By this Pre-configure, the information set at the above step 7 is
acquired and saved in the management module.
After this, when you change the setting for partition’s BIOS and
FC mezzanine card’s BIOS, or iSCSI BIOS settings, be sure to
perform Pre-configure. See "Reconfiguration after N+M Cold
Standby Implementation" for details. Otherwise N+M failover
might fail because there could be a difference between actual
partitions’ configuration information and the information saved in
management module.

(8) Implementing the N+M Cold Standby Using BSM Plus
Using BSM Plus, configure the N+M cold standby (identifying the active and
standby partitions, and so on).
(This is the setting by BSM Plus. For details, see the manual for BSM Plus.)
Prior to the implementation, you have to do the following checks.


Check that N+M cold standby is enabled.


This function must be enabled for both of the active and standby partitions.



Use the PCC command for this checking.



In Basic mode, check that the active partition can be booted from the SAN.



In HVM mode, check that the LPAR configured in HVM on the active partition can
be booted from SAN.

After the completion of those checks, use BSM Plus to implement the N+M cold
standby.
(9) Testing N+M Failover
Before the start of operation, execute an N+M failover test manually from BSM Plus, or
issue a failover test alert with “RT command”, to check whether to failover normally.

NOTICE
When a failover alert with the RT command is issued, the power of the active
partition is forcibly turned off.

For details on the procedures for implementing the N+M cold
standby and for N+M switching, see the manual for BSM Plus.
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(1) Partition in Basic Mode
Make sure to pre-configure the partition using the “PCC command”, referring to Chapter 6,
when having changed BIOS,settings of the partition, FC mezzanine card, or iSCSI after
N+M cold standby implementation. Without pre-configure, configuration information on the
actual partition may become different from configuration information held by the
management module, which may cause N+M switching to fail.

(2) Partition in HVM Mode
Make sure to pre-configure the partition using the “PCC command”, referring to Chapter 6,
when having changed BIOS settings of the partition, FC mezzanine card, or iSCSI after
N+M cold standby implementation. Without Pre-configure, configuration information on the
actual partition may become different from that held by the management module, which
may cause N+M switching to fail.
If you change the LPAR configuration (processors, memory, or device assignment) after
configuring the N+M cold standby, make sure that you implement [F9]: "Save
Configuration" on the HVM Menu screen. If not, the HVM configuration information in the
management module differs from the actual HVM settings and N+M failover may fail.

UPS Connection for the N+M Cold Standby
When using UPS, you have to configure automatic partition power on to restore the N+M
cold standby automatically after the recovery of system power source.


Set the partition so that it is automatically turned on after the recovery of system
power source.




Enable Auto Power On using the “AP command”.
Now, all partitions are turned on after the recovery of system power source.

Then, inhibit the automatic partition power on for standby partition.


Set "Deconfigure" for the standby partition by the “PE command”.
Now, the standby partition is inhibited to turn on automatically after the
recovery of system power source.



The above steps are unnecessary if you do not automatically start the partition
after the recovery of system power source even though using UPS.



On the server blade of Xeon DP, disable the BIOS setting of the automatic partition
power on function when recovering the power supply. On N+M cold standby
configuration, the partition may not start automatically when recovering the power
supply.
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E-mail Notification Overview
 E-mail Notification Overview
You can perform the following with e-mail notification.
NO.
1

Function
Report failure log

Description
If the equipment has incurred an error, this function collects
and e-mails log information necessary for an error analysis. It
saves 15 e-mailed packets of historical records (five e-mailed
packets of logs) regardless of successful or unsuccessful email notification. Excess records or logs are deleted
chronologically.
Should log information not be e-mailed successfully owing to a
fault of the mail server or of the network to it, this function
retries to e-mail the log information three and six hours after
the first failure. The file containing log information is, however,
attached only if it has been saved as an e-mailed historical
record.
To use e-mail notification cause of an error, it is necessary to
enable e-mail notification cause of an error by ”E-mail
Notification Setup Screen.

2

Collect and report
current log

This function collects and e-mails log information on the
current equipment status. The “E-mail Notification Setup
Screen” is used to e-mail the current status.

3

Report selected log

This function can select and e-mail an e-mailed historical
record again. For example, in case that the Compute Blade
equipment incurs an error, or that mail server (SMTP server) is
halted and can't e-mail the cause of an error, this function can
select and e-mail appropriate information from among emailed historical records after the mail server has been
recovered. The file containing log information is, however, emailed only if it is saved as historical records. The “E-mail
Notification Setup Screen” is used to selectively e-mail error
information.

4

Report test records

This function sends test mail. You can check for valid e-mail
notification settings and channel. The “E-mail Notification
Setup Screen” is used to send test mail.

5

Monitor and Report
log (Timer report)

This function regularly collects and e-mails log information that
indicates the equipment status for preventive maintenance.
You can e-mail the log information every day, every week,
every two weeks or every four weeks.
You can specify the e-mail notification day from any day of the
week (Sunday to Saturday) when the interval time is one, two,
or weeks. You can specify the e-mail notification hour between
0 to 23 hours with 0 minute fixed. The time when log
information is e-mailed actually is later than the time when it is
set by about 10 minutes. If log information cannot be e-mailed
successfully owing to a fault of the mail server or of the
network to it, this function retries to e-mail the information
three and six hours after the first failure. To use this function,
you have to enable monitoring and e-mailing on the “E-mail
Notification Setup Screen”.
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NO.

Item

Description

1

Mailing means

E-mail (based on the SMTP)

2

Maximum number of
concurrent destinations

8

3

Number of SMTP
servers that can be
connected

2
(Each of the MGMT0 and MAINT, SVP LAN terminals can
be assigned one SMTP server.)

4

E-mailed when:

An error occurs.
Manual (Enter the command from the management
module.)
Timer (for monitoring and e-mailing)

5

Contents
of e-mail

Subject

E-mails triggered by a
failure.

[c-b]EBS failure
report(YYYY.MM.DD hh:mm:ss)

E-mails triggered by
manual operation
(reporting current
logs).

[c-b]EBS current log
report(YYYY.MM.DD hh:mm:ss)

E-mails triggered by
manual operation
(reporting selected
failure logs).

[c-b]EBS history
report(YYYY.MM.DD hh:mm:ss)

E-mails triggered by
manual operation
(testing the e-mail
function).

[c-b]EBS test report(YYYY.MM.DD
hh:mm:ss)

E-mails monitoring
logs.

[c-b]EBS monitoring
report(YYYY.MM.DD hh:mm:ss)

E-mail text

Customer ID information and outlined failure information

Attached
log file for
failure
analyses

E-mail information file (Customer ID information, detailed
failure information, device information and status
information)
Trace log file. You can specify whether to attach this file for
each of the destination addresses. (SVP H/W dumps, SVP
traces, SVP configuration information dumps, micro agent
logs, SVP system logs and detail logs)

* Legend
YYYY.MM.DD.hh:mm:ss indicates e-mail notification time. [YYYY: Calendar year, MM: Month,
DD: Day, hh: Hours, mm: Minutes, ss: Seconds]
“c” in [c-b] denotes a customer number, and “b” stands for a branch office (set by the MI
command).
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The following gives dimensions of the log file for failure analyses attached to e-mail.
Trace log file No. 2 is attached only for the destinations in which “trace attach” is enabled
using the MI command to set destination address information.
NO.

Item

Description

1

E-mailed
information
filename

erf-YYYYMMDD-hhmmss.gz (Compressed by gzip)

2

Trace log
filename

Trc-YYYYMMDD-hhmmss.tar.gz (Compressed by tar+gzip)
Defrosting tar+gzip would restore the following files.The extracted files are
different depending on the type of failure or the way to extract the logs. So
all the files below are not restored.

3

File size

NO.

Restored filename

Contents

1

svphwlog-W-YYYYMMDD-hhmmss

SVP H/W dump

2

trc-W-YYYYMMDD-hhmmss

SVP trace

3

ubr-W-YYYYMMDD-hhmmss.gz

SVP configuration
information log

4

uagentN-W-YYYYMMDDhhmmss.gz

-agent log

5

svpsyslog-W-YYYYMMDDhhmmss,gz

SVP system log

6

detailN-W-YYYYMMDD-hhmmss.gz

detail log

NO.

Attached file

Size (under a gzip
compression factor of 0)

1

E-mail information file

500kbyte

2

Trace log file

2000kbyte

* Legend
YYYMMDD-hhmmss indicates the time when the file is created.
[YYYY: Calendar year, MM: Month, DD: Day, hh: Hours, mm: Minutes, ss: Seconds]
N shows the partition number. (0-9).
“W” shows factors by which logs are collected. (a, m)
a: logs created by “Report failure log”.
m: logs created by “Collect and report current log” or DL command (Collect Failure Logs
for E-mail Report).

 Prerequisites
The following are the prerequisites for using the e-mail notification.
NO.

Prerequisite

1

The e-mail notification n is such that the management module as the mail client
e-mails the mail server (SMTP serer). This requires a separate SMTP server.
You cannot use such mail servers that require authentication as POP Before
SMTP.

2

The management module must be in an environment in which it can
communicate with the mail server.
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(1) Procedure for Using the E-mail notification

Using E-mail function:

- E-mails triggered by a failure
- E-mails triggered by manual operation
Monitoring and e-mailing

(2) Examples of Implementing an E-mail Environment
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Item

1

SMTP server
(Management
LAN/maintenance
LAN)

Description
・ E-mail server. You must prepare this server. (At
least one SMTP server is required.)
・ You cannot use such servers that require
authentication as POP Before SMTP.
・ If you separate network between addressing to
you and addressing to the maintenance center,
mail server required for each network. Connect
your server to the management LAN, and the
maintenance center server to the maintenance
LAN. The maintenance LAN, which is used to
maintain equipment, is restricted in terms of
usage (*).

2

LAN cable

・ Because the SVP LAN is based on 100BASETX, you should use a UTP/STP cable of category
5 or higher.
・ For a dual management module, you must
connect both SVP LANs of SVP#0 and #1.

※ Restrictions on using the SVP LAN (MAINT: Maintenance LAN)
・ You cannot change the default IP address.
・ Two or more Compute Blade devices cannot be connected with the same network.
・ You have to install a network branching device such as HUB to allow the customer
engineer to use the maintenance LAN.

(3) Defining Information to be E-mailed
See the contents of “E-mail Notification Setup” in chapter 6 to define information to be
e-mailed.

(4) E-mail Notification
See the contents of “E-mail Notification Setup” in chapter 6 to carry out an e-mail
notification test.

(5) Using the E-mail Notification
You have to use the e-mail notification according to information defined in “E-mail
Notification Setup”. If wanting to ask our customer engineer to solve a failure the
Compute Blade equipment has incurred, you should collect log files for failure analyses
using “E-mail Notification Setup Screen” and “Failure Analysis Logs Screen”.
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SNMP Function Overview
 Function to be achieved
NO.

Function

Description

1

Polling function

It is possible to recognize Compute Blade as observation
target from SNMP manager. Return the response
according to the information defined in MIB when SNMP
manager requests the information of items which
Compute Blade defines originally.

2

Trap function

Notify the information voluntarily, according to the
Management Information Base (MIB) that Compute Blade
defines originally. So it is possible for SNMP manager to
watch failure.



The following image shows management by SNMP.

SNMP Trap

Response
応答
Chassis
Config.
シャーシ構成

SNMP Polling (Response) MIB
MIB

Config.
構成 Setting
Info.
設定情報
Info.
情報 Current Status.
現状態

Object
項目

SNMP Manager
(NNM)

SNMP Polling (Request)

Request
要求
Hitachi Compute Blade
(SNMP Agent)

The parameter of SNMP polling
Item

Description

Supported commands (*1)

SNMP manager (SNMPv2Trap)

Max SNMP manager number that can notify
the trap simultaneously

4

Supported modules

Server blade, Management module, Switch
module, Power supply module, System cooling
fan module, Switch cooling fan module

(*1) “Set” command is not supported.
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Item
Way of notification

Description
SNMPv1/v2c (Get, GetNext, GetBulk)

Max SNMP manager number that can
notify the trap simultaneously

4 (Firmware version A1065 or earlier)
10 (Firmware version A1070 or later)

Supported modules

server blade
management module
switch module
power supply module
cooling fan module
cooling switch module

Opportunity to notify

When management module issues a failure
SEL

Contents of
notification

1st variable binding
(Standard)

Elapsed time from SNMP agent starting

2nd variable binding
(Standard)

OID(Object IDentifier) corresponding to the
notified failure trap event

3rd variable binding

Time when failure occurs

4th variable binding

Chassis where failure occurs

5th variable binding

Failure level of the trap

6th variable binding

Failure message

7th variable binding

Failure part

8th variable binding

SVP alert ID that causes trap

* : SNMP standard trap is not supported in this SNMP trap function.

 Prerequisites
The followings are the prerequisites for using the SNMP function.
NO.

Prerequisite

1

SNMP manager that receive a SNMP trap supports SNMPv1/v2c.

2

Management module and management server of SNMP manager should be able
to communicate each other.
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(1) The procedure of SNMP trap function

NO.

Description

(1)

Extract MIB file necessary to use
SNMP function

(2)

Register the information in the
MIB file extracted in step (1) to the
SNMP manager.

(3)

Construct the device environment
to use the SNMP function.

(4)

Set information that it is necessary
for SNMP trap by SNM command.
(The information includes IP
address of the notification
destination SNMP manager,
Community name, and etc.)

(5)

Notify a test trap using test
notification function. When SNMP
manager can not receive the test
trap, correct the parameter by
reviewing step (2) to (4).

(6)

Normal operational state

(2) Extract MIB file to use SNMP function
Extract the MIB file of SNMP agent, referring to “6 Setting the Management Module”“Management Function (SVP Command Mode)”-“SNM Command”-“2. Extract MIB file” and
“FT Command”.
Referring to “SNMP Setup” in chapter 6, collect MIB files of SNMP agent.
(3) Register the collected MIB file into the SNMP manager
1 Setting for enabling SNMP trap function
Load the MIB file of Compute Blade and register the trap events in the manager,
according to the manual of the SNMP manager that the customer uses.
All the trap events that are notified by this function are shown below.
NO.
1

SNMP Trap Event
Name

OID

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapSVPNo

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.1.1

n-Recoverable
2

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapSVPSeri

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.1.2

ous
3

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapSVPInfo

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.1.3

rmation
4

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapBladeN

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.2.1

Description
Failure level failure occurred on
management module in Compute Blade
320
Warning level failure occurred on
management module in Compute Blade
320
Information level failure occurred on
management module in Compute Blade
320
Failure level failure occurred on server
blade in Compute Blade 320

on-Recoverable
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5

SNMP Trap Event
Name

OID

Description

Failure part

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapBladeSe

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.2.2

Warning level failure occurred on server
blade in Compute Blade 320

Server blade

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.2.3

Information level failure occurred on
server blade in Compute Blade 320

Server blade

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.20.1

Failure level failure occurred on the other
than management module and server
blade in Compute Blade 320

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.20.2

Warning level failure occurred on the
other than management module and
server blade in Compute Blade 320

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.20.3

Information level failure occurred on the
other than management module and
server blade in Compute Blade 320

1.3.6.1.4.116.
3.39.2.1.20.4

Event occurred on the other than
management module and server blade in
Compute Blade 320

Other than
management
module and
server blade
Other than
management
module and
server blade
Other than
management
module and
server blade
Other than
management
module and
server blade

rious
6

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapBladeInf
ormation

7

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapOtherNo
n-Recoverable

8

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapOtherSe
rious

9

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapOtherInf
ormation

10

hitachiComputeBlad
e320AlertTrapOtherEv
ent

2 Setting for enabling SNMP polling function
Load the MIB file of Compute Blade and register MIB items in the manager, according to
the manual of the SNMP manager that the customer uses.

(4) Example of the constructing the environment when uses SNMP trap

NO.

Item

1

SNMP manager

2

LAN cable

Description
・
It is necessary for the customer to prepare a management
server installed SNMP manager to receive SNMP trap and to
respond SNMP commands.
・
The necessary SNMP protocol for the SNMP manager is
SNMPv1/v2c.
・
Category 5 and higher UTP/STP cable is recommended,
because SVP LAN works at 100BASE-TX.
・
Connect to both SVP#0 and SVP#1 LAN (management
LAN) when the management modules are in redundant
configuration.
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Set the various information of the SNMP agent and various information of SNMP trap
notification destination SNMP manager, referring to “SNMP Setup” in chapter 6.
(6) Execute SNMP test trap
Test SNMP test trap notification, referring to “SNMP Setup” in chapter 6.
(7) Operating of SNMP trap
Operate SNMP trap function according to the information set by “SNMP Setup” in chapter
6. When a failure occurred in Compute Blade device, if maintenance personnel demand
logs, extract various log files for analysis with “Failure Analysis Logs Screen” in chapter 6.
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(1) MIB tree structure
MIB supported by Compute Blade 320 is comprised of MIB II objects and Compute Blade
private MIB objects. The main tree structure is shown as follows:
root
|
iso(1)
|
org(3)
|
dod(6)
|
internet(1)
|
+-mgmt(2)-+-system(1)
Device information
|
|
|
+-interface(2) Interface information
|
|
|
+-at(3)
ARP information
|
|
|
+-ip(4)
IP information
|
|
|
+-icmp(5)
ICMP information
|
|
|
+-tcp(6)
TCP information
|
|
|
+-udp(7)
UDP information
|
|
|
+-snmp(11)
SNMP information
|
+-private(4)-private(1)-hitachi(116)-+-system(3)-HitachiComputeBlade(39)-+-bdsTrapcommon(0)
|
| (Common definition
|
| of Compute Blade
|
| private traps)
|
+-hitachiCompute
|
| Blade1000(1)
|
| (Trap definition
|
| for Compute Blade
|
| 1000)
|
+-hitachiCompute
|
| Blade320(2)
|
| (Trap definition
|
| for Compute Blade
|
| 320)
|
+-hitachiCompute
|
| Blade2000(10)
|
| (Trap definition for
|
| Compute Blade 2000)
+-systemExMib(5)–hitachiComputeBlade(39)-+-chassisConfig (1)
| (Server Chassis
| information)
+-moduleConfig (2)
| (Detailed
| module
| information)
+-moduleStatus (3)
| (Module status
|
information)
+-partitionConfig
| (4)(Partition
| config
| information)
+-partitionStatus
| (5)(Partition
| status
| information)
+-chassisStatus
| (6)(Server
| chassis status
| information)
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This section shows the form to describe MIB in this reference, and explains the supported
items to be described in the section about MIB objects.
1. Object Identifier
The name of an MIB object identifier is shown.
2. OID (Object ID)
OID corresponding to an MIB object identifier is shown.
3. SYNTAX
The meaning of a syntax used in the private MIB is shown as follows:
No.

SYNTAX

Description

1

Not-Accessible

Access is not allowed.

2

Display String

0 to 255 characters in a string

3

INTEGER

Integer value from -2147483648 to 2147483647

4

Integer32

Integer value from –2147483648 to 2147483647

4. Access
RO: shows that MIB access is read-only.
RW: shows that MIB access is read-write.
NA: shows that MIB access is not-accessible.
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Eight groups in the standard MIB, such as system, interfaces, at, ip, icmp, tcp, udp, and
snmp, are supported. Objects in each group are partially supported. Supported MIB objects
of each group are described in the table (a) to (h) shown below.

(a) system group
No

Object
identifier

OID

Access

Description

1

sysDescr

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.1.1

RO

Describes the management equipment.
This equipment has “Hitachi Compute Blade
System Ver XXXXX” as the fixed value.
Ver XXXXX shows the firmware version of the
management module.

2

sysObjectID

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.1.2

RO

Shows the vender OID of the management
equipment.
This equipment has the OID value of
private.hitachi.system.hitachiComputeBlade.bs3
20 (.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.3.39.1) as the fixed value.

3

sysUpTime

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.1.3

RO

Shows the accumulated time by the 10msec
after the SNMP agent boots up.

4

sysContact

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.1.4

RO
(*1)

Shows the contact related to the management
equipment. A character string set with the SNM
command.

5

sysName

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.1.5

RO
(*1)

Shows the name related to the management
equipment. A character string set with the CI
command.

6

sysLocation

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.1.6

RO
(*1)

Shows the contact related to the management
equipment. A character string set with the SNM
command.

(*1) This object is RW in the SNMP standard, but RO for this equipment.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Access

Description

1

ifNumber

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.1

RO

Shows the number of interfaces that the
management equipment has.

2

ifTable

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2

NA

Shows the table for setting interfaces.

3

ifEntry

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1

NA

Shows the list for setting interfaces.

4

ifIndex

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.1

RO

Shows the number to identify each interface.
The value is from 1 to ifNumber. (*1)

5

ifDescr

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.2

RO

Shows the information on each interface. (*1)

6

ifType

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.3

RO

Shows the type of each interface:
Ethernet-csmacd (6) for this equipment. (*1)

7

ifMtu

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.4

RO

Shows the maximum diagram size in octet that
each interface can send and receive. (*1)

8

ifSpeed

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.5

RO

Shows the current circuit speed of each interface
in bit/s. (*1)

9

ifPhysAddres
s

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.6

RO

Shows the physical address of each interface.
(*1)

10

ifAdminStatu
s

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.7

RO
(*2)

Shows the desirable state of each interface. (*1)
One of the following values is shown.
* up (1)
* down (2)
* testing (3)

11

ifOperStatus

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.8

RO

Shows the current status of each interface. (*1)
One of the following values is shown.
* up (1)
* down (2)
* testing (3)

12

ifInOctets

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.10

RO

Shows the total number of octets that each
interface has received. (*1)

13

ifInUcastPkts

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.11

RO

Shows the number of unicast packets that each
interface has received. (*1)

14

IfInNUcastPk
ts

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.12

RO

Shows the number of non-unicast packets that
each interface has received. (*1)

15

ifInDiscards

.1.3.6.1.2.
1.2.2.1.13

RO

Shows the number of packets discarded not
because of an error among incoming packets to
each interface. (*1)

(*1)
(*2)

This object includes the information only on some interfaces.
This object is RW in the SNMP standard, but RO for this equipment.
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Object
identifier

OID

Access

Description

16

ifInErrors

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.2.2.1.14

RO

Shows the number of error packets among
incoming packets to each interface. (*1)

17

ifUnknownP
rots

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.2.2.1.15

RO

Shows the number of packets discarded due to
the unsupported protocol among incoming
packets to each interface.

18

ifOutOctets

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.2.2.1.16

RO

Shows the total number of octets sent by each
interface. (*1)

19

ifOutUcastP
kts

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.2.2.1.17

RO

Shows the number of unicast packets sent by
each interface. (*1)

20

ifOutNUcast
Pkts

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.2.2.1.18

RO

Shows the number of non-unicast packets sent
by each interface. (*1)

21

ifOutDiscar
ds

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.2.2.1.19

RO

Shows the number of packets discarded not
because of an error among outgoing packets
from each interface. (*1)

22

ifOutErrors

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.2.2.1.20

RO

Shows the number of error packets among
outgoing packets from each interface. (*1)

23

ifOutQLen

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.2.2.1.21

RO

Shows the number of packets that each
interface can store in the output queue. (*1)

24

ifSpecific

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.2.2.1.22

RO

Shows the reference to MIB that specifies
features of the interface media. It is the MIB
object ID dependent on ifType. (*1)

(*1)
(*2)

This object includes the information only on some interfaces.
This object is RW in the SNMP standard, but RO for this equipment.

(c) at group
No

Object
identifier

OID

Access

Description

1

atTable

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.3.1

NA

Shows the Address Translation Table.

2

atEntry

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.3.1.1

NA

Shows the entry of the Address Translation
table.

3

atIfIndex

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.3.1.1.1

RO

Shows the ifIndex value of the corresponding
interface. (*1)

4

atPhysAddr
ess

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.3.1.1.2

RO

Shows the physical address. (*1)

5

atNetAddres
s

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.3.1.1.3

RO

Shows the IP address corresponding to
atPhysAddress. (*1)

(*1) This object includes the information only on some interfaces.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Access

Description

1

ipAddrTable

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.4.20

NA

Shows the table related to an IP address.

2

ipAddrEntry

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.4.20.1

NA

Shows the list of the table related to an IP
address.

3

ipAdEntAddr

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.4.20.1.1

RO

Shows an IP address. (*1)

4

ipAdEntIfInd
ex

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.4.20.1.2

RO

Shows the index of an interface. (*1)

5

ipAdEntNet
Mask

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.4.20.1.3

RO

Shows a Subnet mask. (*1)

6

ipAdEntBca
stAddr

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.4.20.1.4

RO

Shows the lowest bit value of a broadcast
address. (*1)

(*1) This object includes the information only on some interfaces.

(e) icmp group (1/2)
No

Object
identifier

OID

Access

Description

1

icmpInMsgs

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.1

RO

Shows the total number of incoming ICMP
messages.

2

icmpInError
s

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.2

RO

Shows the number of incoming ICMP error
messages.

3

icmpInDest
Unreachs

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.3

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “Destination
Unreachable” messages.

4

icmpInTime
Excds

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.4

RO

Shows the total number of incoming
“TimeExceeded” messages.

5

icmpInParm
Probs

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.5

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “Parameter
Problem” message s.

6

icmpInSrcQ
uenchs

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.6

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “Source
Quench” messages.

7

icmpInRedir
ects

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.7

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “Redirect”
messages.

8

icmpInEcho
s

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.8

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “Echo
Request” messages.

9

icmpInEcho
sReps

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.9

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “Echo
Reply” messages.

10

icmpInTime
stamps

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.10

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “Timestamp
Request” messages.

11

icmpInTime
stampsReps

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.11

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “Timestamp
Reply” messages.

12

icmpInAddM
asks

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.12

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “Address
Mask Request” messages.

13

icmpInAddM
asksReps

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.13

RO

Shows the total number of t incoming “Address
Mask Reply” messages.
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14

icmpOutMsg
s

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.14

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing ICMP
messages.

15

icmpOutErro
rs

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.15

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing error ICMP
messages.

16

icmpOutDes
tUnreachs

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.16

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing “Destination
Unreachable” messages.

17

icmpOutTim
eExcds

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.17

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing
“TimeExceeded” messages.

18

icmpOutPar
mProbs

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.18

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing “Parameter
Problem” messages.

19

iIcmpOutSrc
Quenchs

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.19

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing “Source
Quench” messages.

20

icmpOutRed
irects

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.20

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing “Redirect”
messages.

21

icmpOutEch
os

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.21

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing “Echo
Request” messages.

22

icmpOutEch
osReps

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.22

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing “Echo
Reply” message.

23

icmpOutTim
estamps

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.23

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing “Timestamp
Request” messages.

24

icmpOutTim
estampsRep
s

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.24

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing “Timestamp
Reply” message.

25

icmpOutAdd
Masks

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.25

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing “Address
Mask Request” messages.

26

icmpOutAdd
MasksReps

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.5.26

RO

Shows the total number of t outgoing “Address
Mask Reply” messages.

No

Access
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1

tcpConnTab
le

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.6.13

NA

Shows the information table of TCPconnection.

2

tcpConnEntr
y

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.6.13.1

NA

Shows the information table entry of TCP
connection.

3

tcpConnStat
e

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.6.13.1.1

RO (*1)

Shows the status of TCP connection. (*2) One of
the following values is shown.
· closed（1）
· listen（2）
· synSent（3）
· synReceived（4）
· established（5）
· finWait1（6）
· finWait2（7）
· closeWait（8）
· astAck（9）
· closing（10）
· timeWait（11）
· deleteTCB（12）

4

tcpConnLoc
alAddress

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.6.13.1.2

RO

Shows the local IP address of TCP connection.
(*2)

5

tcpConnLoc
alPort

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.6.13.1.3

RO

Shows the local port number of TCP connection.
(*2)

6

tcpConnRe
mAddress

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.6.13.1.4

RO

Shows the remote IP address of TCP
connection. (*2)

7

tcpConnRe
mPort

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.6.13.1.5

RO

Shows the remote port number of TCP
connection. (*2)

8

tcpInErrs

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.6.14

RO

Shows the number of incoming error segments.

9

tcpOutRsts

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.6.15

RO

Shows the number of outgoing segments with
the RST flag.

No

(*1)
(*2)

Access

Description

This object is RW in the SNMP standard, but RO for this equipment.
This object includes the information only on some interfaces.

(g) udp group
Object
identifier

OID

1

udpConnTa
ble

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.7.5

NA

Shows the information table of UDP connection.

2

udpConnEnt
ry

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.7.5.1

NA

Shows the information table entry of UDP
connection.

3

udpConnLo
calAddress

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.7.5.1.1

RO

Shows the local IP address of UDP connection.
(*1)

4

udpConnLo
calPort

.1.3.6.1.2.1
.7.5.1.2

RO

Shows the local port number of UDP connection.
(*1)

No

(*1)

Access

Description

This object includes the information only on some interfaces.
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identifier

OID

Acces
s

Description

1

snmpInPkts

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.1

RO

Shows the total number of incoming SNMP
messages.

2

snmpOutPkt
s

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.2

RO

Shows the total number of SNMP outgoing
messages.

3

snmpInBad
Versions

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.3

RO

Shows the total number of incoming
unsupported version messages.

4

snmpInBad
Community
Names

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.4

RO

Shows the total number of incoming unused
community name messages.

5

snmpInBad
Community
Uses

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.5

RO

Shows the total number of incoming messages
that describe the operation not allowed in the
community.

6

snmpInASN
ParseErrs

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.6

RO

Shows the total number of incoming “ASN.1
Error” messages.

7

snmpInToo
Bigs

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.8

RO

Shows the total number of incoming PDUs
whose error statuses are tooBig.

8

snmpInNoS
uchNames

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.9

RO

Shows the total number of incoming PDUs
whose error statuses are noSuchName.

9

snmpInBad
Values

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.10

RO

Shows the total number of incoming PDUs
whose error statuses are badValue.

10

snmpInRea
dOnlys

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.11

RO

Shows the total number of incoming PDUs
whose error statuses are readOnly.

11

snmpInGen
Errs

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.12

RO

Shows the total number of incoming PDUs
whose error statuses are genErr.

12

snmpInTotal
ReqVars

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.13

RO

Shows the total number of MIB objects that are
successfully collected.

13

snmpInTotal
SetVars

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.14

RO

Shows the total number of MIB objects that are
successfully set.

14

snmpInGetR
equests

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.15

RO

Shows the number of incoming “GetRequest”
messages.

15

snmpInGetN
exts

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.16

RO

Shows the number of incoming “GetNext”
messages.

16

snmpInSetR
equests

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.17

RO

Shows the number of incoming “SetRequest”
messages.

17

snmpInGetR
esponses

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.18

RO

Shows the number of incoming “GetResponce”
messages.

18

snmpInTrap
s

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.19

RO

Shows the number of incoming Traps.

19

snmpOutTo
oBigs

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.20

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing PDUs
whose error status is tooBig.

20

snmpOutNo
SuchNames

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.21

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing PDUs
whose error status is noSuchName.

21

snmpOutBa
dValues

.1.3.6.1.2.1.
11.22

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing PDUs
whose error status is badValue.
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22

snmpOutG
enErrs

.1.3.6.1.2.1.1
1.24

RO

Shows the total number of outgoing PDUs
whose error status is genErr.

23

snmpOutG
etRequests

.1.3.6.1.2.1.1
1.25

RO

Shows the number of outgoing “GetRequests”
messages.

24

snmpOutG
etNexts

.1.3.6.1.2.1.1
1.26

RO

Shows the number of outgoing “GetNexts”
messages.

25

snmpOutS
etRequests

.1.3.6.1.2.1.1
1.27

RO

Shows the number of outgoing “SetRequests”
messages.

26

snmpOutG
etResponc
es

.1.3.6.1.2.1.1
1.28

RO

Shows the number of outgoing “GetResponces”
messages.

27

snmpOutTr
aps

.1.3.6.1.2.1.1
1.29

RO

Shows the number of outgoing Traps.

28

snmpEnabl
eAuthenTra
ps

.1.3.6.1.2.1.1
1.30

RO (*1)

Shows whether or not to issue an
authentication-failure Trap.
· enable（1）
· disable（2）

29

snmpSilent
Drops

.1.3.6.1.2.1.1
1.31

RO

Shows the total number of SNMP incoming
messages that were silently dropped because
the reply size was greater than the maximum
message size.

30

snmpProxy
Drops

.1.3.6.1.2.1.1
1.32

RO

Shows the total number of SNMP incoming
messages including GetRequest-PDU,
GetNextRequest-PDU, GetBulkRequest-PDU,
SetRequest-PDU, and InformRequest-PDU,
which were silently dropped because the
transmission of the message to a proxy target
failed in a way that no response PDU could be
returned.

No

(*1)

Acces
s

Description

This object includes the information only on some interfaces.
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1

chassisConfig

chassisConfig consists of the following seven groups: chassisCapacity, chassisConfigBlade,
chassisConfigMm, chassisConfigSw, chassisConfigFan, chassisConfigPs, and
chassisConfigSystem. Each group is described in the following table (a) to (h).

(a) chassisCapacity group
Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

chassisCap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the maximum number of
slots corresponding to each
module in Compute Blade.

2

chassisCap
acityBlade

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the maximum number of
slots for server blade
installation.

3

chassisCap
acityMm

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the maximum number of
slots for management module
installation.

4

chassisCap
acitySw

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.1.3

Integer32

RO

Shows the maximum number of
slots for switch module
installation.

5

chassisCap
acityFan

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.1.5

Integer32

RO

Shows the maximum number of
slots for cooling fan module
installation.

6

chassisCap
acityPs

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the maximum number of
slots for power supply module
installation.

7

chassisCap
acityMarlog

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11

Integer32

RO

Shows the maximum number of
indexes for maintenance
information.

No

Access

6.5.39.1.1.10

Description

(b) chassisConfigBlade group (1/2)
Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

chassisConf
igBlade

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.2

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the information on
server balde configuration.

2

bladeInstall
Table

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.2.1

NotAccessibl
e

RO

Shows the table of information
on server blade installation.

3

bladeInstall
Entry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.2.1.
1

NotAccessibl
e

RO

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
server blade installation.

4

bladeInstallI
ndex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.2.1.
1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityBlade
to identify the table entry.

No
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Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Access

Description

5

bladeInstall
Slotnum

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.2.1.
1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the server blade slot
number corresponding to the
index shown in #4, ranging from
0 to chassisCapacityBlade–1.

6

bladeInstall
Exist

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.2.1.
1.3

INTEGE
R

RO

Shows the server blade
installion status in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown.
1: non-exist
2: exist
3: unknown

(c) chassisConfigMm group
Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

chassisConf
igMm

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.3

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the information on
management module
configuration.

2

mmInstallTa
ble

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.3.1

NotAccessibl
e

RO

Shows the table of information
on management module
installation.

3

mmInstallEn
try

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.3.1.
1

NotAccessibl
e

RO

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
management module
installation.

4

mmInstallIn
dex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.3.1.
1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityMm to
identify the table entry.

5

mmInstallSl
otnum

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.3.1.
1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the management
module slot number
corresponding to the index
shown in #4, ranging from 0 to
chassis CapacityMm–1.

6

mmInstallEx
ist

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.3.1.
1.3

INTEGE
R

RO

Shows the management
module installion status in the
slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown.
1: non-exist
2: exist
3: unknown

No
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Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

chassisConf
igSw

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.4

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the information on
switch module configuration.

2

swInstallTab
le

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.4.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table of information
on switch module installation.

3

swInstallEnt
ry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.4.1.
1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
switch module installation.

4

swInstallInd
ex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.4.1.
1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacitySw to
identify the table entry.

5

swInstallSlot
num

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.4.1.
1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the switch module slot
number corresponding to the
index shown in #4, ranging from
0 to chassisCapacitySw–1.

6

swInstallExi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.4.1.
1.3

INTEGE
R

RO

Shows the switch module
installation status in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown.
1: non-exist
2: exist
3: unknown

No
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Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

chassisConf
igFan

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.6

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the information on
cooling fan module
configuration.

2

fanInstallTa
ble

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.6.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table of information
on cooling fan module
installation.

3

fanInstallEnt
ry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.6.1.
1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
cooling fan module installation.

4

fanInstallInd
ex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.6.1.
1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityFan to
identify the table entry.

5

fanInstallSlo
tnum

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.6.1.
1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the cooling fan module
slot number corresponding to
the index shown in #4, ranging
from 0 to chassisCapacityFan–
1.

6

fanInstallExi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.6.1.
1.3

INTEGE
R

RO

Shows the cooling fan module
installation status in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown.
1: non-exist
2: exist
3: unknown

No

1362

Access

Description
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Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

chassisConf
igPs

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.7

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the information on power
supply module configuration.

2

psInstallTabl
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.7.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table of information
on power supply module
installation.

3

psInstallEntr
y

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.7.1.
1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
power supply module
installation.

4

psInstallInde
x

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.7.1.
1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityPs to
identify the table entry.

5

psInstallSlot
num

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.7.1.
1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the power supply
module slot number
corresponding to the index
shown in #4, ranging from 0 to
chassisCapacityPs–1.

6

psInstallExis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.7.1.
1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the power supply
module installation status in the
slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown.
1: non-exist
2: exist
3: unknown

No

1363

Acces
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Description
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Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

chassisConf
igSystem

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.10

NotAccessible

2

chassisConf
igModel

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.1.10.
1

Display
String

RO

Shows the server chassis
model name.

3

ChassisCon
figChassisT
ype

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
2

Display
String

RO

Shows the backplane type of
the server chassis.

4

chassisConf
igChassisId

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.
2.10.3

Display
String

RO

Shows the server chassis ID.

5

ChassisCon
figSerialNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
4

Display
String

RO

Shows the server chassis serial
number.

6

chassisConf
igVoltage

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
5

Integer32

RO

Shows the normal input voltage
value of the server chassis. This
value is shown as 1 for 0.1V.

7

chassisConf
igCurrencyT
ype

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
6

INTEGER

RO

Shows the input currency type
of the server chassis. One of
the following values is shown.
1: AC
2: DC
3: unknown

8

chassisConf
igTempUpp
er

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
7

Integer32

RO

Shows the upper temperature
threshold value of inlet air for
warning. This value is shown as
1 for 0.1°C.

9

chassisConf
igTempLow
er

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
8

Integer32

RO

Shows the lower temperature
threshold value of inlet air for
warning. This value is shown as
1 for 0.1°C.

10

ChassisCon
figCurrentC
urrenty

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
9

Integer32

RO

Shows the max current
consumption value in the
current configuration of the
server chassis. This value is
shown as 1 for 0.1A.

11

chassisConf
igCurrentPo
wer

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
10

Integer32

RO

Shows the rated power value in
the current configuration of the
server chassis. This value is
shown as 1 for 0.1kW.

12

chassisConf
igMaxCurre
ncy

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
11

Integer32

RO

Shows the max current
consumption value in the max
configuration of the server
chassis. This value is shown as
1 for 0.1A.

13

ChassisCon
figMaxPowe
r

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
12

Integer32

RO

Shows the rated power value in
the max configuration of the
server chassis. This value is
shown as 1 for 0.1kW.

14

chassisConf
igAirVolume

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
13

Integer32

RO

Shows the max air volume
value provided by the server
chassis. This value is shown as
1 for 0.1m3 /min.

No

1364

Acces
s
NA

Description
Shows the information on the
entire configuration of the
server chassis.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

15

chassisConf
igHeight

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
14

Integer32

RO

Shows the max air volume
value provided by the server
chassis. This value is shown as
1 for 1 U.

16

chassisConf
igTotalMass

.1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.10.
15

Integer32

RO

Shows the max air volume
value provided by the server
chassis. This value is shown as
1 for 0.1kg.
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moduleConfig

moduleConfig consists of the following five groups: moduleConfigBlade, moduleConfigMm,
moduleConfigSw, moduleConfigFan, and moduleConfigPs. Each group is described in the
following table (a) to (f).

(a) moduleConfigBlade group (1/30)
Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

moduleConfi
gBlade

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the information on
server blade configuration.

2

bladeInfoTa
ble

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on server blade configuration.

3

bladeInfoEnt
ry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
server blade installation.

4

bladeInfoInd
ex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityBlade
to identify the table entry.

5

bladeInfoSlo
tnum

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the server blade slot
number corresponding to the
index shown in #4, ranging from
0 to chassisCapacityBlade–1.

6

bladeInfoPr
oductName

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.3

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Name of the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*1)

7

bladeInfoPr
oductPartM
odel

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.4

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Part Model
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*1)

8

bladeInfoPr
oductVersio
n

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.5

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Version of
the server blade installed in the
slot shown in #5. (*1)

9

bladeInfoPr
oducManufa
cture

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.6

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product
Manufacturer of the server
blade installed in the slot shown
in #5. (*1)

10

bladeInfoBo
ardProductN
ame

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.7

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Product Name
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*1)

11

bladeInfoBo
ardSerialNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.8

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Serial Number
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*1)

12

bladeInfoCh
assisId

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.9

Display
String

RO

Shows the Chassis ID of the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*2)

13

bladeInfoCh
assisSerialN
o

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.10

Display
String

RO

Shows the Chassis Serial
Number of the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
(*2)

No

(*1)
(*2)

Acces
s

Description

“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be
obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the server blade data
cannot be obtained. “Not support” is shown as the response in this equipment.
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Object
identifier

OID

14

bladeInfoBel
ongedPartiti
onNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.11

Integer32

RO

Shows the Partition Number
corresponding to the location of
this blade slot. (*3)

15

bladeInfoHv
mType

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.12

INTEGER

RO

Shows that the blade supports
HVM or is a basic model. One
of the following values is shown.
(*5)
1: basic
2: hvm (support model for HVM)
3: unknown

16

bladeInfoPfo
duct Serial
No

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.13

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Serial
Number of the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
(*1)

17

bladeInfoUui
d

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.14

Display
String

RO

Shows UUID (Universal Unique
ID) of the server blade installed
in the slot shown in #5. (*1)

18

bladeInfoBo
ardManufact
ure

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.15

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Manufacture
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*1)

19

bladeInfoCa
pacityCpu

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.16

Integer32

RO

Shows the max number of
processors mounted on the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

20

bladeInfoCa
pacityIo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.17

Integer32

RO

Shows the max number of
mezzanine cards mounted on
the server blade installed in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

21

bladeInfoVol
tage

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.18

Integer32

RO

Shows the standard voltage
value of the server blade. This
value is shown using the unit of
0.1V.

22

bladeInfoCu
rrencyType

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.19

INTEGER

RO

Shows the current type of the
server chassis. One of the
following values is shown.
1: AC
2: DC
3: unknown

23

bladeInfoMa
xCurrency

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.20

Integer32

RO

Shows the max current value of
the server blade. This value is
shown using the unit of 0.1A.
(*4)

24

bladeInfoMa
xPower

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.21

Integer32

RO

Shows the rated power value of
the server blade. This value is
shown using the unit of 1W. (*4)

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be
obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the server blade data
cannot be obtained. “Not support” is shown as the response in this equipment.
The response is “-1” if no server blade is installed, or if no partition exists.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no processor is installed.
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25

bladeInfoAm
bientTempH
igher

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.22

Integer32

RO

Shows the upper temperature
threshold value of inlet air for
warning to the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
This value is shown as 1 for
0.1°C. (*4)

26

bladeInfoAm
bientTempL
ower

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.23

Integer32

RO

Shows the lower temperature
threshold value of inlet air for
warning to the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
This value is shown as 1 for
0.1°C. (*4)

27

bladeInfoCP
U0TempHig
her

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.24

Integer32

RO

Shows the upper temperature
threshold value of CPU for
warning in the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
This value is shown as 1 for
0.1°C. (*4)

28

bladeInfoCP
U0TempLo
wer

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.25

Integer32

RO

Shows the lower temperature
threshold value of CPU for
warning in the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
This value is always shown as
0.

29

bladeInfoCP
U1TempHig
her

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.26

Integer32

RO

Shows the upper temperature
threshold value of CPU for
warning in the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
This value is shown as 1 for
0.1°C. (*4)

30

bladeInfoCP
U1TempLo
wer

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.27

Integer32

RO

Shows the lower temperature
threshold value of CPU for
warning in the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
This value is always shown as
0.

31

bladeInfoMa
ss

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.28

Integer32

RO

Shows the mass of the server
blade installed in the slot shown
in #5. This is shown using the
unit of 0.1kg. (*4)

32

bladeInfoFa
nRpm

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.29

Integer32

RO

Shows the max rpm value of the
fan in the server blade. This
value is always shown as 0.

33

bladeInfoAir
Volume

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.1.1.30

Integer32

RO

Shows the max air volume
value provided by the fan in the
server blade. This value is
always shown as 0.

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be
obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the server blade data
cannot be obtained. “Not support” is shown as the response in this equipment.
The response is “-1” if no server blade is installed, or if no partition exists.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no processor is installed.
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Syntax

34

bladeInfoDe
tailHvmLice
nse

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.31

DisplayStri
ng

RO

Shows details of the HVM
license currently given to the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*10)

35

bladeInfoCa
pacityDimm

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
11.6.5.39.3.
2.1.32

Integer32

RO

Shows the maximum number of
DIMM slots installed on the
server blade. (*11)

36

bladeInfoDi
mmRedund
ancy

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
11.6.5.39.3.
2.1.33

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM redundancy
configuration. One of the
following values is shown. (*12)
1: non-redundancy
2: unknown
3: memory-mirroring
4: online-spared-memory

37

bladeInfoTot
alAmountOf
Dimm

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
11.6.5.39.3.
2.1.34

Integer32

RO

Shows the total amount of
DIMM capacity available in a
server blade. The value is
shown using the unit of GB.

38

bladeInfoCp
uInfoTable

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.

NotAccessible

NA

Show the information table on
the processor installed in the
server blade.

39

bladeInfoCp
uInfoEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the entry of the
information table on the
processor installed in the server
blade.

40

bladeInfoCp
uInfoIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index of the
information table on the
processor installed in the server
blade.

41

bladeInfoCp
uInfo1SlotN
um

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the slot number of the
first processor installed in the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. This value is always 0.

42

bladeInfoCp
uInfo1Exist

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the first
processor installed in the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*6)
1. non-exist
2. exist
3. unknown

43

bladeInfoCp
uInfo1Core
Num

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.4

Integer32

RO

Shows the core number of the
first processor installed in the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*4)

No

Acces
s

Description

The response is “0” if no server blade or no processor is installed.
The response is “1” if no server blade is installed, or if no processor is installed in the server
blade. The response is “3” if data on the server blade or processor cannot be obtained.
(*10) “Not installed” is shown if no server blade is installed or no HVM license is given to a server
blade.
(*11) The response is “0” if the server blade is not installed or no information can be obtained
(*12) ”unknown” is shown if no information can be obtained, no server blade is installed, A3 or earlier
server blade model is installed, or A4 or later server blade model is installed but with the BIOS
version not compliant with this function. This MIB item value is determined at the power on of
server blade (after POST has completed, this item value is fixed).
(*4)
(*6)
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44

bladeInfoCp
uInfo1CpuN
ame

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.5

Integer32

RO

Shows the name of the first
processor installed in the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*7)

45

bladeInfoCp
uInfo1CpuFr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the frequency of the first
processor installed in the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
This value is shown as 1 for
1MHz. (*4)

46

bladeInfoCp
uInfo1CpuSt
epping

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.7

Display
String

RO

Shows the stepping of the first
processor installed in the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*7)

47

bladeInfoCp
uInfo2SlotN
um

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.8

Integer32

RO

Shows the slot number of the
second processor installed in
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. This value is 1
(one).

48

bladeInfoCp
uInfo2Exist

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.9

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the second
processor installed in the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*6)
1. non-exist
2. exist
3. unknown

49

bladeInfoCp
uInfo2Core
Num

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.10

Integer32

RO

Shows the core number of the
second processor installed in
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*1) This value is
shown as 1 for 1MHz. (*4)

50

bladeInfoCp
uInfo2CpuN
ame

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.11

Display
String

RO

Shows the name of the second
processor installed in the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*7)

51

bladeInfoCp
uInfo2CpuFr
equecy

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.12

Integer32

RO

Shows the frequency of the
second processor installed in
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. This value is
shown as 1 for 1MHz. (*4)

52

bladeInfoCp
uInfo2CpuSt
epping

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.2.1.13

Display
String

RO

Shows the stepping of the
second processor installed in
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*7)

53

bladeInfoIoI
nfoTable

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.3

NotAccessible

NA

Show the information table on
the mezzanine card installed in
the server blade shown in #5.

No

(*1)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)
(*7)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be
obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no processor is installed.
The response is “3” if no server blade is installed, or if the server blade data cannot be obtained.
The response is “1” if no server blade is installed, or if no processor is installed in the server
blade. The response is “3” if data on the server blade or processor cannot be obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade or no processor in the server blade is installed; “Cannot
get data” if the processor data cannot be obtained.
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Syntax

Acces
s

Description

54

bladeInfoIoI
nfoEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.3.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the entry of the
information table on the
mezzanine card installed in the
server blade shown in #5.

55

bladeInfoIoI
nfoIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.2
.3.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index of the
information table on the
mezzanine card installed in the
server blade shown in #5.

56

bladeInfoIoI
nfo1SlotNu
m

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the slot number of the
first mezzanine card installed in
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. This value is
always 0.

57

bladeInfoIoI
nfo1Exist

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the
mezzanine card in the first slot
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*8)
1. non-exist
2. exist
3. unknown

58

bladeInfoIoI
nfo1Product
Name

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.4

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Name of the
mezzanine card installed in the
first slot in the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*9)

59

bladeInfoIoI
nfo1Product
Model

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.5

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Model of the
mezzanine card installed in the
first slot in the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*9)

60

bladeInfoIoI
nfo1Product
Version

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.6

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Version of
the mezzanine card installed in
the first slot in the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*9)

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)
(*7)
(*8)

(*9)

“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be
obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the server blade data
cannot be obtained. “Not support” is shown as the response in this equipment.
The response is “-1” if no server blade is installed, or if no partition exists.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no processor is installed.
The response is “3” if no server blade is installed, or if the server blade data cannot be obtained.
The response is “1” if no server blade is installed, or if no processor is installed in the server
blade. The response is “3” if data on the server blade or processor cannot be obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade or no processor in the server blade is installed; “Cannot
get data” if the processor data cannot be obtained.
The response is “1” if no server blade is installed, or if no mezzanine card is installed in the
server blade.
The response is “3” if data on the server blade or mezzanine card cannot be obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade or no mezzanine card in the server blade is installed;
“Cannot get data” if the mezzanine card data cannot be obtained.
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61

bladeInfoIoI
nfo1Product
Manufacture

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.7

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Manufacture
of the mezzanine card installed
in the first slot in the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*9)

62

bladeInfoIoI
nfo2SlotNu
m

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.8

Integer32

RO

Shows the slot number of the
second mezzanine card in the
second slot of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. This
value is always 1.

63

bladeInfoIoI
nfo2Exist

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.9

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the
mezzanine card in the second
slot in the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*8)
1. non-exist
2. exist
3. unknown

64

bladeInfoIoI
nfo2Product
Name

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.10

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Name of the
mezzanine card installed in the
second slot in the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*9)

65

bladeInfoIoI
nfo2Product
Model

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.11

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Model of the
mezzanine card installed in the
second slot in the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*9)

66

bladeInfoIoI
nfo2Product
Version

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.12

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Version of
the mezzanine card installed in
the second slot in the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(9)

67

bladeInfoIoI
nfo2Product
Manufacture

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.2.2.
3.1.13

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Manufacture
of the mezzanine card installed
in the second slot in the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*9)

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

(*7)
(*8)

(*9)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be
obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Cannot get data” if the server blade data
cannot be obtained. “Not support” is shown as the response in this equipment.
The response is “-1” if no server blade is installed, or if no partition exists.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no processor is installed.
The response is “3” if no server blade is installed, or if the server blade data cannot be obtained.
The response is “1” if no server blade is installed, or if no processor is installed in the server
blade
The response is “3” if data on the server blade or processor cannot be obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade or no processor in the server blade is installed; “Cannot
get data” if the processor data cannot be obtained.
The response is “1” if no server blade is installed, or if no mezzanine card is installed in the
server blade.
The response is “3” if data on the server blade or mezzanine card cannot be obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade or no mezzanine card in the server blade is installed;
“Cannot get data” if the mezzanine card data cannot be obtained.
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68

bladeInfoDi
mmInfoTable

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.2.4

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the information table
of DIMM installed in the
server blade.

69

bladeInfoDi
mmInfoEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.2.4.
1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the entry of the
information table of DIMM
installed in the server blade.

70

bladeInfoDi
mmInfoIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index of the
information table of DIMM
installed in the server blade.

71

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo1Exis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
2

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 1 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1: non-exist
2: exist
3: unknown

72

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo1Cap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
3

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 1 on the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

73

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo1Typ
e

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
4

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 1 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

74

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo1Fre
quency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
5

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 1 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

75

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo1Cas
Latency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
6

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 1 of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*16) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or firmware is not installed. “Cannot get data” is shown if
no information can be obtained or the partition corresponding to the installed server blade is
deleted.
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76

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo2Exis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
7

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 2 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1: non-exist
2: exist
3: unknown

77

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo2Cap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
8

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 2 on the server blade of
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

78

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo2Typ
e

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
9

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 2 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

79

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo2Fre
quency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
10

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 2 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

80

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo2Cas
Latency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
11

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 2 of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*14)

81

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo3Exis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
12

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 3 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

82

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo3Cap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
13

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 3 in the server blade of
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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83

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo3Typ
e

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
14

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 3 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

84

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo3Fre
quency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
15

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 3 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5.The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

85

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo3Cas
Latency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
16

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 3 of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*14)

86

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo4Exis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
17

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 4 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

87

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo4Cap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
18

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 4 in the server blade of
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

88

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo4Typ
e

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
19

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 4 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

89

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo4Fre
quency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
20

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot4 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5.The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

90

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo4Cas
Latency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
21

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot4 of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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91

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo5Exis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
22

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 5 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

92

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo5Cap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
23

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 5 in the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

93

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo5Typ
e

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
24

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot5 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

94

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo5Fre
quency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
25

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 5 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

95

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo5Cas
Latency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
26

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 5 of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*14)

96

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo6Exis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
27

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 6 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

97

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo6Cap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
28

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 6 in the server blade of
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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98

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo6Typ
e

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
29

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 6 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

99

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo6Fre
quency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
30

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 6 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

100

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo6Cas
Latency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
31

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 6 of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*14)

101

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo7Exis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
32

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 7 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

102

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo7Cap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
33

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 7 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

103

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo7Typ
e

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
34

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 7 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

104

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo7Fre
quency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
35

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 7 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

105

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo7Cas
Latency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
36

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 7 of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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106

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo8Exis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
37

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 8 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

107

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo8Cap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
38

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 8 of the server blade inthe
slot shown in #5. The value is
shown using the unit of GB.
(*14)

108

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo8Typ
e

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
39

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 8 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

109

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo8Fre
quency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
40

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 8 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5 . The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

110

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo8Cas
Latency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
41

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 8 of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*14)

111

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo9Exis
t

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
42

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 9 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

112

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo9Cap
acity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
43

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 9 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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113

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo9Typ
e

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
44

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 9 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

114

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo9Fre
quency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
45

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 9 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

115

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo9Cas
Latency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
46

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 9 of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*14)

116

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo10Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
47

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 10 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

117

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo10Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
48

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 10 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

118

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo10Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
49

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 10 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

119

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo10Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
50

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 10 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

120

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo10Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
51

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 10 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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121

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo11Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
52

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 11 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

122

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo11Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
53

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 11 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

123

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo11Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
54

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 11 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

124

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo11Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
55

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 11 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

125

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo11Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
56

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 11 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

126

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo12Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
57

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 12 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

127

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo12Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
58

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 12 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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128

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo12Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
59

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 12 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

129

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo12Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
60

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 12 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

130

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo12Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
61

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 12 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

131

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo13Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
62

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 13 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

132

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo13Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
63

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 13 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

133

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo13Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
64

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 13 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

134

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo13Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
65

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 13 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

135

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo13Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
66

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 13 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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136

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo14Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
67

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 14 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

137

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo14Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
68

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 14 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

138

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo14Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
69

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 14 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

139

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo14Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
70

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 14 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

140

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo14Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
71

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 14 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

141

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo15Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
72

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 15 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

142

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo15Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
73

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 15 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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143

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo15Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
74

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 15 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

144

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo15Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
75

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot15 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

145

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo15Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
76

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 15 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

146

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo16Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
77

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 16 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

147

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo16Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
78

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 16 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14).

148

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo16Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
79

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 16 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

149

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo16Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
80

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 16 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

150

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo16Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
81

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 16 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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151

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo17Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
82

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 17 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

152

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo17Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
83

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 17 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

153

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo17Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
84

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 17 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

154

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo17Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
85

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 17 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

155

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo17Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
86

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 17 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

156

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo18Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
87

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 18 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

157

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo18Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
88

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 18 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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158

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo18Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
89

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 18 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

159

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo18Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
90

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 18 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

160

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo18Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
91

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 18 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

161

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo19Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
92

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 19 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

162

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo19Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
93

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 19 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

163

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo19Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
94

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 19 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

164

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo19Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
95

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 19 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

165

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo19Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
96

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 19 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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166

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo20Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
97

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 20 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

167

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo20Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
98

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 20 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

168

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo20Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
99

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 1 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*15)

169

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo20Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
100

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 20 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

170

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo20Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
101

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 20 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

171

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo21Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
102

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 21 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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172

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo21Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
103

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 21 on the server blade of
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

173

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo21Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
104

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 21 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

174

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo21Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
105

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 21 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

175

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo21Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
106

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 21 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

176

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo22Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
107

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 22 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

177

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo22Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
108

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 22 on the server blade of
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

178

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo22Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
109

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 22 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

179

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo22Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
110

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 22 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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180

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo22Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
111

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 22 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

181

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo23Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
112

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 23 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

182

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo23Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
113

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 23 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

183

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo23Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
114

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 23 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

184

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo23Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
115

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 23 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5.The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

185

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo23Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
116

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 23 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

186

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo24Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
117

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 24 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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187

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo24Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
118

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 24 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

188

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo24Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
119

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 24 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

189

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo24Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
120

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 24 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

190

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo24Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
121

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 24 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

192

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo25Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
122

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 25 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

192

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo25Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
123

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 25 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

193

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo25Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
124

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 25 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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194

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo25Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
125

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 25 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

195

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo25Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
126

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 25 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

196

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo26Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
127

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 26 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

197

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo26Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
128

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 26 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

198

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo26Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
129

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 26 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

199

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo26Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
130

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 26 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

200

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo26Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
131

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 26 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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201

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo27Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
132

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 27 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

202

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo27Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
133

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 27 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

203

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo27Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
134

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 27 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

204

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo27Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
135

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 27 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

205

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo27Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
136

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 27 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

206

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo28Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
137

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 28 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

207

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo28Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
138

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 28 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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208

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo28Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
139

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 28 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

209

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo28Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
140

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 28 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

210

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo28Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
141

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 28 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

211

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo29Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
142

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 29 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

212

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo29Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
143

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 29 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

213

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo29Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
144

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 29 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

214

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo29Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
145

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 29 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

215

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo29Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
146

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 29 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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216

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo30Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
147

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 30 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

217

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo30Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
148

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 30 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

218

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo30Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
149

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 30 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

219

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo30Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
150

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 30 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5.The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

220

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo30Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
151

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 30 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

221

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo31Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
152

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 31 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

222

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo31Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
153

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 31 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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(a) moduleConfigBlade group (28/30)

10

No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Access

Description

223

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo31Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
154

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 31 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

224

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo31Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
155

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 31 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

225

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo31Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
156

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 31 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

226

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo32Exi
st

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
157

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM existence in
slot 32 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*13)
1:non-exist
2:exist
3:unknown

227

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo32Ca
pacity

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
158

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM capacity in
slot 32 of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. The
value is shown using the unit
of GB. (*14)

228

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo32Ty
pe

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
159

Display
String

RO

Shows the DIMM device type
in slot 32 of the server blade
in the slot shown in #5. (*15)

229

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo32Fr
equency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
160

Integer32

RO

Shows the DIMM speed
(frequency) in slot 32 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. The value is shown
using the unit of MHz. (*14)

230

bladeInfoDi
mmInfo32Ca
sLatency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.4.1.
161

Integer32

RO

Shows the CAS latency value
of DIMM in slot 32 of the
server blade in the slot shown
in #5. (*14)

(*13) ”non-exist” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed. ”unknown” is shown if no
information can be obtained; no DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is
installed; or A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of
this function. “unknown” is also shown from server blade installation to completion of BMC
initialization.
(*14) “0” is shown if no information can be obtained; a server blade or DIMM is not installed; no
DIMM-capable slot exists; A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed; or A4- or later-model
server blade is installed but with the BMC version not capable of this function. “0” is also shown
from server blade installation to completion of BMC initialization.
(*15) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed or if no DIMM-capable slot exists.
“Not support” is shown if A3- or earlier-model server blade is installed. “Cannot get data” is
shown if no information can be obtained. “Cannot get data” is also shown from server blade
installation to completion of BMC initialization.
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(a) moduleConfigBlade group (29/30)

10

No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Access

Description

231

bladeInfoFwI
nfoTable

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.2.5

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of server
blade firmware information.

232

bladeInfoFwI
nfoEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.2.5.
1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the entry of the server
blade firmware information
table.

233

bladeInfoFwI
nfoIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.2.5.
1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index of the server
blade firmware information
table.

234

bladeInfoFw
ActBmcVersi
on

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.2.5.
1.2

Display
String

RO

Shows the BMC firmware
version, installed and
currently used, on the active
bank of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*16)

235

bladeInfoFw
AltBmcVersi
on

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.2.5.
1.3

Display
String

RO

Shows the BMC firmware
version, installed but no
currently used, on the
alternate bank of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*16) This item shows “Not
support”.

236

bladeInfoFw
ActEfiBiosVe
rsion

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.2.5.
1.4

Display
String

RO

Shows the EFI or BIOS
firmware version, installed
and currently used, on the
active bank of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*16)

237

bladeInfoFw
AltEfiBiosVer
sion

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.11.6.5.3
9.3.2.2.5.
1.5

Display
String

RO

Shows the EFI or BIOS
firmware version, installed but
not currently used, on the
alternate bank of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*16) This item shows “Not
support”.

238

bladeInfoFw
ActHvmVersi
on

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.3
9.3.2.2.5.
1.6

Display
String

RO

Shows the HVM firmware
version, installed and
currently used, on the active
bank of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*16)

239

bladeInfoFw
AltHvmVersi
on

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.3
9.3.2.2.5.
1.7

Display
String

RO

Shows the HVM firmware
version, installed but not
currently used, on the
alternate bank of the server
blade in the slot shown in #5.
(*16)

(*16) ”Not install” is shown if a server blade or firmware is not installed. “Cannot get data” is shown if
no information can be obtained or the partition corresponding to the installed server blade is
deleted.
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(a) moduleConfigBlade group (30/30)

10

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

moduleConfi
gMm

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the information on
management module
configuration.

2

mmInfoTabl
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on management module
installation.

3

mmInfoEntr
y

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
management module
installation.

4

mmInfoInde
x

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityMm to
identify the table entry.

5

mmInfoSlotn
um

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the management
module slot number
corresponding to the index
shown in #4, ranging from 0 to
chassisCapacityMm–1.

6

mmInfoProd
uctName

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.3

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Name of the
management module of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*1)

7

mmInfoProd
uctPartMod
el

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.4

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Part Model
of the management module of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*1)

8

mmInfoProd
uctPartMod
el2

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.5

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Part Model2
of the management module of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*2).

9

mmInfoProd
uctSerialNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.6

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Serial
Number of the management
module of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. (*1)

No

(*1)
(*2)

(*3)

Acces
s

Description

“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed; “Cannot get data” if the
management module data cannot be obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed; “Cannot get data” if the
management module data cannot be obtained. “Not support” is shown as the response in this
equipment.
The response is “0” if no management module is installed, or if the management module data
cannot be obtained.
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(b) moduleConfigMm group (1/3)

10

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

10

mmInfoProd
uctManufact
ure

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.7

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product
Manufacturer of the
management module installed
in the slot shown in #5. (*1)

11

mmInfoBoar
d
ProductNam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.8

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Product Name
of the management module
installed in the slot shown in #5.
(*1)

12

mmInfoBoar
d
SerialNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.9

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Serial Number
of the management module
installed in the slot shown in #5.
(*1)

13

mmInfoCha
ssisId

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.10

Display
String

RO

Shows the Chassis Id of the
management module installed
in the slot shown in #5. (*2)

14

mmInfoCha
ssisSerialNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.11

Display
String

RO

Shows the Chassis Serial
Number of the management
module installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*2)

15

mmInfoUuid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.12

Display
String

RO

Shows the UUID of the
management module installed
in the slot shown in #5. (*2)

16

mmInfoBoar
dManufactur
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.13

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Manufacture
of the management module
installed in the slot shown in #5.
(*1)

17

MmInfoHigh
erTemp

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.14

Integer32

RO

Shows the upper temperature
threshold value of inlet air for
warning to the management
module of the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
This value is shown as 1 for
0.1°C. (*3)

18

MmInfoLow
erTemp

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.3
.1.1.15

Integer32

RO

Shows the lower temperature
threshold value of inlet air for
warning to the management
module of the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
This value is shown as 1 for
0.1°C. (*3)

No

(*1)
(*2)

(*3)

Acces
s

Description

“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed; “Cannot get data” if the
management module data cannot be obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed; “Cannot get data” if the
management module data cannot be obtained. “Not support” is shown as the response in this
equipment.
The response is “0” if no management module is installed, or if the management module data
cannot be obtained.
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(b) moduleConfigMm group (2/3)

10

No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

19

mmInfoFwIn
foTable

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.2

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of
management module firmware
information.

20

mmInfoFwIn
foEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.2.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the entry of the
management module firmware
information table.

21

mmInfoFwIn
foIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.2.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index of the
management module firmware
information table.

22

mmInfoFwA
ctMmVersio
n

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.2.1.2

Display
String

RO

Shows the management
module firmware version,
installed and currently used, on
the active bank of the server
blade in the slot shown #5. (*4)

23

mmInfoFwAl
tMmVersion

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.2.1.3

Display
String

RO

Shows the management
module firmware version,
installed but not currently used,
on the alternate bank of the
server blade in the slot shown
#5. (*4)

24

mmInfoFwA
ctDictionary
Version

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.2.1.4

Display
String

RO

Shows the Dictionary firmware
version, installed and currently
used, on the active bank of the
server blade in the slot shown
#5. (*4)

25

mmInfoFwAl
tDictionaryV
ersion

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.2.1.5

Display
String

RO

Shows the Dictionary firmware
version, installed but not
currently used, on the alternate
bank of the server blade in the
slot shown #5. This item shows
“Not support”. (*4)

26

mmInfoFwA
ctEquipment
ParameterV
ersion

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.2.1.6

Display
String

RO

Shows the Equipment
Parameter firmware version,
installed and currently used, on
the active bank of the server
blade in the slot shown #5. (*4)

27

mmInfoFwAl
tEquipment
ParameterV
ersion

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.2.1.7

Display
String

RO

Shows the Equipment
Parameter firmware version,
installed but not currently used,
on the alternate bank of the
server blade in the slot shown
#5. This item shows “Not
support”. (*4)

(*4)

“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed. ”Cannot get data” is shown if no
information can be obtained or the management module is not powered on.
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(b) moduleConfigMm group (3/3)

10

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

moduleConfi
gSw

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the information on the
switch module configuration.

2

swInfoTable

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on the switch module
configuration.

3

swInfoEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the switch module installation.

4

swInfoIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacitySw to
identify the table entry.

5

swInfoSlotn
um

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the switch module slot
number corresponding to the
index shown in #4, ranging from
0 to chassisCapacitySw–1.

6

swInfoProdu
ctName

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.3

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product type of the
switch module installed in the
slot shown in #5. (*1)

7

swInfoProdu
ctPartModel

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.4

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Part Model
of the switch module installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*1)

8

swInfoProdu
ctSerilaNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.5

Display
String

RO

Shows the Product Serial
Number of the switch module
installed in the slot shown in #5.
(*2)

9

swInfoBoard
ProductMan
ufacture

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.6

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Product
Manufacturer of the switch
module installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*2)

10

swInfoProdu
ctVersion

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.7

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Product
Version of the switch module
installed in the slot shown in #5.
(*1)

11

swInfoBoard
ProductNam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.8

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Product Name
of the switch module installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*1)

12

swInfoBoard
SerialNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.9

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Serial Number
of the switch module installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*1)

13

swInfoBoard
Manufacture

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.10

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Manufacture
of the switch module installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*2)

14

swInfoBoard
PartNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.4
.1.1.11

Display
String

RO

Shows the Board Part Number
of the switch module installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*1)

No

(*1)
(*2)

Acces
s

Description

“Not install” is shown if no switch module is installed; “Cannot get data” if the switch module
data cannot be obtained.
“Not install” is shown if no switch module is installed; “Cannot get data” if the switch module
data cannot be obtained. “Not support” is shown as the response in this equipment because
this model does not collect information on those items.
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(c) moduleConfigSw group

10

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

moduleConfi
gFan

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.6

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the information on
cooling fan module
configuration.

2

fanInfoTable

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.6
.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on cooling fan module
configuration.

3

fanInfoEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.6
.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
cooling fan module installation.

4

fanInfoIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.6
.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityFan to
identify the table entry.

5

fanInfoSlotn
um

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.6
.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the cooling fan module
slot number corresponding to
the index shown in #4, ranging
from 0 to chassis CapacityFan–
1. (*1)

6

fanInfoType

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.6
.1.1.3

Display
String

RO

Shows the board type of a
cooling fan module installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*2)

No

(*1)
(*2)

Acces
s

Description

Index #5 or later slots correspond to slots of switch cooling fan modules: the switch cooling fan
module slot #0 to the index slot #5; slot #1 to #6.
“Not install” is shown if no cooling fan module is installed; “System Fan” if a cooling fan module
is installed.
“System Fan” is the response to slots #0 to #4 and “Switch Fan” to slot #6 when cooling fan
modules are installed.
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(d) moduleConfigFan group

10

No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1

moduleConfi
g
Ps

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.7

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the information on power
supply module configuration.

2

psInfoTable

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.7
.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on power supply module
installation.

3

psInfoEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.7
.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
power supply module
installation.

4

psInfoIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.7
.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityPs to
identify the table entry.

5

psInfoSlotnu
m

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.7
.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the power supply
module slot number
corresponding to the index
shown in #4, ranging from 0 to
chassisCapacityPs–1.

6

psInfoProdu
ctSerialNo

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.2.7
.1.1.3

Display
String

RO

Shows the serial number of a
power supply module installed
in the slot shown in #5. (*1)

(*1)

“Not install” is shown if no power supply module is installed; “Cannot get data” if the power
supply module data cannot be obtained.
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(e) moduleConfigPs group

10
moduleStatus consists of the following five groups: moduleStatusBlade, moduleStatusMm,
moduleStatusSw, moduleStatusFan, and moduleStatusPs. Each group is described in the
following table (a) to (e).

(a) moduleStatusBlade group (1/35)
This group consists of three tables: bladeStatusTable for the entire server blade
information, bladeVoltageTable for the voltage sensor information, and
bladeTemperatureTable for the temperature sensor information.
Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

1

moduleStatu
sBlade

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the server blade status.

2

bladeStatus
Table

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on the server blade status.

3

bladeStatus
Entry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the server blade status.

4

bladeStatusI
ndex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityBlade
to identify the table entry.

5

bladeStatus
Slotnum

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the server blade slot
number corresponding to the
index shown in #4, ranging from
0 to chassisCapacityBlade–1.

6

bladeStatus
HealthStatu
s

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the server
blade installed in the slot shown
in #5. One of the following
messages is shown. (*1)
1: normal
2: fail
3: unknown

7

bladeStatus
SensorCapa
cityVoltage

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.4

Integer32

RO

Shows the maximum number of
voltage sensors for a server
blade. (*2)

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

8

bladeStatus
SensorCapa
cityTempera
ture

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.5

Integer32

RO

Shows the maximum number of
temperature sensors for a
server blade. (*2)

9

bladeStatus
CurrentCurr
ency

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the current being
consumed at present by the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. This is shown as 1
for 0.1A. (*2)

10

bladeStatus
Current
Power

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.7

Integer32

RO

Shows the power being
consumed at present by the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. This is shown as 1
for 1W.

11

bladeStatus
FanRpm

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.8

Integer32

RO

Shows the Rpm number of the
fan in the server blade. This is
shown as “0”.

12

bladeStatus
FanAirVolu
me

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.9

Integer32

RO

Shows the air volume provided
by the fan in the server blade.
This is shown as “0”.

13

bladeStatusi
ntakeTemp

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.1.1.10

INTEGER

RO

Shows the inlet air temperature
status to the server blade
installed in the slot shown in #5.
(*3)
1: normal
2: higher-warning
3: error-warning
4: lower-warning

14

bladeVoltag
eTable

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.3.2.
2

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on the voltage sensor with the
server blade.

15

bladeVoltag
eEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry of
information on the voltage
sensor with the server blade.

16

bladeVoltInd
ex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityBalde
to identify the table entry.

17

bladeVoltSe
nsor1Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.2

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

18

bladeVoltSe
nsor1Value

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.3.2.
2.1.3

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) This value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

19

bladeVoltSe
nsor1Valid

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.3.2.
2.1.4

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in # 5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

20

bladeVoltSe
nsor2Name

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.3.2.
2.1.5

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

21

bladeVoltSe
nsor2Value

1.3.6.1.4.1.1
16.5.39.3.2.
2.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The actual value is onetenth of the response value.

22

bladeVoltSe
nsor2Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.7

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

23

bladeVoltSe
nsor3Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.8

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

24

bladeVoltSe
nsor3Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.9

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

25

bladeVoltSe
nsor3Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.10

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

26

bladeVoltSe
nsor4Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.11

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

27

bladeVoltSe
nsor4Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.12

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

28

bladeVoltSe
nsor4Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.13

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

29

bladeVoltSe
nsor5Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.14

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

30

bladeVoltSe
nsor5Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.15

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

31

bladeVoltSe
nsor5Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.16

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

32

bladeVoltSe
nsor6Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.17

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

33

bladeVoltSe
nsor6Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.18

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

34

bladeVoltSe
nsor6Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.19

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

35

bladeVoltSe
nsor7Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.20

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

36

bladeVoltSe
nsor7Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.21

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

37

bladeVoltSe
nsor7Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.22

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

38

bladeVoltSe
nsor8Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.23

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

39

bladeVoltSe
nsor8Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.24

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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identifier

OID
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s

Description

40

bladeVoltSe
nsor8Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.25

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

41

bladeVoltSe
nsor9Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.26

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

42

bladeVoltSe
nsor9Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.27

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

43

bladeVoltSe
nsor9Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.28

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

44

bladeVoltSe
nsor10Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.29

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

45

bladeVoltSe
nsor10Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.30

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

46

bladeVoltSe
nsor10Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.31

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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OID

47

bladeVoltSe
nsor11Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.32

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

48

bladeVoltSe
nsor11Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.33

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

49

bladeVoltSe
nsor11Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.34

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

50

bladeVoltSe
nsor12Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.35

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

51

bladeVoltSe
nsor12Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.36

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

52

bladeVoltSe
nsor12Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.37

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

53

bladeVoltSe
nsor13Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.38

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

54

bladeVoltSe
nsor13Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.39

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5.) (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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55

bladeVoltSe
nsor13Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.40

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

56

bladeVoltSe
nsor14Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.41

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

57

bladeVoltSe
nsor14Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.42

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

58

bladeVoltSe
nsor14Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.43

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

59

bladeVoltSe
nsor15Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.44

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

60

bladeVoltSe
nsor15Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.45

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

61

bladeVoltSe
nsor15Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.46

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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62

bladeVoltSe
nsor16Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.47

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

63

bladeVoltSe
nsor16Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.48

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

64

bladeVoltSe
nsor16Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.49

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

65

bladeVoltSe
nsor17Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.50

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

66

bladeVoltSe
nsor17Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.51

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

67

bladeVoltSe
nsor17Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.52

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

68

bladeVoltSe
nsor18Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.53

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

69

bladeVoltSe
nsor18Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.54

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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70

bladeVoltSe
nsor18Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.55

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

71

bladeVoltSe
nsor19Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.56

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

72

bladeVoltSe
nsor19Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.57

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

73

bladeVoltSe
nsor19Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.58

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

74

bladeVoltSe
nsor20Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.59

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

75

bladeVoltSe
nsor20Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.60

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

76

bladeVoltSe
nsor20Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.61

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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77

bladeVoltSe
nsor21Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.62

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

78

bladeVoltSe
nsor21Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.63

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

79

bladeVoltSe
nsor21Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.64

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

80

bladeVoltSe
nsor22Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.65

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

81

bladeVoltSe
nsor22Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.66

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

82

bladeVoltSe
nsor22Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.67

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

83

bladeVoltSe
nsor23Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.68

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

84

bladeVoltSe
nsor23Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.69

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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85

bladeVoltSe
nsor23Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.70

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

86

bladeVoltSe
nsor24Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.71

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

87

bladeVoltSe
nsor24Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.72

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

88

bladeVoltSe
nsor24Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.73

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

89

bladeVoltSe
nsor25Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.74

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

90

bladeVoltSe
nsor25Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.75

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

91

bladeVoltSe
nsor25Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.76

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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92

bladeVoltSe
nsor26Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.77

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

93

bladeVoltSe
nsor26Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.78

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

94

bladeVoltSe
nsor26Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.79

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

95

bladeVoltSe
nsor27Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.80

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

96

bladeVoltSe
nsor27Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.81

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

97

bladeVoltSe
nsor27Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.82

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

98

bladeVoltSe
nsor28Nam
e

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.83

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

99

bladeVoltSe
nsor28Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.84

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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100

bladeVoltS
ensor28Va
lid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.85

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

101

bladeVoltS
ensor29N
ame

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.86

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

102

bladeVoltS
ensor29Va
lue

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.87

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

103

bladeVoltS
ensor29Va
lid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.88

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

104

bladeVoltS
ensor30N
ame

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.89

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

105

bladeVoltS
ensor30Va
lue

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.90

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

106

bladeVoltS
ensor30Va
lid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.91

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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107

bladeVoltS
ensor31N
ame

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.92

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

108

bladeVoltS
ensor31Va
lue

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.93

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

109

bladeVoltS
ensor31Va
lid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.94

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

110

bladeVoltS
ensor32N
ame

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.95

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

111

bladeVoltS
ensor32Va
lue

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.96

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

112

bladeVoltS
ensor32Va
lid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.97

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

113

bladeVoltS
ensor33N
ame

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.98

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

114

bladeVoltS
ensor33Va
lue

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.2.1.99

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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bladeVol
tSensor
33Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
100

Syntax
INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description
Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid

3: unknown
116

bladeVol
tSensor
34Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
101

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

117

bladeVol
tSensor
34Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
102

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

118

bladeVol
tSensor
34Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
103

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid

3: unknown
119

bladeVol
tSensor
35Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
594

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

120

bladeVol
tSensor
35Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
105

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

121

bladeVol
tSensor
35Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
106

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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122

bladeVol
tSensor
36Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
107

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

123

bladeVol
tSensor
36Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
108

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

124

bladeVolt
Sensor36
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
109

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

125

bladeVolt
Sensor37
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
110

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

126

bladeVolt
Sensor37
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
111

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

127

bladeVolt
Sensor37
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
112

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

128

bladeVolt
Sensor38
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
113

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

129

bladeVolt
Sensor38
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
114

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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r

OID

130

bladeVolt
Sensor38
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
115

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

131

bladeVolt
Sensor39
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
116

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

132

bladeVolt
Sensor39
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
117

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

133

bladeVolt
Sensor39
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
118

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

134

bladeVolt
Sensor40
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
119

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

135

bladeVolt
Sensor40
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
120

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
server blade in the slot shown in
#5. (*5) The value is shown
using the unit of 0.1V. The
actual value is one-tenth of the
response value.

136

bladeVolt
Sensor40
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.11
6.5.39.3.2.2.1.
121

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the server blade installed in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

137

bladeTem
peratureT
able

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on the server blade temperature
sensor.

138

bladeTem
peratureE
ntry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the server blade temperature
sensor.

139

bladeTem
pIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityBlade
to identify the table entry.

140

bladeTem
pSensor1
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.2

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

141

bladeTem
pSensor1
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.3

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

142

bladeTem
pSensor1
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.4

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

143

bladeTem
pSensor2
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.5

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

144

bladeTem
pSensor2
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

145

bladeTem
pSensor2
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.7

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

No

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

Acces
s

Description

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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146

bladeTem
pSensor3
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.8

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

147

bladeTem
pSensor3
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.9

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

148

bladeTem
pSensor3
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.10

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

149

bladeTem
pSensor4
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.11

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

150

bladeTem
pSensor4
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.12

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

151

bladeTem
pSensor4
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.13

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)

No

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown
152

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

bladeTem
pSensor5
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.14

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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153

bladeTem
pSensor5
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.15

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

154

bladeTem
pSensor5
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.16

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)

No

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown
155

bladeTem
pSensor6
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.17

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

156

bladeTem
pSensor6
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.18

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

157

bladeTem
pSensor6
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.19

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

158

bladeTem
pSensor7
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.20

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

159

bladeTem
pSensor7
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.21

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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Object
identifier

OID

bladeTem
pSensor7
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.22

Syntax
INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

161

bladeTem
pSensor8
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.23

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

162

bladeTem
pSensor8
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.24

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

163

bladeTem
pSensor8
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.25

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

164

bladeTem
pSensor9
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.26

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

165

bladeTem
pSensor9
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.27

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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Object
identifier

OID

bladeTem
pSensor9
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.28

Syntax
INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

167

bladeTem
pSensor10
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.29

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

168

bladeTem
pSensor10
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.30

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

169

bladeTem
pSensor10
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.31

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

170

bladeTem
pSensor11
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.32

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

171

bladeTem
pSensor11
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.33

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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172

Object
identifier

OID

bladeTem
pSensor11
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.34

Syntax
INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

173

bladeTem
pSensor12
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.35

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

174

bladeTem
pSensor12
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.36

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

175

bladeTem
pSensor12
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.37

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

176

bladeTem
pSensor13
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.38

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

177

bladeTem
pSensor13
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.39

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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178

Object
identifier

OID

bladeTem
pSensor13
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.40

Syntax
INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

179

bladeTem
pSensor14
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.41

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

180

bladeTem
pSensor14
0Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.42

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

181

bladeTem
pSensor14
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.43

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

182

bladeTem
pSensor15
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.44

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

183

bladeTem
pSensor15
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.45

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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No
184

Object
identifier

OID

bladeTem
pSensor15
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.46

Syntax
INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

185

bladeTem
pSensor16
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.47

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

186

bladeTem
pSensor16
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.48

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

187

bladeTem
pSensor16
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.49

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

188

bladeTem
pSensor17
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.50

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

189

bladeTem
pSensor17
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.51

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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No
190

Object
identifier

OID

bladeTem
pSensor17
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.52

Syntax
INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

191

bladeTem
pSensor18
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.53

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

192

bladeTem
pSensor18
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.54

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

193

bladeTem
pSensor18
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.55

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

194

bladeTem
pSensor19
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.56

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

195

bladeTem
pSensor19
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.57

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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10

No
196

Object
identifier

OID

bladeTem
pSensor19
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.58

Syntax
INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

197

bladeTem
pSensor20
Name

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.59

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the server blade in the
slot shown in #5. (*4)

198

bladeTem
pSensor20
Value

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.60

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value of
the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1°C.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

199

bladeTem
pSensor20
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.2
.3.1.61

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the server blade in
the slot shown in #5. One of
the following values is shown.
(*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

200

bladeDim
mStatusTa
ble

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the information table of
DIMM status in the server.

201

bladeDim
mStatusE
ntry

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the entry of the server
blade DIMM status table.

202

bladeDim
mStatusIn
dex

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index of the server
blade DIMM status table.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

The reply is “unknown”, if no server blade is installed or the status cannot be obtained.
A value that the server blade obtains from a voltage and temperature sensor is shown. “0” is
shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed.
The reply is “normal” if no server blade is installed or the server blade power is off.
“Not install” is shown if no server blade is installed; “Not support” if a server blade is installed
without any sensor; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
The response is “0” if no server blade or no sensor is installed. Obtain the MIB object of the
next OID, and determine whether or not the replied value is valid.
“invalid” is shown if no server blade or no sensor is installed; “unknown” if no information can
be obtained”.
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Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

203

bladeDim
m1Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.2

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot 1
of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

204

bladeDim
m2Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot 2
of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

205

bladeDim
m3Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.4

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot 3
of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

206

bladeDim
m4Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.5

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot 4
of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

207

bladeDim
m5Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.6

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot 5
of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

(*7)

”unknown” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed; A3- or earlier-model server blade
is installed; A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BIOS version not capable of
this function. This MIB item value is determined on the power on of a server blade (after POST
has completed, this item is fixed.)
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s

Description

208

bladeDim
m6Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.7

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot 6
of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

209

bladeDim
m7Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.8

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot 7
of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

210

bladeDim
m8Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.9

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot 8
of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

211

bladeDim9
Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.10

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot 9
of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

212

bladeDim
m10Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.11

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
10 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

(*7)

”unknown” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed; A3- or earlier-model server blade
is installed; A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BIOS version not capable of
this function. This MIB item value is determined on the power on of a server blade (after POST
has completed, this item is fixed.)
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213

bladeDim
m11Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.12

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
11 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

214

bladeDim
m12Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.13

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
12 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

215

bladeDim
m13Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.14

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
13 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

216

bladeDim
m14Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.15

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
14 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

217

bladeDim
m15Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.16

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
15 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

(*7)

”unknown” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed; A3- or earlier-model server blade
is installed; A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BIOS version not capable of
this function. This MIB item value is determined on the power on of a server blade (after POST
has completed, this item is fixed.)
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218

bladeDim
m16Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.17

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
16 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

219

bladeDim
m17Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.18

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
17 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

220

bladeDim
m18Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.19

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
18 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

221

bladeDim
m19Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.20

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
19 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

222

bladeDim
m20Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.21

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
20 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

(*7)

”unknown” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed; A3- or earlier-model server blade
is installed; A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BIOS version not capable of
this function. This MIB item value is determined on the power on of a server blade (after POST
has completed, this item is fixed.)
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223

bladeDim
m21Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.22

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
21 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

224

bladeDim
m22Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.23

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
22 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

225

bladeDim
m23Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.24

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
23 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

226

bladeDim
m24Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.25

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
24 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

227

bladeDim
m25Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.26

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
25 of the server blade in the slot
shown #5. One of the following
values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

(*7)

”unknown” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed; A3- or earlier-model server blade
is installed; A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BIOS version not capable of
this function. This MIB item value is determined on the power on of a server blade (after POST
has completed, this item is fixed.)
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228

bladeDim
m26Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.27

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
26 of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

229

bladeDim
m27Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.28

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
27 of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

230

bladeDim
m28Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.29

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
28 of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

231

bladeDim
m29Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.30

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in the
slot 29 of the server blade in
slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

232

bladeDim
m30Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.31

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in the
slot 30 of the server blade in
slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

(*7)

”unknown” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed; A3- or earlier-model server blade
is installed; A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BIOS version not capable of
this function. This MIB item value is determined on the power on of a server blade (after POST
has completed, this item is fixed.)
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233

bladeDim
m31Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.32

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
31 of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*7)
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

234

bladeDim
m32Status

.1.3.6.1.4.1.
116.5.39.3.3
.2.4.1.33

INTEGER

RO

Shows the DIMM status in slot
32 of the server blade in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*7)
The value “4” of this item is not
shown.
1:normal
2:unknown
3:degraded
4:planned-gegraded

(*7)

”unknown” is shown if a server blade or DIMM is not installed; A3- or earlier-model server blade
is installed; A4- or later-model server blade is installed but with the BIOS version not capable of
this function. This MIB item value is determined on the power on of a server blade (after POST
has completed, this item is fixed.)
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This group consists of three tables: mmStatusTable for the entire information on the
management module, mmVoltageTable for the voltage sensor information on the
management module, and mmTemperatureTable for the temperature sensor
information on the management module
No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1

moduleStatus
Mm

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the management
module status.

2

mmStatusTab
le

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on the management module
status.

3

mmStatusEnt
ry

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the management module status.

4

mmStatusInd
ex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityMm to
identify the table entry.

5

mmStatusSlot
num

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the management
module slot number
corresponding to the index
shown in #4, ranging from 0 to
chassisCapacityMm–1.

6

mmStatusHe
althStatus

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.1.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following messages is shown.
(*1)
1: normal
2: fail
3: unknown

7

mmStatusPo
werStatus

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.1.1.4

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the
management module installed
in the slot shown in #5. One of
the following messages is
shown. (*1)
1: power-off
2: power-on
3: unknown
4: booting
5: shutdown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

“unknown” is shown in the process of setting redundancy, or when no management module is
installed or the status cannot be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no management module is installed or the status cannot be
obtained. ”power-off” is shown after executing SDN in the process of setting redundancy.
“0” is shown as the number of sensor when no management module is installed.
“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
“0” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the process, if
the data cannot be obtained, or if no sensor exists.
“invalid” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “unknown” if no data is obtained”.
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(b) moduleStatusMm group (1/7)

10

No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

8

mmStatusRu
nningStatus

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.1.1.5

INTEGER

RO

Shows the running status of the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following messages is shown.
(*2)
1: active
2: standby
3: unknown

9

mmStatusSen
sorCapacityV
oltage

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.1.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the max number of
voltage sensors for the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. (*3)

10

mmStatusSen
sorCapacityT
emperature

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.1.1.7

Integer32

RO

Shows the max number of
temperature sensors for the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. (*3)

11

mmVoltageTa
ble

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on the voltage sensor for the
management module.

12

mmVoltageEn
try

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the voltage sensor for the
management module.

13

mmVoltIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityMm to
identify the table entry.

14

mmVoltSenso
r1Name

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
2

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

15

mmVoltSenso
r1Value

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
3

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

“unknown” is shown in the process of setting redundancy, or when no management module is
installed or the status cannot be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no management module is installed or the status cannot be
obtained. ”power-off” is shown after executing SDN in the process of setting redundancy.
“0” is shown as the number of sensor when no management module is installed.
“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
“0” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the process, if
the data cannot be obtained, or if no sensor exists.
“invalid” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “unknown” if no data is obtained”.
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R1.1

10

No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

16

mmVoltSenso
r1Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
4

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the management module in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

17

mmVoltSenso
r2Name

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
5

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

18

mmVoltSenso
r2Value

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
6

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

19

mmVoltSenso
r2Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
7

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the management module in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

20

mmVoltSenso
r3Name

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
8

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the management module
installed in the slot shown in #5.
(*4)

21

mmVoltSenso
r3Value

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
9

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
management module installed
in the slot shown in #5. (*5) The
value is shown using the unit of
0.1V. The actual value is onetenth of the response value.

22

mmVoltSenso
r3Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
10

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the management module in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

“unknown” is shown in the process of setting redundancy, or when no management module is
installed or the status cannot be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no management module is installed or the status cannot be
obtained. ”power-off” is shown after executing SDN in the process of setting redundancy.
“0” is shown as the number of sensor when no management module is installed.
“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
“0” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the process, if
the data cannot be obtained, or if no sensor exists.
“invalid” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “unknown” if no data is obtained”.
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10

No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

23

mmVoltSenso
r4Name

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
11

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

24

mmVoltSenso
r4Value

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
12

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

25

mmVoltSenso
r4Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
13

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the management module in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

26

mmVoltSenso
r5Name

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
14

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the switch and management
module installed in the slot
shown in #5. (*4)

27

mmVoltSenso
r5Value

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
15

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

28

mmVoltSenso
r5Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
16

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the management module in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

29

mmVoltSenso
r6Name

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.3.2.1.1.
17

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

“unknown” is shown in the process of setting redundancy, or when no management module is
installed or the status cannot be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no management module is installed or the status cannot be
obtained. ”power-off” is shown after executing SDN in the process of setting redundancy.
“0” is shown as the number of sensor when no management module is installed.
“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
“0” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the process, if
the data cannot be obtained, or if no sensor exists.
“invalid” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “unknown” if no data is obtained”.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

30

mmVoltSensor
6Value

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.18

Integer32

RO

31

mmVoltSensor
6Valid

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.19

INTEGER

RO

Description
Shows the voltage value of the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

Shows the voltage value
validity of the management
module in the slot shown in
#5. One of the following
values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

32

mmVoltSensor
7Name

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.20

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

33

mmVoltSensor
7Value

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.21

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

34

mmVoltSensor
7Valid

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.22

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the management module in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

35

mmVoltSensor
8Name

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.23

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

36

mmVoltSensor
8Value

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.24

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of the
management module in the slot
shown in #5. (*5) The value is
shown using the unit of 0.1V.
The actual value is one-tenth of
the response value.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

“unknown” is shown in the process of setting redundancy, or when no management module is
installed or the status cannot be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no management module is installed or the status cannot be
obtained. ”power-off” is shown after executing SDN in the process of setting redundancy.
“0” is shown as the number of sensor when no management module is installed.
“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
“0” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the process, if
the data cannot be obtained, or if no sensor exists.
“invalid” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “unknown” if no data is obtained”.
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10

No
37

Object
identifier
mmVoltSensor
8Valid

OID
.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.25

Syntax
INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description

Shows the voltage value
validity of the management
module in the slot shown in
#5. One of the following
values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

38

mmVoltSensor
9Name

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.26

Display
String

RO

Shows the voltage sensor name
for the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*4)

39

mmVoltSensor
9Value

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.27

Integer32

RO

Shows the voltage value of
the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*5) The
value is shown using the unit
of 0.1V. The actual value is
one-tenth of the response
value.

40

mmVoltSensor
9Valid

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1.1.28

INTEGER

RO

Shows the voltage value validity
of the management module in
the slot shown in #5. One of the
following values is shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

41

mmTemperatur
eTable

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.2.
1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table of information
on the management module
temperature sensor.

42

mmTemperatur
eEntry

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.3.
2.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the management module
temperature sensor.

43

mmTempIndex

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.3.
2.1.1.1

NotAccessible

NA

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityMm to
identify the table entry.

44

mmTempSens
or1Name

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.3.
2.1.1.2

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the management
module in the slot shown in #5.
(*4)

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

“unknown” is shown in the process of setting redundancy, or when no management module is
installed or the status cannot be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no management module is installed or the status cannot be
obtained. ”power-off” is shown after executing SDN in the process of setting redundancy.
“0” is shown as the number of sensor when no management module is installed.
“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
“0” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the process, if
the data cannot be obtained, or if no sensor exists.
“invalid” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “unknown” if no data is obtained”.

(b) moduleStatusMm group (7/7)
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10

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

45

mmTempSens
or1Value

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.3.
2.1.1.3

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value
of the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*5) The
value is shown using the unit of
0.1°C. The actual value is onetenth of the response value.

46

mmTempSens
or1Valid

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.3.
2.1.1.4

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the management
module in the slot shown in #5.
One of the following values is
shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

47

mmTempSens
or2Name

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.3.
2.1.1.5

Display
String

RO

Shows the temperature sensor
name for the management
module in the slot shown in #5.
(*4)

48

mmTempSens
or2Value

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.3.
2.1.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the temperature value
of the management module in
the slot shown in #5. (*5) The
value is shown using the unit of
0.1°C. The actual value is onetenth of the response value.

49

mmTempSens
or2Valid

.1.3.6.1.4
.1.116.5.
39.3.3.3.
2.1.1.7

INTEGER

RO

Shows the temperature value
validity of the management
module in the slot shown in #5.
One of the following values is
shown. (*6)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)
(*5)
(*6)

“unknown” is shown in the process of setting redundancy, or when no management module is
installed or the status cannot be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no management module is installed or the status cannot be
obtained. ”power-off” is shown after executing SDN in the process of setting redundancy.
“0” is shown as the number of sensor when no management module is installed.
“Not install” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “Cannot get data” if the data cannot be obtained.
“0” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the process, if
the data cannot be obtained, or if no sensor exists.
“invalid” is shown if no management module is installed or redundancy setting is on the
process; “unknown” if no data is obtained”.
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No

10
This group consists of one table: swStatusTable for the entire information on the switch
module.

No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Access

Description

1

moduleStatus
Sw

.1.3.6.1.
4.1.116.
5.39.3.4

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the switch module status.

2

swStatusTable

.1.3.6.1.
4.1.116.
5.39.3.4.
1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table of information on
the switch module status.

3

swStatusEntry

.1.3.6.1.
4.1.116.
5.39.3.4.
1.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry describing
the information on the switch
module status.

4

swStatusIndex

.1.3.6.1.
4.1.116.
5.39.3.4.
1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityISw to
identify the table entry.

5

swStatusSlotn
um

.1.3.6.1.
4.1.116.
5.39.3.4.
1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the switch module slot
number corresponding to the
index shown in #4, ranging from
0 to chassisCapacitySw–1.

6

swStatusHealt
hStatus

.1.3.6.1.
4.1.116.
5.39.3.4.
1.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the switch
module installed in the slot shown
in #5. One of the following
messages is shown. (*1)
1: normal
2: fail
3: unknown

7

swStatusPowe
r
Status

.1.3.6.1.
4.1.116.
5.39.3.4.
1.1.4

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the switch
module installed in the slot shown
in #5. One of the following
messages is shown. (*2)
1: power-off
2: power-on
3: unknown
4: booting
5: shutdown

(*1)
(*2)

“unknown” is shown when no switch module is installed or the status data cannot be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no switch module is installed or the status data cannot be obtained.
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(c) moduleStatusSw group

10
This group consists of two tables: fanStatusTable for the entire information on the
cooling fan module, and fanRpmTable for the RPM information on the cooling fan
module.
No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1

moduleStatusF
an

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the status of a cooling
fan module.

2

fanStatusTable

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table of information
on the cooling fan module
status.

3

fanStatusEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.1.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the cooling fan module status.

4

fanStatusIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityFan
to identify the table entry.

5

fanStatusSlotn
um

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the cooling fan module
slot number corresponding to
the index shown in #4, ranging
from 0 to chassisCapacityFan–
1. (*1)

6

fanStatusHealt
hStatus

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.1.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the cooling
fan module installed in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following messages is shown.
(*2)
1: normal
2: fail
3: unknown

7

fanStatusPowe
rStatus

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.1.1.4

INTEGER

NA

Shows the status of the cooling
fan module installed in the slot
shown in #5. One of the
following messages is shown.
(*2)
1: power-off
2: power-on
3: unknown
4: booting
5: shutdown

8

fanStatusTach
o

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.1.1.5

Integer32

RO

Shows the number of fan units
in the cooling fan module in the
slot shown in #5. “3” is always
shown.

9

fanRpmTable

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.2

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table describing
RPM status of a cooling fan
module.

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)

Index #5 or later slots correspond to slots of switch cooling fan modules: the switch cooling fan
module slot #0 to the index slot #5; slot #1 to #6.
“unknown” is shown when no cooling fan module is installed or the status data cannot be
obtained.
“invalid” is shown when no cooling fan module is installed or RPM is abnormal.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

10

fanRpmEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.2.1

Integer32

NA

Shows the entry of the table
describing RPM status of a
cooling fan module.

11

fanRpmIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.2.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityFan
to identify the table entry.

12

fan1RpmValue

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.2.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the RPM value of the
first fan in the cooling fan
module installed in the slot
shown in #5.

13

fan1RpmValid

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.6.2.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the RPM validity of the
first fan in the cooling fan
module installed in the slot
shown in #5. Usually one of the
following messages is shown.
(*3)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

14

Fan2RpmValue

1.3.6.1.4.1
.116.5.39.
3.6.2.1.4

Integer32

RO

Shows the RPM value of the
first fan in the cooling fan
module installed in the slot
shown in #5.

15

Fan2RpmValid

1.3.6.1.4.1
.116.5.39.
3.6.2.1.5

INTEGER

RO

Shows the RPM validity of the
second fan in the cooling fan
module installed in the slot
shown in #5. Usually one of the
following messages is shown.
(*3)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

16

Fan3RpmValue

1.3.6.1.4.1
.116.5.39.
3.6.2.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the RPM value of the
third fan in the cooling fan
module installed in the slot
shown in #5.

17

Fan3RpmValid

1.3.6.1.4.1
.116.5.39.
3.6.2.1.7

INTEGER

RO

Shows the RPM validity of the
third fan in the cooling fan
module installed in the slot
shown in #5. Usually one of the
following messages is shown.
(*3)
1: invalid
2: valid
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)

Index #5 or later slots correspond to slots of switch cooling fan modules: the switch cooling fan
module slot #0 to the index slot #5; slot #1 to #6.
“unknown” is shown when no cooling fan module is installed or the status data cannot be
obtained.
“invalid” is shown when no cooling fan module is installed or RPM is abnormal.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1

moduleStatusP
s

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.7

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the status of a power
supply.

2

psStatusTable

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.7.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table of information
on the power supply module
status.

3

psStatusEntry

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.7.1.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the power supply module
status.

4

psStatusIndex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.7.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to chassisCapacityPs to
identify the table entry.

5

psStatusSlotnu
m

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.7.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the slot number of the
power supply corresponding to
the index value shown in #4
ranging from 0 to
chassisCapacityPs-1.

6

psStatusHealth
Status

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.7.1.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the power
supply module installed in the
slot shown in #5. One of the
following messages is shown.
(*1)
1: normal
2: fail
3: unknown

7

psStatusPower
Status

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.7.1.1.4

INTEGER

RO

Shows the status of the power
supply module installed in the
slot shown in #5. One of the
following messages is shown.
(*1)
1: power-off
2: power-on
3: unknown
4: booting
5: shutdown

(*1)

“unknown” is shown when no power supply module is installed or no data can be obtained.
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partitionConfig
partitionConfig consists of the following three groups: partitionConfigCapacity and two
tables such as partitionConfigTable, and partitionBladeTable. Each group is described in
the following table (a) to (d).

(a) partitionConfigCapacity group
No
1

Object
identifier
partitionConfig
Capacity

OID

Syntax

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.1

INTEGER

Acces
s
RO

Description
Shows the maximum number
of partitions in the blade server
system. The response is
always “10”.

(b) partitionConfigTable group (1/2)
No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1

partitionConfig
Table

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.2

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table of the
information on a partition
configuration.

2

partitionConfig
Entry

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.2.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the partition configuration.

3

partitionConfigI
ndex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.2.1.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to
partitionConfigCapacity to
identify the table entry.

4

partitionConfig
PrimaryBladeN
um

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.2.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the primary blade
number of the partition
corresponding to the index
value shown in #3 ranging from
0 to partitionConfigCapacity-1.
(*1)

5

partitionConfig
BladeCount

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.2.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the number of blades
that belong to the partition
corresponding to the index
value shown in #4. (*1)

6

partitionConfig
Valid

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.2.1.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows whether or not the
partitions shown in #4 exist.
One of the following messages
is shown. (*2)
1: exist
2: no-exist
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)

“-1” is shown when no partition corresponding to the index value exists.
“unknown” is shown when no partition existence data can be obtained.
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Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

7

partitionConfig
DetailHvmLice
nse

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.2.1.5

DisplayStr
ing

RO

Shows details of the HVM
license currently given to the
server blade installed in the
slot shown in #4. (*3)

8

partitionConfig
MaxCurrent

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.2.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the max current
consumed by the partition
shown in #4. The value is
displayed as 1 for 0.,1A. (*4)

9

partitionConfig
MaxPower

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.3.2.1.7

Integer32

RO

Shows the rated power of the
partition shown in #4. The
value is displayed as 1 for 1W.
(*4)

10

partitionConfig
TotalAmountOf
Dimm

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.2.1.7

Integer32

RO

Shows the total amount of
DIMM capacity available for
the entire partition. The value
is shown using the unit of GB.
(*5)

No

(*3)
(*4)
(*5)

Acces
s

Description

“Not Installed” is shown when no partition exists, no server blade corresponding to the server
blade is installed, or no HVM license is given to the server blade corresponding to the partition.
“0” is shown when no partition exists, or no server blade corresponding to the partition is
installed.
”0” is shown if no information can be obtained; no server blade corresponding to the partition is
installed; or no partition exists.

(c) partitionBladeTable group
No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1

partitionBladeT
able

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.3

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table of the
information on the blade
configuration of a partition.

2

partitionBladeE
ntry

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.3.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the partition configuration.

3

partitionBladeIn
dex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.3.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to
partitionConfigCapacity to
identify the table entry.

4

partitionBladeP
artitionNum

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.3.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the partition number
corresponding to the index
value shown in #3: a value
from 0- to
partitionConfigCapacity-1.

5

partitionBladeS
lotNum1

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.4.3.1.3

Integer32

RO

Shows the primary blade slot
number of the partition
corresponding to the index
value shown in #4. (*1)

(*1) “-1” is shown when no partition corresponding to the index value exists or no partition existence
data can be obtained.
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partitionStatus
partitionStatus consists of one table group, partitionStatus, which describes in the
following table.

(a) partitionStatusTable group (1/2)
No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1

partitionStatus
Table

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.5.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table of the
information on the partition
status.

2

partitionStatus
Entry

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.5.1.1

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the information on
the partition configuration.

3

partitionStatusI
ndex

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.5.1.1.1

Integer32

RO

Shows the index value ranging
from 1 to
partitionConfigCapacity to
identify the table entry.

4

partitionStatus
PartitionNum

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.5.1.1.2

Integer32

RO

Shows the partition number
corresponding to the index
value shown in #3 ranging from
0 to partitionConfigCapacity-1.

5

partitionStatus
PowerStatus

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.5.1.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the power status of the
partition corresponding to the
partition number shown in #4.
One of the following messages
is shown. (*1)
1: power-off
2: power-on
3: unknown
4: pre-configure
5: booting
6:shutdonw

6

partitionStatus
RunningMode

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.5.1.1.4

INTEGER

RO

Shows the maintenance mode
status of the partition
corresponding to the partition
number shown in #4. (*2) One
of the following messages is
shown.
1: normal
2: maintenance
3: unknown

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)

“unknown” is shown when no partition exists or no partition existence data can be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no partition exists or no partition existence data can be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no partition exists or no partition existence data can be obtained.
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

7

partitionStatus
HvmMode

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.5.1.1.5

INTEGER

RO

Shows the HVM mode running
status of the partition
corresponding to the partition
number shown in #4. One of
the following messages is
shown. (*3)
1: normal
2: hvm
3: unknown

8

bladeStatusCur
rentCurrency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.5.1.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the current consumed
at present by the partition
shown in #4. The value is
displayed as 1 for 0.1A (*4)

9

bladeStatusCur
rentPower

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.5.1.1.7

Integer32

RO

Shows the power consumed at
present by the partition shown
in #4. The value is displayed
as 1 for 1W (*4)

(*1)
(*2)
(*3)
(*4)

“unknown” is shown when no partition exists or no partition existence data can be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no partition exists or no partition existence data can be obtained.
“unknown” is shown when no partition exists or no partition existence data can be obtained.
“0” is shown when no partition exists, or no server blade corresponding to the partition is
installed.
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chassisStatus

(a) chassisStatusSystem group (1/2)
No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

1

chassisStatusR
edundancySvp

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.1

INTEGER

RO

Shows the redundancy status
of the management module.
One of the following messages
is shown.
1: redundancy
2: non-redundancy
3: unknown

2

chassisStatusR
edundancyFan

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.2

INTEGER

RO

Shows the redundancy status
of the cooling fan module. One
of the following messages is
shown.
1: redundancy
2: non-redundancy
3: unknown

3

chassisStatusR
edundancyPs

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.3

INTEGER

RO

Shows the redundancy status
of the power supply module.
One of the following messages
is shown.
1: redundancy
2: non-redundancy
3: unknown

4

chassisStatusC
urrentTemp

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.4

Integer32

RO

Shows the inlet air temperature
of the server chassis. This
value is shown as 1 for 0.1°C.

5

chassisStatusC
urrentCurrency

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.5

Integer32

RO

Shows the current consumed
by the server chassis using the
unit of 0.1A.

6

chassisStatusC
urrentPower

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.6

Integer32

RO

Shows the power consumed by
the server chassis using the
unit of 0.1kW.

7

chassisStatusF
anAirVolume

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.7

Integer32

RO

Shows the air volume provided
by the server chassis using the
unit of 0.1m3/min.

8

chassisStatusI
ntakeTemp

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.8

INTEGER

RO

Shows the inlet air status of the
server chassis. One of the
following messages is shown.
1: normal
2. higher-warning
3. error-warning
4: lower-warning

9

chassisStatusL
edNode

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.9

INTEGER

RO

Shows the Node LED status on
the front panel of the server
chassis. One of the following
messages is shown.
1: turn-off
2: turn-on
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No

Object
identifier

OID

Syntax

Acces
s

Description

10

chassisStatusL
edSw

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.10

INTEGER

RO

Shows the SW LED status on
the front panel of the server
chassis. One of the following
messages is shown.
1: off
2: on

11

chassisStatusL
edPs

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.11

INTEGER

RO

Shows the PS LED status on
the front panel of the server
chassis. One of the following
messages is shown.
1: turn-off
2: turn-on

12

chassisStatusL
edFan

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.12

INTEGER

RO

Shows the Fan LED status on
the front panel of the server
chassis. One of the following
messages is shown.
1: turn-off
2: turn-on

13

chassisStatusL
edTemp

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.13

INTEGER

RO

Shows the TEP LED status on
the front panel of the server
chassis. One of the following
messages is shown.
1: turn-off
2: turn-on

14

chassisStatusL
edDev

.1.3.6.1.4.
1.116.5.39
.6.1.14

INTEGER

RO

Shows LED status of a device
installed in the server blade on
the front panel of the server
chassis. One of the following
messages is shown.
1: turn-off
2: turn-on

15

chassisStatusMa

.1.3.6.1.4.1.

RO

rlogLatestInfo

116.5.39.6.

DisplayStr
ing

Shows the latest information
for maintenance.

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table describing the
maintenance information
status.

NotAccessibl
e

NA

Shows the table entry
describing the maintenance
information status.

INTEGER
32

RO

Shows the index value
identifying this table entry,
ranging 1 to
chassisCapacityMarlog.

DisplayStr
ing

RO

Shows the maintenance
information corresponding to
the index value shown in #18.

1.15
16

chassisStatusMa

.1.3.6.1.4.1.

rlogInfoTable

116.5.39.6.
1.16

17

chassisStatusMa

.1.3.6.1.4.1.

rlogInfoEntry

116.5.39.6.
1.16.1

18

chassisStatusMa

.1.3.6.1.4.1.

rlogInfoIndex

116.5.39.6.
1.16.1.1

19

chassisStatusMa

.1.3.6.1.4.1.

rlogInfoData

116.5.39.6.
1.16.1.2
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Compute Blade 320 is equipped with the following power saving functions to reduce power
consumption by the system and its investment.


Power Monitoring



DBS (Demand Base Switching)



Power Capping



Optimum Control on Power Supply Module



Maximum Power Control

Power Monitoring
For easy monitoring of server power usage, the management module web console
graphically displays the power usage of the server blades and the server chassis.
The monitor screen displays two types of views: the Current Data view and the Trend Data
view. In the Current Data view, the current power consumption of the server blades and the
server chassis is displayed. In the Trend Data view, the 24-hour historical data on the
power consumption of the server chassis is displayed in a graph or a table format.
Moreover, with the A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 model, the current power consumption of the server
blades can be monitored.

 Applicable Model
The following models of the Compute Blade 320 support the power monitoring function or
the current power consumption monitoring function:

#
1

2

3

model
A5 model
S5 model
H5 model
P5 model
R5 model
A4 model
S4 model
H4 model
P4 model
R4 model
A3 model
E3 model
A2 model
A1 model

Power monitoring

Current power consumption
monitoring

support

support

support

support

support

Not support
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The Current Data view displays the following items of power consumption of the server
blades and the server chassis.


Server chassis
Item
Maximum supply power [W]
Current supply power [W]

Nominal power
consumption [W]
Current power consumption
[W]
Power consumption of
chassis (converted to AC
power) [W]
Average power
consumption [W]
Minimum power
consumption [W]
Maximum power
consumption [W]


Description

Total DC power supplied by all power supply
modules.
Total DC power supplied by currently active power
supply modules. The display changes from time to
time when Optimum Control on Power Supply
Module is enabled.
The maximum DC power consumption of the server
chassis.
The DC power currently being consumed by the
server chassis.
The AC power currently being consumed by the
server chassis.
Average DC power consumption of the server
chassis calculated over the last 3 minutes.
The lowest DC power consumption of the server
chassis during the last 3 minutes.
The highest DC power consumption of the server
chassis during the last 3 minutes.

Server blade
Item
Nominal power
consumption
Current power consumption
[W]

Average power
consumption [W]

Minimum power
consumption [W]

Maximum power
consumption [W]

CPU frequency [MHz]

Description

The maximum power consumption of the server
blade.
The current power consumption of the server blade.
This item is not displayed for the server blade which
does not support the current power consumption
monitoring.
The average power consumption of the server blade
calculated over the last 3 minutes. This item is not
displayed for the server blade which does not
support the current power consumption monitoring.
The lowest power consumption of the server blade
during the last 3 minutes. This item is not displayed
for the server blade which does not support the
current power consumption monitoring.
The highest power consumption of the server blade
during the last 3 minutes. This item is not displayed
for the server blade which does not support the
current power consumption monitoring.
The current CPU frequency. When the DBS function
is enabled, the CPU frequency displayed by the
operating system may be lower than the value
displayed in this view. This item is not displayed for
the server blade which does not support the current
power consumption monitoring.
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Management module
Item
Nominal power
consumption



Description

The maximum operating frequency of the CPU.
When the DBS function is enabled, the displayed
value may not be equal to the CPU frequency
displayed by the operating system. When the Turbo
Mode function is enabled, the CPU frequency
displayed by the operating system may be higher
than the value displayed in this view. This item is
not displayed for the server blade which does not
support the current power consumption monitoring.

Description

The maximum power consumption of the
management module.

Switch module
Item
Nominal power
consumption

Description

The maximum power consumption of the switch
module.

For checking on the web console of the management module, see "Power Status".

 Trend Data View
The Trend Data view displays the 24-hour historical data on power consumption of the
server chassis and the server blades in a graph or a table format. The displayed data was
collected on the last day (from 0:00 to 23:59) or over the last 24 hours. The management
module collects data on power consumption at intervals of 3 minutes.
The view is displayed in either the graph format or the table format. For checking data in
these formats, see "Power Status”.
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The upper limit of the power consumption can be set for a selected server blade on the web
console of the management module. Set the upper limit value between the minimum power
consumption and the maximum power consumption displayed on the console. The power
capping function controls the CPU performance to keep the server blade's power
consumption under the limit.
The power capping function provides two control modes: the static control mode and the
dynamic control mode.
In the static control mode, select an appropriate CPU's ACPI processor performance state
(P-state) according to the specified upper limit. Then apply the P-state to the CPU of the
server blade in order to keep the server blade's maximum power consumption under the
limit. In the dynamic control mode, the CPU performance is lowered to keep the server
blade's average power consumption under the limit only when the power consumption
increases to the upper limit.

 Applicable Model
The following models of the Compute Blade 320 support the power monitoring function or
the current power capping function:

#
1

2

3

model
A5 model
S5 model
H5 model
P5 model
R5 model
A4 model
S4 model
H4 model
P4 model
R4 model
A3 model
E3 model
A2 model
A1 model

Static control mode

Dynamic control mode

Not support

Not support

support

support

Not support

Not support

 Supported operating systems


Windows Server 2008 R2



Windows Server 2008



Windows Server 2003 R2

 Notes on Settings
Perform the following settings before using the power capping function. Do not change the
settings before the power capping function becomes enabled.
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1

Control mode

Necessary setting

Static control
mode

EIST setting in BIOS.
"Main
Menu"→"Advanced
Processor options"→
"CPU Power
Management
Processor". See "CPU
Power Management:
Processor Power
Saving Setting
Submenu".
Enable/disable setting
of the power capping
function. Perform the
setting on the
management module.
See "Power Status".
Control mode setting.
Perform the setting on
the management
module. See "Power
Status".
Setting of the cap
(upper limit). Perform
the setting on the
management module.
See "Power Status".
Setting of exception
processing. Perform
the setting on the
management module.
See "Power Status".

Enable

Enable

Valid

Invalid

Static

Static

Any value. The
available value range
depends on the server
blade configuration.

No default
value set

Set the behavior of the
server blade when the
user-specified power
consumption value is
not kept during the
defined time period.
1. Leave a warning log
(SEL).
2. Leave a warning log
(SEL) and have the
CPU operate with duty
cycle 12.5%.

Warn &
Set
Frequency

EIST setting in BIOS.
"Main
Menu"→"Advanced
Processor options"→
"CPU Power
Management
Processor". See "CPU
Power Management:
Processor Power
Saving Setting
Submenu".
Enable/disable setting
of the power capping
function. Perform the
setting on the
management module.
See "Power Status".

Enable

Enable

Valid

Invalid

2

3

4

5

6

7

Dynamic
control mode
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8

9

10

Control mode

Necessary setting
Control mode setting.
Perform the setting on
the management
module. See "Power
Status".
Setting of the cap
(upper limit). Perform
the setting on the
management module.
See "Power Status".
Setting of exception
processing. Perform
the setting on the
management module.
See "Power Status".

Setting to enable the
power capping function

default

Dynamic

Static

Any value. The
available value range
depends on the server
blade configuration.

No default
value set

Set the behavior of the
server blade when the
user-specified power
consumption value is
not kept during the
defined time period.
3. Leave a warning log
(SEL).
4. Leave a warning log
(SEL) and have the
CPU operate with duty
cycle 12.5%.
For details about the
power capping function
setting, see "Power
Status".

Warn &
Set
Frequency

The settings of the power capping function are applied to the partition.
When the server blade defined by the partition is replaced, the power capping function
settings are applied to the new server blade.
The settings are not passed from active partitions to standby partitions in the N+M cold
standby. Therefore, if it is necessary to take over the settings, specify the same settings for
both active and standby partitions.
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A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 modes support the power capping and temperature capping for power
efficiency.
Both functions can control the average power consumption of server blades by controling
CPU performance and the rotation rate of fans.
Power capping lowers CPU performance only when the CPU temperature rises near the
upper limit, which can keep the average power consumption of a server blade below its
upper limit.
Temperature capping increases fan rotation rate when CPU temperature rises to the upper
limit, which can maximize the CPU performance. It also lowers CPU perfromance only
when the CPU temperature cannot go down below the upper limit even if increasing fan
rotation rate to the maximum.

 Applicable Model
The following models of the Compute Blade 320 support the power monitoring function or
the current power capping function:

#
1

2

3

model
A5 model
S5 model
H5 model
P5 model
R5 model
A4 model
S4 model
H4 model
P4 model
R4 model
A3 model
E3 model
A2 model
A1 model

Static control mode

Dynamic control mode

Support

Support

Not support

Not support

Not support

Not support

 Supported operating systems


Windows Server 2008 R2



Windows Server 2008



Windows Server 2003 R2

 Notes on Settings
Perform the following settings before using the power capping and temperature capping
functions. Do not change the settings before the power capping function becomes enabled.
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1

Control mode
Power
capping

2

3

4

5

6

Temperature
capping

Necessary setting

Setting to enable the
power capping function

default

EIST setting in BIOS.
"Main Menu" →
"Advanced Processor
options" → "CPU
Power Management
Processor". See "CPU
Power Management:
Processor Power
Saving Setting
Submenu".
Enable/disable setting
of the power capping
function. Perform the
setting on the
management module.
See "Power Status".
Control mode setting.
Perform the setting on
the management
module. See "Power
Status".
Setting of the cap
(upper limit). Perform
the setting on the
management module.
See "Power Status".
Setting of exception
processing. Perform
the setting on the
management module.
See "Power Status".

Enable

Enable

Valid

Invalid

ON

OFF

Any value. The
available value range
depends on the server
blade configuration.

No default
value set

Set the behavior of a
server blade when the
user-specified power
consumption value is
not kept during the
defined time period.
1. Leave a warning log
(SEL). > Warning only
2. Leave a warning log
(SEL) and have the
CPU operate with duty
cycle 12.5%. > Warn &
Set Frequency

Warn &
Set
Frequency

No setting is required.
Automatically switched
when the management
module recognizes a
server blade that
requires the
temperature capping.

Enable

Enable

For how to set the power capping, refer to “Power Status” in Chapter 6.
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Power capping settings are applied to a partition.

When a server blade defined by a partition is changed, the
power capping settings are applied to the newly installed
server blade.

The settings are not taken over from the active partition to the
standby one in N+M cold standby. If the settings need to be
taken over, configure the same settings to both partitions.

10
DBS (Demand Base Switching) is a function intended to reduce power consumption while
suppressing any decrease in system performance by controlling the CPU’s processor
performance state (p-state) according to the system load. Changing the performance state
will change the CPU’s internal voltage and internal clock at the same time, so that power
consumption may sometimes be reduced depending on the content of processing
performed.
While DBS is enabled, the value of CPU’s internal clock which is displayed on OS may be
lower than rated value depending on the state of CPU performance or on DBS setting.

 Applicable Model
For the Compute Blade 320, the DBS function is supported by the following model.
#
1

DBS support
support

3

model
A5 model
S5 model
H5 model
P5 model
R5 model
A4 model
S4 model
H4 model
P4 model
R4 model
A3 model

4
5
6

E3 model
A2 model
A1 model

support
Not support
Not support

2

support

support

Support Processor
X5670 2.93GHz
E5640 2.66GHz
E5620 2.40GHz
L5630 2.13GHz
E5503 1.86GHz
X5570 2.93GHz
E5540 2.53GHz
E5520 2.26GHz
L5520 2.26GHz
E5502 1.86GHz
E5450 3.0GHz
E5430 2.66GHz
X5260 3.33GHz
E5205 1.86GHz
L5410 2.33GHz
-

 Setup Procedure
Using the DBS function requires two setup steps: BIOS and OS.
(1) Setup in BIOS
In the BIOS, make the CPU’s EIST function enabled. See below and set up properly.
#
1

Model
A5 model
S5 model
H5 model
P5 model
R5 model

2

A4 model
S4 model
H4 model
P4 model
R4 model

Description of setting

Ch05: BIOS Setup > Main Menu >
Advanced Processor Options >
CPU Power Management:
Processor power saving
information submenu: setting item
A
Ch05: BIOS Setup > Main Menu
> Advanced Processor Options >
CPU Power Management:
Processor power saving
information submenu: setting item
A
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Model
A3 model
E3 model

Description of setting

Ch05: BIOS Setup > Main Menu >
Advanced Processor Options:
Processor configuration submenu:
setting item I

Default setting
Disable

(2) Setup in OS
Windows Server 2003 R2



The following setup procedure applies.
From the Control Panel, execute the “Power Supply Option” and change the “Power
Supply Setting” item on the “Power Supply Setting” tab. Of the setting items, those
related to the DBS are explained below. The DBS function can be used if you set #2:
“Server well balanced in the processor’s power consumption and performance”.

#
1

Item
Always ON.

2

Server well balanced in the
processor’s power
consumption and
performance



Windows Server 2008/R2

Description
Performance state fixed at the highest value. The
DBS is disabled. (Default setup)
The DBS function is enabled, and the performance
state is automatically changed depending on the
CPU’s load.

The following setup procedure applies.
From the Control Panel, execute the “Power Supply Option” and change the “Power
Supply Setting” item on the “Power Supply Setting” tab. Of the setting items, those
related to the DBS are explained below. The DBS function can be used if you set #1:
“Balance”.

#
1

Balanced

Item

2

Power saver

3

High Performance

Description
The DBS function is enabled, and the performance
state is automatically changed depending on the
CPU’s load. (Default setup)
Performance state fixed at the lowest value. The
DBS is disabled.
Performance state fixed at the highest value. The
DBS is disabled.
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The optimum control is a function to control the number of active power supplies whose DC
power is on mounted on Compute Blade 320 according to the number of active server
blades. Power supply modules are an AC/DC converter. The convert efficiency varies
depending on the DC power output. In general, the larger DC power is output, the hgiher
convert efficiency is obtained.
With the optimum control function, the management module decides which power supply
DC power output is ON/OFF to make the number of active power supply modules minimum
for the server blade operation. The power that requires for the server blade operation is
decided on the base of the power per pre-defined server blade structure, such as CPU
structure or memory strucuture.

When the power supply redunducny cannot be maintained, the
management module does not make the DC output off.

 Supported Model
Firmware version of the management module: A1023 or later version

 Settings
To use the optimum control on power supply modules, set the function in the Web console
power status screen (PSV Command) of the management module, or with the PSV
command in the command mode. The optimum control on power supply modules is
disabled by default.
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Maximum power control is a function to control the number of active server blades in the
server chassis for keeping the entire power that the server chassis consumes below the
user settings. With this function, the server chassis can be installed and operated safely
even in a facility with the power capacity limit.
The number of server blades is decided on the base of the power per pre-defined server
blade structure, such as CPU structure or memory strucuture.

 Supported Model
Firmware vertion of the management module: A1023 or later version

 Settings
To use the maximum power control, set the function in the Web console power status
screen (PSV Command) of the management module, or with the PSV command in the
command mode. The maximum power control is disabled by default.
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This function is yet to be supported.
This section describes a function to ease restriction on the number of server blades to be installed in
a chassis. This function, hereinafter, is referred to as the easing function.

Overview
With the easing function, you can install more number of server blades than that of the
upper limit in a chassis using the power capping of server blades.
The upper-limit number of server blades installed in a chassis depends on the maximum
power supplied by power supply modules. The following figure shows an example.
In regular configuration without the easing function, six server blades can be installed at the
maximum. On the other hand, in configuration with the easing function, seven server blades
can be installed, where the function increases the upper-limit number by one. This is
because the power is less consumed by each server blade due to the power capping, which
allows the unconsumed power to be allocated to an additional server blade.
Be aware, however, that the power capping may restrict processor clock frequency under
heavy load conditions, which can reduce the computing perfromance. Be sure to confirm
that it can perform as you expect after the power capping is set.

Power
supply #4

Power
supply #3

Blade #6

Blade #7

Blade #5

Blade #6

Blade #4

Blade #5
Blade #4

Power
supply #2

Blade #3
Blade #3
Blade #2

Power
supply #1
Power supplied by power
supply modules with N+1
power supply redundancy

Blade #2

Blade #1

Blade #1

Chassis

Chassis

Power consumption
in regular
configuration
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The following conditions needs to be satisfied to use the easing function.
Item

Conditions

Management module

Firmware version: A1055 or later

Server blade

Multiple server blades, which support the easing function, are
installed.
Models that support for the easing function: A5/R5/S5/P5/H5
BMC version, which supports the easing function, is required.
V01-40 or later versions with A5/R5/S5/P5/H5 models

The following settings are required to use the easing function.
Item
Management
module

*1

Settings
Enable the easing function *1
Enable the power capping

Configure a value of the power capping
Enabling the easing function must be performed only by maintenance personnel.

Restrictions on the Easing Function


When the easing function is enabled, you cannot increase a power capping value
using “Chassis power capping” with the server blade in operation. If you need to set a
larger power capping value, shut down the server blade before the setting. For the
details, refer to “Power Supply Status and Setting Screen” in Chapter 6.



When you set the power capping to a server blade for using the easing function, use
OS versions of Windows or Linux supported by your system model. VMware or OS
versions of Windows or Linux not supported by a model is not available.



When you use both the easing function and N+1 cold standby, be sure to set a power
capping value, with which all server blades including an alternative server blade for the
cold standby can operate together, and then test the operation.



An alternative server blade for N+1 cold standby does not receive the power capping
value.
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The following server blade models install Intel® Xeon® processor model X5680/X5690, which is
referred to as “this model” hereinafter.
AX51S5-Wxxxxxx
AX51S5-4xxxxxx

Specifications for this model are added to AX51S5 server blades.

Additional Specifications to S5 Model
New specifications for AX51S5 with this model, the number of processors and maximum
memory size, are different from other S5 model.
Model
CPU

AX51S5
Supported CUP

Intel® Xeon® processor

CPU code

X5680

CPU frequency

3.33GHz

Number of CPUs

Min: 1; Max: 2

Cache memory

12MB

QuickPath Interconnect (QPI)
rate

6.40GT/s

Main
memory

DIMM type
(per slot)

DDR3 Registered DIMM 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB
(1333MHz), 16GB(1066MHz)

Number of slots

6

Operating mode

Dual-Channel mode

Memory size

Min: 1 GB (1 GB x 1); Max: 64 GB

Power consumption (Max.)

372W

Refer to “How to User the system Equipment”, Chapter 2, and “Specifications of system
Equipment” in Appendix for other items that are the same as AX51S5.

Additional Specifications to System
In the system with this model, cooling fan modules may operate at higher speed than usual.
Noise specification depends on the performance mode of system cooling fan module.
Refer to the next section “Performance Mode” for the performance mode.
Refer to “How to User the system Equipment”, Chapter 2, and “Specifications of system
Equipment” in Appendix for other items that are the same as AX51S5.
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You can change the performance mode of system cooling fan modules using SVP
command mode settings of the management module.
With the performance mode ON, processor performance is prioritized. Thus, the noise level
is higher than usual to improve cooling efficiency at high load.
With the performance mode OFF, processor performance may be impaired to lower the
maximum noise level equivalent to that of a server blade, which does not support the
performance mode, is running.







Performance Mode is ON by default. When changing the
setting, turn off all server blades installed in the system
equipment before the setting change.
This setting is enabled only when the server blade that
support the performance mode is running.
Performance Mode cannot be changed with the Web console.

For how to set the performance mode, refer to “PSV command” in
Chapter 6.

Demand Base Switching (DBS)
This model supports the DBS feature.
Refer to “About the DBS (Demand Base Switching) Function” for how to set DBS.

Restrictions
There are the following restrictions on this model to use.
(1) Server blades other than A5/S5/H5/P5/R5/L4 models cannot be installed in the same
server chassis.
(2) If the environmental temperature of the system equipment is high, or high load is
continuously taken on the processor, performance may decline in order not to exceed
the temperature for securing performance by lowering the performance rate of
processors and cooling them.
Refer to “Power Capping and Temperature Capping for A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 Models” and
“Performance Mode” for details.
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(4) VMware is not supported.

If a server blade other than A5/S5/H5/P5/R5/L4 is installed in the
same server chassis, the power may not be turned on when the
power is supplied. Conditions to cause the power not to turn on as
follows:






With this model power-on, a server blade other than
A5/S5/H5/P5/R5/L4 is powered on.
With any server blade, other than A5/S5/H5/P5/R5/L4,
power-on, this model is powered on.
If this model and a server blade other than
A5/S5/H5/P5/R5/L4 are simultaneously powered on.
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(3) If this model and A5/S5/H5/P5/R5/L4 model are installed in the same server chassis,
those processors other than this model may decline.
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This section describes useful settings for Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

Using a Parameter to Stop the System at
Hardware Failure
 Potential Problems and the Solution
At hardware failure, Compute Blade issues an interrupt, which is called NMI (*1), to stop the
system during the hardware recovery process. Red Hat Enterprise Linux, however, has a
setting by default not to stop a system when NMI is issued. As a result, unexpected
behavior may occur because the system keeps running at hardware failure.
A parameter to stop the system when NMI is issued is provided for Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 3 Update 5 or later versions. Setting this parameter can prevent unexpected behavior
at hardware failure. It is highly recommended that you should set the parameter.
(*1) NMI (Non-Maskable Interrupt): hardware interruption that cannot be prevented by software.

Red Hat Enterprise Linux has some functions to utilize NMI, such
as monitoring CPU hang ups, profiling kernel, and stopping a
system instantly at receiving NMI, although some functions are
not supported by some OS versions. You can use one of them as
a dedicated function. When the instant stop at NMI is enabled,
CPU watchdog and kernel profile are not available.

 System that Requires the Setting Change
Systems that satisfy the following conditions require the setting change.
The following OS is used:







Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 Update 5 to Update 8
and 3.9 (x86, AMD64 & Intel EM64T)



Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 Update 1 to Update 4
and 4.5 to 4.8 (x86, AMD64 & Intel EM64T)



Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.1 to 5.3 (x86, AMD/Intel 64)

If setting netdump with Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 (x86,
AMD/Intel 64) or Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 Update 1 to
Update 3 (x86), contact your reseller.
When you use any earlier versions than Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 3 Update 5, it is recommended that you should update
to Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 Update 5 or later versions. For
details about updating, contact your reseller.
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Settings can be changed in a different way depending on the OS version.
Change the settings for your OS referring to the following procedures from (a) to (d).

(a) Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 Update 5 to Update 8 and 3.9
(x86, AMD64 & Intel 64T)
When setting “netdump”, you cannot perform the following procedure.
Contact your reseller.

1.

Change “/boot/grub/grub.conf”.
Set a kernel parameter “nmi_watchdog=0”.

before the setting change:
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS (2.4.21-32.EL)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.4.21-32.EL ro root=LABEL=/
initrd /initrd-2.4.21-32.EL.img

after the setting change:
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS (2.4.21-32.EL)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.4.21-32.EL ro root=LABEL=/ nmi_watchdog=0
initrd /initrd-2.4.21-32.EL.img

2.

Change “/etc/sysctl.conf” file.
Add the following parameter to the last line of the “/etc/sysctl.conf” file. When the
parameter has been already set, change the value as shown below.

kernel.unknown_nmi_panic = 1

3.

Set diskdump to halt the system.
This setting has two ways depending on the setting whether or not to collect a dump.
Check the diskdump setting status using the following command.

# service diskdump status
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diskdump enabled
<- diskdump is set.
PRESERVEDUMP not enabled
SKIPSAVECORE not enabled

When “diskdump enabled” is displayed, diskdump is set.

3-a) diskdump is set:
Add the following line to “\etc\modules.conf”.
options diskdump fallback_on_err=0

3-b) diskdump is not set:
Modify the “\etc\rc.local” file, and add the following line.
modprobe diskdump fallback_on_err=0
initlog -c "/usr/sbin/diskdumpctl_proc -u /dev/ram0" > /dev/null 2>&1

4.

Reboot the OS.
Type the following command to reboot the OS.

# reboot

5.

Check whether the new setting is applied.
Execute the following command to check the parameter. (Italic characters show
command results.)

# cat /proc/cmdline

ro root=LABEL=/ nmi_watchdog=0
# sysctl -a ¦ grep "unknown_nmi_panic ="

kernel.unknown_nmi_panic = 1
# cat /proc/diskdump

#
#
#
#

sample_rate: 8
block_order: 2
fallback_on_err: 0 <- Check that this value is 0.
allow_risky_dumps: 1# total_blocks: 262042

Only when not setting diskdump, check the followings:
# grep diskdumpctl /var/log/messages
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 Update 5
[Example]

Sep 4 21:36:00 rhel3u5x86 diskdumpctl_proc: diskdumpctl: cannot remove dumpdevice:
No such file or directory

Confirm that a character string after “diskdumpct_proc:” is the same as the string
shown above.



Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 Update 6 to Update 8 and 3.9
[Example]

Sep 4 21:33:13 rhel3u9x86 diskdumpctl_proc: diskdumpctl:
unable to remove /dev/ram0: No such file or directory

Confirm that a character string after “diskdumpct_proc:” is the same as the string
shown above.

(b) Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 Update 1 to Update 3 (x86)
When setting “netdump”, you cannot perform the following procedure.
Contact your reseller.

1.

Change “/boot/grub/grub.conf”.
Set a kernel parameter “nmi_watchdog=0”.

before the setting change:
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS (2.6.9-34.EL)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.9-34.EL ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00
initrd /initrd-2.6.9-34.EL.img

after the setting change:
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS (2.6.9-34.EL)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.9-34.EL ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nmi_watchdog=0
initrd /initrd-2.6.9-34.EL.img

2.

Change “/etc/sysctl.conf” file.
Add the following parameter to the last line of the “/etc/sysctl.conf” file. When the
parameter has been already set, change the value as shown below.

kernel.unknown_nmi_panic = 1
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Set diskdump to halt the system.
This setting has two ways depending on the setting whether or not to collect a dump.
Check the diskdump setting status using the following command.

# service diskdump status

[Example]
diskdump enabled
<- diskdump is set.
PRESERVEDUMP not enabled
SKIPSAVECORE not enabled
SALVAGEMESSAGE enabled

When “diskdump enabled” is displayed, diskdump is set.

3-a) diskdump is set:
Add the following line to “\etc\modules.conf”.
options diskdump fallback_on_err=0

3-b) diskdump is not set:
Modify the “\etc\rc.local” file, and add the following line.
modprobe diskdump fallback_on_err=0

4.

Reboot the OS.
Type the following command to reboot the OS.

# reboot

5.

Check whether the new setting is applied.
Execute the following command to check the parameter. (Italic characters show
command results.)

# cat /proc/cmdline

ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nmi_watchdog=0
# sysctl -a ¦ grep "unknown_nmi_panic ="

kernel.unknown_nmi_panic = 1
# cat /proc/diskdump

#
#
#
#
#

sample_rate: 8
block_order: 2
fallback_on_err: 0 <- Check that this value is 0.
allow_risky_dumps: 1
total_blocks: 262042
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1.

Change “/boot/grub/grub.conf”.
Set a kernel parameter “nmi_watchdog=0”.

before the setting change:
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS (2.6.9-34.EL)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.9-34.EL ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00
initrd /initrd-2.6.9-34.EL.img

after the setting change:
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS (2.6.9-34.EL)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.9-34.EL ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nmi_watchdog=0
initrd /initrd-2.6.9-34.EL.img

2.

Change “/etc/sysctl.conf” file.
Add the following parameter to the last line of the “/etc/sysctl.conf” file. When the
parameter has been already set, change the value as shown below.

kernel.unknown_nmi_panic = 1
kernel.panic_on_oops = 1

3.

Reboot the OS.
Type the following command to reboot the OS.

# reboot

4.

Check whether the new setting is applied.
Execute the following command to check the parameter. (Italic characters show
command results.)

# cat /proc/cmdline
ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nmi_watchdog=0
# sysctl -a ¦ grep "unknown_nmi_panic ="
kernel.unknown_nmi_panic = 1
# sysctl -a ¦ grep "panic_on_oops ="
kernel.panic_on_oops = 1
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1.

Change “/boot/grub/grub.conf”.
Set a kernel parameter “nmi_watchdog=0”.

before the setting change:
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server (2.6.18-128.el5)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-128.el5 ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nodmraid
initrd /initrd-2.6.18-128.el5.img

after the setting change:
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server (2.6.18-128.el5)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.18-128.el5 ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nodmraid
nmi_watchdog=0
initrd /initrd-2.6.18-128.el5.img

2.

Change “/etc/sysctl.conf” file.
Add the following parameter to the last line of the “/etc/sysctl.conf” file. When the
parameter has been already set, change the value as shown below.

kernel.unknown_nmi_panic = ０
kernel.panic_on_unrecovered_nmi = 1

3.

Reboot the OS.
Type the following command to reboot the OS.

# reboot

4.

Check whether the new setting is applied.
Execute the following command to check the parameter. (Italic characters show
command results.)

# cat /proc/cmdline

ro root=/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 nodmraid nmi_watchdog=0
# sysctl -a ¦ grep "unknown_nmi_panic ="

kernel.unknown_nmi_panic = 0
# sysctl -a ¦ grep "panic_on_unrecovered_nmi ="

kernel.panic_on_unrecovered_nmi = 1
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When hardware fails, the error LED on the system equipment turns on. Monitor the error
LED, and consult our maintenance personnel when you find the error LED lighting.
If the following message is displayed, hardware may fail. Check the error LED on the
system equipment.



Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 Update 5 to Update 8, 3.9 (x86, AMD/Intel64)

NMI received for unknown reason [XX] on CPU[X]

[X] stands for a number.


Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 Update 1 to Update 3 (x86)

NMI received for unknown reason [XX], CPU=[X], registers:

[X] stands for a number.


Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 Update 1 to Update 3 (AMD/Intel 64)

Kernel panic - not syncing: nmi watchdog



Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 Update 4, 4.5 to 4.8 (x86, AMD/Intel 64), and Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 5.1 to 5.3 (x86, AMD/Intel 64)

Kernel panic - not syncing: NMI: Not continuing

System Time Delay with Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 5 (x86)


Potential Problems and the Solution
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 (hereinafter referred to as RHEL5) may have the system time
delay (*1), even if rarely, by a few hours per day in operation. The system continues to
delay at the same rate from the boot to reboot. Even if you use the time adjustment with
NTP, the system time delays because the adjustment cannot work properly.
Moreover, when this delay occurs, CPU clock frequencies that OS recognizes are higher
than the actual clock frequencies.
This may seriously affect your business by not starting processes and batch jobs at the
scheduled time.
To avoid this problem, disable the item “Legacy USB Support“ in the BIOS setting if your
system satisfies conditions described later in Conditions for Time Delay.
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(*1)

This system time delay cannot be automatically corrected.

 Conditions for Time Delay
When the following conditions are all satisfied, the system time may delay at a specific
timing.
1. OS is RHEL5 (x86).
2. Item “Legacy USB Support” is Enabled in the BIOS setting.





This may occur in all models that support RHEL5 (x86).
RHEL3 (x86) and RHEL4 (x86) are not the case.
AMD/Intel 64 architecture is not the case.
For the condition number 2, check the item “Legacy USB
Support” in the BIOS setup menu. For how to operate the
BIOS setup menu, refer to “Server Blade Setup Menu
(A1/A2/A3/E3 model)” or “Server Blade Setup Menu
(A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 model)” in Chapter 5.

 Preventive Measure
Change settings of “Legacy USB Support” in the BIOS setup menu from Enabled to
Disabled.
Route to target: Advanced > I/O Device Configuration > Legacy USB Support



Notes on changing settings
Do not change items, USB Controller and USB2.0 Controller, in the BIOS setup:
remain Enabled by default.
Refer to Chapter 5 “Server Blade Setup Menu (A1/A2/A3/E3 model)” or “Server Blade
Setup Menu (A4/S4/H4/P4/R4 model)” for how to operate the BIOS setup menu.
Change the setting to “Disabled” even though described as “Use the Default setting
“Enabled” usually.” If you do not apply the preventive measure above, execute the
procedures shown later in How to Deal with the Time Delay.
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Deal with the Time Delay. For how to apply the countermeasure and how to deal with the
time delay, refer to each item described later.
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1. Booting from USB devices including USB CD-ROM and USB FD is not available.
2. Keyboard operation is not available in the GRUB menu at the OS boot or some
expansion utility of BIOS.
Restrictions above are effective when the remote console or remote KVM function is
used.
Thus, temporarily enable the Legacy USB Support in the BIOS setup when executing
the tasks described in restrictions above.
Once the OS is booted, you can use USB devices including USB CD-ROM and USB
FD regardless of the Legacy USB Support setting. Keyboard operation in the BIOS
setup menu and Boot menu is available regardless of the setting.

 How to Deal with the Time Delay
If not using the preventive measure, be sure to execute the procedure shown below every
time immediately after the system has booted.
The following is an example of how to check the frequency recognized by the OS at the
boot when an actual CPU clock frequency is 3000 MHz (3.00 GHz).
1. Check the actual CPU clock frequency.
Use /proc/cpuinfo to check the actual CPU clock frequency.
# grep “model name”/proc/cpuinfo
model name
2.

: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU

E5450 @3.00 GHz

Check the PCU clock frequency

Use /var/log/dmesg to check the CPU clock frequency.
# grep “MHz processor”/var/log/dmesg
Detected 3000.264 MHz processor.  correctly recognized.
# grep “MHz processor”/var/log/dmesg
Detected 3122.376 MHz processor.  incorrectly recognized.
With NTP, when delayed difference between frequencies is less than 0.05%, the
difference will not cause the system time to delay. For example, when an actual clock
frequency of CPU is 3000 MHz and the delayed frequency is less than 3001.5 MHz,
NTP adjusts the system time.
If the system time delay is troublesome without NTP, use NTP.
3. To correct the system time when clock frequencies are incorrectly recognized:
The followings show the steps with and without NTP.
[With NTP for time adjustment]
Reboot the system following the steps below:
a. Stop running applications.
b. Reboot the system.
c.

Check if the CPU clock frequencies are correctly recognized using No. 2 described
above after the reboot.

d. Confirm that the system clock is correct.
With NTP to adjust time, the system time is adjusted at the system reboot.
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Reboot the system following the steps below:
a. Stop running applications.
b. Adjust the time using the following command.
Example: to set time to 15:00 7th August, 2009
# date –s “08/07 15:00 2009”
c.

Reboot the system.

d. Check if the CPU clock frequencies are correctly recognized using No. 2 described
above after the reboot.
e. Confirm that the system clock is correct.

System Trouble by Error in Detecting
Frequency of APIC Timer at OS Boot
Frequency of the APIC timer may be detected incorrectly at OS boot, which may cause the
following results.


OS hangs up during the boot to fail to boot.



Processing like nanosleep system calls pause execution for a short time, which lowers
application performance.



Commands for collecting information, such as “sar” and vmstat”, which are used to
measure loading on the system, output incorrect results.

These problems are caused by an error in detecting frequency of the kernel APCI timer at
the OS boot.
When USB Legacy emulation interrupt occurs in frequency detection, the detection process
is delayed. Thus, the frequency may be different from the actual value. However, since
frequency detection is executed only at OS boot, this phenomenon cannot occur during the
system operation.
If your system satisfies the following conditions, apply measures to avoid this problem to be
described later.

 Conditions for Incorrect Frequency Detection
When the following conditions are all satisfied, this phenomenon may occur at a specific
timing.
1. OS is one of the followings:


Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 5.4 Advanced Platform (AMD/Intel 64)



Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 5.4 Advanced Platform (x86)



Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 5.4 (AMD/Intel 64)



Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 5.4 (x86)



Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 5.3 Advanced Platform (AMD/Intel 64)



Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 5.3 Advanced Platform (x86)



Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 5.3 (AMD/Intel 64)
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Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 5.3 (x86)

2. The kernel version is less than 2.6.18-164.2.1.el5.
3. Legacy USB Support is enabled in the system BIOS setting.

 Preventive measure
Change settings of “Legacy USB Support” in the BIOS setup menu from Enabled to
Disabled.
This phenomenon can be avoided occurring by disabling Legacy USB Support to prevent
the interrupt of USB Legacy emulation when frequency is being detected.
When you have disabled Legacy USB Support, the following restrictions are applied, which
you should keep in mind.

 Restriction
When disabling Legacy USB Support, you cannot use USB devices until the USB driver is
loaded from the GRUB menu during OS boot.


Booting from USB devices such as a USB CD-ROM and USB FDD is not available.



Operating the keyboard is not available in the GRUB menu during OS boot.

Since functions of the remote console and remote KVM by the remote console option are
recognized as USB devices, these restrictions are applied to them.
Then if you use them, temporarily enable Legacy USB.
Once the OS boots up, you can use USB devices such as a USB CD-ROM and USB FDD
regardless of Legacy USB Support settings. You can also use the keyboard in the setup
menu and Boot menu.

 How to Check Frequencies
Compare the following values, which are output in “/proc/interrupts”, to check whether or not
the APIC timer can detect correct frequency.
(1) Number of the global timer interrupts: total amount of each CPU
(2) Number of the local timer interrupts for CPU0
When frequencies of the APIC timer are detected correctly, values of (1) and (2) are almost
the same. If detected incorrectly, values of (1) and (2) are extremely different.
How to check whether or not a detected frequency is correct is described by showing
correct and incorrect examples.
If frequencies of the APIC timer are detected incorrectly, stop the system quickly and apply
the preventive measure.
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Correctly detected
# grep -e CPU -e timer -e LOC /proc/interrupts
CPU0
CPU1
CPU2
CPU3
0: 52343376 52341770 52317862 52335150
LOC: 209325542 209325558 209318927 209318950



IO-APIC-edge timer



(1) 209338158 = 52343376 + 52341770 + 52317862 + 52335150



(2) 209325542

Incorrectly detected
# grep -e CPU -e timer -e LOC /proc/interrupts
CPU0
0: 22188646
LOC: 44361775

CPU1
22187456
44366256

CPU2
22187286
44361703

CPU3
22185276
44366179

IO-APIC-edge timer



(1) 88748664 = 22188646 + 22187456 + 22187286 + 22185276



(2) 44361775

Disk Partition Size for Red Hat Enterprise
Linux
It is not supported to installing Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) in a disk partition with
more than 2 TB in any device including an internal hard disk and external disk array. Be
sure to configure the disk partition with 2 TB or less for installing RHEL.
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Recommended Settings for TCP Checksum
Offload
It is recommended that TCP/IP checksum function basically equipped with OS should be
used, instead of TCP/IP checksum function with which a LAN controller is equipped.
With this setting, you can configure a system with higher reliability because consistency of
packet data, which are received from a network, is checked at the end of protocol
processing by OS.

 Setting for Linux
When Linux is installed, manual operation may be required to disable the TCP Checksum
Offload function of an onboard LAN controller or PC expansion card.
Read the procedures carefully to disable the function described below, and set the
configuration properly.

A) BDS320 A1/A2/A3/E3 models: Onboard LAN Controller


e1000 driver

When using the e1000 driver and enabling eth2 and eth3 (LAN controller: Intel 82571EB) in
the BIOS settings after OS installation, you need to configure the setting manually.
To configure the TCP Checksum Offload function, specify “XsumRX” parameter in the
e1000 driver. The details including the value of “XsumRX” parameter are as follows:
Value: 0 or 1 (0: Disabled; 1: Enabled)
When setting to multiple LAN controllers, divide values with comma “,” to describe.
Example: Disabling four (4) onboard LAN controllers: options e1000 XsumRX=0,0,0,0

To automatically disable the TCP Checksum function at the OS boot, modify
“/etc/modprobe.conf” to the following and then reboot the OS.

Example: With four (4) onboard LAN controllers
options e1000 XsumRX=0,0

If a line above is included in “/etc/modprobe.conf”, add the same number of “,0” as that of
LAN controllers: two (2) “,0”(s) are added in the example above.
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options e1000 XsumRX=0,0,0,0

When enabling the TCP Checksum Offload function, replace the XsumRX parameter value
“0” with “1” to set the function.



e1000e driver

When using the e1000e driver, you need to manually configure the setting after installing
the OS.
To configure TCP Checksum Offload, specify the parameter tx (at transmitting)/rx
(receiving) to the argument of the ethtool command. The value and format of tx/rx
parameter are as follows:

Value: off (= disabled) or on (=enabled)
Using the ethtool command, disable the TCP Checksum Offload function in both
transmitting and receiving. Add the same number of ethtool commands as that of LAN
controllers, as the following, to \etc\rc.d\rc.local, and then reboot the OS. It is
automatically configured at the OS boot.
Example: When disabling four (4) onboard LAN controllers, add the following lines to
\etc\rc.d\rc.local on condition that Linux recognizes them as network devices, eth0,
eth1, eth2, and eth3.
\sbin\ethtool –K eth0 rx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth0 tx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth1 rx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth1 tx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth2 rx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth2 tx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth3 rx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth3 tx off

When enabling the TCP Checksum Offload function, replace the value of each tx/rx
parameter with “on” instead of “off” to set the function.
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When using the igb driver, you need to configure the setting manually after OS installation.
To configure the TCP Checksum Offload function, specify the tx (when transmitted)/rx
(when received) parameter to the argument of the ethtool command. The detail including
values of the tx/rx parameter are as follows:
Values: off or on (off: Disabled; on: Enabled)
Using the ethtool command, disable the TCP Checksum Offload function in both transmitting and
receiving. Add the same number of ethtool commands as that of LAN controllers, as the following, to
\etc\rc.d\rc.local, and then reboot the OS. It is automatically configured at the OS boot.
Example: When disabling four (4) onboard LAN controllers, add the following lines to \etc\rc.d\rc.local on
condition that Linux recognizes them as network devices, eth0, eth1, eth2, and eth3.
\sbin\ethtool –K eth0 rx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth0 tx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth1 rx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth1 tx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth2 rx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth2 tx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth3 rx off
\sbin\ethtool –K eth3 tx off

When enabling the TCP Checksum Offload function, replace the value of each tx/rx
parameter with “on” instead of “off” to set the function.
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This section describes useful advice about using Vmware.

Using Parameters to Stop the System at
Hardware Failure
At hardware failure, an interrupt called NMI (*1) is issued to the OS to stop the system
during the hardware recovery process. If Vmware ESX/Vmware ESXi (*2) is used , however,
the default settings do not stop a system when NMI is issued. As a result, unexpected
behavior may occur because the system keeps running at hardware failure.
(*1)
(*2)

NMI (Non-Maskable Interrupt): hardware interruption that cannot be masked by software.
VMware version is displayed such as VMware ESX, VMware ESX Server, and VMware ESX
Server 3i.

Vmware ESX 4.0/Vmware ESXi 4.0 or later versions are provided with parameters to stop
the system when NMI is issued. Enable the setting by following the procedure below. This
can prevent unexpected behavior at hardware failure. It is highly recommended that you
should set these parameters.
Vmware ESX Server 3.5 is also provided with parameters. Enable the setting by following
the procedure below. If the enabled parameter does not work, it is recommended that you
should upgrade ESX 3.5 to ESX 4.0.

 Target OS


VMware ESXi Server 4.0 (including Update 1)



VMware ESX Server 4.0 (including Update 1)



VMware ESX Server 3.5 Update 4

 Setting Procedure
Procedures are different depending on a VMware version. Thus, configure the setting for
your environment.
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[Setting Procedures]
Set the parameter following the procedure shown below.

1

Log in VMware ESX or vCenter Server as a user with root or Administrator.

2

In the inventory panel, select the host, and click the [Configuration] tab .

3

Under Software, click [Advanced Settings].

4

In the left pane of the Advanced Settings box, click [VMkernel].

5

In the right pane, find VMkernel.Boot.nmiAction and ensure that it is set to 2.

6

Click the [OK] button.

7

Reboot the host.

[Checking the result]
Follow the procedure below to check if the setting is properly configured.
1

Log in VMware ESX or vCenter Server as a user with root or Administrator.

2

Click the [Configuration] tab and then [Advanced] in the Software group.

3

Click [VMkernel] > [Boot] from the category. In the Setting Values shown on the
right, confirm that the value of VMkernel.nmiAction is 2, changed from 3, and
click the [OK] button.

VMware ESX Server 3.5
Follow the procedure described below to enable the parameter.

When you perform an operation that adds a heavy load to CPU,
the enabled parameter may not stop the system when NMI is
issued.
Thus, it is highly recommended that you should upgrade ESX 3.5
to ESX 4.0.
[Setting Procedure]

1

Log in the service console as a user with root.

2

Add the following parameters to the last line of the “/etc/sysctl.conf” file.
kernel.unknown_nmi_panic=1
kernel.panic=1

3

Reboot VMware ESX.
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When hardware is in failure, the error LED of the system lights solid.
If ERROR LED lights solid, contact your reseller.
If the following message is displayed on the service console screen of VMware ESX,
hardware can fail. Check if the error LED lights on the system.



VMware ESX 4.0/VMwqare ESXi 4.0
NMI_Lint1IntAction+xxxx stack : xxxxxxxxxx
Lint1 interrupt on pcpu x <- (“x” stands for a alphanumerical character.)



VMware ESX 3.5
Kernel panic : Attempted to kill the idle task !
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When You Need Help

This chapter describes how to troubleshoot problems you may encounter while operating the
system equipment.

Symptoms ........................................................................................................................... 1492
How to Display the Screen of Server Blade ........................................................................ 1498
When an Error occurs during Startup of Server Blade ....................................................... 1499
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This chapter contains possible problems with the system equipment and peripherals and
provides remedial actions in the event of such failures. If the following troubleshooting guide
does not solve the problem, contact the dealer or call maintenance personnel.

Problems with Server Blade
This section covers symptoms of problems with the server blade and remedial actions
to be considered.
No.

Location

Symptom

Checkout and remedial action

1-1

Power supply,
LEDs, etc.

The power is not
turned on.
Nothing appears on
the screen.
All LEDs are lit.

Check that the power cable is properly connected.
Check that the green power LED on the power module
is on.
Check that the server blade is fully seated in the slot.
Check the state of MC command (an SVP command).
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-2

Monitor/images

Server blade power
is turned on, but
nothing appears on
the screen.

Check that the cable is connected to the monitor.
Check that the monitor power switch is turned on.
Check that the KVM cable is securely connected to the
server blade. Replace the monitor to determine
whether the problem is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-3

Monitor/images

An abnormal
display or inclusion
of dirt particles.

Check that the monitor's brightness and contrast
controls are properly adjusted.
Check that the KVM cable is securely connected
between the server blade and the monitor cable.
Replace the monitor to determine whether the problem
is solved.
Check that correct video driver is installed for your OS.
For an LCD monitor, dead pixels are not considered a
defect.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-4

Monitor/images

Distorted video

Check the area in the vicinity of the system equipment
for any powered precision device to be absent.
Check that the position of the system equipment or
monitor was changed while the system equipment is in
use.
Earth magnetism may cause a problem on the monitor
or the monitor sometimes displays uneven color. Turn
off the monitor power and wait at least 30 minutes
before turning on the power again.
Check that the monitor is not placed to close to the
system equipment.
Keep the monitor away from the system equipment or
increase the refresh rate of the monitor.
Replace the monitor to determine whether the problem
is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.
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Location

Symptom

Checkout and remedial action

1-5

Monitor/images

Screen display is
not readable or
distorted.

The refresh rate setting may exceed the monitor's
specifications.
Replace the monitor to determine whether the problem
is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-6

Monitor/images

Monitor freezes to
a blue screen.

Restart your PC and, if the problem is not solved,
reinstall your OS.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-7



An error message
appears during
BIOS startup.

Repair the failure referring to "When an Error Occurs at
Startup of Server Blade."

1-8

Keyboard
(KVM cable used)

Keyboard does not
respond.

Check that the KVM cable is securely connected
between the server blade and the keyboard.
Disconnect the KVM cable from the server blade.
Then, reconnect it to determine whether the problem is
solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-9

Mouse
(KVM cable used)

Mouse does not
respond properly.

Check that the KVM cable is securely connected
between the server blade and the mouse.
Disconnect the KVM cable from the server blade.
Then, reconnect it to determine whether the problem is
solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-10 Memory

The amount of
system memory
displayed is less
than the amount of
physical memory
installed.

Consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.

1-11 HDD

HDD does not work Check the file system, referring to your OS operational
properly.
manual.
Shut down the server blade and remove it from the
system equipment. Wait 30 seconds and insert the
module back into the system equipment.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-12 USB device (FDD)

FDD does not
work.

Check whether your OS supports USB FDD.
Check that the KVM cable is securely connected
between the server blade and the FDD.
Replace the FDD with another one to determine
whether the problem is solved.
Replace the floppy disk to determine whether the
problem is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-13 USB device
(CD-ROM)

CD-ROM does not
work.

Check whether your OS supports USB CD-ROM.
Check that the KVM cable is securely connected
between the server blade and the CD-ROM drive.
Replace the CD-ROM with another one to determine
whether the problem is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.
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Location

Symptom

Checkout and remedial action

The server blade
cannot be viewed
from the
management
software.

Restart the management server to determine whether
the problem is solved.
Disconnect and reconnect the Management module to
determine whether the problem is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

1-15 

The server blade
can be viewed from
the management
software, but "SMA
Not Available" is
displayed.

Check that the SMA (System Management Agent
software) provided with the server blade is installed.
Check that the SMA service is started.
Restart the server blade to determine whether the
problem is solved.

1-16 

An error message
appears during OS
startup.

Following your OS operational manual or Help screen,
attempt to restore the system from malfunction.

1-17 

OS hangs.

Attempt to reboot it.

1-18 

The server blade
gives out a stench.

Consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.

1-19 

The server blade
generates a noise.

Consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.
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This section covers symptoms of problems with the cooling fan module and remedial
actions to be considered.
No.

Location

Symptom

Checkout and remedial action

2-1

Cooling fan module Fan does not work. Check that the cooling fan module is properly
connected to the system equipment.
Check that the system equipment is powered.
Check the cooling fan module for foreign objects to be
absent.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

2-2

Cooling fan module The fan module
cannot be viewed
from the
management
software.

Check that the cooling fan module is properly
connected to the system equipment.
Restart the management server, disconnect and
reconnect the Management module to determine
whether the problem is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

2-3

Cooling fan module The fan generates
a noise.

Check if the fan touches at a foreign object.
If no unusual conditions are suspected, consult your
dealer or call maintenance personnel.

2-4

Cooling fan module The fan gives out a Consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.
stench.

2-5

Cooling fan module The cooling fan
module LED is not
lit.

Check that the cooling fan module is properly
connected to the system equipment.
Check that the system equipment is powered.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.
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This section covers symptoms of problems with the Management module and remedial
actions to be considered
No.

Location

4-1

Power supply

The power is not
turned on.

Symptom

Check that the power cable is properly connected.
Check that the green POWER LED on the power
module is on.
Check that the Management module is fully seated in
the slot.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Checkout and remedial action

4-2

LED

The red Error LED
is lit.

Remove the Management module from and reinsert
into the system equipment to determine whether the
problem is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

4-3



The Management
module cannot be
viewed from the
management
software.

Remove the Management module from and reinsert
into the system equipment to determine whether the
problem is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

4-4

Serial port

Serial port does not
work at all.
A prompt does not
appear via serial
port connection.

Check that the serial cable is securely attached to the
connector.
Check that the communication parameters are properly
set (9600bps and stop bit 1) in the communications
software.
Ensure that an RS-232C crossover cable is used.
Remove the Management module from and reinsert
into the system equipment to determine whether the
problem is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

4-5

Serial port

When the serial
port is used,
characters are
garbled.

Check that the communication parameters are properly
set (9600bps and stop bit 1) in the communications
software.
With the terminal screen for the communications
software left open, remove the Management module
from and reinsert into the system equipment to
determine whether the problem is solved.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

4-6



Telnet connection
is disabled to the
Management
module.

Check that the IP address of the Management module
is correct.
Ping the IP address of the Management module to
determine whether a response is returned.
Check that the router, if connected in the network, is
properly set.
If the problem is not solved, consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

4-7



The Management
module generates
a noise.

Consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.

4-8



The Management
module gives out a
stench.

Consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.
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This section covers symptoms of problems with the power module and remedial
actions to be considered.
No.

Location

Symptom

Checkout and remedial action

5-1

LED

Power ON:
The green LED is not lit.

Check that the power cables properly connected.
Check that the power is supplied to the AC input
terminal.
If no unusual conditions are suspected, consult your
dealer or call maintenance personnel.

5-2



The power module gives
out a stench.

Consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.

5-3



The power module
generates a noise.

Consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.
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This section describes how to display the screen of a server blade.
You can use two methods to view the screen: To connect a monitor or remotely display the
screen.

To Remotely Display the Screen
You can remotely display the server blade system’s screen with a different PC or
server (hereinafter referred to as a remote PC) from the server blade.
For the procedures, see the manual that came with the management software.
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This section describes how to respond to errors that occur when the server blade boots up.

When Error Messages Appear
When an error is detected during initial diagnosis, an error message appears in the
monitor displaying the server blade’s screen. When an error message appears, take
appropriate steps to solve problems according to "Cause and Action to Take" listed
below. If the problem persists, or you encounter an error message that is not listed
below, write it down and consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.
.
Error message that appears
on the screen
System RAM Failed at offset

Description

Causes and Action to Take

Memory error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Shadow RAM Failed at offset Memory error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Extended RAM Failed at
offset

Memory error has
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

System battery is dead –
Replace and run setup

Battery error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

System CMOS checksum
bad-Default Configuration
used

CMOS checksum
error was detected.

Set the setting properly on
the setup menu.
Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel
when the error is detected
again.

System timer error

System timer error
was detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Real time clock error

Real time clock error
was detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Check data and time setting

Incorrect setting value Set the setting properly on
was detected.
the setup menu.
Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel
when the error is detected
again.

Previous boot incomplete –
Default configuration used

Incorrect setting
value was detected.

Set the setting properly on
the setup menu.
Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel
when the error is detected
again.

CPU 0 Disabled

CPU error was

Consult your dealer or call
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Description

Causes and Action to Take

detected, and error
CPU was removed.

maintenance personnel.

CPU 1 Disabled

CPU error was
detected, and error
CPU was removed.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

CPU 2 Disabled

CPU error was
detected, and error
CPU was removed.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

BMC not found

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

BMC Error

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Cannot access SEL device

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Cannot access SDR
Repository

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Cannot access BMC FRU
device

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

IPMI signal lines do not
respond

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

SDR repository empty

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Internal Use Area of BMC
FRU corrupted

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

BMC boot block firmware
corrupted

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

BMC optional firmware
corrupted

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

FRU checksum bad

BMC Error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

BMC SEL area Full

System Event Logs
are full.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

POST memory Resize

Memory error was
detected, and error
memory was
removed.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Cannot enable Memory
Mirror mode

The memory
configuration cannot
enable Memory
Mirror mode

Confirm memory
configuration.
Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel
when the error is detected
again.

Cannot enable Memory
Sparing mode

The memory
configuration cannot
enable Memory
Sparing mode

Confirm memory
configuration.
Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel
when the error is detected
again.
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Description

Causes and Action to Take

Invalid System Configuration
Data – run configuration
utility

Configuration error
was detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

System Configuration Data
Read Error

Configuration error
was detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

System Configuration write
Error

Configuration error
was detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Resource Conflict xxxxxxxxxx

PCI error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.

Expansion ROM not
initialized - xxxxxxxxxx

PCI error was
detected.

Confirm PCI device setting
on the setup menu.
Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel
when the error is detected
again.

Warning : IRQ not configured
- xxxxxxxxxxx

PCI error was
detected.

Consult your dealer or call
maintenance personnel.
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Maintenance and Replacement Parts

This chapter provides how to care for devices routinely, service life limited parts that require
replacement and consumables.

Items Requiring Routine Maintenance ................................................................................ 1504
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Notes on Maintenance ........................................................................................................ 1508
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The system equipment and its built-in devices require routine maintenance. The following
description of the table below is the routine maintenance. If abnormal conditions are
observed during routine maintenance, consult your dealer or call maintenance personnel.

Item
System
equipment

Description
Cleaning
Checkout

1. Remove dust from vent holes.
1. Check fan noise. (including
system cooling fan and power
supply module.)

Cleaned or inspected every:
6 months (*1)
6 months

*1 If the equipment is used in a dusty environment, clean it once a month.
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System Equipment
Clean the vent holes every six months. (If the equipment is used in a dusty
environment, clean it once a month.)

WARNING
Turn off the power and pull out the power cable before cleaning the system
equipment. If not, the cleaning could cause an electric shock or equipment failure.



How to Clean the Ventilation Holes
Wipe the ventilation holes at the portions shown below using dry cloth or vacuum
them with the system turned off.
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The following parts have respective product life and their performance will be degraded or worn out
while in use. Users are recommended to replace them periodically with new parts. For their prices
and delivery time, consult with their supplier.
For details on the options not covered here, see the manuals
supplied with those options.

Component
Hard disk

Applicable product model

Note

GGX-UH9HN80N equipped with the Xeon server blade

(*1)

GGX-UH9HN73A equipped with the Xeon server blade

(*1)

GGX-UH9CN731A equipped with the Xeon server blade

(*1)

GGX-UH9C1471A equipped with the Xeon server blade

(*1)

GGX-UH9N731xx equipped with the Xeon server blade

(*1)

GGX-UH91471xx/GG-UH91471X3-Y equipped with the
Xeon server blade

(*1)

GGX-UH93001xx/GG-UH93001X3-Y equipped with the
Xeon server blade

(*1)

*1 The designed service life is about two years if you use the component made electrically live for
24 hours per day and for 30 days per month under the installation environment defined in
"Installation Environment". Should you use the component beyond the above environmental
conditions, the system may fail or suffer deteriorated service life.

Component
Lithium battery

Applicable product model

Location

-

Management module



Lithium batteries consumes power when the management
module is not energized. Assuming that a lithium battery is
energized for 8 hours a day, 25 days a month in the
installation environment described in Chapter 1, the design
service life is about 4 years. With less energized hours than
described above, 200 hours per month: 8 hours x 25 days ,
the service life may get shorter.



Check the lithium battery status using DL Command of the
management module. See Chapter 6 for details.



When the lithium battery needs to be replaced, contanct
your reseller or consult maintenance personnel.
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Component
Hard disk

Applicable product model
GGX-UH91473 equipped with the Xeon server blade
GGX-UH91474/GG-UH91474X3-Y equipped with the Xeon
server blade
GGX-UH93003 equipped with the Xeon server blade
GGX-UH96003/GG-UH96003X3-Y equipped with the Xeon
server blade

SSD

GGX-UH9N642/GG-UH9N642X3-Y equipped with the Xeon
server blade
GGX-UH9N32DX1/GG-UH9N32DX1-Y equipped with the
Xeon server blade
GGX-UH9N64DX/ GG-UH9N64DX-Y equipped with the Xeon
server blade

Limited number of write cycles with SSD
Since Solid State Drive (SSD) is a flash memory storage device,
service life is extended due to wear leveling and redundant
memory with SSD firmware but the write cycles are limited.
Specifically, 64-GB SSD has 16-GB extra memory and write
reaches the limit when the extra is used up. SSD issues Smart
alert when a residue of the extra memory is down to 10% or less.
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No life time is set to hard disks and SSD described in the
table below. Maintenance service is available for five years
from the purchase date.

12
When parts replacement is required in maintenance due to some system failure, usually the latest
versions of parts and BIOS/EFI firmware are applied to replacement. BIOS firmware not for target
parts may be updated to the latest version as necessary. Note that firmware versions may be
different from those before maintenance.

Change in MAC Address of Each Network
Adapter
When the motherboard or LAN adapters in the system equipment are replaced, the MAC
address is also changed due to uniquely assigned to each of them. You need to allow a
new MAC address to be recognized.



Connected peripherals with fixed MAC addresses
Some peripherals, such as a switching hub, have fixed MAC addresses. When having
started the system equipment after changing motherboards and LAN adapters, power on
and start up peripherals again to update information of MAC addresses.



User programs and application programs with MAC addresses
When User programs or application programs have MAC address values as specifications,
update information to new MAC addresses after the motherboard and LAN adapters are
changed.



Advanced LAN configuration
For Advanced LAN functions, a single MAC address is shared by two network adapters,
primary and secondary. You need to delete advanced LAN functions currently set before
changing the motherboard or LAN adapters, and then set them again after the change. For
advanced LAN functions, see Appendix-I and Appendix-II included in Compute Blade 320
SOFTWARE GUIDE

Resetting BIOS
When the motherboard or disk array controller board is changed, setting values of system
BIOS and RAID BIOS may return to factory defaults. If so, you need to reset with BIOS
setup menu or MegaRAID Web BIOS. Make sure to write down and keep all changed
setting items and values before changing BIOS setting values from factory set ones in case
of failure.
For setting the system BIOS and RAID BIOS, see Chapter 5: BIOS Setup. For BIOS
settings for expansion cards, see the manual for each expansion cards
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Specifications of the System
Model name

BS320A
Rack mount type 6U

Cabinet
Number of
units which can
be installed

Server blade

Up to 10 units *1

Management module

Up to 2 units

Switch module

Up to 4 units

Switch bays
#0 and #1

Switch bays
#2 and #3

1-Gbps LAN
switch module

Up to 2 units if you use an optional function.
(This module conflicts with the 1-Gbps/10Gbps LAN pass-through module.)

1-Gbps LAN
pass-through module

Up to 2 units if you use an optional function.
(This module conflicts with the 1-Gbps LAN
switch module.)

4-Gbps FC switch
module with four ports

Up to 2 units if you use an optional function

4-Gbps FC switch
module with six ports

Up to 2 units if you use an optional function
Up to 4 units

Power supply module
Redundant
configuration

Rated at 100 VAC

3+1 redundant configuration

Rated at 200 VAC

3+1 or 2+2 redundant configuration

Maximum output specifications

100VAC:840W / 200VAC:1590W

System cooling fan module

5 units under the standard configuration
(N+1 units under a redundant configuration)

SVP connector module

2 units under the standard configuration

Switch cooling fan module

2 units under the standard configuration

Outside dimensions (W x D x H: mm)/number of units according
to the EIA standard

440*780*262 / 6U

Mass (Maximum)

98kg (with all modules installed)

Power source

Environmental
requirements

Input voltage (Frequency)

AC200V~240V single phase (50/60Hz),
AC100V single phase (50/60Hz)

Power consumption (Maximum) *3

100VAC:3.3kW / 200VAC:4.8kW

Temperature (in degrees C)

5°C to 35°C

Humidity (in percent) (There must be no
condensation.)

20% to 80%

EMC standard

FCC
EN55022
MIC

Noise

60dB *2
*1: The number of server blade is limited when uses 100VAC or 2+2 power supply
redundancy configuration.
*2: This equipment controls the number of fan rotation using the temperature of inlet air and
that inside the equipment. If the inlet air is 25°C or higher,; heavy load on CPU; one of
fans fails, the value can exceed this value..
*3: The value is the ratings value of the server chassis. The real power consumption depends
on the configuration of the server blades.
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Specifications of the Xeon Server Blade (A1 model)
Model name

CPU

AX51A1

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU frequency

Dual-core Intel® Xeon® processor
5110

5140

5160

1.60GHz

2.33GHz

3.0GHz

Number of CPUs

Minimum 1/Maximum 2

Cache memory
FSB clock frequency
Main
memory

DIMM type
(per slot)

LAN

1066MHz

1333MHz

ECC DDR2-533 FB-DIMM 512MB/1GB/2GB

Number of slots

4

Operating mode

Dual-channel mode

Memory size
Built-in
HDD (*2)

Secondary 4MB

1 GB (512 MB x 2) (minimum)/8 GB (2 GB x 4) (maximum)

Number of HDDs
that can be
installed

2 (Supported RAID1)

Size

Model 2.5: 73 GB (SAS)/Model 2.5: 80 GB (SATA)

rpm

10000r/min (SAS) / 7200 r/min (SATA)

Interface

SAS / SATA

Controller

LAN containing ESB2, Intel 82571EB

Interface

1-Gbps interface x 4 ports (Specified SERDES)

Function

Wake On LAN: Only ESB2E, PXE: Only ESB2E

Slot

PCI

1 (Dedicated shape)

Interface

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)

Supported OS

Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
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Model name

Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter

Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES4
Power consumption (Maximum)
Indications
based on
the Energy
Saving Law

208W

242W

Classification
Energy
consumption
efficiency (*1)

288W

C
0.0058

0.0055

Mass

0.0028

About 4.3 kg
*1 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the
composite theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
*2 The hard disk's size indication has been determined on the supposition that 1 GB is equal to
109 bytes.
*3 A1 model and A2 model are incompatible, because the version of the chipset is different. A1
model uses version B3. A2 model uses version G1.
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Specifications of the Xeon Server Blade (A2 model)
Model name

CPU

AX51A2

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU frequency

Dual-core Intel® Xeon® processor
5110

5140

5160

E5310

E5345

1.60GHz

2.33GHz

3.0GHz

1.6GHz

2.33GHz

Number of CPUs

Minimum 1/Maximum 2

Cache memory
FSB clock frequency
Main
memory

DIMM type
(per slot)

Built-in
HDD (*2)

LAN

Secondary 4MB
1066MHz

Secondary 4MB x2

1333MHz

1066MHz

4

Operating mode

Dual-channel mode
1 GB (512 MB x 2) (minimum)/16 GB (4 GB x 4) (maximum)

Number of HDDs
that can be
installed

2 (Supported RAID1)

Size

Model 2.5: 73 GB (SAS)/Model 2.5: 80 GB (SATA)

rpm

10000r/min (SAS) / 7200 r/min (SATA)

Interface

SAS / SATA

Controller

LAN containing ESB2, Intel 82571EB

Interface

1-Gbps interface x 4 ports (Specified SERDES)

Function

Wake On LAN: Only ESB2E, PXE: Only ESB2E

Slot

PCI

1 (Dedicated shape)

Interface

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)

Supported OS

1333MHz

ECC DDR2-667 FB-DIMM 512MB/1GB/2GB/4GB

Number of slots

Memory size

Appendix



Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
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Model name

Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter

Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES4
Power consumption (Maximum)
Indications
based on
the Energy
Saving Law

233W

278W

Classification
Energy
consumption
efficiency (*1)

314W

290W

330W

0.0029

0.0021

C
0.0053

0.0038

Mass

0.0030

About 4.3 kg
*1 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the
composite theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
*2 The hard disk's size indication has been determined on the supposition that 1 GB is equal to
109 bytes.
*3 A1 model and A2 model are incompatible, because the version of the chipset is different. A1
model uses version B3. A2 model uses version G1.
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Specifications of the Xeon Server Blade (A3/E3 model)
Model name

CPU

AX51A3

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU frequency

Dual-core/Quad-core Intel® Xeon® processor
E5450

E5430

E5405

X5260

E5205

L5320

L5410

3.00GHz

2.66GHz

2.00GHz

3.33GHz

1.86GHz

1.86GHz

2.33GHz

Secondary
4MB x2

Secondary
6MB x2

Number of
CPUs
Cache memory

FSB clock frequency
Main
memory

DIMM type
(per slot)

LAN

Minimum 1/Maximum 2
Secondary 6MB x2

Secondary 6MB

1333MHz

1066MHz

ECC DDR2-667 FB-DIMM 512MB/1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB

Number of slots

4

Operating mode

Dual-channel mode

Memory size

Built-in
HDD
(*2)

AX51E3

1 GB (512 MB x 2) (minimum)/ 32 GB (8 GB x 4) (maximum)

Number of
HDDs that can
be installed

ECC DDR2-667 FBDIMM
512MB/1GB/2GB/4GB

1 GB (512 MB x 2)
(minimum)/16 GB (4 GB
x 4) (maximum)

2 (Supported RAID1)

Size

Model 2.5: 73 GB (SAS)/Model 2.5: 147 GB (SAS)

rpm

10000r/min (SAS)

Interface

SAS

Controller

LAN containing ESB2, Intel 82571EB

Interface

1-Gbps interface x 4 ports (Specified SERDES)

Function

Wake On LAN: Only ESB2E, PXE: Only ESB2E

Slot

PCI

1 (Dedicated shape)

Interface

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)
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Model name

AX51E3

Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition

Supported OS

Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter
Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES4
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.1
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4
Power consumption
(Maximum)
Indications
based on
the Energy
Saving Law

330

297

266

233

245

263

0.0043

0.0027

0.0020

C

Classification
Energy
consumption
efficiency
(*1)

314

0.0021

0.0043

0.0060

0.0033

About 4.3 kg

Mass

*1 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the
composite theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
*2 The hard disk's size indication has been determined on the supposition that 1 GB is equal to
109 bytes.
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Model name
CPU

AX51A4/AX51S4/AX51R4

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU frequency

Dual-core/Quad-core Intel® Xeon® processor
X5570

E5540

E5520

L5520

E5502

2.93GHz

2.53GHz

2.26GHz

2.26GHz

1.86GHz

Number of CPUs
Cache memory
QPI transfer rate
Main
memory

DIMM type

Minimum 1/Maximum 2
8MB

8MB

8MB

8MB

4MB

6.40GT/s

5.86GT/s

5.86GT/s

5.86GT/s

4.80GT/s

DDR3 Registered DIMM 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB (1333 MHz), 8GB /16GB (1066MHz)

(per slot)
Number of slots

6

Operating mode
Memory size
Built-in
HDD (*2)

Appendix

Specifications of the Xeon Server Blade (A4/S4/R4 model)

Number of HDDs
that can be
installed

Dual-channel mode
1 GB (1 GB x 1) (minimum)/ 96 GB (16 GB x 6) (maximum)
2 (Supported RAID1), Not supported for S4 model

Size

Model 2.5: 73 GB (SAS)/147 GB (SAS)/300 GB (SAS), Not supported for S4 model

rpm

10000r/min (SAS), Not supported for S4 model

Interface

SAS 2.5HDD X 2pcs(Hot Plug Function), Not supported for S4 model

Internal
Disk
interface I
(only for
A4)

Controller

LSI SAS 1064E: not mounted in S4/R4 models.

Function

RAID0, RAID1 (Hot Plug Function): not mounted in S4/R4 models.

Internal
Disk
interface II
(only for
R4)

Controller

LSI SAS 2008: not mounted in A4/S4 models.

Function

RAID0, RAID1 (Hot Plug Function): not mounted in A4/S4 models.

LAN

Controller

Intel 82576EB X 2

Interface

1000 Base-T (SERDES) × 4 （connected to Back Plane）

HDD interface
HDD

HDD interface
HDD

Function

3 Gbps SAS interface: not mounted in S4/R4 models.
SAS 2.5 HDD x 2 pcs (Hot Plug Function): not mounted in S4/R4 models.

6 Gbps SAS interface: not mounted in A4/S4 models.
SAS 2.5 HDD x 2 pcs (Hot Plug Function): not mounted in A4/S4 models.

Wake On LAN: For Linux, only function 0 of each controller is supported.
(However, specified driver is necessary if WOL is used on function 1 of each controller.)

Slot

PCI

1 (Dedicated shape)

Interface

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)
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Model name
Supported OS

Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4

Power
(Maximum)

consumption

Indications
Classification
based on the
Energy
Energy
consumption
Saving Law
efficiency (*1)

358

323

317

280

229

0.0015

0.0034

C

0.0012

0.0014

Mass

0.0016
About 4.3 kg

*1 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the
composite theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
*2 The hard disk's size indication has been determined on the supposition that 1 GB is equal to
109 bytes.
*3 Power consumption (Maximum) of S4 model is “power consumption (Maximum) of A4 minus 10W”
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Model name

AX51H4

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU

CPU frequency

Dual-core/Quad-core Intel® Xeon® processor
X5570

E5540

E5520

L5520

E5502

2.93GHz

2.53GHz

2.26GHz

2.26GHz

1.86GHz

Number of CPUs
Cache memory
QPI transfer rate
DIMM type
(per slot)
Main
memory

Minimum 1/Maximum 2
8MB

8MB

8MB

8MB

4MB

6.40GT/ss

5.86GT/s

5.86GT/s

5.86GT/s

4.80GT/s

DDR3 Registered DIMM 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB (1333 MHz)

Number of slots

6

Operating mode
Memory size

Built-in
HDD (*2)

Appendix
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Dual-channel mode
Minimum 1GB (1GB x 1) / Maximum 48GB (8GB x 6)

Number of HDDs
that can be
installed

6 (Standard: 2 and Expansion: 4)

Size

Model 2.5: 147GB, 300GB

Rpm

10000r/min

Interface

SAS 2.5HDD X 6 pcs (Hot Plug Function)

Controller

LSI Logic 1078 PCI-express

RAID
Supported RAID

LAN

RAID0, 1, 1+0.5

Controller

Intel 82576EB X 2

Interface

1000 Base-T (SERDES) × 4 （connected to Back Plane）

Function

Wake On LAN: For Linux, only function 0 of each controller is supported.
(However, specified driver is necessary if WOL is used on function 1 of each controller.)

Slot

PCI

1 (Dedicated shape)

Interface

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)
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Model name

Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard

Supported OS

Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4
Power
(Maximum)

consumption

Indications
based on the
Energy
Saving Law
Mass

358

323

Classification
Energy
consumption
efficiency (*1)

317

280

229

0.0017

0.0038

C

0.0014

0.0016

0.0018

About 7.1 kg
*1 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the composite
theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
*2 The hard disk's size indication has been determined on the supposition that 1 GB is equal to 10
bytes.
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Model name

AX51P4

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU

CPU frequency

Dual-core/Quad-core Intel® Xeon® processor
X5570

E5540

E5520

L5520

E5502

2.93GHz

2.53GHz

2.26GHz

2.26GHz

1.86GHz

Number of CPUs
Cache memory
QPI transfer rate
DIMM type
(per slot)
Main
memory

Minimum 1/Maximum 2
8MB

8MB

8MB

8MB

4MB

6.40GT/ss

5.86GT/s

5.86GT/s

5.86GT/s

4.80GT/s

DDR3 Registered DIMM 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB (1333 MHz), 8GB/16GB (1066 MHz)

Number of slots

6

Operating mode
Memory size

LAN

Dual-channel mode
Minimum 1GB (1GB x 1) / Maximum 96GB (16GB x 6)

Controller

Intel 82576EB X 2

Interface

1000 Base-T (SERDES) × 4 （connected to Back Plane）

Function

Wake On LAN: For Linux, only function 0 of each controller is supported.
(However, specified driver is necessary if WOL is used on function 1 of each controller.)

Interface

PCI-Express 1.0a
Low profile (MD2)
(Dedicated bracket type)

Type
PCI card

Number of cards
that can be
installed

1

Supported card

2-port 1000Base-T LAN adapter (Intel 82576EB onboard)

Hot plug
Interface

Appendix

Specifications of the Xeon Server Blade (P4 model)

Not available

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)
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Model name

Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard

Supported OS

Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4
Power
(Maximum)

consumption

Indications
based on the
Energy
Saving Law
Mass

358

323

Classification
Energy
consumption
efficiency (*1)

317

280

229

0.0015

0.0034

C

0.0012

0.0014

0.0016

About 4.3 kg
*1 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the composite
theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
*2 The hard disk's size indication has been determined on the supposition that 1 GB is equal to 10
bytes.
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Specifications of the Xeon Server Blade (A5/S5/R5 model)
Model name

CPU

AX51A5/AX51S5/AX51R5

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU frequency

Intel® Xeon® processor
X5670

E5640

E5620

L5630

E5503

E5603

E5649

X5675

2.93GHz

2.66GHz

2.40GHz

2.13GHz

2.00GHz

1.6GHz

2.53GHz

3.06GHz

4MB

12MB

12MB

Number of CPUs
Cache memory
QPI transfer rate
Main
memory

DIMM type

Minimum 1/Maximum 2
12MB

12MB

12MB

12MB

4MB

6.40GT/s 5.86GT/s 5.86GT/s 5.86GT/s 4.80GT/s 4.80GT/s 5.86GT/s 6.40GT/s
DDR3 Registered DIMM 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB (1333 MHz), 16GB (1066MHz)

(per slot)
Number of slots

6

Operating mode
Memory size
Built-in HDD Number of HDDs
(*2)
that can be installed

Dual-channel mode
1 GB (1 GB x 1) (minimum)/ 96 GB (16 GB x 6) (maximum)
2 (Supported RAID1), Not supported for S5 model

Size

Model 2.5: 147GB, 300GB, 600GB: Not installed in S5 model.

rpm

10000r/min; 15000r/min (only for 147GB): Not supported for S5 model

Interface

SAS 2.5HDD X 2pcs(Hot Plug Function), Not supported for S5 model

Internal Disk Controller
interface I
HDD interface
(only for A5)
HDD
Function
Internal Disk Controller
interface II
HDD interface
(only for R5)
HDD

LAN

Appendix



LSI SAS 1064E: not mounted in S5/R5 models.
3 Gbps SAS interface: not mounted in S5/R5 models.
SAS 2.5 HDD x 2 pcs (Hot Plug Function): not mounted in S5/R5 models.
RAID0, RAID1 (Hot Plug Function): not mounted in S5/R5 models.
LSI SAS 2008: not mounted in A5/S5 models.
6 Gbps SAS interface: not mounted in A5/S5 models.
SAS 2.5 HDD x 2 pcs (Hot Plug Function): not mounted in A5/S5 models.

Function

RAID0, RAID1 (Hot Plug Function): not mounted in A5/S5 models.

Controller

Intel 82576EB X 2

Interface

1000 Base-T (SERDES) × 4 （connected to Back Plane）

Function

Wake On LAN: For Linux, only function 0 of each controller is supported.
(However, specified driver is necessary if WOL is used on function 1 of each controller.)

Slot

PCI

1 (Dedicated shape)

Interface

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)
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Appendix

Model name
Supported OS

Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.6
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.1

Power consumption (Maximum)

358

325

303

Indications
Classification
based on the
Energy Saving Energy
consumption
Law
efficiency (*1)

238

242

242

325

C

Out of target

Mass

About 4.3 kg

*1 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the
composite theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
*2 The hard disk's size indication has been determined on the supposition that 1 GB is equal to
109 bytes.
*3 Power consumption (Maximum) of S5 model is “power consumption (Maximum) of A4 minus 10W”
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Specifications of the Xeon Server Blade
(S5 model with Intel® Xeon® Processor X5680/X5690 installed)
Model name
CPU

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU frequency
Number of CPUs
Cache memory

QPI transfer rate
Main
memory

DIMM type

Intel® Xeon® processor
X5680

X5690

3.33GHz

3.46GHz

Minimum 1/Maximum 2

Minimum 1/Maximum 2

12MB

12MB

6.40GT/s

6.40GT/s

DDR3 Registered DIMM 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB (1333 MHz), 16GB (1066MHz)

(per slot)
Number of slots

6

Operating mode

Dual-channel mode

Memory size
LAN

AX51S5

Minimum: 1GB (1GB x 1) / Maximum: 96GB (16GB x 6)

Controller

Intel 82576EB X 2

Interface

1000 Base-T (SERDES) × 4 （connected to Back Plane）

Function

Wake On LAN: For Linux, only function 0 of each controller is supported.
(However, specified driver is necessary if WOL is used on function 1 of each controller.)
PXE boot: Only the first controller is supported. (Port 1 and 2 among 1 to 4)

Slot

PCI

1 (Dedicated shape)

Interface

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)
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Appendix

Model name
Supported OS

Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.6
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.1

Power consumption
(Maximum)

372

Indications
Classification
based on the
Energy
Energy
consumption
Saving Law
efficiency (*1)

372
C

Out of target

Mass

About 4.3 kg

*1 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the
composite theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
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Specifications of the Xeon Server Blade (H5 model)
Model name

AX51H5

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU

CPU frequency

Dual-core/Quad-core Intel® Xeon® processor
X5670

E5640

E5620

L5630

E5503

E5603

E5649

X5675

2.93GHz

2.66GHz

2.40GHz

2.13GHz

2.00GHz

1.6GHz

2.53GHz

3.06GHz

4MB

12MB

12MB

Number of CPUs
Cache memory
QPI transfer rate
DIMM type
(per slot)
Main
memory

Minimum 1/Maximum 2
12MB

12MB

12MB

6
Dual-channel mode
Minimum 1GB (1GB x 1) / Maximum 48GB (8GB x 6)

Number of HDDs
that can be installed

Interface

4MB

DDR3 Registered DIMM 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB (1333 MHz)

Operating mode

Built-in HDD Size
(*2)
Rpm

12MB

6.40GT/ss 5.86GT/s 5.86GT/s 5.86GT/s 4.80GT/s 4.80GT/s 5.86GT/s 6.40GT/s

Number of slots

Memory size

Appendix



6 (Standard: 2 and Expansion: 4)
Model 2.5: 147GB, 300GB, 600GB
10000r/min; 15000r/min (only for 147GB)
SAS 2.5HDD X 6 pcs (Hot Plug Function)
LSI Logic 1078 PCI-express

Controller

LSI Logic 2108 PCI-express

RAID
Supported RAID

RAID0, 1, 1+0, 5, 6
(RAID6 is supported only by LSI 2108.)

Controller

Intel 82576EB X 2

Interface

1000 Base-T (SERDES) × 4 （connected to Back Plane）

Function

(However, specified driver is necessary if WOL is used on function 1 of each controller.)

LAN

Wake On LAN: For Linux, only function 0 of each controller is supported.
PXE boot: Only the first controller is supported. (Port 1 and 2 among 1 to 4)

Slot

PCI

1 (Dedicated shape)

Interface

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)
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Model name

Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard
Supported OS

Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.6
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.1

Power consumption (Maximum)
Indications
based on the
Energy Saving
Law

358

325

303

238

242

Classification

C

Energy
consumption
efficiency (*1)

Out of target

Mass

242

325

About 7.1 kg
*1 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the composite
theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
*2 The hard disk's size indication has been determined on the supposition that 1 GB is equal to 10
bytes.
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Specifications of the Xeon Server Blade (P5 model)
Model name

AX51P5

Supported CPU
CPU code
CPU

CPU frequency

Dual-core/Quad-core Intel® Xeon® processor
X5670

E5640

E5620

L5630

E5503

E5603

E5649

X5675

2.93GHz

2.66GHz

2.40GHz

2.13GHz

2.00GHz

1.6GHz

2.53GHz

3.06GHz

4MB

12MB

12MB

Number of CPUs
Cache memory
QPI transfer rate
DIMM type
(per slot)
Main
memory

LAN

Minimum 1/Maximum 2
12MB

12MB

12MB

6.40GT/ss 5.86GT/s 5.86GT/s 5.86GT/s 4.80GT/s 4.80GT/s 5.86GT/s 6.40GT/s
DDR3 Registered DIMM 1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB (1333 MHz), 8GB/16GB (1066 MHz)
6
Dual-channel mode
Minimum 1GB (1GB x 1) / Maximum 96GB (16GB x 6)

Controller

Intel 82576EB X 2

Interface

1000 Base-T (SERDES) × 4 （connected to Back Plane）
Wake On LAN: For Linux, only function 0 of each controller is supported.
(However, specified driver is necessary if WOL is used on function 1 of each controller.)

Interface

PCI-Express 1.0a
Low profile (MD2)
(Dedicated bracket type)

Type
Number of cards that
can be installed
Supported card

1
2-port 1000Base-T LAN adapter (Intel 82576EB onboard)

Hot plug

Not available

Number of SSD that
can be installed

1

Internal SSD
*1
Amount

Interface
Interface

4MB

Operating mode

Function

PCI card

12MB

Number of slots

Memory size

Appendix



2.5 type 32GB/64GB
SATA 2.5 SSD x 1 (non Hotplug Function, option)

USB

USB2.0 x 1 (Front)
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Model name

Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V 32-bit
Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard
Supported OS

Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter
Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2
Windows Server 2008 Standard SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter SP2 without Hyper-V
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.6
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.1

Power consumption (Maximum)
Indications
based on the
Energy Saving
Law

358

325

303

238

242

Classification

C

Energy
consumption
efficiency *2

Out of target

Mass

242

325

About 4.3 kg
*1 The value is calculated by 1GB=109 bytes.
*2 The Energy consumption efficiency is obtained by dividing the electric power consumption
measured with the measurement method defined by the Energy Saving Law, by the composite
theoretical performance defined by the Energy Saving Law.
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Specifications of the Management Module
Item

External interface

Indicator (LED)

Console function

Specification

LAN for management

100BASE-TX/10BASE-T x 1 port. The SVP connector
module is provided with a connector.

LAN for management (Pre conf)

100BASE-TX/10BASE-T x 1 port. The SVP connector
module is provided with a connector.

LAN for maintenance

100BASE-TX/10BASE-T x 1 port. The SVP connector
module is provided with a connector.

Serial

One port (maintenance console) is mounted on the
front panel for the chassis.

For the system

Provides an error warning of the modules (including
the server, the switch, the devices, the power supply
and the fan), as well as an abnormal temperature
warning of the server chassis.

For the SVP

Four installed indicators including auxiliaries provide
Power, Primary/Error and Attention for the
management module.

SVP console (CLI)

Offers the CLI (Command Line Interface) for system
operation and management. The CLI is managed by
the user.

SVP console (GUI)

Offers the web console for system operation and
management. The GUI is managed by the user.

OS console

Offers up to ten sessions via the SOL (Serial over
LAN).

SVP hot-standby function

Supports the dual SVP hot standby and configuration
matching control.

Remote
maintenance
function

E-mail notification

E-mail notification of error information (alert).

Remote maintenance

Remote maintenance function linked with the remote
maintenance system (ASSIST)

Outside dimensions (W x D x H: mm)

196.2 x 471.2 x 26

Mass

1.18kg
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Specifications of the Switch Module
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Specifications of the Built-in LAN switch module
Item

Specification
1-Gbps LAN switch module

Interface

Internal port
External port

10-Gbps LAN switch module

1Gbps SERDES x 20 ports
1000BASE-T

4 ports

2 ports

-

2 ports

/100BASE-TX
/10BASE-T

Layer-2
function

Layer-3
function

Management 100BASE-TX
port
/10BASE-T

For the connection Management Module with one port.

Serial port

For the user to define the switch module with one port.
(Mounted on the switch FAN & serial module.)

VLAN

Port VLAN, Tag-VLAN (IEEE802.1Q), protocol VLAN, MACVLAN, Tag conversion

Spanning tree control

STP(IEEE802.1D), RSTP(IEEE802.1w), PVST+,
MSTP(IEEE802.1s)

Other functions

IGMP, snooping, MLD snooping, Link Aggregation, jumbo
frame and others

IPv4 routing

Ipv6 routing

Network
function

Single cast

RIP, RIP2, OSPF, BGP4

Multi-cast

IGMPv2/v3, PIM-SM, PIM-SSM

Single cast

RIPng, OSPFv3, BGP4+

Multi-cast

MLDv1/v2, PIM-SM, PIM-SSM

Security function

Filter (L2/IPv4/IPv6/L4), web authentication, MAC
authentication, and port to port relay interruption,

QoS

Flow detection (L2/IPv4/IPv6/L4), band monitoring, marking
(DSCP/UserPriority), disposal control, shaper (eight classes,
port band control, scheduling (PQ,WRR,PQ+DRR,WFQ)), Diffserv

L2-VPN

Load balancing (IPv4/Ipv6), VRRP(IPv4/IPv6), static polling,
VRRP polling, link aggregation (IEEE802.3ad), GSRP,
Graceful Restart (helper), and storm control

Operation management function

SNMPv1/v2/v3, MIB, IPv6MIB, RMON, syslog, ping,
traceroute, SSH, telnet(*1), ftp, tftp, NTP, IPv4DHCP
server/relay, PrefixDelegation, LLDP, OADP, port mirroring,
RADIUS, TACACS+

Outside dimensions (W x D x H: mm)

130 x 251 x 33

Power consumption (Maximum)

36 W

Mass

0.78 kg
*1 The CLI is same specification as AX3630S-24T2X command.
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Item
Interface

Specification

Internal port

1-Gbps SERDES x 10 ports.
Connected to the LAN controller(LAN1/LAN2)
containing ESB2.(A1/A2/A3/E3), and the LAN
controller (LAN1/LAN2) containing 82576
(A4/S4/H4/P4/A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 model),

External port

Fixed at 1000BASE-T x 10 ports

Outside

Fixed at FullDuplex

LED indications

Provide Link Up/ Link Down/ Activity per port.

Outside dimensions (W x D x H: mm)

130 x 251 x 33

Power consumption (Maximum)

20 W

Mass

0.77 kg

 When a LAN port is connected using Pass-through Module, the target device can not detect linkdown of the LAN port.
 When four LAN pass-through modules are installed in A5/S5/H5/P5/R5 model in B2 chassis,

connect to the LAN controller (LAN1/2/5/6).

Specifications of the FC Switch Module
Item
FC
specifications

Specification

FCSW component

Brocade SW4016

External
port

Number of ports

6 ports

Rate

4Gbps/2Gbps/1Gbps

Number of ports

10 ports

Rate

4Gbps(*1)/2Gbps/1Gbps

Internal
port

4 ports

8 ports

Supported standard

FC-FG, FC-AL, FC-FLA, FC-PLDA, FC-VI, FC-PH, FCGS-2, FC-PH-3, FC-SW,
IP FC RFC, FC-AL2, FC-PH

Service class

Class 2/3/F

Cascade

Full Fabric

Outside dimensions (W x D x H: mm)

130 x 254 x 33

Power consumption (Maximum)

22 W

Mass

1.05 kg

(*1) : Only GGX-BE9FS4G1E/GG-BE9FS4G1E-Y and GGX-BE9FS4G2E support.
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Specifications of the Power Supply Module
Item
Input
specifications

Unit

Specification

Rated voltage

VAC

100 to 120/200 to 240

Frequency

Hz

50/60±3

Number of phases

-

1φ

Current

A

12, 100V
10, 200V

Outside dimension (W x D x H: mm)

102 x 302.5 x 82

Power consumption

1200VA (1188W), 100V
2000VA (1980W), 200V

Mass

3.1kg
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Specifications of the SVP Connector Module
Item
Connector application

A LAN connector is supported for the management,
maintenance and pre-configuration LANs.

LAN specifications

100Mbps LAN with three ports

SW detection

Function

Each switch bay is equipped with a circuit for
determining whether a module is installed.

Mounted on the right bay

Informs the SVP of whether switch bays 0 and 2 are
provided with a module.

Mounted on the left bay

Informs the SVP of whether switch bays 1 and 3 are
provided with a module.

System fan

Informs the SVP of whether system fans 0 to 4 are
mounted.

SW cooling fan

Informs the SVP of whether system cooling fans 0 and
1 are mounted.

Fan detection



Specification

Outside dimensions (W x D x H: mm)

26.3 x 276.1 x 70.5

Mass

0.34kg

Specifications of the System Cooling Fan Module
Item
Fan specifications

Specification

Dimensions

80 x 38mm

Power supply

12VDC

rpm

7800~2000 rpm

Number of fans

2 per module

Specifications of revolution control

Five-step control according to internal temperature

Means for reporting that the fan is stopped

LED indications on the SVP and fan module
Error reporting by the SVP



Outside dimensions (W x D x H: mm)

83 x 322.7 x 86.5

Mass

1.8kg

Specifications of the Switch Cooling Fan Module
Item
Fan
specifications

Serial
connector

Specification

Dimensions

60 x 15mm

Power supply

12VDC

rpm

5,000 rpm on average

Number of fans

2 per module

Revolution control

Fan revolutions are not controlled.

Means for reporting that
the fan is stopped

LED indications on the SVP and fan module

Expected service life

40°C 60,000Hr

Connector application

Serial port for the switch module

Mounted on the right

Serial port for switch bays 0 and 2

Mounted on the left

Serial port for switch bays 1 and 3

Error reporting by the SVP

Outside dimensions (W x D x H: mm)

44.9 x 265.8 x 70.5

Mass

0.5kg
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Specifications of the 10GBASE-R transceiver
Item

Specification

Transceiver

XFP-SR

XFP-LR

Interfacing

10GBASE-SR

10GBASE-LR

Connector
form

2 league LC connectors

Size

18.35mm × 78.0mm × 8.5mm

Hot plug

Impossible

Kind of cable

Multi mode

Single mode

fiber-optic cable

fiber-optic cable

50 / 125μm

Diameter

62.5 / 125μm

50 / 125μm

core/ clad
Transmission
band

400MHz・

500MHz・

2000MHz・

160MHz・

200MHz・

km

km

km

km

km

Transmission
distance

2m ～ 66m

2m ～ 82m

2m ～ 300m

2m ～ 26m

2m ～ 33m
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Interface Specifications
USB Connector

Pin

Signal Name

Description

Direction

1

VCC

Cable power

Output

2

DATA 

Differential signal 

Input/Output

3

DATA +

Differential signal +

Input/Output

4

GND

Cable Ground



RS-232C Interface Connector
(Management Module)

Pin

Signal Name

Description

Direction

1

CD

Carrier Detect

Input

2

RD

Receive Data

Input

3

TD

Transmit Data

Output

4

DTR

Data Terminal Ready

Output

5

GND

Signal Ground



6

DSR

Data Set Ready

Input

7

RTS

Request to Send

Output

8

CTS

Clear to Send

Input

9

RI

Ring Indicator

Input
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LAN Interface Connector
(100BASE-TX/10BASE-T)
(SVP Connector Module)

Pin

Signal Name

Description

Direction

1

TX+

Transmit Data +

Output

2

TX

Transmit Data 

Output

3

RX+

Receive Data +

Input

4

NC

Reserved



5

NC

Reserved



6

RX

Receive Data 

Input

7

NC

Reserved



8

NC

Reserved
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LAN Interface Connector (Switch
Module)
For 1000BASE-T connection

Pin

Signal Name

Description

Direction

1

T3/T2

Send/Receive Data

Input/Output

2

R3/R2

Send/Receive Data

Input/Output

3

T2/T3

Send/Receive Data

Input/Output

4

R1

Send/Receive Data

Input/Output

5

T1

Send/Receive Data

Input/Output

6

R2/R3

Send/Receive Data

Input/Output

7

T4

Send/Receive Data

Input/Output

8

R4

Send/Receive Data

Input/Output

T = TIP
R = RING

For 100BASE-TX/10BASE-T connection
Pin

Signal Name

Description

Direction

1

TX+

Transmit Data +

Output

2

TX

Transmit Data 

Output

3

RX+

Receive Data +

Input

4

NC

Reserved



5

NC

Reserved



6

RX

Receive Data 

Input

7

NC

Reserved



8

NC

Reserved
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List of Options
Times for supporting options may differ depending on
products. For further information, ask their suppliers.

Product Name
Compute Blade 320 Server
Chassis

Part Number

Specification

GGX-SRE9A1BM0

Compute Blade 320 Chassis for North America
(TYPE-A, 6U, 10 Server Slots)

GGX-SRE9A2BM0
GG-RE9A2BM-Y

Compute Blade 320 Chassis for North America
(TYPE-A, 6U, 10 Server Slots)

GGX-SRE9E1BM0

Compute Blade 320 Chassis for Europe (TYPEA, 6U, 10 Server Slots)

GGX-SRE9E2BM0
GG-RE9E2BM-Y

Compute Blade 320 Chassis for Europe (TYPEA, 6U, 10 Server Slots)

GGX-SRE9K1BM0

Compute Blade 320 Chassis for Korea (TYPE-A,
6U, 10 Server Slots)

GGX-BP9PWSM1
GG-BP9PWSM1-Y

100 to 120V / 200 to 240V

GGX-BE9SVPM1

Service Processor Module

Management Module

GGX-BE9SVPM2
GG-BE9SVPM2-Y

Service Processor Module 2nd

Web Console Kit

GGX-BE9SVPU2A

Web Console Kit

GGX-BE9LSWM1
GG-BE9LSWM1-Y

1Gbps LAN

GGX-BE9LSWM2A
GG-BE9LSWM2A-Y

10Gbps LAN

GGX-BE9PASM1
GG-BE9PASM1-Y

1Gbps LAN path through

GGX-BE9FS4G1D

External 4Gbps interface x4, internal 2Gbps
interface x8,100BASE-TX x1, Serial interface x1
(This can be installed in the server chassis GGXRE9x1BMx only.)

GGX-BE9FS4G2D

External 4Gbps interface x6, internal 2Gbps
interface x10,100BASE-TX x1, Serial interface x1
(This can be installed in the server chassis GGXRE9x1BMx only.)

GGX-BE9FS4G1E
GG-BE9FS4G1E-Y

External 4Gbps interface x4, internal 4Gbps
interface x8,100BASE-TX x1, Serial interface x1
(This can be installed in the server chassis GGXRE9x2BMx only.)

GGX-BE9FS4G2E

External 4Gbps interface x6, internal 4Gbps
interface x10,100BASE-TX x1, Serial interface x1
(This can be installed in the server chassis GGXRE9x2BMx only.)

GGX-CN9XFSR1A
GG-CN9XFSR1A-Y

10GBASE-SR

Power Supply Module

LAN Switch Module

LAN Path-though Module
FC Switch Module 4 ports

FC Switch Module 6 ports

FC Switch Module 4 ports

FC Switch Module 6 ports

XFP Module for LAN Switch

GGX-CN9XFLR1A

10GBASE-LR

Fabric Watch

GGX-BE9FWATCH4G

Fabric Watch license key

ISL Trunking

GGX-BE9ISLTRK4G

ISL Trunking license key

FC Switch Module Upgrade

GGX-BE9FS4GUP

Upgrade license key

1540
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Specification

License

GG-BE9FS4GUP-Y

HVM License

GGX-AR9VLN8X1
GG-AR9VLN8X1-Y

8-LPAR License for P5 blade

Dummy Server Module

GGX-BE9SVMD1
GG-BE9SVMD1-Y

Dummy Module for Server Blade

Dummy Management Module

GGX-BE9SVPD1
GG-BE9SVPD1-Y

Dummy Module for Management Module

Dummy Switch Module

GGX-BE9SWMD1
GG-BE9SWMD1-Y

Dummy Module for Switch Module

Dummy Power Supply Module

GGX-BE9PSMD1
GG-BE9PSMD1-Y

Dummy Module for Power Supply Module

Server Blade

GGAX51A1-ANNAN4Z

Xeon 5110 1.6 GHｚ/4M,FSB1066

GGAX51A1-BNNAN4Z

Xeon 5140 2.33GHｚ/4M,FSB1333

GGAX51A1-9NNAN4Z

Xeon 5160 3.0 GHｚ/4M,FSB1333

GGAX51A2-ANNAN4Z

Xeon E5310 1.6 GHｚ/4Mx2,FSB1066

GGAX51A2-BNNBN4Z

Xeon E5345 2.33GHｚ/4Mx2,FSB1333

GGAX51A2-1NNAN4Z

Xeon 5110 1.6 GHｚ/4M,FSB1066

GGAX51A2-2NNAN4Z

Xeon 5140 2.33GHｚ/4M,FSB1333

GGAX51A2-3NNAN4Z

Xeon 5160 3.0 GHｚ/4M,FSB1333

GGAX51A3-DNNAN4Z

Xeon E5405 2.0GHz/6Mx2,FSB1333

GGAX51A3-ENNAN4Z

Xeon E5430 2.66GHz/6Mx2,FSB1333

GGAX51A3-FNNAN4Z

Xeon E5450 3.0GHz/6Mx2,FSB1333

GGAX51E3-HNNAN4Z

Xeon L5320 1.86GHz/4Mx2,FSB1066

GGAX51E3-JNNAN4Z

Xeon L5410 2.33GHz/6Mx2, FSB1333

GGAX51A3-7NNAN4Z

Xeon E5205 1.86GHz/6M,FSB1066

GGAX51A3-8NNAN4Z

Xeon X5260 3.33GHz/6M,FSB1333

GGAX51A4-KNNX14Z

Xeon E5502 1.86GHz/4Mx2,QPI4.8GT/sec

GGAX51A4-LNNX14Z

Xeon E5520 2.26GHz/8Mx2,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51A4-MNNX14Z

Xeon E5540 2.53GHz/8Mx2,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51A4-PNNX14Z

Xeon X5570 2.93GHz/8Mx2,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGAX51A4-QNNX14Z

Xeon L5520 2.26GHz/8Mx2,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51S4-KNNX14Z

Xeon E5502 1.86GHz/4Mx2,QPI4.8GT/sec

GGAX51S4-LNNX14Z

Xeon E5520 2.26GHz/8Mx2,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51S4-MNNX14Z

Xeon E5540 2.53GHz/8Mx2,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51S4-PNNX14Z

Xeon X5570 2.93GHz/8Mx2,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGAX51S4-QNNX14Z

Xeon L5520 2.26GHz/8Mx2,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51H4-KNNX14Z

Xeon E5502 1.86GHz/4M, QPI 4.8GT/sec

GGAX51H4-LNNX14Z

Xeon E5520 2.26GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51H4-MNNX14Z

Xeon E5540 2.53GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51H4-PNNX14Z

Xeon X5570 2.93GHz/8M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

GGAX51H4-QNNX14Z

Xeon L5520 2.26GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51P4-KNNX14Z

Xeon E5502 1.86GHz/4M, QPI 4.8GT/sec

GGAX51P4-LNNX14Z

Xeon E5520 2.26GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51P4-MNNX14Z

Xeon E5540 2.53GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51P4-PNNX14Z

Xeon X5570 2.93GHz/8M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

GGAX51P4-QNNX14Z

Xeon L5520 2.26GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51P4-KNNX24Z

Xeon E5502 1.86GHz/4M, QPI 4.8GT/se
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GGAX51P4-LNNX24Z

Xeon E5520 2.26GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51P4-MNNX24Z

Xeon E5540 2.53GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51P4-PNNX24Z

Xeon X5570 2.93GHz/8M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

GGAX51P4-QNNX24Z

Xeon L5520 2.26GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51R4-KNNX14Z

Xeon E5502 1.86GHz/4M, QPI 4.8GT/sec

GGAX51R4-LNNX14Z

Xeon E5520 2.26GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51R4-MNNX14Z

Xeon E5540 2.53GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51R4-PNNX14Z

Xeon X5570 2.93GHz/8M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

GGAX51R4-QNNX14Z

Xeon L5520 2.26GHz/8M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51A5-1NNX14Z

Xeon E5603 1.60GHz/4M, QPI4.8GT/sec

GGAX51A5-2NNX14Z

Xeon E5649 2.53GHz/12M, QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51A5-3NNX14Z

Xeon X5675 3.06GHz/12M,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGAX51A5-RNNX14Z

Xeon E5503 2.00GHz/4M, QPI 4.8GT/sec

GGAX51A5-SNNX14Z

Xeon E5620 2.40GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51A5-TNNX14Z

Xeon E5640 2.66GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51A5-UNNX14Z

Xeon X5670 2.93GHz/12M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

GGAX51A5-VNNX14Z

Xeon L5630 2.13GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51S5-1NNX14Z

Xeon E5603 1.60GHz/4M, QPI4.8GT/sec

GGAX51S5-2NNX14Z

Xeon E5649 2.53GHz/12M, QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51S5-3NNX14Z

Xeon X5675 3.06GHz/12M,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGAX51S5-4NNX14Z

Xeon X5690 3.46GHz/12M, QPI6.4GT/sec

GGAX51S5-RNNX14Z

Xeon E5503 2.00GHz/4M, QPI 4.8GT/sec

GGAX51S5-SNNX14Z

Xeon E5620 2.40GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51S5-TNNX14Z

Xeon E5640 2.66GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51S5-UNNX14Z

Xeon X5670 2.93GHz/12M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

GGAX51S5-VNNX14Z

Xeon L5630 2.13GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51S5-WNNX14Z

Xeon X5680 3.33GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAC51S5-NNNX14Y

Processor: Not installed.

GGAC51S5-NNNX34Y

Processor: Not installed.

GGAX51H5-1NNX14Z

Xeon E5603 1.60GHz/4M, QPI4.8GT/sec

GGAX51H5-2NNX14Z

Xeon E5649 2.53GHz/12M, QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51H5-3NNX14Z

Xeon X5675 3.06GHz/12M,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGAX51H5-RNNX14Z

Xeon E5503 2.00GHz/4M, QPI 4.8GT/sec

GGAX51H5-SNNX14Z

Xeon E5620 2.40GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51H5-TNNX14Z

Xeon E5640 2.66GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51H5-UNNX14Z

Xeon X5670 2.93GHz/12M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

GGAX51H5-VNNX14Z

Xeon L5630 2.13GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAC51H5-NNFX14Y

Processor: Not installed.

GGAX51P5-1NNX24Z

Xeon E5603 1.60GHz/4M, QPI4.8GT/sec

GGAX51P5-2NNX24Z

Xeon E5649 2.53GHz/12M, QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51P5-3NNX24Z

Xeon X5675 3.06GHz/12M,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGAX51P5-RNNX24Z

Xeon E5503 2.00GHz/4M, QPI 4.8GT/sec

GGAX51P5-SNNX24Z

Xeon E5620 2.40GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51P5-TNNX24Z

Xeon E5640 2.66GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51P5-UNNX24Z

Xeon X5670 2.93GHz/12M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

GGAX51P5-VNNX24Z

Xeon L5630 2.13GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec
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GGAC51P5-NNNX24Y

Processor: Not installed.

GGAC51P5-NNNX44Y

With SSD; without a processor and HVM

GGAX51R5-1NNX14Z

Xeon E5603 1.60GHz/4M, QPI4.8GT/sec

GGAX51R5-2NNX14Z

Xeon E5649 2.53GHz/12M, QPI5.86GT/sec

GGAX51R5-3NNX14Z

Xeon X5675 3.06GHz/12M,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGAX51R5-RNNX14Z

Xeon E5503 2.00GHz/4M, QPI 4.8GT/sec

GGAX51R5-SNNX14Z

Xeon E5620 2.40GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51R5-TNNX14Z

Xeon E5640 2.66GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAX51R5-UNNX14Z

Xeon X5670 2.93GHz/12M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

GGAX51R5-VNNX14Z

Xeon L5630 2.13GHz/12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGAC51R5-NNNX14Y

Processor: Not installed.

GGX-EC9PA16D4

Xeon 5110 1.6GHｚ/4MB,FSB1066

GGX-EC9PA23D4

Xeon 5140 2.33GHｚ/4MB,FSB1333

GGX-EC9PA30D4

Xeon 5160 3.0GHｚ/4MB,FSB1333

GGX-EC9PA16Q8

Xeon E5310 1.6GHｚ/4Mx2,FSB1066

GGX-EC9PA23Q8

Xeon E5345 2.33GHｚ/4Mx2,FSB1333

GGX-EC9C2NN4A

Xeon E5405 2.0GHz/6Mx2,FSB1333

GGX-EC9C2664A

Xeon E5430 2.66GHz/6Mx2,FSB1333

GGX-EC9C3NN4A

Xeon E5450 3.0GHz/6Mx2,FSB1333

GGX-EC9C1863A

Xeon L5320 1.86GHz/4Mx2,FSB1066

GGX-EC9C2335A

Xeon L5410 2.33GHz/6Mx2, FSB1333

GGX-EC9C1862A

Xeon E5205 1.86GHz/6M,FSB1066

GGX-EC9C3332A

Xeon X5260 3.33GHz/6M,FSB1333

GGX-EC91861X1

Xeon E5502 1.86GHz/4M,QPI4.8GT/sec

GGX-EC92261X1

Xeon E5520 2.26GHz/8M,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGX-EC92531X1

Xeon E5540 2.53GHz/8M,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGX-EC92931X1

Xeon X5570 2.93GHz/8M,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGX-EC92262X1

Xeon L5520 2.26GHz/8M,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGX-EC92001X1
GG-EC92001X1-Y

Xeon E5503 2.00GHz/4M,QPI4.8GT/sec

GGX-EC92401X1
GG-EC92401X1-Y

Xeon E5620 2.40GHz/12M,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGX-EC92661X1
GG-EC92661X1-Y

Xeon E5640 2.66GHz/12M,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGX-EC92932X1
GG-EC92932X1-Y

Xeon X5670 2.93GHz/12M,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGX-EC92131X1
GG-EC92131X1-Y

Xeon L5630 2.13GHz/12M,QPI5.86GT/sec

GGX-EC93331X1
GG-EC93331X1-Y

Xeon L5680 3.33GHz/12M,QPI6.4GT/sec

GGX-EC91601X1
GG-EC91601X1-Y

Xeon E5603 1.60GHz 4M, QPI 4.8GT/sec

GGX-EC92532X1
GG-EC92532X1-Y

Xeon E5649 2.53GHz 12M, QPI 5.86GT/sec

GGX-EC93061X1
GG-EC93061X1-Y

Xeon X5675 3.06GHz 12M, QPI 6.4GT/sec
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Processor

GGX-EC93461X1
GG-EC93461X1-Y

Xeon X5690 3.46GHz 12M, QPI 6.4GT/sec

Memory

GGX-MJ9MN1XF

1GB(FB-DIMM, 533MHz, 512MB x2)

GGX-MJ9MN2XF

2GB(FB-DIMM, 533MHz, 1024MB x2)

GGX-MJ9MN4XF

4GB(FB-DIMM, 533MHz, 2048MB x2)

GGX-MJ9MA1XF

1GB(FB-DIMM, 667MHz, 512MB x2)

GGX-MJ9MA2XF

2GB(FB-DIMM, 667MHz, 1024MB x2)

GGX-MJ9MA4XF

4GB(FB-DIMM, 667MHz, 2048MB x2)

GGX-MJ9MA8XF

8GB(FB-DIMM, 667MHz, 4096MB x2)

GGX-MJ9CN1G1A

1GB(FB-DIMM, 667MHz, 512MB x2)

GGX-MJ9CN2G1A

2GB(FB-DIMM, 667MHz, 1024MB x2)

GGX-MJ9CN4G1A

4GB(FB-DIMM, 667MHz, 2048MB x2)

HDD

GGX-MJ9CN8G1A

8GB(FB-DIMM, 667MHz, 4096MB x2)

GGX-MJ9N1G1X1

1GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_1GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N2G1X1

2GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_2GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N4G1X1
GG-MJ9N4G1X1-Y

4GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_4GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N8G1X1

8GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1066MHz_8GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N8G1X2
GG-MJ9N8G1X2-Y

8GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_8GB x 1)

GGX-MJ916G1X1
GG-MJ916G1X1-Y

16GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1066MHz_16GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N1G2X1

1GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_1GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N2G2X1

2GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_2GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N4G2X1

4GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_4GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N8G2X2

8GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_8GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N2G3X1
GG-MJ9N2G3X1-Y

2GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_2GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N4G3X1
GG-MJ9N4G3X1-Y

4GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_4GB x 1)

GGX-MJ9N8G3X1
GG-MJ9N8G3X1-Y

8GB(DDR3_RDIMM_1333MHz_8GB x 1)

GGX-UH9HN73A

73GB, 10000rpm, SAS

GGX-UH9CN731A

73GB, 10000rpm,SAS

GGX-UH9C1471A

147GB, 100000rpm, SAS

GGX-UH9HN80N

80GB, 7200rpm, SATA

GGX-UH9N731X1

73GB, 10Krpm, SAS

GGX-UH91471X1

147GB, 10Krpm, SAS

GGX-UH91471X2

147GB, 10Krpm, SAS

GGX-UH91471X3
GG-UH91471X3-Y

147GB, 10Krpm, SAS

GGX-UH93001X1

300GB, 10Krpm, SAS

GGX-UH93001X2

300GB, 10Krpm, SAS

GGX-UH93001X3
GG-UH93001X3-Y

300GB, 10Krpm, SAS

GGX-UH91473X1

147GB, 10Krpm, SAS for A5

GGX-UH91473X2

147GB, 10Krpm, SAS for H5
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GGX-UH91473X3

147GB, 10Krpm, SAS for R5

GGX-UH91474X1

147GB, 15Krpm, SAS for A5

GGX-UH91474X3
GG-UH91474X3-Y

147GB, 15Krpm, SAS for R5/H5, 2108

GGX-UH93003X1

300GB, 10Krpm, SAS for A5

GGX-UH93003X2

300GB, 10Krpm, SAS for H5

GGX-UH93003X3

300GB, 10Krpm, SAS for R5

GGX-UH96003X3
GG-UH96003X3-Y

600GB, 10Krpm (2.5-type, SAS)
for A5/H5/R5 models

GGX-UH9N642X
GG-UH9N642X3-Y

64GB (2.5-type, SATA) for H5 model

GG-UH9N32DX1-Y

32GB (2.5-type, SATA) for P5 model

GG-UH9N64DX1-Y

64GB (2.5-type, SATA) for P5 model

GGX-UH9N32DX1

32GB, SATA

GGX-UH9N64DX1

64GB, SATA

GGX-CC9MZFC1

Fibre Channel 4Gbps interface x2

GGX-CC9M4G1X1
GG-CC9M4G1X1-Y

Fibre Channel 4Gbps interface x2

GGX-CC9M4G2X1
GG-CC9M4G2X1-Y

4Gb 2-port fibre channel, Emulex

GGX-CN9P1G1X1
GG-CN9P1G1X1-Y

1Gbps 2-port LAN

GGX-CN9P1G2X1
GG-CN9P1G2X1-Y

1Gbps 4-port LAN

GGX-CN9P1G2X2

1Gbps 4-port LAN

GGX-CN9PXG1X1
GG-CN9PXG1X1-Y

10Gbps 2-port LAN

GGX-CC9P4G1X1

4Gbps 2-port fibre channel, FIVE

GGX-CC9P8G1X1
GG-CC9P8G1X1-Y

8Gbps 2-port fibre channel, Emulex

GGX-CA9RCDB2

LSI, 1078

GGX-CA9RCDB3

LSI, 2108

Memory card for LAN Switch

GGX-MC9LSMC128M
GG-MC9LS128M-Y

128MB

Dummy Processor module

GG-EC9DMM1X1-Y

Dummy Processor module

Dummy Memory module

GG-MJ9DMM1X1-Y

Dummy Memory module

Dummy HDD

GGX-UH9DMY1X1
GG-UH9DMM1X1-Y

Dummy /HDD

Dummy PCIe module

GG-CN9DMM1X1-Y

Dummy PCIe module

16 U Rack Cabinet Set

GVX-SRK7165BK

16U Rack Cabinet Set

38 U Rack Cabinet Set

GVX-SRK7385BK

38U Rack Cabinet Set

16 U Rack Cabinet

GVX-RK7165BK

16U:EIA(Black) with Rear Door

38 U Rack Cabinet

GVX-RK7385BK

38U:EIA(Black) with Rear Door

16 U Front Door BY

GVX-RD9166BK

16U(Black x Yellow)

38 U Front Door BY

GVX-RD9386BK

38U(Black x Yellow)

16 U Front Door

GVX-RD216U1X1

16U

38 U Front Door

GVX-RD238U1X1

38U

16 U Rack Side Panel

GVX-RS7165BK

16U(Black):A couple of two pieces

SSD

SSD Boot Set

FC Mezzanine Card

PCI Express Card

RAID Card
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Part Number

Specification

38 U Rack Side Panel

GVX-RS7385BK

38U(Black):A couple of two pieces

Rack Joint Kit

GVX-RJ7005BK

for 16U Rack /38U Rack

Blank Panel

GVX-RP7011BK

for 16U Rack /38U Rack, 1U（Black）

Rack Accessory

GVX-AR7900BK

Screw for rack etc.

Air Duct

GVX-RF9FSW1

Brocade FibreChannel Switch

GVX-RF9GS321

Hitachi GS3000-20E

GVX-RF9GS341

Hitachi GS3000-40E

Bracket for horizontal PDU

GGX-AU9PDUBKT
GG-AU9PDUBKT-Y

Bracket for horizontal PDU

Power Cable (AC100V)

GGX-LG9PWCBL100
GG-LG9PWCBL10-Y

Power Cable for 100VAC 2.5m

GGX-LG9PWCBL101
GG-LG9PWCBL11-Y

Power Cable for 100VAC 4.5m

GGX-LG9PWCBL200
GG-LG9PWCBL20-Y

Power Cable for 200VAC 0.9m

GGX-LG9PWCBL201
GG-LG9PWCBL21-Y

Power Cable for 200VAC 2.5m

GGX-LG9PWCBL202
GG-LG9PWCBL22-Y

Power Cable for 200VAC 1.0m

Cabling Unit

GGX-RH9CBLUX1
GG-RH9CBLUX1-Y

1U Tray for Cabling

Outlet box

GGX-AG9PDU2V4A
GG-AG9PDU2V4A-Y

4 outlet (200V) , NEMA L6-30P

GGX-AG9PDU2V4E
GG-AG9PDU2V4E-Y

4 outlet (200V) , IEC309

Power Cable (AC200V)
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The Transport Bracket Assy have different types depending on the shipment
time.
Refer to the procedure for suitable for the Transport Bracket Assy used.

Attaching Procedure of front Transport
Bracket Assy
For the detaching, just execute the reverse step of the attaching.



Type A
1

Remove the M6 screw of the rack rail (One place in the right and left lower side for
each).

2

Hold system equipment support part of Transport Bracket Assy to system
equipment bottom, and put both ends on rack rail's projection.

3

Attach the Transport Bracket Assy in the rack cabinet with the rack rail by two M6
screws (removed according to procedure 1).

Transport Bracket ASSY
KPA14539-001

Projection of rail
System equipment support part

[1]

Details of [1]

Front

Transport Bracket ASSY
KPA14539-001
M6 screw
KPA0012124－012
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Type B
1

Remove the M6 screw of the rack rail (four places).

2

Attach the Transport Bracket Assy in front of the rack cabinet.
2-1 Insert tab

a
○

of Transport Bracket Assy in the hole of the rack prop.

2-2 Insert system equipment support part

b
○

of Transport Bracket Assy under

the system equipment.
3

Attach the Transport Bracket Assy in the rack cabinet with the rack rail by four M6
screws.
Do not work at the same time on the front side and the side in the back to
remove the screw of the rack rail.

Front left prop of rack cabinet

Details of [2]

[2]
Front

Tab

a
○
Front right prop of rack cabinet

Transport Bracket ASSY
KPA0014199－001

Transport Bracket ASSY
KPA0014199－001
M6 screw（each of two right and left）
KPA0012124－012
System equipment support part
Tab

a
○

1548
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Attaching Procedure of rear Transport
Bracket Assy
For the detaching, just execute the reverse step of the attaching.



Type A
1

Remove M5 screw ○
b of the Transport Bracket Assy, and tack down the rack rail
side. (Screw head floated.)

2

Loosen M5 screw ○
a of the Transport Bracket Assy, and put it into the state that
the fixing bracket moves.

3

Insert system equipment support part of Transport Bracket Assy in the system
equipment bottom, and put the projection of the Transport Bracket Assy on rack
rail's protruding portion.

4

Insert the ditch of the fixing bracket in the M5 screw tacked by rack rail.

5

Tighten the screw pressing the fixing bracket against rack rail.
It tightens up a screw in order of ○
b -> ○
a .

Insert

b

a

Details of [3]
M5 screw

Tighten the screw in order of

Rear

b
○

->

a
○

.

Rack rail

[3]
Protrusion of rack rail
Fixing bracket
a
Protrusion of Transport Bracket ASSY

b

Fixing bracket
Transport Bracket ASSY
KPA0014542-001
Fixing bracket
System equipment support part

1549
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Type B
1

Remove the M6 screw of the rack rail (four places).

2

Attach the Transport Bracket Assy in front of the rack cabinet.
2-1 Hold system equipment support part

b
○

of Transport Bracket Assy to the

system equipment bottom.
2-2 Insert tab

a
○

of Transport Bracket Assy in the hole of the prop of the rack

while lifting the Transport Bracket Assy.
3

Attach the Transport Bracket Assy in the rack cabinet with the rack rail by four M6
screws.
Do not work at the same time on the front side and the side in the back to
remove the screw of the rack rail.

Back left prop of rack cabinet

Details of [4]

Rear

[4]
Tab

a
○

Back right prop of rack cabinet
Transport Bracket ASSY
KPA0014201－001

Transport Bracket ASSY
KPA0014201－001

M6 screw（each of two right and left）
KPA0012124－012

System equipment support part

Tab

a
○
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